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Objective of the Every Member’s Jubilee

1866—1916

Ye shall hallow the fiftieth year and proclaim liberty throughout all

the land unto all the inhabitants thereof. Leviticus 25: 10.

Here one may be thinking what he is, whence he came, what he has

done, and to what the King has called him. “Merry” in "Pilgrim’s

Progress.” '

VISTA

REVIEW the Past. I am grateful for the growth and

I development that has steadily increased our Association’s

usefulness to young women the world over.

I survey the Present. I am one of 343,000 members in the

United States, and of 780,000 in the world. The woe of the

present war involves more than half our memberhsip through

out the world. I extend to every suffering member my heart's

deepest sympathy. Testing attainments by ideals, I search what

I may do, and what our Association may do, to help establish

among individuals, in the social order, and between nations, the

love and righteousness from which alone can come permanent

peace.

I look to the Future. I obey its summons to a great advance in

the light of untouched resources in Jesus Christ.

AIM

EEPER loyalty to Christ. Larger membership in his

Church. \IVider knowledge of the Association. Freewill

offerings of service, money and personality.

PRAYER

GOD, strengthen in me and in every Association member

the ability to perceive and interpret the Kingdom of

Heaven on earth. Show each one of us how in our own

lives, and in the life of our Association, our practice of the

Presence of God may result in the meeting of spiritual and

temporal needs. Grant thereby that to me, and to every mem

ber throughout all the land, this Jubilee may proclaim the

liberty wherewith Christ has made us free. Amen.
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The Jubilee and the Next Fifty Years

All anniversaries point in the last

analysis quite as much to the future

as to the past. They are significant,

not only as showing the heights at

tained, but as indicating what there

is to come.

Now that our nation-wide Jubilee is

upon us, we realize that in so far as it

relates to the past of our organization,

its character and its significance are

already determined. They are in

herited from the history of the last

fifty years. They are the inevitable

fruit of the activities and the customs,

and the ideals of the movement as it

is to-day, as we have helped to make

it. As the Jubilee takes shape before

our eyes, we rejoice in the breadth of

its conception, including as it does,

so many recreative, educational and

religious features; in the courageous

sense of responsibility shown by its

finance plans, particularly those for

the memorial endowment; in the deep

desire that all Association life shall

center in and radiate from Jesus

Christ as shown not alone in the plans

for the Birthday Service and other

special religious features, but in the

conscious effort to include a spiritual

note in every Jubilee activity. We

may well be grateful that these char

acteristics which we see in the Jubilee

—breadth, sanity, and spiritual pur

pose—are revealed to us as inherent

in the Association movement. But we

cannot be satisfied that in the Jubilee

we should merely see ourselves as we

are. Valuable as it is to review and

celebrate our past, I venture to say

that the permanent significance of the

Jubilee will be found not in what it

looks back upon, but in that to which

it looks forward. This—and here is

the arresting thought—is a phase of

the Jubilee over which we still have

control.

Nothing is so characteristic of the

attitude of the Association leader

ship to-day as the longing to see the

movement become a greater spiritual

orials

force among young women than it has

ever yet been. There is an almost

universal willingness to work and sac

rifice to this end. To what extent will

the Jubilee prepare us for this greater

future? Will these days be the gate

way through which we step into a

new and more complete realization of

our fundamental purpose? This is

what they ought to be. If they are so,

it will not be through any vague

emotion which the Jubilee creates, but

because of a frank facing of the kind

of spiritual leadership which the

future needs and a sober dedication of

ourselves to the task. What, then,

does the future ask of the Association

as a spiritual force?

It asks a new and larger effort to

interpret to girls through the organiza

tion, the meaning and the claims of

the Christian life. Strange as it may

seem to some who have thought that

revivals were a thing of the past, we

are to-day seeing our country swept

by a wave of evangelism. In this wide

spread effort to arouse the individual

conscience, we must do our share.

We may conduct more or less exten

sive evangelistic campaigns of our

own, or we may co-operate in those

planned by the churches of the com

munity, or we may give ourselves to

the more slow and quiet, but possibly

surer method of bringing home

through the regular services of the

Association and the daily contact of

life with life, the message of the need

of all young women for God and the

power of Jesus Christ to meet that

need. No one method will suffice. By

all methods we must do our part in

the evangelization of this generation.

It asks a more thorough and far

reaching emphasis on religious educa

tion. Not only is such an emphasis a

fundamental need of every age, but

repeated experience has shown that

much of the new life and power gen—

erated in periods of revival, is lost for

want of the conserving and up-build

ing force of Christian education. To

2
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provide this for the multitude of

young women whom we touch, who

are being religiously awakened to-day,

and to co-operate with the Church and

the public school in their efforts along

this line, is one of the most imperative

demands the future will make upon

us.

It asks that we should steadily aim

to extend the sway of Jesus Christ

out from the individual life to the

common life of the community; that

we should endeavor to secure the em

bodiment of the ideals of Jesus in the

laws, the customs, the relationships,

of community and national life. Here

perhaps more than elsewhere we tread

new and unfamiliar ground. Here

more than anywhere else will the fu

ture demand of us faith and willing

ness to adventure ourselves with God

for the sake of his Kingdom.

The future asks of us a world

vision, such as we have never yet

known; an outlook not only on the

part of leaders, but of our entire mem

bership which is as wide as the world;

a sympathy so real and tangible that it

can make itself felt in Europe and

the far East, as well as in America; a

sense of responsibility for woman—

hood the world over that shall be

strong enough to make us deny our

selves for their sakes day by day, and

year after year.

These are large things to which the

future calls us. Is the Jubilee to be

a thoughtful, purposeful, nation-wide

dedication to the tasks which they in

volve? If it be such, then it will in

deed be an event of great significance,

because it will be the beginning of a

new era of larger faith and stronger

devotion and truer service for young

women. "Then shall thy light break

forth as the morning, and thy heal

ing shall spring forth speedily; and

thy righteousness shall go before thee;

the glory of Jehovah shall be thy re—

ward. Then shalt thou call and Je

hovah will answer: thou shalt cry,

and he shall say, Here I am.”

A. V. R.

A Dream and Its Fulfillment

“A woman of creative faith", the

characterization given to Miss Dodge

that is most satisfying to her friends,

was used first in the memorial supple—

ment of THE Assocmrron MONTHLY.

This supplement has since been re

printed and sent to hundreds of Asso—

ciation leaders during the past month.

Though we may have read it last

winter, we were too overpowered by

our loss to grasp the wealth of the

material embodied in those brief

sketches, drawn by men and women

who knew Miss Dodge and who had

worked with her in her varied in

terests.

These friends, whose judgment is

beyond question, have pictured a list

of characteristics that, were they ap

plied to anyone less known to us,

would seem fulsome. A partial list

culled from the articles includes: keen

ness of vision, sagacity in counsel,

steadfastness in affection, intuitive

sympathy, punctuality to the very

minute, childlike humility, listening

greatness, unswerving faithfulness,

startling promptness, co-operative

power, unfaltering moral ideas, un

fiagging generosity, ability to see

another’s point of view, prophetic

mind, and a devoted spirit that recog

nized God as the Power through

whom she was called and sustained.

When the Jubilee Committee re

quests that Association leaders re-read

this little volume, they have in mind

not a study tending to hero worship,

but a perusal of the life of Miss Dodge

that cannot fail to inspire both leaders

and those led. The passing on to

other women of the lesson of her life

is to show what one Association

member was, and what she wrought.

It is to awaken a hunger to know

the power that shaped her ministry

to girls.

It is one of the intimate facts of

Miss Dodge’s life that she was wont

to dream dreams, and the Birthday

Service on March third is in a peculiar

sense one of her beautiful dreams

“come true”.
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She not only dreamed dreams but

she worked to make her dreams come

true. From the organization of the

National Board until her home—going

she gave large sums of money known

as the “launching fund”, which she

considered was the equivalent of the

members’ share in national work.

But a few months before she left us

she said to a secretary friend, “I

have hoped that the members would

be able to take their share in the work

in ten years, but if they cannot, I am

glad that I can give the extra amount

a few years longer. I have such con

fidence in the members that I know

they will do their part as soon as they

can.” The memorial offering on

March third' will prove that her con

fidence was not misplaced.

A year before the present organi

zation was effected, there took place

in London a great metropolitan mass

meeting of the Associations. It is re

lated that when Miss Dodge listened

with her usual attentiveness to the

story of the vast audience, the great

chorus and the thousands who were

unable to gain access to the hall of

meeting, she was silent for a time,

then said thoughtfully, “Sometime we

shall have such a meeting in Carnegie

Hall.” Did she reveal all her vision?

We wonder if even then her far

sighted conception of the present na—

tional movement included in the pro—

gram of its first ten years, not only

the Carnegie Hall meeting, but simul

taneous meetings in every Association

in the country, when, in the Fiftieth

Anniversary Service, a thousand

audiences would meet to sing the same

hymns, to read the same scripture,

and to unite in the same prayers.

With what fervor would she rejoice

that, on the third of March, there

shall be gathered together in a day of

jubilee the Association family, city,

student and country. to whom she

gave so freely of her life in binding

them together!

It was she who chose the motto of

the Association, “I am come that they

might have life and that they might

have it more abundantly.” This was

her great objective. Material equip

ment and perfection of organization

were to her the means to a great

spiritual end. The spiritual standards

she set for herself were no higher than

those she set for the Association. “Her

life and work were of such volume

and quality as to be wholly inex

plicable apart from the surging life of

the spirit of the living Christ.” The

first fifty years would not come to a

fitting close without the service that

brings us to the “source of power”

and to a realization of our member

ship as a field to be cultivated in

order that it may take up the ministry

left to us by our leader.

The crowning act of worship will

be the memorial offering. It will

simply be doing ourselves what she so

joyfully and generously has been do—

ing for us.

The beginnings of the endowment

fund came with a letter shortly after

the death of Miss Dodge that said,

“I, should like to start something real

and warm and tangible and worthy as

a symbol of our gratitude to her, so I

shall enclose a gift, believing that

others will be moved in .the same

way.” Before the matter could come

to the attention of the National

Board, a group of secretaries had

made their pledge, and the Grace H.

Dodge Memorial Fund was launched

before there was time to officially dis

cuss the advisability of establishing

such a fund. On the receipt of these

and other wholly voluntary gifts, the

advice of business men was sought,

and the resulting decision fixed the

amount to be raised at half a million,

or, as some counseled, at a million

dollars. Emphasis was placed on the

necessity of securing this fund during

1915 and 1916. N0 organized effort

has yet been made. for it has been in

the hearts of numbers that this fund

should be the expression of many

small gifts from many persons. as well

as of the large gifts from the few.

The Jubilee has provided the unique

opportunity for a nation-wide expres—

sion of responsibility.
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Memorial envelopes have been pro—

vided for all members, but no en

velope is to be opened until the Birth

day Service is over. It is earnestly

desired that the emphasis be placed

upon the number of contributions, and

that every person giving, give freely,

whether the amount be five cents, a

day’s income, or $50,000. Surely a

large proportion of our 346,000 mem

bers will be glad to have some part in

the Jubilee gift in memory of her who

was a “friend of girls.”

The income from this endowment

will provide for the general secretary

ship, will meet the expenses of the

headquarters building, will support

the field work department, and a

generous portion will 'be used in meet

ing the special needs of groups of

girls.

As far as possible the names of the

donors of the memorial will be

recorded, irrespective of the amount

given, in a special volume, which will

be one of the permanent treasures in

the National archives. Let us make

everything connected with the me

morial offering simple and natural. It

is said of Miss Dodge's giving, “She

gave largely and simply, never on the

one hand wishing that the gifts should

be known as her gifts, and never on

the other hand seeking to hide them,

or thinking it worth while to say that

the glory was not hers. N0, the

whole thing was so natural. Any one

else seeing such an opportunity, and

having the power to seize it, would do

so as a matter of course. This was

her view; her sense of stewardship

was such a part of herself as to be

almost unconscious, and what a

stewardship it was, faithful to the

last cent.”

To us who are members of the

Young \Vomen’s Christian Associa

tion has her stewardship been en

trusted. Shall we bring it to fulfill

ment? H. T.

A Grave Emergency

Many of us know the Young

Women’s Christian Association of

Paris, France. How many of us stop

to think of its present financial stress?

Under ordinary circumstances its

finance committee is able to secure

the necessary funds. Now it faces a

large deficit and the possibility of clos

ing its doors.

This Young Women’s Christian

Association has accomplished a neces

sary and important work ordinarily,

twenty-six nationalities being repre

sented on its membership roll. War

conditions and the shortage of male

labor now make it imperative for

more young women to become wage

earners. The Association holds out

a protecting hand to these women.

Since the war began the Associa

tion has maintained many kinds of

relief work, both in its own home and

in poor quarters of the city. This work

has been of untold benefit to large

numbers of people and has brought

grateful recognition from the French

government. Its relief activities are

constantly increasing and funds for

that definite purpose can be secured,

but the support of the Association it

self is another matter, and that is now

in grave danger. If funds cannot be

secured at once, the Association must

close its doors. If this grave emer—

gency can be met the existence of the

Association is saved.

As a result of financial conditions

in Paris, the Young Women’s Chris—

tian Association has lost $3,000 in an

nual contributions. Efforts are being

made to secure this amount in

America.

Send contributions to Mrs. James

Mark Baldwin. business vice-presi

dent of the Young Women’s Chris

tian Association of Paris, e/o Mr.

Eugene Delano. Treasurer, Brown

Brothers, 59 Wall Street, New York

City.



The Best Days Are Ahead of the Young

Women’s Christian Association

John R. Mott

HE Young \Vomen's Christian

I Association Movement has had

a wonderful past. If we judge

the success of a movement ‘by the difi’i

culties encountered and overcome, this

society, both on its home field and its

foreign field, has achieved a truly re

markable record. Moreover, few if

any Christian or secular agencies have

a larger or more significant present—

day opportunity. Great and wonder

ful though its past has been, and vast

and inspiring though its present posi

tion and outlook truly are, the future

that opens before this movement is

immeasurably more extensive and re

markable. It would be a reflection

upon the past and the present were

this not the case. The days which

have gone before would not have been

really good and great had they not

prepared the way for something far

better and greater.

Why do the best days lie before the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion? Because of what has gone

before. Think of the founders and

pioneers of the movement and their

God-inspired vision, their unselfish

and unwearying. activities, their wise

foundation work. Recall the long line

of devoted and able leaders, with their

far-sighted plans and their practical

ability in execution. Let memory

dwell on but one of the many great

personalities related to the unfolding

life of the Association—Grace H.

Dodge. One has said that the history

of any institution or movement is the

lengthened shadow of some person

ality. Each succeeding year will show

how the vision of this leader pene

trated the future, and how her ideas,

her ideals, her guiding principles, her

sagacious and comprehensive policies,

her streams of ‘beneficence and her

Christ-like spirit have been projected

under God’s dominating influence into

the coming years. We remember also

at such a time the countless beautiful

and helpful lives that have been lived

in these Associations during the course

of half a century, and that such in

fluences never die. It is well to remind

ourselves of the immense amount of

seed-sowing which has attended the

activities of these organizations.

Generally speaking, it has been good

seed which has been sown—the germi

nating and vitalizing seed of the

Kingdom; and it has been watered

and nurtured with great patience and

watchfulness. All this makes possible

large and increasing harvests. In a

word, these crowded years of glorious

life on the part of the Young \Nomen’s

Christian Associations have enabled

the movement to acquire a momentum

which makes inevitable something far

greater in the future than has hither

to been achieved or witnessed.

The vastly greater numbers who to

day constitute the membership of the

Associations in contrast with any

earlier period make possible years

which shall yet more abound in un

selfish and heroic deeds and in per

meating communities near and far'

with the truth and spirit of Jesus

Christ. When we recall what certain

individual members and little groups

who have yielded themselves wholly

to the plans and purposes of their

Divine Lord have accomplished, what

marvelous results should follow if the

much greater numbers of our day

were to place themselves at his dis

posal henceforth to do his will and not

their own.

The Association Movement is better

organized to-day than in the past.

Organization is a means of distribut

ing force most advantageously. Ex

amined by this satisfying test the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion of America is one of the most

6
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efiicient societies in this time of

highly organized activity. Such an

organization makes possible the trans

mission of a vastly greater volume of

those most potent energies—the ener

gies of human sympathy and kind—

ness, of mobilized conscience and

earnestness, of dynamic truth and

conviction, and of the superhuman

power of Christ.

The material resources of the Asso

ciations in buildings, in endowments,

and in the steady financial support of

men and women of discernment and

good-will constitute an obligation to

expand the volume of service to young

women in this and other lands.

This likewise is only other language

for saying that our best days lie ahead

of us, for unto whomsoever much has

been given, of him shall much be

required.

The deeper confidence of the

Churches and the closer and more

helpful relation which the Association

sustains to them and to the various

church agencies is prophetic of the

fuller and more abounding service

which should characterize the coming

age. As the years come and go the

more apparent becomes the wisdom

and far-sightedness of those who, in

the early days, related this movement

to the Christian Church. With the

growing spirit of co-operation and

unity on every hand it is clear that

-an Association like this, which is in

itself such a splendid illustration of

Christian unity, is destined to have an

increasing part in the drawing to

gether of all sincere followers of

Christ. -

The best days of the Association

lie in the future because of larger

vision. Think of the field which opens

before this movement to—day in con

trast with that of any preceding

decade. The-opportunities for ex

tending its helpful ministry among all

classes of women and in all'lands are

simply boundless. The possibilities

for intensive development are also

without limit. Well may we stand in

awe before the latent capacities of the

young womanhood of our generation.

The present world-war is revealing

among the women as well as the men

of the nations engaged in this life and

death grapple capacities for vicarious

ness and suffering for national ideals

the like of which we had not dreamed

existed. Surely the releasing of such

latent energies and relating them to

the sublime constructive and recon

structive tasks of the coming day

means that our best days are yet to be.

Our best days lie before us because

of our many unsolved problems and

serious obstacles. To reach all the

girls and young women of America, to

bring them under the sway of Christ

and his principles, to ensure that his

spirit dominates them in all their re

lationships, to bring to bear their help

ful influence upon the women of less

favored lands and races—is an under

taking attended with overwhelming

difficulties. \Ve do well to remember,

however, that it requires grave situa

tions and great issues to call out and

to develop great women. The ground

of our confidence that God is summon

ing us to something larger in experi

ence and achievement is the fact that

we now find ourselves in this fateful

and truly momentous day.

Above all, our best days lie before

us because we have a larger Christ.

Not a new Christ—for He is the same

yesterday, to-day, yea, and forever—

but a larger Christ. How much larger

He looms than to our predecessors

because of the many new interpreta

tions of Him which they have given

us by their words, because of the

countless additional illustrations of his

spirit they have afforded by their lives,

and because of the fresh, mighty mani

festations of his power we have been

permitted to witness. Thus with a

humbling sense of gratitude for the

unbroken chain of evidences of his

presence, guidance and life-giving

power during the half century which

has elapsed, we press into the new

day of immeasurably larger possibili

ties with Christ-like optimism and

confidence.



An Interpretation of the Jubilee Objective

Emma Bailey Speer

HERE is one sentence in the

objective for the Jubilee that

seems to stand out in one’s

mind in letters of flame.

If one is at home, busy with “the

common round, the daily task" these

words are before one like the pillar of

cloud, ennobling and transfiguring the

smallest duties. If one is trying to be

of service to others, whether for a

single friend or in the collective work

of a board or committee, and the re

sponsibility seems too great to be borne

and the difficulties insurmountable, it

is like the pillar of fire in the dark

ness, showing the way into the

promised land of attainment.

You know the clause I mean—the

“summons to a great advance in the

light of our untouched resources in

Jesus Christ.”

We see what it can mean in our

daily living, the new life it puts into

trite words, the new horizons and new

levels of loving and thinking it re

veals. It means an end to worry and

confusion, to irritability and fussiness.

It means an end to our life—long limi

tations of temperament and habit. It

means entrance into a new way of

life; joyous, clear-headed and simple.

It means a new freedom in our touch

with other lives. Self-consciousness

drops away from us, barriers of dis

trust vanish. New methods and new

habits shape themselves day by day.

Suspicion and criticism leave, and

love, creative and conquering, takes

their place. We see beauties in others

that we had never dreamed of, because

we begin to look at them with the

eyes of Christ. We ask and we re

ceive, but each good gift makes us

more eager, more hungry to receive

his best.

We turn to the Bible to see God’s

laws of life. We come to it as

Charles Lamb liked to read the plays

of Shakespeare, as if he had forgotten

them and was “reading them new."

We long to lay aside every weight, so

glorious is the Author and Finisher

as we see Him before us, and strive to

be advanced from the kindergarten to

the higher grades. We turn sickened

from the sterility of our old life and

its low standards. We want only to

bear fruit for Him, to lead others to

this Water of Life, that alone can

satisfy. We forget that our tongues

have been silent and our lips unclean,

and we try boldly to exalt in act and

word the One who has given us this

more abundant life.

Our old conceptions of Him are like

a broken bottle. His love, his sacri

fice are no longer mere terms to us,

they are the blood in our veins, the

breath in our bodies. We read the

creeds and find them all too little to

contain his glory. We search St. Paul

and St. John and rejoice in their

praise of Him. Like St. Peter, we

beg Him to depart from us because of

our sin, but we come back to Him

again after each cock-crowing, and

when we at last realize—even though,

for some of us, it is after many years

—that He cannot be holden of death

in any form, it is to Him that we draw

our nets, with whatever catch He has

taught us to make.

We see hourly that we can draw

near to Him only by obedience to the

lightest whisper of his Spirit. We

know that we must eat and drink only

to his glory. We feel that every

thought must be brought into captivity

to Him if He is to reshape us in his

own image.

Disobedience may cloud our vision,

but we know He will not be moved.

The Good News has indeed come to

us as it came to the Thessalonians, not

in words only, but with power and

with the Holy Spirit and with much

certainty. We know the joy that the

Holy Spirit gives, and the work He

does in our hearts. We want the earth

to be filled with his glory, we want
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all of life to reflect Him—our schools,

our homes, our churches, our shops,

our trades, our cities, and our nations.

The thought of our fellowship one

with another enriches life as the

wealth of India could not. We know

our own helplessness, our utter un

worthiness, but we know that He can

use even our weakness when we are

one in Him.

Our hearts fail within us as we

think of the war-agony and suffering,

from which our land alone seems free.

We know it is not from any virtue of

our own that we are exempt. We

cannot understand. We only know

that there rests upon us a double re

sponsibility to serve his Kingdom, as

the men and women of Europe are

serving theirs ; to pour out our money,

our sympathy, our love, and our

strength, for the world’s need to-day.

If we are lukewarm to-day, and

callous of heart, then are we of all

men most pitiable and most shameful.

But the message of Jude to the early

church is still the message for us:

“You, my dearly loved friends, build

ing yourselves up on the basis of your

most holy faith, and praying in the

Holy Spirit, must keep yourselves safe

in the love of God, waiting for the

mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ, which

will result in the Life of the Ages. But

to Him who is able to keep you safe

from stumbling and cause you to stand

in the presence of his glory free from

blemish and full of exultant joy—to

the only God our Saviour—through

Jesus Christ our Lord, be ascribed

glory, majesty, might and authority, as

it was before all time, is now, and shall

be to all the ages!" Amen.

High Points in the Last Fifty Years

Elizabeth Wilson

OT by revolution of the earth or

the moon can the history of

the Young Women’s Christian

Association in America be recorded

through its first fifty years, nor can

this be done by counting up the con

stitutions adopted or the buildings

erected, or even by recalling the biog

raphies of devoted women, whose per

sonalities embodied the spirit of the

Association. The recognition of situa

tion after situation and the efforts that

were then associated to meet these

situations, that is the real story. Five

such distinct instances stand out con

spicuously:

FIRST: The recognition of young

women as a class in society, as mem

bers of the commonwealth instead of

members only of their fathers’ house

holds. The exigencies following the

Civil War brought girls into com

mercial and mercantile houses; the in

vention of the sewing machine brought

them into manufacturing places. All

this meant migration cityward. For

tunately, the great revival of religion

in 1857-1858 was teaching Christian

women how to work and to pray to

gether, and by 1866 it could be said,

“The considerations that have led to

the formation of a Young Men’s

Christiar. Association apply, if pos

sible, with increasing force in the case

of young women, who, from their

position and sex, are more protected

and helpless.” A favorite woman

lecturer of the lyceum period asked on

a thousand platforms, “What shall we

do with our daughters?” And other

less well—known women were asking,

“What ought we to do for other

people’s daughters ?” \Vithin five

years after, Boston answered this by

the organization of a Young Women’s

Christian Association. There were

similar groups working in more than

a score of important cities. They were
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offering housing, advice as to employ

ment, and all personal questions, meet

ings for prayer and Bible study,

classes for general culture and for

preparation for self-support.

SECOND: The recognition by young

women of their own abilities to organ

ize for efiective Christian work. This

was seen in the student Association

springing up between 1873 and 1880,

composed of girls who often plead the

promise, “For where two or three are

gathered together in my name, there

am I in the midst of them.” This was

also shown by the rapid increase in

number and power of the student

Associations formed by segregation

from 1883 to 1886, and the town and

city Associations begun in the same

section of the country. It was still

more marked when young women

went as delegates to state conventions,

where they met other undergraduates

and learned Christian Association 0b—

jectives and methods and nomencla

ture from the traveling secretaries of

the Young Men’s Christian Associa

tion. It was most prominently seen

when the call was issued for repre

sentatives from nine states to come to

gether to form a national Association

that historic summer of 1886 on the

shores of historic Lake Geneva.

THIRD: The recognition of the

need of definite instruction in the laws

of Christian growth and activities,

both as individuals and as members of

the Young VVomen’s Christian Asso

ciation. The crowded three weeks at

the Bay View Summer Bible and

Training School in 1891, our first

summer conference, was a revelation

to the sixty—one who attended. In

those early conferences we sang, it is

true, “To the work” and “We are

building day by day,” but also “I can

hear my Saviour calling” and “Take

time to be holy.” The program con

tained the germ of both present

summer conferences and councils and

camps, and of the present system of

training employed officers.

FOURTH: The recognition of out

side relations, local and world exten

sion. About the same time that the

secretaries of city Associations in

Ohio and Pennsylvania and Wiscon

sin and Michigan were visiting regu

larly certain industrial establishments,

extending the Association idea in

points remote from this main build

ing, American delegates were helping

to form the World’s Young Women’s

Christian Association, and wives of

Young Men’s Christian Association

secretaries in India were writing home

for an American girl, experienced as

an Association secretary, for the

young women of some of the large

Indian cities. The autumn of 1894 saw

a World’s secretary leave her native

America for the London headquarters,

and a general secretary from Toledo,

Ohio, start for Madras, India, the

first of that goodly fellowship of for

eign secretaries.

FIFTH: The recognition that

through all the types of field and ac

tivities “one unceasing purpose runs."

This is peculiarly true at the present

complex state of Association organiza

zation. Whether the members group

themselves in city or town or country

or college or school, and whether or

not this fact is always visible to the

casual observer or to the new member,

it is true that the people who have

really put their shoulder to the wheel

and have given of their service, money

and personality, have done so because

the ultimate purpose of the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association “shall

be to seek to bring young women to

such a knowledge of Jesus Christ as

Saviour and Lord as shall mean for

the individual young woman fullness

of life and development of character,

and shall make the organization as a

whole an effective agency in the bring

ing in of the Kingdom of God among

young women.”
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The Significance of Our Jubilee

An Open Letter

Dun FELLOW MEMBERS :

Jubilee is, defined as proclamation m liberty, year of emancipation and restoration,

season of rejoicing, exultant joy. Is our Jubilee to be all these things?

According to the resolution of our last national convention our Jubilee aims to give

every member knowledge of what the Association has done for girls the world over,

and opportunity for free-will offerings towards the maintenance and extension of Asso

ciation work. These two objects may be coldly summarized as publicity and finance.

Their spiritual significance consists in knowledge and sacrifice.

Knowledge of the Association includes activities, persons and ideals. Knowledge

of our manifold activities and departments produces enthusiasm which emancipates

power for service. Knowledge of the lives of the women who have developed our

Association and made it strong through their abundant life in Jesus Christ—such women,

for instance, as Grace H. Dodge—gives fresh courage. Those who knew her realize

that no greater inspiration could come to any Association than to have its members do

their work and make their gifts with the same faithfulness, joy and spontaneity that

permeated her work and gifts. Some one has said, “Losing sight of humanity's seers

keeps humanity small." May our Jubilee prevent us from losing sight of some of

our seers.

Knowledge of our ideals arouses us to brood over our national motto: “I have

come that they might have life, and that they might have it more abundantly."

Let us pause a moment to brood over our interpretation of abundant life. Does it

mean simply spiritual life? No. Man is no more a disembodied spirit than a soulless

body. Christ was “the word made flesh,” and we are his “joint heirs."

How can we appropriate this knowledge that we are children of God, heirs of “all

things" needed for life? This question was answered in the seventeenth century by a

Carmelite monk, Brother Lawrence, in the words, by “the practice of the presence of

God." He was a cook in the monastery, and accepted cooking as part of God's service.

"For," said he, “if God is not in the midst of the pots and pans, he is nowhere." So

practising the presence of God in the kitchen, he learned to be an excellent cook, and

after many years was promoted to a position of leadership. Notice—he practised, he

deliberately set his mind to the task of developing a consciousness of and obedience to

the presence of God. No wonder menial work, used as a channel for God's presence,

qualified him at length for a seat of power.

Applied knowledge of the presence of God is the foundation of the liberty where

with Christ has made us free—the liberty that finds its highest expression in sacrifice.

Sacrifice is a free-will offering of love that involves giving up as well as giving.

Materially, it may include almost any gift prompted by affection. Spiritually, it is that

subtle process described in Christ's words, “He that loseth his life for my sake shall

find it." In the Kingdom it is all or nothing. The very essence of its liberty is the

voluntary and unqualified submission of man's will to God’s, by which at length God's

will is done through man. The life that is found results in the "joy that no man taketh
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away," and is expressed in constant giving, not merely of money and of kindly acts, but

of personality itself. Through the radiance of quiet gladness, living becomes giving.

Knowledge and sacrifice are the keynotes of the Jubilee objective. It is set forth

on a small card, showing Vista, Aim and Prayer, which will be given to every member.

Let us each keep it in her mirror throughout the month of February, read it every day,

search deep into its meaning and set her affections on it. Remembering that

“Love is the key to knowledge as of art;

Nothing is truly ours but what we learn by heart,”

let us each memorize at least the prayer so as to use it at all times—be it in the car, at

the machine, going to the lunch counter, or on bended knee. May it so fire our wills

that we shall indeed practise the presence of God to vitalize the whole of life—body,

mind and spirit. Let us use it together in intimate groups. and also learn some New

Testament prayers and statements concerning prayer and repeat them together aloud

and silently with intense concentration of belief and expectancy. Such practice will

enable us daily to return to the “eternal grind" determined to co-operate with God in

allowing his promises to produce illumination and power in and through our humdrum

tasks.

Would it not be wonderful if, during this Jubilee year, every member’s obedience

to God’s presence became more powerful, and she should bring into the Kingdom and

into church membership at least one other individual?

With wider knowledge of what our Association has done for girls the world over,

let us give heartily and sacrificially towards its maintenance locally and its extension

nationally. The latter may be done by gifts, small or large, in any amounts, be they

five cents or fifty thousand dollars, to the Grace H. Dodge Memorial Endowment Fund

for our national work, through which all Associations may help “the other girl." Given

in memory of A Friend of Girls, they will constitute a permanent monument of the

Jubilee and an expression of thanksgiving for the example of a noble woman, gladness

in sharing in the work to which she was so devoted, and desire to follow her footsteps

in the deeper consecration, which is the fundamental purpose of our whole Association.

The life of an Association is in its members. If each one of us does her utmost

to live out every word of our Jubilee objective, she will not grow alone; our whole

Association will be baptized with power. Through knowledge and sacrifice there will

be a proclamation of liberty both spiritual and temporal. There will be emancipation

from inadequate standards; restoration of ideals; rejoicing in being part of a world

sisterhood, and, finally, exultant joy, not hilarity created by a passing festival, but peace

and courage born of faith and consecration—joy not blind to the world’s woe, but meet

ing it clear-eyed with Christ's message of God's presence, even as Christ on the mount,

in the vision of his death, facing the supremeness of his sacrifice, still knew the presence

of God. and knowing, was transfigured.

Chairman National Jubilee Committee.
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More than 200,000 swims were enjoyed in Association swimming pools last year.

"Learn to swim" is a popular slogan.

  

A well-equipped gymnasium is not the first essential for the best forms of

physical education
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A volunteer worker often visits a factory once a week and conducts a Bible class

among the employed girls for twenty minutes out of their noon hour.

, .
.

ISHAN'ASSN.

was."

The picture

indicates the practical nature of the course. In 1915, 792 joint certificates

of the Red Cross and National Board were issued. Many more

hundreds took the course.

Classes in First Aid have been exceedingly popular the past year.
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In the educational work of the Association special emphasis is being placed upon

efficiency classes, the aim of which is to increase the equipment of

the business girl.

    

“Come to supperInexpensive suppers are the popular thing in many Associations.

~and stay for our Bible class."
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A southern California Associa

tion recently employed an oppor

tune method of recording results

in a foreign finance campaign by

using a reproduction of the Tower

of Jewels.

  

 

 

It is becoming more and

more the custom for Asso

ciations to use the whirl

wind campaign method for

raising money for building

and current expenses.

Such devices as a large

clock, placed at a busy cor

ner, record the daily prog

ress of the campaign.

  

 

  



The Prayers of a Week

Marie Drennan

LVA lived in the hottest, filthiest, vilest tenement district in all that great

A smoky River Quarter. The stifling world which crowded around her was

the world ‘of the factories and the railroads. It spoke to her in the shrieks

of whistles and the groaning of trucks, and it breathed into her face a thousand

deadly odors of poverty, filth and disease. And yet on those calm, scorching summer

nights, when it seemed that the attic roof was pressing down upon her, when her

temples were throbbing with feverish pain and her fingers felt strangely numb,

Alva would look out from her tiny broken window at the bright stars and pray.

And during that week which meant so much'in her life, these were her prayers:

Sunday

0 Father in Heaven, 0 great Person who made me and all of us, I do thank

you for so many things on this hot night. I can forget how hot it is when I think

of them all. I know that you are up there back of the stars and are watching me now.

I like to say that they are your bright eyes far away. You must have many eyes, 0

God, to see us and know us all in this wicked world 'way down here. I thank you

for the good cool time to-day, for the park and the green trees and the river and the

flowers that smelled like cloves and the other flowers that Greg liked and for the

way that Greg and I talked. Dear Father, how he talked to me and looked at me!

I do thank you so much for Greg. His gray eyes are good to me and he does his work

at the cutting table so fast—I do pray that McKammon will give him a send-off so

that he'll get more money. I thank you a hundred times for the love of Greg. I

ain't deserving of Greg, you know I ain’t, but you’ve let me have him anyhow. It's

awful kind of you. Miss Lily said you was always kinder to us than we can think

of. and read about if'a boy ask his pa for a sandwich would he give him a stone—

how much more shall our Heavenly Father know how to give things to us.

Dear Father, I thank you for poor mother, I thank you that I have a mother even

if she is so sick. I thank you that she can stay so long. 0 God, sometimes I most wish

she wasn't here, so Greg and I could get married. Please Father, please forgive me

every time I think it. Please never let me think it again.

And yet if Greg and I could get married now while we was young! He’d work and

I'd work but we'd work for each other, not for the Company. We'd be like a Com

pany all our own. And we’d get our carpet, not so nice a one as the one we want

but some kinda one. 0 Father, why can’t Greg and I get married soon?

But I musn’t think these things. You are telling me that I mustn't and I'm

listening, Lord, I'm listening right here. I'll put them out of my head. I must take

care of mother and Greg must wait.

And give me more muscle and more vim. I get so tired when I work at the machine

all day. The white bands go under the needle until I feel 'em shooting in my eyes

when I look away. Please make me strong, awful strong, so's I can keep things

dleaner and be jollier to mother than I am now.

And last thing, 0 Lord, bless McKammon. He’s got the devil in his eyes. For

give his sins and keep him away from me. Help Miss Lily and the other people to

save McKammon. Bless Miss Lily with all your might. For Jesus' sake, Amen.

Monday

Dear God, what a day this has been! I’m so tired I can’t hardly pray at all.

I keep thinking all the time about the things I seen to-day. That new girl, that’s

Lizetta, she made me wish wicked things. Satan he comes up and says, “See Lizetta,

she's so pretty, she's so pretty. See her black eyes and her red cheeks and her jet

Copyright,F:bmary, 19:66) National Board of the Young Women's Cbrl'm'nn Associations of flu Unitni Slam of America.
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earrings and her round body. Wish you was pretty, but you ain't, you aint." That's

what Satan said. And I heard him, 0 God, and how I wished I was Lizetta. And now

I want you to forgive me because I wished I was her.

I couldn't help thinking what a pair she and Greg'd make. Greg's .ro handsome when

he's dressed up, and she's a fine lady—if I'd been like her and Greg'd loved me—I

was thinking all that when I seen 'em smiling acrost after McKammon had gone

out, and there was an awful wicked look in Lizetta's smile. O God, I'm afraid she

ain't a good girl and I'm afraid Greg'll love her.

Greg wouldn’t think such things of me. Forgive me for thinking them of him.

And forgive me for hating Lizetta. You made her good to look at—why should

I kick? Mebbe she is wicked. If she is, please save her and send her Miss Lily like

you did me. Where would I be if you hadn't let Miss Lily find me?

And now for fear that Greg will love her, I'm going to pray awful hard for Greg.

0 Father, listen to me, listen to me. I can't think to-night,I can’t pray like I ought to,

but you know how I love Greg. 0 Father, my heart is filled up with love for that boy.

And you love him more'n I do, because you died for him. Can’t you come down close

into his room and put your arms around his neck like I would if I could, and tell him

good all night. Talk to him, 0 God, keep talking. Tell him to keep on loving me and

to let Lizetta alone. And then when he goes to work to-morrow make him happy. He’s

so different from other men. And if I could—if he could—O God, mebbe I'd make him

better yet, if we could get married.

And bless dear mother and help her to get no worse. Amen.

Tuesday

0 God in Heaven! 0 God! what shall I do? My Father! Our Father! Listen

to me. He’s gone, Greg's gone—with her. I wouldn't think it if I didn’t know it,

but I’m sure, dead sure—as sure as you are. Oh, what a time to-day, what a horrible

time, and what times are coming! I see it all yet, I hear it, I feel it—the doors shut,

McKamrnon swearing, the men jeering, the jam in the street, the cry of "Strike!

Strike! Strike!" 0 God! We don’t want any strike. It's hard work, you know it,

we know it, but McKammon ain't to blame. He's mean, he's wicked, he belongs to

the devil, but he ain’t paying us. We've got to work, got to, simply got to. Mother'll

starve if I don't work, I'll starve, we’ll all starve, Greg’ll—O Father, I seen him

and Lizetta going off for a good time. Why didn’t I screamP—But I didn't. Greg'll

never know that I seen 'em—that I cared a rap. And then afterwards—I seen her

face up close to his—O God! How can I bear it! How can I bear it! After loving

him so!

How different he is from McKammon! Dear Father, what can McKamrmon mean by

acting so with me, by touching my hands like that, by saying things. Foreman’s pay

is decent, he's got money—he don’t like poor girls. If—O Father, I can't believe

him, he’s a black liar. He looks it in his eyes, those awful eyes. I see 'em now,

right here—big, red—ballad, glary eyes. I’m afraid of him. Keep him away from me,

O God.

I thank you, it's Greg I love, a. good man. He can't help liking her. He don't

know it's killing me, and it is killing me, but she made him do it, she’s to blame.

O God, I could chase her until there was no breath left in her, I could knock her

flat and stamp my heels in her eyes! How could she do such a thing! She don’t

care about Greg, she can't—she can’t care for nothing. Kill her, 0 God, kill her

in the awfullest way you've got, and burn her soul in a crisp forever and ever.

. . Greg! 0 merciful Father, save Greg; keep him from sin; make him come

to time, so he’ll know how mean he is. Make him suffer like I’m suffering and bring him

back to me like old times. Amen.
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Wednesday

“Our Father who’s in Heaven," that’s what Miss Lily said to-day at the Mission.

I went up to tell her about mother and to get some work. I thank you, dear God, for

helping me and I thank you once more for Miss Lily. “Hallowed be your name"-—that

means holy. 0 Father, you're in Heaven, but you're here too. You're here beside of me

in all my troubles. You know mother's sick, so’s I can't hunt work to-morrow, you

know Greg’s—gone. You know about McKammon. You're here with me and I can

feel you. Hold my hands tight, hold 'em tight, O God.

“Thy kingdom come, thy will be done," down here the same as up there in the

sky. O Father, if I could only say that like Miss Lily wanted me to! "Thy will"—‘

what you want should happen, not what I want. I’m just Alva. a poor working girl,

father’s dead of drink, mother’s dying of consumption, I'm dying, yes, I believe I’m

dying of a broken heart; but, help me to say it, hold me high while I do say it, what you

want must be done, not what I want. “Give us this day our daily bread," and make

it do for to-morrow till I can get some more. “And lead us not into temptation, but"—

let us get away from evil. That’s where I need you, O God, how I need you!

You was there when McKammon came up to me in the alley way, and he wanted

to buy my dinner, and I was so hungry that I did it—but I hate him—forgive me,

O God. And he treated me decenter’n I supposed he would. He was like a good man

because he wants me for a wife! And—I won’t need to work at the dizzy old machine

and the buzzing white bands no more, and mother’ll be doctored right and we’ll live

in a little house.

Father, forgive me. Help me to say no. I hate McKammon and I love Greg.

Greg ain't come back—and your will be done, not mine——help me to say it if it kills

me to say it! But if I’d marry McKammon mebbe Greg would come back some day,

and then I’d leave McKammon. It'd be wicked but I’d do it.

Only help, 0 merciful Father, help me to keep McKammon off and to say no, and to

get money somehow, and to keep mother from dying, and to be decent. And yours is

the glory and power, forever and ever and ever.

Bless Miss Lily with all your might. Amen.

Thursday

Dear Father—I’m done out to-night—can’t pray much, can’t think—I'm shaking all

over. I thank you, thank you, thank you. cause I ain’t dead. cause I’m decent yet.

An awful day—but it’s gone like a terrible dream, a terrible dream. How you was

with me! How you helped me—a miracle like Daniel in the cage. You seen me

all by myself, you seen McKammon trying to grab me, you seen me run, (O God,

how my heart was like to burst out of me, how my legs was like to give way), you

put the cop there, he saved me. And they’ve got old McKammon locked up—O God,

don't let him get out, don't ever let him get out.

Mother's so weak, awful weak. I dassent think about her. Help us to-night. and

look out for Greg, wherever he is. I thank you, thank you, thank you.

Friday

Dear God, I want to talk to you a long time to—night. I want to talk like I never

talked before. I'm cold and numb but I feel so different about everything. Come and

look into me, look straight into me. Don't let any corner of my heart go dirty,

clean me all up clean.

Here's poor mother, white and stiff. O God. what a mother she’s been! How

many years she sewed and cooked and scrubbed and fought off father, till she got

too sick to do it no more. And she'd stay alone while I. selfish thing, went out with

Greg. Poor mother! I can’t think of one happy day she ever had in her life—but

this day, mebbe this day. Because, 0 Father, I can't help thinking she's up there

with you now. She wasn't no Christian. you know it's well as I do, but she didn't have
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no chance to be. Nobody ever told her that you loved us and helped us. They said

you hated us for our sins and she hated you. But she didn't know you. She didn’t

have no Miss Lily to tell her any difierent. I tried, but I couldn't. Dear God, forgive

her for everything she ever done. She wasn’t to blame, cause she hadn’t no chance.

And forgive me to-night. O Lord, can you forgive me for being so stubborn

and cross and for wishing mother’d die 50's I could marry Greg, worthless

snipe that he is. Can you forgive me for sometimes wishing I was dead too and

wouldn't have to work no more? She's gone now, poor thing, gone forever and ever.

I don’t know what it means yet. It’ll take me a long time to know what it means,

to have her gone. But forgive me, dear Father, I know you are forgiving me now.

And then there's Greg. I seen him and Lizetta in the Schmidt, and both of ’em

was drunk. And now I know what Greg is—weak as a rag. He ain't got no back

bone or he wouldn’t give in like that. He ain't the man for me and never was. And

yet I love Greg, I swear before you, O God, I love him with all my heart. But I

might as well let him go it. It’ll take a long time to get used to it, but with your

help, I will get used to it. I'll pray and pray for Greg, but he can't never have me,

never!

And forgive all my hate against McKammon. Mebbe he was young as Greg

once and some fool woman led him to the devil. Miss Lily says us women have a

lot on our hands. 0 God, keep my hands clean—never let any man go to the bad because

of me. And 'if such a beast as McKammon could be saved and you can do anything

for him, 0 God do it. Save even McKammon.

And what shall I say about Lizetta! You’re seeing right into me, how I hate

her. Forgive that awful hate, take it clean away from me. Mebbe if I'd been pretty

I'd been bad too. If there’s any chance for Lizetta, save her.

I don’t know myself to-night, dear Father. I'm praying like I never prayed before

in all my life. It’s your will be done, that’s it. It'll be hard to keep this up, but I

can do it. I‘ll fight to the finish, and you'll help. For the sake of Jesus. Amen.

Saturday

Dear Father in Heaven, I have so much to thank you for to-night that I don't

know where to begin. I’ve never been so happy in my life, nor so clean. You're too

good to me, dear Father. They wanted me to stay in the Mission to-night but I like

to come back once more and look out this old window and see you. I wonder if

you'll be just the same God everywhere else. I got to thinking that somehow you're

right here. It’s because you've helped me here so many times. And if you're willing

to come into an attic like this to find a wicked girl like me, you'll sure to be out there

in the woods and fields where folks are good.

Dear Father, I do thank you because Miss Lily’s going to take me to the country.

I do pray that the lady will keep me. I'll work for her just awful hard. Help me

to be the kind of girl a lady would want around, and I’ll forget all the sin of this old

River quarter—all the sin—and dirt—and horrible things. We’re going to-morrow—I

can't hardly wait. Thank you, O God, thank you.

But this old room's been home so long, I hate to leave it. kind-'a. I hate to

leave this window where I seen you so much. I'm going into a new life, Miss Lily

says. And, 0 God, I hope the new life'll make you and me better friends than

we've ever been or hoped to be.

The last part of Miss Lily’s prayer is real to me now—I could shout it out the

window, “Thine is the glory forever and ever.” Amen.



“To What the King Has Called Us?”

Margaret Burton

HAT is a Jubilee anyway? It

W is a time when one stops a

little and looks back over the

way he has come, is it not? It is a

time of rejoicing for all the blessings

that the years gone by have held. It

is a time to give glowing gratitude

for a past radiant with the light of

God’s leading. Yes, it is all this. But

if one is young and strong, with the

gift of life still uninvested, it is a

time when one looks backward for the

sake of looking ahead. It is a time

when thanksgiving finds glad ex

pression in new and deeper devotion.

It is a time when the joyous witness,

“Hitherto hath the Lord helped us"

is immediately followed by the eager

question, “What shall we render un

to the Lord for all his benefits?”

“Here one may be thinking what he

is, whence he came, what he has done,

and—t0 what the King has called

him.” >

Have you ever stopped to think

what a wonderful thing it is to be a

student of this generation—to be a

student in this year of our Lord,

1916? Have you been asking your

self to what the King is calling us,

the students of the United States, to

day? Do you realize that to no stu

dents of any nation, in any age, has

his call ever been so challenging, so

compelling?

\Ve who are living to-day are in

the midst of utterly unprecedented

and challenging opportunities, and of

wholly unparalleled and desperate

needs, the like of which never before

confronted any generation of stu

dents, Three years ago, at the con

ference of the VVorld’s Student Chris

tian Federation, when Christian stu

dents from forty different nations

met together at Lake Mohonk, New

York, there was held up with a vivid

ness which no one who was there can

ever forget, the fact that there are

opportunities to-day to win the great

non-Christian nations of the Orient to

Christ such as no other age has ever

seen, or even imagined. The plea

made on the first night of that con—

ference by one of India’s strongest

Christian students was not one which

we could forget. Nor do we forget

the splendid woman from Japan who

told us, “Japan is leading the Orient,

but whither?” and pointed out that

now was the time of greatest danger

and greatest opportunity in that na

tion, whose students no longer found

it possible to believe in the religions

of their fathers, and would either

drift into agnosticism or turn toward

the living Christ, according to

whether or not we made it possible

for them to have the Bible classes

and Christian teaching for which they

were pleading. And I wonder wheth

er there was anyone there in whose

ears the words of one of the wisest

and sanest leaders in China have

ceased to ring, when, after he had

told us of the way in which thousands

of the leaders and students of China

had poured into Christian meetings

and Bible classes, said,‘ “I tell you,

fellow students, we who are in China

to-day know that we are seeing mira

cles greater than all those in the Old

Testament put together, greater than

all those in the New Testament save

the birth and resurrection of our

Lord.” There was not one of us

whose heart did not thrill responsive

ly with our leader, Mr. Mott, when

on our last night together he de

clared, “I would rather live for the

next ten years than any time of which

I have ever read or dreamed."

That was not quite three years ago.

The opportunities ‘which were pre

sented there are even more challeng

ing now. The same man who told us

of the opportunities in China then

says that those of to-day are far

greater and more compelling than

those of three years ago. The opportu

22
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nities of the world have not grown

less in the last three years.

But what of the needs of the

world? To-day many of those who

met with us at Mohonk are in the

trenches, and from many others come

stories of need and suffering so great

that our imaginations can scarcely

grasp them. The most widespread,

the most terrible war the world has

ever seen, has brought to millions

such agony as we have never known

even from afar off. The needs of

the world are infinitely greater than

those of three years ago.

What does it all mean to us? What

does it mean to us as a nation?

Where must the world look, on the

one hand for the meeting of unpre

cedented and urgent opportunities,

which in their very nature cannot be

kept waiting; and on the other hand

for the ministering to need, which in

its extent and desperateness surpass

anything in history?

Where can the Orient turn for help

in the molding of its great plastic na

tions save to the only great Christian

nation not involved in this war?

Europe, which has been helping, can

do very little for years to come. If

those great Eastern nations, whose

leaders are so ready to learn of

Christ, are to be taught of Him and

led to Him, it can be only through

America’s help. Our responsibility

has doubled and trebled since that day

a year and a half ago when war was

declared in Europe.

And when the war is over to whom

can the crushed, exhausted, heart

broken people who are left, turn for

help save to us—the people of a great

Christian nation which has not been

depleted by war? Already their

needs are pressing upon us—already

we have been trying to help through

Relief Funds and Red Cross work.

Already our friends in those stricken

lands have turned to us for sympathy

and help.

To what has the King called us?

What does it mean to us, the students

of the United States, that the world

with opportunities and needs surpas

sing those of any other age, must

look to our nation above all others

for the meeting of both? Simply this.

Our nation’s responsibility in this

time of times rests upon none of its

people more heavily than upon its

students. At this same Mohonk con

ference Mr. Mott made this signifi

cant statement, “Any idea or ideal

that you wish to have dominate your

nation, must first dominate the col

leges of your nation.” To us, unusual

privileges have been given—on us,

unusual responsibilities are laid.

To what has the King called us?

“\Vho knoweth whether thou art not

come to the kingdom for such a time

as this P” Is it not a time when “to

be alive is ‘bliss indeed, but to be

young is very heaven ?” What are we

going to do with the gift of life, we

who are young, strong, well equipped,

some of us still on the campus, some

of us out in the work-a-day world,

but all of us part of the great, glad

company of the students of our na

tion. Our opportunity—our respon—

sibility—40 carry the good tidings of

the gospel of Jesus Christ to the ends

of a world, ready as never before, to

receive it, are comparable only to

those before the little band of Chris

tians of whose faithfulness to their

trust the Book of Acts tells us. A

thoughtful man said not long ago, “I

have often asked myself why it was

that God had all at once, at one time,

opened the doors of all the nations

to the gospel of Jesus Christ? And

I have wondered whether it was not

because at last he had found a gene

ration of students whom He could

trust to enter those open doors.”

We are not going to disappoint

that trust. Nothing matters so much

as that we shall prove worthy of it.

We who have been trained to teach

cannot let opportunities to mold the

entire educational system for women

in a great plastic Eastern nation go

unmet, if we are free to go and help

make it the very best possible both

from an educational and a Christian

standpoint. We who have been learn

ing how to face and grapple with
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great social problems, cannot stand

idly by while mighty Oriental nations

throw off their old non-Christian so

cial systems and grope blindly to find

something to put in their place. Shall

not some of us who have the gift for

writing use it to help the awakening

nations across the Pacific produce the

right kind of literature for their eager

young people, who will read, and will

fill their minds with dross unless

good is given them? ‘

But supposing we cannot have the

privilege of working in the place of

greatest need. In this age when the

world is one world as never before,

when every nation is 'bound to every

other, we too can have a part. We

can help to wake up people who ought

to be helping, but who, “having eyes,

see not." We can help to make the

spirit of world comradeship and

world service a vivid reality to every

one we touch. \/Ve can help in the

gifts which make other people’s ser

vice possible. We can “love on our

knees" many people whom we shall

never see with our eyes. It is not

the responsibility of a few—it is the

shining privilege of every one of us.

To what has the King called us?

As we look out upon a world of the

hungry-hearted whom only the living

Christ can satisfy, of the broken

hearted whom only the healing of his

seamless dress can comfort, can we

doubt to what He has called us? Can

we do anything but echo his own

words, “For their sakes, I consecrate

myself?” Has He not called us to

fling our lives out to the uttermost

parts of the earth in love that never

faileth, prayer that never wearieth,

service that never ceaseth, that his

Kingdom may come and his will be

done, on earth as it is in heaven.

A Straight Look at Our Jubilee

Bertha Condé

NE girl said, wearily, when she

first heard the announcement of

the Jubilee, “Oh dear! Do we

have to pat ourselves on the back for

a whole month? How boresomel

What we’re doing to-day is enough

for me l"

That is typical of many others who

live so intensely in the eternal present

that the thought of the past or the

future rarely crosses their minds. The

average girl has little use for reminis

cence, for she hasn’t any dear old

grandmother who sits by the fire and

keeps the sense of historic continuity

alive for the family. Grandmothers

are no more—they, too, are living with

their daughters out in the modern

social life of the here and now. So it’s

not to be wondered at that many

people do not know what to do with

the fiftieth birthday of the Association

movement.

It’s high time that our embryonic

feeling for history was stimulated to

new growth—faith, and we need it!

We’re perishing from rampant in

dividualism. The average student

would have few religious difficulties if

she reverenced the past and knew a

little more of the growth and cost of

our historic Christian faith. As it is,

she is apt to treat the whole subject as

if it were merely a personal point of

view. The average city girl would not

regard the gymnasium class as an end

in itself if she pondered a while on

the sacrifice and faith of the women in

the early days, who made it possible

for her to have all these privileges.

She would begin to glow with the fire

of their purpose and not use the Asso

ciation merelv for what she, as an

individual, could get out of it. If the

Jubilee does nothing more than remind

a girl steadily for a month that she's
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a part of a past and a future, it may

make such a dent that she will gain a

perspective for life.

The Jubilee ought also to be useful

as a pause. From the plans that are

being made it will not be a pause with

much quiet in it, but it will mark off

a period and give us time to look at

our work as a whole, as if it were a

closed issue. Some one asked a friend

who was working hard in an Associa

tion, “There must be something in

your Association worth dying for, you

work so hard for it. Is there ?” My

friend said she was haunted for days

by that question, “Is there anything

worth dying for in our work ?”

If we have never answered this

query we would better do so. Is the

Association giving a student something

that she must have if she would have

a symmetrical growth? Is she getting

it, or has the Association made,

through mere activities, the same em

phasis on the impersonal that a college

girl finds in the usual campus atmos—

phere, and failed to show her a per

sonal, living Lord?

The other day I said to a friend,

“Why don’t you go out this fine day

and have a good time?” “Oh,” she

said, “I want to sit here quietly and

read a little and think a little, and

come to myself.” Isn’t the Jubilee the

time of all times when we, too, as

members can pause and read a little

and think a little and come to our

selves?

After the pause there is need for a

new plunge—fifty years of growth

ought to have given us maturity, but

instead we have scarcely begun to

walk. It’s true the chances for a

woman to serve her generation are

bigger now than they used to be. Can

people truly say of us that we have

“come to the Kingdom for such a time

as this?” There are still thousands of

girls accessible to us religiously to

whom we have not yet given a per

sonal message of a living Lord. We

need more fearless, out and out,

loyalty to our God, the kind that is not

afraid to speak simply and naturally

to others about Him. There's a spirit

of urgency in the air that ought to put

more moral punch into our message

and lead us to make a big venture in

faith. Who’s going to make the plunge

for girls in the next decade ahead of

us if we to whom the gift of life has

been entrusted do not make it? The

Jubilee is the time to make a deter

mined start and begin to “buy up the

opportunity.”

We cannot make this plunge without

being led to share with others the

sources of our strength. If any one

in past days shared with us the joys of

fellowship in the Association, that debt

we owe to others. “The senior who

invited me, my first Sunday in college,

to go to the Association meeting with

her was unconsciously the greatest

benefactor of my student days,” said

a brilliant Christian worker. “That

day was the turning point in my life."

Many other girls can say this. Per

haps you who are reading this can say

it also. If so, have you made it

possible for any other girl to say it

about you? A college is a compact

group. It would be entirely possible

to include every student in the Asso

ciation Rejoicing during the month if

we were sure we had something to

share. Some of us think we have!

Let us not therefore be selfish in our

exclusiveness.

As soon as we begin to share this

gift of life with others we will begin

to know a little of what our Lord

meant when He prayed, “That they all

may be one.” The oneness should

begin between the members of the

Association and their next-door neigh

bors in the college. Then there is the

oneness with other student and city

Associations from the Atlantic to the

Pacific, and there is also the oneness

that we have through our work around

the world.

It will be good for us if the Jubilee

jars our'insularity and makes us think

of the whole bundle of life with which

we are bound. Where does your real

sympathy stop? With your own

college or country? Do we fairly ache

to have a share in world affairs, to be

cosmopolitan Christians? If we do
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not, we have forgotten perhaps our

debt to our God, who “so loved the

world that He gave." It is our birth

right to go also into all the world. Let

us keep it and not sell it for some

paltry mess of pottage in which we are

interested.

The test of the Jubilee is the test

of sacrifice. To whom much is given

of him shall much be required. God

has preserved our college students in

peace and plenty, while the universities

in other lands are being emptied of

students, who are giving their lives for

their countries. What sacrifice are

we making? Many posts on the mis

sion field are empty now because

students of other lands have had to be

recalled. Who will fill them? These

students are offering to die for their

countries. Who in our American

colleges will offer to live for Christ in

the sacrifice of time, money, or a

career at home?

What a Jubilee it will be in truth if

we give gladly some of our best

leaders for the work in other lands,

and some of our abundance of money

and leisure for prayer, for the sake of

making Jesus Christ known every

where. For “their sakes" we must

sanctify ourselves and enter gladly

into our share of real sacrifice. Let us

give even though it hurts, or else we

are not worthy to company with the

thousands of other students who, day

by day, count not their lives dear unto

themselves.

Last, but not least, we need to use

the days of Jubilee to recover a lost

art—the art of thankfulness. It is

probably due to our pride in efficiency,

as American students, that we hate to

confess that we are ever dependent on

the gifts of others. We do not need

the gratitude that prays with itself

and gives thanks that we are “not as

other men are,” though some of our

Association achievements would seem

to inspire it. What we do need is a

straight look at ourselves in the

presence of God, and a straight look at

Him, and in the honesty of our spirits

we will grow both humble and grateful

for all the leadings and keepings of

the past—for the chance to do his will

to-day, and the personal challenge of

to-morrow.

.,.l.
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College Women in Professions Fifty

Years Ago and Now

OMEN artists in 1910, 15,429.

In 1860 both men and women

totaled only 4,516. Nearing

says, “In the field of artistic illustra

tion, etching and photography, book

making and binding, as well as cover

designing, interior house decoration,

stained and leaded glass work, mural

painting, and, finally, practical design

ing for textile manufactories or for

mural decorations—in all of these

pursuits women may turn their artistic

talents and training to a profitable end

without debasing their art. In schools

of industrial art and of the fine arts,

sex proves no impediment to success

in one's chosen profession." The

A. C. A. *Bulletin outlines two to four

year courses at no less than twenty

four universities and technical schools.

Authors in 1910, 2,058 women. In

1860 only 219 men and women both

claimed this all-enviable title.

Editors and reporters in 1910,

4,181. In 1860 only 2,994, both men

and women. Nearing says, “In the

field of journalism technical training

is now being offered which prepares

the men and women who take the

courses for reportorial, editorial and

magazine work.” The A. C. A. Bulletin

adds to the graduate course in journal

ism at Columbia Universny nine other

universities which ofi‘er full courses.
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Chemists, assayers and metallur

gists, 579. Nearing says that women

“can utilize the best laboratories and

experimental appliances for original

research work that the world has to

ofier. The trained woman chemist to

day finds a large field of work open

to her, and little difficulty in finding

employment.” “The graduate depart

ments of even the most conservative

men’s universities are open, in these

branches, to women students."

Clergymen in 1910, 685. Many of

the best schools of theology in the

United States are open to women

holding bachelor’s degrees, and confer

a degree in divinity after three years'

satisfactory work.

College presidents and professors,

2,958. Graduate study and teaching

experience for the latter, with the

addition of administrative experience

for the former, is usually required.

The proportionately 10w salaries are

balanced by attractive opportunities

for travel, advanced study, congenial

environment, and, in some instances,

assured retiring pensions.

Dentists, 1,254; designers, 2,577;

draftsmen, 391; inventors, 44. ,

Lawyers in 1910, 558, compared

with 208 in 1890. Nearing says, “One

by one the leading law schools have

consented to receive women as

students.” And the A. C. A. Bulletin

cites the law departments of a dozen

universities where a three-year course

leads to LL.B.

Musicians and teachers of music in

1910, 84,478 women, making, with the

54,832 men in these pursuits, a total

of 139,310, against the 1860 total of

19,354. As is well known, the field

of music ofiers practically equal train

ing to the two sexes.

Photographers in 1910, 4,964

women, against the 504 men and

women in 1860.

Physicians and surgeons in 1910,

9,015 women. In 1860 an estimate

(not in the census) was made of 200

women who had graduated and were

practising medicine in institutions,

upon plantations, etc. The first medi

cal school for women opened in 1848

in Massachusetts, followed by the

Woman’s Medical College of Phila

delphia in 1850. The A. C. A. Bulletin

lists nine of the co-educational and

two of the women’s medical schools

usually calling for seven years of

college and graduate medical work.

Medical women are greatly in demand

“in the newer social and scientific

fields."

Teachers of athletics and dancing,

1,163; schools, 476,864. In the A. C.

A. Bulletin a dozen schools of physical

education or departments in colleges

and universities are listed, with

courses of from two to four years

beyond high school graduation, lead—

ing to bachelor’s degrees in certain

instances.

Trained nurses in 1910, 76,508

women, against 5,819 men. The 1860

total of men and women nurses was

8,132. “The New England Hospital

claims priority in providing theoretical

as well as practical training for nurses.

Since this innovation, 1863, the oppor

tunity for training has rapidly

broadened.”

   



From the President of the World’s Young

Women’s Christian Association

 

  

  

 

In sending you my hearty congratu

lations and affectionate good wishes

on the occasion of your Jubilee, I

call to mind the years in which the

\Vorld's Committee has been closely

associated with the work of the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association in

the United States of America. We

remember with the deepest sense of

gratitude the inspiration and vision

which have come to the work of the

Young \Vomen’s Christian Associa

tion all over the world from your

country, and from the secretaries

whom you have so generously spared,

not only to the W'orld’s Committee,

but to the national committees on the

field. Indeed, I feel I cannot let this

occasion pass without reminding the
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Associations in the United States of

the large share which they took at the

inception of the W'orld’s Committee,

and how steadfastly and generously

the pledge of co-operation and help

then made has been kept.

For many years it has been to your

National Board that a larger number

of countries have looked for Associa

tion ideals, as well as for the practical

suggestions with regard to carrying

them out, and my heartfelt prayer for

you is that this time of jubilee may

be a time when, looking back over the

past and recognizing the good band of

God upon you, leading you forth into

channels of work undreamed of at the

beginning, your hope and courage and

aspiration for the future may be

strengthened, and that you may go

forward willing and ready for the new

developments which may await you,

prepared to meet the needs of the

larger number of women who are

entering the industrial, professional

and commercial world of to-day.

Looking over the world of women,

it seems as though the opportunities

before our Association were limitless.

When we think of the increasingly

large place they are taking in civic and

municipal life, we realize that this con

stitutes a call to us to a bigger outlook,

wider devotion and greater faith.

My prayer for you all and for your

work is that you may have the joy of

holding up to the young women of

your country a noble standard of

Christian womanhood, that the Asso

ciation may be the means of bringing

young women into personal touch with

the living Christ, and that the results

may be seen in their fuller develop

ment, raised standards, and selfless

devotion to the extension of the King

dom of Christ throughout the world.

In this great work may we be in

creasingly helpers one of another. I

am

Yours very sincerely.

limo/mm
da-_~



Greetings From Far Distant Lands

From the Indian National Committee

1‘1 - T~ dian National Committee

58, ,_. heartiest good

wishe. .- i “I 4"

Young Women’s Christian Associa—

tions of the United States of America

on the occasion of the fiftieth anni

versary of the founding of the Asso

ciation in that country, and expresses

its appreciation of all the National

Board has done for India in the fol

lowing message. Greetings and grate—

ful thanks from India. May your work

in America and in foreign lands go

on and increase to the glory of God.

FLORENCE LANG,

Acting National General Secretary.

Bombay, December 2, 1915.

From the Italian National Committee

The Young Women's Christian As—

sociations of Italy send their affec

tionate greetings to the Young VVom

en’s Christian Associations of the

United States on the occasion of their

Jubilee.

Most grateful for the inspiration

which their immense organization,

touching so entirely every part of a

girl’s life, has been to the “little sis

ter” and for the help received from

their loved leaders—pray for a special

birthday gift: that God may bless,

and lift still nearer to the great Ideal,

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciations of the United States, that,

joyfully ascending they may draw, in~

spire and comfort the girlhood of

their own and of many other lands.

ELISE SCHALCK,

President.

Turin, November 17, 1915.

From North Africa

A Jubilee prayer from North Africa

—“That ye may know—the exceeding

greatness of his power." Ephesians

1: 18, 19.

R. C. MARGERISON,

General Secretary for Egypt.

Alexandria, Egypt, December 4, 1915.

From Finland's National Committee

We send you our warmest con—

gratulations and this message: United

in praise and prayer, we thank the

-oung Women’s Christian Associa

tion of the United States of America

for the inspiration their work and

workers have been to Finland. “\IVe

will bless the Lord at all times, his

praise shall continually be in our

mouth.” Psalms 34: 1.

LOUISE AF FORSELLES,

President.

Helingsfors, November 11, 1915.

From the National Committee of Germany

\'Ve hear with great interest that

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciations in the United States will cel

ebrate in February, 1916, their fiftieth

anniversary. God’s grace has made

possible in these fifty years valuable

work in every direction. We are sure

that an invisible, spiritual harvest has

ripened through the faithful work of

many consecrated witnesses through

out all the branches of the Associa

tion, and that there has been fruit in

the living disciples of Jesus. This Jubi

lee occurs in the time of our distressing

war which has sundered the outward

connections of our VVorld’s Associa

tion most painfully, but we will con

tinue, each one in his own country, to

do the work of the Lord among our

young women. Our Empress has sent

this precious message to German

women and girls~“in the conflict

which men are waging for their native

land, the women may give the noblest

contribution—faith, mercy and pur—

ity." In this sense the Christian

women and girls are also fighting in

Germany for their fatherland and they

are keeping the light of Jesus through

these troubled times. From our very

hearts we wish, as do all who love

God, that this experience may bring

at its outcome the Kingdom of God

nearer to all people. May He bless

you, your work, and all your Associa

tions in the years to come. May He

29
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bring it to pass that your celebration

of your Jubilee shall become an in

centive to a new awakening among

young women.

With most cordial desire for the

welfare of your work.

W. THIELE,

President.

Berlin, December 7, 1915.

From the Britieh Aeeocietion

Afiectionate greetings from the

British Associations, who deeply value

the sympathy and co-operation of the

Associations in the United States, and

gratefully acknowledge the inspira—

tion received from them.

Beloved, I pray that in all things

thou mayest prosper and 'be in health

even as thy soul prospereth. III

John: 2.

H. M. PROCTER,

President.

London, November 8, 1915.

From the National Committee of Sweden

\Vith thanks to God for the fifty

years that the Young Women’s

Christian Association of America has

been allowed to work for the good

of young women, the National Com

mittee of Sweden sends its warmest

congratulations and wishes that the

American Association may continue

its blessed work under the protection

of the Highest and the shadow of

the Almighty.

ANNA Roos,

President.

HILDUR A. MELLIN,

Secretary.

Stockholm, December 3, 1915.

From the Chine Netionel Committee

China rejoices in America’s Jubilee.

Appeals to America to help her cel

ebrate her fifteenth anniversary in

1918, by sending thirty more secre

taries, to reinforce three cities already

organized: to hasten opening of other

important centers including six capital

cities demanding immediate occupancy.

GRACE Corrocx,

General Secretary.

Shanghai, December 10, 1915.

From the National Board of Auetreleeie

To the National Board of the

Young \Vomen's Christian Associa

tions of the United States of America.

Australasia, numbering but eight

summers, sends greeting and has

knowledge of the magnificent service

and progressive work of the Young

Women’s Christian Association in the

United States. At this time of Jubilee

we join with the world in praise for

your past and for your example, and

earnest prayer for your future.

SARA B. HEARD,

President.

Sydney, November 24, 1915.

From e Former Netionnl Secretnry

To the National Board of the Young

Women’s Christian Associations of

the United States of America:

Four years away from you has

shown me clearly how through the

darkened jungle of temptation, igno

rance, indifference, and “living beneath

the best,” there has been blazed for

our girls during these half hundred

years an ever-widening track of light

and love, opportunity and inspiration.

I gladly bring my sheaves of praise

and congratulation, and, with a prayer

for even greater achievement in the

future, lay them upon the altar of our

rejoicing. \Vith a never-forgetting

memory of the joy of past service, I

am,

HELEN F. BARNES,

General Secretary.

Sydney, November 24, 1915.

From the Buenoe Airee Auocintion

Hearty greetings; long life!

Buenos Aires, January 5, 1916 (by

cable).

From the Rio De Jeniero Aeeocintion

Greetings: “For none of us liveth

to himself, and none dieth to him

self.” Romanos 14:7.

Rio de Janiero, December 12, 1915.

From the French Swiu Aeeocietion

The Young \Vomen's Christian

Association of French Switzerland
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sends the following to the American

Association as a message of remem

brance and good wishes:

I will make mention of the loving

kindnesses of Jehovah, and the praises

of Jehovah, according to all that Je

hovah hath bestowed on us, and the

great goodness toward the house of

Israel, which he hath bestowed on

them according to his mercies, and

according to the multitude of his lov

ing kindnesses. For he said, Surely

they are my people, children that will

not deal falsely: so he was their

Saviour. In all their afiiiction he was

afflicted, and the angel of his presence

saved them: in his love and in his

pity he redeemed them; and he bare

them, and carried them all the days

of old. Isaiah 60: 7-9.

Thou shalt be perfect with Jehovah

thy God. Deuteronomy 18:13. That

God may bless your Jubilee in Feb—

ruary, and that he may make you to

rejoice in Him and that you may con

secrate yourselves anew to his service.

H. M. MALAN,

General Secretary.

Geneva, November 29, 1915.

From the National Committee of South

Africa

The National Committee of South

Africa send hearty greetings and

trusts that the National Jubilee of the

United States will prove an incentive

to the future successful development

of the work of the Young Women’s

Christian Association.

EDITH G. VAN BOESCHOTEN.

Pretoria, December 1, 1915.

From Japan’s National Committee

The steady growth of the mustard

seed is our prayer for you at your

Jubilee.

Nestling under your shade,

YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN

ASSOCIATION OF JAPAN.

Tokyo, January 12, 1916.

The Opening Road

Anna Seaburg

YPICAL of the end of things,

closing day at the Panama

Pacific International Exposi

tion saw thousands of people wearing

“ofiicial badges,” which bore small

replicas of The End of the Trail, one

of the favorite pieces of statuary on

the Exposition grounds. But for the

Exposition Young Women’s Christian

Association, December 4 was not the

end of the trail, not even in a material

sense, for the main building, which has

been of good service to the million

and a half people who came within its

doors, is remaining to continue its

work of helpfulness in the form of

a recreation center of the San Fran

cisco Association. The use of the

land on which the building stands has

been secured for an indefinite period.

There are to be tennis and basketball

courts, skating rink and gymnasium,

and the playground equipment is being

kept for the use of the neighborhood

children. Clubrooms are being fitted

up and the 1915 League, composed of

girls employed at the Exposition, will

use the building as headquarters, and

have open house once a month.

Perhaps no part of the Association’s

work at the Exposition has been so

loved and appreciated as the clubhouse

on the Zone, the Little House of

Friendliness, which possessed in such

a real sense the hearts of the women

who used it. Girls from all parts of

the grounds came to the clubhouse,

some from a great distance, because it

held something for them, but most

especially did it seem the home of the

hundreds of girls in the amusement

concessions, who were trying, under
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very adverse circumstances, to earn

their living. The Zone was a garish

place, where strange and weird efforts

were made to cater to the popular

demand for amusement. But how

little the majority of people under—

stand, or take the trouble to under—

stand, the people who must supply the

amusement demanded! The experi

ence of the Young Women’s Christian

Association on the Zone has taught it

that girls must not be condemned un

heard and misunderstood solely on the

grounds of their occupation, that

fundamentally girls are alike, that the

thing they need first is friendship, and

only on that basis can one begin to

understand or to help.

In the street, less than a mile long,

which represented the Zone, there

were twenty—six nationalities living

and working, which meant that there

was much diversity of religion also;

at the head of the Zone, in the service

building, were the stenographers and

cashiers; farther on were the sales

women and demonstrators in the

palaces; still farther away were the

waitresses in the Inside Inn, and the

young women in the state and foreign

buildings; and scattered everywhere

were girls in kiosks, selling everything

from postal cards to ice-cream. At

the clubhouse all gathered in friendly

comradeship. There were no distinc

tions of color, creed, race or occupa

tion, and all realized, consciously or

unconsciously, the great democracy of

young womanhood—that under the

cashier’s uniform, the waitress' apron,

the gauze of the dancer, the business

suit of the stenographer, girls are just

the same at heart. This has been the

great lesson of the “little house by the

side of the road.”

In spite of its small dimensions, the

clubhouse was hostess to growing

numbers every day, starting with nine

on its opening day on June 10, and

ending with 319 on December 4.

These figures represent simply those

to whom meals were served, and do

not include the many who came for

other purposes—the baths, the rest

room, First Aid, or simply for friendly

conversation, or for more serious talk

about life problems and difficulties.

Many emergencies arise when

several thousand women, many of

them away' from home, are gathered

together under more Or less abnormal

conditions. In the beginning of the

Exposition period many girls were

stranded, without friends or money,

because there were not as many jobs

as had been expected. For these job

less girls, for those who needed medi

cal and hospital care, for others who

needed transportation “back home,"

for some who had to have special

training in order to get desired work,

and for various other emergencies, the

emergency fund was drawn upon to

the extent of $1,250. In most cases this

money was given in the form of loans,

in an effort to meet the desire on the

part of girls to maintain their self

respect and independence, though, in

the nature of the case, not all of it can

be expected to be returned, for the

greater part of it was given for sick

ness. .

The Association very quickly learned

that employment at the Exposition was

not a constant quantity, and the em

ployment department was a vital ser

vice not only in placing 749 girls in

positions during the Exposition period,

but in following up and looking after

girls out of work and at the end of

their financial and moral resources. If

you thought of December 4 at all in

connection with the Exposition, did it

occur to you that closing day meant

unemployment for hundreds of girls?
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The Association did not wait till

December 4, however, to tackle this

problem, and early in the fall the

workers made a canvass of- the

grounds to find out how many were

going to be in San Francisco and the

other bay region cities and would need

work. Almost 300 girls registered

with the Association for employment,

122 of whom, besides supporting

themselves, support others. Then the

co—operation of those who had work

to give was sought, the chief effort

being made through the 2,400 mem

bers of the Chambers of Commerce.

The response was gratifying, em

ployers being willing to take on one

or more girls than actually needed,

realizing that it is better economy to

give those who need work a chance to

earn their living rather than to in

crease one’s benevolence later—to

help meet the cost to the community

- of an unemployment situation. The

Association also continued for a

couple of months'one of its employ—

ment secretaries in the downtown

office of the San Francisco Associa

tion, and all the women who worked

on the grounds knew where she could

be found. $500 was also set aside for

  

 

a loan fund. The 1915 League of

Exposition girls is also “on the job.”

At their reunion in December they

adopted as their first piece of work

individual responsibility, to be on the

lookout for unemployed girls, and to

report vacant positions to the employ

ment secretary.

Of all the social occasions which

took place in the assembly room of the

Association building, none was more

full of life and fun and good fellow

ship than the two large banquets that

were given on the two evenings pre

ceding the opening of the Exposition

in February to all the women who

were to be employed on the grounds.

This was their introduction to the

Association. There were many more

good times, just plain parties for fun,

when girls from the same state and

far away from home “discovered”

each other, and when lonely girls

found other lonely girls and forgot

their loneliness. At the clubhouse,

too, there were many of these occa

sions. Once it was a party for the

Indians from the Grand Canyon on

the Zone, again it was the Creole

Belles, or the girls from The Model’s

Dream or Japan Beautiful, and alto

i

‘ Y.
4;; .

GIRLs mom “JAPAN BEAUTIFUL" AT A CLUB House PARTY
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gether at the “mother” building and

“the little house” hundreds of girls

found special happiness in just play

ing and forgetting for a while the in—

tense demands of exposition work.

But most wonderful of all, perhaps,

was the big farewell Hallowe’en frolic

given in the ballroom of the Califor

nia building, to which a thousand girls

came. The amount of money and time

spent in this special program was re

payed many-fold in the spirit of con

fidence and friendliness which it fos

tered, and the way in which it brought

girls together in a warm, happy re

lationship.

After all, what did the women em—

ployed at the Exposition think of the

Association, how did they measure it?

That was answered when on Decem

ber 4, a neatly bound book was brought

to the building and quietly given to

Miss Schooley. On the inside page

appears this inscription:

Testimonial in Recognition of the Services

of the Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion at the Panama-Pacific International

Exflosition held at San Francisco in I915.

For the Women Employees.

The testimonial itself ends in this

way: “\IVords cannot fully express

the appreciation and gratitude that is

felt toward the Young Women’s

Christian Association by the women

employees of the fair; but wishing to

show some slight token of apprecia—

tion, those whose signatures follow

are presenting this album to the Y. W.

C. A." But had it not been for the

wonderful co—operation of the young

women on the grounds, the quick re—

sponse and desire to help, the work

of the Association could not have gone

on as it did.

As a place of comfort and con

venience for the Exposition visitor,

the Association building can best be

judged from the fact that it was so

largely-and so ceaselessly used. One

of the things visitors appreciated most

was being able to secure accurate in

formation. In answering on an aver

age of 500 questions a day, the work

ers at the information desk had ample

opportunity to make people satisfied

and happy, to save time for them, and

also to save money for them. The list

of 361 places with rooms to rent,

which had been personally investi

gated, was used 1,312 times, directing

both visitors and employees to com

fortable and reasonably priced quar

ters near the Exposition grounds.

In the rest room 18,763 tired

women found comfort and 1,416 First

Aid treatments were given. There

were three cases which might have

been fatal had it not been for the

prompt work of the nurse, and in two

cases of girls employed on the

grounds it is justifiable to say that

their lives were saved in the rest room.

A host of mothers were able to see

the Exposition in comfort and peace

because they could leave their chil

dren in the nursery to be put to bed

for a nap, to frolic in the playroom,

or to find heart’s desire in the swings

or sandpile of the playground. From

the time the nursery opened on July

21, to the close of the Exposition,

6,183 children were taken care of, 275

free of charge.

In the evening, while waiting for

the illuminations to begin, 17,380

people saw the motion pictures of

Association work. Great was the in

terest displayed, numerous the ques

tions asked and frequent the remarks

of appreciation and wonderment at

what the Association is doing. Motion

pictures are a great eye—opener! In

the day time the assembly hall was the

scene of many special luncheons and

dinners to representatives of visiting

congresses and conventions in whose

work the Association is especially in

terested. 1,468 people were enter

tained in this way. Eleven conven—

tions also used the auditorium for

their meetings.

To 18,718 people the Sunday after

noon vesper service was an oasis in a

religious desert, and many a casual

passer-by who had not thought of re

ligious things for years, came and

saw and listened and went away to

think.

The service which the Association

gave at the Exposition was possible
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mainly because the Association had

funds sufficient to employ enough

workers and to maintain in an ade

quate way the various departments of

work demanded by an exposition sit

uation. And, as everyone knows, al—

most all the funds came from the

cafeteria, which was able practically to

support all the other departments be—

cause of the large numbers served

each day. All of the money earned in

this way, all of the money contributed

by generous friends was spent for

the bringing in of the Kingdom of

God, especially among young women

and girls, and chiefly those whose

happy lot it is to live in California.

Feeding people, finding jobs, offering

friendship, answering questions, giv

ing parties, conducting vespers, what

ever the service, it was done for the

Kingdom and in the spirit of Him

who came to supply all our needs.

A noble companion statue to The

End of the Trail is The Scout:

“He sits upon his finely chiseled steed,

A thing for grace’s self to wonder o'er,

With strength in treasure's all-abounding

store . . .

And peers ahead as though his soul to

feed."

This Exposition year has given us

much on which to feed our souls, and

in the far look ahead, “though the

atmosphere is hazy, and the plain out

reaches distance,” we see not the end

of the trail but an ever widening

road of usefulness and opportunity,

scouted out for us by this Exposition

experience.

SUMMARY or FACTS FOR EXPOSITION

PERIOD

At the Main Building

1,500,000 visitors to building (20,000 on

closing day).

864,913 meals served in cafeteria (lar

gest day 6,119, on July 5).

500 questions answered daily at in

formation desk.

361 places with rooms to rent, in

vestigated by the Association.

1,312 people directed to rooms.

249 letters written about rooms.

18,763 women used rest room.

1,416 First Aid treatments given.

1,468 guests at special luncheons and

dinners.

2,759 guests at parties for employed

girls.

17,380 people attended motion pictures

of Association work.

18,718 attended Sunday afternoon ves

per services.

6,183 children cared for in nursery

and playground (275 free of

charge).

171,150 pieces of literature distributed.

A! Club Houle on Zone

1,150 girls used club house regularly.

12,185 meals served; 9 first day; 319

last day.

372 baths taken.

340 attendance at parties.

Employment and Emergency

1,163 applicants for positions.

749 placed in positions.

2,009 employers interviewed.

2,400 letters to employers (Chamber

of Commerce).

$500 set aside for loan fund after

Exposition.

$1,250 used for emergencies.

$43,000 cost of main building and equip

ment.

$25,000 invested in salaries of workers

$5,000 cost and upkeep of club house

on Zone.



A Forecast

Girls’ Work

It is not easy and seldom wise to

forecast the future of any growing,

changing work. This is particularly

true in regard to work with girls

when every year sees new approaches

tried, new methods being tested.

Nevertheless, the future must to a

certain extent shape itself upon the

past, and the foundations that have

been slowly laid show some of the

possibilities ahead. The emphasis in

the last few years on the need for

trained, full—time girls’ secretaries has

done much to develop the work.

Without a secretary who is directly

responsible, it is almost impossible

to develop continuous, constructive

work. We know how necessary it is

that committee members and secre

taries should be familiar with the

girls’ problems, their homes, their

schools, the conditions under which

they work, if they are young em

ployed girls, the motion picture places

that they frequent and all the other

elements that go to make up their

environments. As this knowledge is

gradually obtained and used our work

with the girls must of necessity grow

stronger.

The fixing of twelve years as the

lower age limit for members of the

girls’ work department, cuts us off

from the distracting fascination of

doing kindergarten work, thus releas

ing the secretaries for the more per

plexing, if somewhat less picturesque,

problem of the adolescent girl. At

the same time the extending of the

upper age limit to eighteen years of

age makes it include the entire high

school period and thus gives greater

chance for unity in the high school

work.

Perhaps no one thing has seemed so

hopeful in the work for girls as the

growing realization on the part of the

whole Association of its responsibility

for the younger membership. We

have gone far beyond the old-time

program for younger girls—a Satur

day morning sewing class and an

occasional story hour. More and more

the girls are being looked upon as

members and planned for by the vari

ous departments as are the other mem

bership groups. In many of the new

buildings special equipment is being

included for the younger girls and in

the older buildings, where formerly

space and time-have been grudgingly

given, generous if not adequate pro—

vision is now being made.

The past two years have shown an

encouraging increase in the number

of Associations doing girls’ work and

the number of girls enrolled. In 1914,

190 City Associations were doing

girls’ work, and the number of girls'

work secretaries had increased from

14 to 84. While we look forward to

steady growth in numbers, we must

lay emphasis on the quality of the

Work that is done. In planning the

activities for these younger girls, we

need always to remember how large

a part play should have in their de—

velopment. With the grade school

girls particularly we have opportunity

to give the right impetus and guidance

which will make them ready for the

problems and responsibilities of older

girls. One of our biggest opportuni

ties is that of developing through club

activities a sense of individual and

group responsibility, and helping the

girls to express themselves through

service for others.

MARY SIMS.

(FOR GERTRUDE GRIFFITH)

Industrial Work

As we look back upon our indus

trial work for the period of the past

ten years, we see that we have made

progress and have reached a place

where we can say we have made a

beginning, but only a beginning, in

what the Association has set for us

to do. The present status, however,

affords a most hopeful foundation for

36
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our future and surely promises a

stronger development in the next few

years in a wider range of contact with

a. greater number of girls and a more

successful intensive work with in

dividual girls. This increased work

needs necessarily an enlarged force of

workers, both volunteers and secre

taries.

It is not visionary, but practical to

work toward the ideal, that in every

industrial center in a city where we

have an Association, we may have

a group of girls who are consciously

working together to uphold in their

place of employment Christian ideals

and standards which are rugged

enough to bear the strain of life. It

is also in our plan that this purpose

which holds the girls in an individual

concern may have the added strength

which comes from uniting the many

girls from the many industrial con

cerns into the Federation, by means

of which we shall liberate a great

moral and spiritual force. The girls

by standing together in their club

work will gain a new respect for them

selves; and by working together they

will gain a new confidence in their

power and will realize their worth as

individuals, their responsibility as

women and their value as citizens.

The women who are the advisers

and helpers in the club, the camp and

the council work are gaining through

contact with the girls themselves a

sympathetic understanding of the very

practical questions which form a part

of the girls’ everyday life. This un

derstanding is being strengthened by

the study of industrial conditions and

questions which are being raised in

various communities. This contact

with the girls and the study of the

questions will enable our Association

leadership to guide wisely these girls

who as sheep without a shepherd are

caught in the tangle of our complex

life and we—the girls and their

leaders—will think and work together

toward the application of the teach

ings of Christ to the whole of our life.

Up to this point our industrial work

has had the greatest development in

the factory work. Some fairly good

store work has been done, but within

a short time we must reach in a larger

way other groups of girls. These

groups must be studied and new

methods, if necessary, found for them.

Such special efforts will have to be

made for girls who are employed in

laundries, household work, hotels, etc.

We are enlisting in this department

the groups of girls assigned to us in

order to enable the Association to

minister to them through its various

departments, and that they in turn

may be set to work for the Associa

tion and its purpose in all of their re

lationships.

, FLORENCE SIMMS.

Immigration and Foreign Cammu

nity work.

For without vision the people

perish An individual who lives for

herself alone, does not live. An or

ganization which exists for itself

alone, soon ceases to thrive. A coun—

try that considers only its- native sons

and daughters is not worthy of a

place in the “Christian civilization”

of to-day. The immigration of this

generation will appear to those who

shall come after us, as an incalculable

force affecting the composite life of

the nation at every point.

No Christian social organization

can hold away its skirts from the de—

mands of thispcomplex human prob—

lem. The Christian Associations have

gone out to reach the foreign girls

and women, eager to serve humanity,

believing that the great ideals at the

heart of their well—loved "purpose"

compel unselfish action, and demand

unquenchable faith that “He will

stand by those who dare new things

in his Name.”

Looking out over the unexplored re

sources of this organization of or—

ganizations, counting securely upon

the ever—renewing spirit of love and

service which impels it, we know

that this along with much other build

ing, is bound to the structure of the

future:
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Wherever a Young Women’s

Christian Association is known, there

also will foreign people be known

and understood by the American com

munity. In every city, in all the

towns, way out in the remotest cor

ners of the open country, wherever

the Association goes, there will go

the friendly criss-crossing of the

New World and the Old. There

will be no isolated, foreign “colonies”

where “others can’t learn Yankee

ways ’cause Yankee people they

moved away.” Foreign families will

be living near each other, for socia

bility’s sake. We surely may hope for

better Housing Laws so that they

will be living in better homes than,

conditions, they are often helpless

to change and which Christians do

not seem to know about, let them live

in now. But they will not be remote,

because through the Young Women’s

Christian Association at least, a gen

uine understanding will have been es

tablished.

In every place where new-comers

are augumenting the numbers already

settled, the national follow-up system

will be at work. That means that

through our national headquarters

and with the co-operation of the

United States government, foreign

women and girls of every nationality

will be “followed up” by neighbor

hood visiting and made to feel at the

very beginning that somebody cares

what happens to them here. They

will receive the protection and first

aid over their hardest bumps, which

ever since time began have beset the

path of strangers in strange coun

tries.

Associations will not only send

secretaries out to learn the language

and work in foreign lands; they will

have upon their staffs secretaries who

are students of this stupendous inter

national immigration problem, and

who speak the languages of the girls

from foreign lands who have them

selves been the “missionaries” to

America.

But all this is not enough. Clearly

do we see that dotted over the map,

under the taller shadows of the

American Associations, there will be

staunch branch houses devoted to the

international communities in which

they stand. And that means, at the

heart of their own communities, timid

girls, backward girls, girls bound by

old world prejudices which do not

easily pass away, will find places, put

there by the “big Association,” which

they will feel belong to them, and to

which they will love to come because

their people know it, have tested it,

and understand it. The map shows

several of these “international”

centers now. Some are called “Inter

national Institutes” and others have

taken local names. Each one is only

the Association at work amongst its

foreign girls, in the ways they can

understand best. There will be not

only international centers in large

cities where the ground to cover is

broad and the girls to be “followed

up” and taught English and helped to

a bigger, better way of life, run into

the thousands, but also there will be

little “institutes” just as truly inter

national.

There is good promise that, wisely

built, this practical way of reaching

girls will win for Associations the

assistance and financial co-operation

of other women’s organizations, edu

cational, religious, and patriotic,

which want the good work done, but

have themselves neither the machin

ery nor equipment for it.

Through the young people of

America, in colleges, at home, at

work, there drives that passion to

serve, that determined belief that the

law of Christ is the law of love. Love

made real because sculptured into

form and life in individuals who act.

Ahead of us stepping out from the

vague mist of indifference, come a

host of eager young men and women.

They care, and they want to “do

something” to show that “men the

world over were meant to be broth

ers.” The Association will be one

Of those collective agencies which, be

cause of its collective work, can di

rect this unspoiled energy to “the girl
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right next to you.” It will bring to

gether people across roads and fields,

down many streets, and over whirring

machinery. It will find its way also

into the many languages in which peo

ple read their newspapers. Foreign

language newspapers need articles of

interest to their women kind, and

would welcome contributions from

Americans.

Secretaries at the ports through

which immigrant people undergo

their necessary but nerve-racking

inspections, will be constant guard

ians for the thonsands of young

women who are journeying to strange

countries alone. Other secretaries at

the over-seas ports, Atlantic and Pa

cific, through which they leave their

home countries, will start them off as

now they are not started, with sug

gestions and advice for the troubles

ahead. Because America is a part of

the World’s Association, these far

away secretaries are as easily pos

sible as are those within a day’s jour

ney. They who work together in

united action no longer fear the dis

tances.

By united action is our vision to be

realized. In our six national field di

visions wherein every town and city

have their foreign people, there will

be spread the understanding of the

foreigners by immigration and for

eign community work secretaries who

will visit and plan and build. By

united action will others be building

also. Churches, schools and all

agencies belonging to the people will

continue to widen their work, as

already they are doing. Working with

them for the common good, the Young

Women’s Christian Associations will

ever hold attention to the young

women of the foreign nations. It is

an organization especially dedicated

to young women and girls who best

can lead in work for them. It is es

pecially an organization calling itself

Christian which will step out ahead

of others to do its big share, and to

reveal in its working the yearning of

the Father of all nations, to see love

and peace and brotherhood among

all his people.

EDITH TERRY BREMER.

  

The Most Beautiful Thing

Jessie Field

E were driving along a country

V road when my friend, who

often talked about real things

and sometimes asked searching ques

tions, turned to me with:

“What do you think is the most

beautiful thing in the world ?”

I looked at the trees by the roadside

-—-symmetrical, strong, sheltering trees

—and I thought that, perhaps, the

most beautiful thing in the world was

a tree. Then I remembered flowers,

not Orchids or mammoth chrysanthe

mums, but the arbutus in the woods,

the white anemones by the hedge, and

the purple, purple violets with the

long stems, growing in the corner of

the old orchard. Perhaps it is flowers

that are the most beautiful things in

the world, I thought.

But as I looked back at my friend

to answer her question I saw some

thing so true and thoughtful and in

finite in her eyes that I did not say

trees or flowers. “I do not know,” I

replied, “but I am going to find out.”

“And when you find out, tell me,”

said my friend. “For I think I have

found the answer for myself and I am

wondering if you will agree with me.”

And so for days and months the

question kept coming to me. What

could it be—this most beautiful thing?

One evening, out in the mountains, I
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watched the first evening star come

out. Bright and wonderful it hung,

far above the highest peaks. It looked

just as it did when as a child I had

wished to it:

“Star light, star bright,

First star I've seen to-night,

Wish I may, wish I might

Have the wish I wish to-night.”

It looked just as it had the night

when I was a growing-up girl and my

mother had said to me:

“When you are away from me and

see the first evening star, will you

think of me and wish that you may be

the kind of a woman your mother

wants you to be ?”

Just the same wonderful evening

star. And as I looked at it all the

accumulated desires of my heart, that

every girl in the world might be the

kind of a woman her mother would

want her to be, surged through my

mind, and I thought,

“Perhaps the first star in the even

ing isthe most beautiful thing in the

world.”

Yet I knew the quest was not ended.

I must keep on thinking. One morn—

ing I met a country boy whom I knew

walking to school. I knew he had

eyes that saw beautiful things, for one

time, when I was staying all night at

his farm home, he had asked if I

wouldn’t go along with him to the

back pasture for the cows and see the

beautiful view out there. I went with

him, and on the way across the

meadow he pointed out the faint trace

of an old trail to the west, and as the

sun was setting he looked off across

the sweep of prairies to a far-flung

horizon and said, “Isn’t it beautiful ?”

So I' thought that autumn morning

that he might know the answer to my

question, and I asked:

“Hugh, what do you think is the

most beautiful thing in the world P"

“It is right along the road here go

ing to school," he replied with abso—

lute assurance.

And I knew he was right. The

most beautiful thing in the world—

whatever it might be—was to be

found near at hand. It is in the com

mon way of every-day living.

And so with greater interest than

ever I kept watching along the every

day way for this most beautiful thing.

And I found it at last. I found it in

the lives of people. It is the most real

and the most unmistakable thing in the

world. Though I saw it at first ex

pressed in many seemingly different

ways, I discovered that it was truly

the one most beautiful thing in the

world.

I saw it in a mother’s eyes—a

mother with rough, red hands and

poor clothes—as her daughter grad

uated from high school. I saw it in

the face of a popular girl as she chose

the lonesomest girl in town for her

partner in a game, instead of choosing

her chum. Sometimes I found it in

the tones of a person’s voice; some

times it was in the gentle touch of

hands; sometimes it was in the things

people thought. Often it was only in

words unsaid.

And now I am sure—sure, although

it seems almost too wonderful a thing

to be true—sure because every day I

can see it in lives, as I know you do

too, that the most beautiful thing in

the world is the living Christ shining

out through the lives of people.

Though we may call this true friend

ship, courage, love, unselfishness,

tenderness, and many other names, it

is just this one most beautiful thing—

Jesus Christ within.

Once in Montana I saw an old man

working on the process of making

gold that had just come from the

mines ready for use. He held it

patiently over a very hot fire. After

I had waited and watched him for a

long time, I asked: “How do you

know when it is ready ?”

His reply was: “It is not ready

until it is so bright that I can see my

face reflected in it."

I no longer waited to see how long

it would take. In his reply was a

parable, and I walked out in the gold

of the outside sunshine and I looked

into the faces of people and thought

how this must be the way our Father
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God looked upon our lives. Imperfect

as they are, yet in the fire of every

day living for Him they may come to

reflect his face. And then we will be

ready—ready for the greatest service

of all, and through our lives we may

constantly make Him known to others,

for the most beautiful thing in the

world will be in our lives, known and

seen by all.

a

Twenty-five Years of Conferences

A. Estelle Paddock

ILL it be held again?

This was the question asked

at the first conference for

young women, held at Bay View,

Michigan, july 22 to August 12, 1891.

If Miss Nettie Dunn and Miss Cora

bel Tarr had been told the answer to

that question of the increase from one

conference, with an attendance of

sixty-one delegates, to fifteen con

ferences*, and eight field camp coun

cils, with an attendance of 5,760, in

1915, a total for all the years of

about 59,000, and no year in all the

intervening quarter century without

its conference, they would doubtless

have been relieved of a very natural

uncertainty, that was as real to the

first leaders of the Young Women’s

Christian Association as are the so—

called “crucial problems” that rest

upon its present leaders.

The first conference was called

“The Summer Bible and Training

School,” and its evolution, or virtually

its sub—division into the conferences

and Training School and training

centers of to-day is an interesting

study. The topics of the first con

ference sound fully familiar to us—

Association history; principles, secre

taryship, homes; membership, room

and library, religious work, intellec

tual and social committees; physical,

economic, finance and publicity work;

work for students; and the conduct of

conventions. But our discussion of

these things would have been in that

day largely unintelligible. Even the

"Announcement for the conferences of

1916 on page 57 of this issue.

 

terms descriptive of the religious and

Bible work are to-day little used, and

who would think of expecting a Bible

teacher to teach three subjects to

three separate groups each day of the

conference as was then done? The

Bay View Conference met its second

year at Lake Geneva, \Visconsin, and

is now known as the Central Con—

ference.

During the year that the first con

ference was meeting in the central

states, Mr. Dwight L. Moody was re

ceiving many requests to establish at

Northfield, Mass, a conference for

young women similar to that which he

was conducting for men. His time

was just then wholly occupied in

preparation for his great series of

meetings held in connection with the

\Vorld’s Fair in Chicago, and he

turned the whole arrangement over to

the International Young Women’s

Christian Association. The president

of the first conference was Mrs. A. 1'.

Gordon, and Miss Price, now Mrs.

T. S. Gladding, had the leadership of

that conference. That which impresses

the reader of Miss Wilson’s history

of this event is that Miss Dodge was

a platform speaker at this conference.

Northfield Conference was later

moved to Silver Bay.

The beginnings of the conferences

are full of interest, but we list here

only the dates of their beginnings,

since most of them are within the

memory of all of us. The dates for

the opening of the conferences was as

follows:
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[1“

Bay View (Central)—1891

Northficld (Eastern)—1893

Mills College (Capitola)—1896

Asheville (Southern)—l897

Erie (East Central)—1905

Northwestern—1905

Cascade (Western)—1908

Southwestern (Combined with other

conferences)—-1910

School Girls—1912

County—1915

Industrial Camps—1914

High School Girls—1915

Not only was it necessary to grad

ually eliminate the “Training School”

features of the early conferences,

shortening them to a ten-days’ session,

but it was found necessary, owing to

the growing numbers in attendance

and the limited accommodation for

guests, to sub-divide the conferences

themselves into city and student sec

tions. This at once made possible a

more specialized program, with the

result that, like the loaves and fishes,

instead of greatly relieving the

numbers in attendance at the separate

conferences, the enrollment of each

special group tends to equal the regis

tration of the combined group.

Sub-division of the various con—

ferences took place as follows:

Eastern—1912

Central—1903

Western—1913

Pacific Coast—1914

Southern—1915

The industrial girls’ camps are a

case in point. The past summer 1,167

girls for two brief weeks had oppor—

tunity to forsake their noisy looms,

their box making, their cigar shaping,

their nail sorting, and, in a self

goveming camp, their evenings spent

about a camp fire, to thrill to the same

spiritual uplift that was made avail

able so much earlier to their sisters

elsewhere. High school girls now

have camps whose activities have been

suited especially to their all-round

needs.

The business woman is seeking out

the conference, and in its councils she

is finding self-expression in a new and

vital way.

. The County conference has naturally

been the latest development, and it

was attended on its first session by

delegates from twelve counties and

eleven states.

The conference of to-day is planned

at least nine months in advance. Lists

of topics and speakers and the physi

cal detail is worked out with minute

care. From the first the conference

programs were arranged to meet the

needs of the delegates, but with the

growing complexity of American life

it becomes necessary to fit the pro

gram to the specialization represented

in the constituency. A study of the

programs of the various years shows

that the conference has been sensitive

to the developing religious ideals of

the country, and at the present day

there is added a wholesome modern

emphasis on social service and on vo

cational pursuits.

In 1903 and 1904 mission study

received a great impetus, and while to

day mission classes are made optional

because of the attention that is given

to related subjects, the registration is

second only to Bible study, which is

always given the right of way.

That there should be representation

at the summer conference had become

a settled feature of the year’s program

of the Associations. Silver Bay clubs

and Geneva circles are as general in

the city Associations as is the May

fete in student branches, which is

planned to secure funds to send dele—

gates to the conferences.

When the first conference was

written up, the account occupied three

and a half pages in the Enangel, now

THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY. To-day

we have a conference number of the

MONTHLY given entirely to their
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activities, while 84,000 announcements

and 9,000 programs are necessary to

make known the conferences for the

ensuing year.

But the influence of the Conference

Department is not defined by the limi

tation of our ocean boundaries. Ameri—

can secretaries have carried the con

ference idea to the ends of the earth.

In China, Japan, Australasia and

India American influence shapes the

conferences. Under an American

secretary, Miss Helen F. Barnes, a

leader in American conferences, Aus

tralasia will hold this year two con—

ferences on as many continental

islands. China, which had its first

conference in 1907, with an attend

ance of twenty-six, held this year six

conferences, with an attendance of six

hundred and fifty Chinese women and

girls. Many of the girls were non

Christians, and some of the delegates

experienced for the first time in

dividual Christian life.

The Japanese conference has con

tinued for the past ten years, and the

growth in attendance has not only

been uniform, but there is yearly an

increase of those who are added to

the Church. Even the method of work

outlined for the American conferences

is pursued in the East, and Eight

Week Clubs, social service and neigh

borhood Bible classes result. The

new woman of the East welcomes this

type of work, which she finds to be in

line with her ideals of modern life,

and her fellowship with others like

minded strengthens her faith as no

other outside influence can do.

Already some Oriental women who

have attended these Eastern confer~

ences are adding a considerable con

tribution to American Student Con

ferences, at which there is now always

an Oriental delegation.

The one substantially constant fea

ture of the summer conferences has

been its spiritual transformation of

the individual life. Whether it has

led to volunteer or secretarial service,

as has so largely resulted, or whether

it has meant a clearer vision of the

Christ, there are indeed few young

women who will not bear witness that

the summer conference was a unique

and lasting contribution to their

spiritual development.

a

What Members Say

Two years ago I didn’t know there

was such a place as the Y. W. C. A. I

went to the rooms reluctantly the first

time just because a girl that I liked

asked me to go. Now I can hardly

wait for my club night to come round.

The Association has made all the dif

ference in the world in my life. I

love it.

A CLUB GIRL.

One Sunday afternoon I was walk

ing aimlessly along wishing I had

somewhere to go when a young lady

stepped from a street car just as I

had reached the corner and stood try

ing to decide which direction to take.

She said, “Wouldn’t you like to come

with me to the Young Women’s

Christian Association?” and I replied

“Don’t care if I do”—That lady was

a secretary and she talked at the meet

ing and made me want to be a differ

ent girl—and I am. Well, that was

the beginning and now wild horses

couldn’t keep me away. The Associa

tion means to me friends, a good time,

and best of all I have come to know

Jesus Christ.

A DEPARTMENT STORE CLERK.

For several years I worked in a

spice factory. A secretary from the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion used to come once a week at the

noon hour—not an hour, only thirty
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minutes. Sometimes she told us Bible

stories, sometimes we sang and she

most always told us about some do

ings at the Association building. I

asked her one day if she thought I

could join a class for I didn’t al

ways want to work in a factory; it’s

awful monotonous. She said that

sure, I could. I first joined an English

class, then I took arithmetic and was

in a club. I talked one day with a

girl who was studying shorthand and

typewriting and she told me to try

that. I did and now I have a job at

ten dollars a week. I owe everything

to that grand secretary and the Asso

ciation.

A STENOGRAPHER.

Since becoming a member of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion I have derived many benefits

and much good; the pleasant asso—

ciates in and connected with the in

stitution are enough within itself to

make one long to get back when their

day’s work is done. I take my dinner

and supper at the home, which I thor—

oughly enjoy, as I have always found

the meals good and wholesome. Not

only do I get good food to eat, but

when I arrive for my meals I am al

ways greeted with a pleasant “How

are you l” or some other term which

makes one feel at home, lessens the

worn-out feeling which usually fol

lows a hard day’s work.

We have a very nice rest room

provided with couches, where we have

access to books and magazines,

also a reception room in which to

receive and entertain our friends.

“Our brother Association the Y.

M. C. A. is a wonderful institution,

but I feel that the same advantages,

if not greater, should be provided for

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation, as I believe it is estimated

that about thirty-two times as many

kinds of opportunities are afforded

to boys as to girls. We are anticipat

ing a number of improvements, such

as gymnasium, tennis court, and also

a cottage at the beach. With sur

roundings such as these, it should

make any business girl endeavor to

become a member of the Association.

A STENOGRAPHER.

I like the Young Women’s Chris

tian Association because when I go

there I am always greeted with wel

come words, and that makes one feel

at home when they go.

We always have classes there at

night which are so much benefit to us

girls who work during the day.

There we meet friends which we

could not have done had we not gone

there. I like the library because there

are such nice books to read.

Since I have become a member of

'the Y. W. C. A. I have received much

benefit from going there. I think

every girl should become a member

of the Y. W. C. A. To go there once

is to want to go there again.

A LAUNDRY GIRL.

Business women and girls belong

ing to other groups have told what

membership in the Young Women’s

Christian Association means to them.

May still another take up the tale now

and tell what it means to the girl just

out of college! She has settled down

after finishing her course at “The

Normal,” or at one of the many

church colleges which the South is so

justly proud of, but she has not slipped

entirely back in the old ruts, and she is

obviously restless. For four years she

has given herself to books and

athletics, friendship and service, and

although she realizes that these things

make up life in the big outside world

as well as in the little college world,

she is finding it somewhat hard to get

hold of them. That is why the college

girl needs the Association.

In the first place it shows her that

she need not give up the joy of study.

For it offers classes in subjects so

varied that some of them cannot fail

to appeal to any active mind—first

aid, domestic science, shorthand, or

basketry, for instance; or it may be

that she misses another kind of study

ing, the friendly informal little groups

organized by girls themselves, for
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Bible or mission study, and these, too,

the Association has all ready for her.

Perhaps she is grieving over

muscles growing flabby, and spirits

growing stale for lack of good hard

out—door exercise and vigorous merry

team play. But cheer up! The Asso

ciation basket—ball and tennis courts

are almost finished, and by the time

winter and bad weather come round

again, the gymnasium will no longer

be a blue paper ghost on the physical

committee’s table, but a substantial

reality.

As to her requirement, friendship,

the college girl is hard to suit. She

has learned that it isn't safe to judge

women and watches by the outside,

and like Toddy she wants to look

inside, “see wheels go round.” But

ordinary city social life doesn’t offer

half as good opportunity for that in

teresting experiment as college—and

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation. For a lively give-and—take in

a class for discussion, whether it be

on Genesis, diatetics, or artistic mil

linery, makes mental wheels “go

round” at a rate that dispels self-con—

sciousness and shows a woman’s real

ideas better than half a dozen formal

calls and afternoon teas. And there

is nothing like a hotly contested game

of tennis and basketball to uncover

a girl’s attitude toward such import

ant matters as “fair play,” and gen

erosity in victory or defeat.

But after all, the thing that means

most to the college girl is opportunity

for service. Here again she needs the

Association, and the Association needs

her. Every Association could easily

keep more secretaries than it has on

its staff from being idle? SO unless

volunteer workers fill in the gaps,

much work that ought to be done has

to be left undone. Perhaps the col

lege girl was assistant in one of the

department offices in her undergrad—

uate days, and knows how to file cards

and catalogues alphabetically. The

secretary is charmed to meet her. In

our Association we are on the eve of a

membership campaign that will bring

more new names for the card cat—

alogue, and someone must sit down

and do A. B. C’s. Or perhaps she

was a star tennis or basketball player,

better still, she can help coach the new

players who are already registered.

Has she talent for leadership? There

are dozens of younger girls waiting

for leaders to organize more clubs;

but the opportunities for service are

too numerous to catalogue here.

Finally the college girl misses that

feeling of being a part of a far-reach—

ing, ever-growing organization of

women the world over at work to

gether for the ideals that were worth

while. But she need not go on mis

sing that inspiration, for when she

throws herself whole—heartedly into

the work of the Young Women’s

Christian Association, as so many col

lege girls have done, she becomes a

part of the organization whose work

is “the development of Christian

character” in womanhood everywhere

from Wilmington to Bombay; whose

leaders are women known and ad

mired the world over; whose summer

conferences will bring her in touch

not merely with other states but with

other nations. Could any woman ask

for a greater opportunity either for

self-culture or for service?

A COLLEGE GRADUATE.



Personal Jubilees

OPen Letters from Student Members

NCE upon a time there was a

girl who came to college with

. a fixed purpose to “do every

thing." And she did. She turned all

her energies into athletics, dramatics,

clubs and parties. She grew to be, as

such girls oftimes do, a “buzzy”

person—the kind who flaps her wings

in all directions, but never soars.

One day this busy lady was invited

to the Young Women’s Christian

Association ofiice to attend a meeting

which was to be addressed by a na

tional secretary. Although she had no

idea what this formidable thing might

be, her active curiosity saved the day.

I’ve forgotten what the secretary said

—that was four years ago—but I re

member that she made me think, that

she made me care for something fine.

And thus it was that the Association,

in the person of one of its secretaries,

helped to steady one freshman. I have

not seen this “shining lady" during

these four years, but there are many

other things which she helped me to

see—the absolute need of the presence

of Jesus Christ as a staying and guid

ing force in the distracting life of a

college girl; the difiiculties and the

joys of helping one’s classmates to

know our Master, and, most of all,

the priceless gift of having such a

friend oneself.

What Has the Y. W. C. A. Given Me?

A program for splendid living.

A busy day.

A peaceful night.

A growing interest in folks of other

lands.

A desire to stand by the church.

Two glorious Geneva Conferences.

Hundreds of committee meetings.

Thousands of happy thoughts.

A serious joyfulness.

A purpose in life.

A personal Saviour.

Don’t you think that quite enough

for one organization?

ANITA PLEUSS,

President of_fhe Association of the

University of Wisconsin.

The Young Women’s Christian

Association has meant more to me in

the three months that I’ve belonged to

it than to many girls who have been

in it for years.

When I entered high school I did

not think very much about the more

serious things in life. In fact I did

not take anything very seriously. But

when I joined the Young Women’s

Christian Association club things

changed. The “Big Sister” movement

was the first thing that interested me,

and then others followed—first the

meetings and then the conference.

A conference is such a wonderful

thing! I’m counting time till the ten

days at Estes Park next summer. One

of the speakers at the conference told

us we could all represent Christ to our

fellow men. I had never thought of

that before.‘

Sometimes I forget the purpose of

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation, though not as often now as I

used to. It’s a beautiful purpose, and

has helped to bring me to a “closer

relation to Jesus Christ as Saviour and

Friend.”

BARBARA JARaELL,

Freshman, Toteka High School.

The Young Women’s Christian

Association has been one of the

biggest factors in my college life. I

joined with the intention of getting

all out of it that I possibly could. But

I found there were many gifts to be

obtained in it that I could not get else

where, and realized that the spirit with

which to enter into possession of these

gifts must be Christ’s spirit of service

——-“to minister, not to be ministered

unto.”

The Association has made me

realize that what we do or neglect to

do helps or hinders not only our own

Association and our own girls, but

every Association and every girl in the

land; to see that the success of the

work depends upon the purity of
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motive and integrity of mind in the

workers; that even honest mistakes

and apparent failures may be made

stepping-stones upon which to mount

to larger and surer victory, and to see

clearly our own personal relation to

God, to the world, and to each other.

Ivon Count-1L,

Baylor University.

What the Young \Nomen’s Chris

tian Association has meant to me! I

can do it more efficiently than I can

say it, and, after all, that is just the

point. I am dreadfully afraid that

when I went to college I thought

Christianity a very good passive sort

of something that would serve very

well for the lives of mother and father

and the minister, but not for my own.

Truly, I did think that. The Associa

tion brought me the real Christ-spirit.

I found it in the girls I met. They were

happy, wholesome, natural people, the

most attractive personalities in college.

I wondered what their secret was. By

the end of my freshman year I had

found it. It was so simple! The

Young Women’s Christian Association

had taught them to live their Chris

tianity—live it with all the vigor and

joy and attraction that was in them.

That is the one big thing the Associa—

tion has meant to me. Whatever else

I may have found through its influence

has had that as its basis. From my

heart I am grateful.

Rum Po'rrs,

Southern Methodist University.

It was at a summer conference of

the middle southern states, held at

Eureka Springs, Arkansas, that the

Association taught me its biggest

lesson. It was the custom that at the

close of the day, after the evening

platform service, the girls of each state

should go quietly into the soft night

to their favorite spot under the pines

to have a little informal good-night

service and to talk over what the day

had meant to them. One afternoon

we had “athletic day,” and that day

we saw athletics that would put to

shame the Stockholm meet. There

were tennis and basketball and races,

and, as a grand finale, a baseball game

between faculty and students, and even

Casey of Mudville fame was out

classed at the bat. It was one long

afternoon of romping, joyous, outdoor

fun for that crowd of college girls.

As I took part in the games, or

rooted from the side lines, I noticed

a peculiar thing—the leader in the

pitcher’s box was not one whit differ

ent from the shining-faced leader who

only a few hours before had charged

us to go down from the mountain top

to live the Christ we had seen there;

stately Miss Barnes on first base was

the same Miss Barnes who had

brought quick tears to our eyes by her

eager plans for her work in Australia;

the "pig-tail” and general roustabout

had not changed at all from the

capable woman who always made the

announcements “through the horn,”

and whose religion always seemed to

have the sound of a laugh in it.

That night at our good-night delega

tion meeting, after the opening prayer,

there was a moment of silence, then

some one said, “Girls, I haven’t been

a Christian but a little while, and I

guess I ’ve never understood it very

well. To-day has been a perfect

revelation to me, for I have seen that

you can take Jesus Christ into your

every—day life, yes, even into your

fun!” And we had all seen the same

thing.

And somehow the spirit of the

Association has kept me constantly re

minded all through my busy school life

of the thing that I saw there that day;

that religion is not a thing separate

and apart from one’s daily life, to be

put off and on at pleasure, but instead

a something that permeates and fills

our daily lives with its spirit.

ORA J. Parron,

President of the Association of Okla

homa Methodist. University.

Can you tell the worth of one of

your best friends, one who has been

your comrade through troubles and

through fun, always demanding your

highest and best? Can you estimate

the value of one of the greatest powers
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that has ever influenced you? I can

not.

The first thing the Association did

for me was to help me get adjusted to

college. The first lonely days of my

freshman year were made more en

durable by the membership com

mittee, a member of which met me at

the train, took me to my room, helped

me to register, and took me to church,

to the first vesper service. I was made

to feel more at home through the

Association.

The second thing is that it offered

me one of the best things in college—

friends. The girls I have known

through Bible and mission study

classes, the girls with whom I have

worked on committees and cabinet,

and the girls I have met from other

colleges, are dearer to me because our

friendship is based on our love for

Jesus Christ.

Another great thing is the joy of

service. It did not matter much to

me whether I remained in college or

not, until the middle of my freshman

year, when the Association gave me

something to do. It made me feel that

I could do something.

But these things are trifles in com

parison with the greatest of all—a

new Jesus Christ. He is not a Christ

who makes one go sorrowfully to

church on Sundays and at intervals

try to “be good,” but He is now a

wonderful Friend in both work and

play, who makes one play her hardest

and work her best, who makes one

meet her world with a smile, and her

troubles with head unbowed, who

makes one love every one in college

and in the world as much as her own

selfish self.

SARA Lowant,

Gaucher College, lord.

“If you do not want to be provin

cial, if you are interested in different

colleges and universities of the United

States and of other lands, join the one

organization that is found in every

worth-while college of the country—

the Y. W. C. A.,” says the little Stu

dents’ Handbook of our college; and

I can truly say that this has been one

of the chief fascinations of the Asso

ciation for me. The breadth and scope

of the movement with its fine courage

and splendid Christian purpose has

been a source of enthusiasm to me,

and because of my interest in it, I

have come to feel a desire to know

about other world movements.

The discussions in our weekly

meetings have, in a way, insured me

against a moral bluntness and ethical

indifference that is sometimes possible

in college life. These meetings com

pel one to think honestly about the

actual right and wrong of situations

that arise in student life. I know, too,

that because I have been accustomed

to do organized religious work here

in college, it will be easy for me to fit

naturally into an active relation to

the church of my town.

Perhaps with other members, differ

ent values are significant. One thing

is sure: whoever becomes a truly in

telligent member of the organization,

is bound to be affected in some vital

way, for in the Young \Vomen’s Chris

tian Association there is no such thing

as indifference.

RUTH WANT,

Illinois Woman’s College.

The Association is demonstrating

its spirit of service and also its prac

ticability in our school to—day. For

instance, in order to care for the girls

who have fallen victims to an epi

demic of grippe, a temporary hospital

has been established in one of the dor

mitories, and the Association has

charge of preparing and serving food

to more than two hundred sick stu

dents.

The thing that means most to the

girls is the spirit in which Association

work is carried on. The joyousness,

the youthfulness, the personal love

and interest which predominates in

it all, shows to the girls who are not

Christians that there is more to re

ligion than form and ritual.

GRACE GILBERT,

Industrial Institute and College,

Columbus, Miss.
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The Association is a thing so finely

blended into my college life, that I

find the task of analyzing it a difficult

one. What it means to the University

can be more easily explained. Should

it be removed, there would be left a

hole into which nearly all of the

democratic life among the women

would fall; the whole standard of

campus life and spirit would be low

cred; and the simple fact of college

itself would lose meaning for many

students. The Association is in abso—

lute sympathy with the fundamental

ideal of our University, which is, I

think, common to all universities and

colleges. We express it in our motto,

“Let learning grow that life may be

enriched,” and in absolute harmony is

the cry of the Association, “I am come

that ye might have life and have it

more abundantly.” Both organiza

tions are striving to lift their student

generations into fuller conceptions of

life; neither can succeed without the

other. Once an Association is estab

lished in a University, once it has won

the allegiance of the student body, it

will serve the University and help to

realize its ideals as no other organiza—

tion could, by developing for it stu

dents whose spirit in college, and

whose lives after college, will ever

triumphantly cast honor on their

Alma Mater, themselves and the God

they serve.

MARGARET GREEN,

University of Chicago.

The meaning of the Association?

One word will suffice—friends. And

they are peculiar friendships not only

because they have brought together

people so widely different in person—

ality and stations of life, but because

under and through them all runs the

single, common element of first of

all, friendship with God. In that lies

their permanence, their richness, their

joyousness: and in each friendship

there is given new meaning to our

heritage: “No longer do I call you

servants, but I have called you

friends.” As the Association has

brought human friends, it has given

to me the meaning of life with the

greatest Friend of all the world, Jesus

Christ.

K. FRANCES Scorr,

Medical Women’s Christian League

of Chicago.

An official in one of the medical

colleges in our city, upon being asked

to advertise in his institution a weekly

notice of church services, replied that

he was agreeable to the plan, but that

the sender might as well save his

notices, as the only way to get a

medical student to church was to hit

him over the head with a brick and

drag him there.

Probably women in medicine are

less irreligious than men, though the

temptation toward materialism comes

very subtly to many a girl during her

crowded life as a medical student.

Our Association during its thirty

years’ history has been meeting just

this situation. Occasionally a new

girl asks, “Why a Christian Associa—

tion in a professional school?” She

is not with us long, however, before

she says, “Why not?” Undergrad

uate organizations and “college life”

as it is known in academic institutions

are practically nil. Without dormi

tories, without chapel services, the

Association has the unique opportu—

nity of offering the only social and

religious center. The real work of

our Association is not measured by

figures or reports, but is a matter

more difficult of definition. It is an

effort to keep alive and to foster that

spirit which sent Dr. Clara Swain, Dr.

Mary Fulton and over a hundred

graduates since their day into difficult

and responsible foreign posts of ser—

vice. It is an attempt to keep ever

before us the Christian ideal of life

and service as taught by the Great

Physician.

Josermns C. Lownev,

Woman's Medical Callege of Pennsylvania.

YOUR ASSOCIATION LIBRARY

CANNOT AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT

A COPY OF THE HISTORY, “FIFTY

YEARS OF ASSOCIATION WORK

AMONG YOUNG WOMEN."
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From the Past

If you had been a “refined young

lady” living fifty years ago, these

books would have been in your

library:

Elsie Venner—Holmes-1861.

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table—

Holmes-1861.

Prue and I—George William Curtis-1856.

Reveries of a Bachelor—1k Marvel-1851.

Dream Life—1k Marvel-1851.

Queechy—Susan Warner-1850.

The Wide, Wide World—Susan Warner

1850.

The Lamplighter—Maria Susanna Cum

mins-1853.

The Minister’s \Vooing—Harriet Beech

er Stowe-1869.

Old Town Folks—Harriet

Stowe-1869.

Little Ferns for Fannie's Little Friends

—Fannie Fern-1854,

Fern Leaves from Fannie’s Portfolio—

Fannie Fern-1854.

Rose Clark—1853.

Letters to Young Ladies—Lydia Sigour

ney-1833.

Jane Eyre—Charlotte Bronte-1847.

Godey’s Ladies' Magazine.

Views Afoot—Bayard Taylor-1846.

Miss Gilbert's Career—J. G. Holland

1860.

Bittersweet—J. G. Holland-1858.

The Young Ladies' Counsellor—Daniel

VVise-186U.

Lucile—Owen Meredith-1860.

Loiterings of Travel—N. P. Willis-1840.

Can you find their modern counter

parts on your own library shelves?

Beecher

 

MESSAGE FROM A VENERABLE

CHARTER MEMBER

Mrs. Mary E. Lloyd, now eighty

four years old, sends through the

Honorable Emily Kinnaird a message

to the American Associations cele

brating their Jubilee. The British

Associations observed their fiftieth

anniversary in 1905.

“It is difficult to call to mind events

which happened some sixty years ago,

but as we are so often told in the

Bible to ‘Remember’ and ‘Forget not’

all the way by which God has led us,

I will try to tell you something about

the beginnings of this great world

wide movement. As you know, the

thought came to dear Miss Robart’s

mind, when living at Barnet, to ask

our young girl friends to set apart a

short time for special prayer for young

women. I believe I was amongst

the girls, seven or eight, who then

joined. Little praying bands

were formed in many localities. Then

came dear Lady Kinnaird’s schemes

which quickly resulted in such a wider

and fuller development of work among

young women. We always began with

prayer for our young princesses, our

beloved Queen Victoria’s daughters,

and then for the highly placed and

cultivated daughters in our English

homes, and from them we prayed in

ever widening streams for our toiling

sisters and for those who were de—

pressed, lonely and degraded. God

has given me a life full of joyful ser—

vice and blessing in fellowship with

my dear fellow workers and my dear

young sisters.

That God may increasingly bless

all your efforts and fulfill his promise

“Thine eyes shall behold a Land of

Far Distances” is the prayer of one of

the oldest young women of the Young

Women’s Christian Association.”

A CORRECTlON

Owing to an unfortunate error, the

preparation of the excellent sugges

tions to residents in boarding homes

was credited to Springfield, Massa

chusetts, whereas Youngstown, Ohio,

was the responsible Association. Many

apologies to those who have been put

to trouble on account of the mistake,

and a further word of congratulation

to Miss Reynolds, of Youngstown,

who drew up the paragraphs. A copy

of the suggestions can be obtained on

request at headquarters.



Call to Day of Prayer for Students

VERY year, since its organization two decades ago, the World’s Student Chris

tian Federation has called upon its members and upon Christians generally to

unite in intercession on behalf of the students of all lands. At this solemn moment

in the life of the world, in setting apart February 27th, the last Sunday of the month,

as the Universal Day of Prayer for Students, the General Committee of this Move

ment, which unites the Christian students of all countries and races, does so with

a more profound conviction than ever of the absolute necessity and the boundless

possibilities of united prayer.

The Christian Student Movement whether considered locally, nationally or

internationally, is built around the central and supreme Person, Jesus Christ, the

living and Almighty Lord. It bears His Name. It acknowledges allegiance to Him.

It exists to bring to bear His principles and spirit upon the life of the universities,

colleges and schools and to make these institutions centres of propaganda for His

programme. It recognizes Him as the Source of its life and energy.

Never has Christ seemed so unique and so necessary as He does to-day. When

have so many stood in need of His guidance to discover the path of duty and of

faith in the midst of sore perplexity and questioning, of His sustaining power in the

midst of sorrow and loneliness, of His assured presence in the valley of the shadow

of death, of His vision and hope to discern and hasten the coming of the better

day! Christ has ever manifested Himself in the pathway of those who have called

upon Him in faith and with pure heart and unselfish spirit. Therefore, let Chris

tian students and professors in every land, together with all who have truly at

heart the accomplishment of God’s will in and through the students of the nations,

unite in the faithful observance of the coming Universal Day of Prayer for Students,

that there may be marked manifestations of superhuman wisdom, superhuman love

and superhuman power—such manifestations as will fully meet the unparalleled

needs of the present hour.

On behalf of the General Committee of the

World’s Student Christian Federation,

KARL FRIES, Chairman.

JOHN R. MOTT, General Secretary.

January 1st, 1916.
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JUBlLEE JOTTINGS

Note: from the Field

As a method of increasing the member

ship in St. Paul, Minnesota, the city has

been divided into eight districts, each dis

trict having one chairman, with a sub

chairman in every church that can be

reached. The sub-chairman asks as many

young women as she can to canvass the

members of her church, of her neighbor

hood, and of her acquaintance, This work

began on January 26th, in order to arouse

interest for the big membership banquet.

The various girls’ clubs are named after

women of mark who are accomplishing

wonders in this day, while the districts

are named for famous women of yester—

day.

The Southwestern Field Committee has

organized a “Jubilee Squadron" composed

of the chairman of the Southwestern Field

Committee, a member of the National

Board from New York, and six national

secretariesr—two from headquarters in

New York, and four from the field. The

squadron will be present at four Jubilee

week-end conferences to be held in Okla

homa City, Fort Worth, San Antonio, and

Houston. Special features of each confer

ence will be choral music by Association

girls, moving pictures, the historical pa

geant, “Girls of Yesterday and To-Day",

and a large mass meeting for women.

At its membership rally Plainficld, New

Jersey, expects to have each year of its

Association history represented by a dif—

ferent colored banner with date. Each

member will wear a colored badge corre

sponding to that of the year in which she

joined the Association.

Pasadena had a good idea for reaching

lapsed members. During the last two

weeks in January a notice was put in the

"want ad” columns of the newspapers ask

ing for all old members of any Associa

tion to report at the Association in that

city. The pastors of the city were asked

to preach to young women on January

30th. and a carefully systematized plan was

worked out whereby every non-church go

ing girl in the membership was personally

invited by some one to go to church with

her that Sunday.

In the Pacific Coast Field several cities

plan to carry on special evangelistic meet—

ings during this month; such meetings will

be held in Los Angeles, San Diego, Oak

land and San Francisco.

'All of the Associations in New York

City are uniting in their Jubilee plans. A

membership banquet. at which provision

is being made for 5.000, will be held in

the 6lst Regiment Armory on February 1.

Among the speakers who have already

accepted are Mayor Mitchel and Theodore

Roosevelt. The Jubilee Pageant, with

1.000 girls participating, will be given Feb

ruary 25 in the 7lst Regiment Armory.

At the Service of Rejoicing to be held in

Carnegie Hall on the evening of March 3,

Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin will give the

address.

You have received in the package of

material sent out from headquarters. about

January 15, a card, 8 x 10, on which is

printed the Purpose of the Young Wom

en’s Christian Association. Will you not

give this a prominent place on your bulle

tin board during the entire month of the

Jubilee.

Suggested programs for the four Sun

day vesper services of February have gone

to all Associations. The subjects are as

follows:

February 6—“Our Heritage.”

February 13—“Our Companionship.”

February 20—“Our Privilege.”

February 27—“The Source of our Power."

Keep in touch with the local papers.

giving them as much copy as they will

provide space for.

May we remind you of the Poster article

in the December number of THE Asso

CIATION MONTHLY, which contained valu

able material for publicity purposes.

Pioneer Notes

The Young Women’s Christian Asso—

ciation of the City of New York, as it was

called for many years, has had a very

unusual experience. It began in 1870 as

the Young Ladies’ Branch of the Ladies'

Christian Union, the first group of Chris

tian women organized for definite work

among young women (1858), and in 1912

it merged its identity as the Central Branch

in the first Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation Metropolitan organization which

formed that year. Miss Stimson, formerly

its chairman, is a member of the National

Jubilee Committee on Pioneers.

Another member of the Pioneers’ Com

mittee, Mrs. William Boyd of Philadelphia,

will make the Pioneer Sunday address at

the Harlem Branch. This she organized

in 1891 when Corabel Tarr, general secre

tary of the International Committee of

Young Women’s Christian Associations.

In Richmond, Virginia, historical sur

veys are being prepared by the employed ,

officers of each department, each in her

own specialty. Mrs. Cook, cafeteria direc

tor at the main building, is preparing a

paper on the rise of cafeterias in the

Young Women's Christian Association.
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The Pioneer members in Ohio are very

active, especially Mrs. Eels of Cleveland,

a member of the National Jubilee Com

mittee. In Cincinnati, they are also look

ing forward to their own Jubilee in 1918.

Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin,

is renewing its history not only thirty-two

years back to the date of its actual organi

zation, but even a decade earlier, when

Robert Weidensall organized there the first

college Young Men’s Christian Associa

tion in the state, a type of those many

student Associations in which co-education

dominated and the girls were officers in

men's Associations.

MEMBERS, NATIONAL JUBILEE

COMMITTEE."

FINANCE COMMITTEE

Chairman, MR5. DAVE H. ans, New York City.

Executive, Miss HARRIET TAYLOR, New York City.

BANos, MRs. LEiiUEL BOLTON, New York City.

BROADWELL, MRs. SAMUEL 1., New York City.

DoDoE, Miss ELIZAEETII, New York City.

DOMINICK, MRs. WILLIAM F., Greenwich, Conn.

DUNIAE, MRs. HOWARD, Em oria, Kansas.

FRENCH MRs. JOHN, New ork Ciltcy.

HiRsT, Miss EMMA, Kansas City, ansas.

HOLMES, MRs. JOHN G., Pittsbur , Pennsylvania.

HYDE, MRs. FRANCIS DE LACY, P ainfield, N. I.

LANQIsIIIRE, MRs. J. H., Manchester, Mass.

LEEDs, MRs. WARNER, Plandome, New York.

MCLEAN, MRs. WILLIAM L. Germantown, Pa.

MASTERsON, MRs. HARRIE, I-Iouston, Texas.

MORGAN, MRs. WILLIAM FELLOWEs, Short Hills,

New Jersey.

MURTLAND, MRs. SAMUEL, New York City.

PASSMORl-I, MRs. REGINALD I-I., Minneapolis, Minn.

TATHAM, Miss CORA, Los Angeles, California.

COMMITTEE ON MEMBERSHIP

FEATURES

Chairman, MRs. RoEERT L. DICKINSON, Brooklyn,

New ork.

Executive, Miss HELEN DAvis, New York City.

ADAIR, M15 HELEN, Germantown, Pennsylvania.

ADRN, Miss EUNICE, Austin, Texas.

ANDERsON, Miss KATi-iRYN, M nonk, Illinois.

APPLETON, Mas, Springfield, Massachusetts.

BAEsoN, Miss HELEN, Los Angeles, California.

BAIRD, MRs. H. M., JR., Yonkers, New York.

BAKER, MRs. R. H., Austin, Texas.

BARD, Miss RUTH, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

BEEDE, Miss INEZ, Ipswich, North Dakota.

BOYD, MRs. osERii M., Madison, Wisconsin.

BREWSTER, iss CLARA, Omaha, Nebraska.

BROAD, Miss HARRIET, Boston, Massachusetts.

BRooxiiAN Miss ALICE, San Diego, California.

BULLITT, MRs. MALcoui, Louisville, Kentucky.

CADANIss, MRs. CEcELIA, New York City.

CARPENTER, MR5. B. H., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

CARY, Miss ELEANOR, Milwaukee Wisconsin.

CIIAsE, Miss NETTA, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

CHENowe-rn, Miss GERTRUDE, Wichita, Kansas.

CnEsnRoucir, MRs. T. U., Burnsville, C

CLARKE, MRs. LEwis S., New Orleans, La.

CRAWFORD, Miss ELEANOR ., New York City.

CUMMINGS, MRs. WALTER ., Billings, Montana.

DANIELs, MRs. D., Saginaw, Michigan.

DAvIEs, MRs. ARJAY, Easton, Pennsylvania.

DELAY, Miss RosE. New York City.

DicrcERsON. Miss ELIZARETi-I, Seattle,_Washington.

DRAKE, MRs. HENRY. Fredonia, New York.

FINLEY. Miss IRMA, Xenia, Ohio.

FORD, Miss MAEELLE. New York City. _ _

FosTER, Miss FLORENCE, Lynchburg, Virginia.

'All national secretaries are members of the

National Jubilee Committee.

Fox, Miss ELIZABETH, Bellingham, Washington.

FOWLER, MRs. CIIARLEs E., Galveston, Texas.

FULLER, Miss BERENICE, Indiana oils, Indiana.

FULToN, Miss MARY, St. Louis, issouri.

GERLINCER, MRs. GEORGE 1. Dallas, Texas.

GILLETTE, MR5. J. M., Grand Forks, North Dakota.

GRAHAM, Miss AEEIE, Alice, Texas.

GRAIIAII, MRs. T. B Paterson, New Jersey.

GRAVES, Miss CARY, Charlotte, North Carolina.

GREANo, Miss EsTi-IER, Milford, Ohio.

HEALD, Miss JEANIE, Lynchburg Virginia.

HEERANR', Miss SADIE, Indepen ence, Kansas.

HENDRIE, Miss JENNIE, Denver, Colorado.

HILL, Miss ELOIsE, Lincoln, Nebraska

HosMER, Miss MILLICENT, Indianapolis, Indiana.

HoWARo, Miss MARY, St. Louis, Missouri.

JiiiisON, Miss EDITH, San Antonio, Texas.

JOHNSTONE, Miss ELIZABETH, Seattle, Washington.

oNEs, MRs. STEWART, Laurel, Mississippi.

scx, MRs. A. J., Evansville, Indiana.

KECR, MRs. EVELYN B., San Francisco, Cal.

KEENEY, Miss RUTII M., W'ashington, D. C.

KINNE, MRS. FRED M., Ann Arbor, Michigan.

KIRKPATRICK, MRs. M. L., Cincinnati. Ohio.

LAMKIN, Miss NINA, St. Louis, Missouri.

LEsTER, Miss KATE, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

LIPPY, MRs. T. S., Seattle. Washington.

LITTLE, Miss VEsTA, Detroit, Michigan.

LivINCsTON, MRs. DEEoRAii K., Bangor, Maine.

LocriiiART, Miss ANNA, Inde endence, Kansas.

LounsDEEY, Miss ELLA, Los ngeles, California.

LovETT, Miss MARY J., Scranton, Pennsylvania.

LYNCH, Miss E. M. B. Seattle, \Vashingion.

MCBRIDE, Miss JEssiE ., Seattle, Washington.

MCCARRoLL, Miss MARY, New York City.

McCLUNEY, Miss MILDRED, St. Louis, Missouri.

MrNEiL, Miss RoxIE, San Bernardino, Cal.

MCOMBER, Miss HAZEL, Detroit, Michigan.

MASON, Miss LUCY, Richmond, Virginia.

MENTEL, Miss RUTII, Dayton, Ohio.

METCALF, Miss MILDRED, Long Beach, California.

MILLER, Miss BERTi-IA, Beaumont, Texas.

MEYERs, ~Miss ANNE, PoulghkeeSsie, New York.

NBSOM, Miss ANNA R., ew rleans, Louisiana.

NICRERsON. Miss GERTRUDE, Sanbur , Pa.

NOURSB, MRs. RoEERT L., Boise, Ida o.

OWEN, Miss GERTRUDE, Boston, Massachusetts.

PARKER, Miss LAURA IL. New York City.

PENRosE, Miss HELEN, Battle Creek, Michigan.

PETTINGELL, 'MISS HAZEL. LynchDurg, Virginia.

POMEROY, Miss HELEN, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

PRACK, Miss GERTRUDE, St. Louis, Missouri.

RATi-IEUN, Miss MARY, Cleveland. Ohio.

REDo, Miss EDA L., Louisville, Kentucky.

REED, Miss MAY IsAEEL, Columbus, Ohio.

REID, Miss MARY E., Poughkeepsie, New York.

RICHARDSON, Miss G. E., St. Paul, Minnesota.

RICIIARDsoN. Miss NINA, Los Angeles, Cal.

RQWE, Miss MARGUERITE, Rochester, New York.

SANDERs, Miss HELEN. Yonkers, New York.

SANDLIN, Miss EDNA C., Birmingham. Alabama.

SEARCY, MRs. MARY, Highland Park, Illinois.

SIIARP, Miss LAURA, Brooklyn. New York.

SNEELY, Miss BiniA, Grand Island, Nebraska.

SHELDON, MRs. E., Red Wing, Minnesota.

SHEPARD, Miss JANE, Columbus, Ohio.

SIELEY, MRs. HARPER, Rochester, New York.

SLACK, Miss MARIE, Providence, Rhode Island.

STAUEi-‘ER, Miss EDITII, Baltimore, Maryland.

STEVERs. Miss ELLA, Los Angeles, California.

STODDARD, Miss MELITA, Minonk, Illinois.

SWEET, Miss ANNIE E., Topeka, Kansas.

SWINEURNE, MRs. GEORGE K., New York City.

STREiimw. Miss ELIZAIIETII, Sioux City. Iowa.

TENNEY, MRs. BENJAMIN. Boston. Massachusetts.

THOMPSON, MRs. JOHN F.. Portland, Maine.

THORP, MRs. DAviD. Clarinda, Iowa.

TRUE, Miss BLANCHE, Fargo, North Dakota.

TRUsDELL. Miss LILLIAN. St. Paul, Minnesota.

UPIIAM, Miss GRACE, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

VAN HORN, Miss OLIVE. Wilkesbarre, Pa.

VosE, Miss GRACE E., Cleveland Ohio.

WALKER, MRs. JOHN C., Leavenworth. Kansas.

WALKER, MRs. T. C., Little Rock, Arkansas.

\VIIEELWRICET, MRs. WILLIAM D., Portland,

Oregon.

\VHENMAN, Miss LUCY, New York City.

WAsiIEURN. Miss EVA, New York City.

WNITINC, Miss GRACE, Dallas, Texas.

“’niTE, Miss MARGARET, Minneapolis, Minn.
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W'iLLIAMs, Miss KATE, Topeka, Kansas.

WILLIAMs, Miss MARJORIE, Springfield, Ohio.

\VINN, Miss ANN, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

WIsE, Miss LAURA, Akron, Ohio.

YOUNG, MRs. WILLIAM 3., Jacksonville, Florida.

COMMITTEE ON PIONEERS

Chairman, MRs. R. A. DORMAN. New York City.

Executive, Miss ELIZABETH \VILsON, New York

City.

BACON, MRs. N. 13., Toledo, Ohio.

BeviER, Miss IsAREL, Urbana, Illinois

BOYD, MRs. WILLIAM, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

BROWN, MRs. H. T., Providence, Rhode Island.

DANNER, MRs. W. M.. Cambridge, Massachusetts.

EAsTERDAY, MRs. O. M., Palo Alte. California.

EELLs, MRs. DAN P., Cleveland, Ohio.

FOOTE, MRs. ELLEN J., Denver, Colorado.

GOODWIN, MRs. M. BERRY, San Francisco, Cal.

HONEYMAN, MR5. J. B. Portland, Ore on.

HUNTON, MRs. \V. A., Brooklyn, New ork.

{pnsom MRs. CiIARLEs N., Brooklyn, l\'-w York.

cMuRRY, MRs. LIDA BROWN, DeKalb, Illllnois.

MATTHUSS, MRs. Z. D., Los Angeles, Cal.

MESSER, MRs. L. \VILRUR, Chicago, Illinois.

MOORE, MRs. G. BEDELL, San Antonio, Texas.

RAINWATER, MRs. C. C.. St. Louis, Missouri.

REYNOLDs, Miss ANNIE M., N.rth Haven, Conn.

RAwsON, MRs. C. A., Des Moines, Iowa.

RUTHERFORD, Miss MILDRED, Athens, Georgia.

SCRXPPS, MRs. HELEN K.. Albion, Michigan.

STRINGER, MRs. C. R., St. Louis, Missouri.

STEUART, Miss EMILY, Baltimore. Maryland.

STIMSON, Miss M. E., New York City.

TERHUNE, MRs. E. P., New York City.

TORRENCE, Miss ELizAiiE-rii, Cincinnati, Ohio.

VINCENT, MRs. B. T., Denver, Colorado.

COMMITTEE ON RELIGIOUS FEATURES

Chairman, MRs. ROBERT E. SPBBII, Englewood,

New Jersey.

Exeéutive, Miss ANNA V. RICE, New York

ity.

BOWIE, MRs. H. T., El Paso, Texas.

BROCR'HAN, MRS. FLETCHER. Montclair, N. J.

BROWN. MRs. CIIARLes R., New Haven. Conn.

BROWN, MRs. J. \VYLIE. New York City.

BURGEss, MRs. STUART. Trenton, New ersey.

CATOR, MRs. F. R., Baltimore, Mary and.

CHARIN, Miss EMMA, Paterson, New Jersey.

DAVIDSON, Miss AGNEs, Jacksonville. Florida.

DEERWEsTER, MRs. F., Bellingham, Washington.

DEY. MRs. DONALD, Syracuse. New York.

EDDY. MRs. G. SHERWOOD, Forest Hills,

York.

ENsIGN, Miss LAURA, Des Moines, Iowa.

FINNEY, Miss MARY A., Washington, D. C.

FLEMING, MR5. D. J., Englcwood. New Jersey

GRAVEs, Miss CLARA, Laurel, Mississippi.

HANNA. MRs. J. M.. Dallas, Texas.

HARFORD, MRs. W. P., Omaha, Nebraska.

HARMON, Miss IsAREL, Baltimore, Maryland.

HAWEs, Miss KATHERINE, Richmond, Virginia.

OIINSON, Miss LEILA P., New York City.

IMBALL, Miss RUTH L., San Jose, California.

KIRKPATRICK, MRs. S. F., Lynchburg, Virginia.

LANE. Miss GAIL El Paso. Texas.

LiNDsEY, MRs. DWARD, \Varren, Pennsylvania.

LYMAN, Miss KATHERINE C.. Minneapolis, Minn.

LYON, Miss SARAH S., Akron, Ohio.

MACQUARRIE. MRs. D. L., Riverside, California.

MAGILL, MRs. CHAs. A.. Emporia, Kansas.

MAs\'i;iCi;, MRs. SEAIwRY CONE, Pleasantville. New

or .

MOTT, MRs. JOHN R., Montclair, New Jersey.

Moses, MRs. \YILLIAM A., Los Angeles, Ca .

PEHRERTON, Miss MARY, Savannah, Georgia.

POWER, MRs. C. M., St. Paul, Minnesota.

REID, Miss EDITH, Yonkers, New York.

ROTH, MRs. A. \V.. Tulsa, Oklahoma.

SREERs, MRs. JAMES, Montclair, New Jersey.

TA-riiAu, Miss (‘QRA L., Los Angeles, California.

TRIHRLE, Miss N‘ETTIE, Dayton, Ohio.

VENADLE, Miss RosALEE, Dei. .r. Colorado.

WELLs, Miss SARAH C., New York City.

WiLsON, Miss MARGARET P., Charlotte, N. C.

New

STUDENT COMMITTEE

Chairman, Miss CLARA S. REED, Springfield, Mass.

Exeéuiive, Miss LESLIE ButhrIARD, New York

ity.

ADAMS, Miss KYLE, New York City.

ANDERSON, Miss MARY Iowa City, Iowa.

BECKER, Miss HELEN, Lynchburg, Virginia.

BENNETT, MRs. F. S., New York City.

BOWERs, Miss CORINNE, Chambersbur , Pa.

BOYD, Miss KATE, Rock Hill, South arolina.

COLTER, Miss ALICE, St. Paul, Minnesota.

COLWELL, Miss RACHEL, Morgantown, Virginia.

CONDON, Miss KATHERINE, Cincinnati, Ohio.

CUNNINGHAM, Miss MARY, Eagle Rock, Cal.

DAVIDsON, Miss EssiE MAE, Austin, Texas.

FRENCH, MRs. JOHN, New York City.

FRissELL, Miss LEILA, Bronxville, New York.

GEE, Miss MARY W., Spartanburg, S. C

GEORGE, Miss KATE BOYD, Boston, Mass.

GILREY, MRs. CHARLES, Chicago, Illinois.

GOODSPEED, MRs. E. J., Chicago Illinois.

GREEN, MRs. R. L., Stanford University, Cal.

GREENOUGH, Miss FRANcEs, Evanston, Illinois.

HAOGETT, MRs. A. S., Seattle, \Vashin ton.

HAMILTON. Miss ELIZABETH H., Ox 0rd, Ohio.

HARRis, Miss JEssiE, San Francisco, California.

JONEs, Miss HELEN, Lawrence, Kansas.

KELLAR, Miss MARY, Richmond, Virginia.

KINNE, Miss HELEN, New York City.

LAVENDAR, Miss ROBERTA. Austin, Texas.

LEONARD, Miss Louise, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

LOTIIROP, Miss MARGARET, Stanford University,

California.

MEIGs, MRs. JOHN, Pottstown, Pennsylvania.

Mix, Miss GRACE, Farmville, Virginia.

MOTT, MRs. JOHN R., Montclair New Jersey.

NEWMAN, Miss EVELYN, New ork City.

O’NEILL, Miss ANNE WADE, Chichasha, Okla.

PAIsT, MRs. FREDERICK M., Langhorne. Pa.

PEACOCR, Miss MARY, Torresdale, Pennsylvania.

PENRosE. MRs. STEPHEN B. L., Walla Walla,

Washington.

PEDERsEN, MRs. JAHE5. New York City.

RAITT, Miss E. 1., Seattle. Washington.

SAYRE. MRs. FRANCIs B., Williamstown, Mass.

SCRIRNER, Miss ETHEL. Seattle, Washington.

SPEER, MRs. ROBERT E., Englewood, New Jersey.

SLOCUM, MRs. WILLIAM E., Colorado Springs,

Colorado.

STEINRECK, Miss GRACE, San Tose, California.

TAYLOR, Miss HELEN M. A., Walnut Hills, Cin

cinnati Ohio.

WALLACE, MRs. CHARLTON, New York Citv.

WARE, Miss ELIZARETH, Minneapolis, inn.

WHEELER, MRs. BENJAMIN IDE, Berkeley, Cal.

WiLsoN, Miss GRACE, Greeley, Colorado.

\VILSON, Miss MARGARET, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE FOR FOR

EIGN INTERESTS

Executive, Miss MARGARET BURTON, New York.

COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE ON MUSIC

Executive, Miss CAROLINE B. Dow, New York.

COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE ON

IMMIGRATION

Executive, MRS. HARRY M. BREMER, New York.

At the Panama Congress to be held this

month at Panama, the foreign department

will be represented by Mrs. John R. Mott

of the National Board and Miss Elisa

Cortez of Buenos Aires. Miss Clarissa

Spencer will represent the World’s Com

mittee and Miss Ruth Rouse the \Vorld's

Student Christian Federation.
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DATES TO REMEMBER

1866 March 3rd—-First Young Women's

Christian Association organized in

Boston.

1872 First building erected for Associa

tion purposes dedicated by the

Hartford Women’s Christian Asso

ciation.

1873 January 19th—Young Ladies Chris

tian Association of Normal, Illinois,

organized by young women stu

dents.

1884 February 7-11th—First State Young

Women's Christian Association or

ganized at Convention at Albion,

Michigan.

1886 August 6-12th — National Young

Women’s Christian Association

formed at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.

1891 July 22nd-August 12th—Summer

Bible and Training School held at

Bay View, Michigan.

1892-1895—Extension work carried on in

Dayton, Pittsburgh and Milwaukee.

1894 Annie M. Reynolds became gen

eral secretary of the World’s Young

Women’s Christian Association.

Agnes Gale Hill, sailed for Madras,

India, as general secretary.

1906 First Convention of the Young

Women’s Christian Associations of

the United States of America held

in New York City and the present

National Movement formed.

1909 National organization completed

at Second Biennial Convention in

St. Paul and purpose adopted.

EDUCATIONAL NOTES

It is interesting to notice that the

British Associations employ the time of

a woman to travel among the branches

to guide in the development of good

music. Such a promoter would find a

great field in our own country. A wave

of new interest in good music is spread

ing through our Associations. One field

office is holding before the Associations

within its bounds, the concrete goal of

memorizing this year three chosen

hymns and three songs.

The idea that the Association might

give impulse to the music of an entire

county, found expression in more than

one organized county this Christmas

season. To instance one happy report

from a county. secretary: “This office

became headquarters for information

about carols. One of our newspapers

gave a write-up on “What Are Christ

mas Carols" and we gave the names

of carols found in most hymn books.

Also a leader of a Sunday school or

chestra ’phoned us to find where he

I."

could secure the music to ‘Silent Night.

All over the country girls learned carols

for their own meetings to be repeated

later in Sunday schools, in hospitals and

in homes for shut-ins. A hurry call

to the Association to furnish music was

answered by sending a quartet of girls

who had been practising carols—“doing

that much more just because they were

ready." A music house in one town

furnished all the victrola records the

Association could use for a Christmas

frolic for neglected children, given by

the Association in co-operation with the

Associated Charities and the visiting

nurse.

What part, if any, has the Association

in the training of teachers of cooking,

sewing and millinery in evening and vo

cational schools? This was one of the

themes under discussion by a group of

Association Household Arts instructors

and educational secretaries, meeting at

600 Lexington Avenue on January 8th.

Five Associations of Greater New York

and Newark were represented in the

round table presided over by Miss Mar

shall, chairman of the educational com

mittee of the department of method. It

was found that the requirements for

teachers of Household Arts in special

schools are by no means standardized.

Students from Association classes may

or may not be able to meet the vary

ing requirements. It was, however, the

consensus of opinion of those present,

that it is quite beyond the province of

the Association to undertake the train

ing of teachers for public school work.

On the other hand, teachers can often

find in Association courses such supple

mentary or advance work as they in

dividually require. In the discussion it

was pointed out (1) that trade experi

ence for vocational teachers is being

definitely required in New York schools:

(2) that there is a tendency to push

dressmaking and cooking from evening

into vocational schools, reserving even

ing schools for present workers in the

trades. The effect of this last upon Asso

ciation evening cooking and sewing

classes is watched with interest, since the

public school apparently will make no

room for the girl who wants these

courses for home use.

The means and methods of the educa

tional program of the extension clubs

is quite worth noting. Stationery. ex

hibits and living exhibits in action, show

ing the work done, interclub contests

and honor rolls, as motives for good

work, are proving attractive to club

girls. Ohio and West Virginia report

50 per cent or more of the federation

club girls enrolled in educational work.

What a pace for the general member

ship and educational committees to

follow!



Announcements

The Centennial Thrift Campaign

The American Bankers’ Associa

tion, comprising approximately 15,000

member banks, is launched upon an

enterprise which should capture the

attention and co-operation of all Asso—

ciation leaders. The year 1916, mark—

ing the centennial of the establishment

of the first savings bank in this

country, is to be celebrated by a

systematic, nation-wide Centennial

Thrift Campaign, for which this group

of men are making interesting prepa—

rations.

The objective of this thrift cam—

paign is the objective of the Thrift

and Efficiency Commission of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion, for the definition of thrift, which

these bankers have made the founda

tion-stone of their campaign, is

management of resources—efficient

spending, rather than miserliness.

From small beginnings, the system

of savings banks has grown with the

nation, until they are now among the

great forces that make for prosperity.

What more fitting celebration Of the

inauguration of this system than The

Centennial Thrift Campaign for teach

ing the American people the principles

of the “balanced life”?

Our Thrift and Efficiency Commis

sion is in touch with this movement,

and is eager that the women of the

country should have the benefit of the

program of education and stimulation

toward thrift which the bankers’ cam

paign is promoting. In the next issue

of THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY plans

for co-operation with The Centennial

Thrift Campaign will be given. Do

not let this chance for real service

escape your Association. Be in the

very front rank of those who are co—

operating in the organization of the

Thrift Campaign in your city or town.

Copies of the 1916 Association Calendar

will be sent postpaid for 20 cents; order

now.

Finance Institute

For those who have the manage

ment of Association affairs, and have

to provide the gasoline with which the

car is run, the great event of the year

will occur between April 24 and May

6 at National Headquarters in New

York.

After the Jubilee—what? Many

replies would come to that question,

but for the finance committee only

one—adequate finance methods. Come

to the Institute and find out the best

ways, as far as they are known, of

making two ends meet in Association

work on behalf of girls everywhere.

Plan now without delay to save time

and spare the money for this effort.

NO such help as this can be offered

again this year. Two weeks of definite

technical instruction and immense in

spiration, with enough time in which

to play and to shop, will result in the

greatest gift which the president of

the Association, the finance chairman,

the treasurer and finance committee

members can desire to present to their

local work.

Miss Brooks. of the Conference

Department, will answer all inquiries.

Wish that department well while it

plans for this great effort in your

name.

It was nine years ago that Miss

Dodge introduced Frances Field, then

editor of THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY,

to Rudolph Lenz, a printer in the Bible

House. well known in church and

missionary circles. All these years he

has given his personal attention to the

publishing of this magazine. Always

painstaking, never irritated when

asked to make changes at the last

moment. “Oh, he is a Christian gentle

man!” said one of the same profes

sion who was told of his absolute

squareness in all business dealings_

Just after the January number came

from the press he was suddenly called

home. We shall miss him.

56
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The author of “Things as They

Are” in the November number of the

MONTHLY was Florence Lang instead

of Alice Shields.

Miss Gertrude Griflith, girls’ work

secretary for the National Board, has

been granted a leave of absence until

March 1, on account of ill health.

Here are some of the ways in which

you can help in bringing to the na

tion—wide Young Women’s Christian

Association a knowledge of itself:

1. Send in to the editor of THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY quotable ex

cerpts from the very best sermon

preached to the young women of

your community on January 30th.

Send the excerpts before February

10th.

2. Collect photographs of some of

the Jubilee events in your Association

and send in the best with your Jubilee

reports.

SUMMER CONFERENCES FOR 1916

The Department of Conventions

and Conferences announces the con

ferences and councils for 1916 as

follows:

Southern Student—June 6-June 16, Blue

Ridge, N. c.

Pennsylvania School Girls—June 9-June

16, Camp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa.

Eastern School Girls—June 19-June 26,

Makonikey Camp, Vineyard Haven,

Mass.

Eastern Student—June 23-July 3, Silver

Bay, N. Y.

Northwestern—June 23-July 3, Seabeck,

Wash.

East Central Student—June 27-July 7,

Eagles Mere, Pa.

Eastern City—July 18-July 28, Silver

Bay, N. Y. .

Southern City—July 21-July 31, Blue

Ridge, . C.

Pacific Coast Student—Aug. l-Aug. 11,

Asilomar, Cal.

Pacific Coast City—Aug. 11-Aug. 21, Asi

lomar, Cal.

Central City—Aug. 11-Aug. 21, Lake

Geneva, Wis.

Western City—Aug. 11-Aug. 21, Estes

Park, Colo.

Central Student—Aug. 22-Sept. 1, Lake

Geneva, Wis.

Western Student—Aug. ZZ-Sept. 1, Estes

Park, Colo.

County—Aug. 22-Sept. 1, Conference Pt.,

Lake Geneva, Wis.

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association

Year Book up to date by noting therein

all secretarial changes.

COUNTY

Margaret Hiller, of the Delaware,

Maryland and Pennsylvania Training

Center class of 1915, to be general sec

retary of Blair County, Pa.

Hazel Butterfield, of the North Central

Training Center Class of 1915, to be

genlfral secretary of Gage County, Neb

ras a.

STUDENT

Norma Kidd. of the North Central

Training Center class of 1915, to be

general secretary of the State Agri

cultural College, Brookings, S. D.

Georgia Richards to be general sec

reltary of Miami University, Oxford

10.

Betty Ridgeway to be general secre

iairy of the Woman's College, Meridian,

155.

GENERAL

Grace Thompson, National Training

School 1915, to be general secretary at

Elkhart, Ind.

Grace Osborn, formerly lunchroom

director at \Vashington, D. C., to be

general secretary at Wilmington, Del.

Martha Trace of the Delaware, Mary

land and Pennsylvania Training Center

class of 1915, to be general secretary at

Hershey, Pa.

Jeannette Dutchess, formerly Exposi

tion and financial secretary at San Diego,

to be general secretary at Oakland, Cal.

Irene Armes, general secretary at

Riverside, to be acting general secretary

at San Jose, Cal.

DEPARTMENTAL

Pearl Forsyth, formerly department

store secretary at Indianapolis, Ind., to

be membership and educational secretary

at the same place.

Mabel Felt, of the Central and Ohio

Training Center class of 1915, to be de

partment store secretary at Indianapolis.

nd.
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Mary E. Hunter, of the Central and

Ohio Training Center class of 1915, to

be assistant secretary at Bay City,

Michigan.

Anna S. Bailey to be cafeteria direc

tor at Germantown, Pa.

Mrs. M. Jennie Forquer, formerly

night matron at New Castle, Pa., to be

house director at the same place.

Ellen De Haan, formerly physical di

rector at St. Joseph, Mich. (1914) to

gold the same position at New Castle,

a.

Mrs. McKibben to be cafeteria director

at New Castle, Pa.

Sylvania Nagle, of the Delaware, Mary

land and Pennsylvania Training Center

class of 1915, to be county extension sec

retary at Warren, Pa.

Mrs. Minnie Rockwell to be tem

porary matron and lunchroom director

at Washington, Pa.

Miriam A. Barstow to be membership,

employment and social secretary at

Washington, D. C.

Florence Buckingham to be assistant

lunchroom director at Washington, D. C.

Madeline Mead to be swimming

teacher at Washington, D. C.

Ruth M. Olmstead, formerly business

and membership secretary at Washing

ton, D. C., to be office secretary at the

same place.

Verilda Black to be cafeteria director

at Clinton, Iowa.

Carolyn Dudley, formerly general sec

retary (January 1915) at the Victor

Manufacturing Company, Greer, S. C.,

to be extension secretary at Muscatine,

Iowa.

Bertha Boobar to be business sec

retary at Minneapolis, Minn.

Adeline Keen to be second office sec

retary at Minneapolis, Minn.

Marion MacCallum, omitted from the

year book by mistake, as junior secre

tary at Minneapolis, Minn.

Alta H. Merritt, of the North Central

Training class of 1915, to be assistant

secretary at St. Paul, Minn.

Mary E. Baker, formerly general

secretary of the Bryn Mawr Branch,

Baltimore, Md., to be extension secre

tary at New Haven, Conn.

Pauline H. Wylie to be stewardess of

the boarding home at Springfield, Mass.

Ruth Hoople of the Northeastern

Training Center class of 1915, to be edu

cational and social secretary at the

Larkin Branch, Buffalo, N. Y.

Irene La Flamme. of the Northeastern

Training Center class of 1915, to be

social secretary at the Bronx Branch,

New York City, N. Y

Henrietta M. Poole, formerly house

and lunchroom director at Williamsport,

Pa., to hold the same pOsition at the

West Side Branch, New York City, N. Y.

Louise Walworth, of the Northeastern

Training Center class of 1915, to be

membership secretary at the West Side

Branch, New York City, N

Florence E. Clark, formerly assistant

physical director and swimming instruc

tor at Dayton, Ohio, to be physical

director at Yonkers, N. Y.

Annie E. Bradford to be lunchroom

director at Providence, R I

Bertha E. Nelson to be physical direc

tor at Lancaster, Ohio.

Wenonah Joyner to be assistant and

extension secretary at Asheville, N. C.

Ora Danna to be travelers' aid worker

at Charlotte, N. C.

Mildred Roe to be girls' work secre

tary at Charlotte, N. C

Edith Hively, formerly oflice secre

tary at~ Dayton, Ohio, to be assistant

secretary at Wilmington, N. C

Edith Campbell to be boarding home

secretary at Richmond, Va.

Mrs. M. W. Craigie to be branch

lunchroom director at Richmond, Va.

Winifred G. Crenshaw, formerly mem

bership and employment secretary at

Richmond, Va., to be vocational secre

tary at the same place.

Katie S. Mayer to be membership

secretary at Richmond, Va.

Ida Sarvay to be business secretary at

Richmond, Va. '

Mrs. E. Shakespeare to be branch

lunchroom director at Richmond, Va.

Ellen Robbins, formerly cafeteria

director at Scranton, Pa., to hold the

same position at Little Rock, Ark.

Ruth Formhals to be business secre

tary at Louisville, Ky.

Alice Knight, formerly physical direc—

tor at Baltimore, Md., to be assistant

physical director at St. Louis, Mo.

Virginia Quinn to be girls’ work and

extension secretary at Nashville, Tenn.

June Milner to be lunchroom director

at Beaumont, Texas.

Allene Yeary to be lunchroom direc—

tor at Dallas, Texas.

Mrs. Wyrich to be lunchroom director

at San Antonio, Texas.

Caroline E. Barnum, formerly general

secretary of the North Branch, Port

land, Oregon, to be house secretary at

Salt Lake City, Utah.

Mrs. J, Roland Clark, formerly general

secretary at Grand Rapids, Michigan,

deceased.
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am glad I live in the country. I love its beauty and its spirit.

I rejoice in the things I can do as a country girl for my home

and my neighborhood.

I believe I can share in the beauty around me—in the fragrance

of the orchards in spring, in the bending wheat at harvest time, in

the morning song of birds, and in the glow of the sunset on the far

horizon. want to express this beauty in my own life as naturally

and happily as thwild rose blooms by the roadside.

I believe I can have a Part in the courageous spirit of the coun

try. This spirit has entered into the brook in our pasture. The

stones placed in its way call forth its strength and add to its strength

a song. It dwells in the tender plants as they burst the seed-cases

that imprison them and push through the dark earth to the light.

It sounds in the nesting notes of the meadow-lark. With this

courageous spirit I too can face the hard things of life with gladness.

I believe there is much I can do in my country home. Through

studying the best way to do my every-day work I can find joy in

common tasks done well. Through loving comradeship I can help

bring into my home the happiness and Peace that are always so near

us in God’s out-of-door world. Through such a home I can help

make real to all who pass that way their highest ideal of country

life.

I believe my love and loyalty for my country home should reach

out in service to that larger home that we call our neighborhood. I

would join with the people who live there in true friendliness. I

would whole-heartedly give my best to further all that is being done

for a better community. I would have all that I think and say and do

help to unite country people near and far in that great Kingdom of

Love for Neighbors which the Master came to establish—the Master

who knew and cared for country ways and country folks.

JESSIE FIELD
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Editorials

Our History

In the January number of THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, Miss Wilson

told us how The History came to be

written and how she came to be the

writer, a little regarding the plan and

treatment of material—then very

humbly she submits it to our judg—

ment as one listening for a sentence

upon its value.

Some have already sentenced it to

usefulness and inspiration; for it has

been out long enough for a number

.of people to have read it. One of

these was talking with me about it the

other day. She is a secretary, in a

position of large responsibility, who

has rather recently come from other

social work to work in the Associa

tion. Her comment ran in this wise—

“I have just read the History; I am

thrilled by it. Never have I been

so impressed with the opportunity in

my own job. It has made me feel a

great deal less critical of everything

and everybody. It has given me a

new sense of proportion. Things went

straight ahead all those early years in

spite of every kind of obstacle; yet

I could see how awful these discourag

ing things seemed at the time they

happened. The great objective—if

they hadn’t had that they would have

given up. The spontaneity too with

which the same impulses, _the same

hopes made Associations spring up at

the same time in different parts of the

country! And the local Associations

did make the national organization-_I

was impressed with that.” It is in

teresting also that she should have

been impressed with the amount and

the tremendous force of the volun

teer work, not duplicated, in her

opinion, in any other organizations

with which she was familiar.

A book is more than readable when

it can thus strike fire. It is somehow

succeeding in telling the story. And

the story—of what period before, of

the same length, in the life of women

is there so much that is new and me

morable and soul—stirring to record!

They have been wonderful years

for women. One finishes the reading

of this book with an assurance that

the Association has taken part in

them, a more honorable part than the

scope of its program in any given year

would indicate. For nothing is illus

trated more often in its pages than

the pioneering habit of the Associa

tion; its fashion of discovering needs

and ways to meet them, only to step

aside when the more appropriate

agency recognizes and is prepared to

assume the responsibility.

Through these years, the Associa

tion has accumulated certain char

acteristic features which are probably

permanent, changing only in aspect or

emphasis. But that it has retained

flexibility is proved by the fact that

as many other activities come in for

the time and go out with the civic or

economic or educational manifesta—

tions.

The breadth of its appeal, the fact

that the Association is not for a class,

has helped to develop an unusual in

genuity for quickly adapting itself to

changing situations and needs. And

finally one never loses the sense that

its springs of action have been, from

the very beginning and all the way

along, profoundly religious, and that

it is its great objective which explains

the Association.

On one of the last pages in the

chapter on County Work is the fol

lowing paragraph: “The title of the

Central City Conference was changed

to Central City and County Confer

ence in 1914, and there were eighty

representatives from fourteen coun

ties who enjoyed it but asked for a

County Conference for 1915. This

the National Board arranged at the

nearby site, Conference Point, by

which name Old Camp Collie again

comes on The Young Women's Chris

tian Association scene. Here, in 1886,

nineteen college girls from eight states

had started a National Association, a
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work so visibly feeble that anything

might break it down. Yet within eight

years it was seen around the world,

and was modeled after in India and

elsewhere. Here, in 1915, eighty-three

girls from the open country and small

towns of twelve counties in seven of

the same states came together for the

first county summer conference, and

no one dares to predict what they may

achieve in that same number of

years.” _

This seems to me to say in a para—

graph what all this book is saying.

These fifty years are but the begin

ning, and no woman dares to say what

the years ahead of us may not achieve.

Some Reflections on Enthule

Fifty years young this month!

An organization with the heart of

immortal youth can count its years

with brave joy rather than regret.

It can afford to be young; it can afford

to be enthusiastic. Having passed the

guided years of learning to walk, it

can now enter more and more into the

spirit of girlhood. “Better sometimes

the fire and inexperience of youth than

the slags and cinders of wisdom !“

This is one reason why we need the

voice of the younger members on our

boards of directors. This is why we

see such glowing promise in the new

Federations of Clubs. This is why we

need to stop and measure all the new

power which has been stirred up in

a kind of divine madness in our whole

Association world during these weeks

of Jubileeing together.

Enthusiasm is not always mere

youngness. “I’ve been twelve years in

industrial work and I am gladder

about it every day!" Thus exclaimed

an industrial secretary who at the same

time knows how to work off her en

thusiasm in practical results. En—

thusiasm means “God-in-us.” Look it

up in the dictionary and see; then

consider what place it has in your

life and on the balance sheets of your

Association. It sounds attractive.

Doubtless we all think we have it. But

how do we treat it when we face it in

other people?

“An organization that can draw

girls like this is where I want to put

my life,” said a woman with stores

of personality to give, looking down

from the gallery upon one of the big

membership banquets with which our

Jubilee opened. She came back to the

building the next morning to see how

she could be used. The secretary for

whom she asked was confusedly busy

returning the extra silver which had

been loaned by members of the Board.

She answered vaguely; it was hard to

recognize enthusiasm at 10 a. m., on

the morning after, and she lost a new

volunteer worker.

A very young little new club leader,

daunted at nothing, ‘thought it would

be fine to see if the factories were en—

forcing the eight-hour law for her

girls’ and nearly got the Association

into court by her “enthusiasm.” That

same quality, left intact, but wisely

guided by older folks, made her the

head of a strong industrial department

four years later.

Enthusiasm makes mistakes, be

cause it won’t stay on the beaten path.

For sheer joy of living it runs and

skips—over the traces sometimes. It

is not of the earth; it has wings; that’s

why it is so painful for some, the

steady, leaden-footed, to be unable to

understand it. And one sceptic glance,

with eyelids lowered ever so little, can

break those wings and bring them

faint and fluttering to the earth. “I’d

discount everything she says if I were

you; she’s one of those impractical

souls." “It can’t be done; you can’t

get more than two hundred girls to

gether in this town for any occasion.”

“You don’t know, my dear, you’re

young.”

How many girls did you have at

your membership banquet on February

1? More than ever before? How

much more do the faculty know about

your student Association at the end of

this Jubilee month? More than be

fore? How indissolubly is your Asso

ciation membership now bound up

with that of the whole country and
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of Associations over the seas? More

than before?

Then are not these some of the

hitherto “untouched resources in Jesus

Christ”? What shall we do with

them? Two things: Use them in ac—

tion now. Our spirits have been quick

ened by the Jubilee? Lenten or other

short Bible courses can be started

more easily just after our celebration

closes than under ordinary circum

stances. We have new members?

There are camp and conference dele

gations to work up. Finance has be

come more glorified? The National

Finance Institute comes in April. And

so on. And second, remember the high

points we all reached in February,

1916. “The sight of one uplifted face

in that pageant processional will car

ry me through many a commonplace

day,” said a secretary the day after

seeing “Girls of Yesterday and To

day.” “If only I could remember the

thrill of the togetherness, the consci—

ousness that the spirit of God was in

that room when we had those girls

together, I’d always know that the

hard work was worth it,” said another.

That is perhaps the greatest value of

our festival days.

H. T.

Two Opportunities of the Student Associ

ation and Secretary of 1916

Katy Boyd George

HE student Association and sec

retary of 1916!

What are to be their out

standing characteristics and oppor

tunities? It needs a person of stead

ier vision than I to speak adequately

of them, and I appear in the role of

prophet with hesitation.

First of all, one looks to the Asso—

ciation of the future to take its right

ful place in the community as an in—

terpreter of the student to the public

and of the public to the student. Too

often these two best elements lose,

through misunderstanding and crit

icism, the rich contributions which

they have for each other. On the one

hand we have the expectant citizen,

forced to condemn a student group

because the type of young woman

whom he has come to identify with it,

belongs to its least desirable, hence,

most conspicuous element—that ele

ment which takes no account of tradi—

tion and convention, and which is a

disappointing liability, not the ex

pected asset. On the other hand is

the student, conscious of the critical

attitude of the public, sometimes de

fiant of its good will and often not

knowing how to get in touch with its

best. Here is the great opportunity

of the Association and the secretary

to be the connecting link between the

two. There is a wide field for ser—

vice in this direction. If you do not

realize how great the need of mutual

understanding is, drop into the secre—

tary’s office and look over the books

some kindly person has sent in for

students to read. Engage the secre

tary and her cabinet in conversation

about the civic questions that are of

vital interest to the townfolk. Surely

a forenoon spent in this way will en

lighten one as to our need of mend

ing our ways.

The secretary of the future must

have a feeling of community solidarity

that we student folk have too often

lacked. She will not be allowed to

immerse herself in the problems of

her campus to the exclusion of every

thing else, and she will not be ac

counted to have succeeded unless she

takes her place among the progres—
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sive men and women of the city or

town, and unless her Association has

weight and significance beyond the

boundaries of the campus. Of course

this cannot be done unless the secre

tary realizes that no one can really

serve a community until she has lived

in it long enough to be recognized

as a worthy citizen. This means that

we shall no longer use the local sec

retaryship merely as a stepping stone

to other positions or take advantage of

the friendly tolerance of a student As

sociation to learn how to be of use

to our fellows. It demands that we

shall not weaken our organization or

confuse our friends by too frequent

changes in the secretary’s office. We

have known one Association to have

four secretaries in five years. We saw

them arrive, declare their interest in

that student group, remain one year

and accept another position. We saw

those students also at the end of that

time, perplexed and wondering, like

Twemlow of Dickens fame, who was

their dearest friend. Such a kaleido

scope career renders any organization

practically useless, and when a sec

retary and an Association can work

together effectively, the contract

should be made out for more than

one year.

Now however important this op

portunity as an interpreter may be,

it is not the most significant fact that

challenges one looking towards the

future. The conviction that the Asso

ciation is destined slowly but surely

to become the distinctly religious or

ganization of the college, calls for

thought and preparation. There was

a time, and this still holds good in

some of our smaller institutions, when

the Y. \V. C. A. was the one organiza

tion which cared for all student in

terests, athletic, social and religious.

This is no longer true in an increas

ing number of cases, and we find the

work once done by us, being carried

on more effectively by all kinds of

undergraduate societies. There was a

time when the secretary was expected

to do anything from running a board—

ing house and an employment bureau

to preaching a Sunday sermon; and

when she might well have expressed

her relation to her campus in the

words of the old sailor song:

"Oh! I’m a cook and a captain bold, and

the mate of the Nancy brig,

And a bo’ sun tight and a midshipmite,

and the crew of the captain's gig."

Happily, with the sharing of our

responsibility this day is passing, and

the secretary is finding herself in

creasingly free to give her time and

energy to her own particular prob

lem. that of helping the student make

a vital connection between her every

day life and her religion. This is no

easy task to which the Association

and secretary will be called—that of

discovering the needs of hundreds of

young women, of reading beneath

their seeming indifference and some

times open disapproval, the desire for

spiritual reality and expression, and

of holding steadfastly before them

the significance and worth of Chris

tian discipleship.

So we realize that the work of the

future will be much less reducible to

those long red lines of statistics, dear

to the hearts of so many of us, and

that the secretary of 1916 will need

primarily to be a person of faith. She

must be able to resist the lure of

spectacular results; though. of course.

her opportunities as a friend to all

kinds of girls, will always supply her

with enough colds to he dosed, land

ladies to be pacified and irrepressibles

to be toned down, to satisfy that pub

lic which will not believe unless it

sees. She must be alert to every in—

terest that claims her students, have

inexhaustible points of contact. a pas

sing knowledge at least of the latest

books and plays and fashions! Above

all, she must be one whose vision has

been cleared and whose motives have

been laid hold upon by loyalty to

jesus Christ.



  

A BIRTHDAY WlSH

WILLIAM PIERSON MERRILL

There is much in the record of fifty years of life and work which

affords ground for deep gratitude on the part of all who have had a share

in the development of the Young Women's Christian Association, and for

hearty felicitation on the part of all who have watched it as friends from

without. Impressive facts and statistics are being and will be set forth.

But more important and significant than all that can be expressed in

facts and figures is the very unusual success of this movement in meeting

the hardest task that eVer confronts any vital human undertaking. That

problem is how to be at once loyal to unchanging principles and adaptable

to shifting circumstances, how to keep the spirit steadfast and the form

elastic, how to be firm without growing rigid, and free without drifting.

No other religious movement has been more truly successful in main

taining this delicate and necessary adjustment than has the Young Women’s

Christian Association. No one can question its absolute loyalty to Jesus

Christ and the faith of his Gospel. Its loyalty to the Christian Church has

been fine and full. Yet it has shown a wonderful sympathy and elasticity

in meeting actual conditions and the needs of present groups and types of

women. More important than the money it has raised, or the buildings it

has erected, or the methods it has developed, has been its success in fitting

the everlasting Gospel to the needs of college students in the midst of their

shifting conceptions of reality; the needs of city women in a time of

rapidly changing standards and conditions; the needs of the new types of

woman-life appearing today.

The best wish one can have for the years that lie ahead is that the

Association may be able, through every new phase of social development.

to maintain the same combination of firm spirit and elastic form which

marks all living and growing organisms. This is the real spirit of Chris

tainity, eternal life in the midst of ever-changing manifestations.

The years just ahead will demand a Christianity at once loyal and

advancing, firmly-rooted and ever-growing, uncompromising in its faith in

the essentials of the Gospel of Christ, but generous and comprehensive in

its inclusiveness of varying methods and forms and persons and classes.

The past fifty years prove that the Young Women's Christian Association

can play a large part in the outworking of such a big-souled, truly catholic

Christianity.

The best birthday wish its friends can offer is that it may never lose

either the loyalty of spirit or the elasticity of form which characterize as

truly Christian its service of Christ and humanity.

 

 



National Conference on Immigration and

Americanization

Edith Terry Bremer

N Philadelphia on the 19th of

January there occurred a confer

ence which, because of the variety

of interests represented and the topics

under discussion, presented something

new in the shape of conventions for

the sun to look down upon. It was

called by a committee not yet known

outside of eastern states, the National

Americanization Committee, for the

purpose of discussing the “assimila

tion of immigrants into American in

dustrial, civic, and social life.“ The

delegates to this conference were peo

ple from all over the country and re

presenting every possible “division”

of our collected national life. The

National Americanization Committee

had asked the co-operation of public

and private agencies, of business and

social interests, of philanthrOP)’, of

educational and religious activities,

with all the subdivisions within each

hroad field well recognized. '

Catholic and Protestant churchmen

sat down together. The director of a

huge Standard Oil Plant rubbed el

bows with a member of the Walsh In

dustrial Relations Committee; officers

of railroads discussed matters with

leaders of organized labor; superin

tendents of schools, officers from

Women’s Clubs, heads of social settle

ments, both Jewish and Gentile. ofli

cials of Federal Government bureaus

and states, and mayors of cities, from

far and near all were represented.

Actually, very few of these “el

ements” represented were doing any

thing for immigrant people, and still

fewer were trying to work with them.

But all revealed the fact that the well

being or the ill-being of the foreign

people among us touched their affairs

or their interests closely. All together

responded to the national appeal that

the isolation, exploitation, and conse

quent disappointment of foreign peo

ple is a matter of serious import to

America itself. Upon this one ground,

it would seem, could all these diver

gent energies be combined. The na

tional attitude of mind on things to

do with immigration was shown to

have crystallized from its previous

jelly—like comfort and indifference

into real interest, if not concern.

The conference opened with an ex

hibit of paintings, posters, drawings

and sculptured pieces on the subject

of the Immigrant in America which

had resulted from the prize contest

inaugurated by the Immigrants in

America Review. The surprising dif

ference in the ways the subject was

handled by the contestants, showed

that the great human, dramatic appeal

of it had gripped their imaginations.

One of the poster sketches was of

two young women, one of America

and the other of the old world, en

titled “The New World takes the Old

World by the hand.” This has been

generously given to the Committee

for Immigration and Foreign Com

munity Work of our National Board,

by the artist, Miss Ruth McMahon.

It will be used in spreading the appeal

for new work for our foreign girls

in America.

Perhaps the most interesting ses—

sion of the Conference was that in

which people now engaged in immigra

tion work told what it was they were

doing. It was left for the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association alone

to speak for the thousands upon thou

sands of immigrant women, for their

own particular needs of protection, of

help in their tragically complicated

home problems, and of a type of

education that will recognize their

prejudices and their limitations. Most

of the delegates appeared to be so

concerned with “citizenship and

naturalization,” together with “giving

the immigrant our American ideals."

that the mere human needs were left
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out, and the fact of there being women

immigrants who, until there is a uni

versal suffrage, could not possibly be

reached on those grounds, publicly, at

least, seemed forgotten.

A genuine stir went through the

audience when a letter from Mr.

Frank Walsh of Industrial Relations

fame was read. The letter pointed

out that the greatest menace to the

national unity, or general fusion into

one people, so desired by all, is the in

dustrial exploitation which Americans

permit in this country. In no country

under the sun, he said, are there worse

industrial conditions than in America.

An “American standard of living”

pre-supposes a wage which would

permit a family to live as human be

ings and as American human beings.

The accidents which roll up a death

toll of hundreds of thousands per

year, happe'n largely to foreigners.

The feudal systems which exist in

some industrial communities flourish

where' the workers are foreign. He

besought the earnest consideration of

the conference as to whether the first

step toward the desired goal of a

united, enlightened nation did not in

volve the removal, prevention, and

cure, of the causes of industrial “un

rest and bitterness, resulting from

these brutalizing conditions.” It was

evident from the response to this let

ter that this conviction was shared by

a great many there.

Miss Abbot of the Chicago League

for the Protection of Immigrants, and

Mary Antin, well known as the writer

of “The Promised Land,” gave two

of the finest addresses. Miss Abbot

claims that the immigrant really cre—

ates no new problem. We are only

confronted with the necessity of un—

derstanding these people as live, real,

human beings, and arranging our

educational system, the machineries of

our existence, to minister to them

upon that understanding. She spoke

of the school superintendent who has

a “system” through which all little

American boys and girls must go.

Some fit and some do not, but the

system endures, inflexible, supreme.

And the human element is bent to the

system instead of the system to the

needs of boys and girls. “There is

nothing so dangerous as ignorance at

work,” she quoted, showing that our

“problems” about the immigrant are

largely the results of the inflexible

system, the dehumanized industrial

conditions, the blunders and omis

sions of ignorance at work. “To me,”

she said, “Americanization is a thing

of the future and not of the present.

We need to bring our American ideals

to our native born sons and daughters

quite as much as to any foreigners.

Whether as a nation we ever arrive or

not, depends upon us, and not on

them.”

Mary Antin made her audience

realize that all they had been talking

about involved a mutual process. It

is fusion, not just a “conversion” of

foreign into “American.” Immigrant

people change their standard of liv

ing just as soon as they can get any

chance to. “When we moved aWay

from the dirty, congested, alley street

we did it not because anybody told us

to, but because we didn’t like it. We

didn’t like the smells any more than

you do. But we thought it was that

way in America. We knew they

weren’t good for us!” “We didn’t

need to read infant mortality statistics

to know our houses and our food and

air were not good. We buried the

babies.”

She spoke of the need of girls for

their mothers, arguing that the real

“problem” is one of homes. Every

thing in America works to separate

old country mothers from their young

growing sons and daughters. “And

nothing, no settlements, social work.

public schools or anything kind people

could build can take that place of the

old country mother.” She referred to

the Foreign Community work of the

Young \Vomen’s Christian Associa—

tion, where it is not the children. but

the women, the young women and the

young mothers who are reached, and

asserted that this way of working, of

going into immigrant homes as

friendly visitors, of working with the
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newcomers, the adult immigrants,

would help most to keep the old and

young together. “This is the kind of

work we must have,” she declared,

“this really American work of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion.”

Experts in public education set

forth new plans for night school work.

In most places the foreigners come in

literally at the tail end of the day’s

work. It is time that special rooms

were allotted them and that teachers

really equipped to teach them be se

cured. There is a large enough field

in most of our cities to warrant the

establishment of a new department

of the public education scheme which

shall offer citizenship classes; home

visitors, and social resources for the

foreign neighborhoods.

Control of wolf-employment agen—

cies, laws to compel decent houses

instead of the usual shacks companies

put up for laborers in construction

camps and along the railroads, infor

mation offices, offices for distribution

under Federal control, and immigra

tion after the war, were all topics of

absorbing interest.

That immigration has at last come

to the front as one of the matters of

the very greatest moment to patriotic

Americans, entirely apart from the

humanitarian side of it which appeals

with such tremendous force to those

who are dedicated to the service of

people, struck into the comprehension

of every one at the conference.

Other conferences are planned for

at different points across the country.

Watch for them!

What is the Matter with Our Religious

Work?

Laura Maxwell

ITH the accepted admission

W that words are a means of

concealing thoughts, may be

coupled the popular belief in the

truthfulness of figures. These latter

appear more automatic, less human,

than words, which may be easily mis

understood or misconstructed, while

tabulations have a definiteness which

may be counted upon. Yet figures are

not necessarily fiat. Some show both

shading and perspective and stand out

roundly from their background, en

abling one to read between the col

umns of statistics as one does between

the written lines, indeed requiring to

be so visualized and interpreted if they

are to deliver their true message.

To gain a fuller comprehension of

the religious work of its various city

Associations during the year of 1914

the chairman of the city committee of

the Field Committee of Delaware,

Maryland, and Pennsylvania asked

that I make a study of these activities,

based upon the replies received in re—

sponse to the annual questionnaire

sent out by the National Board to

these various Associations. The in

adequacy of figures rightly to com

pute such work was admitted in ad—

vance. They could never transmit the

ideals and achievements of each Asso

ciation, as would personal contact

have done. That went without saying.

In order that the figures of the re

ligious work should be shown in their

proper proportion, it was necessary to

study them in their relation to other

Association figures, especially those of

membership and budgets and city

population, and this brought the reali—

zation that, if figures do not absolutely

lie. their incompleteness can materially

affect the truth. The first question

raised by the study was, Why had so
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many Associations not replied to the

request of the National Board to fill

out and return the questionnaires, and

why had others only partially filled

them out? Was it because in these

cases there existed no corresponding

system of bookeeping? Was the im—

portance of carefully kept records not

realized? Or was the obligation of

the individual Association to the

National organization not acknowl

edged? The interrogation still re

mains, although most of the needed

figures were finally obtained. The

fact that the apology received

generally gave a chance, or the

absence of the general secretary as the

cause of the neglect, suggests that

there was no provision made in ad—

vance for these summaries, and that

the record of the co—operative religious

work done in the community depended

upon the memory of one or two

persons, the result often being impor

tant omissions in the reports. It would

seem an advantage to every Associa—

tion to keep a running account of

events, less detailed than the minutes

of the various department and Board

secretaries, from which could be built

up, when desired, the reminiscences of

that Association.

The statistics of the 1914 report

belong obviously to its particular Field

Committee, and to the National Board

its summaries alone would be of more

general interest, as typifying, perhaps,

similar conditions elsewhere. Of the

thirty Associations in this Field, one

made no mention_ of any religious

activities whatsoever, while another

reported no Bible or mission study

classes, only “Gospel Services,” with

an average attendance of twelve. One

made the statement that all its adults

were church members, and all of its

juniors went to Sunday school, and

that visit would prove it to possess

a religious atmosphere. Apparently

there is here no comprehension of

the big vision of the National Young

Women’s Christian Association, and

little effort is being made for the

deepening of the spiritual life of its

membership, or for training for effi—

cient service in the Kingdom of God.

Three Associations reported but one

small Bible class each, while still

others reported but a few classes each,

in proportion to their membership. It

is suggestive in this connection to find

that not many over one-half of the

Associations reported organized relig

ious departments. Without this help

the general secretary, usually a

stranger in the city, is seriously handia

capped in securing both teachers and

scholars. Ten Associations, possibly

more, had been recently stimulated

through evangelistic campaigns in

their communities, seven of these

under the leadership of the renowned

“Billy” Sunday. In each instance the

religious activities of the local Asso

ciation had been greatly increased,

thus demonstrating the value of co—

operation in these campaigns. Only

nine Associations reported any co

operative or “special” work in their

communities. One Association, em

ploying three secretaries, wrote, “Our

corps is too small for outside work.”

In all charity we must believe that

these Associations stand for more in

their communities than their secre—

taries realize, or are able to express.

The best report came from a city

where, at the time of an evangelistic

campaign, the Board and the member

ship not only had a vision, but ex—

pressed it in co-operative activity, and

thus have kept it. The fulfillment of

this vision, however, meant the secur

ing of their own religious work secre

tary. Encouraging reports came from

many cities, but the largest Associa

tions of the Field, of which most might

be expected, carried on the least

amount of religious work proportion

ally, from which fact may be drawn

the conclusion that the cares of their

larger boarding and educational

departments have interfered with the

fuller development of the more purely

spiritual work. Several Associations

write, “\Ne do not require our paid

staff to be church members.” One put

it thus, “Some of our secretaries are

in no way religious workers.” The
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responsibility here must rest on that

Association’s Board members. Except

in one possible instance there is no

record given of religious services

being held in the Association boarding

homes.

Taking up again the matter of Bible

and mission and study classes, can we

find any conditions which might be

remedied so as to increase their popu

larity? The difficulty is not, my ex

perience teaches me, an absence of de

sire for such classes; it lies rather in

securing the right time and the right

presentation of the subject, and every

success scored has been based on the

recognition of this fact. Employed

young women can only find time for

short classes, appointed at convenient

times—at the lunch or the supper hour

(necessitating, probably, a ten-cent

supper), or a half hour before or

after the gymnasium or educational

classes. Junior classes could precede

a Camp Fire meeting, and groups

could be gathered at a home in the

suburbs, or at noon hour in a factory.

No dear old lady, nor religious-minded

young girl, can satisfy as a teacher

unless she uses twentieth century

methods. Little advance study or

collecting of Bible references can be

required, but the teacher must be

quick-witted and well prepared, able

to bring to the class a message con

necting the Bible lesson with the girl’s

actual circumstances and life needs.

Such teachers are not easy to find, they

must frequently be educated to use

present-day methods. If an Associa

tion is to carry on a well-developed re

ligious work, its Board members must

assist its secretaries in securing

helpers. Here its interdenominational

organization may be of use, and

workers may be gleaned from each

denominational field. The missionary

societies of the various churches could

be of great assistance in carrying on

missionary classes in the Association.

The secret of the enthusiasm of an

evangelistic campaign probably is

largely to be found in the accompany

ing fellowship. Why not make the

same force a factor in Association

work? There is power in numbers, in

informality and jollity, all of which

could be made accompaniments of

earnestness of religious purpose. It

will often be helpful to have the Bible

class itself organized, especially in in

dustrial centers, because of the interest‘

the officers will take in working up the

class and maintaining its interest. So,

also, can we best follow our demo

cratic ideals, which are based on edu

cating the units to feel and rightly

exercise their privilege of helping to

make the decisions of the whole class,

thus training them to be leaders in

church and community work. Should

not each Religious Work Department

adopt a simple policy, which would be

presented before each class? And

should not a provision be made on the

Bible class sub—committee for a repre

sentation of each class upon it? Could

not the Field Committee send, from

time to time, to its Associations a

short list of courses of Bible study

suitable for the differing needs of

Young Women’s Christian Association

classes? These lists should state

clearly the number of lessons in each

course, the price, publisher, etc. Many

courses of study have been prepared

which would prove interesting to

women and girls of sufficient leisure to

attend an afternoon class, that would

never be given in their Sunday

schools: Courses in church history,

in Association work, the social teach

ings of Jesus, or even a normal course

for training teachers. The Bible

teachers associated with the larger

evangelistic campaigns leave outlines

for the study of the Bible by chapters,

and any method which may form the

habit of daily Bible reading would be

especially valuable. My own experi

ence as a teacher has been that the

courses should be short, eight to

twelve lessons, deeply spiritual (rather

than historical or geographical), and

so simple that they may easily be

understood by tired minds. Black

board or chart work is often of great

assistance, appealing to the mind, as it
vdoes, through two channels at once.

Would it not also be well to pass on
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the experiences of certain Associations

which have been successful along

Bible study lines, telling how they had

found it best to select time, place, sub

ject, etc., so as to secure and hold the

membership of their classes? These

experiences need not be limited to any

field, but could be selected from re

ports made at the various Young

Women’s Christian Association con

ferences. For example, in one of our

Associations a very large Bible class

met for several years for luncheon,

their teacher, a city pastor, lunching

with them. Another large class still

continues to meet together, its attrac

tive feature for about four years being

a monthly sewing bee after the study

hour. Sometimes a forewoman has

gathered her girls about her weekly

during the noon hour for a Bible talk,

and sometimes a woman has drawn

her neighbors together in her cozy

home for the same purpose. The serv

ing of a cup of tea enhances the

pleasant acquaintance of the group.

Another lesson gained from cam

paign experience is the use of bright,

stirring hymns. A notice, “the Taber

nacle song books will be used,” has

been known to work like a charm.

They suggest through association the

fellowship which had proved so

delightful. “Oh!” said a girl to me at

a campaign rally, “how wonderful it

is to know so many girls! I have

always lived here and have seen them

and passed them, but it is so different

to know them!” A help toward this

closer acquaintance is the serving of a

cup of tea or cocoa after the informal

vesper service, and the addition of a

sandwich might prove sufficiently hos

pitable to entertain the girls until time

for their respective evening church

services.

Community work, even if not

recorded in the questionnaires, must

have existed in a greater or less

degree. One Association has organ

ized Camp Fire groups in some of the

churches of the city, at their request,

as a result of its own success in that

line, the last group organized being in

the congregation of the Orthodox

Jews. This same Association stands

as a Friendly House in its community,

in which neutral gathering-place meet

ings of various religious organizations

are frequently held. In its dining

room many banquets have been served

to other than Association members,

while secular organizations, civic, pa

triotic, philanthropic, indeed, all com

munity movements depend constantly

upon its friendly co-operation. All

this leads to pleasant relations and

a growing into favor with the

community.

More than any other factor in in

creasing the religious activities of our

Associations would be, as proved by

our figures, the more general employ

ment of religious work secretaries.

This is a necessity for the larger Asso

ciations, and is not as impossible as it

might seem for the smaller ones,

which might secure part-time workers,

especially during the summer months

when many teachers are released from

their regular duties.

Perhaps the message of the sum of

all the columns of our religious work

reports might be interpreted by the

conclusion that those of our Associa

tions which stress most the value of

definite, competent, religious direction

and effort reap the largest spiritual

harvests and best fulfill their essential

purpose of existence.



Good Times at Student Conferences

"ORGANIZED PLAY”

Kyle Adams

ECREATION at all summer conferences is truly

R worthy of the name, but especially am I thinking

of the Eastern Student Conference at Silver Bay,

on Lake George, in New York State. We may well

call it “organized play” which afiords the opportunity

for girls who have been brought close to one another

in the deeper realities of the conference experience to

come together daily for inter-collegiate games and

sports in the best possible spirit of play and friendliness.

The greater portion of every afternoon is given over

to recreation, which is in the hands of a committee

made up of girls who are athletic leaders in their own

colleges, and therefore unusually well qualified to add

their share to the life of the conference. All kinds of

inter-collegiate tournaments are arranged—basketball,

tennis and baseball. Water sports play a big part, and boat trips and mountain

climbs tempt many to explore the glorious regions about Lake George. In

connection with recreation at Silver Bay, it would be unfair to say nothing of

the college singing, which comes every evening just at twilight. It is the time

when all gather by colleges on the lawn before the hotel and sing back and

forth to one another, truly a time of close harmony, which stamps its impres

sion upon the heart of every one present.

No girl should go to Silver Bay merely to score athletic victories for

her alma mater. She will not be satisfied with either the recreation or with

herself. But if she goes in the right spirit she will think of recreation only

in its relation to the whole conference, as if it were the accompaniment to a

wonderful song, or the foliage that merely deepens the beauty of the rose.

She will be conscious that the body is truly the temple of the Spirit of Christ

that dwells within her heart. And in her play-time she will understand that

she is verily worshipping Him who came that she might have life and that

she might have it more abundantly.

  

ONE DAY AT SEABECK

Anna Baker

NE day of conference, from early morning till late in the evening, full

0 to the brim with good, hearty laughter, rollicking times, wonderful talks

and sweet, quiet gatherings of girls, has proved more to me than whole

summer vacations. Then to think of ten such days, one right after the other

—well, it’s the spot in my life which I look to as the happiest, most perfect

I have ever lived.

At 6:45 in the morning the big gong in the social hall awakened us to

find the sun streaming in our windows, the birds chirping outside, heads

bobbing up all around, and a general babble from the cottages scattered through

the orchard. The whole camp was astir, and once it stirred, things were lively.

There was always a scramble to see who would dress and be down to

breakfast first. Finally two hundred girls, with bright, eager, laughing faces,

would gather round the tables, and in a short time make a hearty breakfast

71
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look decidedly scarce. Then we all broke up and went back to our cottages

to keep the morning watch. The whole camp was still while each girl read

fog a few minutes in her Bible so as to prepare herself for the best kind of

a ay.

The rest of the morning we spent in going to classes. Not regular school,

but classes where you met the leaders personally, the ones from whom you

got such inspiration. A class with such a leader and a group of girls sitting

around on the grass or up on a porch, is a class worth while. Just for one

short hour we stayed and then sauntered through the orchard to our next

class, with only time enough in between to shout “hello” or exchange a few

words with girls that we saw. So the morning sped away, and once again

we met in the dining—hall, all too ready for dinner.

During the whole afternoon we did just as we pleased. We usually pleased

to spend the quiet hour resting, writing letters or reading, but some of the

energetic ones would slip away for a walk in the woods or down to meet the

boat. After quiet hour we might have a grand splash in the lagoon, or go for

a long hike, or have a regular picnic, with all kinds of games; something

different every day, but something in which we could break loose and romp

like “kids.” By dinner time we were only too ready to act like quiet, well—

behaved ladies; still happy, but not so energetic. After dinner we gathered

on the hillside under the big maple tree, overlooking the canal at sunset, and

had a quiet vesper service. Often we would have a meeting, with a leader to

speak to us; maybe we would have a hon-fire or a spread. One thing we

always had. This was our delegation meeting, when each group of girls in

the cottages got together just before bedtime and talked over the day and

the things that had meant most to them. These were quiet minutes, when

girls found in each other the deepest and truest. Then we all went to bed,

happy, tired youngsters, with only one regret—that every other girl was not

there to share our happiness.

A SUMMONS TO ASILOMAR

Ruth Heynemann

HE call of Asilomar—the longing in our

hearts for the open sky, the tingling in our

veins for the white sand dunes, for the music

of the ocean, for the whispering of the pines—these

are all beginning to call to us to come and live for

ten short days in God’s own out-of-doors.

Already we are hunting our tennis rackets.

swimming suits and cameras, for the afternoons at

the conference will be all too short.

For those of us who have never seen the wonders

of the cypress groves, nor peered through the glass—

bottom boats into the depths of Del Monte Bay,

nor followed the rugged coast along the ocean for

miles—these enchanted scenes await us on the

“Seventeen-Mile Drive.”

When we return to supper on the beach, we will

be entertained by stunts from the foreign students and a program of clever

speeches. Here and in the afternoons to come, when we join in friendly

rivalry in our track meet, basketball and baseball games, we come best to know

and understand our friends, girls like ourselves, from fourteen colleges and

normal schools. Then after the game, a glorious, refreshing dip in the ocean,
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when the cold breakers fill us with so much “pep” that we can hardly wait for

the next day with its tennis matches; and there may be time for a short walk

and an inspiring talk with one of the leaders before the evening services.

But it isn’t the work or play or worship alone, but rather the spirit of

the conference which brings us new ideals and starts us back, ready for work,

with a deeper love for the Best of Friends. This is only just a breath of

welcome from our seaside home, a call to you to come and join our family

and live with us joyously for ten days at Asilomar.

RECREATION AT ESTES PARK

Grace B. McLean

HERE can one find more surely the real

joy of life than in the chance to bring

a little brightness into the life of some

one else? A little group of college girls, gather

ing each day under the pines of Colorado's

wonderful mountains, took as their heart’s

desire, “happiness for every one.” Do you

wonder that it was the happiest group of girls

at the Estes Park conference last summer?

The recreation committee, for that was its name,

found its reward of joy as it planned the tramps,

the climbs, the stunts, the ball games, the bon—

fires, the picnics; but it found the desire of its

heart when it helped to bring those three

hundred girls, gathered from the plains, some—

thing of the meaning of real friendship, some

thing of the unspeakable wonder and beauty of

God’s out-of-doors, something of what this God

of the out-of-doors, the great loving Father, may mean in the very life of a

college girl.

May one of that little group tell you how she found her “heart’s desire”?

“It was pure chance that made me a member of the recreation committee at

Estes Park last summer, but it was one of the happiest chances that I can

conceive of. As I look back upon that conference I realize that it was one

of the most precious experiences of my life. It has been a real inspiration to

me throughout the year—a very real inspiration.

“The conference not only brought to me a closer relationship with God.

but never have I appreciated the beauty and the wonders of the out—of—doors

as I did during those days. The woods and streams and mountains took on

a new meaning for_ me; so, too, the rainstorms and the moonlight. As never

before, I found

  

Tongues in trees, books in running brooks,

Sermons in stones, and God in everything.

“And not the least of the joys are the friendships that one makes. In our

play-times the bonds were strengthened as We tramped and rode and explored

together. Our recreation hours were as joyous as our most serious times.

There was a spirit of good fellowship, of happiness and of joy in living that

I have never known before. And never shall I hear without a real thrill the

chorus that was sung about the camp fire, “\Ve will cheer, cheer, cheer

Estes Park."

Who would like to share in the joys of the recreation at Estes Park

next summer?



Working Up A Summer Conference

Delegation

Elizabeth

HE secret of success in securing

a representative delegation at a

summer conference is the sec

ret of all real success in any Asso

ciation activity. It is the sharing of

the responsibility and the privilege

equally by all departments of the As

sociation; the recognition of the fact

that there can be no artificial demar

cation distinguishing between differ

ent departments of the work; that one

interest and one aim bind all together

in one common task of deepening and

enriching life. Education, activity, in

spiration, are the key words of our

work together. As a summer confer

ence is in all of these ways markedly

valuable to the Association member,

it is particularly appropriate that all

departments should recognize the

value of the conference, and that all

should unite in an effort to send from

the Association an enthusiastic and

representative delegation.

With the bigness and wholeness of

delegation unity clearly in mind, each

department may then well realize its

independent responsibility. Each may

have a vital part in finding its own

delegates and furnishing the neces—

sary funds, as well as fostering and

developing during the winter follow

ing the conference, the suggestions

and inspirations received during the

ten days there.

Realizing this, and recognizing the

resources of departmental organiza

tion, Detroit has found it a happy

task to raise money and to secure dele

gates from many different depart—

ments to attend the summer confer—

ence. A large and enthusiastic group

represents the gymnasium each year;

money for this delegation is often

raised from admission fees to the

spring gymnasium exhibition. The so

cial department has several times

C. Torrey

given cake and candy sales to pay for

their delegates, while the extension

department always care for their own

expenses—by an entertainment, play,

or cake and candy sale, and the

regular sale of Hershey’s chocolate at

the plants, stores, and business

offices. The Business League, recently

formed, raised in one year one hun

dred and fifty dollars to send dele

gates not only to the Club Girls’ Con

ference at Dewey Lake, but to the

general city conference held at

Geneva.

At the same time that the depart

ments are working separately, one

central Geneva committee has been

tireless each year in raising a general

fund. Chocolate and postal cards‘are

a steady source of income, as they

are on sale daily in the general office.

A May Day breakfast, given one year,

brought in a material addition to this

fund, and also aroused new interest

in the summer conference itself. At

one time a generous gift toward the

fund was made quite spontaneously

by a wealthy member of the Associa

tion who was especially impressed

with the efforts of the girls to raise

money in these various ways.

The actual selection of delegates is

a very important part of the year’s

work. The secret in this is to begin

early, to keep at it, and to expect

strong dePartmental representation.

Each year the plan is to send to the

conference at least two from the café;

one from the Homestead; one from

the Board of Directors; and some

from the Girls’ Department of the As

sociation. Others may represent dif

ferent groups—the Association Coun

cil, the Bible classes, and the employ

ment or oflice departments.

Recently the interest and enthusi—

asm in the summer conference has
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been crystalized in the formation of

a Geneva Club. With a constitution

and by-laws, regular officers and com

mittees, fixed time of meeting and

yearly dues, this club is spreading the

conference enthusiasm as never be

fore. A program committee arranges

for the social good time each month;

a membership com-mittee hunts up

girls who have been to Geneva but are

not now members of the club; and a

summer conference committee makes

plans for the coming year. At the

suggestion of several members, the

“Geneva inspiration" is continued

throughout the winter by a half-hour

Bible lesson given to the club by one

of the pastors of the city. Thus the

Geneva spirit is sustained and

strengthened, and the new delegation

is able to make more intelligent pre

paration for their visit to Lake Gene

va, because of a unified, constant,

earnest effort continued throughout

the year.

I .

Winthrop College and Eight Week Clubs

Pearl McCrory Weatherford

NE evening last Spring, at the

regular weekly meeting of the

Young Women’s Christian

Association at Winthrop College, the

possibilities of sharing the riches of

college training with the less fortunate

girls and women throughout the state

during vacation time were presented.

Those who were interested in doing a

bit of worthwhile work during the

summer were asked to see the general

secretary at their earliest convenience.

It would have inspired the most

inert and careless of us to serve our

fellows by sharing could we have been

in the Association office during the

few days following this simple pre

sentation, and heard and seen the

eagerness with which dozens of happy,

serious-minded, yet thoroughly alive,

college girls seized an opportunity to

give of themselves and their training

to those to whom this had been denied.

The most confirmed pessimist about

the real value of college education

would have been convinced of the fact

that, in many instances, it most

certainly fostered a spirit of unselfish

ness and democracy, rather than one

of selfishness and exclusiveness. Out

of these scores of interviews with in

dividual girls there grew a prepara

tion class for the leadership of Eight

Week Clubs, with about fifty girls

enrolled.

With the aid of the material sent

out by the Town and Country Depart

ment of the National Board, a simple

course was mapped out to cover eight

periods of an hour and a quarter each.

Various teachers were interviewed in

regard to helping prepare these girls

for community service, and they were

not only willing, but eager to con

tribute all within their power to the

cause. The girls who wished to join

the preparation class were called to»

gether for a brief fifteen-minute pre

liminary meeting for discussion of

time and place of meeting, since it had

to be done outside of class hours.

They unanimously agreed upon meet—

ing four afternoons a week for two

successive weeks rather than once a

week for eight weeks. Each girl

pledged herself with enthusiasm to

make no engagements for the eight

April afternoons, and to come prompt

ly each time with a note-book and

pencil—not a loose sheet of paper

snatched up at the last moment, but

a note-hook bought for the purpose!

The following was the general plan

of the meetings: '
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I. Brief study of the growth of

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation movement, leading up to the

recent developments of county work.

Material for such a study to be found

in “Handbook of Young \Nomen’s

Christian Association" and “Fifty

Years of Association Work," both of

which are on sale by the Publication

Department of the National Board.

II. Study in general of the Eight

\Veek Club idea—its beginning,

growth, three-fold purpose, method of

work, etc. Review of what had been

done by college girls in previous sum

mers. Material for this study to be

found in “College Women and Coun

try Leadership” and pamphlet ma

terial sent out by the Town and Coun

try Department of the National Board.

III. Domestic science lesson taught

by head of the college Home Eco

nomics Department. Simple lesson in

bread-making, using only such appli

ances as could be found in the average

farm-house kitchen.

IV. Simple lesson in cooking of

meats and vegetables. Second half of

period given to a most elementary les

son in the arrangement of table and

serving of the meal.

V. Lesson in play, taught by col

lege physical director. Fundamental

principles underlying spirit of play;

suggestions as to how to induce people

to play. Actual playing of a dozen

out-door games which could be used in

the Eight Week Club.

VI. Lesson in nature study, given

by teacher of botany. Lesson in the

form of a walk into the country, ob

serving the soil, trees, grass, streams,

rocks, and the most common wild

flowers.

VII. Lesson in sewing, conducted

by head of Domestic Art department.

Entire group worked on a four-year

old child’s suit, completing it in an

hour and fifteen minutes. This suit

was sent to a needy child living near

the college, suggesting that any sew

ing done by an Eight Week Club

might take the form of community

service.

VIII. First half of period given to

suggestions for a course of reading

and study, based largely on the bibli

ography found in pamphlet, “For

Leaders of Eight Week Clubs in the

Country.” Second half of period de

voted to general question box, at

which time all sorts of unanswered

questions in the minds of the girls

were discussed. This was followed by

a personal talk with many individual

girls by the general secretary, help

ing to adapt the general suggestions

to a given community.

\Nhen the course was finished, ap

plication was made for Appointment

Certificates for Leaders of Eight Week

Clubs. Later, at an out-door Sunday

evening vesper meeting, these certifi

cates were presented to fifty girls,

who were thus formally commissioned

to go out as leaders of Eight Week

Clubs, bearing the message of the

abundant life to the women and girls

of remote country districts through

out the state. At this meeting the

president of the Association presided,

and the Commission Service, arranged

for the purpose and recommended by

the National Board, was used.

Let no reader think that this

preparation class solved every prob

lem in the minds of the girls as to the

leadership of the group they had in

mind. All that the class could do was

to suggest in tangible form the possi

bilities of an Eight Week Club. Each

girl had to select and adapt the sug

gestions to her own community, in

many instances adding more from her

own store of originality and knowl

edge than she got from the class. The

course was not ideal in any sense,

lacking, as it did, in many details.

But it did accomplish this one thing:

it put into the mind of each girl a

vision, a big idea, sending a thrill to

her very finger tips as she saw out

yonder in her lonesome country com

munity, village or small town, a group

of starved women and girls, who were

missing all the joy of life—and then

in the light of her vision saw what

they might become—and this through

her!



   

 

JUBILEE BANQUET AT Pl'lTSBURG. PENNSYLVANIA

The Conference Experience and Student

Government

THE SPIRIT OF CO-OPERATION AT BLUE RIDGE

Agatha E. Boyd

describing around the mountain, I was wondering just what was the

best method of attack in starting a system of self-government among

strangers. most of whom I had never seen. Our train was late—southern

trains often are, you know—and it was midway of a wann June afternoon

when our dusty machines chugged up to the gracious white columns of Robert

E. Lee Hall.

Visions of a tub and a nap danced through my head, only to be speedily

blighted by a note from the executive of the conference, asking that I be ready

to announce the student government rules for the coming ten days at supper

that night. Shades of constitutions! I knew not a soul in the place, and I

couldn’t be a council all by myself. There is something about Blue Ridge,

however—maybe it is the way those great, steady mountains look—which just

won’t let you stop at small difficulties. I mopped my brow and stood at the

door with eye trained upon the newcomers to discover those of legislative

bearing. Somehow, in the two hours before supper, a council was gotten

together, and a few rules, or rather requests, drawn up.

That was really the only difficult part. Of course there was the horror

of standing on a soap box in a corner of that vast dining hall and hearing my

voice wander away from me and get lost in a clatter of cups. And there were

the noisy cottages. and the hilarious tents. and the assiduous young gentle

men who would call of a Sunday afternoon. But there was such a spirit of

ALL the way up those spirals which the railroad track seemed to be
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good-will and joyful co-operation that the task of the student government

council was reduced to a minimum.

It seems to me that at such a conference the simpler the rules laid down,

and the more direct the appeal to individual responsibility and consideration

for others, the better will be the results. You have at a summer conference

a picked body of delegates, splendid material for the carrying out of self

government ideals, and it is for you, upon whom the responsibility lies, to call

forth the response which they are capable of giving. It is good to see

expressed in this way the close co-ordination, which should exist in all colleges

between student government associations and the Young Women’s Christian

Association. The interests of each are similar; each must rely for its strength

upon the same basic principles, so that one is seriously handicapped without

the help of the other.

THE LIFE NEIGHBORLY

Rachel Davis

F you have ever been to a summer conference at Silver Bay, you will know

I what a delightful surprise it is to have the opportunity of going a second

time; and if you have heard some of the student government discussions

that took place down in the orchard during those ten days, you will realize

how fortunate any person is to be privileged under that very impressive title,

“Student Government Chairman,” to renew acquaintance with Silver Bay

folks and feelings, and to help in ever so small a way to keep life there

neighborly and wholesome.

To connect the new spiritual outlook one gains there with the most

practical ideas of unselfish living is a wonderful function, and it seems to me

that my particular “job” did that to a remarkable degree. It certainly made

the connection for me, and I like to feel that not only I, but also all the girls

who shared in the responsibility of making Christian every detail of our daily

lives there, gained a breadth of vision, a quickened sympathy, and a refresh

ing answer to that puzzling question, “How shall I live what I believe ?"

ARE YOU GOING TO GENEVA?

Charlotte Bodman

attended the Y. W. C. A. Conference at Geneva. Wisconsin, were

enthusiastically talking of going again, I thought, “\Vhat is it that makes

these girls so happy over the rospect of a summer conference?” I had been

elected president of the Self-Government Association for the year 1915-1916.

Soon after I was installed the retiring president said, “You must go to Geneva

if you possibly can manage it. I don’t know how I would have gotten through

the year without the influence I received there.” Well, I finally decided to go!

Did you ever read “The Ship That Found Herself” by Kipling—a story

of how the screws, bolts and all the different parts of the machinery worked

gradually, under pressure of a storm, from individual parts into one harmonious

whole? At Geneva, not only loose ideas about self-government, for knowl

edge of which I had gone, were connected with central ideas and standards,

I AST spring, when the girls at the University of Wisconsin, who had
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but, far more important, I, along with practically every girl there, found a

“center to my circumference.” The wonderful happiness about the place,

the classes and lectures full of inspiration, made every one feel when she

left as if she just must and would live up to the ideals there set before us.

We held meetings every noon for people interested in student govern

ment. Representatives from nearly every college and university there attended,

and we discussed mutual problems. Experiences of others, which I heard at

these noon meetings, have helped me infinitely in my work this winter.

Not only did girls interested in student government have meetings and

discussions, but girls interested in all other outside activities, athletic associa

tions, etc., met together for conference. It provided a splendid place for girls

to broaden both their acquaintance and their knowledge along many lines. I

am sure there was hardly a girl there who did not say, "I'm coming again

next year if I possibly can make it l"

“ON THE COMMITTEE"

Margaret Hiller

BEFORE

“WELL, that sounds queer, but I’ll try it.”

Serve on the Student Government Committee? No! I’m going

for a good time.” “So are a hundred other girls, and it is just

to make sure that everybody has a good time that we have student government.”

AFTER

“Yes, I was on the Student Government Committee. No, I didn't have

much ‘proctoring’ to do, for when I explained to the girls that we were just

a community of friendly citizens, and that the few rules were to make us

thoughtful of others’ rights, most of them ‘caught the spirit,’ and they came

to the open meeting and acquired enthusiasm!

"We discussed student government problems in different colleges,

exchanged ideas, and had an officer of the Student Government Association

tell how to start a new one and give us advice. We’re going to adopt some of

College plans this year.

“One relation of the Y. W. C. A. to student government in college stirred

up much discussion. Yes, it was an ideal, but some colleges are nearer the

ideal than we are, and we found out how they arrived. \Vhat I got out of it?

Friends; a unique education—in ushering; character study; a new vision of

student government; closer acquaintance with leaders and their methods of

handling knotty problems, and, oh, more of ‘the abundant life.’

“Our council this year is trying to make student government mean the

Y. W. C. A. in action, and we’re going to see that next year’s council members

go to the summer conference!

“Yes, I’m glad I served on that committee.”

 



The Finance Institute

Blanche Geary

FTER the Jubilee? The Finance

Institute, of course! For dur

ing the Jubilee shall we not all

have made up our minds to find better

, ways of doing the old work and good

ways of doing new work? All this

means money, more of it, and how

best to get it.

Beginning on Monday, April 24, we

shall offer a program at Headquarters

which is the direct outcome of certain

convictions held pretty generally in

the Association world. As the Asso

ciation is not a commercial organiza

tion, and is on very much the same

footing as most of the educational and

religious organizations of the country,

the two sides of the account must be

made to meet by voluntary contribu—

tions. It is also pretty well agreed

that, because of the difficulty of

obtaining contributions, a good deal

of our work has been imperfectly

done by reason of inadequate salaries

or inadequate equipment, etc. It is

equally true that a good deal of work,

that many of us in many places know

perfectly well could be done, has been

left unattempted because the Associa

tion pocketbook was not equal to the

demand. Then, too, because of the

apparently insurmountable difficulties

many of our best volunteer workers

have been discouraged, and others

have withdrawn, and donors of good

will have been plagued beyond

endurance to make up for the results

of our own lack of wisdom.

To sum it all up. few people will

contest the assertion that much can be

done to improve upon even the best of

present methods of financing the work

of the Young \Vomen's Christian

Association. Can the Finance Insti

tute, as planned, bring the millennium

to each finance committee? Decidedly

no! It cannot, and does not even

hope to, for sad will be the day for

the local Association when its money

comes without effort! But the Insti

so

tute does hope to lighten the burden

of those who have to travel along a

necessarily difficult road on behalf of

the young womanhood of this country.

The day’s work will begin at nine

o’clock, with a period of intercession,

and these are our hopes for the

succeeding hours (promises of attend

ance by these speakers have not yet

been secured, but we have good

reasons to hope for success) :

Mrs. Dave H. Morris, chairman of

the National Finance Committee, has

been asked to open the Institute, and

during the 9:15~lO o’clock period on

the succeeding days we hope that

Miss Anna V. Rice, national secre

tary for religious work, will give some

of her extremely interesting Bible

work.

Miss Bertha Condé, Senior Student

Secretary, has been asked to give two

addresses on “Personal Evangelism.”

After a recess, the period from

10:15—11 daily will be given up to

finance technique, and during these

hours we anticipate that Dr. John R.

Mott will talk to us at least once on

the “Psychology of Money-Raising,”

of which few know more than he.

The most minute details of local

finance work will be thoroughly gone

into, and a great many doubts and

difficulties cleared up. Perhaps no

one can give such definite help during

this hour as Miss Harriet Taylor,

Executive of the National Finance

Department. Her long experience and

exceptional skill will be at our service

throughout the Institute, and very

specially during these technical hours.

Mrs. Morris will then cheer us on our

way as we plan more widely for our

heavenly warfare of the days to come.

Another recess, and from 11:15-12

during the two weeks we shall be

shown over the Headquarters’ build

ing and the Training School, or Miss

Elizabeth Wilson will give us the high

points of Association history, or Miss
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Eliza R. Butler and Miss Helen A.

Davis will make plain beyond question

the organization of the National work

and some of its policies.

The last address of the Institute will

be given by Miss Cratty, the General

Secretary of the National Board, on

“Leadership.”

On four afternoons visitations will

be planned to different Association

centers in and around New York. We

shall try to show a large building for

the general Association work as well

as a small one, and also a large board

ing home. Ellis Island will also be

visited.

During the evenings those who

attend the Institute will perhaps be

glad to be present at an “at—home” in

the assembly room, to be given by the

members of the National Board. This

will furnish an opportunity of meeting

those who are carrying the burden of

leadership for the National work, and

that of the Northeastern Field. On

another evening a very complete ex

hibition of slides will be given, pictur

ing our work in many of its ramifica

tions. There will be another “at

home” in the evening, at which our

friends from out of town may have an

opportunity of meeting some people

whom they would like to know. In

addition to this, two evenings will be

devoted to music.

To sum up, there will be ten hours

of inspirational work, ten hours of

definite finance technique, and ten

hours devoted to the interests of the

Association all over the country. Four

afternoons will be devoted to visita

tions, and five evenings to social

duties. Saturdays and Sundays will

be entirely free, and in addition there

will be five free afternoons and three

free evenings.

To those of us who take our work

as from the hand of the Lord Him

self, in the attitude of a trusted chief

of staff, recognizing real responsibility

for furthering the general plans of the

Great Commander, glad of freedom

for initiative and originality, and keen

to discover the shortest cuts to

successful accomplishment, these days

together in April should be of in

estimable value.

We shall think much more clearly

on many of the burning questions in

philanthropic circles. We shall have

discussed the tendencies of the day

with respect to supporting movements

by subscriptions. We shall be better

able to judge what is a fair propor

tion between what funds must be

secured by subscription and what shall

be income.

We shall know more about what can

be expected in a financial way from

the general membership. We shall

know how to answer that provoking

individual who delights to take refuge

behind the lofty assertion that the

Association overlaps and duplicates

the work of other meritorious bodies,

and hence cannot have his support; or

that the free educational facilities of

the city make it unnecessary for the

Association to concern itself with the

encouragement of efficiency.

\Ve shall know how to meet those

who question our relation to the

church, who question our ability to

reach the unapproachable girl; we

shall know what to say to those who

urge that we are setting luxurious

standards. In short, we shall know

what to say and what to do in many

of the most trying circumstances in

which finance workers find themselves

from time to time.

If the Institute leaves us with the

conviction that to finance the work of

the Young \Vomen’s Christian Asso—

ciation is perfectly feasible, and that

to accomplish it is actually to make

straight part of the way for the

development of God’s plan for the

establishment of his kingdom on earth,

it will have accomplished its purpose.



Belated Greetings from Distant Friends

From the French National Committee

“Whether one member suffer, all the

members suffer with it; or one member

be honored, all the members rejoice with

it."—I. Cor. 12:26.

We rejoice with you at this time

of the celebration of your Jubilee

when you look back over your past

history in order to plan the way for

the future. The history of the past

years has been a wonderful achieve

ment and you have accomplished a

great work. Millions of young wom

en have been protected and helped

through your Young \Nomen’s Chris

tian Associations, their classes and

various activities. And many of those

who have come within its influence

have been led to a fuller life through

a personal knowledge of Jesus Christ

as their Saviour. We unite with you

in offering thanks to God.

You have the best wishes and pray

ers of your sisters in France. We

know from our own experience of

your admirably developed organiza

tion, having been aided and strength

ened many times by your sympathy

and help.

We wish to pay our tribute particu

larly to Miss Dodge, the personifica

tion of~unselfish love, and our prayers

are uttered for the one who has been

called to take her place.

May God continue to bless and in

spire you and grant that you may

see still greater achievements.

At the same time that we are join

ing you in your happiness. we know

that you are suffering with us. The

work of our French Association has

been abruptly stopped, but the Asso

ciation itself continues to live. Our

general secretary, who had done so

much, has been abruptly separated

from us because she was living in

Alsace, and we can only wait with her.

Many of our Associations in the

north of France are still invaded by

the enemy. We have few of the de

tails of their activities, but they con

tinue to exist. Meanwhile our Asso

ciations in the rest of France work

with zeal in order to be able “to give

with full hands when the hour of

deliverance arrives.” Many of our

members are helpers in the ambulance

corps, others have gone to the Bal

kans to carry help there where it is

particularly needed. I believe I can

say that all of our members, like all

the rest of the women of France, have

learned the greatest duty—it is to be

brave, to wait, to hope, and to serve.

“'e know that we can count upon

your prayers and that we are united

with you in the same great desire,

which is the reason for our existence:

that his Kingdom may come, that

Jesus Christ may be King in our lives,

and that his Justice may rule the

nations.

Accept, dear friends, this expres

sion of our affection and of our sym—

pathy.

H. RAPPARD,

For the National Committee.

Valentigney (Doubs), January, 1916.

From the Dutch National] Committee

\Ve feel very warmly for your na

tional Jubilee, and hope the Lord will

give your Association a great blessing

in the years to come. Our message to

you is Ps. 27: 14. “Wait on the Lord:

Be strong, and let thy heart take

courage; Yea, wait thou on the Lord.”

L. J. VAN Loam: SELs.

Amheim, Niemt'e Plain 33.

From Turkey

Thank you for the opportunity of

sending a greeting from Turkey. May

we send you the words of Jeremiah

8:20; but from wilderness and college

your daughters honor you.

FRANCES C. GAGE.

From Rmie

The Russian Young Women’s

Christian Association friends send

most cordial greetings to their Ameri
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can sisters for the semi-centenary

Jubilee.

May God prosper your plans ac

cording to the riches of His grace

and give showers of blessings on the

growth of your work.

BARONESS M. NICOLAY

For the Committee in Petrograd

W

A Letter to College

Girls

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO BE

FRIENDS? TRY AN EIGHT

WEEK CLUB FOR FOR

EIGN GIRLS!

HIS letter is addressed to those

who do, or who want to learn.

And especially is it directed to

those who are in college right now,

and who expect to spend their next

summer in their own home—town or

out in the country beyond it, yes, and

even to those who will be going off

to some other town or hit of country

for vacation. For wherever you may

go, there will be other girls there who

have not been away to school, and

they will belong to a community which

really needs your service and theirs

during the summer. An Eight Week

Club is one way that is now pretty

well-known among college women for

sharing the spirit of sisterhood and

service with country girls and homes.

Now American girls are not the

only country girls in the world. Italy

and Bohemia and Hungary and Rus

sia have country girls too. And the

country girls of those countries are

coming over into America, and have

been coming steadily and quietly for

years. Thousands of them who love

the country and have longed to get

back to its beauty and peacefulness

again, are now settling on farms and

in our smaller towns. They do find

the open country which they love, but

they do not find that which makes the

country a happy place to live in: they

do not find friends! And it’s friends

they need more than anything else in

the world.

Back in your home place, aren’t

there some foreign girls, who perhaps

speak only a very little broken English,

or speak none at all? In college have

you read any books or listened to any

one speak about Immigration? If you

have, then you know something about

one of the greatest problems and re

sponsibilities of America to-day. It

is so great that America needs the

help of every citizen able to promote

friendliness and understanding be

tween people born in America and

people born in other countries.

Girls are fundamentally the same

the whole world round. There are no

persons so able to understand and

help girls who have lived in Italy, or

Greece, or Austria, or Germany, or

Sweden before coming to America, as

other girls who have always lived in

America. These young women would

enjoy an Eight Week Club just as

much as do the hundreds of Ameri

can girls who belong to them every

summer. And so there is a new kind

of an Eight \Veek Club, especially

planned to enable American girls to

make friends and be friends with their

immigrant neighbors. This kind of

an Eight W'eek Club is called an

“International Friendship Club.”

It is very much like the original

Eight Week Club, is really only an

adaptation of it. The things it does,

however, are a little different. The

International Friendship Club has a

“Manual” of its own, addressed to

“certified leaders,” which explains the

idea of the Club and gives directions

as to what can be done.

You who know how to be friends,

and understand how it is with

strangers in a strange country, and

how much they need the friendliness

of the natives. the people who “be

long,” can find out about this Club

just as you would find out about the

American Eight \Veek Club, from

your Field Student Secretary, and

from the leaders of the country life

preparation classes. Applications to

lead such Clubs are made out on the
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regular Eight Week Club blanks,

which every Country Life class leader

has. Under the question of “what

kind of a community” it is in which

you want to work, write, in addition '

to the fact of its being a village, a

town, etc., that there are foreign girls

there. If you know the nationality,

write that in also. Your certificate

will announce that it is an Interna—

tional Friendship Club, an Eight

Week Club for foreign girls for which

you have been appointed as leader.

And then your “Packet” of instruc—

tions and plans will have in it the

pamphlet about International Friend

ship Clubs. It is addressed to you

and tells you ways of getting

acquainted with your foreign neigh—

bors, and what kind of things they

would like to do, and how appre

ciative they will be of your just being

neighbors.

In a story of that great Russian

writer, Tolstoi, called “That Where

with »Men Live,” the secret of living

is put like this: “And the Angel said,

‘Yes, I learned that every man lives,

not 'by taking thought for himself, but

by the Love which dwells in all man

kind.

‘I had known before that God gave

life to men, and that He would have

them live: but now I understood

another thing. I understood that God

would not have men live apart from

one another, wherefore He had re

vealed to them only what Was need

ful both for themselves and for their

fellows together.’ ”

EDITH TERRY BREMER,

(National Secretary for Immigration

and Foreign Community Work)

The cover picture for this issue

shows the Jubilee flag on the National

Headquarters building. The flag itself

is but a symbol of the nation—wide

awakening that the past month has

given. The city’s roofs in the distance

complete the picture and remind us

that no spiritual awakening can be

genuine save as it relates itself to the

common life of to-day.

Anna B. Taft—An

Appreciation

Pauline L. Wilson

HE life of Miss Anna B. Taft

l is a great gift to country wel—

fare work in America. There

was no effort for country betterment

that did not interest her, and every

friend of the country was her friend.

Born and brought up in the SOuth~

ern Berkshires, she was in close touch

with country life from childhood.

She was graduated from Bradford

Academy, Massachusetts, with the

highest honors for literary work. A

severe illness prevented a college

course, but her keen mind made her

continue studious habits. The poet

Browning was very familiar to her.

After several years spent in a cul

tured home, she was sent by her

church as a delegate to Silver Bay in

1907. Here she had a revelation of

the great needs of our rural popula—

tion.

She gave herself to work in the

Tent Missions of western Massachu—

setts, boarding in the simple homes of

farmers or quarry-men, visiting in the

neighborhood and holding services.

From this she was called to the

work of the VVomen’s Home Mission

ary Association with headquarters in

Boston, where she worked earnestly

for two years. Her heart, however,

was in the country, and hence she

welcomed the chance to give herself

entirely to its service. In the fall of

1910 the call came to her from the

Presbyterian Board of Home Mis

sions, which was just establishing its

Department of Church and Country

Life, to assist its superintendent, Dr.

Warren H. \Vilson. It was as a pupil

in his classes at Silver Bay, that she

had revealed her deep interest in the

country church, her knowledge of its

work and capacity to help it, which

led to this call. She more than ful

filled the expectations of her friends

in this, her chosen work.
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With her systematic mind, she soon

mastered the details of the office; she

knew each worker in the most distant

western or southern field, and carried

on helpful correspondence with them.

Her enthusiasm never failed. When

sent to a Conference or Exposition

with the Department Exhibit, she

would work incessantly, explaining the

charts and reports, making friends on

every side for the country church.

The work of preparing for the

Summer Schools in Colleges, Theolog

ical Seminaries and at Workers’ Con

ferences required weeks of detailed

planning to which she gave earnest

attention. She was an acceptable lec

turer at any of these gatherings.

It was an especial joy to her to come

in contact with those doing the actual

work in country districts; her horse

back trips in the Southem Mountains

were great events to her and all those

she visited. This touch with the real

life in the country and her fine de

scriptive power and enthusiasm, made

her a most acceptable speaker in

churches and Sunday schools in

awakening interest in missions. She

spoke at various colleges, giving last

year at Vassar a paper on “Salaried

Openings in Church Work for Col

lege Graduates.”

She was deeply interested in the

rural work of the Young Men’s and

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion and in the Missionary Education

Movement, and she was always eager

to co—operate in any way possible.

Her heart was completely given to

the country. Her rare social gifts,

her quick mind, her sound judgment,

her unswerving loyalty and her en

thusiastic faith were poured out in

its service.

Her well—marked Bible reveals one

of the sources of her spiritual power.

In a printed prayer on its flyleaf we

read these words:

"Make it the passion of my life to

be all life, to have in me no death and

no darkness, and help me to pay un

falteringly the price of life.”

Her spirit yet lives, and will help

in the great work she loved.

A Bit of History

The following announcement and

program of a concert, given in the

first year of the Philadelphia Associa~

tion, appeared in Faith and Works for

January, 1916. By courteous permis

sion of the editor we delight in print

ing it, for these days of historic flavor

for all of us:

A LYSTE

Of Sacred Hymns and Tunes, and

likewise Worldly Songs, certain

of wh were sunge in ye yere

of our Lord

1773

And wh pieces will once more be

pleyed and sunge at a

GREATE CONCERTE

To be attended at

Ye Publicke Hall, called Horticultural

wh is sette down on Broad Street,

next ye Meeting House, in ye

Town of Philadelphia, on ye

27th day of ye month of February

In ye yere of our Lord

All ye money wh shall be payed in

for thys entertaynemente is to go for

ye newe House of ye Women's Christian

Association, wh is sette downe on

Seventh Streete.

N. B.—Squire Holmes, Dr. Prim

rose, and certaine other of ye men

folks will finde ye women folks goode

places.

GREATE CONCERTE

Timeist: Pursawonrny MITCHEL.

HARPsrcHoRDEsz—Hezekiah Perkins, Blos

som Sprague.

ORGANER52—Hodijah Owenson, Abiiah

Bumpus.

WOMEN SINGERsz—Deliverance Higgins,

Love Sparks, Experience Billings,

Mistress J'erusha Cooper (She that was

a Bumpus,) Aunt Polly Basset, Pru

dence Simmons.

MEN SINGERS :—Hodijah Owenson, Eli

akim Prandy, Intrepid Barebones, Bart

lett Coffin, Hazadiah Cartwright, Zena:

Holdenough, and certaine othere men

and women folks.

Ye Firste Parte

Auld Lang Syne,

All ye men and women Singers

Invitation,

All ye men and women Singers

Worldly Songe,

. Hazadiah Cartright

David's Lamentation,

All ye men and women Singers

+Prsre
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5. Russia, (ye modern and ye ancient),

All ye men and women Singers

6. Two Parte Tune,

Intrepid Barebones,

Blossom Sprague

7. New Jerusalem,

All ye men and women Singers

8. Worldly Songe,

Deliverance Higgins (She that

was a Prim).

9. Sherburne,

All ye men and women Singers

10. Strike ye Symbal,

All ye men and women Singers

N. B.—Forasmuche as ye younge women

who singe are shamefaste, ye younge men

ne are desired to loke awaie from them

whenne thai singe.

N. B.—Any olde ladyes whose foot stoves

need fresh coals. can nowe have them sente

in from neighbor Cushman’s kitchen, as

hys women folk will keep up a big fire on

purpose.

Ye Seconde Parte

1. Heavenly Vision,

All ye men and women Singers

2. Dost thou Love me, Sister Ruth,

Eliakim Prandy.

Experience Billing:

Ode on Science,

All ye men and women Singers

One Parte Tune,

Pelatiah Goodspeed

Eastern Anthem,

All ye men and women Singers

W'orldly Songe,

Mistress Jerusha

(She that was a Bumpus)

Celestial Watering,

All ye men and women Singers

8. Four Parte Tune,

Zenas Holdenough, Ichabod

Dotey. Love Sparks, Priscilla

Ann Pettengill

9. Mount Sion,

All ye men and women Singers

10. Coronation,

All ye men and women Singers

N. B.—All those wh are so much blessed

as to have good lungs and religious train

ing, are expected to stand up and helpe

singe ye last hymne.

N. B.—\Vomen with younge children may

as well goe in and sit at Naber Barnes her

fyre, if so bee thai grow wearie—close

bye ye Publick Hall.

And likewise, shold ye musick of ye

tunes be soughten for, be it knowne, that

it maye be obtayned of ye printer thereof,

in ye towne of Philadelphia, who has hys

shoppe sette down in ye streete wh is named

Chestnutte. v

N. B.—Nannie Jenkins will kepe ye

Chickens oute of ye Publick Hall, and

Jerushy Timpkins will dryve ye Cows awaie

from ye Fore dore. Boys are requiestcd

not to slamme ye Seats.

57‘???

.‘l

The Centennial Thrift

Campaign

HE American Bankers’ Asso

ciation is putting into opera

tion a national program to en

courage wise spending and thrifty

saving in celebration of the hun

dredth anniversary of the organiza—

tion of savings banks in this country.

In cities, definitely organized Thrift

Campaigns will be carried on, and

here is the Association's grand chance

to co-operate, for the Association can

become the medium through which

the campaign will reach the women of

your city. Try out some of the fol—

lowing suggestions:

1. Get in touch with the Com

mittee of bankers in charge of the

Thrift Campaign in your town, and

secure their suggestions and help in

reaching groups of women.

2. Offer the Association as head—

quarters for campaign work among

women.

3. Have a series of meetings on

Thrift. \IVe have word that the local

committees of bankers are prepared to

furnish names of speakers on Thrift

topics; therefore, this is just the time

to plan for such meetings.

4. Start a Thrift Fund under each

Association roof in 1916. Carry out

the slogan of the Thrift and Efficiency

Commission. The savings banks will

be ready and glad to co-operate in

helping you to establish a Thrift Fund :

It is well to have the accounts of the

individual girls in a number of banks,

if there is more than one in your town.

Get all the banks to help.

5. Talk with the bankers in your

city about the Personal Account Book.

It was suggested by a banker that our

secretaries bring the personal Account

Book to the attention of the bankers

in their cities. An edition is being

printed with the following on the title

page: “Recommended by the Thrift

and Efficiency Commission of the

National Board, etc. In co-operation

with the Centennial Thrift Campaign
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of The American Bankers’ Associa—

tion.” Certain banks will be interested

to distribute these books as a medium

of advertisement with the imprint of

their bank on the cover (special

quantity rates).

6. Watch for the Thrift Stories

which are being published in one

paper in each town throughout the

country. There are two series (I)

Talks on Banking, (2) Thrift Talks.

The Centennial Thrift Campaign

has real educational value for the

women of the country—education in

simple banking and business methods,

accurate business habits, etc. we

do not want to lose the impetus of this

year of nation—wide emphasis on

thrift which is being made by the

bankers; they are ready to co-operate

with us as a Commission and with

you locally. In everything that is

done, however, we want to remember

that Thrift has a larger content than

mere saving——it means right spending

as a result of right ideals in the use of

money. time and life.

The Publication

Department Speaks

Margaret Cook

HE illustration of the national

headquarters’ shipping room,

showing at its height the pro—

cess of packing Jubilee material, will

suffice as a suggestion of the work in

other departments, each of which has

been crowded to the limit by the won

derful celebration.

The Publication Department has

had to oil the preliminary machinery,

and we rejoice that the inspiration of

the speech makers, who are sending

us thrills from the field, and the glori

ous happiness of the jubilating Asso

ciations will keep us in touch and be

a reward for our labors.

We have shipped Jubilee material

to more than one thousand Associa—

tions, and, in the course of human

events, a certain proportion have gone

wrong. We are sorry if it was your

 
  

THE SHIPPING Room AT HEADQUARTERS IN THE JUBILEE Rusu
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package that did not arrive on time.

Judge us kindly, oh you, who have

cause to complain, and be lenient, oh

you, who have been disappointed.

Our records show that we have had

printed for the Jubilee celebration

1,444,294 pieces of literature of which

131,644 were for sale and 1,312,650

were sent free to the Associations. In

addition, there were 83,034 mimeo

graphed sheets, of letters, minutes,

suggestions, articles, etc.

That the joy and faith of fifty years,

crystallized in this birthday celebra

tion, may be the inspiration for

boundless work in the future, is the

hope of the Publication Department.

Many Preparing for

Rural Leadership

Jessie Field

AST year 156 colleges and uni

L versities had preparation classes

in Rural Leadership for train—

ing those who expected to go out

to lead Eight Week Clubs, and for

any others who wished to give more

efficient service to people in country

places.

From all over the United States

word is coming of the beginning of

these classes this year. There is a

greater interest and a larger enroll

ment and more student Associations

are entering into this open door of

service than ever before.

In the South Atlantic Field, a very

practical study of the local communi

ties of those in the classes and the

special way in which to serve these

communities will be taken up. The

Northeastern Field is adding to the

course some constructive and helpful

study on the general line of leader—

ship for girls. In Pennsylvania a

recommended program for the eight

summer meetings taking up Health

and Personal Hygiene, the study of

trees and definitely outlined devotional

study will be considered.

We can expect greater results than

in any previous year from this work

because of the number and the

strength and the definite outlines and

purpose of the preparation ,classes.

The Holly Springs

Conference

Elizabeth Wilson

OTHING less important than

Jubilee material could have cur

ried out, from earlier numbers

of THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, an

account of the unusual meeting of

employed officers of the Delaware,

Maryland, and Pennsylvania Field.

Holly Springs is an eighteenth century

town, not far from Carlisle, Pennsyl

vania, and in the old stone inn, with

its queer frame wings and additions,

a company of sixty-two employed

officers came together for the week

end of November 27 to 29. Miss

Laura Young, general secretary of

Wilkes-Barre, was chairman of the

committee on arrangements. Mrs.

Frank Dickson, chairman of the secre

tarial committee of the Field, was the

one guest not an employed officer, and

brought a benediction to the program.

The state of the Field, the Jubilee, and

some of the immediate issues were the

main topics discussed by the members

of the field staff. Dr. Brown and

Elizabeth Wilson helped in the pro—

gram as well as in groups; in fact. the

company of physical directors and the

strength of their group program was

one of the high points of the con

ference. Miss Rebecca Ball, of the Im

migration Department of the Pennsyl

vania Bureau of Labor and Industry,

was supplemented by Mrs. B'remer, of

the National Board staff, in dealing

with the foreign population topic. One

of the most important parts of the con

ference was the business session, when
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the delegates organized a section of

the National Employed Officers Asso

ciation, and its constitution is here

appended, with the hope that other

groups of employed Officers in other

fields will adopt something similar and

thus make more effective the profes

sional organization among the salaried

staffs of Young Women’s Christian

Associations.

BY-LAWS

I. Name and Purpose

This organization shall be called the

Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania

section of the Employed Officers' Asso

ciation of the Young Women's Chris

tian Associations of the United States of

America. Its object shall be the exten

sion of the work of the parent Associa

tion in this Field.

II. Members

Any paid up active member of the Em

ployed Ofiicers’ Association resident in

this field shall be considered a voting

member of this sectional organization.

Any woman eligible to the parent Asso

ciation shall be qualified as a non-voting

member of this sectional Association.

III. Meetings

Meetings may be held whenever the

good of the organization may require.

A registration fee of ........ shall be

asked of all voting and non-voting mem

bers who arrange for attendance at these

meetings.

IV. OB'icers

The officers shall be a chairman, vice

chairman, and secretary-treasurer, elect

ed at one regular meeting, to hold office

until their successors are elected. They

may co-opt one member of the Field

staff to serve with them. Any officer

leaving the Field or otherwise relinquish

ing her ofiice may nominate her own suc

cessor, subject to the ratification of the

other three members. The officers shall

constitute the executive and finance com

mittees. A nominating committee shall

be appointed by the chairman at the

opening session of each general meet

ing.

V. Amendments

These by-laws may be amended at

any regular meeting, provided that the

amendment be proposed at a session at

least a half day prior to the session at

which the vote is taken.

In accordance with these by-laws, the

following persons were elected to oflice: '

Sara Shaw, general secretary of the

Easton Association, President.

Mabel Fowler, general secretary of

the Reading Association, Vice-PreSIdent.

Edith Lee, secretary of the Falls of

Schuylkill Branch, Germantown, Secre

tary-Treasurer,

BOOKS ON PUBLICITY

Helen A. Ballard

Much of the publicity which has come

to Associations through the Jubilee

month will be more or less wasted if

good follow-up methods are not used.

This list of books and magazines will be

helpful at this time:

IMAGINATION IN BUSINESS

Lorin, F. Deland

EFFECTIVE SPEAKING

Phillips

ADVERTISING—SELLING TI-IE CONSUMER

John Lee Mahin

BusINEss CORRESPONDENCE (3 vol.)

The System Company

LETTERS THAT MAKE GOOD

George W. Poole

How To WRITE LETTERS THAT WIN; HOW

TO COLLECT MONEY BY MAIL

A. \V. Shaw Company

PUBLICITY AND PROGRESS

Herbert Heebner Smith

THE PSYCHOLOGY or ADVERTISING

Walter Dill Scott

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ADVERTISING

Walter Dill Scott

Magazines—System; Profitable

ing; Advertising and Selling; Printers

Ink (weekly).

Advertis

There will be opportunity for a certain

number of young women to act as waitres

ses at the Central City and Student Con—

ferences, College Camp, on Lake Geneva,

Wisconsin, (August 11-21, and August 22

September 1), either for one or both con

ferences. The work connected with the

duties of a waitress amounts to about

three or four hours daily. Not more than

three applications are desired from any

one Association, city or student. Remu

neration for this service includes board

and lodging. \Vill any who desire to avail

themselves of this opportunity please com

municate with the Department of Conven

tions and Conferences, 600 Lexington

Avenue, New York City.



Jubilee Events in Cities Throughout the

Country

Editorial Note: Although but a few days of the Jubilee have taken place before

we go to press, the reports from the various Associations and the newspaper

clippings which come to our desk, literally by the hundreds, give evidence of the

fact that the Jubilee spirit has taken possession of the whole Association move

ment in the United States.

tion member.

The spiritual aim of the Jubilee is

outstandingly evident in each report as

it comes to our desk. It is evident in

such reports as that from Athens,

Georgia, which makes note of plans

for extension work in Bible study for

colored people. In this city also, a new

work for younger girls has been under—

taken, and a glee club has been organ

ized among the mill villagers.

Ottumwa, Iowa, reports thus far the

largest mass meeting of girls, 400 in

attendance at a high school meeting.

Quincy, Illinois. had a display of dolls

representing the various eras of Asso

ciation history, and at the Association

there was a display of all the women's

work which is to be found in the city

of Quincy, a very telling attraction for

the hundreds that are coming to the

building.

In the East, where there are the

oldest Associations, particular pleasure

has been taken in making a feature of

Pioneer Day, but it is equally of in

terest to note how the western Asso

ciations, with a history of ten or fifteen

years, are giving quite as much promi

nence to Pioneer Day. The Detroit As—

sociation had three of its six presidents

present, and had messages from the two

resident in the United States and a

cablegram from Mrs. Hoff, who has

been so intimately connected with the

British-American Association in Paris.

The girls who are married feel a thrill

of joy in being recognized by an invita

tion to. the Jubilee services, and they

have been eloquent in their testimony

as to the influence of the Association

and its workers in their life.

The moving pictures of Association

life which were exhibited at the Panama

Pacific Exposition as well as a reel of

films taken on the Exposition Grounds

have been duplicated. One of the films

has been used in the Pacific Coast and

Southwestern Fields, the other. in the

Northeastern and North Central Fields.

The spirit of Jubilee was slow to touch

some Associations, so that after the

pictures were all routed, requests which

have been very hard to deny have been

coming in. These pictures will be avail

These random cullings will interest every Associa

able after the Jubilee, and will form a

part of the many Post-Jubliee attractions.

The Jubilee buttons have been very help

ful in interesting outsiders in the Jubilee

itself.

Very few disappointments, with the

exception of reduced audiences, are

noted. One, however, is of great sig

nificance: “There were not enough

mothers interested in girls' work.”

The Grand Rapids, Michigan, Asso

ciation had on its bulletin board photo

graphs of the President of the Associa

tion and of the Association cook.

Membership contests have been the

order of the Jubilee, and we are await

ing with great interest the summing up

of the addition to the Association ranks

that has come through the Jubilee. If

each Association keeps careful statis

tics and makes a full report, we will be

able to give it to our readers in the next

issue.

Detroit was one of the Associations

which gave a dinner to the pastors of

the city. Two hundred and twenty in

vitations were sent out and thirty-eight

pastors attended. One of their number

voiced the cordiality of the whole group

when he announced that he would defer

a finance campaign in his church until

after the Jubilee activities were com

pleted.

One of the strong and helpful features

of the Jubilee has been the cordial atti

tude of the daily press. The following

cities make special notice of the help

fulness of the newspapers: Muskegon,

Michigan; Newburgh, New York; Dav

ton, Ohio; Jamestown. New York;

Elmira, New York; Germantown, Penn

sylvania; and \Vashington. D. C. A

goodly number of newspapers made

editorial mention of the significance of

the Jubilee.

At the pioneer services in a number

of our Associations, special memorial

addresses were made, making mention

of members who are deceased. Pater

son, New Jersey and Lowell. Massachu

setts were two Associations which ob

served this and made such mention.

The most _common report from city

Associations lS the‘testimony that mem

90
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beta long indifferent are renewing their

allegiance to the Association. and that

more women have attended the various

functions that have been held than at

any time previous in the history of the

Association.

Springfield, Massachusetts, reports a

meeting of four thousand. at which

Commander Eva Booth of the Salvation

Army, the daughter of General \Villiam

Booth, was the principal speaker. tell

ing of the life of her distinguished father.

The immigrant posters have been very

much appreciated. Some Associations

have framed them and placed them

where guests have been particularly at

tracted to them.

The reports of the plans for the ban

quet bring a smile to our face, because,

in so many instances, the secretary was

called most unwise to plan for so many,

and in the end the place of the banquet

had to be shifted in order to accom

modate the crowds which were in ex

cess of the plan proposed by that same

secretary.

Portsmouth. Ohio. used the Candle

Service in receiving 259 members in

affiliation.

Secretary Daniels of the Navy and

Mrs. Daniels attended the Pioneer Re

ception given in Washington. D. C. Re

cognition was given to the Jubilee by

the Congressional Club. Mrs. Lansing.

wife of the Secretary of State. is Chair

man of the Jubilee Committee.

\Vheeling. \Vest Virginia. had a great

display of one hundred posters showing

all lines of Association work. From

day to day, various features were ex

hibited. Among them were Pioneer Day.

National Day. Bible Study Day. Cafe

teria, Residence Hall. Swimming

Demonstration, Kimona Party and For

eign Field Pageant.

Newark. Ohio. and other Associa

tions gave special recognition to the

members now in service in other fields.

Some of these are in foreign lands.

others in various forms of social ser

vice throughout the United States.

A cartoonist in one of the mid-west

cities was so impressed with the cos

tume party at the Association that he

provided for the newspaper a most ex

cellent cartoon, “The Girl I Used to

Know.”

Several displays were made in Duluth.

Minnesota. one of fancy work. one of

amateur photography. one of books and

one of a meat-cutting demonstration.

At the Pioneer meeting at New

Haven. Connecticut. Miss \Villard. one

of the earlier members. eighty-nine

years of age, was the speaker. The

Association at New Haven 15 thirty-five

years old.

Paterson, New Jersey, like many other

Associations, had to limit the number

who could attend the Membership Ban

quet. Their lists were closed three days

before the affair took place_

One of our foreign members said, “If

I could write good English, I would

send such a long letter to the paper,

that everybody would know what a

good time I had.”

The French Branch in New York

City had a Membership Banquet at—

tended by one hundred and twenty-five

members. From their home they write,

“We remember the Jubilee at family

prayers night and morning."

One of the terse quotations from a

Jubilee speaker that has come to us

is. “The Young \Vomen’s Christian

Association is an institution whose walls

are the horizon."

One member from a city Association

said, “The Young Women's Christian

Association is my only Alma Mater.”

It is not too late to make out a list of

people and clubs and newspapers to

whom the Jubilee owes much. and send

them a word of thanks.

Already we are seeing what “we might

have done” had we realized all the pos

sibilities of the Jubilee. That very vision

may point us to a way to realize it even

now. Many events featured by other

Associations may be added to the pro

gram of our own. Some things we did

are well worth doing again.

The Press Bulletin of the General

Federation of Women’s Clubs announces

a widespread interest in the National

Jubilee, giving both city and college

plans.

These are some interesting excerpts

from Jubilee speeches:

“The average layman understands that

the Association is furnishing a guiding,

steadying and helpful hand to those

who are in need of just that kind of

an influence.”

“The scope of such a celebration can

not but have an immense influence on

the popular imagination."

“It is one of the most practical asso

ciations which has ever been made. It

has grown with the growth of the

woman movement during this half cen

tury, and has easily and accurately ac

comodated itself to the new world, the

new century."

“Its endurance and growth during a

half century has shown the far-seeing

wisdom of its founders."



Announcements

The New Cafeteria

That department of a city Young

Women’s Christian Association which

best serves young women and also the

other departments at the same time is

certainly the lunchroom, or the cafe

teria, as it usually is found to be in

the Association world. These cafe

terias differ in attractiveness, efiiciency

and popularity, depending somewhat

upon location and equipment, but also

on the ability of the director, her sense

of organization, her skill in menu

building, her genius in buying, her re

lations with employees and patrons,

her faculty to make the lunchroom

not merely “another place to eat” but

a manifestation of Association spirit.

So large an area and so expensive

an installation are usually devoted to

the main lunchroom that, unless the

profits are sufficient to cover a share

of maintenance and general adminis

tration, it is not really making ends

meet, no matter how complacently the

lunchroom committee reports a bal

ance at many of the monthly meet—

ings. Some Associations run the

lunchroom at a loss, but are unwilling

to discontinue this real service to

young women: others gain in the

winter but fall back in the summer;

others are great successes until com

petition sets in, others are the model

and envy of all comers.

For some time requests have come

to the National Board for help in put

ting the lunchrooms of the local Asso

ciations upon a sure basis. It has been

suggested that a traveling expert

might remain in one city for a few

weeks to reorganize or establish the

work, or that certain local Associa

tions might be designated as training

centers. The economic division of

the Department of Method has con

tinually studied the lunchroom prob

lem and passed on results as deter

mined: a short course in the summer

school at headquarters has been con

ducted for two years. But the recog

nized success of the cafeteria at

the Association headquarters at the

Panama Pacific International Exposi

tion brought to the front this sugges—

tion: Why not establish in New York

City a cafeteria for women conducted

on lines similar to those of the Expo

sition and also possible of duplica

tion in city Associations?

The Executive Committee of the

National Board therefore leased a pro

perty and secured Miss Schooley, Mrs.

Holroyd and Mrs. Gould of the Ex

position staff to institute such a cafe

teria.

The Department of Method is co

operating closely in this demonstra—

tion, as it did in the International In

stitute and the Central Club for

Nurses; it is helping to lay out the

space and arrange the rest room, read

ing room, information desk, check

room, telephone booths and the other

Association elements. The cafeteria

will occupy the ground and mezzanine

floors of a new building at 29-33 West

36th Street, between Fifth and Sixth

Avenues, half way between the Grand

Central and the Pennsylvania stations,

in the heart of the new shopping dis

trict and convenient to loft and office

buildings.

The Secretarial Department is co

operating with regard to outlining and

conducting a course of training which

shall combine with the theory of

the graduate summer course several

months of actual experience in all the

features of cafeteria management.

Correspondence regarding this should

be directed to the Secretarial Depart

ment, 600 Lexington Avenue, New

York City, rather than to the cafeteria.

It must be said in this connection

that only a few students can be re

ceived at one time, and these should

preferably be women with good tech

nical training in domestic science or

Institutional Housekeeping at some of

the well established schools of this

kind, supplemented by a certain

amount of actual experience other

than the practice work of such courses.
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They will then be able to get the most

out of this highly specialized train

ing, which is designed to supplement

and not duplicate that offered by ex

isting institutions.

Summer School, 1916

The prospectus for the summer

school for 1916 shows the results of

the previous five seasons. The best

parts of each of the courses have been

retained under the same instructors,

and new courses or extensions of

former ones are also provided for.

Thus in the department of physical

education and hygiene Professor Skar

strom of Wellesley gives a third hour

each of the eighteen afternoons dur

ing his engagement, in order that he

may have both lectures on advanced

gymnastics, practice work of the same,

and actual normal teaching. Miss

Ford, a graduate of that same school,

will make the application of Dr. Skar

strom’s work directly to the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association con

stituency, and also add work in recrea—

tion, aesthetic and folk dancing, as

offered in the Young Women’s Chris—

tian Associations. Now that the West

Side Branch has an excellent pool, Mr.

Holm, who teaches swimming in

Columbia University, Teachers’ Col

lege, etc., will continue the remarkable

course in normal swimming conducted

last year. Miss March, Miss Wilde,

Dr. Meylan, and other instructors,

whose work has proved its value, as

the physical directors have put it into

practice in their own Associations,

have again consented to come. Miss

Anna V. Rice will give three lectures

on religious phases of departmental

work for the physical directors and the

superintendents and lunchroom secre—

taries. Instead of a course in Bible

text it has been requested that the

physical directors register in Miss

Condé’s class on personal evangelism.

The crux of the whole course

naturally is Dr. Brown’s lectures and

personal talks on Association organi

zation, including the department of

physical education and hygiene, and

the administration of that department.

The graduate course in household

economics includes lectures on in

stitutional management, industrial

cookery, buying food supplies, nutri

tion, etc., by Miss Baer of Drexel,

Mrs. Manchester of Teachers’ Col

lege, and other experts, but there is

added this year to Mrs. Holroyd's

lectures on cafeteria management,

practical demonstration and experi

ence through the Association cafeteria

for women, to be opened this spring

in New York City under Mrs. Hol—

royd’s direction. Miss Geary gives

almost daily lectures on house and

lunchroom administration in the

Young \Nomen’s Christian Associa

tion, and a special course in Bible is

being prepared by Miss Cutler, with

whose text books on Bible study all

Association workers are familiar.

The preparatory training center for

student secretaries, recommended to

positions through the secretarial

department, is greatly enriched this

year by the addition to its faculty of

Professor William J. Hutchius of

Oberlin Theological Seminary, who

will give a course in The Develop

ment of Thought in the Prophets,

Studies in The Wisdom Literature,

and another course on Christian

Fundamentals. Miss Cutler will teach

a New Testament course and lecture

on applied pedagogy in religious

teaching; Miss Condé will offer the

course in personal evangelism. These

secretaries will have the assistance of

Miss Blanchard and others in the

student administration series.

Miss Elizabeth \Vilson is in charge

of the summer school, and will give

courses in Association history, prin

ciples and status.

Residence in the school, additional

lectures, much sight-seeing, and ac

quaintance of guests passing to and

fro, combine to make the school of

great helpfulness, in fact, indispens—

able to the three sets of employed

officers in the Association, for whom

it is planned.
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All communications should be

directed to the Secretarial Depart

ment of the National Board, which is

now preparing circulars for the

courses in physical education and

household economics.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

Fifty Years of Association Work Among

Young Women

By Elizabeth Wilson.

Price, cloth bound, $1.35;

back, $1.60.

Health and the Woman Movement

By Clelia Duel Mosher, A.M., M.D.

Price, 25 cents.

A Challenge to Life Service

By Frederick M. Harris and Joseph

C. Robbins

Price, 50 cents

Committee Work and Programs for

Secondary School Girl Work

By Eliza Rhees Butler

Price, 10 cents

leather

Winged Victory of Samothrace

Sepia tint tipped on 8x 10 brown mat.

Side view showing perfect body posture

Price, 25 cents

Application Card for a Contributing Mem

ber in County Associations, 50 cents

per 100.

Certificate Card for a Contributing Mem

ber in County Associations, 50 cents

per 100.

Certificate Receipt for a Contributing

Member in County Associations, 50

cents per 100.

Wanted: Women with Open Hearts (12p.

pamphlet)

By Misses Field. Graham, O'Connell

Price, 10 cents.

How to Promote Eight Week Clubs in the

Colleges

By Mabel E. Stone

Price, 5 cents.

For Leaders of Eight Week Clubs—Manual

(revised)

By Jessie Field

Price, 10 cents

For Leaders of an “International Friend

ship Club" (manual for an Eight Week

Club among foreign girls)

By Edith Terry Bremer

Price. 15 cents.

Questions for Young Women of To-day

(topics for discussion in a six-weeks'

course). Price, 10 cents.

By Rhoda E. McCulloch; Biblical

study by Anna V. Rice

Primer of Parliamentary Law—Adopted

for use in all clubs

Price, 5 cents

Publication List, November,

1915. Association Music listed

on page 6 should be “Single

Copy," 5 cents; 35 cents per

dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Correction

CITY NOTES

The Springfield, Ohio, Federation of

Clubs has started a new local news sheet

which is called “Industrial Ink". The

various clubs have appointed reporters

who furnish the sheet with up-to-date

news. The Federation of Clubs at Dal

las. Texas, edits its own “Association

Messenger".

The Association at Great Falls, Mon

tana has won for itself considerable

space in the daily paper, and it is of

interest to the Jubilee leaders to note

that a prize contest was held for the

cover design of the pageant program,

and in Great Falls as well as in Boston,

attics and old trunks were overhauled

for Paisley shawls, Zouave jackets and

leg-o-mutton sleeves.

Jacksonville, Florida, has taken over

the idea of birthday celebrations for its

members. In January a dinner was given

to nine members whose birthdays oc

curred during the month, guests being

entertained at this dinner.

The North Central Field has been

publishing a quarterly bulletin devoted to

the activities of the Association in that

field. Its loyalty to THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY and its activity in passing on

news from headquarters are highly ap

preciated.

Munse Indiana, has had a provisional

gift of 100,000 from Ball Brothers for

a new building, and it has been carrying

on a vigorous campaign to raise the ad

ditional amount of $200,000.

The Association in Greensboro, North

Carolina, has been given the grounds for

a summer cottage, one and a half miles

from the city, and a building will be

erected for the use of the Association.

Portland, Oregon, has just closed pub

licity week, which succeeded in raising

$7,500, despite the fact that for two or

three days the campaign was literally

“snowed under".

Troy, New York. is rejoicing in the

gift of a new building, presented by Clu

ett and Peabody. widely known as manu

facturers of collars. The building is to
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be furnished by Mrs. George B, Cluett,

who has been elected president.

The Topeka, Kansas, Young Women’s

Christian Association has instituted a

shelf of books for children, which is

destined to give girls the habit of drop

ping in at the Association building. The

future of the junior work of that Asso

ciation may easily be prophesied.

It is of interest to the many workers

among immigrant girls to note that Miss

Grace Hayden, who was for some years

the president of the school for domestics

at the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation in Boston, declares that the girls

of immigrant parentage are better chap

eroned than girls of American parentage

who often live in less congested dis

tricts. While Mary (who comes of good

family) may arrive home in a taxi un

questioned by her mother, Mary of a

poorer family never arrives in a taxi

twice! Her parents will not permit it.

Obedience to a married sister, to their

mothers, and even to their brothers is

the conventional thing among girls of

immigrant parentage.

In looking over the city notes from

the various daily papers, “the woman

who sees" cannot refrain from adding to

the report that a membership campaign

which took place in one of our large

cities, brought 588 new members to the

Association. The report of this increase

in membership was made by the chair

man of the membership committee, a

young woman who went to the summer

conference last year with a record of

“perfect attendance” at moving picture

shows and who had not been inside a

church for ten years. “I can’t do it,”

she said when they asked her to follow

the spirit which was moving in her heart

to return to God. Her enthusiastic re

port of the membership campaign is the

result of her decision to do it.

Topeka, Kansas. has been investigating

the various office buildings in the city

and can make report of the one which

has the largest membership in the Asso

ciation and the two which are not yet

represented in the membership.

Davenport, Iowa. gymnasium class had

a “Spinster Party”. These spinsters

dressed in old gowns of a previous day

and each brought with her a picture of

her former sweetheart. The story of

that sweetheart and why she never mar

ried constituted the entertainment of the

evening, There is a serious side to a

spinster party, because in all Associa

tions there is a group of women who

have passed the age of romping pleasure,

but to whom the Association owes the

planning for a real social life. It would

be good to hear how this group of mem

bers is afforded suitable recreation.

Scranton, Pennsylvania, has been

furnishing its summer cottage from the

berries of the mountainside. The girls

who were housed last summer at

“Waldesruhe” noted its dilapidated con

dition and spent part of their holiday

picking berries from about the lake and

marketing them among the summer

residents.

Those who visited the building at the

Panama-Pacific International Exposition

and those who have looked at the mov

ing pictures taken there and those who

have seen it only in still life will be in

terested to know that it has now become

the outdoor building of the San Francisco

Association. The cafeteria is still open

for the accommodation of the employees

of the Exposition, and the building has

been changed to make space for a roller

skating rink. The entrance hall has been

made into a circular court. There will

be two tennis courts.

During March there will be a nation

wide welfare campaign in which the

Federation of \Vomen’s Clubs in co—

operation with the United States Chil

dren’s Bureau will take part. Some cities

are to have “Baby Week". Advertisers

and retail merchants will give space to

the handling of Baby \N’eek interests.

It may be that some city Associations

will take up some share in Baby Week

activities.

No sooner was the Young \Vomen’s

Christian Association at Hollidaysburg,

Pennsylvania, organized than it sum

moned every man and woman in the

city who had a sweet tooth to an even

ing of home made candies and cakes

with a glee club clad in Japanese cos

tume as entertainers.

wacial Announcement to Student Asso

ciation:

AN ANNUAL STUDENT REPORT

BLANK HAS BEEN SENT TO EACH

STUDENT ASSOCIATION. IF YOU

HAVE NOT YET RECEIVED YOURS,

PLEASE APPLY AT ONCE TO YOUR

FIELD COMMITTEE FOR DUPLI

CATE. WE ASK THAT THE BLANKS

SHALL BE RETURNED BY MARCH

15. PLEASE FILL THEM OUT AND

RETURN THEM PROMPTLY BE

FORE THE SPRING VACATION

COMES WITH ITS RUSH.



Book Reviews

The Bent Twig

The first person I saw carrying around

“The Bent Twig" was the national sec

retary for state universities, This was

as it should be, for the story springs

from a setting in one of the great uni

versities of the middle west. It is com

mended to all student secretaries as a

study of the local color that most con

cerns them; to all leaders of girls, as a

heartening assertion of the ultimate ef

fect of early bending a girl in the right

way; to all students of American life,

as a sound analysis of many of its fun

damental elements. Class conflict, so

cial morality, industrial “soft-pedaling",

abnormal psychology, the uneasy woman

--all these catch-words and ideas of our

day weave in and out of Sylvia Mar

shall’s life, but Mrs. Fisher is con

sistently free from caricature: these are

never “problems” in the accepted

touched-up sense, but appear in the sem

blance of life as we, average Americans

as most of us are, actually know it.

Sometimes a question is answered, and

we are lifted the higher for it; some

times, in the by-plots of the book, it is

left as unanswered as life itself leaves

many things—but the effect in the end

is to make us believe more gallantly in

contagion of character, and therefore to

be glad we are heart and soul bound up

with a preventive, character-building or—

ganization.

It is seldom that we have room to

review fiction, but this is one of the rare

novels that shape life for the reader.

and as such is worth many impersonal

treatises. H_ T_

The Bent Twig—Dorothy Canfield. Henry Holt

& Co. $1.35.

The Ameriran Country Girl

What is possible in the modern coun

try home is the underlying themc of

the attractive book, “The American

Country Girl". Mrs. Crow has had. as

she says, generous help from many

authorities on country life, including the

results of investigation by the Home

Economics Department of Cornell Uni

versity.

The pictures too are selected with the

design of showing some rural phases

unknown to people who lived in the

country before the new rural life move

ment arose in strength. Mrs. Crow’s

charming literary style and her acquaint

ance with girls in college. city, town and

country. combine to make the book read

able. One wishes that chapters on the

country school and the country church

could have found their way into the

- girl.

volume, since these have had the largest

part of any force in the evolution of

many fine types of the American school

E. W.

The American Country Girl—Martha Foote Crow.

Stokes. $1.50.

Across the Continent by the Lincoln High

wall

The oncoming of spring with its call

to the open road and the ever growing

roster of women automobilists, both

those who keep the wheel and those

who keep the map, make very timely

Mrs. Gladding's new book, “Across the

Continent by the Lincoln Highway."

It is not a book of adventure, although

there are bits of incidents exciting as

human life is to a keen observer. It is

not a guide to outdoor life, although the

author’s acquaintance with birds and

trees introduces the reader to many new

living creatures. It is not a book of

essays, although comments on men and

women add to its readableness. It is

the account of an automobile trip Mr.

and Mrs. Gladding took across the

United States on the newly constructed

automobile road marked as the Lincoln

Highway, and the fact that they had

previously automobiled over great sec

tions of the eastern United States and

had done many thousand miles in a

motor in Europe and other non-Ameri

can lands, gives them a good basis of

comparison. The book bears special in

terest to the many Association people

who know Mrs. Gladding as a former

secretary and a present member of the

National Board. A. E_ p_

Acron the Continent by the Lincoln Highway—

Effie Price Gladding. Brentano. $1.50.

A Suggestive Book for the Publicity Com

mittee

So many of the rules of good business

apply to good Associations that it would

be well for all of us to make a point of

reading some of the best business books.

One book that is an idea stimulator in

many ways is that written by John Lee

Mahin, head of the advertising agency

which bears his name. on “Advertising—

Selling the Consumer."

At the outset Mr. Mahin defines adver

tising as “the accomplishing of definite

purposes—by moulding the minds of

groups of people." “Advertising creates

and fixes habits." he says, and he goes on

to Show how it must be directed at people

in groups. The first few chapters touch

upon the group idea, tell how to divide

people into groups, and how and with what

to reach them.
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The chapter called “The Tools of Adver

tising" contains much valuable informa

tion on the use of type, engravings, space,

paper and stocks and the postage stamp.

“Brains and common sense" are given as

the greatest of all advertising tools. Two

chapters are given up to all kinds of

mediums, newspapers, magazines, printed

matter of all kinds. form letters, etc.. and

their respective values are discussed in

connection with getting one's ideas to the

different groups.

Especially helpful

“Building and Testing an Advertisement,

and the “Ten Tests," with the application

of them which follow. These pages

directly apply to the writing of all Asso

ciation publicity material. letters and ad

vertisements in the local paper. Mr.

Mahin advocates that all advertising should

be “written from the buyers' point of

view," and emphasizes the necessity for

"backing up the advertising with action."

Much of the book might be paraphrased

into Association terms. For instance, “A

copy writer should regard himself as an

interpreter between the man who has

something to sell and the man who can

use it" might become in our language, “A

secretary should regard herself as an in

terpreter between the Association and the

girl who can use it."

Much of the teaching of the book can

be applied to our organization. The local

dealer may be compared to the local Asso

ciation and the wholesaler to the field

executive. The advice to the local dealer

to keep his pulse on the local situation

applies to the local secretary. Pages 118

and 119, on getting the goods to the con

sumer via the best, most efficient and

easiest administration route, will be found

helpful in administering the publicity work.

Chapters eleven, twelve and thirteen apply

directly to the building, organizing and

running of an Association. Pages 159 and

160 deal with the securing and use of lists

of names.

One of the strongest pleas that the book

makes for the use of publicity as a modern

necessity is found in the paragraph, “The

salesman with a medieval mind.” “The

salesman who scorns the assistance of ad

vertising, if he is to be consistent, should

refuse to use the mails. the telegraph and

the telephone.” We are shown that pub

licity is an economy; that the user of it

can do work on a bigger scale. and that

proper publicity is an insurance against the

future. This is a book that all local secre

taries cannot but benefit by reading.

H. A. B.

Advertising—Selling the Consumer. ohn Lee

Martin. Doubleday, Page 8: Co.. for he Asso

gaafd Advertising Clubs of the World. Net,

is the chapter on
n

A NEW DISCUSSIONAL COURSE

Every Association has some club or

committee group which is seeking six- .

weeks’ courses for study. Not many

courses of this length have been available,

and many secretaries have tried to fill this

need by cutting down and adapting to

fewer lessons courses of greater length.

An outline for discussional groups has

been arranged for use during the six weeks

following the Jubilee month, with the

thought that just at this time there will

be many groups of girls who will want to

unite for discussion of the new woman—

hood, to which, as Association members,

we are committed. It is written primarily

for the girl who is employed.

The course is entitled Questions for

Young Women of To-day. The first four

sections of each lesson have been arranged

by Rhoda E. McCulloch. The fifth section.

a Biblical study of the week's topic, is writ

ten by Anna V. Rice.

The lesson topics are Work, Health,

Recreation, Relationships, Civic Respon

sibilities, and The Control of a Life.

These are some sample questions taken

at random from the various lessons:

“What fundamental principle controlled

Jesus in all his work?

“Which seems to you the worse waste,

the waste of a dollar or the waste of a

day's good health?

“What kind of reading rests you? \Vhat

kind of reading makes you think?

"How can you fulfill your responsibility

toward those who manufacture or sell

things that you wear or eat?

“What is the goal toward which the re

creating power which men find in Christ is

carrying the world?

“What do you mean when you speak of

1 person as ‘real'"?

This pamphlet will be ready for use on

March lst. and can be secured from the

Publication Department. 600 Lexington

Avenue. New York City. Price, .10.

Do not make the mistake of thinking

that a copy for the leader will suffice.

Part of the teaching value will be lost

unless each girl owns her own copy for

study through the week.

Many have asked the name of the

artist who drew the cover design for

the Jubilee number of the Association

Monthly. \Ve take pleasure in present

ing the artist. Miss Louie Griffith, who

has for some time been a valuable assis

tant in the Conference Department. Miss

Griffith has recently become office sec

retary of the New York City Metropoli

tan Board.
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Miss Katy Boyd George is the Metro

politan Student Secretary for Boston.

Rev. William Pierson Merrill is pastor

of the Brick Presbyterian Church in New

York City.

Miss Laura Maxwell is a member of the

Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania

Field Committee.

Mrs. Warren Wilson, (Pauline L. Wil

son) is a member of the Town and Coun

try Committee of the National Board.

Mrs. W. D. Weatherford (Pearl Mc

Crory Weatherford) was at one time sec

retary of the Association at Winthrop Col

lege. Rock Hill, South Carolina.

Miss Elizabeth C. Torrey is religious

work director of the Detroit Association.

Miss Agatha Boyd is a student at Ran

dolph-Macon Woman's College, College

Park. Virginia.

Miss Rachel Davis is a student at Wel

lesley College, \Vellesley, Massachusetts.

Miss Charlotte Bodman is interested in

the Self-Government Association. Uni

v_ersity of \Visconsin. Madison, Wiscon

sm.

Miss Margaret Hiller is General Secre

tary of the County Association at Roaring

Spring, Pennsylvania.

Miss Anna Baker is a student at the

University of Washington. Seattle,

Washington.

Mrs. Lester McLean (Mrs. Grace B. Mc

Lean) is head of one of the dormitories at

qulorado College. Colorado Springs, Colo

ra 0.

Miss Ruth Heynemann is a student at

the University of California. Berkeley,

California.

Miss Kyle Adams is teaching at Teach

ers' College. New York City.

Miss Marie Drennan, the author of

“Prayers of a \Veek" in the February issue.

submitted this story in the Panama Expo

sition Contest. conducted by the Y. W. C.

A. She is a student at Ohio \Vesleyan Uni

versity, Delaware, Ohio.

 

HEADQUARTERS NEWS

Miss Bertha Seely, who has given four

years' service to the making of conferences.

has resigned from the national staff that

she may give her time to her home, and

Miss Mabel Everett. for nine years office

secretary of the National Student Com

mittee, now becomes office executive and

business manager of the Conference

Department in her stead.

The Publication Department. which has

been without an ofiice head since the

resignation of Miss Mary Betts in Sep

tember. has called as its business manager

(inclusive of the work of office secretary)

Miss Margaret Cook of Troy. a graduate

of Smith College. who has had ten years

of business experience. With Miss Louise

Brooks giving half time to the development

of a sales department, and with Miss Cook

building up the order department, the Pub

lication Department as a whole will be able

to cope ably with its greatly increasing

business.

Pioneers' Day was unexpectedly observed

at headquarters in February, when at an

office conference, bringing together the

central office force of the building, the six

members of the stenographic force who

have been longest with us celebrated their

own Jubilee in “quavering” song. The

three oldest in the ranks are Miss Adelaide

Currie. who has charge of the workroom;

Miss Henriette Hofer, head stenographer

of the Publication Department, and Miss

Grace Willis, head stenographer of the

Student Committee, nine-year veterans,

with us since the organization of the

National Board; and Miss Mary Eason.

who operates the switchboard; Miss Emma

Hancock. head stenographer of the Foreign

Department, and Miss Mina VVilhelmi, who

has charge of the central filing system,

eight-year veterans. Miss Lotta Case of

the stenographic bureau had charge of the

event.

ECONOMIC NOTES

After the Jubilee—what? Two things:

the Finance Institute of which you will

read in another place in this issue, and the

Economic Summer School.

For the one department of Association

work which. beyond any shadow of doubt,

may rightfully be looked upon as a source

of revenue, this is one good opportunity

of qualifying for more and more efiicient

service.

A whole month of expert direction from

the wisest people that headquarters can get

together for this purpose. with many oppor

tunities for personal consultation and the

discussion of peculiar difficulties, gives the

Association’s Economic Summer School

very special importance and value. Each

cafeteria committee should obtain the syl

labus at the earliest possible moment and

make up its mind whether it would not be

immensely worth while to send its cafeteria

director and its boarding home manager

to headquarters June 20-July 18.

Will those Associations which are carry

ing on or plan to carry on any special study

of the Finance leaflet. kindly send word to

Miss Geary at headquarters. It would be

a very great help if. while the study is

proceeding, the chairman of the finance

committee. or someone deputed by her.

would note down all the paragraphs which

do not seem to be easy to understand or

which seem questionable as to content. The

National City Committee is confident of

the co-operation of all concerned in the

effort to solve many of the Association's

most perplexing financial problems.



THE JUBILEE IN

A girl member of the Brooklyn employ

ment bureau handed $5.00 to the secretary,

saying, “I am so thankful for what you

have done for me, I want to give this. I

wish I could give more, but I have only

earned $35.“) since July"—it was then

October!

Park & Tilford put up some extremely

good five-cent packages suitable for sale

in the cafeteria. Catalogue with five and

ten cent items can be obtained by writing

to 449 West 42nd Street and specifying the

five and ten-cent need. Large squares of

nut chocolate at a nickel would have a

ready sale, and there are a number of other

equally fascinating items.

THE JUBILEE IN THE COLLEGES

“I feel that the atmosphere created

by the Association is the foundation of

the Winthrop spirit," said the President

of Winthrop Normal, Rock Hill, S. C.,

at their opening meeting. The members

observing the Morning Watch built it

around a Jubilee acrostic—Joy, Unity

and Universality, Bigness, Interest,

Love and Loyalty, Enthusiasm and

Everybody.

Several of the pastors of West

Chester, Pa., preached sermons ad

dressed especially to young women on

the first Sunday in February, at the re

quest of the State Normal School.

At Parsonsfield Seminary, Maine,

“Current Events" are required at chapel

exercises each morning and during the

first Jubilee week each girl contributed

a current event concerning the Asso

ciation. Quotations from our 1916

Calendar were placed on the college

bulletin board daily.

At Littleton College, N. C., the meet

ing, “Then and Now," was made pictur

esque by the appearance of two young

women dressed to represent the sixties,

who talked on the school life of Mary

Lyon and Alice Freeman Palmer.

“Every girl on a committee" is the

boast of the Clarion State Normal in

Pennsylvania for this month. At the

opening meeting the girls sat by com

mittees.

The Fire Festival suggested in the

student bulletin was very happily held at

Baker University. “We think the Fes

tival really united the girls in an un

usual way," is the comment. One girl

reported a striking sentence from one

of their Jubilee talks which is worth

passing on: “Because that secretary

whom she had met only once smiled and

recognized her. a new sense of life and

joy came to her and she resolved to

pass it on. It pays to know folks."
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Every church in Lyons, Kansas, gave

its Sunday evening service on January

30th to the subject of the Association,

thus putting the community on the qui

vive for the coming celebration.

The publicity at Bates College, Maine,

has been thorough. Not only have all

the local papers been reached but

through the college Press Club material

has been located in papers which might

reach Bates alumnae, and bring them

back for the Jubilee celebration.

Every member of the Association of

the Moravian Seminary, Pa., is wearing

a bow of ribbon of Jubilee colors this

month.

“Happy is the Association which can

weave together its college history and

that of the Y. W. C. A." “Our Asso

ciation building, (Starkweather Hall)

came from the personal prayers of a

group of people some eighteen years

ago," said one at the Jubilee banquet

at Ypsilanti Normal in Michigan.

The Methodist girls of the Southern

Georgia State Normal entertained the

two hundred delegates to the Southern

Methodist Missionary Conference held

in February, and were happy in having

Mrs. Peabody address one of their

regular meetings.

The publicity work of Wesleyan Col

lege, Macon, Georgia, has been most

thorough. In addition to good use of

the bulletin board. and the college and

city papers, a Jubilee announcement

was made before the entire student body

by the secretary of the faculty. Many

informational letters were written and

all of the girls in the dormitory were

personally visited by people laden with

information and invitations. Some of

this work was done by the Freshman

Commission.

“I hope that at the end of this Jubilee

we shall all know each other much bet

ter," is one emphasis brought out in a

quotation from the Membership banquet

at Colorado Teachers College. No doubt

this will be one happy result of all

Jubilee celebrations—a “Being Good

Friends With One’s Family," i. e., one's

Association family.

The pioneer student Association at

Normal, Illinois. was honored in having

as a guest at its Membership Banquet

Mrs. Lida B. McMurry. one of the

founders of this Association.

“It has created more enthusiasm than

anything we have ever had," comes from

the Miller Manual Training School at

Virginia. in regard to its Jubilee celebra

tion. One of the first meetings here.

having for its topic “Our Past," was led

by a teacher who has been a member of

this Association for nearly seventeen

years. She described the origin in the

school of a “Christian Band" in 1885. out

of which grew the present Y. W. C. A.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association

Year Book up to date by noting there

in all secretarial changes.

HELD

May Holmes of the South Atlantic

Training CGnter Class of 1915, to be

office secretary for the South Atlantic

Field Committee.

STUDENT

Rhoda Foster of the South Central

Training Center Class of 1915, to be stu

dent secretary at Iowa State College,

Ames, Iowa.

CITY

Elizabeth Sweets, formerly acting

general secretary at Indianapolis, In

diana, to be general secretary at the same

place.

Mrs. May K. Lewis, formerly general

secretary at Springfield, Missouri, (1913),

to hold the same position at Grand

Rapids, Michigan. ‘

Mrs. Alberta Wiltsie, formerly special

religious work director (February, 1915)

at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to be gen

eral secretary at Meadville, Pennsyl

vania.

Emma C. Martin, of the Central and

Ohio Training Center Class of 1915, to

be general secretary at Sunbury, Penn

sylyania.

Katharine Freeman of the Northeast

Training Center Class of 1915, to be tem—

porary general secretary at \Vatertown,

New York.

Alberta Sapp, formerly general secre

tary at Bloomington. Illinois, to hold the

same position at Charleston, West Vir

ginia.

Irene Armes remains in Riverside,

California, as general secretary; former

ly announced as acting general at San

Jose, California.

Myra Love of the Central and Ohio

Training Center Class of 1915, to be ex

tension and junior secretary at Marion,

Indiana,

Ina E. Burton to be extension secre

tary (part time) at South Bend, Indiana.

Helen S. Frisch to be assistant exten

sion secretary at Baltimore, Maryland.

Sara S. Kirk, formerly religious work

director at Des Moines. Iowa, to hold

the same position at Baltimore, Mary

land.

Mary Allen Davies to be membership

and girls' work secretary (high school

age) at McKeesport, Pennsylvania.

Julia Gethmann, formerly student sec

retary at the University_of Colorado,

Boulder, Colorado, to be girls’ work see

retary at Scranton, Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Florence Sandberg to be office

secretary at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Marion 5. Brooks of the South Central

Training Center Class of 1915, to be as

sistant girls' work secretary at Duluth,

Minnesota.

Grace E. Bennett of the North Central

Training Center Class of 1915, to be office

and junior secretary at Lincoln, Nebraska.

Effie Leonard to be assistant secretary

at Lewiston, Maine,

L. Elizabeth Collinge of the North

east Training Center Class of 1915, to

be assistant extension and assistant edu

cational director at Newark, New Jersey.

Lottie M. Angell to be ofiice secretary

at Pawtucket, Rhode Island.

Madeline Ritter to be girls' work see

retary at Cincinnati, Ohio. .

Alma Herbst. formerly assistant ex

tension secretary at Pittsburgh, Pennsyl

vania, to be industrial secretary at

Columbus. Ohio.

Helen Sells to be girls’ work secretary

at Columbus, Ohio.

Grace Boyce to be membership secre

tary, not office secretary as formerly

announced, at Dayton, Ohio.

Myrel Reynolds of the Central and

Ohio Training Center Class of 1915. to

be office secretary at Dayton, Oth.

Jessie Harris to be assistant secretary

at San Francisco, California.

Tennie Perkins of the South Central

Training Center Class of 1915, to be

religious work director and educational

secretary at Birmingham, Alabama.

Clemmie Patton to be membership and

extension secretary at Tampa, Florida.

Lulu B. Hopper to be junior secretary

and physical director at Springfield,

Missouri.

Virginia Leitch to be physical director

at Bay City. Michigan,

Phoebe Bardsley, fr. fmerly general sec

retary at Wheeling, \Vest Virginia,

(1913), to be travelers’ aid worker at

\Vatertown, New York.

Edith Lehman, formerly general sec

retary at Bay City. Michigan, to be

director of the Boarding Home at

Dayton. Ohio.

Mabel Jameson, formerly lunchroom

director at Jackson. Michigan, to hold

the same position at Los Angeles,

California.

Miss Jane Taylor Miller, now Mrs. J.

T. Wolfe; at home at the Congregational

Parsonage, Milford, New Hampshire.
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HIS Christian Association was conceived, founded, and pro

moted by women who believed with all their hearts that the

living God is at work in his world, and works through those

devoted to Him. It has come on its helpful way these fifty years in

that conviction. It considers that it has failed with any girl who

has touched any phase of its work if it does not succeed in witness

ing to her the reality of the God and Father of Jesus Christ and in

bringing her to trust in and obedience to Him.

The city of Portland, Oregon, prides itself on its glorious views

of four mighty mountains—Mt. Hood, Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Adams,

and Mt. Rainier. A visitor to that city in the summer months will

probably not see the mountains; the heat-hose or the smoke of forest

fires shuts out the view; but he will see the finest houses built on

points that command outlooks, and the boulevards planned to afford

many prospects. The entire construction of the city bears witness

to the existence of those towering hills to which its inhabitants

lift up their eyes. The casual observer of the Young lVomen’s

Christian Association may not always at once catch sight of its

Inspiration; but let him notice carefully, and its entire work is

deliberately laid out on one fundamental assumption, with one up

lifting outlook. It bears witness to the living God; to its sense of

fellottlship 'zm'th Him through prayer and through partnership in

his purpose,“ to its conviction that God is to be found, or rather

that He finds us, through Jesus Christ, and that to be found of Him

is to know life—wise, useful, victorions, eternal life.

In the midst of this service of rejoicing, with so striking a

retrospect behind us, testifying t0 the actuality of Him who is in

visible, on whom this Association has all along relied as its sufi’ic

iency, it would be pathetic were there a- girl here, joining in the

celebration of the Association’s achievements, but personally un

possessed of its best treasure—the life with Christ in God.

The sinc'f’re friend of the Association knows that its divine

power for the future rests upon the loyalty of leaders and mem

bers to the consecration of fellowship with the living God, a fellow—

ship its founders and furtherers through this splendid half century

have so faithfully maintained.

This service points to the wealth of Christ as the secret of

our gladness, and the Association assures you in Christ’s name that

it is yours for the taking.
 

From an address by Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin at the Servlce of Rejolclng in New York Clty.
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Vita Nuova

Meredith Nicholson writes of a

clerk in the patent office at Washing

ton who asked to be assigned to some

other department. He gave as his

reason, “Everything has been invented,

and I want to change before I lose

my job.” That was in 1833!

In what a woeful state are those of

us who, like the patent ofi-ice clerk,

cannot think towards a future in

finitely greater than our small past.

No season of the year so urges us to

think about life as a growing thing

as does the springtime.

\Vhen we were young in years the

Christmas season was the top of the

year—the time of giving, the time in

which we thought about the great

Gift that was given to all the world

and to us. Perhaps as we have grown

older the year seems now to begin at

Easter time—the days of looking back

and then triumphantly casting life

forward into new channels.

It matters little, however, whether

we live from Christmas to Christmas

or from Easter to Easter, if our life

is surely a growing thing- Of course,

it does grow, perforce, because God

made it so. But do we think of it as

growing? I suppose that a self—con

scious seed would be a queer thing

past imagining. The seed does grow—

whether it knows that it is to grow is

a matter hid from even our most

hoary-headed scientists. In its own

way, however, it must surely take it

self seriously, must know in some

strange fashion that the world of sun

shine and showers is just beyond the

earth through which it presses.

The springtime is a good time to

wake up to what life really means to

us. There seems to be a ban on taking

life seriously because it often implies

entering a day with knotted brow,

clenched fists and anxious heart. It

need not mean this. It might mean

opening the day with a mind ready for

its emergencies and its far possibilities.

Can any life be truly fine which leaves

’Editorials

out of its view that greater thing

which God is to give in his future?

Facing out from this month when

all of the earth tries in its renewing

to teach us that life is a growing thing,

we might open our minds fearlessly

to new ideas, even though they dis

place old ideas. We might take on

new and deeper loyalties. We might

be faithful to our small trust now with

more assurance that we shall one day

have a greater trust. We might be

hospitable to the new, to the half

understood truths that may come to

us in some plain everyday sort of

way, and so add to our understanding

of this thing that we call life.

A very old man, who in his youth

knew the Man of Galilee very well,

said to his friends at the end of his

life—

“Beloved, now are we children of

God, and it is not yet made manifest

what we shall be.”

R. E. McC

“Why Don’t You Say Something?”

In one of the reports from the

Jubilee the story was told of a woman

who sent out a pin cushion asking her

friends to put in a pin for every fault

they found in her work. When she

went for the cushion she found it

stuck full of pins. The next day she

reversed her request and asked her

friends to put in a pin for every good

thing they could find, and to her sur

prise she found the cushion bristling

far fuller of pins at this request than

for the other.

From it we have drawn a moral

for THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, in

which we know we have your interest

from the very fact that you are read

ing this article! Not only are you in

terested, but your friend is interested,

for she whispered it to me at the ban

quet when she sat beside me, “THE

MONTHLY is growing better all the

time.” Your friend at the University

of Wisconsin showed her interest by
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EDITORIALS

having the Jubilee number put in

every dormitory and sorority house,

and your friend in Toledo was so in

terested that she saw to it that their

subscription list was increased from

27 to 50.

As a matter of fact there is no ques

tion that more people have seen THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY during the

past month than in any one month of

its previous history. That means that

there is more interest in the Associa

tion, and we count on you to help us

fix that interest as a permanent asset.

Yes, I know there are parts of the

Monthly that do not always get read.

We have seen them ourselves, but

we find ourselves very like the small

boy who after boasting that he could

climb the porch pole slipped back at

each attempt. Appealing to his audi

ence, he said:

“Why don’t you say something? A

fellow can’t climb unless you say

something.”

That is just where the editors of

THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY find

themselves. They would have you take

the cushion and stick a pin in for

what you do like. If you don’t like

what is printed. write us about it and

give us something that you think

newsy, and if we agree with you we’ll

probably print it! If the suggested

policies of the Monthly are too vision

ary or too impractical, tell us about

your better plan—but by all means

say something.

Just at present one of the best ways

in which you can atone for what you

have left unsaid of condemnation or

encouragement is to bring up the sub—

scription list. At present it is about

5,200. We have a membership of

over 344,000. Then only one member

in 66 has her own copy. In Japan one

in every two members subscribes to

the Association magazine. There is

a sting in that contrast!

There are numbers of women in

city and school and country, both

members and possible members, who

are at present willing to find out some

thing more about the Association, and

each local Association which increases
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its club list or makes a new one helps

to conserve for the whole Associa

tion that newly-awakened interest.

“7e are sure of your c0-operation now

that you know the cushion is out.

A. E. P.

Editorinlly Speaking

As we go tO press there is not yet

enough perspective on the finished

Jubilee to give final results. Belated

reports are still coming in, and still

more belated travelers. In the May

issue we will publish summaries as to

numbers, events, etc., with forecasts

based on the text, “The end of the

Jubilee month is the beginning of

the Jubilee year.” The Jubilee notes

found in this issue are therefore in

no sense to be taken as final.

We wish space would allow us to

give credit for the effective pieces of

publicity shown on pages 114—115.

Equally good forms were not photo—

graphed because their best effects

would not reproduce well. The collec

tion of material at headquarters is a

pride and a treasure trove. A forth

coming article will analyze the Jubilee

publicity.

The deepest results will never be

photographed or analyzed. Lest they

seem to be found in programs or sta

tistics or activities alone, we beg that

the first page of this issue be taken

as evidence of what all Jubilee work

ers are saying, of what letter after

letter, and life after life, go to prove

—that through the contact of one

Christ-filled personality with another,

through the quiet, un-spectacular

groups of meetings on Christian fun

damentals held by Association women

all over the country this month,

through the prayer of all of us, the

life and the love of Christ are more

real, more indwelling, in countless

lives, because We stopped to give

thanks, and rejoice, and consecrate,

together.

We hesitated to publish a domestic

service article so soon again till a

friend of the cause said, “But the only
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way to make us all think enough to

act, is to keep at it consecutively for

awhile.” The article on page 108 is

not so popularly written as “Who’s

Afraid :” but who’s afraid to read it

—and think—and act?

“Gift Bearers” is one of a series of

articles on the work of our Associa

tion in foreign communities, which

have appeared and will continue to

appear until we can have more united

thinking on this question too.

The March issue of Tun ASSOCIA

TION MONTHLY was exhausted by un

expected demands for it in quantity

which made it impossible to begin cer—

tain club lists until this issue. We

regret this shortage.

  

The Gift-Bearers

Iididi In

HEY carried their gifts so

I proudly and so happily, because

the significance of what they

were doing was very clear to them.

They were called “new Americans,”

these girls who had so lately come to

our shores, and with that name they

were well content. They understood

that the daughters of “old Americans”

whom they went forth to meet, re

cognized their right to be called

Americans also.

In the days of preparation for the

Jubilee Pageant in New York, the

girls of the International Institute

were told of our plan, to have them

signify by gifts which they would

carry, the rich inheritance in art and

literature which was theirs, by means

of which our own life had been en

riched. \Ne told them we realized that

they did not come empty—handed but

that each one of them could give

America something in exchange for

what was given them.

There is always joy in the thought

that one can give something that will

be precious to someone else. It is

always more blessed to give than to

receive. One walks humbly when one’s

hands are held out for benefactions,

but how joyously one bears a gift!

“How splendidly the new Americans

walked in the pageant!” everyone said

“How well they carried themselves!”

“How beautifully they sang their

Jardine

song of greeting to the ‘Youth of

America!’ ”

As each nation moved forward pre—

ceded by its “gift-bearer,” making a

brilliant streak of color across the

floor, the spectators felt that here was

something deeper than pageantry—

here was something “come true.”

Here, bearing their colors so proudly,

yet so simply, were in reality

America’s neivest daughters. Possibly

some had a moment of insight and

imagination when they pictured the

devious ways and long weary journeys

by which these courageous little immi—

grants had come to appear in the

pageant. The significance of it all had

a thrill in it!

Our common attitude toward our

immigrant girls has been one of be

nevolence. If we became interested in

them at all we wanted to think of

them as objects of philanthropy and

if we could not, we were apt to lose

interest in them or to think there was

very little we could do for them. But

that attitude is changing; we are be

ginning to realize that the majority of

immigrant girls are not in need of

charity but rather that they bring

something to us when they enter our

country.

They are, however, unconscious

“gift-bearers. Their common gift is

a skill which is just a product of their

daily home life.

H
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It is not an exaggeration to say that

our commercial success in many

trades depends on the skill of their

busy fingers and the comfort of our

home life depends largely on the work

of their industrious hands.

WVho can tell us why the traditions

of Europe—the age-old ritual of daily

living—the thousand and one customs

that have been perpetuated in the well—

rounded home life of the European

peasantry, should have their final ex—

pression in the development of Ameri

can prosperity?

The Hungarian, Greek or Italian

girl beginning her trousseau in early

childhood—after the ways of her

ancestors— makes endless intricate

stitches through many placid hours in

the numerous garments for her long

anticipated marriage. The skill which

she develops may later be applied with

feverish haste in some crowded

American workroom to the making of

the gayest, most extravagant evening

gown or to the most exquisite piece

of table linen. ‘

The Scandinavian girl in her beauti

ful, well-ordered kitchen, polishing

her pans. keeping her ancestral pot

tery and utensils spotless, cooking

with thrift and economy, may later

graduate from this best of all train

ing in domestic science to be an in

valuable 1naid-of-all-\\=ork in an

American kitchen.

Yes, the “up-to-date,” highly-0r

ganized, efiicient American life is sus

tained and enriched by thousands of

sets of busy fingers trained in Europe.

“But they are paid for their work,"

you say? Yes, by the impersonal hand

of the employer. Is there nothing

ethical or spiritual that we can give

them? Can we Americanize them by

means of the American dollar?

What then do these immigrant

girls need most from us? What

every lonely. unmothered. unprotected

American girl would need in a foreign

country—friendship, sympathy and

protection—education in the language

and ways of her new home—inspira—

tion and enlightenment for the growth

of her soul.

If for selfish reasons only, let us

make these girls our own as rapidly

as possible

“Is not the worker of more value

than the work?” "Is not the gift

bearer more precious than the gift?”

THREE OF THE GIFT BEARERS

   

Poiand has sent some of her famous

musicians to us

The brass vase suggests the handi

crafts of Russia

A basketfui of Hungary‘s national

flower. the tulip



“Moonlight Schools”

The Story of Another Country Life Leader

EADERSHIP in country com

munities depends very much

upon caring enough for people

to discover definite needs and having

insight enough to use the available

material locally to meet these needs.

It is because she has these two quali

ties to such a wonderful extent that

Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart has come

to be known to-day as one of the

greatest country life leaders of the

world. She has seen a vision of the

time when there will be no one in

our nation who cannot read and write

and she has found a way by which

thousands of adult illiterates have left

the ranks of those who must sign their

names by a mark.

While county superintendent of

schools in Rowan County, in the Ken—

tucky mountains, Mrs. Stewart’s heart

went out to the fathers and mothers

and the grandparents and the grown

up brothers and sisters who could not

read or write. She saw the bigger

world that would open up to them if

they could. And she found the way.

She enlisted her country teachers in

the work of opening up their schools

at night for these people. It was

found that these schools were best

attended on moonlight nights when

the mountain roads were safer and

easier to get over, so these schools

have come to be known as “Moonlight

Schools.”

Mrs. Stewart encouraged the pupils

in these schools and put much life

and leadership into the work. She

offered a Bible or a prize of money to

those sending in the best letters.

Many letters—pathetic in their grate

ful enthusiasm—came in. And always

these people chose the Bible for a re

cognition of their work, and always

they were so glad that now they could

read it! Mothers wrote letters to boys

who had moved away and to whom

they had never before been able to

write. And finally there were very

few left in Rowan County who had

not learned to read and write.

Then this leader’s attention was

called to the census. with its appalling

figures of illiteracy in every state in

the nation. With this in mind, she

accepted a position at the head of a

Commission appointed by the gov

ernor of Kentucky to stamp out illiter

acy in the whole state. Her leadership

and influence have now reached not

only over Kentucky, but over the

nation, and this winter thousands of

“Moonlight Schools” are being held in

many states.

Mrs. Stewart has written a Coun

try Life Reader to be used in these

schools, which gives much about good

seed and good roads and good citizen

ship in country communities. Through

studying how to read in this book,

these men and women get ideas of

unselfish service and of worth-while

every-day living. For it is not merely

for the purpose of learning more, but

of living more, that Mrs. Stewart is

giving her life for these people.

\Vith all the fire and the loyalty of

those who claim the mountain coun

try as their home, this leader of coun

try folks is spending all her strength

in the cause she has enlisted in. With

great charm of personality and ab

solute self-forgetfulness, she tells the

story of the joy of people when they

have a chance to learn to read and

write, and so the hearts of those who

hear are touched to action and the

“Moonlight Schools” continue to

spread. People everywhere think with

grateful hearts of the glowing life of

the leader who is bringing bigger, bet

ter things to them. But most of all,

they love her back in her own moun~

tains in Rowan County, and one of

her most cherished possessions is a

homespun dress woven for her by a

friend of hers who lives there. And

deep in her heart, Mrs. Stewart’s

greatest desire is to prove worthy of

these. her own people, and to do credit

to them.
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The Spiritual Significance of the Summer

Conference

Charlotte H. Adams

E are in a meditative frame of

mind these days. Meditation

has been good for our souls

and we are loath to lose the perspec—

tive which it has brought to us during

our Jubilee weeks; let us therefore

continue its practice and use it to-day

upon a dear and familiar institution

of our Association life—the Su'mmer

Conference.

This accepted institution of our

summer days represents a peculiar

phase of the religious situation of our

time. And have we not often ques—

tioned why it holds such fascination

for thousands of young women and

why such permanent spiritual results

come from it? To advance one reason

for the persistence of these gatherings

year after year and for their increas

ing hold upon those who attend them

would probably be neither adequate

nor convincing, yet there may be one

element, with many contributing ones,

which underlies the movement of

these yearly migrations.

It may then. not be entirely un

seemly to venture the suggestion that

democracy itself holds the secret of

the strong appeal the Summer Con—

ference makes to girls, for the Sum—

mer Conference is a true spiritual de

mocracy. Several hundred girls, re

presenting all grades of social status,

live for ten days figuratively, if not

literally, under the same roof, eat the

same food, enjoy the same natural

surroundings, acknowledge the same

leadership and worship in the common

tongue of universal human aspiration.

Two elemental needs of life find here

their satisfaction for at least ten days

and once discovered we may be sure

they can never again be lulled to rest.

but are bound to persist as an ideal

which whispers that what was once

experienced must be possible where—

ever human life reaches out for ful

fillment. The two simple elements are

individual self-realization and social

self-discovery; an individual filled

with a conscious personal life, and a

social group in which the newly dis

covered self takes on a larger and

deeper significance. \Vhat is this but

the essence of democracy, whether po—

litical, social, or religious?

And what is this on its religious side

but our Lord’s own conception of the

Kingdom of God—the divine com

monwealth upon the earth in which

men first find themselves in their filial

life with God and then find their

brothers in the common fraternal life

of the renewed social order.

Taking the underlying fact of

democracy, then, as the starting point

for our meditation upon the confer

ence as a spiritual force, let us con

sider what a girl finds at Silver Bay,

Asilomar, Estes Park and Lake Gen

eva. First of all she finds herself in

her relation to God. To the average

girl religion is usually vague and very

unreal as a personal experience, and

it is a common thing that at a con

ference she first discovers that relig

ion is intensely personal as she begins

to grasp the reality of the spiritual

world, the naturalness of prayer, and

the living person of Jesus Christ.

She finds herself in an atmosphere

where religion is both natural and

spontaneous, interpreted in every-day

language and personified in the life

of the leaders. From the moment the

girl reaches the conference grounds

these two things carry their immense

appeal—the religious atmosphere and

the contagion of personal influence.

As the days go by she is making her

own discoveries, and the primary one

is that she and her God have met.

This vivid realization of her own

personal relation to God becomes

more natural to her as she finds her

self a part of the corporate life of

the conference and comes to share
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with others the growing convictions

and the deep experiences which all

have been entering into, while in the

j0y of common worship the girl finds

her place in a group of worshipping

people. Religion then becomes a social

as well as an individual matter.

Another element not to be over

looked is the unifying of life and re

ligion, which a conference always

demonstrates. To many a girl this

is an entirely new discovery and one

which she never forgets. This is made

real to her through the recreative side

of the conference and the character

of the program. She can hardly fail

to draw the conclusion that every side

of normal living is truly religious, and

that every question is at its heart a

religious question.

Finally the very surroundings of

the conference hold a ministry; the

sanctuary of nature becomes a sacra

ment to many a city-bred girl, whose

life is hemmed in by stone walls and

high - buildings. Often the natural

setting of the conference, in the beauty

of lake or sea or hills, is the first clear

call to worship which she has heard,

and to which she responds with all

the gladness of a soul set free.

The spiritual significance of a

summer conference is to be read, not

in an article in THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY, but in the lives of thou

sands of girls who have found, by

quiet lakes, or majestic mountains,

their own conscious life with God,

and have shared this life with others

in mutual understanding, sympathy

and purpose.

If _a spiritual democracy can thus

be realized year after year for ten

days in many centers in our land, and

produce the result which we know it

does produce, who can doubt that its

secret of power is the one which will

one day find a complete realization,

not in America only, but in the whole

world. The spiritual significance of

the summer conference is, on a small

scale, the realization of the craving of

a restless and dissatisfied world for

the Kingdom of God—the kingdom of

sonship and of brotherhood, the true

spiritual democracy upon earth.
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The Road toTrained Service in the Household

Henrietta Roelofs

I. INTRODUCTION

SK the averager intelligent,

A well-to-do American woman,

“What causes the trouble in

domestic service?” and her answer

will be, “Inefiiciency of maids.” Ask

her the question, “What is the

“remedy,” and the answer will be,

“Training for maids.” But when this

very same remedy has been suggested

for two or three decades as the only

sure cure, one begins to wonder why

it is not being applied.

The complaint of inefficiency is not

confined to the occupation of house

hold cmployment, nor is the demand

for skilled, trained workers. Employ

ers in general realize that training

makes a girl a more productive

worker; and on the other hand those

who have in charge the education of

girls before the wage—earning period

know that for the safeguarding of the

girl and for her own individual de—

velopment, she must have preparation

for her work. The responsibility for

preparing boys and girls to make their

place in the industrial world with

benefit to themselves and to their em—

ployers, is gradually being assumed by

the community through its public

schools. The attitude of the voca

tional educator toward household em

ployment is therefore of concern to

those interested in securing trained
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workers in the household. For it is

evident that the public schools and the

endowed trade schools must be the

channel through which the training is

received.

The Commission on Household

Employment undertook, therefore, to

make a study at first hand of the atti

tude of vocational educators toward

household work as a wage-earning

occupation. In setting forth the de

ductions drawn from such a study, the

Commission makes no claim to be

speaking officially for the vocational

movement. It simply presents the re—

sult of an inquiry among people who,

because of their connection with na

tional movements or well known

schools are presumed to speak with

authority. The names chosen were

suggested by the Department of Edu

cation at \Vashington and the Educa

tional Secretary of the National Board.

ll. OCCUPATIONS FOR WHICH GIRLS

ARE BEING TRAINED

Stenography, typewriting and gen—

eral clerical work still hold the most

prominent place among the occupa

tions for which girls are being trained,

but the demand for skilled workers in

other occupations has made it semi

necessary to add many new subjects,

such as salesmanship, dressmaking,

fashion artists, millinery, lunch and

tea room assistants and managers,

power machine operating, commercial

artists, library work, etc., etc. If train

ing is provided in response to demand.

ought it not to be supposed that every

community which offers vocational

education to its girls would provide

courses to prepare girls to do house

work for wages; inasmuch as the occu

pation employs a larger number of

girls than any other single occupation

and educators cannot be unaware of

the insistent cry for trained maids.

Yet, when questioned as to the occupa

tions which they would recommend;

girls to prepare for, or as to the occu

pations for which they are at present

offering training, only one educator

spontaneously includes household em

ployment (household helpers) in his
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list. Household employment seems to

be distinctly out of vogue. A woman of

national reputation succinctly remarks,

“After six years of investigation of

women in industry I do not know

what occupations to advise. I know

what occupations I should not advise.”

She leaves no doubt as to the promi

nent place household employment

takes in this latter category. At

present there is a multitude of occu

pations open to young women. Is

their appeal to the girl merely that of

novelty, or is there sound judgment

back of the opinion of wage—earners,

and of educators as well, that the

newer occupations are to be preferred

in general to the old occupation of

household employment?

Ill. JUDGING AN OCCUPATION—DOES

HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYMENT MEET

THE FUNDAMENTAL REQUIRE

MENTS OF A GOOD JOB

The reasons on which are based the

decisions as to desirable occupations

for girls, present a long range of di

vergence. Judging from the frequency

with which it is mentioned, wages

seems to be the most important of

determining factors. Next in import

ance comes personal qualifications,

referred to as personal taste, aptitude,

ability. inclination. This fact reveals

that fine tendency in the vocational

movement to view work not merely

as a means to earning a living, but as

holding within it the possibilities for

the enrichment of the worker’s per

sonal life. As one educator remarks:

My theory is that ideal economic results

only come when self-support and self-ex

pression coincide; therefore, analysis of

taste comes first; marketable skill in accord

with those tastes; advancement inskill and

wages.

This frequent mention of personal

aptitude, inclination, taste, represents

the distinct contribution which edu—

cators are making to labor problems.

Although they seem to recognize that

the question of wages must first be

taken care of, they are acutely aware

that misfits in industry have a serious

effect on standards of society. Adding

“opportunity for advancement” to
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wages and personal qualifications, we

have the three most frequently men

tioned factors; one, two or all three

appearing in almost every answer to

the questionnaire.

If the factors are listed in order of

the frequency with which they are

mentioned in all the answers, we have

a list of descending values as follows:

WAGES

termining factors in the choice of an

occupation which are more funda

mental than those most frequently

mentioned; so fundamental that they

are taken for granted and not thought

of until brought into question.

Our next inquiry brought this con

dition to light. There are indeed cer

tain fundamental requirements which

PERSONAL INCLINATION

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

FAVORABLE WORKING CONDITIONS

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

VARIETY OF WORK

GOOD HOURS

socm. POSITION

From the twenty-five organizations

and schools represented in this study,

there is only one educator who men

tions “social positions” as a factor

in deciding the value of an occupation;

“good hours” is mentioned only twice.

This is decidedly puzzling, for leav

ing out these two factors it would

appear to the casual Observer that

household employment comes up to

the other requirements in even as

good a measure as many types of fac

tory work. It is usually accepted as

true, that a normal girl likes to do

things about the house, her own

house, and if personal taste is really

a determining factor in the choice of

occupation. household work would

stand as high a chance as power

machine operating or dress-making.

Certainly if wages is the controlling

element, household employment ought

to be more popular than many of the

other occupations. And yet we know

that these educators are not viewing

household employment favorably and

that girls are not being trained to do

house work for wages; that neither

educators nor girls as a general rule

are giving the occupation any serious

consideration. Evidently there are de

tO-day are so generally accepted by the

public, by wage-earners in particular,

and by educators interested in the

welfare of wage-earners, that it is

the usual thing to forget to mention

them. People as a rule pay little

attention to the obvious. Dr. Cabot

in “The Call of the Job” uses ten

pages in enlarging on the seven points

of a good job, and the average reader

scarcely notices the three points which

must precede the seven, and which Dr.

Cabot apparently thinks are so evident

that it is hardly worth while men-tion

ing them. In fact he puts them in a

parenthesis. “What (besides better

hours, better wages, healthier condi—

tions) are the points Of a good job?"

In like manner, these educators,

when pressed to give their reasons for

not recommending household employ—

ment, reveal the fact that there are

certain requirements so fundamental

that mention of them comes only on

second thought. Examining a few of

the answers this point becomes very

clear.

Too long hours; lack of definite

schedule; living in loneliness; social

stigma.

Mistress controls whole of servant’s time.
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Few homes are as yet organized so as to

give wage-earners in them much freedom

or initiative.

Unstandardized character of work;

feudalistic character of the work; maids

should not live where they work; lack of

any organization to substantiate any pro

test against conditions.

Fake social rating of housework for pay;

effect on marriage outlook; unwisdom and

ignorance of women employers; lack of

freedom for independent activities.

A disposition to overlook these

three factors in judging the merits of

other occupations is natural. Public

opinion, legislation, trade unions are

effectively shortening and regulating

the hours of labor in practically every

occupation; work is systematized and

standardized. and the term social

stigma is seldom, if ever, heard.

A corrected scale of values in judg

ing occupations for girls would really

appear something like this:

HOURS

free time of his own, and therefore

no social standing. In the relation of

mistress and maid there is an advance,

in that either party is at liberty to

terminate the relationship if unsatis—

factory; but the mistress still feels

that she owns the entire time of the

maid once the relationship is estab

lished and the granting of free periods

of time to the maid partakcs of the

nature of a generous gift. In the third

relation, which is accepted in practi—

cally every industrial occupation ex

cept household employment, the em—

ploye sells his labor for definite periods

of time and the employer has no con

trol over the remaining hours.

In the progress from the first to

the second, and from the second to

the third state, there is noticeable an

increased curtailing of the time in

which the employer has control over

SOCIAL STANDING

SYSTEMATIZED WORK

WAGES

PERSONAL INCLINATION

OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT

FAVORABLE WORKING CONDITIONS

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

VARIETY or WORK

Although hours and low social rat

ing are usually spoken of as two dis

tinct factors operating against the

occupation, they are in reality but

different manifestations of the same

thing. The progress of civilization can

be traced through the centuries in the

expressions used to denote labor rela

tionships. First we have owner and

slave; next, master and man or mis—

tress and maid; to-day employer and

employee. The occupation of house

hold employment is still in the mis

tress and maid period. The slave had

no independent life of his own, no

the workers; and because of the in

creased opportunity to live an inde

pendent, self directed life, the social

standing of the worker has risen. In

a wage-earner’s estimation it is seldom

the work itself that is degrading; it

is the conditions, the relationship

under which the work is performed.

The third factor, systematized work,

is almost as closely related to hours

as social standing. Until housework

is put upon a more scientific basis,

with modernized equipment and

methods, it is not probable that any

modification of hours is possible. This
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systematization may or may not bring

desirable hours, but at least we know

desirable hours cannot come without

it.

The most interesting element in

the answers is that the educators con

sulted find no objection whatever to

the work. They are aware that it

has no injurious effect on the girl as

have certain types of factory work,

but the occupation is so conducted

that it overshadows her whole life and

prevents her from taking her normal

place among her family, her friends

and in the community. They object

to hours which prevent a girl from liv

ing at home, from having the care and

supervision of parents, from enjoying

recreation in the same manner and at

the same time as her friends, from

entertaining in a normal fashion, from

self-development along the line of

personal choice. They object to the

feudalistic relations between employer

and employee, which makes it appear

to the world as if the girl has no free—

dom except at the suffrance of the em

ployer, so that her self—respect is

bruised and her social standing in her

own world is lowered. The abnormal

ity of it is overpowering.

Thus it is that household employ—

ment fails to meet the first require

ments of a good job, and whatever

advantage inheres in the occupation

will count for little until these first

requirements are satisfied. An occupa

tion unpopular with girls themselves

and in disrepute with educators re—

sponsible for training and directing

girls cannot hope to command

“trained workers.”

IV. A NEW BASIS FOR HOUSEHOLD

EMPLOYMENT

There being no evils inherent to the

occupation, it seems to these same

educators, however, a very possible

thing to modify the conditions sur

rounding household employment so as

to make it a desirable occupation. The

suggestions made for the readjust

ment of the occupation follow the

lines indicated in the list of objections

to present conditions. For example,

in answering the question, “Do you

think household employment can be

made an attractive occupation for

girls P” the following opinions are ex

pressed:

I do when the employer understands

house management itself and is willing to

arrange for systematic, definite work.

trust the time will come when all women

are trained. Then the problem will be

solved.

It is possible. A long process of educa

tion for mistresses and public is needed.

Conditions can be changed when the

employer is willing to adopt definite hour

schedule of reasonable length; plan of

living out unless maid prefers to live in;

when she lives in, allowing her absolute

freedom to go out or receive her friends in

her unscheduled hours. With the resultant

freedom the social stigma will vanish and

the loneliness will not be serious. The

work must be on the same basis as that

between other employers and employees;

contract by which employees give services

for specified hours in return for agreed

compensation.

Yes, but not while women helplessly say,

“Why don't girls leave the horrid factories

and go into housework."

Yes, but not under present conditions.

Some day girls will serve us in homes as

their sisters in oflices, coming and leaving

at stated hours. Some one will supply

from central ofiice any kind of worker

desired for any period of time. Workers

will then be trained as stenographers are

trained.

I have always thought it possible but not

probable under existing circumstances.

Housework, to appeal to educated and

cultured girls, would have to be reduced

to a scientific occupation. with fixed and

reasonable hours, adequate wages. paid

wholly in money, not in board and food,

and perhaps organization, possibly of

employer and employee combined.

ch, just as soon as we class it as a

worthy trade. Many girls would prefer

it if there were not a social stigma

attached.

Only when workers are not at the mercy

of individual whims of individual em

ployers.

A previous study conducted by the

Commission 0 the attitude of the

wage earne s themselves toward

Household Employment brought the

conviction that the only hope for

remedying the present discomfort in

the occupation lay in systematizing

work and regulating hours in such

manner as to give workers the oppor

tunity to live an independent, self
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governed life apart from their work.

This present study adds strength to

that conviction.

V. PRACTICAL QUESTIONS

Nothing is more needed to-day than

that employers should carefully ana

lyze their own statements as to evils

and remedies which fall so automatic

ally from their lips. Do employers

really desire above all things a trained,

efficient maid? Do they not desire

something else just a little more,

namely, a willing, self-effacing, tract—

able girl who will do as she is told

and is on tap, so to speak, at any time

of the day or night? May it not be

that training is of secondary import—

ance rather than primary?

Here we come to the heart of the

problem of domestic service. 15 it pos

sible for the housewife at the present

day to adjust household work in such

a way as to meet the conditions of

wage-earners and educators and at the

same time make her husband and chil

dren happy and comfortable? Is it

not necessary to adhere to the old re—

lationship of mistress and maid in

spite of the fact that it means putting

up with inferior and untrained

workers? These are questions which

the housewife must answer before

there can be any change in the situa

tion. The old relation of mistress and

maid has been tried for years and the

result is an exodus from homes to

boarding houses, apartment hotels and

restaurants. Is there not at least a

running chance that the new relation

of employer and employee is a pos

sible one and will bring order out of

chaos, strengthening the home life?

Perhaps the greatest difficulty for the

woman to face in cutting loose from

the old regime is giving up the idea

that every woman by instinct can suc

cessfully manage a home, and humbly

beginning a study of household

management on modern lines. \Vhen

employers adopt for their households

a business basis, systematizing the

work, regulating hours, granting the

worker suflicient time and freedom to

live a normal life among her own peo

ple, then both educators and girls will

be more than glad to do their part in

meeting the demand for trained ser—

vice. The results to be obtained by an

adjustment of household employment

to meet the fundamental requirements

of a good job. are so full of promise

for the peace and comfort of the home

that it is impossible to think that em

ployers will longer delay the venture.

  

  

 

THE LITTLE PINE HOUSE AT LAKEWOOD, N. 1., IN WHICH JUBILEE CONTRIBUTIONS TO NATIONAL

\VORK WERE RECEIVED
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Paying Our Way

Flossie M. Warner

HE Oberlin Young Women’s

Christian Association has adop

ted the method of a finance

campaign to raise the money neces

sary to carry on its work. It may in

terest other Associations to know how

we conduct our campaign.

The newly elected treasurer, assist

ant treasurer, and the general secre

tary have a conference, and they care

fully go over the budget of the previ

ous year. Every committee appro

priation of the previous year, and

the actual amount spent by each com

mittee, is carefully examined. Then

an estimate is made of what that com

mittee will need for the next year.

The committee then discusses the

amount that we can expect to receive

from the faculty, alumni and students,

based on the contributions of the

previous year. As soon as the tenta

tive budget is drawn up, it is pre

sented to the Cabinet, where it is

freely and fully discussed, and after

any desirable changes are made, the

Cabinet by formal vote adopts the

budget. Then the treasurer presents

the budget to the Advisory Board for

ratification.

The only work that can be done in

the spring term is to canvass the senior

class for pledges for the fall cam

paign. Later, the general secretary,

the treasurer and assistant treasurer

carefully select the five girls to lead

the teams in the campaign. We select

as leaders the president, the treasurer,

one other member from the Cabinet,

and two Association members who are

not on the Cabinet.

When college opens in the fall, the

general secretary, the treasurer and

assistant treasurer select about

seventy—five girls for possible member

ship on the teams. At a meeting of

the team leaders with the assistant

treasurer, the leaders select nine girls

to be on each team, and later each

leader invites her team members to

work with her. As a rule, there is no

trouble here, for the girls have such

fun in the campaign that they joyfully

accept the chance to work. Girls

whose chief interests have not been

in the Association have proved willing

and valuable workers. After the teams

are chosen, the names of all the girls

in college, and of a selected list of the

alumni, are divided evenly among the

teams. The presidents of the Young

Women’s Christian Association and

the Young Men’s Christian Associa

tion (whose campaign is held at the

same time) interview the faculty and

secure their subscriptions the week

previous to the campaign.

\Vednesday night of Campaign

\IVeek the teams meet for a banquet,

and after a jolly supper, team songs,

rousing cheers, and hearty good-fel

lowship, the speaker of the evening

gives a stirring talk about the Asso

ciation, and calls for subscriptions

from the team members. The general

secretary gives a talk about how to go

after the money, and warns the girls

that they must not become so enthusi

astic that they antagonize anyone, and

must not urge any girl to give more

than her best judgment dictates.

At the chapel service on Thursday.

a stirring talk arouses the enthusiasm

of the entire student body, the budgets

of the two Associations are read and

explained, and a copy of the budget

and of the financial report of the

treasurer of the previous year is given

to each student. Outside the chapel,

the college band plays, and after a fiery

oration by one of the boys, the result

of the previous night’s subscriptions

from the team workers and the

faculty is run up on the “Smokestack.”

(In 1914, the latest addition to our

Oberlin buildings was a smokestack

175 feet high, which became the scene

of freshmen-sophomore rivalry. The

finance campaign committees erected a

miniature smokestack, 15 feet high,
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and painted on it a scale running from

$100 to $2,700—the amount required

by the two Associations. By a cord a

little Varsity football boy was sus

pended tO register the amount secured.

This smokestack was placed on a pro

minent part Of the campus, and the

indicator-doll was moved every six

hours, to show the returns up to that

time.)

The team workers have a luncheon

Friday noon, where encouraging talks

sustain the enthusiasm. The campaign

closes on Saturday with a luncheon

and a jollification. Here the results of

the subscriptions turned in by each

team are given, and, after the winning

team has been applauded, the grand

total is announced.

We find that the collecting of the

subscriptions is not hard, because we

use the Pay Day system. Four

monthly pay days are scheduled, be

cause the pledges are made payable in

four installments. When Pay Day

comes there are tables. in each of the

recitation halls, and a large proportion

Of the pledges are paid here. The

pledges remaining unpaid after each

Pay Day are collected within the next

ten days by a committee consisting of

one girl from each of the large board

ing houses.

Each month the treasurer gives a

report of the collections and disburse—

ments, and also a statement of just

how much each committee has left to

its credit. NO committee is allowed

to overdraw its appropriation with

out a special vote of the cabinet, and

the statement each month of the com

mittee balances helps the committee

to keep within its appropriation.

After the treasurer has handed in

her annual report, the treasurer of

the college audits the books of the

Association, and they are then turned

over to the new treasurer.

Results

UNFAVORABLE. From the fact that

the membership canvass is not finished

for several weeks after the campaign,

it is impossible to estimate our share

in the supervisory work.
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FAVORABLE. (1) By October 10,

we know exactly how much money the

Association can count on for its work,

and the matter of finances can be en

tirely dropped from the consciousness

of everyone except the treasurer and

assistant treasurer.

(2) Because the Association

pledges itself not to ask for further

contributions, every girl in college has

the knowledge that she will not be con

tinually “dunned” for contributions

for some phase of Association work.

(3) The team workers are filled

with a great deal Of information about

the Association, which they spread

widely and effectively, making loyal,

enthusiastic, and informed members.

(4) A splendid feeling of co

operation and unity is engendered.

Our Dean of Women said at the time

of the last campaign that she had

never seen such splendid spirit among

the girls of the institution as at the

time of the campaign.

(5) The campaign is

means of getting acquainted.

(6) Favorable and unfavorable

criticisms of the Association are

secured and handed in to the general

secretary. Information such as need

for employment, desire for committee

work, etc., is also secured.

(7) Leaders are found and trained

who probably would never otherwise

have been discovered.

(8) We have always secured

more money than we have asked for,

permitting new lines Of work to be

taken up. Under the old plan, we

were always hampered in our work

by a lack of funds.

(9) The Finance Campaign plan

meets with the approval of everyone

in Oberlin—faculty, students, and

alumni. As an evidence Of this.

several of our subscribers, both fac

ulty and students, have paid more

than they had pledged. From all that

can be learned, there is no one in

Oberlin who would willingly go back

to the old plan of raising the budget.
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Some Leaders of the 1916 Conferences

MISS CHARLOTTE ADAMS, National Training School, New York City, East Central

Student Conference and Eastern City.

MISS MARIAN KYLE ADAMS, New York City, Eastern Student.

MRS. ELIZABETH P. ALLAN, Charlotte, N. C., Southern City.

MISS RUTH ANDERSON, Xenia, Ohio, Central Student.

REV. JAMES BEEBE, D.D., Denver, Colo., Western City.

REV. ANDREW W. BLACKWOOD, Columbia, S. C., Southern City.

REV. WALTER RUSSELL BOWIE, D.D., Richmond, Va., Southern Student.

MISS ANNE BREWER, San Francisco, Cal., Pacific Coast City.

REV. OSCAR M. BUCK, Delaware, Ohio, Central City.

MISS OOLOOAH BURNER, National Board, New York City, Eastern Student (Executive)

and Central Student.

MISS MARGARET E. BURTON, National Board, New York City, Southern Student, Eastern

Student, Central Student (Executive).

REV. LESLIE M. BURWELL, Alameda, Cal., Pacific Coast Student.

MISS MARY BUSHNELL, Hartford, Conn., Eastern City.

REV. IRVING S. CHENOWETH, Philadelphia, Pa., East Central Student.

MR. J. L. CHILDS, Kankakee, 111., Central Student.

MISS ANNA M. CLARK, New York City, Eastern Student.

Mtss BERTHA CONDE, National Board, New York City, East Central Student (Executive),

and Western Student.

MISS MABEL CRATTY, National Board, New York City, Town and Country. .

MISS EDITH M. DABB, National Board, New York City, Town and Country, Eastern

Student and Southern Student (Executive).

PROFESSOR FRANK L. DAY, Ashland, Va., Southern Student.

MISS MARY DINGMAN, New York City, Eastern Student.

REV. LLOYD C. DOUGLAS, Ann Arbor, Mich., Central Student.

REV. FRANK DYER, D.D., Tacoma, Wash., Northwestern.

MISS LENA M. FARRAR, New York City, Northwestern, Pacific Coast City and Pacific

Coast Student.

MISS JESSIE FIELD, National Board, New York City, Town and Country (Executive) and

Southern Student.

MISS CAROLINE FORESMAN, Philadelphia, Pa., East Central Student, and Town and

Country.

MISS ELEANOR B. FORMAN, Farmville, Va., Southern Student.

REV. HARRY EMERSON FOSDICK, D.D., New York City, N. Y., East Central Student.

MISS MARIE FOULKES, Pullman, Wash., Northwestern.

MISS ELIZABETH Fox, Bellingham, Wash., Northwestern.

MISS KATY BOYD GEORGE, Boston, Mass., Pacific Coast City, Pacific Coast Student (Execu

tive) and Northwestern.

MISS MARY GILLIES, Eugene, Ore., Northwestern.

PROFESSOR H. C. GOSSARD, Norman, Okla., Western Student.

REV. OAREL F. HALL, West Lafayette, Ind., Central Student.

DR. MARY HARLEY, Sweet Briar, Va., Southern City and Southern Student.

Mrss KATHARINE H. HAWES, Richmond, Va., Southern City.

REV. RALPH H. HICKOK, Aurora, N. Y., Eastern Student.

PROFESSOR W. J. HOGAN, Rome, Ga., Southern Student.

MISS LOUISE HOLMQUIST, National Board, New York City, Northwestern (Executive),

Pacific Coast Student and Pacific Coast City (Executive).

MISS ELEANOR HOPKINS, Seattle, Washington, Northwestern.

REV. LYNN HAROLD HOUGH, D.D., Evanston, 111., Central Student.

MISS ALICE HOYT, Oakland, Cal., Pacific Coast City and Pacific Coast Student.

MISS HELEN HUGHES, Washington, D. C., East Central School Girls (Executive).

REV. WENDELI. PRIME KEELER, Northampton, Mass., Eastern Student.

MRS. E. W. KENT, Colorado Springs, Colo., Western City.

REV. HUGH T. KERR, D.D., Pittsburgh, Pa., Eastern City.

PROFESSOR B. B. KESSLER, Denver, Colo., Western Student.

REV. RYLAND KNIGHT, Clarksville, Tenn., Southern Student.

MRS. T. W. KYDD, Seattle, Wash., Northwestern.

MISS FLORENCE B. LANG, Bombay, India, Eastern City, Central City, Central Student.

MRS. SAMUEL TUCKER LANHAM, Spartanburg, S. 0. Southern City.

REV. D. CLAY LILLY, D.D., Nashville, Tenn., Southern City.

REV. LINDSAY B. LONGAcRE, Denver, Colo., Central City.

PROFESSOR SAMUEL A. LOUGH, Denver, Colo., Western City.
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REV. EUGENE W. LYMAN, D.D., Oberlin, Ohio, East Central Student.

MISS GER'I'RUDE E. MACARTIIUR, New York City, Western City and Western Student

(Executive).

REV. ALEXANDER MAcCOLL,D.D., Philadelphia, Pa., Eastern City.

MISS ELIZABETH MAcFARLANo, St. Louis, Mo., Western City (Executive) and Western

Student.

REv. JOHN MCDOWELL, D.D., Baltimore, Md., Eastern Student.

PROFESSOR W. J. McGLOTnIN, Louisville, Ky., Central City.

MIss GRAcE MAXWELL, Seattle, Wash., Northwestern.

MRs. CnRIsrAREL MERRETT, New York City, East Central Student.

REV. WILLIAM P. MERRILL, D.D., New York City, Central City.

Miss MARGARET S. MORRIss, South Hadley, Mass, Eastern Student.

DR. MARY RIGGs NOBLE, Colorado Springs, Colo., \Vestern City and Western Student.

MR. ERIC NORTH, Delaware, Ohio, East Central Student.

REV. J. HASTIE OnGEas, Chicago, 111., Central City.

REV. LEWIS B. PATON, D.D., Hartford, Conn., Eastern Student.

MRS. EMMA CLOUGH PEABonY, Chicago, 111., Central City.

MISS DOROTHY PERKINs, New York City, Eastern School Girls (Executive).

REV. ROCKWELL H. Poa'rER, D.D., Hartford, Conn., Eastern Student.

REV. HARRIs FRANKLIN RALL, D.D., Evanston, 111., Central Student.

MIss ANNA V. RICE, National Board, New York City, Southern City (Executive), Central

City, Central Student and Town and Country.

REV. G. A. JOHNSTON Ross, D.D., New York City, Eastern Student.

REV. HUGH G. Ross, D.D., Seattle, Wash., Northwestern.

MISS JANE Scoa'r, Seattle, Wash., Northwestern.

MR. GALE SEAMAN, Los Angeles, Cal., Pacific Coast Student.

REV. PAUL SMITH, San Francisco, Ca1., Pacific Coast City.

MISS CLARISSA SPENCER, National Board, New York City, East Central Student and

Southern City.

MIss HARRIET TAYLOR, National Board, New York City, Eastern City (Executive).

MISS HELEN M. A. TAYLOR, Cincinnati, Ohio, East Central Student and Western Student.

MIss HELEN L. THOMAS, National Board, New York City, Central City (Executive).

MRs. ARCI-I TRAWICK, Nashville, Tenn., Southern City.

DR. CARL \VARNER, Auburn, Cai., Pacific Coast City.

REV. GEORGE T. WEBB, D.D., Philadelphia, Pa., East Central Student.

Miss Eon-n MAY WELLS, Tientsin, China. Eastern Student.

REV. LYNN T. WHITE, San Rafael, Cal, Pacific Coast Student.

REV. A. R. WILLIAMS, Boston, Mass, Eastern Student.

1916 CONFERENCES AND COUNCILS

Southern Student, June 6-16, Blue Ridge,

N. C.

East Central School Girls, June 13-21,

Camp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa.

Eastern School Girls, June 19-27, Ma

konikey Camp, Vineyard Haven, Mass.

Eastern Student, June 23-July 3, Silver

Bay, N. Y.

Northwestern, June 23-July 3, Seabeck,

Washington.

East Central Student, June 27-July 7,

Eaglesmere, Penn.

Eastern City, July 18-28, Silver Bay,

N Y

Southern City, July 21-31, Blue Ridge,

N C

Pacific. Coast Student, August 1-11,

Asilomar, Cal,

Central City, August 11-21, College

Camp, on Lake Geneva, \Vis.

Pacific Coast City, August 11-21, Asilo

mar, Cal.

Western City, August 11-21, Estes Park,

Colo.

Central Student, August 22-September 1,

College Camp, on Lake Geneva, \Vis.

\Vestern Student, August 22-September

l, Estes Park, Colo.

Town and Country, August 22-September

1, Conference Point, on Lake Geneva,

Wis.

Altamont Industrial Club Girls' Council,

Altamont, N. Y., July 1-15.

Altamont High School Girls' Council,

Altamont, N. Y., August 26 to Sep

tember 5.

Makonikey Industrial Club Girls’ Coun

cil, Makonikey Camp, Vineyard Haven,

Mass, July 29 to August 12.

Nepahwin Industrial Council, Camp

glepahwin, Canton, Pa., June 27 to July

Nepahwin High School Girls’ Council,

Clarlngp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa., July

Ohio and West Virginia Industrial Coun

cil. Summerland Beach, Millersport,

Ohio. Dates not settled.

Central Industrial Club Girls' Council,

Dewey Lake, Michigan, June 20-29.

North Central Extension Club Girls'

Council, Storm Lake, Iowa, July 11-20.
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URING the year just past fifteen

country conferences were held

in various sections of Finland

for the scattered membership of that

Association. In the previous year, one

thousand girls made up the attendance

at seven conferences. In 1915 about

two thousand girls were registered.

The area of Finland is about equal

to that of California. The population,

eight out of ten of which is agri

cultural, is three millions. Its largest

city has a population of 170,000 people.

Politically, Finland has an autonomy

of her own, but the Czar of Russia is

Grand Duke of Finland, and is repre—

sented by a governor-general sent from

that nation. For twenty years Russia

has tried to make Finland Russian in

spirit, but she has not succeeded. The

spirit of the Finns has resisted all

attempts to break down their national

unity. They are, however, required by

law to have seven years of high school

training in the Russian language. With

Petrograd distant such a little way

from Finland, it is necessary to Russia

that the Finnish people do not become

enemies, but unfortunately the method

of procedure on the part of Russia

has been that of severity. Notwith

standing this, the Finnish people have

never revolted.

Finland stands first among the

nations of the world in per cent. of

literacy. 99.7 of the population is

able to read. The Finnish Uni

versity is three hundred years old,

and each year about three thousand

applicants come up for state examina

tions admitting to the university.

From the high schools 45,000 are

graduated each year. Its literature,

music and painting. especially its

portraits, have world—wide fame.

Fifty years ago few positions were

open to women. Education consisted

of the teaching of drawing, music and

languages, with special attention given

to those graces attractive to men, but

a great change has now come to Fin

land. Every position in Finland to

day is open to women, as perhaps in

no country of the world. Previous

to 1907 voting in Finland was a re

stricted privilege, but in that year it

was made general, and men and

women count it a privilege to vote.

Criminals, idiots and paupers are

naturally excluded from the franchise.

Those who do not pay their taxes

form another class not allowed to vote.

This law is universally observed. Dur

ing an absence in the country recently

one of its prominent educators neg

lected the payment of his taxes. and

to his chagrin, when he returned to

the city, he was excluded from voting

as though he had been the most

humble citizen.

The actual voting takes place, not

in barber shops or such other incon
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venient places as are universal in the

United States, but in school-houses.

This is because the idea of the

Finnish people is that voting being

such a responsible privilege it should

be dignified in its exercise.

But Finnish school-houses are not

used alone for schools and polling

places; they are used also for any

purpose which makes for the public

good. Thus the summer conferences

in Finland have oftentimes been held

in school-houses that have been tem

porarily fitted up as dormitories.

Throughout the countryside there are

scattered branches of the Association,

and the largest Association is made

responsible for the country work in

its immediate district. The girls

attending the conferences are from

twelve to eighteen years of age, and

they have been meeting together for

the past five summers.

The Association in Finland is quite

closely connected with the parish

churches, all of the State Lutheran

Church. Its larger branches are

usually near the church. The pro

grams provided for the conferences

are largely religious—Bible classes,

discussion of social morality, mission

study and other social service. The

leaders hold their meetings monthly,

to discuss the conduct of the branches.

These leaders are usually from the

supplementary schools which girls

from the agricultural population

attend.

Finland is a country of waterways

rather than railroads, there being so

many lakes and rivers that rail facili

ties are not at all general. Many vil

lages, therefore, own their own boats

as common carriers. There being but

one State Church, the buildings are

not as numerous as we find them in

a country with many denominations,

so that on Sundays, it is common to

see the lakes full of boats bound to

attend the church services. Some of

these boats are large enough to hold

from eighty to one hundred people,

and there are at times as many as

twenty pairs of oars, plied with great

willingness and accompanied by sing

ing. The row may be from ten to

twenty miles, and as they near the

church the oarsmen often indulge in

spirited races. The boats are deco

rated with branches of trees. As they

touch shore, all the people leap out,

and the women, as well as men, help

to pull the boat to land, so that the

one who has the helm may step out

from the boat on to dry land.

Because wind and water would

make havoc with the Sunday-go-to

meeting appearance, it is customary

for the people to bring their Sunday

dress and shoes in a box or a cloth.

These are carried ashore, and, separat

ing into groups of men and women,

they make themselves ready for enter

ing the church.

As has been said, the connection

between the Church and the Young

Women’s Christian Association is

very close. Deaconesses work among

the sick and poor, and in many of the

country communities. Sometimes the

Associations support the work of these

deaconesses. Despite the small in

come of the Finnish folk, their mis

sion work is outstandingly strong.

The Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation has its part in the foreign

work of the nation in contributing to

a mission carried on in Siberia among

Finnish people who have been exiled

by Russia and who have gone as

settlers. In Lapland the Association

owns a large farm, where they con

duct a home for the aged and for

children, and a public school for the

children. The experimental garden on

this farm has been given government

recognition as an experiment station.

For the older girls of Lapland, cook

ing classes are supported by the Asso

ciation. Besides this, the Association

has a definite part in supporting mis

sions in India, Ghoom, in China and

in Port Said. For all this mission

work, the Young Women’s Christian

Association contributes 30,000 marks

a year. When one considers that the

total national budget of the Associa

tion is 75,000 marks. their zeal for

mission work is well demonstrated.



  

PLANNING FOR THE SUMMER

 

 

“Shall We Have a

Summer Camp?”

Lucy R. Mason

HEN the loan of a piece of

land opened the way for a

camp for the Richmond As

sociation last summer, a meeting of

gymnasium and other girls was called

to discuss ways and means. The

meeting was well attended and the

question “Shall we have a camp

this summer?” was enthusiastically

answered in the affirmative that even—

ing by personal pledges and later by

a baseball game and Japanese Tea, the

girls raising about $150 towards

equipment.

Instead of spending $185 on twenty

new tents it was decided to accept

tents lent by the Boy Scouts for our

first camping experiment. A long,

open frame, roofed with canvas and

screened with wire, made dining room

and kitchen. The lumber was secured

without cost through a gymnasium

girl. No flooring was used except

pieces of old carpet and scraps of mat

ting given by some of the stores.

The furniture cost nothing except

for hauling, as it consisted entirely of

empty boxes also given by the stores.

Mirrors at $1 per dozen, little soap

dishes, tin basins and buckets, and

candle holders were secured without

much expense. The cots were strong

and comfortable, and bought whole

sale, cost $2.50 a piece.

Except for cooking, the work was

done by the girls, even chopping wood

for the kitchen stove. Campers are

still reminiscencing about the good

things we had to eat, not much meat,

but plenty of fresh vegetables, milk,

eggs, fruit, ginger bread, pies and

other delicious things.

The maximum board was $3.50 a

week, but in some cases this was re

duced to $2.50 and in others to $3.00.

The location proved to be less desir

able than it had seemed on first in—

spection, but in spite of the fact that

we had neither athletic field nor run

ning water, the girls loved camp life.

Eighty-eight girls camped and many

more came out for dinner or supper.

Financially we did not come out

quite even on running expenses, but

the reductions in board were partly

responsible for this. As a means of

interesting girls in the Association the

camp was a remarkable success and

that interest has held all through the

winter. There was a fine spirit of

friendliness and democracy among the

girls in camp; whether they came .

from office or factory, from rich

families or poor, the girls met on a

common basis with a big, generous

spirit of co-operation.

Perhaps the key note of this ex

perience was expressed by one girl

when she said, after our good night

hymn around the dying camp fire one

night, “Somehow I feel so close to

God out here in the woods: it feels

so clean and pure." In giving a whole

some good time and in the deepening

of spiritual values, Camp K. H. H.

was surely a success.

An Established Sum

mer Camp

Emily Southmayd

HE Seattle Association secured

the equipment and building for

its summer camp by a bequest

which was followed by a campaign.

A number of the merchants in Seattle
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THE USES OF A ROOF GARDEN

donated tents and some small equip

ment.

We did not have to create a de—

mand. The girls asked for it. About

thirty girls went the first year. The

demand was met by renting a camp

and engaging the owner as manager

and house mother. It was followed

next year by the campaign and pur

chase of the present location. The

camp becomes more popular each sum

mer. Last year the attendance

was 843.

The running expenses are paid by

board receipts. Any deficit is made up

from our deficit budget.

At least twenty-five to thirty regular

boarders by the week and fifty to one

hundred at “week-end” parties every

week during the season are necessary

to make the camp a success during

the season.

In the operation of the camp, the

best plan we have tried to date is to

have a competent business girl as

manager; a committee of girls living

at the camp to assist her; a profes

sional cook with an amiable temper;

an intelligent handy man; maids

chosen from school teachers and busi

ness girls who want to pay their way

while at camp, and who work for a

smaller consideration than regular

maids.

The camp is situated on an island in

Puget Sound, and the severe storms

of winter cause occasional damages.

We hope in the near future to build a

sea wall; after that we feel sure that

the proceeds from the camping season

will make the camp entirely self-sup

porting. We also propose to build a

substantial club house with sufficient

living rooms to enable us to use the

camp during the winter months. We

consider our camp a distinct and

valuable asset, capable of great de—

velopment.

Our camp promotes friendships and

a co-operation which carries a fine

spirit into the winter work, and the

health, fun, and general benefit to the

girls and young women more than

pays for the small deficit involved in

caring for it.
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The Uses of a Roof

Garden

NE of the first means of mak

ing the roof of the Provi

dence Association a place of

recreation for the girls was to erect a

cage in which basket ball, volley ball

and tennis might be played without

danger of losing the balls. A proper

floor was laid, the cage wired, and

electric lights installed. The wonder

ful feeling of restfulness away from

the streets, and the delicious air,

appealed to the girls strongly and as

many expressed it, “It seemed like

another world."

A year ago last summer the

Social Department of the Association

planned an opening donation day, at

which friends were asked to send any

thing, even if it had been used, which

might help to furnish our roof garden.

Potted plants, flower boxes, rocking

chairs and hammocks were gladly

given, and with gifts of money we

bought a large double swing, settees,

magazine tables and lounging couches

and chairs. Flowers were planted and

our roof really began to look like a

garden, where the girls might come

at any time to rest. Every pleasant

evening at least a few girls would

visit it just to enjoy it, but Wednes

day evening was known as Social

Evening, when special plans were

made. Oftentimes for half an hour

or so romping games would be played

in the cage, and then an hour or so

of victrola music would be given. At

other times the kitchen orchestra fur

nished music and still again readings

and solos were given. Once the gym

nasium and Camp Fire girls gave a

splendid program of basketball, volley

ball, dances, and readings.

We tried to have all of these 0c

casions just as informal as possible,

sometimes giving chances to become

acquainted during the program. On

warm evenings we sold candy, ice

cream or soda and the girls appreci

ated being served there.
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A series of sacred concerts given

on Sunday afternoons on the victrola

were well attended, and sometimes on

these occasions a poem was read.

Giving recognition to the plea of

the girls, gentlemen were allowed to

visit us about once a month.

On holidays the roof was open for

all, and something of special interest

was planned. On these occasions we

decorated quite a little. Anything in

teresting planned by the city, such as

fireworks on the Fourth of July, could

be plainly seen.

The pleasure does not end with just

an evening’s entertainment, for many

of the girls Sleep outdoors on the roof

garden.

The spirit of good will and friend

liness is felt strongly in the open air,

and we are sure that it meant much to

those who felt its influence.

%

The Influence of a

Club Girls’ Council

on the Year’s Work

Lillian Preston Hull

URELY personal standards are

so apt to be low. Resolutions

made privately are so apt to

be broken. What a humiliating psy

chological truth this seems to be!

Yet if we translate the term Public

Opinion into Influence, and Competi

tion into Social Incentive, Rivalry

almost becomes Fellowship, and large

groups are able, standing together, to

create standards and strivings impos

sible in isolated instances.

The Altamont Council is an example

of this social truth. An industrial

club is a personality and except in

unusual instances, it will not raise its

standards of its own accord. Some

such state of inertia seemed to possess

the industrial clubs of Rochester last

year. Even by joining the clubs to—

gether very little could be gained be

cause no club cared to take the lead or

wished to be considered more ener

getic than its neighbor. Moreover, in

a city like Rochester that has such an

unusually fair civic sheet, where pros

perity and advantages are on every

side, there must result some provin

cial complacency and civic pride,

which permeates club girls as well as

'business men and robs them of self

expression and initiative.

You really cannot get together a

very faithful and reliable club on the

common ground of a swimming pool

and a ten cent supper. The supper

may be poor on a certain night or

the pool chilly, and if at the end of

the year, as is probable, most of the

club members have learned to swim,

the club ceases to exist. Just how to

get such a club out of their wantless

ness and to Show them the deeper

satisfaction of greater achievement

was the problem of last year. In one

or two instances starts were made,

but in most cases even the prospect of

sending a delegate to the Club Girls’

Council at Altamont did not allure.

Pictures and the enthusiasm of field

secretaries did not counter-balance

spending a vacation, attending meet

ings and away from particular friends.

Very little interest in raising money

could be aroused. The Industrial

Committee therefore decided to use

their appropriation, for delegates had

to be sent if we were ever to break

through to larger things.

Into this situation came the leaven

of the Altamont Commission. A group

of girls was brought together to pre

pare a report on Dress Budgets

through a questionnaire and to answer

the questions asked Rochester in its

turn. Then, behold, there came the

first awakening. There were other

cities and other clubs and other girls

doing things Rochester had never

dreamed of, and the no-no-no that

had to go back to these cities cut the

committee like a lash. Already the

slogan was “next year” and altogether

it was an eager delegation that started

out for Altamont to see these girls

who did things and to have a voice

themselves.
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The Altamont girls came back fired

with a flame that could not be

quenched, with a new vision and

strength from the everlasting hills.

Still no one in Rochester really

wanted to federate except the Alta

mont girls and the industrial secre

tary. They saw that the only way to

make four hundred girls wake from

lethargy was to unite them, almost in

spite of themselves, to the federated

bodies of the Northeastern Field. The

clubs had instinctively given Altamont

girls positions of leadership, and early

in the fall began to catch the Altamont

enthusiasm as they thrilled to the ac

tual experiences of their delegates. As

the year has gone on and Altamont

girls meet each other with a cama

raderie that bespeaks more than mere

friendship, Altamont has become a

magic word and the industrial secre

' tary must, the Council says, appoint

the delegates this year to prevent riots

at club elections!
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Just before Christmas we federated,

and it was Altamont that was largely

responsible. When Miss Dingman

came she was heralded by those who

had known her at Camp and was

proudly introduced. They stood be—

hind her and worked hard to swing

their clubs in line. If a club balked at

educational work a club president

could say, “All right, we’ll just tell

the Syracuse and Newark girls that

we aren’t up to that sort of thing.”

It was a hard pull, but Altamont and

Miss Dingman and Northeastern Field

standards won out.

There is a good-natured but de—

termined look that comes over the

faces of Rochester girls when the

word Bridgeport (home of that star

Federation) is mentioned, and the

whole Federation feels that Altamont

is to hold them true and that every

July will be a stepping stone to higher

things.

 

"Forward! For us shall be

no beaten track,

No mere continuing, no turn

ing back;

The Past we love not for its

being part,

Butl for its hope and ardour

forward cost.”

—FROM GIRLS or YESTERDAY

AND TO-DAY.
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At the Cross Roads of Two Continents

(Ilarissa

HINK of a narrow strip of land

I extending east and west 470

miles connecting two great

continents, divided by a canal connect

ing two great oceans, and containing

within itself two civilizations, and you

have before you The Republic of

Panama. On the Pacific Ocean are to

be found the ruins of the ancient city

of Panama, once so important in the

Spanish world of the sixteenth cen

tury, for here was brought the treas

ure found in the Southern continent

to be sent on mule-back across the

isthmus and thence by ship across the

Atlantic to Spain. Nearby stands the

modern city of Panama with its quaint,

narrow streets, its cathedral and old

churches, its charming plazas, its

presidential palace, its schools and

shops, its city wall and beautiful har

bor, its lotteries and its strange popula

tion. Here is the Canal Zone, ten

miles in breadth, extending forty-five

miles from ocean to ocean, with its

humming, bustling industry, its splen

did hospitals and well-screened houses,

its churches and Young Men’s Chris

tian Association clubs, its stately

white administration building on Bal

boa Heights, and the Canal so surpris

ing in its beauty, so baffling in its

difficulties. This was the setting of the

first Congress on Christian Work in

Latin America, held in February.

In the Tivoli Hotel gathered men

and women from Latin America, from

Anglo Saxon America, and from

Europe, 481 delegates and visitors

from 18 difierent countries (14 of

which formed a part of Latin

America) clergymen, teachers, editors,

mission board secretaries, and others.

The president of the conference

was Dr. Edward Monteverde of the

University of Montevideo, and also

secretary of the Young Men’s Chris

tian Association of that city. The

chairman of the conference was Dr._

Robert E. Speer.

Spencer

Of the 100 or more women dele

gates and visitors only three or four

were Latin Americans, but they were

women of influence and power.

Senora Monteverde was present at

the congress with her husband, and

one could scarcely realize that she was

the mother of eleven children.

Another Latin American woman was

Senorita Juana Pelacios who is a

teacher in one of the government

normal schools in Mexico and has

been sent abroad by the government

to study European educational

methods. Our own secretary from

Buenos Aires, Senorita Elisa Cortez,

was also present.

The National Board was repre

sented by Mrs. John R. Mott and

Senorita Cortez; Miss Rouse came

from the World’s Student Christian

Federation, but with a very real con

nection with the Association also;

and I made the fourth on the list.

Miss Belle Bennett, a member of our

South Central Field Committee, was

the chairman of one of the commis

sions on women’s work.

The program consisted of the re

ports of eight commissions, on Survey

and Occupation, Method and Mes

sage, Education, Literature, Women’s

Work, the Church in the Field, Unity

and Co-operation, and the Home Base.

Much of the discussion was in Eng

lish; part was in Spanish and Portu

guese. We who knew only one of

these languages envied our friends

who knew the three.

The evening meetings had for their

subjects such themes as the Contribu

tion of Latin America to the Higher

Life of America, Christianity in an

Age of Science and Leadership. One

evening’s meeting was devoted to a

presentation of women’s work, and the

following morning was devoted to a

discussion of the same.

One of the most helpful features

of the conference was the series of
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devotional addresses beginning with

the opening address of the conference

by Dr. Speer.

As the days went by, bringing with

them a growing sense of fellowship,

we all felt a deepening conviction of

the need for greater co-operation.

Whole tribes of Indians are yet un

reached. Classes in Latin American

society have only been slightly touched

as yet by the Christian message. Bet—

ter literature is needed. Christian so

cial service is one method whereby

certain classes can be most effectively

reached, and interesting experiments

have already been made in this direc

tion.

More work for women is urgently

needed,_ especially when one remem

bers the power and influence wielded

by Latin American women. To our

Association comes an urgent call both

in the prominence which was given to

it in the report of the Commission on

Women’s Work, and in the conviction

expressed by individuals that now is

the time for us to go forward in Latin

America. Our interdenominational

character, our Christian social service

for w0men and girls, fit us in a very

special way for this place. We have

accomplished much already, in spite

of our limited resources. When,

however, we remember that we have

only two or three Associations in all

Latin America, and that our whole

foreign staff consists of three women

working in Buenos Aires, we realize

that the Panama Congress brings us

tremendous challenge. We need strong

and wise Christian young women,

with experience in the Association

and knowledge of Spanish or Portu

guese or an ability to learn one of

these languages to reinforce our work

in Buenos Aires, to answer the call

for help from the Association in Rio

Janeiro, to open up the work in

Montevideo, and as soon as conditions

permit to establish the Association in

other Latin American cities. And we

need more funds to rrieet this ex

tension of our Association movement.

This wonderful opportunity of bring
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ing the message of the fulness of

life in Jesus Christ to many women

and girls in Latin America is ours

beginning this month as never before.

Shall we seek to meet this opportunity

in this year of our Jubilee?

Setting Up Next

Year’s Voluntary

Study

I

HE first duty of the newly

appointed Bible study, mission

ary and social service com

mittees in student Associations is to

set up next year’s Voluntary Study

program. It should be put into opera

tion immediately on the opening of

college in the fall. An adequate spring

set-up should include a conference of

representatives of the faculty and

men’s and women’s Associations with

the ministers and Sunday school

superintendents of the city, and a

meeting of the old and new com

mittees concerned. In these confer

ences three things should be deter

mined:

I. What is the Voluntary Study

plan in its entirety? (In

formation to be secured pre

viously from pamphlet on

“Voluntary Study Groups,"

Voluntary study texts and

files of THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY and The North

American Student.

2. How far has it been in effect

here this year? (Definite

figures to be furnished by

outgoing committees.) How

many students have been in

Association classes in the

Sunday school? In other

Sunday school classes? In

supplementary classes?

(Eight Week Club prepara

tion classes, teacher train
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ing or other Bible, mission

and social service classes.)

How many studying Volun

tary Study texts? Teach

ing classes? Not in Sunday

school? Not in any study

class?

3. What shall be our advance pro

gram for next year?

.l/z'm'mzmz Program

How many new student classes can

be formed in Sunday schools? In how

many can Bible study be offered first

semester and mission study second

semester? Can Voluntary Study texts

be used? Good leaders secured? Can

large classes be divided into smaller

discussion groups? Are campus classes

needed for students who cannot attend

Sunday school? How can every

student be enlisted in one of these

classes? (“All college for Voluntary

Study” days, first Association event of

school year.)

.l/aximum Program

What shall be done after minimum

program is launched? What supple

mentary campus classes shall be

offered? “7hen and how shall enroll

ment in these be secured?

KATHARINE HALsEY,

Student Secretary for West

Central Field.

II.

1. To promote Voluntary Study

classes in the fall without having done

any spring ground-work is not only

unlike the present day student, but is

apt to terminate in inadequate results.

2. Naturally one begins with a

survey—thorough, scientific. How

many students are already enrolled,

whether in curriculum or voluntary

classes? Is the range of classes offered

wide enough to enlist the interest of

all types of minds? Of the percentage

not enrolled what is the attitude of

mind ?—indifference in general, or in

difference to classes offered? Lack

of time, or fancied lack? Or a latent

interest that has never been aroused?

What type of leaders are desired and

have proved most successful? Has the

work led any into the practice of daily

devotions as a vital habit in life?

And, of course, there are many other

questions.

Until it knows these things how

can a committee intelligently lay its

plans? And at what better time can

such a survey be made than at the end

of a season, anticipatory to the work

of the next?

Although “questionnaire” usually

makes us sigh, if every Voluntary

Study Committee sent out a question

naire on its campus this spring and

secured not only facts but attitudes of

mind, it would find itself facing a big

challenge for the fall.

3. “After the survey, what?"

would almost take care of itself.

Leaders and texts would be chosen,

and if possible every leader sent to

the summer conference. Here, even

though she might not be able to enroll

in the class offering her text, she will

get many suggestions from the class

in Methods, from individual confer—

ences with leaders, and with other

student class leaders. If at summer

conferences all prospective Voluntary

Study leaders met for an interchange

of ideas and plans much of good would

inevitably result. If in such a meet

ing each might lay before the group

what the disinterested students on her

campus thought, and what type of

study would appeal to them, our eyes

might be opened and our thinking

stimulated.

To have everything ready, even

down to the hour and place of meet

ing for each class, when the enroll—

ment is launched in the fall, would

not only give momentum, but would

save for the cause many who grow

disinterested because the committee

has not taken advantage of the “psy

chological moment.”

When lists are posted for signing

up, much zest is added by limiting the

number in each class. Then a student

may not dally with her decision. Of

course, this presupposes enough

classes to cover the field.
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Ground-work for the second sem

ester’s work may also be more effect

ively done at the same time as that for

the first semester, even though it is six

months ahead. It will be all the better

for this time of seasoning.

Whether the classes are in Sunday

school or on the campus, the breaking

of the ground does not differ materi

ally.

An ugly, time-consuming, but in

teresting task confronts each Volun—

tary Study Committee—plowing,

choosing the seed, and the implements

of planting. The harvest is not in its

hands.

MARGARET FLENNIKEN,

Student Secretary for Northeastern

Field.

Concrete Bits of

Service

HIS group of clubs in the De

troit Association, reporting on

their social service activities

during nine months, must have proved

that the healthy club is one that has

plenty to do! Their report is full of

suggestions with which to meet the

familiar plea, “Give me something

definite to do and I’ll join.”

Larned Carter Club—87 wash dolls

made; 2 baskets of food to poor families;

1 patched quilt made for family in need.

Took one day of support for Miss

Crane’s work in China.

American Lady Club—35 dolls bought

and dressed for Neighborhood House;

Thanksgiving dinner given; $5 given to

club member in need; $1 given poor

man; $5 given another club member.

Many Center Club—Took monthly

collection for social service; $15 given

for Hospital Fund; 7 sick calls made; 5

baskets of food given to needy families;

1 pint of milk given for 59 days for sick

child; $5 spent for stockings and hand

kerchiefs for soldiers; bandages made for

the soldiers' relief; $17.54 raised for use

in social service; 20 children given a treat

by 3 club girls—cost $1.65; Easter eggs,

candy and hair ribbons given 6 children

at Easter time; 35 Christmas stockings

made and given; assisted at Franklin
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Street Settlement, also at Christmas

party at Neighborhood House; 4 days

given toward Miss Crane's support; $5

toward Grace H. Dodge Memorial Fund.

Steams Club—Helped 3 poor families

in giving dinners, clothes and one load

of wood; clothed 8 children and enter

tained children ' of the Neighborhood

House; 35 little girls furnished refresh

ments, ice cream and cake for party.

Princess Club—$12 given toward Miss

Crane's support, $10 for Grace H. Dodge

Memorial Fund, $15 for Hospital Fund;

6 girls served at Hallowe’en party;

3 members helped make Camp Fire

dresses; 3 girls served 2 nights at May

festival; 35 dolls bought and dressed; 4

baskets given at Christmas time; hand

léerchiefs and socks donated for Red

ross.

Carhartt Club—$20 given to League

Hospital Fund, $15 given toward Miss

Crane's support, $15 given toward the

Grace H. Dodge Memorial Fund; 5

dozen handkerchiefs given to Red Cross;

1% dozen napkins and 12 tablecloths for

Children’s Free Hospital; 14 Christmas

baskets, including sweaters and candy

for each child, given to needy families.

Parke Davis Club—$25 toward the

Grace H. Dodge Memorial Fund; $10

given to a member in need; 1 dozen

sheets and 2 dozen pillow cases made

and donated for soldiers’ relief—expendi

ture $10; a $2 dinner sent each week to

family of 3 during the year; volunteer

offering of $15 collected, and $11.84 sent

for dinners for three families at Thanks

giving; 2 flannelette nightgowns, 2 suits

of warm underwear, and magazines given

an invalid; 8 baskets of provisions sent

to needy families during the year, % ton

coal given; warm bathrobe given a man

recovering from pneumonia, a member

of the firm; the girls called on each

family before Christmas to find out what

was needed; paid the room rent for one

of the girls at plant, who is out of work,

$10; $15 toward Miss Crane's support; a

black suit ($20) to one girl,

Pingree Club—$14 given toward Miss

Crane's support; $5 given toward Red

Cross work; $10 given to League Hos

pital Fund; 2 bolts of cotton, made up

into various articles, for Florence

Crittenden Home: clothes and cookies

taken there; 4 Christmas dinners were

given to needy families; toys taken to 9

children at Christmas; $5 given toward

the Grace H. Dodge Memorial Fund.

The total number of industrial girls in

this Association having savings accounts

during the year is 675, and the total

amount saved by these is $14,404.06. The

total amount saved last year was

$8,510.77, making a gain of $5,893.29 for

the year 1915.
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For Easter Week

ANY of us have been following

M the Daily Bible Readings pre

pared for the Jubilee. “I feel

cut off from a fellowship,” writes

one member, “now that they have

stopped.” A wider call comes to

us for the week of April 16 to

23, that as members of the churches

of Christ in America, quickened to a

larger service by our Jubilee worship

together, we unite in the prayers pre

pared by the Federal Council of

Churches for the building of God’s

kingdom in a disintegrating world.

On April 16 many of you will hear

sermons leading to the common ob

servance of this week. On the follow

ing six days we may feel ourselves

bound together with all the people of

God, as we pray for these things:

Taken in part from the prayers for

Easter Week, which may be obtained

in full through your pastor or from the

Federal Council, 105 East 22nd Street,

New York.

Monday, April 17.

Cleansing,

Let us praise God for his forgiving

love, let us open our hearts to the re

newing of his spirit. And while we

thank God that we have been kept from

entanglement in the war now raging,

let us pray the more earnestly for the

multitudes who are stricken by it with un

told sorrow. As aforetime Jesus

cleansed the temple of unholy things

may He now cleanse us from unholy

motives and desires.

Thanksgiving and

Psalms 6521-4; 139:23-24. Matthew

5:8; 21:22.

Tuesday, April 18. Authority and

Courage.

That we may not merely weep over

city conditions but work zealously for

city redemption, and pray that every

agency for moral, social and religious

benefit may be blessed; that we may not

have cities of shekels and shackles, but

cities of God.

Ezk. 33:7-9. Matt. 22:21.Psalms 2.

Romans 13:1~7. I. Peter 2:13-17.

Wednesday, April 19. Loyalty and Unity.

That every effort _to heal divisions

and to bring all Christians into effec

tive unity may be blessed. That racial

enmities may be swallowed up in the love

of God. That more and more Jews and

Gentiles may believe in each other and

work together for the good of the world.

For education in schools, colleges and

universities, and that the principles of

justice and equity may be established

between employers and employees.

Psalms 122. Isa. 52:8. Matt. 22:37

38. John 17:20-23. Eph. 4:1-16.

Thursday, April 20. Heart Searching

and Consecration.

That we may have a deeper reverence

for God and his truth; that the living

church and its ordinances may have a

larger honor and that spiritual life may

be enriched. That flood tides of per

sonal and co-operative evangelism may

roll over our land and that our churches

may welcome multitudes confessing

Christ.

Psalms 51:10-13; 139:1~6; 23-24.

Isa_6 8

Friday, April 21. Sacrifice and Service.

That the gospel may be preached with

simplicity and power. That Christ may

be lifted up to bring men to God; that

the cross may become the principle of

union and fellowship among all Chris

tians, and that all who confess his name

may serve God and man in whole

hearted devotion.

John 1:29; 12:24, 32. I. Cor. 2:2.

Gal. 6:14.

Saturday, April 22. The Kingdom and

Its Triumph.

That the best of the past may in

spire us to yet higher good for the

future. That we may have clearer vision

of our duties as a nation and as churches

and that we may not be tempted to

substitute force for faith or speech for

service. That every instrumentality for

the forwarding of the kingdom may be

abundantly blessed; that ordinary and

extraordinary methods of approach to

men may be sanctified with power from

on high.

Psalms 110. Isa. 9:6-7_ Rev. 1:4-8.

All the world hath bright illumination—

Heaven and earth and things beneath the earth;

’Tis the festival of all creation:

Christ hath risen, who gave creation birth.

_jom: or DA MASCUS.
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STUDENT NEWS

To the new cabinets: Begin early the

habit of reading and classifying the

wealth of material in this regular col

umn Of “Student News.” The News

Committee will find concrete publicity

suggestions; the Religious Meetings

Committee will find topics and plans for

meetings; the Social Committee will find

suggestions which, though taking special

Jubilee form this month, can be adapted

for future use, etc., etc.

The student publicity of late has

been notably splendid. We wish we

could list the Association numbers of

college magazines and dailies, and of

sorority magazines. The accumulated

efiect is beyond compute.

“By the Fountain Of Energy" was

published in the town paper by the Sam

Houston Normal Institute, and the min

isters of the town were called up by

telephone and asked to be sure to read it.

A special council was held in Rollins

College early in February to consider

“The Jubilee Without Machinery." This

must have paid in forthcoming plans.

Try it the next time you plan some

special feature.

“Good Old To-days” is the good title

of a speech on the present status of the

Association in Butler College.

The Publicity Committee in Pacific

College, Oregon, bought 100 “stickers”

on which was written the date of the

banquet, and distributed them among

the college girls to be pasted on note

books, tablets, etc.

At Goucher College Old Association

Monthlies were resorted to for pictures

and clippings which kept the bulletin

board full of changing interest. Goucher

reports that faculty members showed

great interest in the Jubilee celebrations.

In the light of a big log fire, the Jubi

lee of Westhampton College was opened.

The Spirit of 1866 sat in a high-backed

chair at one side of the fire and began

the evening by telling of the origin of

the Association. The Spirit of 1916 re

sponded from the other side of the fire

light by reading the letter from the

president of the National Board and

introducing girls dressed tO represent

present phases of Association life.

New pictures of the founders of the

Wesleyan College Association in Georgia

were placed on the walls at one Of the

Jubilee services.

The “Every Girl at Church" effort

made at the University of Illinois had

good results on February 13. Thirteen

hundred and fifty letters were sent by

this Association to its alumnae, keeping

them in touch with the Jubilee.

A good poster was made at Trinity

University, Texas, with the first report

made by the Association to the field

Oflice placed beside pictures of the school

buildings as they stood at that time.

A Jubilee parade was held after break

fast one morning at Randolph—Macon

College, Virginia. Eight standards were

carried bearing the following slogans—

“Get Acquainted," “NO Sunday Study

ing,” "Chapel Minus Books and Noise,"

“Go to Church Sunday." The girls bore

these through the college halls and over

the campus singing a Jubilee song. The

“Chapel Minus Books and Noise" em

phasis was carried out by having the

members of the Jubilee Committee

pledge themselves to uphold it and assist

in its observance.

“Stop a little, read a little, think a

little, and find ourselves," quoted from

a Jubilee speech at Georgia Normal and

Industrial College, provides a good

Jubilee text.

“Fifty ,years ago one student in two

in our American colleges was a sceptic.

To-day there is no scepticism. The

hopes of the spiritual leaders of America

are fastened on the colleges of to-day.”

-—-From a Jubilee speech at Ashton Col—

lege, Ohio.

Ten parties were given simultaneously

at the University of Nevada, to one of

which each girl in the local high school

received an invitation. The student sec

retary, Miss Wygal, addressed fifteen

organizations in Reno on phases of

Association work.

The Jubilee number of The Associa

tion Monthly was placed in all sorority

houses, in the college dormitories, and

in the library of the University of Wis

consm.

The “Fire Festival” was observed at

VVashburn College. Refreshments were

passed by two little girls dressed in

Jubilee blue. Every member of the

Association here used the Daily Bible

Readings. The city Association was the

guest Of the college Association at a

vesper service. The two Associations

also united in presenting “Girls Of Yes

terday and To-day.” “Every old-fash

ioned dress in town was there."

Seven churches dismissed for a union

meeting at which the Anniversary Ser

vice was held by the Cape Girardeau

Normal. The Association members en

tered the church in a processional. The

ministers of the town were especially

impressed, and much friendly cO-opera

tion is resulting.

“That is the best amateur thing that

has ever been given on the campus."

“How did you ever get so many girls

together?" “It is so different now; people
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seem to want to do things for us, where

earlier in the year we'd have to ’phone

and 'phone to find even an available

automobile." Some of these quotations

show the reception of “Girls of Yester

day and To-day" at the University of

Washington. Part of the publicity here

is described as follows: “Two members,

with an advisory lady chaperoning, went

to the fraternity houses at luncheon time

and explained the Jubilee and the

pageant, and that it was free. Great

applause at the close of this announce

ment!"

The same sort of comments as the

above followed the giving of the pageant

by Northwestern University, where it

selems to have been strikingly success

fu.

Journalism classes at the University

of Oregon were required to write up

the pageant, so a lecture was given in

the classes on the Young Women’s

Christian Association.

During Friendly Week at the Univer—

sity of California, seventy high school

girls were entertained by the Associa

tion members. Each college girl acted

as an escort to two high school girls.

A “Loyalty Club” was organized

among the maids in Iowa City as a

result of Jubilee activities. The State

University reports the largest member

ship it has ever had as a resnlt of the

Jubilee.

Stephens Junior College, Missouri,

centered its Jubilee activities in one

week, during which Mrs. \V. A. Mont

gomery of the Baptist Missionary Board

and Mr. and Mrs. Gilkey of Chicago gave

so much help and inspiration that they

have decided to make the Jubilee Week

permanent by holding a similar service

every year.

A twilight meeting was held at Geneva

College. In a candle-lit room the girls

sang such things as “Just a Song at

Twilight," and then members of the

Jubilee Committee suggested questions

for discussion, such as: \Vhat is an All

Around College Girl? Shall We Enlarge

the Circle of Our Friends, or Develop a

Few Friendships? In \Vhat Amusements

Shall \IVe Take Part? The Influence of

Pictures and Books on Our Lives, etc.

some of the girls would not depart

Without the promise of another twilight

meeting.

An “All College Social” was held at

\Vellesley, opening with a representation

of the Alice Freeman Palmer memorial

tablet by two of the undergraduates.

Wellesley’s contribution to national his

tory was brought out in reference to

Mrs. Durant. the founder of Wellesley

and of the Boston Association, and to

the fact that Miss Reynolds, first World’s

secretary, is a \Nellesley woman. Charter

members were introduced in a take-off

on the freshman reception. The roll call

of Wellesley missionaries was responded

to by girls in native costumes.

The pageant given by the Iowa State

Teachers College presented the history

of the school, including an Association

episode based on bits of “Girls of Yester

day and To-day" and “The Ministering

of the Gift."

“About the party, it was a three course

dinner. The first course of fruit cock

tail was served at Marion Casey’s. The

second course, consisting of meat loaf,

pickles, potatoes and gravy, and candy,

was served at Evelyn Hollingsworth’s.

But our third course was the best of

all. We had it over to Marjorie Fox's.

It consisted of ice cream and the most

beautiful birthday cake I ever saw, illu

mined with fifty candles. As we blew

them out we all wished the Association

would grow in strength and numbers."

—Atchison, Kansas, High School.

THE JUBILEE IN CITIES

Lawrence, Mass., tried to call off a

meeting on account of some unforeseen

difficulties, but forty members came and

at this meeting five expressed a desire

to become Christians. The membership

committee of this Association called on

every member of the Association.

Grace Dodge Clubs are forming in

many sections of the United States. One

in the Southland is given over to the

relief and care of women who need em

ployment. -

\Vheeling has had a course on “The

Meaning of Prayer" and another Asso

ciation plans to follow up the Jubilee

with this as a Lenten course in which

the people newly interested will join.

Burlington, Iowa, reports that Miss

Millar's meetings have been the greatest

blessing ever known to Association and

city.

Boise, Idaho, had the largest vespers

in its history, presided over by a girl

sixteen years of age. '

Toledo had a “Men’s Day” for the

first time.

At the Cleveland banquet attended by

1,300, the girls of the various clubs wore

colored head dress so that the view

from above was like looking down upon

a bed of poppies. The conclusion of

their service was the singing of “The

Star Spangled Banner,” a custom that

might well be widely encouraged at the

present time among our Associations.
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Danville, Illinois, reports a thought

provoking meeting in which the Young

Women's Christian Association Board

met with the City Council.

The meetings in Hershey, Pa., factories

increased from 84 to 2,000.

Eight girls of the Fresno Association

talked at the various churches one

Sunday.

Norfolk, Va., used the buttons, which

have been a great help toward friend

liness, during their membership cam—

paign in March.

“The Young \Vomen’s Christian Asso

ciation is a national asset," says our old

friend of Convention days, the Rich

mond Times.

A slogan in the Milwaukee finance

campaign:

“You are going out to make friends

for the Young \Vomen’s Christian Asso

ciation. '

“Remember Miss Dodge’s sixty calls.

“You are not begging money. You

are cutting windows for the souls of

girls. You are giving the other girl

a chance."

A progressive tea was given at

Everett. \Vash. Several ladies connected

with the Association in the capacity of

board members, secretaries or field com

mittee members, sat at each table, and

the guests progressed. “Nothing but

Association work was talked,” differ

ent phases of it being discussed at each

table.

“If every member were just like me

that kind of an Association would

our Association be!"

--A jubilee poster at Savannah.

The reports from field offices are stir

ring. This from the South Atlantic is

typical:

“I just wish you might know of all

the splendid things that our field is do—

ing during these Jubilee days. \Ve think

it very wonderful indeed that out of

the ninety Associations that have been

scheduled for a special speaker only two

have cancelled engagements, one for

the very good reason of being quaran

tined for measles, the other because

‘they did not care to celebrate the

Jubilee this year,’ where even a letter

from us to the effect that they might

have to wait fifty years for another op

portunity to celebrate the Jubilee did

not make them change their minds."

Requests are being received for sug—

gestions regarding Jubilee plans for the

remainder of the year. The publicity of

February has been an excellent pre

paration for steady, aggressive under

takings for the balance of the anniver

sary year.

THE RACINE-MADISON MEMBER

SHIP CAMPAIGN

The following account of a dual cam

paign comes to us from Madison:

The ten day inter-city membership

campaign proved to be one of the most

worth-while and stimulating things we

have ever done.

Secretaries of the two Associations

met in Milwaukee to plan the “rules of

the game," to which both cities strictly

adhered. The point system was used and

the victdry-won by the city having the

greatest number of points on the night

of the tenth day. Returns were tel

ephoned at six o'clock each night, ex

cept the last night, when the final scores

were given at ten o’clock.

We were allowed to advertise to the

amount of what would go through the

mails for two cents—either a letter or

two postals; by means of posters and all

the free advertising the newspapers

would give us. The workers wore a

white background button with YOU

printed in red letters; the members wore

a red background button with ME in

white.

The teams were made up of girls in

the different Association activities and

such team names were chosen as: The

Get ’em Quick; The Alerts; The Cres

cendoes (The Glee Club Team); The

Catch 'em Young (The Girl’s Dept);

etc. There was also a publicity team

which attended to all the advertising;

were responsible for getting the scores

to the newspapers each day, etc.

The Sunday preceding the opening of

the Campaign we called Membership

Sunday and at vespers the address was

on “Membership Ideals for the Young

Women's Christian Association." This

was purely an inspirational service for

the teams and meant much to everybody.

\Ne had three events: the opening

banquet; the mid-week stunt, when the

teams met just for a good time to talk

things over and perhaps gain new cour

age for the remaining five days; and

the final event, when the captains of

the losing side entertained the captains

of the winning side at a big Victors

Vanquished Banquet at the Young Wom

en’s Christian Association in Milwaukee.

Such a wonderful time as we had! Such

toasts and songs! Such good things to

eat and such a welcome as Milwaukee

did give us!

We all stayed over for the Milwaukee

vesper service the following day. Such

a friendship has sprung up among the

girls of the three Associations as is a

joy to us all and we feel as never before

that we belong to just one big House of

Friendlinessl
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DETROIT FINANCE CAMPAIGN

The Detroit Association celebrated the

close of the Jubilee with the opening

of a $300,000 campaign for a new build—

ing, and broke all previous records for

so large an amount, according to Mr.

C. S. Ward, who directed the campaign,

by securing in six days $318,276. Be

lated contributions brought that amount

up to $320,000 at the end of the day fol—

lowing the elose of the campaign.

Mr. \Vard gave a large part of the

credit for the success of the campaign

to the unusual group of women heading

it and the fine organization achieved by

them_ The women acknowledge, how

ever, a very big debt of gratitude to the

men of the advisory committee and the

organization of ten teams of men which

they effected. In addition, the whole

organization included ten teams of ten

women each, one of the latter being a

team of business young women and sub

divided so that each on the team was

the head of another group of ten young

women. Thus there were actually 281

individuals in the team organization be—

sides an advisory committee of fourteen

men, taking an active part in the solici

tation, and an executive committee of

ten women who were equally as active.

An interesting feature was that the

largest contribution from a single indi

vidual was $15,000. Two persons in one

family gave jointly the same amount,

and there were several of $10,000, with

a few more of $5,000, and still more of

$1,000. From this it will be understood
that a large proportion oC the gifts were

for sums under $1,000.

The most spectacular part of the en

terprise was the work of ninety young

women on the business women’s teams.

Altogether, they turned in nearly $13,000.

This included $1,000 that came by tele

gram to one of the leaders, but aside

from that it meant that these young

women collected nearly $12,000 in sums

ranging from five cents to $250. The

last day they reported over $3,000 at the

noon luncheon and more than $5,000

additional at the dinner that night which

closed the campaign.

The interest throughout the city and

the cordial feeling manifested toward the

Association was most gratifying and one

of the best results counted upon is the

enlistment of many splendid new friends

in the work.

See pp. v and vi of advertisements for

notice of new publications.

CHINA WEEK AT COLORADO COILEGE

We first introduced our “China Week"

to the girls by hanging up bright red

posters, by giving out hand made pro

grams for the week, putting small Chi

nese flags at every girl's plate at din

ner on the opening evening and by

personal invitations under the direction

of ten committees. We used Chinese

flags, embroideries, vases and flowers to

make the room in which we held our

services just as attractive as possible.

We even changed the chairs about, so

as to make everything different, and

we were careful in our selection of

hymns to use only rousing ones, and for

the time being forgot all about Green

land’s icy mountains. Besides these ma

terial changes, we tried to really com

bine our systematic giving with the

spirit of the Week of Prayer by hold

ing small prayer groups in each one

of the halls every day during the week.

These helped a very great deal in bring

ing about our aim and in making our

giving a matter of consecration.

Monday evening a short talk was

given by one of our Juniors, Bertha

King, telling of the meaning of the

World’s Week of Prayer and giving a

general survey of the needs in China.

Tuesday evening an impersonation of a

Chinese story was given by our Chinese

student, Mary Hung Woo, dressed in

native costume. Wednesday evening, the

pageant, “A Day in China” was pres

ented, which was written and managed

by two of the girls on the Mission

Study Committee, Irene Donaldson and

Adele Vorrath. Thursday morning at

our Chapel service, the work of Miss

Vance was told about by Mrs. McLean,

and afterwards Miss Riggs made the

plea for giving by telling of the needs

in China and why it is necessary for

college girls to give to missions. That

evening a consecration service was led

by Miss Riggs. The following morning

our China Week was brought to a close

by a sunrise prayer service before break

fast. Miss Riggs also had charge of this

meeting. The spirit of the service was

splendid.

Out of 235 girls belonging to our

Association, we had an average attend

ance of 135; the largest number of 225

was at the pageant. Our subscriptions

Committee worked faithfully, from paint

ing programs to writing the pageant.

We feel that our China Week was a

success, not so much from the financial

result as from the interest taken by the

girls. The amount given for the work in

China totaled $175.

——-Chairman of Missionary Committee.
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ABOUT EIGHT WEEK CLUBS

The Cornell women are rising to the

call for rural leadership, and are mar

shalling their forces well. They expect

to place leaders in the field this summer

who will be well equipped for their tasks.

Few Associations have prepared a better

course of training, and as yet, so far as

we know, none have aspired to an Eight

Week Club week-end house party, with

a county secretary as guest of honor.

Miss May L. Morris is the Eight Week

Club chairman, and their faculty adviser

is Miss Helen Knowlton.

The following program for the late

afternoon meetings, held from February

to May, speaks for itself:

“The Appeal of the Country," Liberty

H. Bailey; “Discovering Girls," a discus

sion; "Organization"; “The Country Girl

and Her Church"; “The Practical Choos

ing of Textiles"; “Just Fun," a discus

sion; “The Girl’s Own Room";

“Flowers”; “Service,” a discussion; “What

the State is Doing for Country Girls," by

Miss Martha Van Rennsselaer; “With

the Birds," and the series ends with a

week-end house party, at which Miss

Anna Clark, county secretary for the

Northeastern Field, is the guest of hono‘in

A leader of an Eight Week Club

preparation class in a Pennsylvania

college writes: “The girls are helping me

so nicely this year, and when I feel so

full of enthusiasm that I near the ‘burst

ing point,’ I just have to sit down and

tell you all about it. The more I work

with and for the girls, the greater does

my love for them become. And when my

heart gets so full of love for everybody

that there is not room to hold it all, some

overflows into God’s great out-of-doors

and comes back manyfold in bird song

and fragrant bloom. Then that makes

more and so it goes on forever and for

ever." This is a true message of the real

joy which comes through “service,” the

kind of joy which was experienced by

many leaders of Eight Week Clubs last

summer. Were you one of them? If

not, why not?

THERE IS SOMETHING OF IN

TEREST TO COLLEGE STUDENTS

AND COUNTY SECRETARIES ON

PAGE FIVE OF ADVERTISEMENTS.
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The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation of Minot, Ward County, N. D.,

has had a pleasant surprise. A check

was sent to them with word that the

ministers of the city had decided to

change the plan of sending all of the

collection taken at the Union Thanks

giving Services to the Fargo Orphans'

Home, and had divided it with the Minot

Young Women's Christian Association.

A few days later word came from a

representative of the United Charities

of the city, saying that a number of years

ago money had been raised toward a

Girls’ Home Fund. Later it was voted

to save it for a Y. W. C. A. Fund,

and in the December meeting this money

with interest amounting to $104 was

turned over to the Association. The

Minot Masonic Lodge sent the Associa

tion a gift of $25 with hearty greetings,

and with the new year came a check from

a wholesale house for $50 with best

wishes for the work of the Association.

The number of girls using the rooms

is increasing each month and the Asso

ciation is looking forward to a busy year.

Greene County, New York. At the

regular quarterly meeting of the Greene

County Committee on January 20, Miss

Hedges of the New York State Depart

ment of Education spoke on “Vocational

Education for Girls." Miss Hedges

brought an interesting display of sew

ing done by the girls in the sixth and

seventh grades. The committee feels that

the Young Women’s Christian Association,

because of its interest in securing greater

opportunities for all girls, should use

its influence, individually and collective

ly, to persuade the school boards to

introduce these very practical courses in

sewing, cooking and housekeeping.

The young women and girls of Haines

Falls are very happy in having at last

a suitable place for meeting and for

entertainments. An informal evening's

entertainment opened the very attrac

tive and useful new community building

which will be under the auspices of the

Young Men’s and Young Women's

Christian Associations. The building will

house, when completed, the Haines Falls

public library, and will afford a meet

ing place for all worthy organizations

that care to use it. On the first floor

is found an attractive social room, with

kitchen adjoining, a fine large room for

the library, with librarian’s work room

adjoining. The second floor is given

over to the gymnasium, which is also

the audience room. provided with stage

and dressing rooms. The building is not

yet complete, but is usable except for

the library, where work is still going on.

The formal dedication will take place

next summer.
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The members of the Greene County

Association at Tannersville were happy

to have Mrs. James Speers, chairman of

the Town and Country Committee of

the National Board, present at their

Jubilee Banquet on February 3. Mrs.

Speers spoke on the work of the Asso

ciation, and everyone felt it a great

privilege to have her with them. Since

the Association building at Tannersville

was destroyed by fire on Christmas

morning, groups are meeting principally

at the Village Hall. They are happy to

say that sufficient interest has been

shown in the work, and funds have been

subscribed locally for maintenance for

three years, which fact assures them a

new building.

Blizzards and zero weather cannot kill

the Jubilee spirit in counties. Page Coun

ty set the ball rolling ahead of time with

a Business Girls’ supper on the evening

of January 29. About one hundred and

forty were present, with Anna Drift

mier, president of the Council, presiding.

It was a happy occasion. Joy was in the

air. Miss Holmquist made the address.

This was followed on Saturday after

noon by a mass meeting of women and

girls, with several hundred present.

They came from five towns and from

six townships. Some of the girls came

eleven miles in a bob sled. The meeting

was held in Clarinda at the tabernacle

which is being used for the Union Re

vival Meetings. This was offered

through the courtesy of Dr. Lowrey and

his party who helped in making the

meeting a success. Miss Gertrude Blair,

president of the County Board of Direc

tors, presided. Miss Field was also pres

ent. Miss Holmquist made the address

of the afternoon. This day marked the

first anniversary of the Page County As

sociation. Though it has been estab

lished so short a time, this county

proved that under the leadership of its

secretary, Miss Edith Powers, it could

enter into the reality of the Jubilee

spirit.

The third annual meeting of the Hall

County Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation and the beginning of its Jubilee

celebration was held on the evening of

February 1, at the Methodist Church in

Grand Island, Nebraska. About three

hundred were present and there was an

abundance of enthusiasm and life. The

leadership and the loyalty of its large

membership is one great reason why this

Association has led out in so remarkable

a way in its service and accomplish

ments.

The room was decorated in the Jubilee

colors, with pennants and flowers. There

were original songs and cheers and lots

of Geneva spirit. The report from the

Association at Alda, a town of two hun

dred, was exceptionally good.

The following figures given by Miss

Emma Sheeley, the secretary, in her

annual report, give some idea of the

big place the Association is filling in

Grand Island, the headquarter's city:

Number using rest rooms ........ 6,025

Number directed to rooms.. ...... 412

Number directed to work ......... 615

Girls coming to the city alone and

hunting work . . . . .............. 150

Number girls helped through

Travelers' Aid ........ . . . . . . 250

Attendance at social affairs ...... 2,854

Twenty-five Vesper Services with

a total attendance of ....... . . . . 800

Three Bible classes with an enroll

ment of ............... 45

Three Educational classes with an

. enrollment of ...... 264

Hall County Association has accom

plished great things. Because of its own

work, as well as the work everywhere,

it entered into the Jubilee month with

‘a spirit of joy and gladness.

The college girls at Center County,

Pennsylvania, invited the county girls to

celebrate the Jubilee with them. Not

only girls who were members of clubs

were invited but also girls from places

where there was a possibility of having a

club. The girls are becoming more and

more interested in county work and their

clubs continue to gain new members.

Plans for presenting part of the Associa

tion pageant are being made.

The Lake County Association at High

land Park, Illinois, reports having

reached more people during Jubilee

month than they could have come in con

tact with during a whole year's activities

of ordinary Association work. “The

Pageant of Sisterhood" was given by the

members of the Association, over 100

taking part. The Handcraft Club made

all the decorations.

The County Work Department of the

International Committee of the Y. M.

C. A. reports having just organized their

first county Association in the Hawaiian

Islands.

Miss Grace Chandler, general secretary

for the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation at Honolulu, writes: “There are

many avenues of growth in which we as

an Association may look forward. One

of them is having what are known in the

States as county secretaries, but which

we might call 'Island Secretaries.’ "

The newly-organized county Associa

tion of Gage County, Nebraska, with

headquarters at Beatrice, reports its

membership as having jumped from 300
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to 447 during Jubilee month, and a total of

1,314 visitors to the Association during

February. Gage County boasts of a

“Community Chorus" of fifty-two girls,

and a Bible class with eighty members,

besides gymnasium, sewing and other

classes. .

An Association at Adams County,

Nebraska, with headquarters at Hastings,

has recently been organized. They now

have 521 members and are expecting

many more.

Beerbohm Tree tells of a friend of his

who asked of a gypsy, “How do you

decide where to go next?" The gypsy

replied, “I turn my back to the wind."

In our own civilization, among our own

friends, there are some who do that,

charming souls, occasionally combining

that sunniness with responsibility. Alas,

that the usual rule should be that the care

free are irresponsible, do not pull their

full weight, and that those who pull the

best oar are seldom quite as heart-easy as

the gypsy. There are four classes of

humans:

1. The useless and tense.

2. The useless and carefree.

3. The useful and tense.

4. The useful and carefree.

The last group is by far the smallest.

As to the members of the first three we

hesitate to commit ourselves. As personal

choice we prefer the types in the inverse

order of their appearance on the list.—

Harper's Weekly.

WHY ONE GIRL FAILED

She felt degraded because she had to

earn money.

She looked upon her employment as a

makeshift until she could find a man

willing to marry and support her.

When she had mistakes pointed out to

her, she resented it as a personal matter.

She never permitted business to inter

fere with her pleasure.

She stayed up late a; night and was

dull next day in consequence.

She used the telephone to pay social

calls during business hours.

She dressed like a cheap imitation of a

woman of fashion, instead of neatly and

quietly,

She asked indulgence on the score of

being a woman.—Exchange.
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Many a visitor pushes open the door

of the North Central Field ofiice. With

more or less regularity headquarters sec

retaries come and go. But there is one

whose coming is always an event—who

never fails to bring just what we of the

Field office are needing.

She's a quiet sort of person, and she’ll

wait if you’re very busy. But she's

always there when you want her and she

has the most wonderful way of getting

everywhere that she’s needed. Do you

know this very good friend of ours as

well as you ought to, all you Associa

tions of the North Central Field? In

case you shouldn't realize what a charm

ing person she is, we’re going to give

you an opportunity now to read the

verses composed in her honor:

“There’s' a guest from our headquarters

Brings us news from every Field,

And no secretary-person

Greater influence can wield!

She's the source of information

For your tired, puzzled brains,

And the fount of inspiration

Even when you’re making trains.

So you'd better wait her coming,

And the news she always brings,

Read 'Association Monthly,’

And keep in the swing of things!"

 

The Association Monthly

is presenting vital and suggestive

articles on all phases of Association

life and on the life of woman to-day.

The Association Monthly

is helping students to become aware

of their relationships to the students

of the world.

The Association Monthly

tells us all about each other.

The Association Monthly

leads us into the large religious move

ments of our day.

The Association Monthly

relates a student to the activities of

other students inside and outside her

own college.

The Association Monthly

presents policies, plans and methods

and helps-us all to work together.

The Field Glare.
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0 God, all praise!

That in brief, swift days

Thou mad’sl the world’s green gardens, and forsook

Thy labor, leaving man and time to _make the book!

—From “Grace Before Reading," Helen Crew.

The Trade Union Woman

This is a concisely written handbook

of trade unionism in relation to the work

ing women of the United States. It

could well be used as a text book in

industrial history, and a careful study

could not fail to give a sympathetic

understanding of trade unionism, an issue

of which no member of our city Associa—

tion boards and staffs can dare to be

ignorant. The underlying philosophy of

unionism is permeating our whole indus

trial system, and a realization of its

ideals and possibilities is essential to an

understanding of present industrial con

ditions. That the book is wide in its

scope is shown from some of the chapter

headings: “Women and the Vocations,"

“The Working Woman and Marriage,"

and the like.

The book is filled with a spirit of

optimism. Miss Henry’s final conclusion

is that “the future was never so full of

hope as to-day, not because conditions

are not cruelly hard and problems not

baffling, but because over against these

conditions, and helping to solve these

problems, are ranged the great forces of

evolution, ever on the side of the

workers, slowly building up the democ

racy of the future."

The book contains a valuable bibliog

raphy on industrial subjects. S

The Trade Union Woman—Alice Ilenry. Apple

ton, $1 50.

What Social lVorkers Should Know About

Their Own Communities

This pamphlet gives in a very concise way.

the main facts to be ascertained in making

a city survey. It is applicable, in the main,

to both large and small cities. It is to be

used by those who wish to know their own

communities as well as by actual workers,

and can very well be the basis for a study

course for volunteer workers. Miss Bying—

ton makes the excellent point that any

significant facts that are discovered in such

a survey should be presented to the general

public, for “knowledge on the part of the

public. especially that portion which has

definitely undertaken to improve conditions,

is the basis of ei’fectiv: social actiolnli" 8

What Social Workers Should Know About Their

Own Communities. An Outline—Margaret By

ington. Russell Sage Foundation. 5 cents.

A Challenge to Life Service

“Will not life be altogether different if

we find that, instead of just filling a job,

we are out on a divine mission?" This

quotation from “A Challenge to Life

Service," which is for the second term of

the second year in the College Voluntary

Study Series, indicates the questions

opened up by this vital discussion of one

of the greatest decisions that any student

can make.

The question as to where one shall

place one's life in this busy day of organi

zation and opportunity has to be faced

honestly by practically every college man

and woman, and this book, with its

straightforward presentation of the work

of the church and kindred organizations,

of the call to the foreign and home mis

sion fields, and of the chances that Chris

tians have in the business and secular life

of to-day, should demand the careful

attention of thOse for whom it is pre

pared. For the girl who is going to

teach or “just be at home,” it has as

much value as for the one who plans to

be a foreign missionary.

It is not an easy thing to decide upon

the placing of your life, especially when

so many appeals for stirring causes are

presented from our college platforms. It

is therefore all the more necessary that

there should be something in this repre

sentative college series which should help

us in the choosing of our life-work.

If this course is not already started in

your spring term be sure to plan for it

for the second semester of next year; and

for college seniors, too, it will be of much

personal hpr in these weeks before

commencement. L. W. B.

A Challenge to Life Service—Frederick M. Harris

and Joseph C. Robbins. Publication Depart

ment, National Board, 50 cents.

The Bible for Home and School

A series of Bible Commentaries always

varies in value according to the ability of

the writers of the different volumes. The

series known as The Bible for Home and

School, not yet by any means complete,

has a number of very excellent volumes

already to its credit. While it answers in

many ways the same purpose as the

volumes of the New Century Bible, this

series has a very definite aim in view-—
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that of placing “the results of the best

modern Biblical scholarship at the disposal

of the general reader," who “still lacks a

brief, comprehensive commentary that shall

extend to him in usable form, material now

at the disposition of the student." These

volumes will be found very useful to

teachers, both in the Association and in

Sunday school. Two of them which are

of special interest and value are The

Gospel According to Mark, by M. W.

Jacobus, and Acts, by George Holley

Gilbert. A. V. R.

The Bible for Home and School. Shailer Mat

thews, General Editor. The Macmillan Co.

The Early Church

An Association secretary admitted re

cently that she had taken a class in

church history principally because she

needed to be more familiar with it her

self—a temptation known to many of

usl—but felt that she was perhaps being

chastised for her motive because it was

so hard to keep her girls interested.

Had she but known of Dean Hodge's de—

lightful book on “The Early Church" her

troubles would have vanished, for any

girl would remember the difierence

between Justin Martyr and Polycarp,

after hearing the tale of the former in

his philosopher’s cloak walking the beach

in despair, and encountering "an old

man who referred him to the apostles";

and who could forget the thrilling story

of the Nicene Council who has heard

the legendary evidence that both Santa

Claus and St. Nicholas were present!

Great impressions sometimes come

best unawares. An intimate, easy and

most human treatment of the great ebbs

and flows in the life of the church, such

as this, does not detract from the tre

mendous final impression that “God is

working his purpose out as year suc

ceeds to ear", and Dean Hodges in

this way as opened an alluring door

to what might otherwise be as a mighty

but closed cathedral to the girl or even

the average lay reader.

H. T.

The Early Church—George Hodges. Houghton

Mifllin. $1.75.

Leader: of Girls

A book for leaders of girls. Surely

there are many who are eagerly waiting for

it to-day. The literature on social and

religious work for girls in their ’teens is

all too scanty.

One of the significant developments of

recent years has been the rapid increase

of organizations for girls. A multitude of

girls' clubs, organized classes, and associa

tions have come into being. The great

need in this situation is for trained leaders.

Those who are already struggling with the
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problems of leadership need information,

counsel and guidance.

It is for the leaders of all sorts of girls'

clubs that this book is written. It is in

teresting for reading and at the same time

worthy of careful study. While it is in

tended primarily for group leaders and

directors of girls’ clubs, it is equally in

teresting and valuable to teachers of girls'

Sunday school classes.

With assurance we express the hope that

it will be the means of increasing the

efficiency of many leaders and teachers of

girls, and thus aid in a fundamental work

of our times—that of helping to develop

the women of a greater and freer to

morrow. J. F.

Leaders ol‘ Girls, by Clara E. Espey, Abingdon

Press. 75 cents.

John’s Gospel

Mr. Robert E. Speer is already well

known to Association members by his many

helpful books on the New Testament and

on biographical subjects. A book from

him, which is equally well suited to per

sonal daily Bible study and to group dis

cussion, will be heartily welcomed by many.

The aim of the book is disclosed in the

preface: “It endeavors to combine two

things—a study of the Gospel as a drama

of unfolding faith and unbelief, and a

personal meditation on its spiritual lessons

for life." The introductory chapters on

the authorship, purpose and plan of the

Gospel are followed by a very full and

careful analysis of its contents, after which

the text is taken up paragraph by para

graph. with brief comment and questions

for discussion. The comparatively brief

sections, which may be taken separately

or several at a time, make the book easily

adaptable to a longer or shorter course of

study. It is a text which we are glad to

recommend, sure that it will be widely

used by Association classes.

A. V. R.

Iolm'e Gospel, the Greatest Book in the World,

by Robert E. Speer, Fleming H. Revell Co.

The Complete Club Book for Women

The subtitle of this book explains its

contents and suggests its usefulness for

Association purposes:

“Including Subjects, Material and Refer

ences for Study Programs, together with

a Constitution and By-Laws. Rules of

Order, How to Make a Year Book, Sug

gestions for Practical Community Work,

a Résumé of \Nhat Some Clubs are

Doing, etc."

The Complete Club Book for Women—Caroline

French Benton. Page. $1. 5.



Announcements

The Finance Institute

If the Association horizon can be

cleared of the financial obstructions

now hindering the perception and

prosecution of the normal work of the

organization, how great will be the

impetus given to the movement during

this Jubilee year!

Those who care enough to come to

the Institute, held at headquarters,

April 24-May 6, and can do so, will,

it is safe to say, never again be in the

same difficult predicament nor face

the future with anything like the same

sense of bewilderment, if not despair.

Those who can come to the Institute

and do not, will never be able to for

give themselves as the years roll by,

their interest increases in girls and

their financial problem becomes more

complex as that of wiser neighbors’

decreases!

Before you decide that you are not

the one to come, or that you positively

cannot be spared by your family, or

that you positively ought not to bear

the expense would it not be well to be

sure that some such questions as the

following have really and truly been

faced?

1. What does the Young Women’s

Christian Association Finance Com

mittee mean to the girls of my city or

my field?

2. Why am I filling a place on the

Finance Committee?

3. What have I accomplished for

the Association in a large way as a

member of the Finance Committee?

4. Is it conceivable that there are

better ways of financing the Associa—

tion than I know of at present?

5. How far am I responsible for

bringing these better ways to the

knowledge of my Association?

6. How great would my joy be if

I could clear the Association horizon

of financial obstructions, and give to

it far reaching and true perspective?

7. How far are the departments

handicapped in their growth and

power by the lack of adequate meth

ods for the Finance Committee?

8. If the Association movement is

concerned as a whole at this time,

once and for all, to determine the solu

tion of its financial problem, can I

reconcile my membership on the

Finance Committee and abstention

from co-operation in this effort?

We all know, those of us who

travel a good deal, that half the prob—

lems presented to us hinge upon the

question of finances. Without it there

are no words with which to describe

the steady, unhampered progress that

would be made by every single com

mittee. Let us then join hands at the

Institute—the experienced with the

inexperienced, the wise with the wiser

still, the ignorant with the knowing,

the enthusiastic optimist with the

cautious pessimist! Where there is

union there is strength, and strength

made up of faith, patience, good

judgment and self—sacrifice was never

more needed than now by finance

committees everywhere.

Another word or two about regis

tration. It will help the Conference

Department if those who desire to

be present will send in their registra

tion with the $2 fee. Many informal

acceptances have been sent in, but

there are many details which depend

upon formal registration. We need

to know definitely as soon as possible

how many are coming in order to

make the necessary preparations for

social occasions and otherwise.

Requests: (1) Will every general

secretary please bring the question of

attendance at the Institute before the

Board and before the Finance Com

mittee at the next meetings 'and

secure a decision as to attendance by

volunteer and employed representa

tives. (2) Will the general secretary

be good enough to see that word of

the decision made by the Board and

the Finance Committee or either. is

sent to Miss Louise Brooks, Confer—

ence and Conventions Department,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York

City, as soon as possible after it is

made.

BLANCHE GEARY.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

News has been received of the

death of Charlotte V. Drinkwater, at

her home in Greenwich Village, Mass.

Miss Drinkwater was the superintend—

ent of the Boston Young Women’s

Christian Association, under whose

resourceful and devoted leadership

much of its most valuable and per

manent work was built up.

When failing eyesight necessitated

her leaving a stafi of which she had

been head for more than thirty years,

she returned to her early home near

Springfield, Mass., and organized a

Farm School for worthy homeless

children. Here, totally blind, she

presided with all the dignity and

sweetness and force of her earlier

years, and showed a joyful confidence

in God which could never have been

revealed under what some might call

more favorable circumstances. To

Charlotte Drinkwater, any lot which

her Heavenly Father indicated was

a favorable circumstance.

E. W.

 

The death of Miss Ina Law Robert

son, at one time a member of our

Central Field Committee, brings to

wider public notice the famous Elea

nor Clubs of Chicago, of which she

was the founder. From a single club

for housing self-supporting girls, es

tablished eighteen years ago, eight

more clubs have sprung, with 650

resident members. The central club,

which has no resident accommodation,

has a membership of 1,500 girls. Miss

Robertson’s spirit of active friendli

ness will live on in the lives of hun—

dreds of the girls of Chicago.

Interest both in the National Head

quarters building and in the New

York Associations centers this month

in the Woman’s Cafeteria, opened to

the public on March 13. Its location

on 36th Street, and its purpose as a

training plant for cafeteria directors,

were described in the March issue.
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The phase of its instantaneous suc

cess which came most as a surprise is

its appearance. The decorating was

done under the supervision of Miss

Amy Ferris, and the black and yel

low color scheme is so striking as to

place this promptly upon the list of

“New York’s most interesting places

to eat.” A fuller account will appear

after it has been operating for more

than a day, as is the case at the present

writing!

BEFORE THE FOOTLIGHTS

Lest some of us miss seeing many of

the good things that appeared in current

periodicals during February in connec

tion with the Jubilee, we list a few of

the general articles for your attention,

regretting that space did not permit this

in an earlier issue:

The Independent for Feb. 19, “Fifty

Years of the Young \Vomen's Chris

tion Association." Editorial.

The Survey for Jan. 22, “Fifty Years

of the Young Women's Christian As

sociation" by Annie Marion MacLean,

and for Feb. 5, Who Goes There?—

A Friend, The Beginnings of Inter

nationalism Among Girls in the

Boston Young Women’s Christian

Association, by Alfrieda M. Mosher.

Immigrants in America Review for

January, “The Foreign Community

Work of the Young \Vomen’s Chris

tian Association," by Edith Terry

Bremer.

The Country Gentleman for Feb. 26,

“The Country Girl and the Young

Women’s Christian Association," by

Anna Clark.

The Woman’s Home Companion for

February, “The Household Boycott,"

by Ida Tarbell.

The Missionary Review of the world for

February, "The Young Women's

Christian Association Jubilee."

Some of the best publicity was also to

be found in the many church publica

tions, notably in such an issue as that

of The Christian Advocate for Feb. 3,

containing “The Help of the Pious Fe

male," by Miss Elizabeth Wilson, and

generous editorial and pictorial notice,

and in the various student magazines,

especially those of the national women's

sororities. practically all of which pub

lished splendidly illustrated articles on

the outstanding lines of Association

work. Never has the Association been so

in the white light of publicity. Are we

uniformly ready for it?
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin is a Presby

terian pastor in New York well known to

our summer conferences.

Miss Edith L. Jardine is general sec

retary of the International Institute for

Young Women, New York, the first

Association branch for work among

immigrant girls.

Miss Charlotte H. Adams is Director

of Bible Studies at the National Train

ing School.

Miss Henrietta Roelofs is executive

secretary of the Commission on House

hold Employment of the National Board.

Miss Flossie M. Warner is treasurer

of the Oberlin College Association.

Miss Siiri Loimaranta is general sec

retary for the National Committee of

Finland, at present in this country as a

student of our National Training School.

Miss Lucy R. Mason is extension sec

retary in Richmond, Va.

Miss Emily Southmayd is general sec

retary in Seattle, Washington.

“The Uses of a Roof Garden" is con

tributed from the Providence Associa

tion.

.Miss Lillian P. Hull is industrial sec

retary in Rochester.

Miss Clarissa Spencer is acting execu

tive of the Foreign Department of the

National Board.

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

Every class has its distinction. 1916 is

the Jubilee class. During the month we

have had the privilege of assisting in the

various Jubilee functions of the Associa

tion of New York City. On the evening

of February 25 the Spirit of 1866 came to

the National Training School, and a

magical moment transformed twenty of

its modern members into quaint and

sedate ladies of 1866. Then she whisked

them away to the scene of the New York

City Pageant, where they enacted the

opening episode of the Portals of Light.

Preparatory to the opening of the new

cafeteria by the National Board most of

the class have done publicity work in

its neighborhood. Approximately 400

laundries, shops, department stores and

various business firms were visited, and

the purpose of the cafeteria explained.

Three notable new speakers have been

added to our program. Miss Dorothy

Dix, editor of the woman's page of the

New York American, told “How to Make

the Appeal." Mr. ]. Adams Puffer, Direc

tor of the Beacon Vocation Bureau of

Boston, spoke on Vocational Guidance,

and Mr. Walter Rauschenbusch of

Rochester Theological Seminary lectured

on the "Social Principles of jesus."

Instead of making the usual gift to the

school, it was decided this year to make

a class contribution to the Grace Dodge

Memorial Fund, in which every member

had a share.

 

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association

Year Book up to date by noting therein all

secretarial changes.

COUNTY

Lois Diehl, formerly student secretary at

Normal University, Normal, Illinois, (1914)

£0 be general secretary at Page County,

owa.

CITY

Mary M. Gittinger of the Delaware,

Maryland and Pennsylvania Training

Center Class 1915, to be general secretary

at Coatesville, Pennsylvania.

Nettie M. Runnals to be general sec

retary at Lewiston, Maine.

Florence Hanson, formerly general sec

retary at El Paso, Texas, (1914), to hold

the same position at Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Lela Getman to be office and membership

secretary at Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Grace Shenberger of the Central and

Ohio Training Center Class 1915, to be

girls work and club secretary at Charles

ton, West Virginia. .

Irene Simpson of the North Central

Training Center Class 1915, to be girls’

work secretary at Marshalltown, Iowa.

Phoebe Bardsley, whose appointment

to Watertown, New York, was announced

in the March ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, is

also assistant secretary.

Mary Harness of the South Central

Class 1915, to be assistant industrial sec

retary at St. Louis, Missouri.

Louise Wenzel of the South Central

Training Center Class 1915, to be assistant

girls’ work secretary at St. Louis,

Missouri. ~

Flora Ayers, formerly cafeteria director

at San Diego, California, to hold the same

position at Erie, Pennsylvania.

Harriette D. Metcalfe to be house sec—

igtary at the Harlem Branch, New York

ity.

Valeda Downing to be cafeteria director

at Long Beach, California. '

Mary Bolan to be physical director at

San Jose, California.
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With Our Secretaries Abroad

THE NATIONAL CONFERENCES IN INDIA

T was a jolly trip; several of us had traveled to the conference in Bombay

together. Traveling in India is a great lark! You carry all your own

bedding and at night make up your own bed on the long seat you have

been occupying all day. Usually there are six seats or berths in one square

compartment, and we had just our own party of six, so were very comfortable

and friendly. Then too, if you’re real economical (as we all were) you take

your own tiffin or lunch basket, and get most of your own meals en route out

of the wonderful depths of these tifiin baskets. If you had been we, you

would have produced tea, coffee, milk and sugar, a spirit lamp, kettle, teapot,

all necessary dishes (sometimes employing the top of a cheese tin as an extra

saucer!) and all kinds of good things to eat, not omitting some Heinz’

Baked Beans!

The train was fearfully crowded, in fact it ran in two sections, for our

Association conference was only one of the thirteen different conferences

held in Bombay at the same time! We had the great distinction of being the

only conference for women. When we arrived at Bombay, over two hours

late, every available carriage and taxi was labelled “Congress,” which meant

that they were reserved for the delegates of the India National Congress,

a great annual meeting of progressive Indians.

\Ne were in despair about getting any kind of vehicle to take us to our '

destination, when suddenly our faces lighted up at the sight of one of the

Association servants who had been sent to take complete charge of us and

our luggage. For luggage, when one is traveling in India, is something

to be reckoned with,——twelve or fourteen pieces, including suitcase, hat

box (one must wear a topee) bed roll, tiffin basket, the inevitable jug of boiled

drinking water, etc. This is not at all a large order.

Now about the conference itself, or rather the two conferences, for the

twenty-seven secretaries who were there had a three days’ conference before

the general delegates arrived. It was so interesting to meet the workers from

all parts of India, representing the British, Canadian, Australian and American

Foreign Departments, and to see how quickly a feeling of absolute unity was

established, even though there was great difference in age, background, and

kind of work here in India.

There were two outstanding personalities at the conference. One was

Miss Agnes Hill, the first foreign secretary to come to India, sent_ out here

by our American Foreign Department in 1895. She is now_in mission work,

after having given years of valuable and consecrated serVIce to the Young

Women’s Christian Association in India, but her loyalty to the Association

is strong, and her help in this conference was very great. _One night she

401d us about the beginnings of the Young Women’s Christian Association

in India, and some of her early experiences in doing difficult pioneer work.



and I’m sure we all felt that we didn’t begin to know what hard service

means. The other special leader was our national secretary, just out from

England, Miss Rena Carswell. She has had wide experience especially in

student work, having been associated with Miss Ruth Rouse, women’s sec

retary for the World's Christian Federation. I know some of you have

been praying that a national secretary might be found for India;

do now breathe a prayer of thanksgiving that God has sent a woman of

such power and beauty of spirit and consecration to lead even for a short

period our work among the women of India.

As for the conference meetings, I cannot begin to give you an adequate

idea of them. In numbers we were a small conference, less than one hun—

dred voting delegates, which would seem small indeed to you who are used

to our summer conferences or biennial conventions. But in earnestness and

real yielding to the Spirit of God, the little gathering in Bombay would hold

its own. Mr. Carter, National Secretary of the Young Men’s Christian

Association, gave what was to me the finest address of the whole confer—

ence. He spoke of the staggering hopeless task confronting the Young

Women’s Christian Association in India, the greatest task, he said, laid be

fore any organization in the world, a task beside which China is child’s

play, the task of winning the women of India. Hopeless, because of the

difficulties of climate, language, finance, and great distances between Associa

tions, and because we have five less foreign secretaries than we had five years

ago. Think of that, you American college women and Young Women's

Christian Association secretaries, who are wondering what to do with your

lives!

He said we might well think as we thought of our little handful of

secretaries, “What are these among so many ?” And yet he went on to say

that our task was not more hopeless than the one which Christ committed

to twelve untrained men so many years ago, and he left with us a challenge:

that if we were to be true to the trust God had given us, we must follow Paul,

who could say, “Wherefore, O King Agrippa. I was not disobedient unto

the heavenly vision.”—Margery Meleher.

A PURDAH PARTY

URDAH party means a party for those “behind the curtain,” Indian

women of the Zenana. In December we held one in the gymnasium;

great preparations were made to insure the absolute impossibility of

any man getting even a glimpse of the ladies who should come, and if it had

not been so pathetic it Would have been awfully funny. As many of the

poor dears had probably never heard a 1mm sing, we decided to give them

a real treat and arranged a heavy curtain around the platform, turned off

all the lights except the one on the platform and invited some men to sing

and play. After they had finished, they departed with heavy tread by the

door behind the stage, the door was slammed and loudly bolted and we then

removed the curtains and the scaffolding which had held them.

We had both Indian and European music. The Indian music is interest

ing but not very musical to western ears. I am always so impressed with the

wonderful lung power of the performers that perhaps I do not pay enough

attention to the music itself. An Indian friend of mine tells me it is because

I am not sufficiently educated to appreciate it. One of the Indian ladies

who sang evidentlv intended to make the most of her unusual opportunity

to perform in public, and having sung a selection which lasted for at least

ten minutes, she proceeded to sing a second that was almost as long. It

was a great treat though and a number of the ladies have asked us if we

will have another one.



We had one Rani (a strict caste woman) present who had to get the

consent of her caste Council to come. She came in a luxurious automobile

shut up as tight as possible and her servants held up sheets at the front

and back while she got out. It seems as though people advanced enough

to go about in motors should be advanced enough to give up purdah. Of

course the number of women kept in purdah grows less from year to year,

but it is not yet—Florence E. Denison.

A LOOK AND AN OUTLOOK

ONCISELY put, what have been the visible evidences of a Young

C Women’s Christian Association in Canton this fall? Two and sometimes

three rooms in use on the fifth floor of an office building, connected with

terra firma by an elevator whose creak is as penetratingly audible as a calliope,

a few pieces of furniture, mostly borrowed, a two-hour-a—day class in which

three girls are valiantly studying English, a group meeting weekly to play

volley ball and drink tea, sundry socials, indoors and out, a normal class

on “fundamentals” attended by over thirty Bible women. several Bible

classes in schools and two small neighborhood classes, a series of educational

lectures given in five different districts of the metropolis, a Sunday vesper

service, the attendance of which fluctuates from a handful of people to a

hundred and twenty-five, a membership campaign which increased the number

of paid—up members from 58 to 218 (of which 130 are Christian and 88 are

non-Christian), a board of directors which includes several capable conse

crated workers, two secretaries giving time to the Association, two more at

language study, and last, but not to be forgotten, an alert, wide-awake

office boy.

Very small it looks, pathetically so, when you consider that the city has

considerably over two million people in it, only a few hundred of them as

yet acknowledging their citizenship in the Kingdom of Heaven. But the

greatest Person who ever lived believed in small beginnings and hailed the

Kingdom of Heaven as like unto a mustard seed, tiny in size but great in

growing power.~——Harriet Boutelle.

LIFE AS IT IS

“ THOUGHT the Association would teach me how to hypnotize my

husband so he would love me more,” said a Canton Y. W. C. A. member

the other day. Back of the words lay a tragedy—one of those bafiiing

situations so common in China. She had been married eighteen years, was

mother of four children, her life made miserable under the tyranny of the

mother-in—law, her husband indifferent, and finally the ignominy of a second

and more favored wife came upon her. That which she listened to did not

meet her expectations, but she and her fourteen year old daughter went

away after tea with a prayer in their hearts and more happiness in their eyes.

“At least in this world there are friends. and perhaps—there may be that

special good Friend to whom the Christians pray,” so they seemed to be

thinking.

VVO girls came recently to the Y. W. C. A. Travelers’ Aid matron at

I the Tokyo station with a story that called for immediate sympathy

and help. Two weeks before they had been in their home in a country

village. where a man and a woman, who had formerly been residents there,

came back to visit and engaged their services as maids for their h0me_in

Tokyo. This couple declared that their fortunes had been made since leavmg

the country and that they had just built themselves a grand new home, for
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which they needed the services of seven maids. These two girls, to the joy

of their parents, were among the seven chosen. When they reached Tokyo,

they were taken to a house and imprisoned instead of being given work.

There seemed to be no way of escape, but after a time these two jumped

from a second story window and found their way to the station. After

hearing their story, the matron conferred with the police and sent the girls

to the Travelers’ Aid house of the Association. They knew neither the names

nor address of their captors, so it was two weeks before the police could

locate the house where the remaining five girls were. After a time, however,

they were all rescued and sent back to their homes. The man and woman

are now undergoing the punishment they deserve.

OUR HOMECOMING SECRETARIES

ISS Edith May Wells reached the United States on March 22nd

M after six years’ work in Shanghai, Foochow and Tientsin.

Miss Wells remained abroad a year longer than is customary, owing

to her determination to make up for a year’s illness, which she pluckin

overcame without coming home. Before going to China Miss Wells was

secretary for Smith College and the New England States, and educational

secretary for the Student Volunteer Movement.

Miss Ruth Paxson, who was for three years secretary of the Student

Volunteer Movement just before sailing for China, and for many years student

secretary of the Young Women’s Christian Association, is expected in the

early summer on her regular furlough. Miss Paxson has been national stu

dent secretary in China for the past three years. She is a member of the

China Continuation Committee and has given much time to evangelistic effort,

traveling with Mr. and Mrs. Eddy and working in schools and conferences.

Miss Florence Bodley Lang of India reaches San Francisco on April 10th.

Miss Lang was first secretary in Colombo, Ceylon, and has been acting national

secretary of India since the resignation of Miss Ethel Hunter.

Miss Laura Radford, one of our pioneer foreign secretaries, is also on

her way home. She has resigned as general secretarv at Singapore. The

annual meeting was made an occasion of an appreciative farewell, presided

over by the governor of the colony. To quote from a farewell speech, “Miss

Radford’s tact, power of organization and her indomitable perseverance have

left a deep impression on the life of the community.”

The permanent address of secretaries on furlough is 600 Lexington

Avenue. New York City.

APPOINTMENTS IN INDIA

HE National Committee of India has decided upon the appointment of

l a general secretary for every city and an assignment of the work

to each of the other secretaries. Under this plan Miss Rutherford

is general secretary for Calcutta, Miss Cron has the city work. In Madras

Miss Downev is city secretary with Miss Melcher continuing as student

secretary. Miss Myra Withers after several months in her field is now assigned

as student secretary for west India with headquarters at Bombay.

This bulletin from the other lands. where American secretaries work, is issued this

month for the first time in printed form. Three times this year the readers of_the

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY will have the gist of the reports from our “foreign secretaries."

Our secretaries not only do but they say much more than is printed here. More ex

tended reports will be sent by the foreign department to the several fields supporting

individual secretaries. _
The bulletin is bound separately that it may be more generally circulated among our

members. For additional copies write to the Foreign Department—Editor.
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Editorials

Tenting in the Stun

The word idealism, has not the fine

flavor that it one time had. To many

it is insipid, tasteless, bringing to mind

a picture of life which does not deal

honestly with matter-of-fact actual

ities such as bread and cheese.

Some people think it a highly—sea—

soned word to be applied in adjective

form to zealots and martyrs and all

wild-goose chases after lost causes.

It is like New England’s abandoned

farms, a word to be reclaimed to—day

by those who dare to pitch their tents

in the stars. Many young people of

to-day, buffeted about by realities that

hurt and harass the growing life, are

ashamed to confess their belief in a

world, ideal and utopian—nor will

they give themselves to projects of

idealism as they see all about them

evidences that the times in which we

live seem to be dead set against all

forces which cannot be measured,

counted or photographed. They for—

get that every one of us, scoffers and

idealists alike, live and die every day

for things that we have never seen.

\Ve have never seen beauty, or truth,

or hope or love, yet we draw our life

from them and stake our all for them

each day.

At a time when the disciples were

very far from a whole—hearted belief

that Jesus was the Christ, three of

them went with Him up the mountain

side for prayer together. There some

strange experience came to them. nor

were they ever able to tell their

friends just what it was, save that out

of it came their deep conviction that

Jesus was He \Yhom all the world

had been searching. The unswerving

confidence of Peter, James and John

turned at a crucial moment the falter

ing half-beliefs of the disciples in the

direction of a great hope, and some

of them lived to preach the Good

News to all of their world.

And Jesus Himself is the world’s

Master-idealist. R. E. McC.

Cleaning up the Reading Table

The acknowledged days of the

hammock‘ and light literature draw

near, and it is time to think about our

recreational reading. Assuming that

all secretaries will spend their spare

time on the tomes recently listed and

urged by the Employed Officers’ As

sociation, and that volunteer workers

will read along the same worth-while

lines, what about our girls?

A conference leader was asked last

summer for an interview by a girl

'deeply troubled by the fact that in

the college she represented, books fit

only to be burned were being circu

lated among the girls and were prac

tically their only reading matter. The

secretary recommended a list of good

books to substitute for them, and the

other day she received a letter from

the girl in question saying that some

one in the college had given the money

for buying a small library built on

the lines recommended, that it was

constantly used, and the other books

had gradually and naturally been

given up.
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It is easier to solve the book prob

lem than that of magazines. Do all

who are responsible for the influences

of our Association rooms or build

ings realize that many of the maga

zines rated but a few years ago as

eminently respectable have changed

their editorial policy to one so vicious

as to make their presence on our read

ing tables a matter of moral poison?

Possibly in our busy lives we have let

the familiar cover stand for the con

tents without realizing the subtle

change. It is well known among

magazine writers that one or two for—

merly decent magazines go so far as

to issue printed slips to their contrib

utors saying “Emphasize the sex ele

ment and we’ll pay more." These

magazines are still being taken in

countless Associations, perhaps by an

unsuspecting Library Committee that

has not watched them from month to

month.

Can we not only boycott them from

our own buildings, but start crusades

against them—perhaps having to be

gin, all too often, in our own homes?

There is plenty of good fiction to sub

stitute for the bad, but that is not so

true of magazines. It is a hard piece

of work to do. But it is one of the

most insidious influences at work in

American life, and one that we can

meet more or less in the open.

The Shakespeare Tercentenary

“It was mine art, when I arrived and

heard thee

That made gape the pine, and let thee

out."

These words of Prospero’s from

“The Tempest” give Mr. Percy Mc—

Kaye his theme for the mighty

Shakespeare Tercentenary celebration

to be held for four May days in New

York to commemorate the anniversary

of Shakespeare’s death. Throughout

the country this spring the wave of a

Shakespeare revival is one of the en

nobling elements in our present

strained and darkened American life.

' last

The Drama League of America has

gallantly taken up for this country the

gage thrown down by Germany and

England when they went to war and

had to abandon the greater part of

their plans, made at VVeimar in 1914,

for the Tercentennial of the master

of. “mine art” who is a citizen of all

lands.

Doubtless no community in which

there is an Association is without its

own form of observance of this fes

tival, and we shall hear later of many,

many instances in which the Associa

tion has co-operated in such observ

ances or has used this common in

terest to enrich its club and class

programs.

But there still is an Ariel in our life

—-a youth-spirit imprisoned in a pine

tree. “It was mine art that let thee

out." So might the Piper have said,

too, when he called “Out of your

cage, out of your cage; Come take

your soul on a pilgrimage.” So, hap

pily, our wise leaders say now when

they put groups of girls to work on

pageantry and masques and festivals.

The “Gift Bearers”——-the foreign girls

in the Jubilee Pageant described in the

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY — will

never find life quite the same as it

was before they brought their sym

bolic gifts across the shining floor to

the Association Spirit in the sight of

thousands of New York’s citizens.

The college girls who in The Wayside

Piper have spoken the words on page

169 of this issue will live them out the

more. The little industrial girl who

said, “It did things to my soul,” after

she marched in the Association pag—

eant processional, did not know that

by art she had been “let out," but her

horizon was wider and life had more

color in it for that experience. The

dramatic forms now so widely in use

in Associations are among the healthi

est and most creative forms of the art,

and it is good to think that the Asso

ciation has seen fit to appropriate

them for the literal bringing of more

abundant life to our membership.



Women and Unemployment

Margaret A. Hobbs

ARAH M. was an immigrant

girl, entirely dependent on her

own resources, as the rest of her

family were still in the old country.

On arriving in the United States she

had secured a place as “cleaner” in

a large garment factory, earning a

meagre $3.50 a week. But she

managed to live on this until the

slack season, when her employer

turned her off. For three months

she could not get work. How did

she exist? “She had saved $6 and

that partly paid for a place to sleep

with a family about as poor as she

was. She lived for weeks on two

cents worth of bread a day and a little

tea, and after three months of this

seemed surprised that she had ‘queer

feelings in the stomach" and palpita

tion of the heart. Her landlady

sometimes cooked a supper for her,

charging only ten cents, which barely

covered the cost of the food, did her

washing, and helped her in every way

she could.”* Elizabeth G., who was an

operator on children’s dresses, did not

lose her job when the slack season

came, but she made about $3 a week

instead of her usual $6 or $7. “I eat

seven to ten meals a week instead of

twenty-one,” she said, “get no clothes,

don’t spend a penny outside of lodging

and food, and then run into debt.”

These experiences are not rare, but

are typical of thousands of wage

earning women, for women are at

work in few lines of industry in which

periods of unemployment or short

time are not common.

Miss Louise Odencrantz, head of

the women’s department in the Brook

lyn office of the State Public Employ

ment Bureaus, estimated after investi

gation that two-thirds of the women

factory employees in New York City

work on goods for which the demand

is seasonal or irregular. In the mak

‘Report on the Condition of Women and

Child Wage Earners, Vol. V, p. 67.

ing of men’s and women’s clothing,

in millinery and the smaller “needle

trades," in paper-box making, book

binding, confectionery and boot and

shoe factories, thousands of women

are employed under high pressure,

frequently overtime, at certain sea

sons of the year, while a few weeks

or months later they are working short

time or not at all.

Much unemployment also exists

among women workers outside the

factories. Salesgirls do not suffer

from short time as do their sisters in

industrial pursuits. But after the

Christmas rush is over and again in

the summer the sales force is reduced

in many stores and large numbers of

employees are forced to take unpaid

vacations or are turned out to hunt

other jobs. Nor is the office worker

exempt from the perils of unemploy—

ment. The demand for clerical work

ers of all kinds fluctuates sharply with

the changes in business conditions.

During the depression of 1914-1915

the typewriter agencies in New York

City which place many clerical work

ers, were filled with hundreds of anxi

ous girls. This line of work failed to

share in the general improvement of

the summer, and it is only within the

last two or three months that the de

mand for clerical workers has im

proved. Even that most irregular

type of employee, the migratory

worker, is represented among women.

Many women join the California hop

pickers, go out from such cities as

Baltimore and Buffalo to country fruit

and vegetable canneries for a few

weeks a year or accompany their

families to the Jersey cranberry bogs.

There exists, therefore, among

women as among men, a tremendous

amount of irregular employment. But

there are one or two differences

between the problem as it occurs

among men and among women. Be

cause most building, construction and
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other out-door work is not carried on

in cold weather, winter is probably

the slackest season for men workers.

Women, whose work is mainly in

doors, suffer most from unemploy

ment in midsummer. July is “dead”

in the garment trades and the forces

of the department stores are reduced

to their lowest level in August. Then

too, because women generally leave

industry on marriage, the problem of

the young incompetent worker who

is constantly changing from one posi—

tion to another is relatively even more

serious among women than among

men. In New York City, in 1913, the

State Factory Investigating Commis

sion found that forty per cent of the

women in paper box factories and

forty—five per cent of those in candy

factories stayed in the same establish

ment four weeks or less. Over half of

the large number of Manhattan milli—

ners studied remained in the same

place eight weeks or less and nearly a

fifth stayed less than a fortnight. A

New York City department store ad—

ded 12,159 employees during the year

seventy-five per cent during the time

when they had any work at all. These

losses occur among both time and

piece workers. Sadie, who works in a

paper box factory, is supposed to be

paid $5.50 every week in the year. In

reality her weekly wage varies from

$2.41 to $7.52, and her average weekly

wage is reduced nearly ten per cent on

account of irregular work. It is prac

tically impossible for even the most

thrifty and provident girl under these

circumstances to plan her expenditures

wisely or to maintain a proper stand

ard of living. Irregular employment

also makes it difficult for a woman to

maintain any skill she may have ac

quired in a trade. Employers in

seasonal industries often complain of

the heedlessness and lack of ambition

shown by their employees. 'The pro

vision of steadier work would of itself

reduce much of the inefficiency by

which they are handicapped.

A special danger in the case of

unemployment among women is the

exposure to moral perils while out of

work. Students of conditions among

and dropped 10,382 in order to main— / women workers agree that the period

tain a force averaging 3,750. Besides

the loss of time and of wages, which

each change involves, this shifting

tends to establish habits of irregular

ity and inefficiency and, most serious

of all, to attach to an industry more

persons than can find steady employ—

ment therein at any one time. In this

way over and above all seasonal fluc—

tuations the sum total of under-em

ployment is increased.

Irregular employment is directly re

sponsible for many Serious evils.

Most obvious is the wage loss which

accompanies any loss of time. After

a careful study of the problem, Irene

Osgood Andrews, assistant secretary

of the American Association for

Labor Legislation, estimated that

women workers lose at the least an

average of fifteen per cent of their

full-time wage rate from short time

and lack of work. When the pay of

individual girls was studied week by

week, it was found that their weekly

incomes frequently varied as much as

of the search for work, when a dis

contented and anxious girl is obliged

to spend much time on the streets, is

a time when the temptation to im

morality is particularly strong.

Fortunately the evils of irregular

employment need no longer be allowed

to continue unchecked. The main

lines of attack against unemployment

are clearly marked out and the pre

ventive campaign is already under

way. Experts agree that the chief

remedies for employment among

women workers include, (1) the or

ganization of the labor market, (2) in

dustrial training classes, (3) regulari

zation of private industry and (4) un

employment insurance. An increase

in the amount of public work in slack

years and seasons is an effective

means of reducing the sum total of un

employment, but until governmental

activities are more widely extended

than at present, public work will be

of much less direct help to women

than to men.



WOMEN AND UNEMPLOYMENT

From the worker’s point of view,

the need for the organization of the

labor market through a system of pub—

lic employment bureaus may be illus

trated by two facts. The first is a

recent newspaper item which de

scribed a young girl found by the

police lying exhausted in a doorway.

During the previous day she had

tramped the sixteen miles from 17th

Street in Manhattan to Yonkers, in a

vain search for work. The second

is the record of work of the New

York City Commissioner of Licenses

for the year ending May 1, 1913,

which includes 1,932 complaints of

private employment agencies and 210

investigations of suspicious advertise

ments in newspapers. Complaints

were made of unfair charges, misrep

resentation of working conditions and

even of supplying victims for im

moral resorts. Public employment

bureaus are needed, however, not only

to protect the worker from difficulties

and exploitation but also as an aid to

the employer by putting order into the

chaotic labor market and insuring that

jobs do not stand empty when there

are available workers to fill them.

In the last few years much prog—

ress has been made in opening public

ofiices and in working out standards

for their efficient operation. There are

at present approximately one hundred

such offices in the United States, about

three-quarters of which are parts of

state systems. The others are under

municipal control. The United States

Department of Labor also has estab

lished the beginnings of a national

system, although as yet appropriations

and service are admittedly inadequate.

Many opportunities exist to im

prove the service of public employ

ment offices through co-operation with

private philanthropic bureaus, such as

are often conducted by the Young

Women’s Christian Association and

other organizations. In Cleveland the

Girls’ Bureau started by the Con—

sumers’ League took joint quarters

with the woman's department of the

public office. The consolidation worked

so well that within a few months the
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Girls’ Bureau accepted a grant of

public money and became an integral

part of the public system. Another in

teresting experiment of this sort is the

newly formed Jewish Placement

Bureau in New York City, which is a

consolidation of all the philanthropic

bureaus maintained by Jewish societies

and which is affiliated with the state

system.

A novel method of' tiding over the

intervals between jobs to the best ad

vantage is that of training classes

with scholarships, an experiment

which seems to have originated in

New York City during the depression

of 1914-1915. A class for women

office workers was first opened by the

Vacation War Relief Committee.

Later a number of organizations co

operated in opening classes for girls

in several sorts of trade training.

Classes for hand needlework and do

mestic service were held in various

branches of the Young Women’s

Christian Association, which also made

a large contribution toward the ex

penses and sent a number of pupils.

The hours were short so that the girls

could look for work before and after

each seSsion.

So successful were the classes in in

creasing the efficiency of the workers

and making their out—of-work time a

period of benefit instead of degenera

tion that they were finally taken over

by the city Board of Education. Two

large classes for office workers and

for the trades are now in operation as

part of the public school system,

though no scholarships are paid. Be

side unemployed women, girls who

have just left school attend these

classes and receive a series of tests to

determine the line of work for which

they are best suited. To help the girls

in securing work, a close co-operation

is maintained with public and philan—

thropic employment bureaus. The

pupils themselves are enthusiastic

about the benefits received; the whole

plan seems well worth trial in-other

communities.

But we reach the heart of the un

employment problem only when the
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jobs themselves are made more steady.

Morris L. Cooke, director of the

Philadelphia Department of Public

Works, after close study of the local

situation believed that “ninety per cent

of all unemployment could be elimi

nated by proper organization within

the factory.” The success of certain

progressive manufacturers in reducing

irregular employment lends weight to

this statement. A large publisher of

school books found that his orders

came in so as to overwork his force

between june and October and to

leave little work for them in Decem—

ber, January and February. Beside

making special discounts to school

boards for earlier orders, this man

ager has many women trained during

the dull months to perform one or two

additional kinds of work which are

not likely to be crowded at the same

time as their own. In this way in

stead of hiring additional workers

during the busy season he can muster

women from other departments to re

lieve a sudden rush of work. A but

ton factory, dependent for orders on

the notoriously irregular garment

trades, has so evened its business by

studying sales and stocking up on its

most popular lines in dull seasons that

it has not discharged an employee be—

cause of slack work for thirteen years.

For far-reaching effects, however,

not simply a few intelligent employers,

but the rank and file must be induced

to give attention to regularization.

Unemployment insurance is advo

cated strongly because its financial

pressure may be utilized to steady em

ployment as well as because it afi‘ords

a fair and dignified method of sup

porting men and women who are un

able to find work. Wherever the in

surance principle can be applied and

greater risks penalized by higher rates,

the most direct incentive for the im

provement of conditions is provided.

Such has been the case in the cam

paign for accident prevention where

the "Safety First” movement sprang

into activity only with the passage of

workmen’s compensation laws. For

the first time in America, an unem

ployment insurance bill is now before

a state legislature. The measure,

which is modeled on the successful

English law, has been introduced in

Massachusetts by the State Commit

tee of the American Association on

Unemployment in co—operation with

the American Association for Labor

Legislation. It provides for com—

pulsory insurance in certain selected

trades. Weekly benefits during

periods of unemployment are to be

paid from a fund made up of contribu

tions from employers, employees and

the state. The bill is receiving much

attention and support from the press

and from public-spirited citizens, who

see in it the dual possibility of at once

relieving and preventing unemploy

ment.

We may, therefore, compare un

employment to a serious but prevent

able disease which afi’iicts many

women workers. All good citizens

would rally to help stamp out an epi—

demic Which ravaged so large a part

of the community. In the same way

they ought to rally to stamp out the

evils of unemployment through their

support of such constructive measures

as public employment bureaus, public

works, industrial training classes,

regularization and unemployment in

surance.



 

 

  

 

THE STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY AT NORMAL. ILLINOIS

The First Student Association

Edith Irene Atkin

" EHOLD, how great a matter

B a little fire kindleth.” To us

who are working in the Illi—

nois State Normal University at

Normal, Illinois, the home of the first

student Young \Vomen’s Christian

Association, these words come with

forceful significance in this Jubilee

year.

Back in 1872 Lida Brown was a

student in the school. To her were

given in large measure the true Chris

tian graces of courtesy, sympathy, and

courage, and also a vision of what

Christian comradeship could mean to

girls. How the vision became a reality

is modestly told by Lida Brown her

self. now Mrs. McMurry, a beloved

teacher in the DeKalb, Illinois, State

Normal School.

"The first Young Ladies’ Prayer

Meeting out of which grew the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association of

Normal, Illinois, was held in my stu—

dent room at Mrs. Charlotte McMur

ry’s home on North School Street.

The time was November 12 in the

year 1872. At this meeting there were

six present, Miss Jennie Leonard,

Mrs. Hattie Lawson. Ida E. Brown

(deceased), Emma V. Stewart (de

ceased), Miss Hopkins, and myself.

“At the close of the prayer meet

ing we discussed the advisability of

holding our meetings in one of the

churches every Sunday, and a com

mittee was appointed to secure a place

for our meetings. The Congregational

Church was offered to us, and before

the next Sunday every woman stu

dent in the Normal School had been

invited to attend.

“The meetings. which were at first

held in the vestibule of the church,

grew steadily until they overflowed

into the main body of the church.

“At the beg-inning of the year it

seemed advisable to organize perma

nently that students in future 'years

might have the benefit of these prayer

meetings."

A committee was appointed to draft

a constitution, and finding the plan of

the Young Men’s Christian Associa

tion suited to their needs they based

their constitution upon it. It was

adopted January 19, 1873. and the

organization was called The Young

Ladies’ Christian Association, a name

which it held until September, 1881.

when it was changed to its present

form. There were one hundred and

ten signers to the first constitution.
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The first offi

cers w e r e :

Miss Ida E.

Brown, presi

dent; Miss Ida

Witbeck, vice—

president ; Miss

  

E m m a V.

Stewart, sec—

retary; Miss

L i d a A.

Brown, treas

urer.

Many older

Mas. LIDA BROWN McMumzv women were a

wonderful help

and inspiration to the girls in the

early organization and work. Notable

among these were Mrs. Lawson and

Miss Leonard, splendid townswomen,

who were in attendance at the

first prayer meeting, Miss Harriet

Case, the beloved preceptress of

the school, and Miss Ellen Edwards,

the daughter of the second president

of the institution. Miss Edwards still

lives here and maintains her interest

in the Association. Recently she said,

“One of the bitter fights of early days

was with regard to requiring evan

gelical church membership as a quali

fication for active membership. Some

of the most earnest and efficient mem

bers were ready to leave the Associa—

tion on account of this restriction of

liberty, Since their hair has turned

from gold to gray they are glad that

they did not do this.”

Beginning with the first state con

vention of the Young Men’s Christian

Association in 1873, representatives of

the women’s Association met with

them till 1884. The records of these

conventions show that in 1875 Miss

Edwards reported “47 present mem—

bers, 147 on the rolls since organiza

tion in November, 1872, committees

for visiting the sick, a reading room.

and the sympathy of the towns

people."

For the three years immediately

following the first organization, twen

ty minute noon prayer meetings were

held in the “l/Vhite Room” of the base—

ment of the main building of the

school, part of the time twice a week,

and part of the time every school day.

“The room was always full,” writes

M rs. McMurry, “and the prayers were

brief and spontaneous.”

The precious memory of these

meetings still lingers in the minds of

the women of that day, and they speak

of them as the source of great inspira

tion and strength. “Not by might, nor

by power, but by my spirit, saith the

Lord of hosts.”

In the eighties and early nineties

the meetings held in the churches

every Sunday afternoon were char

acterized by great religious fervor and

interest in missions. They were held

under the joint auspices of the two

Associations and were attended in

large numbers by both students and

townspeople.

The decade from 1900-1910 marked

the beginning of an era of expansion.

“’riting of the Association in 1907 for

the Semi—Centennial History of the

school, Miss O. Lillian Barton, now

dean of women, said, “Young women

of worth and pronounced ability have

directed its forces. The entire school

has received moral uplift through its

presence. Young women have been

given higher ideals and broader con

ceptions of their chosen lifework. The

organization in its present members

and oflficers as also in the work accom

plished is equally worthy with its pre

decessors of the highest commenda

tion. Adapting itself to the increas—

ing complexity of our present day

life it has undertaken numerous lines

of work, each fruitful and practical

in its place. Its members now number

above seventy.” Miss Barton has

been very closely identified with the

work of the Association as student.

teacher, and dean of women and has

given most generously of her time and

thought to further the interests of the

organization. Another member of the

facultv who was a great help to the

Association in this period was Miss

Jessie M. Dillon.

Since 1907 the Association has

steadily increased in membership and

in efficiency of organization. An im
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portant step was taken in the spring

of 1912 when the Association launched

a new venture—the raising of funds

for a part time secretary. The re

quests for subscriptions were met in

a most gracious and generous way and

Miss Lois Diehl, a senior and the

president of the Association, con

sented to remain the next year as part

time secretary. The work accom

plished that year so fully justified the

undertaking, that for the last three

years we have had a secretary on full

time. Miss Diehl continued with us

in that capacity for a year, and for the

last two years we have had the ser

vices of Miss Elizabeth H. Dunning.

By the broad vision, wise counsel and

eflicient help of these young women a

great impetus has been given to all

Association activities. The purposes

of the work have become broader, the

plans more varied and better per

fected, and results more definite and

satisfactory.

The membership now numbers

about two hundred, and'the budget

is approximately $1,500.

Mention should also be made of the

Advisory Committee which was organ

ized in 1914 and sustains most cordial

and helpful relations to the work.

A forceful testimonial to the value

of the Association work in the school

is shown by the loyalty of the young

women who have gone out from the

institution. This year contributions

to the work have come from one hun

dred and eighteen loyal alumnae scat

tered from New York to California

and from Minnesota to Mississippi.

But in no way does the worth of

the Association show so efiectively as

by the work of the hundreds of girls

both in the institution and in the world

who are quietly reflecting its spirit

in school room, home, and community,

and by the splendid service of those

who have gone into distinctively

Christian work. The present county

Association secretary at Beaver Dam,

Wisconsin, Miss Ruth Davis, was our

president in 1912-14, and when Miss

Diehl completes her work at the Uni

versity of Chicago, Page County,

Iowa, will claim her services as county

secretary. And in missionary work in

the foreign field we have Miss Alta

Irwin in North Siam, Miss Edith Bog

gess in India, and Miss Minnie Wil—

son, Miss Thirza Pierce and Miss

Minnie Vautrin in China.

The Jubilee year is meaning to us

not only a Backward Look, but an

Uplook and an Outlook. We feel that

a survey of the past is interesting, but

that it is valuable only as it directs us

to Him who is the source of our

power, and inspires us to greater ac—

complishments for the future.

A Working Plan for Church (Io-operation

Elizabeth C. Torrey

T a meeting of a Volunteer

Workers’ Conference in De

troit. a delegate inquired about

the topics for the day. When I ex

plained that we were to talk on “super

visory work” and the “religious

work department,” she corrected me.

“There is no religious work depart

ment,” she said, “it is the whole thing."

I was surprised to have her voice such

a sentiment; for she happened to know

very little of our activities or of our

fundamental purpose.

Would that all might have this con

ception of the Young Women’s Chris

tian Association—that the religious

work is the thing which underlies it

all, the basis of all its aspirations and

ideals. In this Association it is so

positively a part of the whole work

that we cannot as a religious work de

partment claim credit for anything. It
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must be work done by everyone, by

all together. Possibly this is the rea

son why there are not very many Asso

ciations with religious work directors;

and this, too, is why the secretaries

in charge are called directors rather

than secretaries. The work is done by

other people and by all the depart—

ments.

It is often said that the Association

is an am] of the church. Cannot we

press that figure and say that we are

the feeder or feeler of the church?

Girls are trained in the Y. W. C. A.

to do more active work in the church.

One young woman who got her train

ing here is giving almost her entire

time to the church; and there are a

number of other instances. I could

name several who give very little

time to the Association because they

now devote so much time to the

church; I cannot think of any who

do no church work because of their

activities here, Almost everyone

realizes that church duties come first.

\Ve reach out after people; we give

them the first “touch.” We can

imagine that the fingers are the differ

ent departments of the Association,

thus “feeling” for girls, the religious

work department being the hand

which bands them all together. The

hand is of no use, of course, except as

it links together the fingers and joins

them to the arm.

One of the most vital relationships

that we have thus established with the

church is that of the afi‘iliated Bible

class. Four or five years ago, at a

banquet of the Bible classes of the

Detroit Young Women’s Christian

Association. the suggestion was made

that some kind of union be formed

between the Bible classes held in the

churches and those of the Association.

It was realized at that time, that it

would be of mutual benefit to young

women both in the church and in the

Association if there could be this

coming together for conference and

co-operation in Bible study. It was

therefore voted to encourage Bible

classes of women and young women

in the churches to become affiliated

with the classes in the Association, the

only requirement for membership be

ing that they engage in some kind of

systematic Bible study. No financial

obligation was entailed, the object of

affiliation being merely to promote

mutual helpfulness.

The outcome of this effort has been

a gradual growth during these last

years of a closer co-operation between

the Bible study department of the

Association'with the Bible classes of

the churches. From four or five

classes affiliating at the beginning, this

number has grown to twelve, the total

enrolment amounting to 680. Practi

cally this union has been of very

definite value. The affiliated classes

feel free to call upon the secretaries

of the Association to speak at their

banquets or to give inspirational ad—

dresses at their meetings. They con—

fer with the religious work depart

ment in regard to good Bible courses,

methods of class work, and other

phases of their activities. They often

secure substitute teachers through this

department, and in some cases have

been supplied with regular class teach

ers from churches and even from de

nominations other than their own.

In turn the affiliated classes bring

much inspiration to the classes of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion. At Bible class banquets, they

are present in large numbers. They

are conspicuous at Bible study rallies,

making themselves known by banners

or other insignia. On one occasion at

a banquet and conference of affiliated

classes only, different members gave

very suggestive and helpful talks on

class organizations, methods of Bible

study, class prayer circles, social life

in the classes and the missionary ac

tivities of a Bible class. At another

time the teachers of the affiliated

classes were the guests of the Associa

tion Bible teachers at a supper given in

honor of Miss Rice, national secretary

for religious work. Following the

supper, at an informal conference, the

intimate phases of the work were

fully discussed, and exceedingly help

ful and timely suggestions were made
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most readily and received most en—

thusiastically. The expressions of

appreciation of such gatherings seem

very hearty.

Altogether it proves to have been

a happy move on the part of the in

stigator five years ago; and the

promise of the future is yet more

hopeful. Recently the Wayne County

Sunday School Association has in co

operation with our Association and

the Young Men’s Christian Associa

tion, carried on successfully, a weekly

Training School for Bible school

workers, so that the prospect for

systematic Bible study in our city is

rapidly growing more bright.

Another bond of affiliation with the

Bible school work in the churches is

the Adult Department of the city and

county Sunday school work, of which

the religious work secretary of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion has been made chairman. This

department districts the city into

about twenty sections, and plans for

immediate conferences of all the adult

classes in each section. Practical dis—

cussions are worked out under such

heads as the “place of the adult Bible

class,” its “purpose,” “plans,” “perils”

and "products," with a slogan of

“Persistent Progress in Bible Study.”

This promises to arouse and to stim

ulate interest in scholarly Bible work,

and will doubtless result in an en—

larged enrollment of both the regular

and affiliated classes of the Young

\Nomen’s Christian Association.

A fifth departure from our regular

relation to the church has been in con—

nection with missionary educational

activities. Early in the winter of

1913, at the suggestion of the Young

Women’s Christian Association, a

Detroit Missionary Council was

formed by representatives of the fol

lowing organizations:

The Women's Interdenominational Mis

sionary Society of Detroit.

The Missionary Education League.

The Wayne County Sunday School Asso

ciation.

The Laymen’s Missionary Movement.

The Young Men's Christian Association.

The Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion.

policy for work adopted was:

. . to seek to enlarge the vision of

the churches and to educate and to train

missionary leaders by means of—

The

Summer conferences.

. to reinforce by co-operation the

organizations here represented and not in

any way to conflict with the outlined policy

and work already established by them."

At that time a definite plan of work

was also formulated by the Council,

committees being appointed to care

for “fall work, summer conferences,

advertising, finance, public meetings

and church missionary committees.”

Little further action being taken by

this body, in March, 1914, the Young

Women's Christian Association form

ally requested each of these six or—

ganizations again to appoint repre

sentatives, this time to meet only for

the purpose of discussing the advis

ability of a missionary educational in—

stitute for the coming year, and if it

was decided upon, to become its ex

ecutive committee.

It was formally decided by this

committee to conduct such an insti

tute. Miss Margaret E. Burton 0f

the National Board staff, accepted

an invitation to teach “The Child

in the Midst" and Rev. Lucius

O. Baird, Secretary of the American

Missionary Association, Chicago, was

secured as leader of the home subject,

“The Indian.” Rev. Llewellyn J.

Davies, Executive Secretary of the

Laymen's Missionary Movement for

Michigan and Northwestern Ohio was

chosen to teach a class of men on

“The Call of the World."

Definite plans for the details of ad—

vertising, financing, housing and gen

eral supervision were then developed.

A list of all the steps taken in carry

ing out this unique city enterprise is

on file in each of the offices of the

organizations represented. It in

cludes all the committees that were

appointed, the arrangements made for

the entertainment of the speakers, for

exhibits. reference bibliographies and

syllibi of courses; for stereopticon lec

l. Institutes

2. Study classes

3. Lists of text books

4. Exhibits

5. Lectures

6.
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tures, sale of tickets and books, dis—

tribution of programs, elaboration of

schedules, etc. At the close of the in

stitute, a statistical and financial re—

port was filed also in each ofiice, with

definite recommendations for the

future. Later, after much follow-up

work another set of statistics was

placed on file, embodying a list of all

the mission study classes resulting

from the institute.

The last, and yet perhaps the most

permanent relation established with

the churches of Detroit, has been

brought about through the efforts of

the membership department of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion.

this:

“In order to increase the co-operation

between the churches of Detroit and the

Young Women's Christian Association, it

is suggested that a representative body be

formed, consisting of one member from

each denomination in our city. This mem

ber in turn is to be chairman of a com

mittee composed of one worker from each

church of that denomination and also to

belong to the membership committee of

the Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion.

1. The duties of the chairman shall be:

a. To preserve the unity of the com

mittee.

b. To fill vacancies on the committee.

c. To call committee meetings every

other month with a program that

shall make the members better in

formed concerning the work of the

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion.

d. To put the church in touch with

young women who come to our

city and who may welcome an op

portunity to find a church home.

e. To bring before the committee

matters of vital interest pertaining

to the welfare of the women of

our city.

f. In general. their duties shall be to

unify the work of the churches and

the Association. Thev shall be on

the alert for opportunities when the

Association may serve the church

as well as when the church may

be of service to the Association.

The following policy explains

2. The duties of the workers on the

denominational committee shall be:

a. To bring definitely before the

church the names of young women

who have indicated on the Associa

tion application blank the denomi

nation in which they are interested.

b. To relate to the church young

women who have been trained in

the Association for special church

activities, such as Sunday school

teachers, mission study leaders,

speakers for young people's meet

ings and leaders for social and

other church gatherings.

c. To serve in the church as repre

sentative of the Young Women's

Christian Association.

(1. To keep informed on Association

activities.

e. To take charge of new members

and renewals for the Association

in each church.

f. When requested to do so, to supply

speakers on Association topics for

meetings in the churches.

g. To attend the meetings of the de—

nominational committee and thus

keep in touch with the work of the

denomination.

h. To aid the denominational chair

men in any interdenominational

city activity that they may deem

wise to undertake.

This policy has been presented at a

meeting of the pastors of each of the

five large denominations of our city,

in each of which it was passed favor—

ably upon. The pastors of smaller de

nominations have been approached

personally, and have been very glad

to co-operate.

Thus we now have representatives

in over one hundred churches, and

many others will be appointed in the

near future. We feel that this plan

will prove of strong mutual advantage

.both to the church and to the Associa—

tion, and that it will serve to cement

the union that each year is proving of

indispensable value, the co-operation

of the Young Women’s Christian

Association with the churches of our

city.



Learning from India

A. Estelle Paddock

HE difference between seeing

social work in India and in

America lies in the fact that in

the East it is everywhere wholly

obvious, while in America we must be

gently led to a vision of its necessity.

By that I do not mean that Indians are

always acutely conscious of their

needs. It is the Westerner who is

overwhelmed by the wholly apparent

social sores of the Orient. Con

versely, it is the Oriental in the

United States who lays an unerring

finger on our social evils and asks,

“How can this thing be, in a ‘Chris

tian’ land P”

But Indian women and Indian men

are awakening to Indian needs. Dur

ing the time of the National Confer

ence of the Association in Bombay,

there was in session in the city a

great national Social Congress attend

ed by 3,000 delegates, of whom 1,000

were Hindu women. Their discus

sion of Indian social needs was the

discussion of the problems of Indian

women.

With pride the men, who did prac

tically all the talking, pointed to the

Seva Sedan Society, whose seven

years of social work have taught

India’s women that it is possible for

them to accomplish great ends.

A three-fold object has this organi

zation, whose report reads so like that

of the Young Women’s Christian As

sociation, in that its aim is social, edu

cational and medical. Two kinds of

members are enrolled, regular and

lay. Through public subscription they

maintain a home for the homeless, an

industrial school, a free dispensary for

women and children, a free library

and reading room, educational classes,

and three ashram: or sisterhoods. It

is in these latter that the peculiar

adaptation of the work to meet relig

ious conditions is evident. There is

a home for the Parsee, for the Hindu

and for the Mohammedan women.

Very like the reports of the Trav

elers’ Aid in Japan is the account of

care given to runaway girls and

homeless ones. In the regular day

schools, girls and boys both are re—

ceived. In the home for the home

less the adult women do the house

work, cooking, grinding, washing, and

care of the sick. Morning and even

ing prayers are said—it reads like the

account of a Christian household, for

the women of India pray, each to her

own god.

1n the industrial school, sewing,

cooking, knitting, home nursing, Eng

lish and drawing are taught. The

majority of the children in the school

are Parsees and they are taught in

part by women from the sisterhoods.

Outside the institutions, lay sisters

visit hospitals and homes of the poor,

distributing food and milk. Sewing

machines have been purchased and

given to certain poor women, who are

thereby enabled to support themselves.

This brief sketch of a work carried

on by women who are not Christian,

work so like our own in many points,

sets us thinking. In the general bud—

gets of our Associations very little is

tabulated under the head of “social

service.” The newspapers, however,

bring some records that throw light

on the growing connection between

the Association and community ser

vice. In the Duluth Association, an

old—fashioned pound-party and musi—

cale was given for the support of a

Swedish woman and her two children,

who would otherwise have been de

ported. In New Castle, the profits

from one day in the Association cafe—

teria were given to the local hospital.

The profits were large, ‘because the

butcher, the baker and the iceman left

with their daily orders, bills gener—

ously marked “paid.”

In another line of social betterment

the Associations are taking a stand

for civic social uplift. The Fresno
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Republican reports the Association as

filing a protest, together with the

church people, against a new café law

governing dancing in places where

liquor is sold.

Again and again the Association

doors swing open for meetings for

community interests. In Providence

the Consumers’ League had at the

Association a display of tenement—

made articles with the price paid to

the worker attached.

Space forbids the mention of

other cities, but within the past three

months there have met in our Asso

ciations, under our roofs, the Better

Babies Movement, Child Welfare

League, Children’s Home Society,

Children’s Hospital, the Housewife's

League, the Needlework Guild, the

W. C. T. U. Institute and the Fed—

eration of Women's Clubs. The

churches recognize the Association as

their common meeting ground as is

witnessed by meetings listed under

Minister’s Association, Church Board

Luncheon, \lVOlTlCI'l’S Foreign Mission

ary Society and Baptist Association.

General societies of various sorts

have learned the way to our doors—

the Milk Producers Association, Civic

Club, Anti-Saloon League, Society of

American \Vidows, bank officials,

Stage Crafters’ Society, Prohibition

Rally, the Republican Club and the

Woman's Political Club.

With all of these, some of our

members have touch. But our mem—

bership as a whole, it may be safely

said, sleeps none the less soundly, nor

has it entered yet into their conscious

ness or their prayer life that thou_

sands of those they pass daily are

underpaid, overworked, undernour

ished, poorly housed, and exposed to

social disease even in their few hours

of recreation.

When my. friend’s child is run down

by an automobile I suffer with her;

when the child of Mrs. Anybody is

killed——so common has it become—

that I have no social impulse to aid in

lessening the slaughter. The report

of the Board of Health I pass over

in my daily reading personally in

different to its care of water supply,

milk depots and the great number of

unnecessary deaths by preventable

diseases,—unless my own home and

loved ones are threatened.

When driving, I avoid the “con—

gested section” and seldom let my

mind grasp the terrors of the over

crowded tenements. I hear with ad

miration the tales of some social

worker and give a dole to stop her

pleading, but I do not share her re

sponsibility for changing the condi

tions she recites.

I accept the services of the immi

grants on the railroads I traverse, in

my garden, at the fruit store, the

flower stand, the shoe shining parlor

and in the kitchen, but the soul of the

immigrant, his struggles, her sorrows,

are alike foreign to me.

I pass huge factories where streams

of women and girls and children stand

nine hours a day for six days a week

chained to machines, and if I speak of

them I call them “they"—not “one

of us."

I write a check or pay my share to

the collector of the United Charities

——yes, but all the joy and pain of

sharing life with these upon whom

my every comfort depends is lost to

me. No wonder there are restless,

dissatisfied souls—no wonder pleasure

grows mad and more mad, no won

der luxury has become necessity and

the common joy of life, the common

task, is now as far beyond the reach

of some of us as it is of those whose

life depends upon a toil the cruelest

the world has ever witnessed.

Beneath our very roof trees are

gathered groups who are studying

American social needs. The opportu

nity is ours to enter with them into

the study of our country, not as we

think it should be, but as it is, then

relating ourselves to the Associations’

share in its redemption, shape our

works, our thoughts. our prayers to

make real the “Christian nation,”

under which heading we have long

been listed.



The Song at the Center of Things

Alice M. Colter

HE story of Dunstan had never

been written. The girl who

was thinking about it wasn’t

altogether sure of its name. But it had

for her the attraction of all that comes

from the brave, sweet, eerie heart of

a Celt; it held within itself memories

of firelight and shadows and the color

ings of a well-loved voice.

The story had grown up among the

Irish hill-folk long years before the

girl heard it. It was all about a poor

little dwarf who had a hump on his

back, and a heart of gold under the

hump. The folk of the hills loved

him, for his eyes were kind, though

they looked out from unkempt locks

and his coat was in rags and tatters.

One day the little dwarf lay down

on a grassy bank to rest. Within the

bank the fairies were singing Mon

day and Tuesday. The little dwarf lay

very still and listened until he knew

the song perfectly, and until his voice

was in harmony with theirs. Then he,

too, began to sing. And he sang Mon—

day and Tuesday and Wednesday.

Now the fairies were so pleased

with the new day he added to their

song, that they carried him away, far—

ther than I could tell you and twice as

far as you could tell me. And when

they reached the far place they dressed

him all in a fine coat and took the

hump off his back. Then they sent

him back to his mother in the green

world, tall and straight.

Now there lived among the hills

another dwarf who had a hump on

his back. But his hump had twisted

his heart out of shape and his eyes

were mean. When he saw how well

the first dwarf had fared and heard

the story of the song, he made up his

mind to try the same plan. And so he

went to the grassy bank and lay down

to listen. Before long he, too, heard

the fairies singing, only this time they

were singing Monday and Tuesday

and Wednesday, as the first little

dwarf had taught them to do.

But just about the time the slowest

fairy began to sing, the dwarf lifted

up his voice. He hadn't waited to

learn the music or to put his voice

into harmony with theirs, and so the

fairies were very angry when they

heard his loud Monday and Tuesday

and Wednesday and Thursday and

Friday. You see, he had thought to

please them by adding two days in

stead of just one to the song.

But the fairies with a great angry

rush bore him away, farther than I

can tell you and twice as far as you

could tell me. And when they reached

the far place they pinched and beat

him and hung rags upon him—and in

stead of taking away his hump they

sent him back to his wife in the green

world with two humps instead of one.

When the girl who had to write

began to think about student vaca

tions, those two dwarfs walked

straight into her mind—and when she

stopped them to ask why they, of all

people, should travel along an aca

demic path, they had the etfrontery

to answer: “Because we’re like col

lege girls.”

“Like college girls, indeed,” she

said, not very politely, for fairy folk

were always playing havoc with her

neat plans. It was like trying to fold

a chiffon scarf in the wind to keep her

thoughts away from them. “Like col- '

lege girls, indeed—how ?" she asked.

The Two-Humped Dwarf went

growling off to attend to his own af—

fairs. Two—humped people never

have time to answer questions! But

the Dwarf Who Got Rid of His Hump

looked up.

“Did you ever see a college girl yet

who didn’t have a hump by June?" he

asked. “Her hump’s made up of all

the nights she stayed up later than she

ought to, and the last papers that had

to be written, and the chokey feeling
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of saying goodbye, and,”——here he

looked at the girl sharply,—“you know

all the rest," he added. “You’ve had

humps yourself.”

The girl nodded. “\/Ve’ve all had

humps,” she said. “The question is,

how to get rid of them.”

The dwarf's eyes were very kind

as he looked at her.

“I got rid of mine,” he said, and

somehow, it seemed the most satisfac

tory answer in the world. The girl

always liked straight facts like that!

“Please tell me how,” she begged.

“You see I have the chance to tell

65,000 college girls (I learned that in

Jubilee) how to get rid of their humps.

“Well, I had to lie very quiet on the

grassy bank and listen to the Song at

the Center of Things,” the dwarf

answered. “I shouldn’t wonder if

listening were the most important part.

And you have to be rested before you

can understand or get your voice into

harmony with the song."

“I know,” the girl nodded. “When

you aren’t rested things jumble so.

And sometimes you’re so tired, after

school, that even meeting your own

family is a task. I remember once I

went home a couple of days before I

was expected, so there was no one at

the station to meet me, and even the

house was empty. If I’d been a book

heroine I’d have cried from loneliness,

but I didn’t. It seemed heavenly-good

to get used to the bells and the furni

ture and the views from the windows,

to have time to change school—mood

to home-mood before people came. I

—I think you can be shy about going

home, even—don't you ?”

“When you have a hump,” the

dwarf answered. “’You can be shy

about most anything, then.”

“But after you’re rested and have

listened to the Song at the Center of

Things”—-—the girl hesitated a moment,

-—“VVhat do you do then ?"

"Sing," the dwarf answered. “Sing

Wednesday to the Monday and Tues—

day of the song.”

The girl looked troubled. “I—I’rn

sorry,” she said. “but I'm afraid I

don’t understand."

“\Vhat do you like best in all th/:

world to do P” the dwarf asked. _'

This time the girl looked uncom-'

fortable. Perhaps she ought to say,

“visit the sick" or “lead meetings”—"“

but she really didn’t like to do either

of them at all. Then she loved to playl

basketball and to dance and to take ‘

care of babies (until they began to

throw things on the floor), but still,

she hesitated. At last she looked up

at him honestly. _

“To make things, I think,” she said, -',

“pies and pottery and stories and)

things.” L

The dwarf clapped his hands. r

“Exactly,” he cried. “Making ,1

things is the Wednesday part of the '.

song. Creating’s the most fun of any- "

thing in the world! We all knew it -

when we made mud pics, but some- _

times people who make real ones for

get.” '

“In college you don’t really create

much,” the girl said. “You’re forever

learning about how other people cre

ated—empires and books and theories

and conjugations—and sometimes they

did it queer ways.”

“That’s the Monday and Tuesday

part of the song,” the dwarf said.

“And that’s why in vacation it helps

you get rid of the hump to make

things, the things you like to make,

gardens or furniture or clothes, any

thing so long as you make it.”

The girl mused for a moment.

Then, “Are Eight Week Clubs and

plans for next year’s work and—well,

ideals, made things, the Wednesday

part ?” she asked shyly.

The dwarf smiled at her.

“Always,” he answered. “I think

some of them are almost the Thurs—

day and Friday part, the real Thurs—

day and Friday part, not the discord—

ant thing the Two-Humped Dwarf

sang. And remember there’s still the

Thursday and Friday and Saturday

and Sunday part to be sung in har

mony. before the song at the center

of things is complete.”

Then he left the girl alone.

thought on for a while.

She
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F‘Iade things—everything worth

while in the world had been made.

School had been made and church and

home, and her society and the Associa

tir n, institutional things like that, one

knew. Then she began to think about

tfe other things girls loved. Joy, first

of all—she wondered about that!

lVost of it, as she thought, seemed

to have been made. Jesus Christ had

said: “My joy I give unto you.” He

wouldn’t have given what He hadn’t

made, and she knew enough about

Him to know how truly He had made

jiy, both a long while ago and now.

And friends—everybody talked about

'iaking friends! But they meant just

being pleasantly associated with peo

ple. For the first time she saw friend

ship as a creative force. Friends could

be made, really made, for oneself,

and for other people.
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It was going to be exciting—mak

ing things, all kinds of things! She

remembered with a little start about

singing in harmony with the song that

was already begun. She knew, in

stinctively, that that wouldn’t always

be easy.

“I’ll have to tell the girls not to be

in too much of a hurry,” she thought,

“or we’ll all be coming back with two

humps instead of none. It’s two

humped people that go to sanitariums,

I guess. I imagine if you make

enough gardens and waists and

cookies while you’re just a girl you

won’t have time for more than the

Wednesday part. And after you’re

rid of getting humps, maybe you could

help with composing the rest. Think

of its being complete, the Song at the

Center of Things l”

  

That Committee

Anne Swineford

HE appointment of a commit

tee is too often a relief meas

ure which amounts in popular

parlance to “letting George do it”. In

other words it means either that lack

of time, or ignorance of what should

be done prevents the persons col

lectively responsible for a measure

from deciding on action. Shall then

the committee take its duties seriously

or shall it assume them with an air

of unavoidable irksomeness, some

thing to be gotten rid of as soon as

possible? ’

Accepting membership on a com—

mittee involves responsibility. It is

one of the fallacies of women that by

non-attendance at committee meet

ings, responsibility is shelved. It is

exactly that mistaken attitude of our

enfranchized citizens that puts gov

ernment into the hands of the party

machine and makes impossible the

most obviously needed reform. They

are not consciously callous of heart

who permit the slaughter of inno

cents on the city streets: it comes

merely through the indifference of

the members of that great committee

of voters on whom the duty of pre

serving human life now rests. It is

not the will of the membership com

mittee of the Y. W. C. A. that two

thirds of the girls of the city never

attend church, but it is their indiffer

ence to the power of their own in

fluence that allows present conditions

to seem inevitable.

To have an effective committee, its

membership must not be infeeding.

Too many forward movements are

snail-paced because the committee in

charge feeds its ranks from folk of

its own kind alone. It' is true

that there is something infectious

from associating with those with

whom we do not have calling acquain

tance, but the antitoxin that saves

imperilled lives is obtained from a

wisely chosen infection, and the dan—

ger we fear from people “not of us”

may ofttimes be the very elixir of life.
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To sum up all that is involved in

a committee meeting is not alone to

reckon at so much per hour the aggre

gate value of the time of each busy

woman, (and it is only the busy

woman who makes an ideal commit

tee member), though the amount

would sometimes total high. A com

mittee is essentially a group enterprise.

Many enterprises, it is true, are

carried on by a single individual; in

deed it is safe to say that .a large

number of enterprises commonly sup

posed to be group agencies are domin—

ated by a single individual, who em

ploys many persons to carry out his

individual ideas, rather than to pro

mote a democratic form of work

wherein ideas originate from a group,

that is democratically, and are exe

cuted at the will of the group.

If a committee is democratically,

not autocratically conducted, more is

accomplished than the work specific

ally undertaken. The committee

meeting is the most valuable drill

ground for women working together.

Sometimes this drill is lined up with

banners of publicity, sometimes with

trumpets of public acclaim, at other

times it takes place in some obscure

alley of drudgery where no one sees,

and where the space is only big

enough to catch the step. On a recent

visit to New England, we were shown

a stone wall, thirty by twelve feet, on

which a company of Vermont militia

was trained for service in the Revo

lution. Their officer had been im

prisoned in his own home for debt,

but he contrived this drill ground

from the piled up rocks he had cleared

from his farm. Thirty by twelve is

the training ground for many a lone

group of women that has subse—

quently influenced whole communities.

Of all the uniform pertaining to

committee work, promptness is the

outer cloak. There are few volun

teers in Association work who have

not sat thinking of that extra call that

might have been gotten in, the seam

that might have been finished or the

salad that would now have been ready

had they known that Mrs. L. would

be late.

Non-attendance at a committee

meeting, when one has taken on its

duties, is like a rent in a garment.

It rests with the executive, or chair

man, to assemble the committee when

some definite work is to be accom

plished. This may not have been out

lined in detail, but there should be

a need to be met by the collective

thinking of the committee. There

must be some object worthy the

attention of the particular group

assembled. Important members may

be lost to the organization by assign

ing them a task that should be carried

by the executive staff. A responsi

bility once assigned should not be

usurped by officers or secretaries.

Moreover, after the first meeting,

there should be no assembling of the

committee until the chairman has in

mind a definite program of further

procedure. After the program is laid

before the committee, a wise chair—

man does not force committee action,

she leads, she may even follow when

the members outstrip her. The half

hearted life of some Associations and

even the heavy mortgages may be

traced to chairman-forced committees.

The varying personalities of the

committee are in themselves a fas

cinating study. Two types of women

are almost sure to be present. One

of these is the woman who, having

spoken her mind on any given subject

is thereafter committed to her pro

nouncement regardless of what

further light may be adduced. The

second is the woman who, because she

seeks for more information, cannot

be brought to express a definite opin

ion. The convictions of the former

are so pronounced that many an issue

is concluded because of her much

speaking, the while the latter is assem

bling her batteries of refutation.

There is sometimes, too, a danger

of exhausting a committee by over

enthusiasm. A timid soul who avers

after the meeting that she “knew a

better plan,” is entirely eclipsed by

the ready talker. She is thus kept
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from her contribution to the cause.

The balance of the discussion rests

with the chairman. Mrs. C. has a

way of saying,

“You are quite mistaken. I

sure it is this way,"

\Nhile Mrs. R. puts it,

“I wasn’t aware it was that way,

I had always thought of it in this

way.”

Mrs. C. asserts that “her hair is

red.” Mrs. R. says,

“I always thought her hair was

red.”

Red her hair is, but Mrs. C. sets

it on fire while Mrs. R. throws a glow

of light upon it. Both ladies have

said the same things but with what

difference of effect.

“I did not get anything out of that

meeting,” says one in leaving. Very

well, did you put anything in? Your

time, yes, but did you put in ideas?

The silent member of the committee

should be essentially sure of her un—

spoken influence to justify her par

ticipation in committee affairs. The

surest way to be an obstructive com

mittee member is to keep silence. If

unacquainted with the matter under

discussion, ask questions. There are

two values in having a questioner on

the committee. It affords those who

know a chance to impart information,

a very welcome task to most human

beings, and it sometimes occurs that

an insistent and ignorant questioner

may let in a flood of light exposing

fallacies and inciting improved meth

ods of procedure. The silent member

is a partner to the non-voting member,

and they both may be as truly respon—

sible for disaster as the member who

talks too much.

It must be kept in mind when things

seem hard to equalize, that from small

committee service there may develop

tact and fairness that will some day

fit its members to chair great conven

tions and to move thousands to right—

eous action. To develop enthusiasm,

to control and not deaden it, to bring

out the contribution of the timid mem

ber, to corner the woman of one idea

am

that other thoughts may have room,

to harmonize contending statements,

this is a study worthy any found in

a college curriculum.

An essential element in Association

committee work is prayer. Not the

prayer that is a mere religious form

ula, but prayer that secures prep

aration of the heart for the issues to

be discussed; prayer for a realization

of the immeasurable worth of the

lives of the young women whom we

seek to influence; praise for all that

is in them of God; honest prayer

that will rouse the casual member to

thought and enlist her in service and

love. A committee meeting may be a

school of prayer. Here, if anywhere,

may a group of women lay aside the

petty barriers that hide soul from

soul. and banishing the naive wonder

at what God has done, assume an atti

tude of bold expectancy.

Too many of us reveal, by the

astonishment expressed in our phrases

that we are not in working touch with

the people for whom Christ lived. If

some one outside ourv circle exhibits

some great act of righteousness, we

exclaim. we expect too little even

of ourselves. Our religion is too

largely a matter of passivity, of cere

mony, or of Observances. It is too

little a deliberate act of willing to

do right, of being right against all

the soft ways of escape provided by

our present so-called Christian societv.

It must be a willing, not a sentiment;

a willing to be generous when no

compulsion for the act impels; a will—

ing to serve when society says, be

served, a willing to give, when all

one's being calls out to take: a willing

to be alone when every social con

vention calls for assembling together:

a willing to deny self, not happening

to do without; a willing to be self

controlled, when the stage setting

calls for tears and sympathy, a willing

to be responsible. when to shift the

responsibility is “the way that it has

always been done.” People of such

wills are developed by conscientious

committee action.



“Eight Hours Free Time”

Helen L.

“ OW to live on 24 hours a day”

has been under discussion for

several years. Presumably

few of us have even yet solved- the

question to our perfect satisfaction.

But suppose you had a present of an

extra hour or so every day of the

week—what would you do with it?

That is what has happened to thou

sands of men and women in the

United States, within the last ten

months, whose working day has been

shortened to eight hours, “eight hours

work, eight hours sleep, eight hours

free time," that is how the widely

distributed stamps read.

“Isn’t it fine to shorten working

hours for so many people," I in

nocently suggested to an industrious

shop keeper of my acquaintance. “No

good, they don't know how to use

time off—only get into mischief.” I

felt decidedly snubbed, but I did not

accept the shop keeper’s answer as a

final one. For the majority of peo

ple more free time must mean, not

more loafing, more cheap movies,

more “mischief”; but more family

life, more home gardens, more read—

ing, more recreation, more real liv

mg.

But it is the free time of girls that

concerns us as a Young Women’s

Christian Association. To be sure

most of the 8,000,000 employed

women have less than eight hours a

day they can call their own. But

whatever the amount, every girl and

woman has. or should have, some free

time. And what are the significant

hOurs in a girl's life? Not her work

ing or her sleeping hours. It is the

hours when she can choose what she

will do, that determine her character

—her mental, moral, and spiritual

calibre. It is how she uses her time off

that gauges whether she is progress

ing at all or sliding backward. Have

we, as an Association, been resting

back upon the fact that the public

Thomas

evening schools were particularly

good and that vocational training for

girls did not seem to be greatly needed

in our city? But how about education

for the larger life, education that sets

a girl free to be what is in her to be?

What are we doing about that? To

look at the question more closely, we

who make a specialty of girls, we who

claim girls as the sole object of our

organization,—do we know what or

_ dinary girls talk about, not school girls

or college graduates, but just girls?

“Aren’t you scared when your Sun—

day school teacher invites you home to

dinner?” asked one girl of another,

“what do you talk about ?”

“Don’t you think you could show us

girls how to talk about books and

things that are going on in the world?

I’d like that,” proposed another girl to

the educational secretary in a burst of

confidence. She represents one of the

many girls who want something to

talk about and the right words in

which'to say the things they know and

think. Just the other day a girl with

this very need applied to an Associa

tion. She was shown into a class in

rhetoric but she didn’t come 'back to a

second session. It wasn’t rhetoric or

grammar, as such, that she wanted.

Somebody says that every time you

speak that is composition, but a class

in composition would frighten away

the very girl who knows that she

wants to talk correctly and intel

ligently.

Do we Association people who

make a specialty of girls know what

our girls are reading in their precious

leisure? An industrial secretary told

me the other day that these were some '

of the books asked for by her girls:

Parted at the Altar, Lovers Once but

Parted Now, Whose Husband Was

He? Three Buckets of Blood, or the

Washwoman’s Revenge. “An extreme

case," you say. But perhaps we should

be just as horrified if we knew what
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our nice girls are reading. Very likely

it is the stories that most of them

want, but there are plenty of good

story books that are readable and

wholesome. It doesn’t take a highly

cultivated taste to enjoy Pollyanna,

Mrs. Wiggs, Molly Make—Believe, or

other stories that any wise human

librarian will recommend. And some

of our business girls wil. put the sec

retary to shame when she knows the

quality and the weight of the books

they have read and will read. I know,

for I have blushed too! How much,

by the way, does the row of books on

the secretary’s office desk count with

the girls who- pass through the room?

\Vhat music do your girls like best?

What do they sing and play at home?

The Jubilee choruses, developed on

short notice, showed what the girls

can do in the singing of hymns. Why

should an Association be content with

feeble singing at vesper service when

girls can sing the best hymns the way

they sang them during the Jubilee? A

choral club or an orchestra in every

Association—why not? If there are

not enough girls, a choral club or an

orchestra would be doubly attractive

with the addition of a few young men.

One Association has a girl’s band.

The Kindersymphony is not music of

the highest order but it is good fun

and good practice for the younger

girls and may lead to something finer.

The victrola offers a world of op—

portunities, not for entertainment only

but for instruction too, for a knowl

edge of musicians and composers, of

song and hymn writers, of the ora

torios and operas. It affords a

chance for concerts, musicals, pro

grams with talks on hymns, period

music, etc., etc. Where is the Associa

tion that cannot lead girls out in the

love and practice of the best music?

Somebody who believes in it and will

work for it until it comes to pass—

that is all that is needed.

What do our girls see and hear

when they are out of doors? Do they

know that there are stars? Have they

ever seen anything in the skies above

besides the sun and moon?

“Were they always there ?” asked a

girl in a wondering voice when her

eyes and ears had been opened for the

first time to robins and bluebirds. “I

truly never saw one of them before

until you pointed them out to me," she

added. One club of town girls made

it a point to become acquainted with

every single tree in the park and the

country for miles around. No wonder

they were very proud of their accom

plishment when they found that some

of the varieties they made friends with

were unknown to the high school

teacher of botany.

It is given out on a conservative

estimate that forty thousand school

children in New York City are “un

der-nourished,” a polite phrase for

starving. They are not vigorously

hungry, to be sure—they have not

enough red blood for that, but the

school lunch counter is saying that the

city cannot afford to have its children

under-nourished.

If a thorough or even a casual in

vestigation was made of the mental

life of our girls would “under

nourished” be the verdict? “The girls

don’t seem to want—” How often we

hear that given as an explanation.

But isn’t that the very reason for

doubling and trebling our effort, never

stopping until they do have an ap

petite and will eat? Most of them are

mentally hungry, some of them know

it. There are books and pictures,

music and architecture, trees and

flowers, and stars. Our educational

departments must provide and will,

for household arts, elementary sub

jects and vocational training, but how

about the “life that is more than

meat?” Are we doing all we can,

every one of us, that our girls may

have that life?



The Federal Children’s Bureau and its Chief

Ethel M.

“There was an old woman

Who lived in a shoe;

She had so many children

She didn't know what to do."

HE familiar Mother Goose jin

gle comes to mind when we

think of the task of planning

the welfare of all the children of

this big country of ours. The work

seems almost too great to think about;

yet there is one woman who is bravely

facing the task and facing it without

a sign of the bewilderment of the old

woman who “didn’t know what to

do.”

Miss Julia C. Lathrop, who has this

responsibility, is by no means an old

woman. Step by step through her life

she has gathered a deep experience in

dealing with children’s problems, until

she has been found worthy of an

honor as great as any this country can

bestow. In 1912, she was appointed

Chief of the Federal Children’s

Bureau, to direct the government

study of children’s problems and

child welfare. Miss Lathrop is the

first woman in this country to hold the

position _of head of a government

bureau.

Before coming to the Children’s

Bureau, Miss Lathrop had lived at

Hull House with Miss Jane Addams,

and had been active with other fine

women who undertook social reforms

in the city of Chicago. For a number

of years she was a member of the

Illinois State Board of Charities, and

as such, she assisted in the starting of

a juvenile court in Cook County, Illi

nois, the first court in this country in

tended primarily for children. Later

on, she was instrumental in increasing

the efficiency of this juvenile court by

helping to establish in connection with

it, a psychopathic clinic, at which

young offenders were examined and

tested mentally before they came to

their hearings at the court. In April,

1912. when Congress passed an act

Springer

establishing a Federal Children’s

Bureau, Miss Lathrop was the one

chosen to be chief.

The Children’s Bureau had been the

dream of some of the finest minds in

the country. Our United States

government in its departments and

bureaus in Washington, is engaged in

study which increases efficiency in

agriculture, in mining, in industry.

Why should it not also concern itself

with the welfare of ildren? For

several years the matter was discussed

by Congress. President Roosevelt

urged the establishing of the Bureau;

but it was not until President Taft's

administration that the act was finally

passed.

According to the law by which this

bureau was established, its duties are

to “investigate and report . . upon

all matters pertaining to the welfare

of children and child life among all

classes of our people, and especially to

investigate the questions of infant

mortality, the birth rate, orphanage,

juvenile courts, desertion. dangerous

occupations, accidents and diseases of

children, employment, legislation af

fecting children in the several States

and Territories.”

The first appropriation was a very

small one. Miss Lathrop was allowed

only fourteen helpers for the stu

pendous task of studying the children

of the entire United States; but with

this very small group, and with the

small fund at her disposal, she en

thusiastically started the work. In

two years’ time. Congress granted a

larger appropriation which increased

the staff of the Bureau to seventy-six

persons. Now the agents of the

Bureau are going out all over the

United States, gathering information

which may be used for the good of

children.

One of the first things that was

done was to consult the reports of the

United States Census, and pick out
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from them everything that could help

to locate the children of the country.

For example, when the census was

taken in 1910, there were over forty

million young people under twenty

one years of age; of these, over

twenty-nine million were under fifteen,

and more than two million were babies

under one year. These figures, and a

great many others which told how

many boys and girls there were in

every state, how many little foreigners

and colored people, how many in

cities, and how many on farms and in

far away rural districts, were gathered

into a very valuable report, the first

that had ever been made dealing with

statistics about children. After col

lecting these figures about the living

children, there came the sadder task

of considering those who died. It was

found that out of two and a half mil

lion babies who are born every year

in the United States, three hundred

thousand, or about one in eight, do not

live to be one year old. This is such

an appalling number, that one of the

very first tasks of the Children’s

Bureau was to study the causes for

the high death rate.

The reports of these studies may be

had by sending to the Bureau and

asking to have name and address put

on the mailing list. The Bureau has

also published popular pamphlets on

the care of babies, and these, too, are

free to anyone who wishes them.

During this last spring, 1916, thou

sands of these booklets have been dis—

tributed and reprinted for the Na—

tional Baby Week Campaign.

While babies are naturally the first

subject of study, the Bureau does not

limit itself to them. It looks into the

needs of children at work and at play,

the best means to provide for children

who are neglected, who are defective

in mind or body, or who may have

broken laws, and have to be taken in

to court. All these things are being

looked into, and information and

advice is being given just as fast~as

the studies can be made and printed.

Letters come to the Bureau from
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hundreds of persons asking every sort

of question.

Last year, at the Panama Exposi—

tion, the Children’s Bureau was re

presented by an exhibit in which were

shown models of good play equipment,

hygienic home surroundings, sample

outfits for babies, and also a baby

clinic, in which any baby could be ex—

amined and tested. This was held in a

little glass house, so that while the

baby was kept warm and free from

exposure inside, the interested people

could see (if the parents were will—

ing) all that was going on. This ex

hibit was so popular and did so much

good that the woman doctor who con~

ducted it was engaged to go through

some of the rural districts of the

south, holding conferences, examining

children, and giving advice to mothers

about their babies.

All this work goes on under the

leadership of Miss Lathrop, whose

capable mind is not only bent on di

recting the many lines of work which

are at present being carried on all

over the country, but is also always
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on the alert for new fields which must

be looked into, problems which as yet

have not been faced. Sometimes, she

does feel almost overwhelmed by the

task which is hers; but at all times her

leadership is inspiring to the workers

who are under her. Her appeal to

them is constantly to remember the

responsibility and importance of their

work, the care and accuracy with

which every detail must be ascertained

for the reports; and having empha—

sized the importance of absolute truth

and accuracy, she then pleads with

them to remember that all along the

line the work is more than the gather

ing of mere facts, but is of vital sig

nificance to every child in the nation.

Programs for Business

Women’s Clubs

Mary S. Sims

VERY club should have a pro—

gram committee which is re

sponsible for planning all the

programs and seeing that they are

carried out. It is much better to plan

a year’s work at the beginning of the

season than to do it from week to

week or month to month.

Most of these suggestions have

been taken from reports and printed

programs. Where a club has weekly

meetings, one meeting a month might

be given to current events, with brief

reports given by different members on

the most significant happenings, as re

corded in the daily press, followed

by open discussion. Most of the for

mal programs are planned with the

idea of giving one meeting a month

to this work. This would probably in,

many cases be sufficient, as social

occasions, business meetings and other

activities would fill the remaining

meetings. If it is desirable, there is

no reason, however, why these courses

should not be given on successive

weeks for a brief period instead of

having them run through the year.

Some clubs have had courses given

as a series of lectures by different out

side speakers. In others, different

members of the club have taken

charge of the meetings. It would in

many cases be a good plan to have

discussion hours follow the more for

mal talks, either on the same evening

or at later meetings.

The Woman Movement can be

made the subject of a very interest

ing series of addresses. Such topics

as “Primitive Woman", “Women of

To-day”, “Representative Business

and Professional Women”, “Women

and the Present Industrial Order”,

“Opportunities Open to Women,” and

“'Woman Suffrage” might be included.

Two books that might be used with

such a course are “Woman and So

cial Progress” by Scott Nearing and

“Woman and Labor” by Olive

Schreiner.

Industrial and social problems with

a study of legislation affecting women

in different states have been popular

subjects in several clubs this last

year. Such topics as “Trade Union

ism”, “Minimum Wage”, “Social In

surance”, “Child Labor”, “Housing”

and “Factory Conditions" could be in

cluded. Some good reference books

are “The Trade Union Woman” by

Alice Henry, “Modern Industry” by

Florence Kelley and “Women in In

dustry” by Edith Abbott.

The various topics that come under

the head of thrift and efficiency are

of never-failing interest to the busi—

ness woman. A series of discussion

meetings could be worked out along

these lines,—suggestions for invest

ing small sums of money, the best

systems of saving that are available

in any particular locality, the advan

tages of life insurance, the qualities

that make for success, and similar

topics. Another meeting might be

given to a discussion of the value of

budgeting one’s income and balanced

expenditures.
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Another series of meetings might

be given to the study of the Associa

tion movement, for we sometimes

forget that we are part of a world

wide organization. One meeting could

be given to the summer conferences,

another to what the Association is

doing in other countries, Japan, China,

India, Turkey and South America.

Each of these offers picturesque and

interesting material for many pro

grams, and in the price list issued by

the National Publication Department

will be found material along all these

lines. Another meeting might be

given to a study of your own Asso

ciation. What place has it in the com—

munity? What ought it to have, and

what can your club do to help?

A small club or a group from a

larger club which wishes to come

together for a serious discussion of

pertinent questions would find many

helpful suggestions in the ten—cent

pamphlet by Miss McCulloch, recently

issued by the Publication Department.

This pamphlet is called “Questions for

a Young Woman of To-day.” Some

of the topics for discussion are

“Work”, “Health”, “Recreation” and

“Civic Responsibilities.” ,

What a Summer

Conference Means to

Me

Harris Franklin Rall

F I could just throw a few pictures

upon the screen, they would

answer the question printed above

far better than mere words can do.

My first picture would be of Lake

Geneva, the old grounds that thou

sands of young men and women from

college and city have come to love.

This picture is twenty-five years old,

my first student conference, but the

scenes stand vividly before me still.
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I recall the leaders, some of them, like

John R. Mott, J. Campbell White and

W. \V. \Vhite, but a little while out

of college then. I have been at many

conferences and conventions since

then; this one stands alone, as your

first conference will. It marked an

epoch in my own life, and the deepest

impression that I took from it was

that of the fine strong men who turned

to matters of religion with as much

earnestness and zest as they showed

on tennis court or ball field, or at the

daily plunge in the lake.

My other pictures come from ob

servation also, but concern others

more than myself and are all of young

women's conferences. Here is one

from the far west. It is the first con

ference of the girl with whom I am

speaking, one of the youngest who

was at the gathering. I thought as we

left at the close, that she would speak

of the fine drives and the jolly sports;

but she could talk of but one thing,

the women who had led the confer

ence. Girl-like, she began by naming

those whom she liked best, but when

she had ended they were all included.

Dr. Cabot has set us thinking about

“What Men Live By.” We live by

love, by friendship, first of all that

of the great Friend, and then of those

who have caught somewhat of his

spirit. The summer conference means

the opportunity for friendship and

fellowship with some of the finest

women that any girl can meet.

My next picture is from Geneva

again. It is stunt day, though I do not

know whether the young women use

that cacophonous term. One after

another the difierent college groups

make their contribution, two score

girls from Chicago, as many from

Northwestern, with Michigan and

Iowa and all the rest present. What

does it mean? The finest opportunity

in the college world for intercollegiate

fellowship, as well as for personal

friendships.

My fourth picture is from Estes

Park, a game of Indoor-Outdoor—In

dian ball—I hardly know what it was,

interesting enough 'to look at, but
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hard to label properly. It is a contest

between “High Brows” and “Middie

Blouse,” the leaders against the field.

Of course the picture means recrea—

tion, and it will call up other pictures

for some who read these lines: water

sports at Lake Geneva, glorious pano

ramas that reward the climber in the

Rockies, or an abalone chowder lunch

on the beach at Asilomar. Recrea

tion? Yes, but something more as

well: a new idea of religion for many

a girl, a religion that belongs in the

afternoon's fun just as naturally as

in the morning's address, a religion

that takes in all of life and makes

everything that it touches richer and

finer.

My fifth picture is a composite, a

hurried attempt to visualize some of

the beauties of nature awaiting the

girls that will get to these conferences

this summer: Lake George with shin—

ing waters and sudden winds like

another Galilee; Geneva in the late

evening, with the lights of endless

camps and cottages and summer

homes fringing its shores; Estes Park

with its pines and its sunshine and its

glorious peaks on every side; and

Asilomar with sand dune and ancient

cypress and never resting sea.

The last picture means the most

and is hardest to portray. I see the

company that fills the auditorium in

the evening. One whole week of the

conference is behind them, so crowded

a week and so short a one. A few

days ago this company was composed

of little groups from separate schools

or cities; now it is one, with a sense

of a new fellowship such as many had

not known before. They join as one

in song and prayer, and listen as one

to the message. And then they go

out under the stars. And they cannot

tell just what has happened or how it

came, but the horizon seems wider,

life itself seems far richer and more

appealing, all that is high and good

seems more real than a week ago, and

God is near. And what more can any

place mean to us than that?

Eight Week Clubs in

the South Atlantic

Field

Willie R. Young

“ ’M sure I don’t know how I’m

I going to live through the sum

mer in that stupid 01d hole of a

place! I just can’t bear the thought

of it! I guess I'll visit all the time,

and maybe if I can scare up enough

boys, I’ll have a house-party myself.

Heavens, the very thought sets me

wild!”—and the speaker looked as if

she rev-ere that kind!

“I can hardly wait till I get home!

I’m crazy to see all the people, from

little Billie to old Mrs. Mullen at the

Home, and I want to show Helen and

Sue that college doesn’t make me for—

get them and the others. And they'll

help me with my club. I wish June

would hurry up and come!”—and she

looked as if she were that kind!

They were from the same college,

the same town, and moved in the same

“social circle.” But one had gone

through college seeing only the things

on the surface, satisfied with the “ap

pearances,” and being so busy with

her Domestic Science, Child Psychol—

ogy and Botany, that she didn't even

hear about that plan to go back home,

improve the conditions in preparation

of foods, help develop the standards

of play and fun for the children grow

ing up, and become a lover of and help

others to become more appreciative of,

the rare flowers. rocks and trees in

her home town. No, indeed! She was

“too busy.”

But the other was so truly at work

that she was all eyes and ears! She

had time to go for eight weeks, dur

ing the spring term, to that class for

“girls from small towns” and study

how she might go back to one par

ticular small town and get the girls

of that town together, and conscien

tiously set to work to make the social

life of that town more wholesome and
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interesting (realizing that it takes no

originality or ingenuity to make the

daily trip to the train, post office and

drug store) ; to plan a course of “sum

mer reading and study," and store her

mind with possible working plans for

some definite community service. It

was small wonder that her imagina

tion did not picture that town as “a

hole of a place!"

She, and 194 other girls, went home

this summer with the “glad” spirit of

service. Little children were made

happier; tired girls in cotton mills

were rested and encouraged; young

college girls made their mothers glad

they were “happy to be back home”;

pastors were helped through the let

down months of hot weather; choirs

were better than in the winter time;

city Association secretaries had lead

ers for their camps, recreation centers

and Bible classes, while dozens of

people were helped by the girl with

the bright, high-spirited face, who

“couldn’t have a club, but would help

all she could."

But these girls have their faces

turned toward the future, and they see

that if the Eight \Veek Club is a suc—

cess, eight weeks is not long enough,

for the community will want “a sure

enough Y. \V. C. A.,” so each club,

planning to give $5 apiece, is looking

forward to a county secretary “all our

own," who will begin to unify this

great rural population of our South—

land. And when she does come, we’ll

look back on the girl with the expect

ant 100k, who “could hardly wait for

June to come," and we’ll know why

and how.

 

“And those high notes the

Piper softly played

Spoke to me of an upward

rt'inding trail.

I wonder whether I could

start girls forth

Upon the greatest Quest of

which I know.”

——THE ansrmz PIPER.
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"CLUB NIGHT" AT THE CAFETERIA

Our Latest Experi

[1161“:

Mary E. Scott

OWN in the center of the shop»

D ping district of New York

City, where fully 50,000 women

are employed in industry alone, the

National Board has established its

new cafeteria. The same staff of

managers who directed the cafeteria

in the National Board Building at the

Panama Exposition have this in

charge.

In undertaking this, the National

Board has, as has already been an

nounced, two purposes in mind: to

help solve the difficult problems of the

local cafeterias by establishing this as

a model, and to give supplementary

training and practical experience to

candidates for cafeteria directorships

in local Associations. It is also ex—

pected to be a distributing center for

information about local and national

Association work.

Ever since the opening, on March

10, an increasing number of people

have visited it for breakfast, luncheon

and dinner. Afternoon tea is particu

larly popular because of the waffles,

toasted muffins and other good things

which girls like.

Much of the success of the cafeteria

is due to the unusual artistic beauty

of the interior. Soft yellow shades

of walls and hangings give the “effect

of condensed sunlight," as one girl

said. These predominating colors

form a striking contrast with the black

carrara glass tables.

But it is not only the artistic per

fection which distinguishes this from

the ordinary lunchroom. It is the

spirit within it, of friendliness and ser

vice, which makes it unique. The

business girl finds this spirit mani

fested in the secretary in charge of

the information desk, who receives

her cordially, answers all the ques

tions her mind can devise, and makes

her feel a sense of partnership in the

new enterprise. She finds its prac

tical manifestation in the provision for
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the comforts and accommodations

which she needs most, such as dress

ing and checking rooms, reading and

writing. rooms, and cozy places for

chatting with her friends.

The food is excellent and cheap, a

combination one does not often find

in New York City. Sample menus

for all guests suggest healthful and

inexpensive meals.

Preparatory to the inauguration of

the new cafeteria a publicity cam

paign was carried on in the adjoining

neighborhood, in the places of indus—

try where many women are employed

and in the educational and profes—

sional centers of the city.

A series of house-warmings attend

ed the opening of the cafeteria. On

Friday, March 10, a luncheon was

given for the members of the Na

tional, Metropolitan and local urban

and extra-urban boards. Students of

the National Training School, who

have given much assistance in the

publicity campaign, welfare workers

and managers of department stores

were entertained at dinner.

Two hundred and fifty club girls

from the New York City branches and

from the Brooklyn, Paterson, Passaic,

Jersey City, Plainfield and Yonkers

Associations met for a banquet on the

opening night. A similar function

was held the next evening for two

hundred camp girls. Both banquets

were followed _by toasts and songs.

Thus was the cafeteria dedicated from

_the beginning to friendliness, hospi~

tality and fellowship.

Pittsburgh’s Summer

Camp

Florence Harper

Question: How did you secure your

building and equipment?

Answer: The house and grounds

of Pleasant Hill Farm belong to a

gentleman who rents them to the
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Founder’s Chapter, an organization

composed of twenty girls who support

this branch of Association work,

namely a vacation home for girls, for

a nominal sum. Our landlord’s old

home happened to be peculiarly fitted

to our needs, and combined with this

fact, the leasing of the farm was made

possible by the desire on his part to do

a philanthropic work. Our equipment

was secured by donations from inter

ested friends in this way. A week

previous to the opening of Pleasant

Hill Farm a tea was held on the lawn

of the old place and friends of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion and Founder's Chapter were in

vited. Printed lists of things needed

were on hand, also, the cost of a bed,

the equipment being bed, mattress,

two pads, three sheets, three pillow

cases, one pillow, two blankets, two

spreads, and a waterproof covering.

A great many people chose to give

their contribution in the form of a

check to cover expenses of a bed. The

beds of course were already purchased

but were paid for in the manner

above. We discovered that showing

our friends what they had bought or

given to us was an extremely good

plan.

Question: How did you first get

girls interested?

Answer: We got out a leaflet on

which was printed a picture of the

old stone farm house surrounded by

a beautiful lawn and big pine trees.

Below this cut in a few words were

stated the requirements and regula

tions of our camp. A detachable post

card addressed to the camp secretary,

containing several questions to be

filled out, such as name, address, 0c

cupation, religion and date of desired

visit to the farm, completed the form

of this circular. The Association sec

retaries and members of the Found

er's Chapter in person took these leaf

lets to factories, stores, offices, settle

ment houses, laundries, and in some

cases, churches. The need of such

a vacation home was so great in Pitts

burgh that no great effort was re

quired to establish the camp.
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Question: How do you pay running

eXpenses?

Answer: Money is collected every

year to pay the large deficit. The in

come derived from the girls’ payment

for accommodations covers barely one

third of the expenses. As no fixed

sum is required—the intention being

that the girl is asked to pay only what

she can afford, the maximum being

$3.50 per week—girls very often are

taken free of charge. The policy of

the Founder's Chapter is to give a

healthy, clean and stimulating outing

to all girls who need rest and change.

The more deserving the applicant the

more welcome she is at Pleasant Hill

Farm.

Question: How many girls do you

think are necessary to make your

camp a success through a given sea—

son?

Answer: We never take more than

forty girls, as we wish to keep our

camp a big family and not an institu

tion. Our accommodations consist of

the farm house, a portable house, and

two tents containing four beds each.

Our visitors last summer were over

three hundred.

Question: \Vho is the best person

to administer the camp and who

should be her helpers?

Answer: A secretary with an un

derstanding of girls. She need not be

a trained Association worker nor mid—

dle aged, but she should be someone

with executive ability and system.

The question of a camp secretary is

the most important consideration of

the whole vacation home idea. The

right person must be found. The best

secretary we ever had had never been

identified before coming to us with

Association work. In regard to help

ers we employ a maid of all work. and

a volunteer worker who is one of the

girls of our camp who has proved her

self capable of managing girls and

setting them a good example. She

entertains the girls in return for her

summer outing.

Question: What effect does your

camp have on the winter activities?

Answer: \Ne have tried to good ad

vantage to employ the person who

manages the vacation home as a

winter secretary as well. A Pleasant

Hill Camp Club has been formed

which numbers now over seven hun

dred members. Throughout the winter

months this club meets regularly at

the city branch of the Association.

Great enthusiasm is shown by the girls

and last year $50 was raised by them

and presented to the Founder’s Chap—

ter as a gift. Our winter work is ex—

tremely encouraging, and the fact that

our secretary knows the girls by her

all year round association with them

adds greatly to our success.

ARE YOU MISSING THESE ARTICLES?

The Women’s International Quarterly,

the magazine of our world’s Association,

is constantly increasing in interest. The

January issue, for example, contains an

account of the war work of the British

Association by Miss Evelyn Barlow, and

a discussion of women factory laborers

in Japan by Galen VV_ Fisher:

The way in which the British Asso

ciation is seizing the special opportuni

ties opened up by the war for getting in

touch with many who have before been

outside its influence should be of great

interest to us, as we are also facing in

many places new openings for service.

The chief developments in Great

Britain have been in three directions.

Patriotic clubs have been organized for

girls in military centers. In many of

these places all available halls and rooms

have been utilized for the troops, and

club leaders mobilized for Red Cross

work. leaving the girls utterly uncared

for and with no place in which to spend

their leisure but the streets. These clubs

have usually been started as recreation

centers. but many are now developing

an educational side. Fifty clubs are

already organized. and two or three new

centers are being opened every month.

The Girl Guide _M0vement has also re

ceived great impetus. Since the war

began over twenty companies have been

formed.

Perhaps the most interesting phase

of the war work is the welfare depart

ment for the munition workers. For

these girls the Association is providing

rest and recreation rooms, restaurants,
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and in some cases hostels. Clubs are

also being organized to provide outdoor

games, singing, first aid and other activi—

ties. Miss Barlow says that “in helping

provide for the social and physical wel

fare of so many women workers all over

the country there is a wonderful and

unique opportunity for developing the

intellectual and spiritual side at the same

time."

Mr. Fisher's article brings sharply to

our attention the fact that Japan is

to-day facing an industrial situation very

similar to that of England and America

in the early decades of the nineteenth

century. He tells us of women work

ing fourteen and sixteen hours in a day;

of girls under fourteen standing for

eleven and twelve hours before spinning

frames, not allowed to take time for

meals, but obliged to eat their rice as

they work.

As is to be expected, the ravages of

tuberculosis among these girls are terrific.

Most of them come from the country

districts, and returning home when they

become ill are often the means of spread

ing the disease. One example of this is

suggestive. A girl employed in a spin

ning factory was afflicted with tuberculo

sis and went home to die. In the

opinion of physicians she was the means

of imbedding the disease in the town, so

that thereafter every five years thirty

persons died of tuberculosis.

Mr. Fisher concludes his forceful

article by saying that “nothing but strong

enlightened public opinion, engendered

and guided by Christians and other pro

gressive men. will suffice to secure the

thorough-going legislation required to

put an end to this blot upon Japan’s good

name and the menace to her future."

The Quarterly may be secured through

the national Publication Department for

fifty cents a year.

LEADING UP TO YOUR SUMMER

CONFERENCE

The Akron Association contributes an

account of a successful means of stimu

lating Conference interest:

Attractive invitations to all prospective

and past delegates to Summer Conferences

brought out a fine attendance at the June

Lawn Party held by our Association last

year. Immediately upon arrival, each

guest was given a letter upon a certain

color of paper. Finding others with the

same color brought about an arrangement

of groups whose letters spelled the name

of a well-known city always represented

at the Conference. Each city was then

assigned to a corner of the lawn, where

chairs made a natural group formation.

Tissue paper and pins were provided and

the various "cities" proceeded to decorate

themselves with some insignia as if for

“Association Day". When duly dressed up

they were called on in turn to give a stunt,

and many and varied were the impromptu

affairs thus produced. Perhaps the most

interesting plan was that of the “Visiting

Secretary”. A questionnaire with a num

ber of questions which every loyal Asso—

ciation member ought to know was given

out to each group representing a city.

Some of these questions were, “What is

the name of your foreign secretary?",

“Name the officers of your Association",

“Name the secretaries and their depart

ments", “How many members are there ?",

“Give the address of the National Build

ing”, etc. After each group had been

allowed a little time to think, a visiting

secretary came to each one and wrote down

the answers given. Papers were then cor

rected and a suppositious letter from the

National President, with a certificate of

award. was presented to the winning city.

Of course. refreshments and songs and

general acquaintanceship entered into the

evening’s pleasure also, but the above out

line gives the outstanding features of a

parts“ that was pronounced one of the best

ever!

From Miss Laura Moore, general

secretary of the Lancaster Association,

comes a good plan for conference

preparation:

Beginning now let each committee

select a delegate and an alternate to go

to some summer conference. Let some

time (at weekly or bi-monthly meetings)

be given to study of the Hand Book.

Then let each of these committee repre

sentatives find all she can about the

possibilities of her committee (through

the material made available by the

national Publication Department), and

in a very interesting way tell of it to

this entire conference preparation group.

Perhaps when the conference folders are

out a general discussion might be taken

up of special things which interest our

group and to which they will wish to

take a great deal in order to bring back

a great deal.

People think to be saved is to be pre

served What it really means is to be

made whole—then turned loose!

—W. P. Merrill.
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COLLEGE NEWS

A letter of final impressions of the

Jubilee is being sent to all student Asso

ciations by the student committee of the

National Jubilee Committee. Itjs hoped

that this letter will be read at one of the

regular meetings of each Association

before the close of the year, that we

may all be thinking together along the

lines it suggests.

“Cabinet house-parties? The woods

will be full of them!" Originally said

-about pageants. we adapt this to cover

all the delightful plans that cabi

nets are now making for getting ac

quainted, for “handing down" the spirit

and knowledge of the old cabinet to the

new, and for the worship of God to

gether and in the out-of-doors. Some

cabinets go in June, just after college is

out; some meet in September; some use

houseboats, some log-cabins, and some

tents! But however and whenever, they

all say it pays.

The new student leaflets, so eagerly

awaited and even ordered by some stu

dent Associations will be out by the

last of May. Watch for the final an

nouncement of them in the June Asso

ciation Monthly. out on May 26. The

slower they are in appearing, the better

they’ll be in the end!

The beautiful picture of The Piper

(page 169) comes from the Mount Ida

School in Newton. Massachusetts, where

our prize play, The Wayside Piper, was

successfully given during the Jubilee.

Student Associations find this just what

they want for presenting the Association

to the college community. It may be

ordered from the National Publication

Department for 15 cents.

A splendid outline for a Members’

Rally was sent to us by the Georgia

Normal and Industrial College. This

was given during the Jubilee. but could

be used at any time. We give it only

in part for lack of space:

The Association president introduced

the work of each standing committee by

placing posters bearing the committee's

names on a music stand as each group

appeared.

1. Music Committee: Girls put their

heads through a hole in a sheet on which

was drawn a bar of music (with heads

being the notes), and sang a song writ

ten for the occasion.

2. Social Service Committee: A school

in which the girls became more interest

ed in the poor and the reformatory chil

dren than in their regular lessons. Since

it was April Fool’s Day they played

hookey while the teacher was out of the

room—running off to carry food and

toys to the objects of their excited sym

pathy.

3. Social Committee: A receiving line

with freshmen passing along it indicated

the freshman reception.

4. Missionary Committee: A graduate

entered from a game of tennis and picked

up a mission text-book. As she read,

thinking back to her college days, the

foreign girls of whom she had studied

slipped past, to light their candles from

that of a girl dressed as America.

5. Membership Committee: A pre

paredness campaign, with a take-off on

army recruiting.

6. Finance Committee: A "money

song," followed by a representation of

collecting dues—the “bad room" where

the girls hid, and the “good room" which

made dunning a joy.

7. Poster Committee: Aweary poster

maker, assisted by good fairies dressed

as pencil, paints, paste, etc,

8. Devotional Committee: Girl dressed

in white singing a vesper hymn.

The University of Illinois has a

Calling Committee, Helen McCullough,

chairman, to call on all new girls at the

University as early in the semester as

possible, and to make them feel the wel

come of the Association. This year fif

teen girls worked on the committee, and

meetings were held once a month, Be

sides the scripture lesson and the regular

business of the committee, the study of

the Y. W. C. A. Handbook was taken

up in these meetings. The committee

called upon 181 girls and sent flowers

to 18 persons, most of whom were girls

who were ill. Lonesome and discouraged

girls were especially emphasized in the

calling this year, with interesting results.

The cause of lonesomeness in many

cases was due to the fact that the girls

lived in a house where there were no

other girls, or else lived some distance

from the University. Many of the new

girls felt that they were in the Univer

sity, but not of it. There were several

reasons for the discouraged girls. Some

were homesick, others had poor health,

and in many instances it was simple

cases of Chemistry or Rhetoric. Then

there were girls with problems to solve,

girls ranging all the way from the little

freshman who was trying to decide the

question of dancing to the upper class

man who declared that she had lost all

faith in mankind! It was found, more

over, that all the loneliness and discour

agement was not confined to the fresh

man class. The appreciation of the girls

called upon. and the discovery of fine

traits in shy and seemingly uninterest

ing girls. more than repaid the com

mittee members for their effort in seek

ing out these girls and being friendly.
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On March 8-12 the women of Cornell

for the first time in their history came

together in a series of meetings which

were planned to present The Challenge

to a Rational Faith. The leaders, each

contributing to the series from a widely

different point of approach, were Mrs.

Raymond Robins, National Trade Union

League; Mrs. Stephen Baker, Studio

Club, New York; Miss Clara Reed, Na

tional Board; Mrs. Sherwood Eddy, Miss

Kyle Adams, Teachers College; Miss

Margaret Burton, National Secretary for

Oriental Students, and Miss Margaret

Flenniken, student secretary for the

Northeastern Field, The opening event

was a reception to the leaders by the

Faculty Club. Mrs. Robins made her

first strong appeal to this group. There

were four public meetings in Barnes

Hall. Two of them were led by Mrs.

Robins on “The Social Cost of Present

Day Conditions” and “Christianity and

Our Social Responsibility." Besides

these public meetings she was the

speaker at three house meetings. Stu

dents rarely ever have a stronger appeal

for true living nor one more effective by

virtue of its Christian social approach.

Mrs. E'cldy, out of a wide experience,

presented the call of “The Women of

Asia." and the final meeting on “A Ra

tional Faith" was led by Miss Reed.

Miss Reed met daily 9. picked group of

thirty-five or forty students who re

ceived training not only as a Promotion

Committee, but with whom good foun

dation work for Christian leadership was

done. Each evening after the auditor

ium meeting a group met with Mrs.

Baker for questions pertaining to Bible

study and for plans for Bible study

groups to follow the meetings. That

this group grew steadily until on the

final night it overflowed two rooms is

indication of the students' interest in it.

Because of Miss Pearson's careful plan

ning the leaders had a large acquaintance

with the students outside of meetings.

The Sunday morning and afternoon ser

vices were conducted by Mr. Mott, who

was on the campus for a campaign

among the men. Doubtless the best

index to the real value of the meetings

were the requests from various sources,

both student and faculty. that such a

series of meetings be made an annual

affair.

Pacific University of Oregon had a

“Be Somebody Else” party during the

Jubilee, at which the girls dressed to

portray some old-time phases of Asso

ciation work. Later each girl was given

the name of some Association secretary

and told to find out her position and her

duties from printed matter posted about

the room. This idea could be adapted

to parties for building up conference

delegations.

At the Hartshorn Seminary for col

ored girls in Richmond, one of the

teachers is so interested in the Associa

tion movement that, although there is

no place for an organization at Harts

horn now, she is having her Sunday

school class study the Handbook and

other Association literature, so that they

may become intelligent members of city

Associations. The colored branch in

Richmond is hoping to use these girls

as volunteer workers during the year.

In a report sent in by the Rice Insti

tute Association in Texas, which is only

four years old, we find a story of pioneer

days which would stimulate larger Asso

ciations. In its second year this Asso

ciation had but nine members, yet it

cleared $51 at Christmas for service.

gave $10 to the China fund, and $15

towards conference delegation expenses.

The report goes on to say, “nor was the

spiritual side neglected that year."

CITY NEWS lTEMS

Successful building cam aigns are just

completed in Baltimore, rockton, De

troit, Bridgeport, Hartford, Washington,

D. C., (colored branch), and Dayton

(boarding home). Syracuse and Detroit

are holding campaigns this spring.

Albany, New York, is rejoicing in the

remodelling of its buildings, including

an up-to-date swimming pool, and the

opening of a new cafeteria.

It is remarkable how much real com

fort may be had from a little equipment.

Sixty-two girls cooked or made tea or

coffee with one tea kettle, five skillets

and two saucepans in one Springfield,

Ohio, factory.

The Louisville, Kentucky, Association

listened recently to an address from

Chief Queenbee of the Pennakork tribe

of Indians who, returning from the

trenches of Europe, talked on “Peace”.

“What to Do and Where to Do It”

is the topic before the industrial clubs

of Indianapolis this spring. What to do

in public places, in the business world

and when traveling are some of the

practical subjects to which thirty girls

give weekly attention. . . . Indianapolis

reports an attendance of 1,590 at Bible

Classes during February. 207 of these

were in church classes, 330 in the central

Association, 298 in a factory, and 755 in

neighborhood classes.
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The Dayton, Ohio, industrial clubs

have the following business code:

1. Give a full day’s service.

2. Wear neat business dress.

3. Use clean language.

4. Chew no gum in public places.

5. Exercise economy on behalf of the

company.

The girls have a system of honor and

credits in the observance of these and

other health rules which they lay down

for themselves. Many Dayton employers

are heartily interested in the formation

of the clubs in the plants.

“Industrial Ink” says the federated

clubs of Springfield, Ohio, have arranged

a system of transfers from one club to

another and have put in the by-laws that

“no club may have more than one-third

of its membership outside its own place

of business." All girls who join the

Federation from a factory, store or laun

dry where there is no club are included

in the-Four-Leaf-Clover Club. This club

is the incubator of other clubs; in any

center groups of ten from it are organ

ized when membership in the federation

is requested.

Some strong talks were given by pri

vate school and high school girls during

a symposium on friendship at the Fifth

Annual Girls’ Conference, held by the

Germantown Association. “The Girl and

Her Boy Friend." "What It Means to

Share a Friend" and “Our Greatest

Friend" were amongr the topics of this

all-day conference. More and more the

younger girls in our membership are

contributing to Association gatherings

in this way, and we wish we could give

space to the printing of some of their

straightforward talks in “a girl's lang

uage."

Speaking of student initiative, a year

ago the girls’ work secretary in St.

Joseph started a sort of “Sunrise Class”,

starting out for an early tramp and

finishing up with breakfast in the woods

and a lesson from the book. “Christian

Citizenship for Girls." When their

leader, Miss Lane, left St. Joseph to go

to the National Training School. the

girls continued the tramps and the lively

discussions by themselves. A splendid

paper on “Comradeshio” was given by

one of these girls. Miss Boyer. at a

Jubilee Vesper Service as a result of

the study of this subject from the text.

“This summer some of the high school

girls took an imaginary journey along

the road of our every-day life," it be

gan. “and as we went we watched the

people about us and tried to decide what

it is that ‘all the world wants.

One of the thrilling experiences of

to-day—something new under the sun——

is that which happened in the Newark,

New Jersey, Association the first of last

month. Twenty-five members of the San

Francisco Association talked to twenty

five members of the Newark Associa

tion. Across the 3,000 miles of moun

tains and plains the voice of the presi

dent of the San Francisco Association

was recognized perfectly, and girls in

San Francisco heard the girls’ chorus in

Newark in their song. A California

soloist sang the encore for the Newark

vocalist who preceded her. Motion pic

tures, views of Pittsburgh, Buffalo,

Omaha and Denver made vivid the coun

try through which the message ran,

while a storm in the Allegheny Moun

tains cut off all conversation for a few

minutes.

The Extension Department of the St.

Joseph Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation has increased its club member

ship from 200 to 338 in a seven-day cam

paign. A War of the Roses took place

between the seven clubs, each club wear

ing a different colored rose. A huge

poster in the lobby showed the different

roses climbing up to the fifty mark. Re

turns came in every evening when the

girls gathered for a ten-cent supper. The

clubs vied with each other in making

their tables artistic. and speeches, cam

paign songs and yells filled the air be

fore the returns came in. The campaign

opened with ninety workers at the tables

and closed with one hundred and fifty

two. The Do Shi Kai-Club, which just

organized in January, won the pennant

for the most new members. The most

inspiring part of the whole campaign

was not the splendid increase in mem

bership, but the beautiful display of

spirit on the part of the girls. Club

rivalry went down under the bigger de

termination to get enough members for

a federation.

The building costing $230000 to be

erected at Bridgeport. Connecticut.

which sum is $23,000 above the amount

asked for, is the gift, it is estimated, of

10,000 people of the city. That means it

is the city’s own. $7,000 additional has

been given for endowment.

The city papers say of the campaign:

“These workers made out their own

subscription blanks before they asked

anyone else to give. \Vhen one of the

business girls was making out her pledge

a deep impression was made upon all

her friends. This girl is saving fifteen

cents a week in order to have her teeth

cared for, as she has to give the large

proportion of her earnings to a home

where there is no father. How shall one

describe the loyalty and loving sacrifice

of this business girl, who pledged her

self to give $10 to the building fund.
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Another girl is going to walk to work

three times a week and go without des

sert twice a week to make a subscrip

tion of ten dollars. .

“It is well worth while to get into a

campaign in order to have one’s faith

in humanity increased. No one who

works during these ten days will ever

believe that greatness and goodness is

chiefly a thing of the past. Among the

workers and givers it is possible to find

the stuff of which the saints have been

made. and I speak it reverently, some

thing of the kindness and sympathy of

the heart of Jesus. Bridgeport is going

to be a better city because of this cam

paign. . . " “It doubtless is not out

of place to add that the spiritual effect

of a united effort of this kind is worth

more to the city than the visit of a

great evangelist and a so-called revival.

I honestly believe that more good has

been done and shall be done in the re

maining days than would he accom

plished by any series of religious meet

ings for the same period of time. There

is nothing like a common cause, into

the promotion of which a great number

of people may give thought. love. money

and life. Here we lose a great deal of

our little selfish wavs and self-centered

thoughts and find life. To be carried

along in the current of this enthusiasm

of life. and for the lives and comforts of

thousands of others is to make life itself,

for ten days at least. worth while."

Resolutions of condolence have been

received from the Detroit Association on

the death of its President. Miss Christine

W. Cowie. who has for twenty-three

years served on the committees and

board of that Association. One of her

last acts was to sign a check for her gift

to the new building. The deep regret

felt that she could not have an open part

in the campaign for which she had

prayed so earnestly and worked so hard

can yield place to no emotion but that

of gratitude for the splendid way she has

put herself into the Association life. The

debt is an abiding one, never to be for

gotten.

The Pennsylvania. Delaware and Mary

land Field Committee has just com

pleted negotiations for the purchase of

the property of the Canadotah Lake

Club property situated about eighteen

miles north of Titusville, Pennsylvania.

The purchase comprises a large club

house. a pavilion and bowling alleys.

which are situated on the south bank of

a beautiful lake a half mile wide by a

mile and a half long. Skirting the

grounds are ten acres of pines. hemlock

and oaks of virgin growth. The place

is to be used as a summer camp for girls

of the Association. and at least this sum

mer as an auxiliary to the one at Canton.

Bradford County, which last year was

much overcrowded. But a small amount

of repairs on the buildings will be re—

quired and the Association expects to

have the camp in full operation the com

ing summer.

New Orleans Association has been en

tertaining the oflicers and workers of

other organizations engaged in social~

work for women. Nurses and playground

workers were the guests of the physical

committee. The home committee and the

committee for religious work entertained

the boards of organizations which main—

tain homes for women and provide relief

and employment. Welfare and settlement

workers, librarians and social workers

who are connected with the schools are

included in the list invited by the ex

tension committees. These teas are hav

ing an excellent effect in bringing-to—

gether women of similar interests and

establishing more cordial relations

among them. It will doubtless result in

more co-operation which will facilitate

the work of all.

The Grand Rapids, Michigan, Associa

tion has a most successful club for girls

employed in homes, starting with a

series of thimble parties to which were

invited the maids employed in the homes

of the board ladies. It was found pos

sible after a year of informal gatherings

to organize into a club, meeting twice

monthly, taking the name “The \Villing

Workers.” Their stated purpose is to

promote a feeling of friendliness and

mutual helpfulness, especially to girls

away from home, and to elevate the

standards of womanhood. They are liv

ing out their purpose for the member

ship has increased to eighty, and many

other girls are on the calling list. They

are invited to the parties of the club and

without doubt will become members. No

group of girls is more loyal to the vari

ous activities of the Association than

this group. At the recent membership

rally the club presented thirty dollars

for the starter of the building fund, hop

ing to increase it to one hundred dollars

by the time of the campaign. Two of

the club girls are acting on the Employ

ment Bureau Committee. Delegates at

tend the Industrial Girls Club Council

held at Dewey Lake, Michigan. Some of

the girls are always in attendance at

vesper services and in the educational

classes. The organization is exactly the

same as that of the Industrial Clubs of

the city and it is under the supervision

of the extension secretary, a member of

the extension committee acting as pat

roness for the club. This arrangement

is directly in line with the newly adopted

national policy which suggests that cluhs
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in domestic service be included in the

Federation of Industrial Clubs.

Fort Wayne is rejoicing over its own

Federation of Industrial Clubs, organ

ized during Jubilee month with a mem

bership of 228. It is the eighth federa

tion in the Central Field. At the open

ing banquet the employers caught the

enthusiasm of the girls, providing tinyv

electric lights that were hid among the

smilax, hand-painted cards with stock

ings thereon, and real stockings hung

from the backs of their chairs, cookies,

crackers and bread and cakes in huge

quantities. monster gloves amid live

flowers and showers of club colors from

the ceilings. A silver cup was presented

to the Federation with space prepared

for engraving the name of the club with

the best “All Around Record" on June

lst. Greetings came by telegram from

Springfield, Indianapolis, Detroit, De

catur, Evansville and Terre Haute.

The women of Danville, Illinois, thirty

of them, signed recently a petition to the

Chamber of Commerce asking that the

next big finance campaign that should be

staged in Danville be for a new Y. W.

C. A. building. The petition when

signed was fifty feet long and it was

presented by a group of the members

personally. After reading it, they wound

it about the banquet table where the

members were seated, unrolling the

paper and enmeshing the diners in their

appeal, They were promised that their

request would be granted.

The following detailed account of the

actual expense of the recent finance cam

paign in Detroit when a sum of $320,000

was raised is of interest to all Associa

tions: Advertising and publicity, $994.70;

campaign management, $1,500: entertain

ment (lunches and dinners for workers),

$1,338.90; clerical work, $577.65; office

equipment and expense. $193.55; miscel

laneous, $185.90; total, $4,790.70.
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County Young \Vomen’s Christian

Associations are becoming very popular

in the North Central Field. The follow

ing counties have just been affiliated with

the national organization:

Gage County, Nebraska, with head

quarters at Beatrice, Miss Hazel Butter

field as secretary.

Adams County, Nebraska, with head

quarters at Hastings.

Minot and Ward County, North

Dakota, with headquarters at Minot,

Miss Beulah Ward as secretary.

Many of the young women in Adams

County work in cigar factories and

in stores about the town of Hastings,

and great enthusiasm has manifested it

self in the organization of the new

Adams County Association.

“Three young women came into the

Association to say that their Christian

Endeavor Society in the German Con

gregational Church would like to do

something towards helping to fit up the

Association headquarters." The Asso

ciation owes its existence to a group of

fine young women who had the neces

sary faith and enthusiasm, and who lived

up to their slogan, “It ran be done.”

Jubilee reports continue to come in.

The Goodhue County Y. W. C. A. at

Red Wing, Minnesota, gave “Girls of

Yesterday and To-day.“ The hall was

packed, and scores were turned away!

The women who took part in the organi

zation scene were the women who had

been instrumental in starting the work

in Red Wing.

The Lodging and Employment Com

mittee of the Association at Minot,

North Dakota, has organized a Thurs

day Afternoon Club which has a Mem

bership, Program and Social Service

Committee. This club will conduct an

Emergency Fund for the purpose of

giving assistance to any woman or girl

who is out of funds and employment,

with the expectation that the money will

be returned when a position has been

secured. .In spite of four other

interesting affairs going on the same

evening, the Jubilee was well celebrated,

170 being present for the Banquet. The

toast program was based on the “Story

of Four"-—Strong Body, Keen Mind,

Fellowship and True Soul, which ap

peared in Tm: ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, and

the allegory was opened and closed by

the toastmistrcss, who was the oldest

Association member in Minot, having

joined in 1893 at the Upper Iowa Univer

sity at Fayette, Iowa.

The "Open House" was the second

event of the month. Different activities

of the Association were represented in

action as nearly as possible. There was

a display of fancy work and other

articles, which the girls had made. The

Cooking Class served lunch during the

evening. The Choral and Literary Clubs

took part. The Gymnasium Class gave

a demonstration. The Traveler's Aid

Committee portrayed a miniature depot,

with the Traveler's Aid at work. The

Lodging and Employment Committee

with the assistance of the Thursday

Afternoon Club represented each one of

the different occupations and professions

in which young women receive employ

ment in Minot.

At Montgomery County, Kansas, plans

have been adopted for nature study in
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the clubs and by the individual members

of the Association. The points to be

considered for place on the roll of honor

are as follows:

1. Growing the town flower.

2. Keeping a flower garden from

April to October.

3. Vegetable garden.

a. Six varieties of early vegetables.

b. Two vegetables to be canned.

4. Name and describe at least fif

teen birds.

5. Take kodak pictures of at least

five birds or wild animals.

6. Press and mount at least fifteen

varieties of wild flowers.

7. Take five kodak pictures of wild

flowers.

8. Describe and identify fifteen trees.

9. Know five constellations.

If every member of the club is able to

do one of these, the club is entitled to

be enlisted on the roll of honor. There

will be individual prizes given of: Ex

penses to County Girls' Congress, one

dollar's worth of choice bulbs, Y. W.

C. A. pin or book, book on wild flowers,

book for mounting wild flowers, bird

book, book for kodak pictures.

Another branch has been organized

for Association work in Montgomery

County, Kansas, at Cherryvale. At the

organization meeting fifty-two pledged

as members. Enough furniture has been

promised to furnish a room in the city

library where Cherryvale is hoping to

conduct its meetings.

A national secretary recently spent a

few days in a county where there is a

Young Women’s Christian Association.

She spent an evening with the “Get

together Clu ” which has as 'members

business girls, teachers, telephone cen

trals, clerks in stores, girls from banks,

girls from the shoe factory, and girls

at home. There were about one hun

dred present. No lines were drawn. In

their Bible study, their gymnasium. their

chorus and their social times, the deeper

ideals of true friendship were estab

lished, When the visitor said to one

girl. “It's a fine crowd. isn’t it?" She

replied with a happy smile. “Yes, and it's

all one crowd. too."

FROM OTHER LANDS

The Dyou Yie Hwei (Day and Night

Society) of Detroit reports a gift of

$2,000 from one member of the club,

completing the $5,000 needed to put up

the residence for secretaries in Foochow.

Detroit has Miss Helen Bond Crane as

its foreign secretary. Miss Crane will

spend the summer in the United States

for the benefit of her health.
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Miss Leila Guitner of India is doing

two months’ work in Dayton, Ohio,

teaching Bible classes in industrial clubs.

“Invisible crazy"—this is a phrase

translated from the Japanese by a stu

dent at Bryn Mawr, from Japan, who

was accustomed to taking notes in her

own language and writing them out later

in English for practise. What her lec

turer had said was, “out of sight, out

of mind."

A neat little card from Shanghai,

China, announces the birth of Egbert

Morris Hayes on February 19. Mrs.

Hayes was Miss Eva Morris, erstwhile

sFtutlient secretary for the North Central

ie d.

A ditch made over into a garden re

minds one of a scriptural transformation.

That is what has happened to a bit' of

land adjoining the Singapore Association

building. This was done by the govern

ment, which has also granted the use of

another plot of land which is being

endowed as a recreation ground.

Miss Radford spent some weeks in

Seattle before going to her home in

Kansas City.

From Miss Katherine King of Tient

sin, China, comes news of the reaping of

the harvest, more ripe to-day in China

than ever in its history. Miss King has a

Bible class of government school pupils.

She writes: “Surely this is a very won

derful time to reap the harvest if only

we are ready. I'm very happy because

two government school teachers in my

Bible class joined the church last Sun

day, and to-day four more from another

class also joined, and still another is to

in a couple of weeks. There has been

quiet sowing here and nearly three years

of Association work, and the reaping is

beginning to tell."

The Second National Secretaries' Con

ference for China was held at VVoosung

Hotel in the little town at the mouth

of the Yangste-Kiang, fifteen miles from

Shanghai, whither the staff went to have

uninterrupted sessions. All but two of

the foreign secretaries were present, and

seven Chinese young women, six of

whom are already secretaries—twenty

seven in all. The conference was marked

by a unity of spirit. and the whole his

tory and policy of the Association in

China was carefully reviewed, and plans

for the ensuing two years were made.

The secretarial Association elected Miss

Harriet M. Smith as president, Miss Ella

MacNiel (Australia). secretary, and Miss

Caroline Lee, late of the National Train

ing School, as vice-president. During

the conference the whole body adjourned

to the headquarters of the Shanghai Na

tional Association at Ouinsan Road

and, despite the cold, wet day, 250 people
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met in the new gymnasium as guests of

the China National Committee. After

the conference Miss Severin and Miss

Haas, Miss Sawyer and Miss Angell

remained for some time in Shanghai,

Three hundred and fifty years ago, it

is said, there were 1,000,000 Catholic

Christians in Japan as a result of the

work of the Jesuit missionaries who fol

lowed St. Francis Xavier. Because of

the fear that these Jesuits were inter

ested in the politics of Japan the gov

ernment decided to stamp out this new

faith and one hundred years of persecu

tion followed. Men were crucified and

tortured in every way, and at the end

of the time hardly one Christian was

left.

Three years ago the following story

was told in Tokyo. A certain young

man, student in one of the schools in

Tokyo. while he was away from home,

became a Christian and wrote home to

his family what had happened. His

father was dead and his elder brother

was the head of the family, and his

brother wrote to him that if he intended

to remain a Christian he might come

home and say good-by to the family.

'because there could be no peace and

harmony if he made his home with them.

Accordingly, he went home to say fare

well. Overcome with sorrow at what

was about to take place, he went into

his own room and began to pray aloud.

Now the houses in Japan have paper

walls. His elder brother chanced to be

in the adjoining room. The younger

brother finally began to pray the Lord’s

Prayer. and suddenly the screens be

tween the two rooms were pushed apart

and the elder brother’s face was thrust

in .

“What are you saying?” he said.

"Why. I am praying the Lord’s

Prayer." '

“\Vhere did you learn it?"

“Why, this is the prayer that all Chris

tians say. We say it every Sunday at

church."

To his surprise, the elder brother came

inside and shut the door. In a hushed

voice he told his brother that when their

father died. on his death bed, he had

taught to him, as eldest son, this prayer

and had told him never to tell any one

that he knew it, and never to repeat it

until he himself should be dying, when

he was to pass it on to his own eldest

son. He had given him a box also in

which was an old rosarv and a copy of

the Latin Testament. From the time of

the old persecution. this family had

secretly kept these remains of the Chris

tian faith. The real meaning of it and

the understanding of what it meant had

been so lost, in the transmission, that

they, who were themselves professedly

of the ancient faith, were about to dis

inherit the younger son who had become

a Christian.

 

From Persis M Breed, Serretary for

Buenos Aires

My summer holiday was spent during

January' in Montevideo, one night's trip

on the Rio de la Platte from Buenos

Aires. November is the month of roses,

and but few were left in the beautiful

parks. Here the streets are quiet and

people are not in such a hurry as in

money-getting, pleasure-loving Buenos

Aires. The old-fashioned doors and

quaint iron gates lead into tiled patios

or courts full of ferns and palms and

orange trees and—peace.

On the streets of the city one sees

huge wagons drawn by three horses

abreast, and the postman delivers his

mail from bags hung on either side of

the horse he rides. Out along the shore

I saw “the most fashionable seaside re

sort on the South Atlantic Coast." Here

there was nothing to remind us that this

was South instead of North America.

The only playgrounds in all South

America are in this city, shaded by great

eucalyptus trees and fitted up in most

modern style.

The largest establishment employing

girls is the meat-packing establishment

of Swift & Company, where from 200 to

300 work.

The city with its 400,000 people is an

untouched field. When will a secretary

be sent?

A BRAVE. BEGINNING

“Scarcer had we begun our new Asso

ciation in Hollidaysburg, Pa., and started

to think of possible opportunities for

community service, when an opportu

nity presented itself. One of the clubs

in town had formerly sold Red Cross

seals each year, but had refused this

season because they had found that the

small number of workers made the cam

paign very strenuous, with discourag

ing results, The representative from the

Pennsylvania Committee came to the

Y. W. C. A. rooms one day and pre

sented the situation to us. ' If we did not

come to the rescue Hollidaysburg could

not share in the nation-wide fight against

tuberculosis. What could we do but ac

cept the challenge? We had only two

weeks to carry on the sale, which was

planned to extend over a month. There

was great need of previous advertis

ing, too, for the residents of the town
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did not generally know the significance

of the campaign. Adopting as our slo

gan the standard set by the State Com
mittee of l‘Three Seals per Inhabitant"

we went to work. Our Social Service

Committee, which had charge, decided

on a house-to-house canvass. About

twenty-five Camp Fire girls covered the

town in one afternoon and sold over

five thousand seals. They were quite

jubilant at the results. Our next move

was to place a booth in the post office

for the week preceding Christmas in

order to reach everyone who came to

mail packages. The only space we could

have was two feet square between the

writing desks; but every woman asked to

give time there responded most willingly

in spite of the discomforts involved. The

sales here and in some of the stores

brought the total sales to 11,300 seals—

not our ultimate aim, but far enough in

excess to entitle us to 80% of the pro

ceeds instead of the usual 77%% allowed

for local use. For, of course, we Could

not send all that money to Head

quarters! Through the interest of local

doctors and other representative men.

a Tuberculosis Committee was formed

in January, which has made plans to

investigate any local tuberculosis cases;

to enforce the anti-spitting law; and to

co-operate in many ways with the au

thorities in carrying out the policies of

the State Tuberculosis Committee.

“Our first success in community work

has given us courage to attempt the next

that comes our way."

EIGHT WEEK CLUB NEWS

One leader of an Eight Week Club

Preparation Class writes: “We had our -

first meeting to-night and I have wanted

to sing for joy ever since. Seventeen

girls have signed up for the work. In

this number nine different districts are

represented and it is our plan to study

separately in each district the way in

which the work can best be approached.

At the end of the study each girl will

have her plans definitely worked out

for the summer. We are to ask the

ministers in the town or community in

which a club is to be started. to speak

on Eight Week Club work the Sunday

before the club work begins.

“The biggest inspiration that has come

to me in teaching this class came just

the other evening when one of our sum

mer’s members came to me and asked if

we were going to have one of these

clubs this summer. She works in the

hotel here and she said that all winter,

as she worked at her pots and pans. she

kept thinking of next summer when we

would again have our club."

1916 CONFERENCES AND COUNCILS

Southern Student, June 6-16, Blue Ridge,

N. C.

East Central School Girls, June 13-21,

Camp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa.

Eastern School Girls, June 19-27, Ma

konikey Camp, Vineyard Haven, Mass.

Eastern Student, June 23-July 3, Silver

Bay, N. Y.

Northwestern,

Washington.

East Central Student, June 27-July 7,

Eaglesmere, Penn.

July 18-28, Silver Bay,

June 23-July 3, Seabeck,

Eastern City,

N. Y.

Southern City, July 21-31, Blue Ridge,

N. C.

Pacific Coast Student, August 1-11,

Asilomar, Cal.

Central City, August 11-21, College

Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Pacific Coast City, August 11-21, Asilo

mar, Cal.

Western City, August 11-21, Estes Park,

Colo.

Central Student, August 22-September 1,

College Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Western Student, August 22-September

l, Estes Park, Colo.

Town and Country, August 22-September

1, Conference Point, on Lake Geneva,

Wis.

Altamont Industrial Club Girls' Council,

Altamont, N. Y., July 1-15.

Altamont High School Girls’ Council,

Altamont, N. Y., August 26 to Sep

tember 5. '

Makonikey Industrial Club Girls' Coun

cil, Makonikey Camp, Vineyard Haven,

Mass., July 29 to August 12.

Nepahwin Industrial Council, Camp

Nepahwin, Canton, Pa., June 27 to July

Nepahwin High School Girls’ Council,

1Camp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa., July

1-19.

Ohio and West Virginia Industrial Coun

cil, Summerland Beach, Millersport,

Ohio. Dates not settled.

Central Industrial Club Girls' Council,

Dewey Lake, Michigan, June 20-29.

North Central Extension Club Girls’

Council, Storm Lake, Iowa, July 11-20.



Announcements

Dlily Vacation Bible School.

What a splendid evidence of the

union of religious education and child

welfare! Idle children during the hot

summer months are for at least two

hours a day occupied happily and off

the streets. Idle churches become

centers of community life and supple

ment, but do not duplicate Play

ground Association work. Idle stu

dents, who welcome a summer occu

pation, which gives opportunity for

service and training, gladly give their

services or accept the modest fees of

from $20 to $75 for six weeks’ work.

This good work, which started in

New York City in 1907, has already

been extended to 48 cities. During

the past nine years the work has

grown from 70 teachers in 19 schools

in 4 centers, with 5,083 children in

attendance, to 2,731 teachers in 78

schools in 339 centers, with 73,058

children enrolled. Carried on at the

expense of 79 cents per child, these

schools depend upon voluntary sub

scriptions, national membership fees

and gifts. Twenty-four colleges and

seminaries are also co-operating.

Each fully equipped school has four

paid student teachers. A man gener—

ally serves as principal and three

women have charge of music, indus

trial and kindergarten departments.

The Bible study hour has a promi

nent place in the program of all the

children, is adapted to the age of the

pupils, and aims to teach duty to God,

duty to fellow-men. duty to oneself.

Preparation classes are held for

teachers during the week just preced

ing the opening of the schools and

include from twelve to eighteen hours’

work. This preparation has been

found essential for the efficiency of

the schools.

One hundred college men and three

hundred college women are needed for

the year's work. What an opportu

nity for the competent girl, who can

teach Bible. music, kindergarten or

manual work! Why should not our

college and city Associations contrib

ute both money and workers to this

splendid work for our city children.

For further information communicate

directly with the Daily Vacation Bible

School Association, 90 Bible House,

New York. E. R. B.

The first conference for colored

students to be held under the auspices

of the National Board will meet at

Spelman Seminary, Atlanta, Georgia,

May 26-]une S. We are fortunate in

being able to use these beautiful

grounds just after the school com

mencement. The usual conference

program is being arranged. Each day

will open with an assembly hour of

fifteen minutes. This will be followed

by the Bible study hour, an hour for

the discussion of missionary and so

cial topics, and an hour for technical

work. The afternoons will be given

to recreation, and the evenings to

platform meetings. The Reverend

Robert D. Brown, of St. Phillips Epis

copal Church, Newark, N. 1., will give

a series of addresses on the Essentials

of the Christian Life. It is hoped that

Dr. Thomas Jesse Jones, of the De

partment of Education, Washington,

D. C., and Major Moton, of Tuskegee

Institute, Alabama, will also attend.

The National Board secretaries to be

present will be Miss Bowles, Miss

Pinyon, Miss Condé and Miss Cutler.

In planning for this conference, it is

our hope that the lives of these stu

dents, who for the first time are going

to be able to share all the joys and in

spiration that come through attend

ance at a summer conference, may be

made richer and fuller as have the

lives of so many thousands of other

girls throughout the country during

the past twenty-five years.

The Thirty-ninth Convention of the

North American Young Men’s Chris

tian Associations will be held in Cleve
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land from May 12 to 16. The long

list of distinguished speakers includes

such men as Bishops McDowell and

McConnell, Mr. C. T. Wang, Mr.

Raymond Robins, Dr. Jowett, Gen

eral Leonard Wood, and President

Garfield of Williams College. Some

of the general themes will be: The

Part of the Association in the Task

of World Reconstruction; How Domi

nate Our Material Interests by the

Spiritual Objective; How Augment

Voluntary Spirit and Lay Initiative;

and How Flood the Movement with

Evangelistic Passion. For the first

time the Convention finds it necessary

to meet in sectional groups during

parts of each day, for discussion of

specific technical problems.

HEADQUARTERS NEWS

Mrs. Lawrence Draper has been ap

pointed to represent the Pacific Coast

Field Committee in place of Mrs. War

ren Olney, who has resigned, and Miss

Katharine Hawes now represents the

South Atlantic Field Committee in place

of Mrs. Elizabeth P. Allan. Miss Helen

Ballard has resigned from the head

quarters staff as publicity secretary and

has spent some time in assisting in the

recent Salvation Army campaign in New

York City. Miss Gertrude Griffith has

returned to her work as secretary for

girls’ work in the department of method

after a leave of absence on account of

illness. Mrs. E. E. Holroyd has re

signed as consulting manager of the

new National Board cafeteria to accept

the position of cafeteria director with

the Los Angeles Association. Mrs. Mer

cedes Gould is manager in the New York

cafeteria. (See secretarial changes.)

The foreign department reports the

appointment of Miss Katherine Williams

of Philadelphia, a graduate of Wellesley

College, to a post in Peking. China. Miss

Williams goes out under the Wellesley

Association, which supports Miss Sev

erin’s work as well. The Annual Confer

ence for outgoing foreign secretaries

will be held June 6 to 15 at headquarters,

at the time of a similar conference con

ducted by the Presbyterian Board.

At the time of the Biennial Convention

of the General Federation of Women’s

Clubs, May 22 to June 1, the National

Board will entertain the delegates at two

receptions here in the headquarters

building. This convention will bring

between 12,000 and 15,000 women to New

York, and the National Board is glad

to have a representative on the advisory

committee for the convention.

The Field Work Department reports

that 149 city Associations, 179 student

Associations, and 8 county Associations

were visited during the Jubilee month by

members or secretaries of the National

Board. '

The last word regarding the Exposi

tion work is that Miss Grace Oddie com

pleted her follow up work among girls

needing employment by placing 190 girls

in the two months just following the

close of the Exposition.

New Associations are announced as

follows:

Student—

Bethel College, Newton, Kansas.

High School, Mt. Hope, Kansas.

Blue Ridge College, New Windsor,

Maryland.

Maryland State Normal School, Tow

son; Maryland.

Billings Polytechnic Institute, Billings,

Montana.

Chappauqua Mountain Institute. Val

halla, New York.

Central High School, Muskogee, Okla—

homa.

Educational and Industrial Institute,

Mayesville. North Carolina.

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Ten

nesee.

Temple University, Philadelphia, Penn

sylvania.

Town and Country—

Minot and Ward County,

Dakota.

Adams County, Nebraska.’

Gage County, Nebraska.

City—

Brockton, Mass. Population 56,878,

paid up membership of 600.

Aberdeen, S. D. Population 10,753,

paid up membership of 200.

Watcrtown, N. Y. Population 26,730,

paid up membership of 810.

Shamokin, Pa. Population 19,588,

paid up membership of 400.

North

The chairman of the student committee

speaks as follows on the results of the

Jubilee. “The month's experiences re

sulted in the discovery of a new group

of volunteer workers and student speak

ers, gave outlet for a great volume of

student initiative, attracted new interest

from faculty, townspeople and church

leaders, and made more clear than ever

before the purpose and fundamental pro

gram of our student work. The spiritual

need of Christian certainty was domi

nant in every celebration."
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Miss Field writes in brief but char

acteristic manner that “all the counties

celebrated the Jubilee all right and with

the usual county enthusiasm and

originality."

The latest field for county work is

in the San Joaquin Valley in California,

where Miss Oddie, the new Pacific Coast

Field county secretary, is able to start

a strong work ‘largely because of the

successful work done in that region by

the county Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation.

Miss Seaburg is making an interesting

study of the large town question in the

North Central Field.

Responsibility for Maids' Clubs has

been assigned by the city committee to

the industrial department. The recom

mendation of the conference of all field

industrial secretaries here at headquar

ters in January is being carried out: that

for class and program work greater em—

phasis be laid on dramatic and illustra

tive presentation and on short courses,

and that there be investigation of the na

tional, state, and municipal agencies that

can help in educational work. The city

committee also reported with interest

that a most successful conference for the

colored workers of eight cities was held

it St. Louis with Miss Bowles as exec

utive, and that an inter-city high school

conference in Brooklyn brought together

girls from nineteen cities.

At the last meeting of the department

of method a stirring morning was spent

in hearing first a survey by Miss Butler

regarding the present crisis in the prob

lem of the Bible and the public schools

(which will be made available as soon

as possible), and a discussion led by

Miss Rice on the church and the modern

social movement. After outlining the

program of the leading denominations

and 0f the Federal Council of Churches

in relation to social questions. Miss Rice

made the plea that as Association

women in the possession of a more or

less perfected administrative machine,

we now turn all of our emphasis

for the next few years upon the

program for our religious work. Both

Miss Butler's and Miss Rice’s papers,

the demand coming constantly from the

foreign department. and the results of

the Jubilee experience. show that above

all else must come our care for our

evangelistic and distinctly religious

work. An all day meeting held on April

13 carried the discussion still further

and it will culminate in a special meet

ing of the department of method in May

which will bring recommendations of

great interest to the field at the time

o? the summer conferences.

The final meeting of the National

Jubilee Committee was held on April 26

and the committee honorably discharged.

Further Jubilee activities are to be car

ried by the regular departments. A ré

sumé of the National Jubilee Commit

tee's report will be published in the

June number of “The Association

Monthly."

PUBLICATION NEWS

“Questions for a Young Woman of

To-day,” the new discussion course by

Miss McCulloch with Biblical study by

Miss Rice is being ordered in large num

bers, especially by clubs or other groups

in city Associations which are glad for

a six-weeks course of such a workable

and stimulating character. Price, 10

cents.

“A Primer of Parliamentary Law" is

not only proving valuable to Association

clubs but for general use outside of the

Association as well. Tell other people

about it. Price, 10 cents.

The new set of student leaflets will be

out about the last of May. All those at

present listed in the price-list will con

tinue to hold good for the standing

committees. with the exception of The

Advisory Board, withdrawn from cir

culation until a new one is out.

“Two Kinds of College Girls,” contain

ing Miss Burner's “If I Were a Freshman

Again” and Miss Graham's “A College

Girl's Debts." is of special interest at

this time of year, as the latter is the

story of an Eight Week Club leader.

This is a good leaflet to give to those

just becoming interested in Association

work: it is of personal rather than tech

nical interest. Price, 5 cents; $3.50

per 100.

A supply of Jubilee pennants and but

tons is still available. These. of course.

hold good through all of 1916. and it is

suggested that they be used for the clos

ing occasions of an Association's winter

activities. or in connection with confer

ence delegations. Price of pennants.

10 cents each: of buttons, 2 for 1 cent,

50 cents per 100.

All those who have ever been at the

Training School, or in one way or

another have known of the famous

“Tajar Tales” invented by Jane Shaw

\Vard, will be delighted to know that all

four of them are to appear in the chil

dren's magazine. “John Martin's Book."

The first two tales are in the April issue.

which may be ordered for 25 cents from

John Martin’s House, Inc.. Franklin,

Garden City. Long Island, N. Y.

 

For Contributors to this issue see

page IV of Advertisements.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association

Year Book up to date by noting therein

all secretarial changes.

HEADQUARTERS

Mrs. Mercedes S. Gould, formerly as

sistant director of the cafeteria at the

Exposition Building, San Francisco, Cal.,

to be manager of the Association Cafe

teria, New York City. .

Florence B. O'Neill of the National

Training School, 1914, to be at the In

formation Desk of the Association Cafe

teria, New York City.

Ruth Rigler, formerly house and

lunchroom director at Washington,

Pennsylvania, to be assistant manager

at the Association Cafeteria, New York

ity.

FIELD

Caroline Jones, formerly special

worker for the Delaware, Maryland and

Pennsylvania Field, to be finance and

publicity secretary.

Abbie Graham, formerly special county

worker for the National Board. to be

county secretary of the Southwestern

Field.

CITY

Mabel Boyd to be finance secretary

for three months at Newark, New

Jersey.

Sallie Smith to be membership sec

retary at Brooklyn, New York.

Grace Boyce to be office secretary at

Dayton, Ohio; not membership secre

tary, as formerly announced.

Mrs. Nellie C. Phillichody, formerly

financial secretary at Dayton, Ohio, to

be membership and educational secretary

at the same place.

Mary Lancaster, South Atlantic Train

ing Center, 1915, to be extension sec

retary at Roanoke, Virginia.

DEPARTMENTAL I

Mrs. L. H. Oehlschlegel to be house

mother at Yonkers, New York.

Leah Jennings to be cafeteria director

at Spokane, Washington.

Mrs. E. E. Holroyd, formerly cafe

teria director at the Exposition Build

ing, San Francisco, California, and re

cently manager of the Association Cafe

teria, New York City. to be lunchroom

director at Los Angeles, California.

Mabel Jameson to he dietitian at the

Mary Clark Home. Los Angeles, Cali

fornia; not lunchroom director at Los

Angeles, as formerly announced.

Rhoda Stephens to be temporary cafe

teria director at St. Louis, Missouri.
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Editorials

A Newgfivangelinm

“I have just seen an advertisement

of a pamphlet and I sent for it at

once."

“What was the title of it P”

“ “What is the Soul?’ There are lots

of words and phrases that I hear in

sermons that I want to know the

meaning of. I want to know what

they mean for my own life.”

The girl who was sending for a

pamphlet on the soul is just one of

countless numbers who are asking to—

day, as they did not think to ask

yesterday, “Who is this Christ—does

He perhaps have some solution for

these tangled preplexities that con

confuse me and my fellows ?”

The world of a girl is more com—

plex now than five years ago. She

finds herself less free to make choices

between right and wrong, so bound is

she by an age which seems to be gov

erned by low standards of character.

Her every action affects not only her

own life but the lives of hundreds of

those whom she touches in the com

mon relationships of every day. She

has to answer for herself puzzling

questions about her relation to world

problems about which she thought lit

tle a few years ago. She has less time

to be just a person, less time to feed

her growing life which asks for some

thing more than a chance to earn daily

bread. Where shall she find her test

for character? What shall be her

contribution to the social order in

which she finds herself? What sort

of a citizen of the world shall she be?

How shall she achieve the abundant

life.

The Young Women’s Christian As

sociation is a sensitive instrument

which records unmistakably these

searchings of young women. The

most poignant question which the

jubilee has brought is just this—what

are the spiritual resources of the As

sociation? Everyone whose loyalty is

pledged to this great organization

needs to ask herself whether her

Christianity is sufficient for this new

day toward which we are facing.

Feeling keenly the need for a new

religious emphasis which shall bring

fresh interpretations of Christianity

into the work of the Association—

its secretaries are to have time for fel

lowship and prayer in the day preced

ing each of the conferences of the

summer. This pre-conference meet

ing has been arranged for all confer

ences save the Silver Bay City confer

ence where it was impossible to secure

the use of the grounds earlier than

had been originally planned. It is not

to be a time for discussion of methods

nor for outlining a program for religi

ous work. Back of any such program

must be a renewing loyalty to the ob

jective of the Association on the part

of its leadership. God may be wait

ing for us to say with new meaning,

“On their behalf I consecrate myself,

in order that they may become per

fectly consecrated in truth.”

Our Pride in Overwork

Did you ever know any one to over

work and not tell some one about it?

Did you ever spend overtime at your

job and not seek commiseration or

sympathy by sharing the fact with

another?

Did you ever listen to any one’s tale

of “being so busy" and not forthwith

formulate in your own mind reasons

that made your own program of work

infinitely heavier?
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“I’m the busiest person of any one,

Sakes alive, I won’t be outdone,"

might be truly written of most of us.

And what is more we believe it.

Whether the pride in overwork is

because of having accomplished, like

the housewife, “two days' work in

one,” or the office girl, “a day's work

in two hours," or whether we fancy

it fidelity to a trust, it is deplorable.

Others see in it not only inefficiency

but the premature loss of our heritage

of joy and spontaneity.

Yes, I know we are always pleasant,

always ready with a smile, but the

smile fails to erase the lines cut by

overtaxed nerves, and it fades out

under the very gaze of the beholder,

and leaves stamped there the story of

intemperance in doing our duty.

Among many of our doubtful in

heritances is the adage: “Better to

burn out than to rust out.” We do

not venture to contend with the spirit

of the old proverb, but is it necessary

either to burn or to rust? Does not

the efficiency of to-day teach us a

better way? Burning and rusting are

destructive processes. If the burning

sets free an adequate measure of force

it may be justifiable; but the person

who puts to the practice the so-called

virtue of “burning out" has always to

be supplemented by some other, who

'is thereby hindered from her own

greatest service. The secret of the

accomplishment of many a genius is

to be found in the overwork of some

obscure associate.

As women working together, our

very faith in each other is weakened

by the pernicious self-congratulation

that overwork is a virtue and our

pride in our weak—willed decision to

do more than we are conscious we

should do is inordinate. If not ex

pressed in word or even thought it

certainly is not denied by any con

scious sense of sin and shame.

A hospital experience seems more

honorable than a frank admission of

the necessity of a day off now and

then because of physical weakness. It

must be admitted that there are times

and places when overwork is neces

sary, but those times and places must

be compensated by corresponding

periods of rest if we would live a

vibrant life.

As a matter of fact most of us have

an elastic conscience in the matter of

overwork. We justify it up to the

very day“ when some grave-faced

physician corroborates the clamoring

of our senses and orders rest. No

wonder then comes a sense of shame;

no wonder we seek to explain, as we

admit that which users of mute ma

chines have learned, that “the ma—

chinery must have time to rest.”

There is no need for us to talk of

“underwork”; the age demands over

work. It clamors for it as it does for

worship of the material, for breathless

days of God excluding toil, the more

especially, it would seem, in so-called

Christian work.

Why beat out one’s whole strength

in a day’s span, or a week, a month,

a year, when by taking thought one

may add years of effective service?

A. S.

TheiPacific Coast Laboratory

The return of our secretary on

immigration and foreign community

work from the coast has revealed a

most extensive laboratory work in

internationalism, a type of work which

is becoming more and more possible as

we in our country realize that the

“problem of the immigrant” is the

problem of our American of the

future.

With Miss Matthew, national secre—

tary of Japan, a study of the actual

conditions of Japanese immigrants was

pursued under the auspices of the

Pacific Coast Field, local committees in

California cities and the Japan Society.

First steps were taken to relate

Japanese interests to the civic pro—

grams in their communities, such as

district nursing and housing commis

sions. The developing conditions of

Japanese women are now under the

eye of the State Commission on Indus

trial Welfare, and instead of a pro—

gram of isolation, the Japanese and

our leaders have light on a possible

fellowship, made clear through this

investigation.



The Young Women’s Christian Association

and the Public Schools

Mary E.

OMETIMES it comes to pass

S that a busy worker in any field

is suddenly halted in mid-ac

tivity, to think. While working out

one set of principles one is met by

an opposing set of principles. Both

are perfectly good and unassailable as

principles. Do they really clash?

Confronted by such a situation the

busiest worker must stop to get the

base line straight, to be sure she is

right before she goes ahead.

One of the fundamental principles

of the Young Women’s Christian As

sociation is that its mission to young

women is limited by no race or creed,

no economic or cultural condition.

Granted the means, it would provide

leadership and opportunity for every

girl and young woman in the world to

achieve wholeness and fullness of life.

Another of its principles is that the

Association is an organ of church and

community, specializing in meeting the

needs of young women', but aiming

never to supplant or duplicate work

which can be better done through

other organs. As the general activ

ity of the Association has extended.

it has included younger and younger

girls in its industrial and rural groups.

The same needs and tendencies have

extended the student activities from

colleges and boarding schools, to high

schools, “junior high schools” and the

upper grammar grades where most of

the girls are beginning their “teens.”

This seems a perfectly logical develop

ment; and, moreover, it works.

Just at this point the girls’ secre

tary and her committee read of the

“Colorado plan," the “North Dakota

plan” and the “Gary plan” for religious

instruction in connection with public

school programs or college entrance

credit. These new‘factors demand

attention and raise insistent questions.

It is clear from the printed discus

Moxcey

sions that these plans are consciously

concerned with safeguarding the

American principle of the separation

of church and state. So is the Young

Women’s Christian Association. It is

non-denominational, but it is Pro

testant and it emphasizes Bible study;

and it is the question of the Bible in

the public schools around which the

battle rages hottest. It is also clear

that the leaders of the church are

waking up to their responsibility for

the religious education of the children

of all the people, (not merely of the

small fraction in the homes of regular

church attendants), and are definitely

experimenting with ways and means

to meet that responsibility. The three

“plans” are each the nucleus of a

vital development in the church, to

meet some phase of this responsibility

for religious education. The North

Dakota and Colorado plans have

primarily to do with the quality of

Biblical information received from

the church, to which the school mav

give the stamp of educational ap

proval. They touch only high school

pupils. The Gary plan (i. e., of church

schools*) is a definite attempt to give

children and youth adequate religious

education throughout their school

course, by week-day as well as Sun

day school instruction. While all these

experiments are tentative, and doubt

less faulty, they are significant of a

new vision and a new purpose in the

church. The religious worker whose

interest in school girls is truest must

ask dispassionately: Will this new

movement develop into something that

will meet the need of the girl in her

teens better than the student Associa

tion, and without its help? Or if the

two are supplementary, what is the

field of each?

"See article in Religious Education for

April, 1916. by Prof. G. A. Coe, p. 116.
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These questions can best be answered

by looking at the problem from the

standpoint of the need of the girl her

self. During these years, in the upper

grades and high school, she passes

through the ferment of early adoles

cence when she must emerge from

being merely one of her family, or

“one of the school children,” and

assert her separate, individual self.

Then come the crucial years of the

middle teens, that determine what

kind of a self she shall be. The con

cern of those who love her most in

telligently is that she shall have every

opportunity to become, completely, her

best possible self, and that this self

shall grow as a whole, not divided into

departments of “home life,” “church

life” and “school life.” Achieving this

complete and unified life is precisely

the problem of the girl's religious edu

cation. What, then, are the essentials

in that education?

Whether the subject matter be

French or chemistry, music or baby

care, the process of education requires

information and experiment, precept

and practice. After a principle of

scale fingering or grammar or steriliz

ing is understood, it has to be used

over and over again until it becomes

a habit, a part of life itself. As all

good teachers know, the best method

is that which gives information in re

sponse to interested curiosity, and

which makes the needed drill not a

detached drudgery, but part of a vital

enterprise. It “educates” faster to

analyze the milk on which baby brother

must live, or the molasses syrup from

one’s own pantry, than to memorize

any number of formulae for such

tests. The beginner masters “four

sharps” and “six-eight time” more

rapidly and more thoroughly when

she is learning a duet for a recital

than in solitary “hour-a-dav" practice.

The “subiect matter" of religious edu

cation difiers from music or chemistry

in that it is not something separate

from other valuable knowledge, or

added to it; it is an attitude toward

all values and a loyalty to supreme

value. So its “information” consists

in ideals and the knowledge of the

relative value other people attach to

those ideals. Its “laboratory” is all

of daily life.

When a girl knows the stories of

Deborah and Dorcas, of Ruth and

Esther and Mary, of Amos and Jere

miah and Peter, of Livingstone and

Mary Lyon, and the deeds and teach

ings of Jesus and Paul, she has valu

able material from which to build her

ideals. Just so her vocabulary and

declensions and rules of syntax give

her the material from which to under

stand the literature of a foreign

tongue. But character and language

both have to become idiomatic through

practice. Which word to use to con

vey a nice shade of meaning, what ac

tion to use to meet a new situation,

have to be tested out again and again.

Mistakes will be made of course.

\thether the mistake leads to improve—

ment or carelessness in speech or in

character depends upon its being cor

rected. In the early stage of learning

anything whatever, recognition of suc

cess and correction of mistakes by

competent authority are essential. In

matters of school instruction the com

petent authority is present and on the

alert. In valuing the experiences of

life the chief authorities are parents

and church leaders. To both of these

authorities only fragments of school

life can be known, and part of that

will not be justly understood. The

school teachers have the knowledge of

this part of the girl’s life in greater

degree; but in many states they are

helpless in their official capacity as

public school teachers to assist in the

problems of religious valuation. They

must have some means of access in

a voluntary, personal relation as well

as the interest and sympathy to take

the initiative. In high school as in

college there is a large part of re

ligious training in which each girl

must “work out her own salvation."

For that purpose voluntary associa—

tion, with mature guidance, is of high

value.

In manv colleges voluntary Bible

study in the student Associations has
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created the demand which has secured

curriculum courses. The Young

Women’s Christian Association has

then been left more free to work out

activities to express religious ideals.

In the present stage of experiment

in week-day religious instruction by

the church, the tendency seems to be

toward supplying the long neglected

essentials in Biblical and ethical infor

mation. If our imaginations are able

to take the long leap into the future

to see every child in the public schools

receiving adequate religious instruc

tion through his own church, as he

ought, there still remains the problem

of making his religious information

and his religious experiences usable.

The average girl does not develop

until late in her high school years, the

desire for an original theology or a

comprehensive philosophy. But in

order to make her knowledge of all

kinds usable, she does need practical

generalizations which can help her to

meet the next new situation satis

factorily to her sense of right. The

school girl’s religious problems are in

the realms of her thinking, of her ac

tivity, and of her emotional reactions.

She needs both fellowship and leader

ship in working out the religious

values of. her conduct, her service,

and her pleasure. She must relate

to the standard of her ideal, her per

sonal likes and dislikes, her admira

tions and disgusts. She must see the

relation to her own growing religious

self of the school practices of “swip

ing” and “fussing,” of cheating and

gossip, of clothes and cliques, of rival

ry and ambitions. She must see and

act for herself, but without the experi

ence and wisdom of an older leader

to make her look, there is much she

will fail to see; and without the stim

ulus of affection and approval from

those fellows whose opinion she val

ues, there are many times when she

will fail to act.

The school itself is taking an en

couragineg increasing interest in the

social and moral life of its boys and

girls. The organized Sunday school

class or club brings the church fellow

ship into the social, moral and re

ligious problems of more and more of

its young folk, and this intimate ser

vice to the smaller group is indispens

able. Through graded Sunday school

courses and week-day instruction the

church will sooner or later meet its

responsibility in furnishing religious

knowledge, inspiration and ideals.

But as from its beginning the home

and the church have utilized the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion to guide the spontaneous life of

young women from various homes

and various churches in the groups

determined by industry, or college, or

boarding homelessness, or other com

mon experiences, home and church

will continue to use the Association

in the fluid and democratic expres

sion of the life of girls of high school

age. Whenever a community has been

convinced of some need of its young

women and met it in a larger way, by.

evening high schools, or public trade

sch001s. or recreation centers, or more

thorough Bible work in the churches,

the Association has been set free to

pioneer in other tasks. In the public

school also it must act as an experi

ment station for the church and com

munity; but the essence of its ser

vice must always be in guiding girls

in the perilous but inescapable pro

cess of making their own characters.



The Rest-house of Spring Vacation

Ruth Emerson

_OR a breathing space I have

stopped at the Rest-house of

Spring Vacation and I have

turned to look back over the wav

I have come in these first six months

in this fascinating land.

From this vantage point I get a

broad clear view out over the sur

rounding country, but the way by

which I have come is almost com

pletely obscured by the thick

growth of Language Study. It has

been hard pulling thus far for this

very reason. So much of the way

has been blocked and obstructed; it

has necessitated much hewing down

of verb forms, much surmounting

of idioms—a constant overcoming

of linguistic obstacles of every sort.

Until now, as one looks back, little

can be seen but this thick forest

of Japanese sounds, characters and

constructions, branching out in

every direction, and if one turns

hopefully to look ahead, the same

forest looms just as dark and for

biddingly there. It must be tra

versed, however, and withal there is

connected with the experience a

sense of adventure—a meeting with

new and strange encounters; a

mastering of seemingly overwhelm

ing difficulties that adds real zest

to life. Of course there come m0

ments of impatience when one be

grudges the time spent slowly hack

ing one’s way ahead; when one

longs to be through the forest and

actually out in the busy life seeth

ing beyond it; but patience is forced

upon one and it may be a good thing

perhaps.

From the hopes and dreams of

what may lie ahead, beyond the

forest, I turn back to the reality of

the way that lies behind me. And

as I look carefully I can discern the

path here and there through a clear

ing or a break in the overhanging

branches. Sure enough, way back

there near the beginning is a big,

bright spot of road—that is where I

began my Bible class at Miss

Tsuda’s School, and it has been a

joy the entire way along and

promises to be even a greater joy

on the road ahead, for the girls are

feeling more at ease in their English

and better acquainted with me.

They are to go all the way through

the forest with me and I am happy

indeed at the thought. The next

place where the path glimpses out

marks the beginning of my Bible

class with a few Keio University

boys. This class too, has proven a

happy and stimulating companion,

and together we have explored many

alluring little by-paths. One I re

member led into a great expanse of

the Status and Condition of Women in

America and Japan; another fol

lowed along by Dr. Ross’s “The

God We Trust.” And oh, how well

I remember the day I first came

upon the laughing brook which I

can see there sparkling in the sun!

And since that day I have never let

it get far from me. Sometimes when

I have been walking by it a long

time I think I am tired of its inces

sant babbling and noisiness and

long for the quiet of the forest. But

a very little hacking and hewing

there sends me back to my merry

little brook with its unending sur

prises and amusing twists and turns

which rest and cheer me in a re

markable way. And it is all in the

guise of six bright young middle

school boys with an ardent desire

to learn English, who come to the

Neighborhood House each week and

talk to me for an hour.

Farther along the way I can see

the roof of the Rest-house of Christ

mas Vacation and that brings back

memories of the delightful enter

tainment afforded by numerous

Christmas parties. But clearer me
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mory still—and dearer—is that of

my first real Japanese friend made

at that time, when I was privileged

to look with a Japanese girl’s eyes,

through her heart, into the lives of

many of these Japanese girls. I shall

not soon forget that Rest-house.

Where next I see the path is the

spot where I was joined by “Little

Lord Fauntleroy,” who was ere

long metamorphosed into “Mac

beth”—while all the time she was

just an eager little student at the

“Woman’s Higher Normal School,"

who read aloud to me while I cor

rected her pronunciation and tried

to explain difficult words or pas

sages.

All along the way, too, though we

cannot see them from here, there

have been lovely little springs where

I have rested and been refreshed.

and which have aflorded delightful

breaks in the stern business of cut

ting one’s way through the forest.

In fact, as I stand here and look

back, though to the person beside
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me there is almost no visible trace

of the way by which I have come,

still to me it is so filled not oan

with a sense of struggle and com

bat but with memories rich and icy

ous that at the mere thought of them

I find myself rested and eager to

press on into the portion of the

forest' that lies ahead. For I feel

sure there is awaiting me there

plenty of good hard work that will

occupy my best efforts during the

day and give me a real appreciation

of rest at night—sufficient fun and

play to help keep me young and

healthy—friendship and companion

ship which make life rich and icy

ous. While underlying and encom

passing it all—the past and the

future—is the great and glowing—

the ever—growing consciousness of

the presence of the Father in the

work we are trying to do and of the

tremendous privilege that is ours in

being able to work with Him in the

establishment of his Kingdom in

this land.
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Margaret Green: A Road Maker

Leslie Blanchard

“We are all of us Road makers of one kind or another, making the way rougher or

smoother for those who come after us."

OME who read this will remem

S ber her at Geneva or Kansas

City, or in the University of

Chicago. When she died, in Febru

ary of this year, we knew ,that she

had made a Road worth pointing out

to others, who know her spirit, and

seek for their friends and themselves

the same radiant, full life.

She entered the University of Chi

cago in the spring, and before June

she had absorbed its spirit. Her tall,

slender figure, with its crown of au

burn hair, was known from one end

of the campus to the other. Every

where she was recognized as a posi

tive force. All that was in her re

sponded to the challenge of that striv

ing, restless life. Her years at col

lege were a yearning effort to ex

press the breadth of her vision. She

threw her strength and energy into

those organizations which most nearly

embodied the activities of the group

as a whole. She wrote plays for the

Athletic Association and for the

Freshman Frolic in which she loved

to take part. Her activities were

numerous and varied, the enthusiasm

and energy which she put into them

caused her spirit to surge ahead

where often her bodily strength could

not have carried her. Shortly after

her return from the Kansas City

Convention, which resulted in much

active thinking on her part. she was

made chairman of the meetings com

mittee, and in her Junior year, presi

dent of the Young Women’s Christian

League, the organization in which she

ultimately found her fullest expres

sion.

“As we look at Margaret in the

light of the development of the

women of the University of Chicago.

we see her as a prophet—as one who

has gone before to prepare the way

—the life of the women has been

growing steadily more unified; we

have been looking at it less and less

from the point of view of the indi

vidual and the small group. It has

been a long process, we have yet far

to go. Margaret was ahead of most

of us—she stood for supreme democ

racy—in her mind there were no bar

riers, she saw us as a whole. Hers

was the inward spirit of which Ida

Noyes Hall is the outward and visi

ble sign. No one woman even held

more fully or nearer at heart the

vision of our corporate life, a vision

of supreme democracy and equal

chance for all in the abundant life

of the University.”

She embodied what we feebly say

in our phrase “college democracy”,

and went beyond us in her outreach—

ing spirit of genuine friendliness.

Her sense for people and her keen

humor were given sweetness and sym

pathy by a towering love of her

friends, the women of Chicago.

One who has read her papers says,

“I have never known any one whose

brief but deep religious experience

has more to teach us younger folk.

In her twenty years she had lived

a spiritual lifetime. You and I

will take a long life to learn all

that she has learned so soon. She

was mature, born into the Kingdom

of spiritual realities, self-fulfilled in

her surrender to the God who can

best develop the women He makes

and understands. But not ‘free born’

in the sense that her faith came with

out struggle. A spirit leaping to meet

the fullness of life and its ‘hundred

voices,’ a mind all alive, conscious

of itself, seeking, fearless, uncomprm

mising, no religious experience caught

up from others could satisfy her. She

knew all the mental pitfalls and mo

rasses of doubt faced by college

women, yet she came into the very
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MARGAReT GREEN

presence of God sure of Him beyond

shadow of doubting; a critic as well

as a disciple, she faced her doubts

and fought them out, willing to face

the facts of her own life, unafraid

of spiritual adventure.”

Her own words best reveal her. “I

have learned a lot since I first started

off. I’ve reached the place where

there is only one thing I care about

urging upon others in a religious way,

and that is prayer. In talking with

girls I say nothing but that. You

know you can go on forever talking

about theology and other aspects of

Christianity, but if you really care

about deepening other peoples’ re

ligious life you have to teach them

to pray, and after that God teaches

them all He wants them to know con

cerning Himself.”

“We surrender ourselves to Him

with our lips and then despair that

we do not change—that we lose the

feeling of his presence, that the m0

mentary gleam of life dies and that

the days and nights become common

place again. And all because in our
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hearts the desires go on unchanged—

only the surface is ruffled for a mo—

ment, underneath the great funda

mental forces and ambitions of our

nature rule on unchallenged. It is

possible to fight down the great domi

nating desire for self-service and to

place where it rightfully belongs the

desire to serve God, but few, if any,

of us have ever tried to do so. We

have neither the honesty to reorganize

our lives, nor the courage to under

take such a struggle—and from us

will no transforming influence go out

to. change and better the lives of men.

Here in college we are living for our

selves—planning how we may best

utilize our lives for ourselves, leam

ing the different ways of self-expres

sion that we may find the one most

effective for ourselves—never study

ing how to make ourselves into better

instruments for God—never surren

dered to the ideal of living our lives

at their best for Him and under Him.

“Everyone shall have his desire.

we will be what most want to be, and

what a punishment in our later years

to find ourselves the result of a super

ficial, selfish collge life; what a han

dicap we shall start out under then,

our selfish living a habit. We should

be fortunate then to be so shaken by

life, to be so touched by God, as to

desire to surrender ourselves up to

Him. It will be a question then of

whether there will be time enough

left us to remake ourselves; now there

is yet time. Now when we are train

ing ourselves to live, before ever we

have taken a definite place in the

world, while we are still untried and

all our desires are young, now we

have time to overcome any of them

and to elect for ourselves what desire

shall dominate our lives. ‘He who is

not for me is against me,’ Christ said

Even in our moments of shallowest

thought we shrink from the sugges

tion of working against Christ. Yet

if God does not hold first place in

our lives, whether we admit it or not,

our lives have become hostile to

Christ.
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“Everyone shall have his desire”;

may we, while there is time, defeat

ourselves for the sake of God’s King

dom, here in the University and

everywhere, and so give ourselves to

his absolute service that we shall be

accounted as true ministers of Christ

and faithful stewards of the mysteries

of God I”

To her cabinet, during the year of

her presidency, she gave herself un

grudgingly, sharing the thoughts and

enthusiasms of her inner life. It is

worth while to quote in full a talk

given at a cabinet house party, March,

1915, for it touches the need of every

new cabinet now facing its year’s

work.

“One of the lessons we have

learned in our six months of work

is one of the inevitable lessons of

Christian leadership. Some of you

will continue as leaders; if you have

that intention, even if you haven’t it,

you must have been conscious of some

feeling of desperation at what seems

to you to be the weakness of your

will. It is a strange thing that while

we acknowledge God, readily, enthu

siastically, while we are conscious of

love for Him and a desire for his

presence, we can drift so far from

Him, realizing no change in our con

scious attitude. While we are one week

in perfect possession of a feeling of his

nearness, the next we feel completely

lost to Him. We try to pray, but the

very silence and vacancy about us

stifle our voices, and no word escapes

us. It’s a dreary, dull feeling not to

be able to pray, to make an effort and

then to hear your voice go on with

out your heart, repeating words with

no meaning in them for you or for

God.

“There are many answers to this

problem, but one of the realest of

them to me lies in this: as long as

God is first in our hearts we remain

in sure and constant possession of the

feeling of his presence; as soon as

He is relegated to second or third or

fourth place we pray to Him in vain;

we have, consciously or unconsciously,

separated ourselves from Him and no

prayer we send forth ever lives across

the desert between us.

“‘I am the Lord thy God. Thou

shalt have no other God before Mel'

That commandment, removed from all

external forms of worship and car

ried into the inner life, is the hardest

of all commandments to obey. You

remember Henley’s poem,——its ending

a victorious assertion of the freedom

of the soul—of the power of a man’s

will:

‘I am the master of my fate,

I am the captain of my soul!’

yet how bound about our souls are.

how little freedom we grant them.

We bow down in worship before the

gods, Heredity and Environment, and

fetter our souls to them instead of

breaking free from both and making

our individual life under the one true

God just what we would—independ

ent of all restraining physiological

and psychological influences. Not only'

do we bow down before the gods of

Heredity and Environment—but be

fore the gods of Comfort, Conveni

ence, Self-consciousness, Self-distrust,

Conceit, Selfishness, Wrongful Ambi

tion and, above all, before the god of

Human Relationships.

“In the streets of Rome stood a

multitude of statues raised to the

Roman gods—among them stood one,

slighted and ignored, with the obscure

inscription to ‘The Christian God’—

we have progressed but a little dis

tance beyond that. Out of fear, out

of habit, out of perhaps a brief-lived

conviction springing from some mo

ment of strange inspiration we have

erected within us, among all the other

statues, one to the Christian God, and

sometimes when we give ourselves up

to pray to it the others fade away,

and sometimes we sweep the others

down into the dust and place our

whole allegiance at the feet of the

Christian God. But then comes a

moment of weakness—a moment of

tenderness for the others, and we

raise them one by one.

“And simplest to raise of all the

others is the god of Human Rela
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tionships. Through a friend can we

most surely find God, better than

through any other channel, more di

rect than any other pathway can a

human love lead to God. By a friend

can we be ‘most surely separated from

God—more surely than by any other

estranging influence, and more mis

leading than a broken compass can a

friendship separate us from God and

send us wandering in a wilderness.

No true friendship exists unless it

comes after God in its importance in

our hearts. When it is first, when it

takes all our attention, our ambitions.

our time, when it occupies our

dreams, waking and sleeping, and

gives all the meaning we see to life,

it is being cut from its source and

soon its full current will dwindle and

die away in a dry and sandy stream

bed and we will know such bitterness

and disillusionment as God never

meant to darken our lives. That is

what Miss Condé meant at Geneva

when she said, ‘When you have be—

come a Christian you will never dare

to have for a close friend one who is

not also a Christian.’ That is what

Forbes Robinson meant when he said.

‘Love for a person, if it be true love,

leads you at once to God.’ That is

what Jesus meant when He said, ‘He

that loveth father or mother more

than me is not worthy of me; and he
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that loveth son or daughter more than

me, is not worthy of me; and he that

doth not take up his cross and follow

after me is not worthy of me.’

“What is to be our salvation in this

difficulty; what is to save us from our

worst enemies, ourselves? Simply the

most powerful weapon God has

given us, our wills. \Vherever we

will to worship there shall we bow

down—and remember, our wills are

not possessed of their rightful force

until we have given them the strength

which belongs to them from prayer

to God. If we will, we can sweep

aside and strike into the dust all in

terfering gods within us and with no

reservation, trying his patience no

longer, disobeying, wandering and

running our own lives no longer,

yielding our lives to Him to whom

we belong.”

Not alone for her own university.

but for college women everywhere.

she has made a Road into the good

future, when the corporate life of

women shall be truly democratic;

when we shall bravely find our way

into spiritual certainty, when our lives

shall be truly service, able because we

are not fearful to seek for God in

every part of an “all-around life.”

For this material we are indebted to

friends in Chicago.

   

NEPAHWIN'S DAISY PATCH



The Finance Institute

T came after the Jubilee, but like

I the Jubilee, its end is not yet. And

those who attended are congratu~

lating themselves. Those who stayed

away are regretful, alas, too late.

Our space permits but the summing

up of some of the good things—the

fellowship, the stimulus, the vision is

to those who came. Two weeks of

time, except Saturday and Sunday,

were given to the exclusive problems

of finance in the Association. Ten

solid hours were given to finance tech

nique. Besides this, four round tables,

led by Miss Harriet Taylor, on

the same subject were held. Two

hours conducted by Miss Louise

Holmquist answered the questions

raised concerning the place of the

Association in the church and civic

program of the city. Addresses were

given by Richard Morse and Arthur

' Rugh, secretaries of the Young Men’s

Christian Association, on Finance

Method; one by Mrs. Morris on “The

Weakest Link in the Chain,” and one

by Miss Cratty on “Leadership.”

Step by step, a study of the leaflet

City Association Finance, put the feet

of the delegates in possession of the

realm of sound finance.

Each morning session of the con

ference began with an inspirational

hour. These were led by Miss Rice,

The Rev. Norman Thomas, Miss Una

Saunders, National Secretary of the

Canadian Associations, and Miss

Condé.

Each noon hour was given to inter

cession. These hours were led by

Miss Saunders and Miss Charlotte

Adams. Miss Adams took as her topic

“Three present needs in the religious

life of to-day: a dominating conviction

concerning God; an invigorating wor

ship; a life truly sacrificial.”

Visits were made to the West Side

Branch, New York City, to the Har

riet Judson Home, Brooklyn, to the

Paterson Association, to the new Na

tional Cafeteria and t0 Ellis Island.

Long coveted interviews became possi

bilities. The presence of a goodly

number of National Board members

added much to the interest of the

conference.

The National Finance Committee

and the Student Committee held open

sessions for the Institute.

An afternoon with the Household

Employment Commission, addressed

by Miss Ida M. Tarbell, was one not to

be forgotten.

The reception given during the

Finance Institute, on the night of May

4, by the Joint Appeal Committee,

representing the metropolitan work,

the Northeastern Field Committee

and national headquarters was per

haps the most brilliant function ever

held in the headquarters building.

The personnel was an interesting

combination of Institute delegates,

New York City guests, and many rep

resentatives from the International

Committee of the Young Men’s Chris

tian Associations.

By means of the fifteen effective

charts, newly shown on the screens

in the Exhibit Hall, the moving

pictures of American Association

work, and the foreign-garbed ushers

from the International Institute, the

guests were thoroughly and vividly

“educated” in both local and national

activities. But the tremendous em

phasis of the evening was made by

Miss Michi Kawai, Mr. Sherwood

Eddy, and Mr. Edward Carter, as

they spoke in the Assembly Room to

a keenly responsive audience of the

desperate need for our work to be

enlarged in the Orient. Nothing

could have been more convincing than

the plea of the two men for us to keep

pace with the openings for our work'

in the Orient, unless it was the per

sonal appeal of Miss Michi Kawai,

who was at her irresistible best. The

reception was a high-water mark in

these two weeks so rich in experience.

Among the cities represented were:

Springfield, 0., Topeka, Kan., Wash

ington, D. C., Providence, R. I.,
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The Students’ Activities Meetings at

Mount Holyoke

Evelyn C. Winship

NCE I heard a city secretary

say that the purpose of the

Association in a city is to give

the girls of its particular locality the

thing “they want most next”—that is

to give them as they show the need

or the longing, opportunity to do the

things they would like, whether it be

to study French, German, English,

sewing and cooking or to learn to

dance and play basket ball and sing.

The conditions of college life are so

very different that for us the Associa

tion must render a different kind of

service. We have our opportunities

to study, to play and to worship as a

part of our college life. What then

is the function of our Association,

Where does it work out its practical

service of giving us what we “need

most next ?"

What we need is to learn how to

use all these opportunities which we

have. We need to have them become

real opportunities which shall satisfy

our longing for expression in the ful

lest possible way. It is not only life

but more abundant life that we need:

and this must be fused into our every

day duties and pleasures.

How has the Mount Holyoke Asso

ciation been able to enter into and re

vivify the old institutions and organi

zations which have been ours so long

that we have almost forgotten that

they are opportunities and have begun

to look for “something new under the

sun" to take their places? It is of the

Students’ Activities Meetings which

the Association has held at our college

this year that I wish to write. To

trace these from the beginning is the

best way of showing their purpose

and their results.

The general plan was to have mem

bers of the various organizations of

college activities lead regular Associa

tion meetings in which the ideals of

the particular organization of which

each was a member should be brought

face to face with the ideals of the

Association. Then if there was any

way in which the ideals of the two

were antagonistic, each organization

was big enough to concede to and

learn from the other. We did not ex

pect to find, though we were willing to

learn of any which existed, direct an

tagonism of ideals. But we did ex

pect to find misunderstanding which

might lead to an indirect antagonism.

And it was of such misunderstand

ings that we did learn only to have

them disappear like mists when they

were brought out into the light of sin

cere scrutiny.

The fundamental misunderstanding

which existed to a certain degree in

the relationship of the Association and

all the other college organizations was

brought out by one of the girls when

she was asked to lead one of the meet

ings. She said that she was extremely

glad of the opportunity to try to find

out the relationship of the particular

organization which she represented,

to the Y. W. C. A. It had been her

opinion, and as we found later, that

of many others, that the type of girl

who was “interested in Y. W." was

an entirely different person from the

athletic girl or the “lit’ry” girl or the

girl who went often to dances at Am

herst. She didn't like this feeling of

division and felt that it should be

changed. And it was changed when

we brought our beliefs about all things

in our college life face to face with

our belief in our Association.

The first meeting was one led by the

president of the Students' League,

our student government organization,

and was on the subect “The Students'

League and the Y. W. C. A." Per

haps the statement which the leader

herself made of her ambitions for the
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meeting would be the best indication

of what that sort of a meeting could

mean to us, though it does not reveal

the atmosphere which was back of the

meeting because of the sincerity of

the leader’s purpose. She said in

brief, “The League involves the

principles of real Christian liv

ing, ‘thoughtfulness, unselfishness and

brotherliness.’ By an examination of

the cause and reason for the rules

which are in the hands of the League,

this is found to be the real purpose

of every rule. Therefore the prin

ciples upon which the League is built

are guides in the practical carrying

out of the highest Christian standards

of life. Student Government also

puts into our hands a large share of

the kind of responsibility we should

have at the end of our college days.

It helps to train us to carry responsil

ity in a true Christian way. Therefore

. the whole college as members of the

Students' League are in spirit mem

bers and workers in the Association

and all the Association members are

best doing their practical work as such

when they are working members of

the League.”

The second meeting in the series

was called, “The Athletic Association

and the Y. W. C. A." and was led by

the president of the Athletic Associa

tion. The practical lessons of good

sportsmanship as it means fair play,

good losing and good winning, were

shown to be just the most practical

kind of Christianity. But because

good sportsmanship is not all there is

to athletics, because sport as a whole

has a bigger purpose, the meeting

showed us the very heart of our Ath—

letic Association’s ideals. Practically,

athletics makes us physically, mentally

and morally, stronger, keener and

truer. Then it helps us, as the leader

revealed, to “bear one another’s bur

dens.” Perhaps for the first time some

of us realized the way in which ath

letics can teach us to be better Chris

tians and the way in which those who

are trying to live Christian lives can

bring the most to their play.

The last one of the meetings was

led by the Editor—in-Chief of the col

lege monthly, The Mount Holyoke.

Here the “lit’ry” girl and the “Y. W.

girl" found themselves to have much

that was common to them both and

much that might become common. By

expression of herself in her writing

the first of these is only sharing her

best with others or seeking from

others their best. Then the mere

writing of whatever she wants to,

makes the “Y. W. girl” a “lit’ry” girl

and gives everyone a chance to know

her as she is with ideals and perhaps

mistakes open to growth and change.

Expression and honest inquiry makes

for fuller and broader lives for those

who write and those who read.

As for the results of our meetings

here at Mount Holyoke—these we

cannot hope to know. We derived

directly a great deal of practical,

homely information about our college

life. And we felt our unity of ideal

and achievement because we felt the

strong force of our'common desires

and expression. How deep, how far

reaching the results are we do not

know. But certainly we can honestly

say that in its work here at college,

the Association has given to girls

“what they need most next." ‘

IN MUNITION FACTORIES

“Rattle and clatter and clank and

whirr,”

And thousands of wheels a—spinning—

Spinning Death for the men of wrath,

Spinning Death for the broken truth,

——And Life, and a New Beginning,

IVas there ever, since ever the world

was made,

Such a horrible trade for a peace

loving maid,

And such wonderful, terrible spin

ning?

—Iohn Oxenham.



  

A T E

L spring

r a i n

was f a l l i n g

that day on the

orange groves

in the valley.

Allmorningthe

skies had been

gray, but as we took the train at the

up-to-date little city, around which the

orange groves clustered. The clouds

were beginning to break, here and

there shone out the deep blue of the

California sky, with its promise of

many days of unbroken sunshine.

The train we took climbed up the

foothills of the Sierra Nevada Moun

tains—up through scattered orange

ranches, with here and there a pack

ing housez-up yet further, until there

were no more fruit trees, but where

a mountain brook tumbled down

between budding oaks, reflecting here

and there in its white foam the bright

red blossoms of a strangely beautiful

mountain tree. And still the train

climbed up until it came through

meadows of lupine blossoms that were

growing higher than a person’s head

and it drew near to the little town

which was the end of its run.

Up in the foothills it was still rain

ing. We were the only passengers

except one rough looking man and a

slip of a girl. The girl was bare

headed and carried a little bundle

done up in newspaper. \Vhen she

saw we were going as far as the town

at the end 'of the railroad, she came

over to talk to us. She had been down

A Tomahawk

Jessie Field

to spend a few days with her married

sister in the up-to-date little city in

the valley. Now she was coming

home. We asked her about the girls

in the town at the end of the line up

in the mountains. She knew about

them and named them over for us,

describing them to us one by one.

She was such a bright-eyed girl and

all the trees and flowers were known

to her and the tumbling mountain

brook was, evidently, her comrade.

,Up there in the foothills, two miles

from the town at the end of the road,

she lived on a ranch, keeping house

for her father. Her mother was dead

and all her brothers and sisters were

married and away. As we talked the

clouds were lifting on the mountain

side but the girl looked off across the

valley, where the sun was touching

things with gold, and a wistful look

came in her eyes and a new eagerness

in her voice as she said:

“Pa wants to sell our ranch. He’s

just crazy to sell our ranch. We

don't want to stay up here all our

lives and be tomahatc'ks.”

The sun came out more golden on

the mountainside than in the valley

below; the lupines shed their lavender

sweetness around us; the mountain

brook sang over the rocks that were

in its way—and the girl—I wonder if

we helped her to see or if she still

waits for someone to share with her

further the “secret that a girl’s life

may be golden and sweet and brave

even on a ranch that is two miles out

from a town that is at the end of a

railroad.
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The Larger Jubilee

“Mazzini’s saying is always true: that the marrow of victory is more perilous than

its eve, and we can only go on through this Jubilee year in the unceasing efl'ort to

turn our visions into realities. God's power is infinite, and we can avail ourselves

of it only as we are clean channels yielded to Him in fresh surrender day by day.”

N celebrating JUBILEE MONTH

we have realized an assembling of

our forces, our resources and our

faith. JUBILEE YEAR is now be

come our objective. During the sum

mer months we will celebrate the

twenty-fifth year of our summer con

ferences and in December, the tenth

anniversary of the National Board

itself.

The Jubilee Committee at head

quarters met on April 26 to close up

for its 268 members their responsibil

ity as a committee and to pass on to

the field work department, as the

minutes on the following page show,

the remaining Jubilee plans for the

year. Mrs. Morris, as chairman of

the Committee, read her report which

covered the various high points of the

Jubilee month, which have appeared

from time to time on our pages.

Headquarters secretaries, accom

panied usually by volunteer workers,

have visited 226 Associations in

thirty-three states. Two hundred and

twenty-five cities, 170 colleges, nine

high schools and four counties have

reported.

The publicity committee spread its

record of work done during the six

weeks:

1,312,650 pieces of free literature

331,644 pieces of literature for which

charge was made

83,034 pages of multigraphed material

108,000 buttons

1,444 pennants

The general newspaper publicity

throughout the United States has

been unprecedented, while the general

public had first-hand touch with activi—

ties, as the following table, which is

but a partial account from only a part

of the 1,000 Associations, will show:

  

CITIES

Number Att.

Banquets held ......... 228 40,465

Pageants held ......... 69 60,086

Pioneer meetings ...... 54 8,888

Unclassified meetings .. 155 26,791

Gymnasium exhibits 69 16,573

Vesper services ........ 576 59,901

Parties and social occa

sions ................ 187 21,314

At buildings ........... 133 114,687

STUDENTS

Alt.

Pageants 12,112

Banquets ............... 54 5,996

Rallies 3.309

Meetings 45,759

Parties and social occa

casions ............... 59 5.374

Pioneer meetings ....... 22 1,344

Everything that was suggested was

carried out in one or another of the

Associations. In pageantry alone

nearly 5,000 girls had training. In

leading great gospel services the girls

surpassed. Who can estimate the gain

to the members in initiative? The

gain in membership cannot now be

totalled, but reports of 300 to 600 ac

cessions have been frequent.

Possibly the most arresting feature

of the month was the recognition of

the pioneer women whose faith made

possible our great year of rejoicing,

From quaint old brocades to “prairie

schooners” the pioneers came to our

recognition, never again to be lost

sight of.

The direct religious impetus of the

Jubilee gathers force with each suc

ceeding week. Bible classes are form

ing, individual lives are reconsecrated,

and a growing sense of social evan

gelism is calling our leaders to prayer

and preparation. Coupled with this is

the harvest of interest in girls around

the globe, and a groping sentiment that

in some way we share their lives.

The Memorial Endowment Fund at

present stands as follows:
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THE LARGER JUBILEE

Contributions received before March 3,

1916 ......................... $86,378.50

Jubilee gift, to date:

Payments and pledges

received at Birthday

Service, Carnegie Hall,

New York City, March _

3, 1916 ............... $19,213.14

Payments and pledges

received from the field

since March 3, 1916. .. 29,549.48

Two pledges of $50,000

each ............... 100,000.00 148,762.62

Total Memorial Endow

ment Fund, to date... $235,141.12

The Memorial Endowment Fund

will be open until December 4, 1916,

and gifts from Associations may be

sent in at any time.

The Committee decided that for the

remainder of the Jubilee Year mem

bership, responsibility, spiritual pur

pose and missionary interest shall

have special emphasis. The records of

the Jubilee will be put into permanent

form by Miss Elizabeth Wilson.

The answers to the questionnaire

sent to members of the National Jubi

lee Committee March 13th, will give

foundation for plans for further

achievement. One voiced the senti

ment of many in the question:

“Would it not be beneficial to us all

to have spread before us a panorama

of our movement without reservations,

and without fear or favor, and let us

face together real conditions so that

we may discuss real causes and

possible remedies. We may never

have so receptive a field again, for

this Jubilee has brought many heart

searchings, and these must precede a

new open-mindedness and a new

devotion.”

REPORT OF THE NATIONAL JUBILEE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Since the letter and questionnaire of

March 13th were sent to the field by the

National Jubilee Committee Chairman.

the Jubilee Executive Committee have

given much thought to the best means

of fulfilling the aim of carrying out

Jubilee features through the regular

channels of permanent Association or
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ganization. After much consideration.

they have come to the conclusion that

now is the opportune time for the spe

cial efiort of the Jubilee month to cease

and the regular efforts of the Jubilee

year and the new era to begin. They

realize that all the special features of

February have prepared the way for in

creased spiritual emphasis and for a

larger share in the world's work. Those

who have traveled have everywhere seen

that all regular departments and com

mittees are making their plans with

those objectives in view. Those objec

tives being a permanent purpose, it

would seem that the time had arrived for

the field work department, which is the

permanent channel to the field, now to

become the normal channel also for the

dissemination of Jubilee plans, and it

would further seem an unnecessary ex

pense of time and money to keep a large

special committee at work during the

next eight months.

If the Executive Committee's recom

mendations are accepted, it will not mean

that Jubilee efforts are over. All the

material that has come from the field

and the recommendations that have been

received from the various departments

will be placed at the disposal of the

committees concerned and there will be

no interim in Jubilee leadership. In view

of the above considerations the Execu

tive Committee of the National Jubilee

Committee recommends:

1. That the National Jubilee Com

mittee be honorably discharged May lst,

and that all suggestions from the field

be distributed through the Headquarters’

Field Work Department to the depart

ments and committees concerned.

2. That the members of the National

Jubilee Committee be asked to continue

to disseminate Jubilee spirit through the

regular committees in their fields and

local Associations.

3. That the Jubilee Budget Commit

tee be continued until the close of the

fiscal year.

It was moved and seconded that the

above recommendations be accepted.

Mrs. Dickinson suggested that valu

able Jubilee material be put in perma

nent form, and made available for im
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mediate use throughout this year and

succeeding years, in order that activities

started shall become of permanent value.

Therefore it was Resolved

That valuable Jubilee material be put

into permanent form, and that preserva

tion of such material be directed by the

publication department in consultation

with Miss Elizabeth Wilson.

After due consideration the above re

commendation was accepted.

FROM OUR NATIONAL PRESIDENT

Mrs. Speer, speaking of “the message

to the new era," said, “The Jubilee, when

one sums it all up, has been a great

ploughshare that has run through our

work, our conception of it. our thoughts,

our letters, our sense of responsibility,

and has left everything loose, ready and

fresh for new seed, new germination,

new fruit. Some of us feel that our

function for the future is that of earth

worms that keep the ground pliable,

others will use rake and hoe and put in

seed, others will harvest a greater har

vest than we to-day can conceive.

God is using a good many plough

shares in the world to-day. Men's hearts

and women's souls are being furrowed

as never before; never since Christ came

into the world have there been such

opportunities as we see before us to-day.

And as I have been thinking of the

message the Jubilee had for us, I found

my thoughts expressed in this little

pamphlet called “The Visions of Youth",

(Bishop Winchester). “In accordance as

our action is both drastic and hopeful,

so we may be able to reap what is put

before us." Our action must be dras

tic and hopeful, and he sums it all up

in the last paragraph, “Will the younger

generation really face up to the two

things which are essential in progress

for a better Europe, a better America,

a better Christendom in the world?"

FROM A VOLUNTEER

Like a thread of gold, all through the

Jubilee month, ran the thought of those

thirty women in Boston, our first volun

teer workers, who, in 1866. saw “the

neet ", and of Mary Foster, the first secre

tary, whom we are told “had an attrac

tive personality and a lovable disposi

tion, was a wise counselor of girls, and

helpful to those thirty volunteer women

by bringing to them opportunities for

service".

During the month of February, bishops,

clergymen, presidents and professors of

colleges, men in political and business

life spoke at our banquets and meetings.

Board and committee members traveled

in their field, visiting Associations and

speaking at various meetings. One

board member of the Northwestern field

gave three weeks, visiting all the Asso

ciations in her field that had not sent a

representative to the conference in

Seattle so that they should not miss the

inspiration of that conference for their

Jubilee month.

In the West Central field thirty-six

volunteer members spoke at different

Associations and the chairman of the

Jubilee committee wrote, “I am ashamed

that I did not sooner ‘warm up' to the

possibilities of the Jubilee. They are

immense, and we feel the incoming tide

of better Association spirit in Denver

already."

North Central. One member gave this

entire month and spoke at one banquet

and twenty-two schools and colleges.

Also many others spoke at eight or less

meetings. -

CentraL Seventeen field committee

members spoke at meetings and visited

Associations. \Vhen one of our national

secretaries was taken ill in the Central

field, a board member took her schedule

and finished it. The chairman of that

Jubilee committee wrote, “I am becom

ing a regular traveling secretary my

self—Kalamazoo last Saturday, Racine

to-morrow and De Kalb and Naperville

ahead! But it's a great experience and

I wouldn’t miss it for anything.”

South Atlantic. "In addition to three

national secretaries and our own field

staff we have twenty-one volunteer

workers doing traveling work through

the month of February—three of our

own field committee, eleven local secre

taries, four faculty members and three

local Association members. The chair

man is giving the entire month to visita
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tion, and enthusiastic reports are re

ceived from city and student branches.

This will enable them to cover ninety

out of their ninety-five Associations."

The list grows longer and longer of

the pioneer members and other members

who visited Associations and spoke at

banquets and meetings.

The Southwestern field was unique in

having four week-end conferences—at

Oklahoma City, Fort \-Vorth, San

Antonio and Houston. These were at—

tended by the so-called Jubilee Squad

ron composed of the field chairman, the

executive and three field secretaries

(city, student and county), two head

quarters’ secretaries and myself, a Na

tional Board member—eight in all. Be—

sides the four conferences, other Asso

ciations in cities and colleges were

visited. With the exception of El Paso

—(two nights and a day from San

Antonio)—and a few colleges, the whole

field was visited.

We were over four weeks continuously

together, a wonderful opportunity to see

the values of our organization. We saw

four pageants and were sorry to have

missed others given.

As volunteer members let us recog

nize with true thankfulness the patient

untiring efiorts of our "Mary Foster's"

during the past fifty years, sometimes

called clerks, assistants and secretaries.

For years they have shown faith by

their service, yes, often with attractive

personalities and lovable dispOsitions

unrecognized often bringing opportun

ities to volunteer workers unwelcomed.

During the six weeks I was gone, I

grew into a greater knowledge of what

our employed staff had done, into a

keener realization of how much a volun

teer needs a secretary's faith in her to

help her do the things that seem im

possible.

Again and again like a thread of gold

came the thought of what a wonderful

growth the next few years would show

if we, volunteer workers, would always

show true Christian faith in every em

ployed worker and volunteer member—

that true Christian faith which sur

rounds, protects and strengthens, that
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permeates into the very center of our

souls.

We do not know the color of Mary

Foster’s eyes or hair—or whether she

had style or no style—but we do know

that those thirty Boston women made

it possible for Mary Foster to express

her attractive personality and her lov

able disposition, and so helped her to be

a wise counselor of girls. Likewise

Mary Foster gave to the thirty volun

teer workers of Boston an opportunity

to do together what they could not have

accomplished alone.

Hawthorne says: "Christian faith is

a grand cathedral with divinely pictured

windows. Standing without you see no

glory, nor can possibly imagine any;

standing within, every ray of light re

veals a harmony of unspeakable splen

dors." ‘

' Lena W. Swinburne.

FROM A FIELD SECRETARY

When the trumpet sounded in the

North Central field many of us were out

in Grand Forks, in southern Iowa, in

Nebraska, all waiting the coming of a

great day, all ready for that morning,

the first of February, when with faces

turned toward the cast we heard the

blast of the ram’s horn and 340,000 took

up the song, “The Year of Jubilee

Has Come.” Then banquets were held

all over the field and we could tell what

they were doing in other fields.

Publicity, we have heard it until we

are sick of the name, we never had so

much education in our lives! One

woman attended seven club meetings in

a week and at each one heard about

the Association.

Do you know what enthusiasm means?

It is “an ecstasy of mind," inspired by

God, divinely commissioned, and there

is enthusiasm everywhere. The King

has called us to view work which lies

behind, to make the future glorious, and

that is what the Association means in

a field.

Emma F. Byers.
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Association Educa

tion and the Public

Schools

“ EADIUSTING our educa

R tional work to the public

schools”—the phrase has a

very familiar sound, has it not? But

when the refrain is caught up by yet

another Association, what does it

mean? Just this—that again the

schools have duplicated, have followed

the Association lead in some partic

ular. It means not that the Associa

tion has poached upon public pre

serves. It does mean that the Asso

ciation has given to its members

instruction that was so worth while

that the city has awaked to its oppor

tunity to make similar instruction

available to all girls. It means also

that the Association has builded well

into the city life in that a regular

agency can make permanent some

part of its educational service.

When we asked Association people

how they were adjusting their work

to the increased evening school activi

ties, these were some answers that we

received, directly or indirectly bear

ing upon the question:

“Giving more vocational training"—

referring to trade millinery, vocational

cooking, tea room service, etc.

“Giving more cultural courses."

“Employing excellent teachers.”

“Association courses much better than

those in the schools, and no question of

duplication."

“Put in training for teachers."

“Combined some of our educational

work with club work.”

“Association atmosphere

work more homelike."

“Once-a-week classes vs. three or four

night-a-week classes in the public

schools."

“Giving in the daytime what could not

be obtained elsewhere except at night"

and vice versa.

It will not be denied that adjust

ment and readjustment to the public

schools are necessary not once in a

while, but constantly. Only so can

the Association throw its full strength

attracts—

where it is most needed. But even

so it is more and more clear that the

Association’s educational work is not

merely supplementary to that of

others, but definitely unique in func—

tion. Perhaps the best statement of

this point of view is a study made by

an outsider of one large Young Men’s

Christian Association. This is pub

lished by the International Committee

of the Young Men’s Christian Asso

ciation in a four page digest of the

study under the caption, “Association

Educational Work vs. the Public

Schools.” This study is well worth

the attention of every educational

committee, showing as it does how

divergent in the main are the fields

covered by the schools and the Asso

ciation. Lest we imagine that read

justment t0 the public schools is a

main objective of the Association, let

us remind ourselves that such adjust

ment is only one form of co-operation.

To suggest another that is even more

fundamental and far reaching. We

have been told of the town that took

for its educational slogan, “a high

school education for every child.”

That is probably too high a standard

for a large city, but suppose we take

a lower one, only let us make it high

enough to be worth striving for. Let

us say 60 to 75 per cent of the boys

and girls in our city completing the

grammar school; 20 to 25 per cent

going through the high school and 10

per cent going on to college or into

specific training. To be sure, this

would mean that there would have to

be student aid funds and scholarships.

Parent Associations, churches, settle

ments and schools would be urged to

co—operate in a big educational cam

paign.

To make a notable increase in

school attendance! Could there be a

more inspiring object worthy of the

.co-operation of every agency in the

city interested in young life? For

only by raising the average of intelli

gence and training of boys and girls

can there be any educational progress

at all. It is the right of every child to

start off in life with at least a fair
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equipment. “Moonlight Schools" and

“First Aid to the Ignorant" will be

needed indefinitely, but it is not time

for us to take a stand for preventive

education? And what, you ask would

be the effect upon Association edu

cational activities? Everbody knows

that the higher the standards in a

community, the greater the demand

for Association education.

WANTED! l—Educational commit—

tees, with vision.

.,,.

A Vacation Glimpse

of Kuliang, China

Harriette L. Boutclle

OWN below, like a child's clay

map, lies the city of Foochow,

hot and hazy. Beyond flow

the waters of the Min River cut by

the island, and shallowed by yellow

bars of sand. Above on Kuliang

sweep the breezes and the mists. Into

the southern slopes of every hill have

burrowed the low, rock-walled houses

with their solid masonry always on

the northeast as protection against the

typhoons. Even the trees, scrawny

pines and graceful bamboos, habitu

ally lean as the brutal winds have

forced them. No landscape gardener

could have laid out more pictur

esquely the rounding terraces by

which the waving, green rice fields

scale their way from valley to sum

mit. Only one crop does Kuliang

produce, and land, even steep hill

sides, must not be wasted.

Along the narrow path comes a

“field woman,” distinguished by an

elaborate coiffure into which are

stuck, like spokes in a hub, four or

five silver pins ten inches long and an

inch and more wide. Upon her

shoulder balances a bamboo pole on

both ends of which are hung huge

bundles of grain. With graceful case

she swings her burden to one side,

charms the stranger with her smile

and greeting, “ping an”—“peace to
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you.” Even the babies thus call out

to the passer—by. A chair on bamboo

poles carried by two coolies takes up

the whole pathway, the men striding

along with a scarcely perceptible mo

tion above their hips, swaying their

burden with smooth evenness. At

dusk the young girls saunter home

ward leading Nanny and Billy Goat

and their friendly little kids, or driv

ing along three sizes of loudly pro

testing ducks.

“Kaka, look see. One piecee cur~

tain. Catchee four piecee nail. Win

dow all samee. Can do?"

Kaka grins hopefully and asserts

“Can do” and he does. To put it

in the more complex English of Bos

ton, “he observes the one curtain, ob—

tains four nails by which he attaches

this last piece of muslin to the frame—

work of the window in order that all

the windows of the room may be uni

formly curtained.”

This same Kaka, our "boy," brings

hot water in the early morning,

sweeps the rooms, puts a few dozen

pairs of shoes out to sun, also the

bedding, for mold grows over night,

makes the beds, helps wait on table,

carries from the foot of a steep hill

every bit of water used in the house

and keeps an eagle eye out lest any

curio man make a sale to one of us

on the front porch without giving to

the servants at the back of the house

their little “tip” or “squeeze.”

As a favorite task he takes a lan

tern immediately after the evening

meal, thus getting out of wiping the

dishes, and trudges a mile or two up

hill and down, over rough stone steps

and waits indefinitely, meantime en

joying a visit with his friends, in order

to escort home from a dinner-party

some otherwise unchaperoned female.

On the way he joyfully entertains her

with his scanty English and always on

the steepest places turns to say, “Can

see?” If a secondary escort in the

line of an Anglo—Saxon is present,

Kaka strides silently ahead, like the

“ideal chaperon,” deaf, dumb and

blind.
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The Bringing of the

Gifts

At the time of the Jubilee the need for

a brief dramatic presentation of the work

of the Association was met in one of the

Associations for high school girls by the

following interlude. The material was

designed for younger girls, with some

care that the preparation might be re

duced to one rehearsal, and that the task

of memorizing might be light. The

following dialogue served as the last part

of a service devotional in nature, in which

the aim was to depict with vivid effect

the larger ministry of the Association to

girls of all types. The Association Spirit

is seen welcoming the girls of all lands;

to her each girl retells in a brief story the

incidents of her life. Then follows the

bringing of the gifts to the Association

Spirit.

Several practical suggestions follow:

The stage may have a back curtain of

night-blue, to which paste silver stars

(Dennison's, Fifth Avenue and 26th

Street, New York). The costume of the

Association Spirit is white, and those of

, the characters are according to their

nationality. As high school girls are

accustomed to story-telling, the stories

may be given to them to write, although

greater success (though representing less

self-activity on the part of the girls) will

probably result from stories compiled by

some one with knowledge of the- most

effective material to use.

CHARACTERS

The Association Spirit.

Industrial Girl.

Immigrant Girl.

East Indian Girl.

Japanese Girl.

College Girl.

High School Girl.

SERVICE

The service may open as desired,

led by the Association Spirit. Then

may follow the entrance of each girl

in turn, retelling her life, with light

but certain emphasis on what the As—

sociation has given her. Then shall

follow the bringing of the gifts.

ASSOCIATION SPIRIT—How wide a

fellowship you represent, a family of

girls that is world-wide! Through

you we seem to see the seven hundred

thousand to whom we are as sisters.

Each brings her gift of a life gifted

for work, and without each the

womanhood of the world would be

poor indeed. I am the Association

Spirit; in me the girlhood of all the '

world is made serviceable, and none is

so poor or burdened but that she too

brings her gift. 0 girl of the hard

day of toil, what do you bring?

INDUSTRIAL GIRL—I bring you the

gift of the commonplace made beauti

ful, of a capacity for work, not shirk

ing from the toil at machine, or coun

ter, or loom. I grow very tired and

earn but little; yet I bring you the

thing which makes life useful and

' worthy—I bring you work. (She lays

a finished garment at the feet of the

Association Spirit.)

ASSOCIATION SPIRIT—Then you are

not poor but rich.

I see one with a heavy bundle on

her back. 0 new-comer to our shores,

what have you brought?

IMMIGRANT GIRL—I come to this

land bringing the bundle of my ideals.

I come with a great longing for free

dom for me and for my people, for a

chance to live and work and learn. I

bring to you my inheritance of all the

best that the world has produced, yet

my greatest gift lies here—my aspira

tion toward the highest. (She lays a

bright-colored bundle at the feet of

the Association Spirit.)

ASSOCIATION SPIRIT—What a wide

fellowship is brought tO our very

doors. Now that India joins our

sisterhood, what does she bring?

EAST INDIAN GIRL—My country

is the land of dreams, of thought, of

meditation. India when awakened

shall bring you the value of thought,

of the power of spirit, the capacity for

knowing God. I bring you thought.

(She lays at the feet of the Associa

tion Spirit a book of fine workman

ship.)
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ASSOCIATION SPIRIT—Another one

of the sisterhood bids us look across

the sea. 0 daughter of Japan, what

is your gift to our sisterhood of girls?

JAPANESE GIRL—My country is

the land of ambition, though old we

are always young. Our country is

the land of beauty and of progress.

I bring you a flower; it is the symbol

of youth and beauty and of unfolding

possibilities for service. (Lays a spray

of flowers at her feet.)

ASSOCIATION SPIRIT—Shall our

American girl, strong and free, have

greater gifts than these to offer? You

who have had the widest opportunity

of all the womanhood in the world,

what have you to give?

COLLEGE GIRL—I come to bring

the gifts of joy and play to this group

of girls of all the world. I too have

learned work, and books, and beauty;

more than that, I have learned how

to serve. So it must be leadership

that I come to bring, that I may serve

all. (She gives a globe of the world

as a symbol of the field of her ser

vice.)

ASSOCIATION SPIRIT—We are not

yet complete, for the youngest mem

ber is missing, she who is youth, the

embodiment of the spirit of girlhood.

O little sister, what may you bring?

HIGH SCHOOL GIRL—I am but a

girl, and am only beginning to learn,

yet for you I would keep this lighted

candle burning; it is the candle of my

dreams. While I work at school I

think of all that some day I may do

and be. So I bring to you this lighted

candle, 0 Association Spirit, that

girlhood everywhere may keep ideals

bright with love and hope and service.

This is my gift. (The Association

Spirit takes the candle and holds it

high over the head.)

ASSOCIATION SPIRIT—And so truly

may we stand together in the fellow

ship of service and of love.

Then joining hands the six girls

sing the hymn of fellowship.
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“In true fellowship our hearts we

bring, our hands we bring,

In true fellowship our hearts and

hands we bring.

To thee we pledge our service free,

Our strength, our joy, our loyalty.

In true fellowship our hearts we

bring, our hands we bring,

In true fellowship our hearts and

hands we bring."

(To the tune of Nut-Brown Maiden)

A very beautiful prayer to use in

connection with this service is the one

for girls of all nations, published by

the National Jubilee Committee in the

Service of Rejoicing.

ELVIRA J. SLACK

ALICE THOMPSON,

Adelphi, 1916

A unique course is to be offered by

the Women’s Educational and Indus

trial Union Of Boston, for the prepa

ration of a limited number of women

as vocational advisers in schools or

social agencies. The course opens

next September and runs through the

academic year. Educational secre

taries and directors of employment

bureaus will be interested to watch

the opening up of this new field of

training, as yet so new that for 1916

17 the class will be limited to six

women.

Hundreds of Association people

will be interested in a forth-coming

book by Miss Bertha Condé, to be

published by Houghton Mifflin under

the title, “The Business of Being a

Friend.” The foreword will be writ

ten by Dr. Richard C. Cabot. While

the book will not be generally avail

able until the first of September, a

special arrangement with Houghton

Mifflin makes it possible for our Na

tional Publication Department to fill

orders for it any time after July 1, and

to have it on the book tables of the

later summer conferences. The price

will be $1.00. A review of the book

will appear in the ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY for July.
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Getting Down to

Brass Tacks

A StOry with a Moral

Bede, for it’s there, but I missed

it though I’ve read the story

sever'al times.

It was in a visit at the oldest church

in the United States, in the old town

of Williamsburg, Virginia. We had

visited the church and looked on the

pews of Washington, Hamilton, Pat

rick Henry—men who have lived on

through the years. The rector invited

us to the crypt beneath the church,

where in a quaint old cupboard are

kept the few remaining pieces of com

munion plate that were used in the

old Jamestown settlement. After we

had admired the well worn bits of

engraven silver, our guide took from

the cupboard a bit of worm-eaten

wood, its fibers held together by a few

brass tacks, outlining an initial letter.

asked he.

We shook our heads.

“Do you recognize what this is?”

"This," said he, “is one of the let

ters from a coffin excavated at the

time the church was restored.”

“Letters from a coffin ?” I queried.

_“Yes,” said he, “It used to be the

last thing done in completing a coffin

-—-driving in the brass tacks that

spelled the name of the deceased."

I came away thoughtful and I’ve

pondered it since. It came to me

yesterday in a letter. “I’m getting

down to brass tacks,” wrote my friend.

It gave me a strange feeling. Did she

mean doing what she said? Was it

possible that her zeal to accomplish

her ends was really leading her to put

in the brass tacks?

Life is progressive. It’s a danger

ous thing to close up a work with

finality. Few tasks indeed there are

whose final shaping rests in our time

or province. The little we may ac

complish is valuable as we see that it

YOU may have seen it in Adam

15 only a contribution to the whole,

not the final word.

There’s a satisfaction in brass tacks

—they are bright and symmetrical

and arrest attention for a time. But,

that which is nailed down with brass

tacks is ultimately buried—forgotten.

They may eventually be shown as

curios.

An open mind—one that knows

how to yield, to share ideas, to reshape

them to fit growth of the times, is

one that seldom gets down literally to

putting in the tacks.

I

Asilomar Unpictured

The following editorial, which appeared

in the Epworth Herald, describes better

than we could have done, the beauty of

Asilomar.--Enrron.

OST Epworth League Insti

M tutes are alike in their good

ness, and nearly every one has

a setting admirably fitted to its work.

In one way or another they have all

been described in The Epworth- Her

ald.

All but one. Nobody has yet ven—

tured to describe Asilomar. Nor is

anybody going to attempt that impos

sibility on this page. But Asilomar

will not let itself be omitted merely

because it is indescribable.

If the reader has an imagination,

let 'him put it to work on the raw

materials here supplied. Imagine, first,

a shore where ageless rocks are cease

lessly smitten by the surf of the Pacific,

and, in between the rock reaches a

stretch of snowy sand.

Then back a little from high-water

line, a forest of gnarled and twisted

cedars, browbeaten but undiscouraged

by the winds from the sea; sand-dunes

cedar-crowned; and in the midst of

the woods 2. camp.

Now, there are camps and camps.

This one would satisfy alike John

Burroughs and John Ruskin; Thoreau

and Roosevelt would be equally at

home here. It is the wilderness plus
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running water and decent beds and

three real meals a day.

Not that only; the camp has been

planned by an artist. It has a noble

service building a hundred and fifty

feet long, whose chief glory is a fire

place that takes six-foot logs without

trying. And a nobler chapel, whose

altar screen is a crystal window fram

ing a picture of cedars and sea-rocks

and the tossing ocean.

Fill in this outline with paths and

playgrounds, with tent houses and a

visitors’ lodge, with the noise of many

waters and sunlight chasing the mists

across the dunes, with two or three

hundred happy youngsters studying

and playing and eating and sleeping

for their very lives; and that’s Asilo

mar.

If you have a shred of imagination,

you can almost see it. But if not,

Bishop Quayle himself would be

wasted on you.

Who did it? Who but these wom

en? It is the conference home of the

Pacific Coast Young Women’s Chris

tian Association; created out of noth

ing but faith and courage in two
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years; its artist-architect a San Fran

cisco woman, Miss Julia Morgan; its

managers the same capable, friendly

and never—tiring folk who manage so

superbly the Young Women’s Chris

tian Association Building at the San

Francisco Exposition. They are efiici

ency, plus.

This is the new home of the Cali

fornia Conference Epworth League

Institute. And how these Epworthians

have taken to it! If full use is full

appreciation they have paid Asilomar

the ultimate compliment.

And they have the quality that with

full appropriateness comes to Asilo

mar. Cheerful, direct, unafraid, they

take their religion seriously, but not

heavily. They represent, in very

truth, the greatest asset which Cali

fornia Conference Methodism pos

sesses. It is proof of that Confer

ence’s wisdom that it knows the

worth of this its chief treasure and

its main dependence for the future.

At Asilomar have met the perfect

place and the people who can use it

to perfection.

     

 

BAsxs'r BALL AT SILVER BAY
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COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

The State College Branch of the

Young Women’s Christian Association

of Centre County, Pennsylvania, has

attractively fitted up a room for the use

of various classes and clubs, and for rest

ing and reading. Classes are being con

ducted in basketry, crocheting, Spanish

(taught by a member who is a native of

Porto Rico). Bible, gymnasium, folk

dancing and nature study. A high

school club has been organized, with

the following purpose, drawn up by the

girls themselves: “The purpose of this

club shall be to create, maintain and

promote, throughout our school, Chris

tian ideals of living, in doing service for

others, upholding honor, developing

co-operation, promoting neatness and

cleanliness in the school, maintaining

good scholarship, and having the right

kind of a good time."

The Snow Shoe Branch of the Centre

County Association has rented a large

room, suitable for many activities, which

they are gradually furnishing. At their

next meeting the girls are planning to

make rag rugs. The room is to be called

“Community Hall," and is to be at the

disposal of the community, one evening

each week to be "Community Night,"

when every one is welcome to read, play

games, meet friends, and have a good

time. Gymnasium and cooking classes

are soon to be started, the latter to be

introduced by a lecture given by Miss

Lovejoy, dean of the department of home

economics of the State College.

Greene County, Ohio. The club in

Beaver Creek township, composed of

young women, has a three months' bird

contest. The program of the club also

includes securing new members and re

newals of old members. So far twelve

new members have been taken into the

Association.

Miss Ethel Cutler, national religious

work secretary for student and county

Associations, spent two weeks in May in

Greene County, Ohio, giving a course in

Bible study.

Goodhue County, Minnesota, celeb

rated its fifth birthday on Wednesday

evening, April 26, 1916. One hundred and

thirteen attended the banquet given in

the Y. M. C. A. building. Reports of

committees 'and branches and the report

ot'the general secretary were given. The

speaker of the evening was Miss Mar

garet E. O'Connell, county secretary for

the North Central Field, who organized

the Association in Goodhue County. The

county membership is 336, the highest

point it has ever. reached; an active

working membership.

The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation in Red Wing, Minnesota, has had

the privilege of renting the swimming

pool in the Y. M. C. A. building one even

ing a week for two ten-week terms dur

ing the past year. For the benefit of any

other Association that may seek a like

privilege in their towns, they are glad to

say that it has worked very well.

Camp Bide-a-wee, Goodhue County's

third annual camp, opens on July 3rd at

Wacouta, on Lake Pepin. County Week

for girls from all parts of the county will

be from July 3 to 10, the remainder of

the month being a vacation camp for

Red Wing girls. \Vacouta is six miles

down the Mississippi from Red Wing,

just at the head of the lake, which is a

widening out of the Father of Waters.

Mower County, Minnesota. During

April the girls’ work has almost doubled.

Minnesota has just held its state conven

tion, and the Y. \IV. C. A. has been of

real use. They have served 250 at a

meal, and the rest rooms have been

used to a great extent. The secretary

served as chairman of the committee.

having charge of the Older Girls' Con

ference.

The cafeteria serves 100 each day. The

woman's exchange sold $75 worth of

fancy work and about $200 worth of

baking during February.

Vesper services have been well

attended. On April 16 the Passion Play

talk was given with an attendance of

125. The largest attendance this spring

has been 200.

The business course is meeting a dis

tinct need. Girls who cannot otherwise

get a chance for an education come to

the Association. The Association also

takes care of practically the whole em

ployment problem in the town. There

are classes and parties for foreigners and

classes in music for all the children of

the town who cannot otherwise get

lessons. The out-of-town work has

become very interesting, two of the

towns having very successful courses in

domestic science. One town has a Bible

study course, and is this week giving a

series of civic teas in preparation for

clean-up day next week. Another town

served dinner on market day.

Lakewood and Ocean County, New

Jersey. Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation held its first May Day festival

on May 6 on the lawn of the Associa

tion building, at 3:30 p. m. Sixty-four

girls, representing the different clubs

and gymnasium classes, took part. The

grammar school girls danced the har

vesters’ dance and the ribbon and milk

maid dances. As they finished the main

procession entered the green—the Shep

herdesses. Wreath Dancers, Page Dancer,

Queen's Attendants, with the Queen on

their shoulders. and followed by sixteen

little girls. After the crowning of the
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Queen the May pole dance and winding

of the pole was given by Sunshine Circle.

composed of girls from eight to twelve

years of age.

There were about 400 gathered about

the lawn and in carriages and automo

biles. At the close of the program the

Women’s Good Fellowship Club served

fruit punch and ice-cream, the latter

being the gift of one of the members.

The Association gave its annual Book

Tea recently. Tea, sandwiches and cake

were served, the admission being one or

more books in good condition. As a

result eighty books were added to the

library.

A Chinese operetta, called “The Feast

of the Little Lanterns," was presented

by members of the Association for the

Magazine Fund. Members of the

different clubs, from the Sunshine Circle,

composed of girls of eight years of age,

to the \V. G. F. Club, composed of the

married women of the Association, took

part.

Each year the Women’s Good Fellow—

ship Club arranges a “Clean-Up Week,"

which makes much improvement in the

appearance of the streets of the town.

The Board of Health co-operates, and

all work together for a clean, beautiful

town. The Township Commission places

at the disposal of the committees in

charge wagons which cart away all

rubbish free of charge.

The Folk Dancing Class presented

Moorish dances at a May Day festival,

which was given by the women of the

Episcopal Church on their lawn.

Page County, Iowa. Thirty new mem

bers were received into the Business

Girls’ Club of Clarinda on May 1. After

the service a May Day social was held,

and about 100 were present.

There are now five Commonweal Clubs

in Page County. The “Three Hundred

Sixty-five Day Club” on \Nall Street, one

of the famous country roads of the

county, has been recently organized. It

is hoped that three more may soon be

formed.

The Advisory Board of the Cherokee

County, Iowa, Young Women's Christian

Association has purchased a third large

rug for the rest room by giving ten-cent

lunches. At one of these luncheons a

little variety was given by advertising

that lunches would be taken out to busi

ness men and others who could not

leave their stores or places of business.

A little later a breakfast will be served in

the rest rooms from 6:00 to 9:00 a. m.

for the business men, ofi'ice girls and

clerks.

Camp Foster, on Lake Okoboji, Iowa,

will again be conducted. This is the

third year for this camp. Mr. E. C.
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Bishop, the director of the Boys' and

Girls’ Club work for Iowa, has asked

to have this camp made available for

members of the Girls’ Clubs of Iowa.

Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania. The

Association is planning to have a summer

camp this year. The plan is to rent a

cottage for a month and send each club

group for a week, providing its own

money for rent. Two Camp Fire groups

have been able to raise their money by

a candy sale and an Easter egg sale. The

Business Girls’ Club will present “The

District Skewl” in June to raise money

to send their members to the summer

camp and to send delegates to the con

ferences at Camp Nepahwin.

Montgomery County, Kansas, Young

Women's Christian Association now has

three traveling libraries, one in the open

country and two in towns where there

have been no libraries.

The Greene County, New York, Asso

ciation at Haines Falls will run a tea

room at the new Association building

during July and August. In connection

with the tea room, articles made during

the winter by members and others who

have wished to earn money in this way

will be sold, and orders will be taken for

work to be done next winter.

Miss Rhoda E. McCull0ch was a very

welcome visitor for nearly two weeks in

April. Miss McCulloch gave some very

definite help in Bible study and sugges

tions which groups hope to profit by.

Miss Siri Loimaranta spent three days

in Greene County, New York, and

delighted several audiences and Camp

Fire groups by her talks. Finland is now

a very real place to many of the folks at

Greene County, and Miss Loimaranta’s

visit will never be forgotten.

Hastings, Nebraska. Adams County.

A Tennis Club has recently been organ

ized, with thirty girls as members. This

Association also has a band of thirty

different instruments, and it is expected

that many joint concerts will be given

with the Municipal and Boys’ Bands. A

Choral Club will also be organized.

Shelby Connty, Indiana, with head

quarters at Shelbyville, has the first

county Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation in Indiana. Miss Estelle Sherrill.

formerly student secretary at Cornell

University, is the secretary.

Miss Mary Turner, secretary for

Chautauqua County, New York, has a

new Overland car, and now she can know

every girl in her county. Chautauqua

County is doing many interesting things.

In June they will have their second

annual field meet for the county. As

heretofore. this will be held on the

grounds of the Chautauqua Assembly,
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and will be conducted by the county

Association co-operating with district

school superintendents, the county agent,

the Pomona Grange. In addition, the

County Historical Society and the G. A.

R. will this year help in the presentation

of an historical pageant of the county.

Miss Turner is instructing the country

teachers in the standard physical tests

for girls, and teaching them group games,

which will be used on the day of the field

meet. Only children from country

schools take part. High schools are ex

cluded. Last year 1,200 country boys and

girls were in attendance. Even more are

expected this year. Mrs. H. C. Drake.

county finance chairman, attended the

National Finance Institute in New York.

A meeting of great significance was

held under the leadership of Miss Anna

Clark in Portland, Maine, on May 8. It

was a conference of all the state leaders

of Maine—educational, religious and ex

tension workers—to consider the pro

gram of work that is being planned

through the Young Women's Christian

Association for the country and town

girls of Maine. It was a notable gather

ing, and there was a spirit of co-opera

tion shown which augurs great things for

the future development of work in Maine.

The city Association of Portland was of

great help in planning for this con

ference, as they were at the time of the

first great thing which Maine did for its

girls from country communities—the

State Girls' Conference, to which twelve

hundred girls, representing all the

counties of the state, came last year.

Great plans are on foot for the Town

and Country Conference. It is expected

that there will be at least two hundred

in attendance. Dr. Merrill, of the Brick

Church of New York City, has been

secured for the Secretaries' and Board

Members' Bible Study Class. Miss Anna

Clark will lead the technical council

hours on work in suburban and large

towns. One Iowa county expects to have

a delegation of twenty-five. Both El Paso

and \Vashburn in Woodford County

are planning to have a cottage full.

Applications should be sent in as early

as possible.

Though Woodford County, Illinois, has

been without a secretary since last fall,

the members and leaders have been

showing how much Association spirit

they have by keeping right on and doing

many splendid things.

In Washburn the Commonweal Club

has grown steadily in numbers and in

interest. In El Paso the Soangetha

Camp Fire girls, which is the Associa

tion group, have given a party for all

the girls of the town. Clever invitations

were sent out to all the girls of the

community, 130 in number. It was a

surprise to all to find how many of the

girls were strangers to each other. It is

the hope of the Association girls to make

this an annual afiair so that at least once

a year all the girls of the town may get

together for a good time and become

better acquainted. Great credit is due

these Camp Fire girls and their leader,

Mrs. H. G. Campbell, for introducing

this community spirit into the lives of

the girls of the town.

Eureka has started a town library. A

good county Board meeting was held at

the home of Jane Shepard Parks, who

was formerly county secretary.

The senior girls of the Association are

planning to dine together, the Round

Table Club to act as hostesses. Two

young women from the Association

House in Chicago will be present to tell

the girls how they raised $1,000. Plans

will then be discussed for raising the

local budget of $2,000 for the coming

yean

\Vhat the Young Women's Christian

Association of Minot and Ward Counties,

North Dakota, means to one girl—“To

me the Y. W. C. A. is a house of friendli

ness, of helpfulness and of kindness. It

has been to me a home among strange

people in a strange city. It is an inspira

tion to the highest and the best living,

and is filled with great opportunities for

all young women for service. We want

the Young Women's Christian Associa

tion to grow in Minot because of its

great need and because it really and.

truly is a house of friendliness."

At Gage County, Nebraska, the Young

Women's Christian Association Chorus

united with the Men’s Chorus and an

orchestra in producing the first big

chorus numbers at the community con

cert recently. Six concerts were given

during the past season, and they have

done much in raising the standard of

music appreciation in Beatrice. An

audience of 1,500 has been very regular

in attendance.

Lake County Young Women's Chris

tian Association at Lake Forest, Illinois.

Members of the Drama Club gave the

mothers a demonstration on bringing up

children a short time ago by presenting

the satirical sketch, “The Child in the

House." Two of the girls also enacted

Margaret Cameron’s little comedy, “Her

Neighbor's Creed."
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NOTES FROM OTHER LANDS

Rest rooms have been recently opened

in Pretoria, South Africa, in the business

section of the city, the need for which

has been felt for many years.

Portugal reports the shocking fact that

98.6 per cent of its women are illiterate.

On the other side of the earth the native

papers in Central India tell us that there

is “an insistent and continuous demand

for more schools, better schools for

women and more liberal support."

“The Young Women of India and

Ceylon” announces the publication of a

quarterly magazine in Marathi, one of

the vernacular tongues of West India.

The paper will be furnished not only to

Association branches, but to missionaries

who desire its use.

The Canadian Associations have just

finished their first training course for

city secretaries. Practical work was done

through the University of Toronto and

settlements, as well as in local Asso

ciations.

The Association in Norway is under

taking a difficult work in attempting to

help girls who are servants on the many

steamships plying along the coast. The

life of a stewardess on board ship is a

lonely one, save when her ship is in the

home port, and it is interesting to note

how Norway is meeting this need.

The Joint Committee of the Fabian

(Socialist) Research Department and the

Fabian Women’s Group of Britain are

engaged on an inquiry into the new posi-.

tion of women in industry. In a letten

explaining the objects of the inquiry

reference was made to the difficulties of

the rearrangement of industry. Now

that such large numbers of women are

employed in work previously confined to

men, processes have been readjusted so

that, although the women are accom

plishing the same result as the men, no

woman is engaged on exactly the same

process as any one man. Meanwhile

the regulations of the men’s trade unions

are thrown to the winds, while the

women are employed at rates that

threaten the whole position of labor.

Unless the position is understood and

faced the probabilities are that labor will

awake after the war to find itself power—

less, while the women may well be worse

off than they were.

The objects of the present inquiry are:

(I) To inquire how far and in what

occupations and processes female labor

is being introduced for the first time, or

is increasing, or is replacing male labor.

(2) To find out at what rates and

under what conditions women are now

working, and what is the cause or ex

planation of a differentiation between

grades or sexes.

(3) To inquire how far the readjust

ments of processes have facilitated the

introduction of female laborI and how

far they are likely to secure its perma

-nence after the war.

(4) To inquire into the rules and

customs which restrict the employment

of men or women or influence the line of

demarcation between their work, and to

inquire in what way any alteration is

likely to affect them. An appeal is made

for the funds to carry out this inquiry.

A winter conference for educated girls

was held under the auspices of our Ger

man National Committee at Bad Sachsa

in the southern Hartz, Germany, Feb

ruary 2-12. The theme of the confer

ence was “Unsere Aufgaben in grosser

Zeit fiir Gegenwart und Zukunft," and

among the leaders were Fraulein Guida

Diehl Of Frankfort, Court Chaplain

Doehring of Berlin, Pastor Thiele, Presi

dent of our German National Committee
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and Fraulein Hulda Zarnack, the Na

tional Secretary.

The Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation in Dieppc, France, with the help

of the ladies of the Protestant Church.

has recently given a fete to certain Bel

gian soldiers. Very little news is to be

had from the Associations in that part

of France which has been invaded by

the Germans. The Association at St.

Quentin has continued its work vali

antly, the members have been more nu

merous and more zealous than ever.

Miss Grace Saunders has finally

reached England after some thrilling ad

ventures. She was about to be interned

in Bulgaria when she received permis

sion to leave and returned home via

Russia and Scandinavia. Miss Saunders

is a sister of the National Secretary of

Canada. She has been secretary in Bul

garia for some years.

Both of the stenographers in the

national office in Bombay, India, are

graduates of the Commercial school of

the Association in that city.

The Canton Association held two re

ceptions in March for Mrs. Sin Shang

Lau, former president of the Associa

tion, who is visiting her daughter in the

United States, attending the commence

ment exercises at Holyoke, where her

daughter, Yan Tsit Lau, graduates next

month. A piano in the Association has

made possible music lessons and a glee

club. The class in cooking is limited to

ten members, and it has already a “wait

ing list."

The Tokyo Association, which has

been placing seventy girls a year in maid

positions, is now to extend its employ

ment bureau and seek to find varied

employment for the girls who daily

apply at its doors for positions.

The most extreme report of investiga—

tion among factory girls in Japan has

just come from a city in the north, where

girls work from five in the morning

until ten at night and receive just twenty

cents each month above room and board.

There is no need of turning back the

clock to save daylight, but there is need

for public social awakening, and the

Association is planning a series of lec

tures on the subject.

Chinese girl students in Tokyo have

their own “hwei.” or club. Last month

they requested the privilege of meeting

at the new Japanese Y. W. C. A. build

ing. Forty girls attended. They have

been asked to make the building their

regular place of meeting. Thus Japan

is linking up the nations of the Orient.

The Association in Milan, Italy, has

for the children of

soldiers—a suite of five rooms in the

upper floor of their building. Twenty

young ladies take turns in caring for the

children. The support of the “nest” is

given by friends, most of whom belong

to the Association. The National Council

of Italian women write that their work in

Italy is much encouraged through the

efforts of the Italian women resident in

Montevideo, who work through the Red

Cross to help the families of soldiers and

to awaken interest through the press.

furnished a “nest”

In Norway a recent ruling of the

government has admitted women to the

Norwegian Council of State, the very

last political privilege which is granted

to those holding the franchise.

In order to visualize more clearly the

stress under which the Associations

abroad are working, we are having set

up a page from the London Weekly

Times, the most widely read newspaper

in the world. These conditions which

are advertised, regarding the work of the

Association in Great Britain, are paral

leled by the work of the Association in

each of the warring countries, and the

perusal may well make us of America,

who are ourselves facing so grave a

crisis, take time for thought and prayer.

Here are some paragraphs used on the

same page:

WILL YOU HELP THESE BRAVE

WOMEN?

“Every day women and girls are pour

ing into the industrial world to help our

country.

“The men in the trenches cannot do

without their help.

“They have already given of their best.

One woman, whose only son has been

killed, writes: ‘I only wish I had more

sons to give to England.’ She is now

working in a munition factory twelve

hours a day.

“Are these women to suffer unneces

sarily from lack of rest and good food?

It makes all the difference to the health

and work of the girl if in the middle of

the day or night she can get good food

well and quickly served, and have com

fortable rooms where she can secure

much needed rest and quiet.

“The dinner hour is often spent under

such conditions that the women just long

for the one hour of supposed rest to be

shortened.

"In some places three girls share a bed

every twenty-four hours, in turns of

eight hours each."

If this be true of war time. why not

in time of peace?



 

WAR

Facsimile Page from the LondonHWeekbv Times i

WOMEN’S TIME FUND

of the

Young Women’s Christian Association

From all parts of the country the Young Women’s Christian Association

continue to receive appeals for the extension of their great work among the

girl and women munition workers. Temperance canteens are wanted where

the girls can obtain good, nourishing food and light refreshments at cheap

rates; rest-rooms and hotels are also needed.

Your HELP Will be

THREE-FOLD

1 You are helping your country by

' helping us now.

2 You are helping the men at the

' Front by keeping up the supply of

munitions.

3 You are relieving the anxiety of the

' men at the Front by helping us to

care for their loved ones who are left

behind.

 

TheREASONSfor

giving are also

THREE-FOLD

1 The greatest national reserve in

' labour is that of women.

2 Upon the vitality of the women

' workers depends the output of shells,

and upon that the success of our arms.

3 The women workers are the future

' mothers of our race, and their social

welfare is a national trust.

 

will meet with ' J u 1 ,.

work are helping their country. "

 

The Rt. Hon. D. LLOYD GEORGE writes

“I earnestly hope the appeal of the Young Women's Christian Association

. , The .

splendidly for the nation in than trying days and all who help them to do their

in our factories are working

 

 

will provide a REST and

RECREATION ROOM with

Canteen complete.

will build and furnish a CUBICLE.

£1 will provide a BED.

One woman—the mother of a boy at the

Front—writes enclosing one shilling

towards this fund, and adds: “If it

were in my power 1 would send one

hundred shillings instead of one."£5 will furnish a CUBICLE. |

PLEASE HE P NOW!

Her Majesty the Queen has sent a generous donation and expressed full sympathy

with the work. Amounts large or small should be sent to the Duchess of Sutherland,

9, Stratford Place, London, W.; to Lord Sydenham, Hon. Treasurer, Young Women’s

Christian Association, 26, George Street, Hanover Square, London, W.; or to Mis

Picton-Turbervill, at the latter address.

It is in the FACTORIES that the War will be won, and

_____'. it is the girls and women working in the factories for

whom we now appeal.

'1—i-_-,____

21
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LILLIWAUP FALLS. NEAR SEABECK

CITY NOTES

The Federation of Industrial Clubs at

Dallas, Texas, publishes its own “Asso

ciation Messenger."

The Central Association of Richmond,

Va., staged a “fashion show” the past

month, the costumes being prepared by

the students in the dressmaking and

millinery classes.

The Brooklyn Association has secured

a 250-acre estate four miles from Peek—

skill, N. Y., where they hope to accom

modate 100 girls at a time in camp dur

ing the summer.

One of our Indian tribes has lately

adopted rules for weddings with a view

to encouraging those who wish to

abandon the primitive customs. It might

not be out of place to suggest that among

white people of America such rules

might be very advantageously adopted.

The Young \Vomen's Christian Asso

ciation united with the other religious

bodies in Los Angeles in a sunrise Easter

service, in which a fifty-foot cross lighted

with electricity, placed on a prominent

hillside, was the central feature.

Detroit reports its banner month of

46,080 persons served with meals in the

cafeteria. the average check being 19%

cents. The social department record

was 2.207 in attendance at parties, the

membership being the largest ever

reached. 5.330. Factory meetings were

attended by 3,075 at noon and 3,081 at

clubs. The enrollment in the educational

classes was 1,043. In the Girls' Depart

ment 1,061 attended fifty-five club meet

ings, and the Travelers' Aid assisted 339

persons of twenty nationalities.

The Syracuse Association is distribut

ing folders during its building campaign,

showing photographs of buildings in

towns smaller than Syracuse. The girls

of the boarding home in that city have

been sending requests for nominal sums

to their home towns, and have succeeded

in raising a considerable amount for the

building.

As a closing feature of the Jubilee

celebration of the Tulsa, Okla., Associa

tion a finance campaign was held. The

goal was $12,000, which included current

expenses and the sum necessary to pay

off the debt on the building site. In the

six days' campaign over $14,000 were

pledged, half of which was in cash. The

notes of indebtedness were publicly

burned at a program attended by the

mayor of the city and the chairman of

the Chamber of Commerce.

The Detroit Association has issued a

statement that the expense of raising the

$320000 in their finance campaign was

$4790.70. including $1,621 paid to the

Young Men’s Christian Association for

the services of their secretary during the

campaign.

The summer conference and council of

industrial clubs of Ohio and West Vir

einia meets Julv 1 to 8 at Oxford, Ohio,

instead of at Summerland Beach, where
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it met last year. The conference will

use the buildings of Oxford College.

Through the Savings Committee of the

Goodrich Branch at Akron, Ohio,

seventy-five girls have saved one thou

sand dollars during the past two years.

Ten of these have now started accounts

in the city banks.

The Bronx Branch of the Young

Women's Christian Association of the

City of New York used a combined

candle ceremony, taken from suggestions

in THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, with some

original touches. A formal recognition

service, to which responses were made

by the new members, added dignity to

the service. This was followed by a

game for new members, in which ques

tions about the Association were dis

tributed to half of those present; the

answers to the remainder. These were

used as introductions and general social

mixers. Each new member was pre

sented with a folio of Bronx songs, tied

with the Bronx colors—gold to repre

sent the sunlight, and brown to represent

the earth.

The Young Women's Council of the

Tulsa, Okla., Association has undertaken

the direction of the playground work in

the city parks for the coming summer as

their contribution to the- social life of

the city. A large number of volunteers

are taking training in conducting games

and playground supervision. It is esti

mated that more than one thousand

children will be under their care begin

ning June lst.

Led by the Consumers’ League of

Rhode Island, the Young Women's

Christian Association, the Federation of

Women's Clubs, and other women’s

organizations have risen in defense of

53,896 women and minors employed in

Rhode Island stores and factories. From

these it is estimated that thousands are

employed in night work, the majority

working from eight in the evening until

five in the morning, five days in the week.

Some of these work ten hours each night,

with no time off to eat their lunch. Night

work is better paid than day work, and

is consequently popular. A questionnaire

sent to 150 doctors of the state received

answers from 146, stating that night work

is detrimental to the health, not only of

the present generation, but the genera

tion to come.

This is a storv quoted from a society

paper of what Detroit Big Sisters have

done for little sisters in distress:

“During the recent Young Women's

Christian Association campaign a busi

ness man interviewed a number of asso

ciates and friends and talked $250 con

tributions to the $300,000 fund. One

prospective giver refused point blank.
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‘Why?’ insisted the volunteer solicitor.

‘Because they don‘t do anything for the

down-and-out girl,’ replied the reluctant

contributor. ‘I'll cancel my own sub

scription if they don’t,’ said his caller,

and ten minutes later one of his girl

employees went for information. What

she got amazed the man when he heard

it. The messenger reported stories that

carried sobs in the telling, but the stenog

raphers and salesgirls and maids who had

gone to the Young Women’s Christian

Association penniless had been landed in

good jobs and had gone to them well

fed, warmly clad and mentally cheerful.

He didn't cancel, and the other fello

signed on the dotted line." '

To many Association women and

girls traveling this summer, it will be of

interest to know that Niagara Falls,

N. Y., now has a new and most flourish

ing Y. W. C. A. It is the baby Asso

ciation of the Northeast field—its num

ber is sixty, but it is quite too different

to be known only by a number.

The building campaign preceded or

ganization. Forty thousand dollars was

the goal. “Fight for forty” was the

slogan of the forty teams of twenty-five

women each. Seven hundred and

twenty women and girls actually worked

in the campaign. Protestants, Catholics,

Jews, Scientists, and women of no ac

knowledged faith at all, worked side by

side raising money for the new women's

building.

Before the campaign opened the in

terest secured by excellent publicity was

so great that eighty thousand dollars

was made the goal. Fourteen repre

sentative men from the large corpora

tions met and pledged themselves to

see that a sum equal to that raised bv

the women's teams be raised by them.

'With such an incentive the results in

community support is as great as the

financial end.

In the calm that succeeded the cam

paign, plans were made for organiza

tion, and on April 17th the new Associa

tion became a reality with five hundred

chartered members and a whole city of

enthusiastic supporters.

The Board of Education volunteered

the use of its splendid High School gym—

nasium and a school swimming pool for

Y. W. C. A. classes. Rooms were rented

at 359 Third Street, about two minutes’

walk from the New York Central sta

tion, and the new board of directors.

with the chairman of the building cam

paign, Mrs. Philip P. Barton as its presi

dent, has begun work on the cafeteria,

and a complete Boarding Home direc

tory for the summer transient service

as well as for the new building which

will be erected at once.
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This newest Young Women’s Chris

tian Association sends its greetings to

all the sister organizations.

The Louisville, Kentucky, Associa

tion, while waiting for larger quarters,

has extended its work throughout the

city. The extension work, however, is

not confined to our Industrial Depart

ment, for the gymnasium has been con

ducting six classes in various parts of

the city, largely through its normal class

girls. The Bible Department has four

Bible classes weekly and three mission

study classes monthly. One of these

classes is in a church, one in a factory.

two in settlement houses, and one in an

orphans’ home.

A new branch in the west end of the

city conducts educational and gym

nasium classes.

When the new building is occupied,

the Louisville Association will be estab

lished in three parts of the city—the

Central Building, the “old stand," where

a cafeteria rest room and library will

continue, and the West End Branch.

Some think this a good growth for a

four year old Association.

The following, quoted from Miss Sara

Lyon’s speech at Akron’s Jubilee ban

. quet, has more than local interest:

“It is a well-known fact that the

Young \Vomen's Christian Association

offers educational classwork for young

women. The list of classes has grown

so familiar that I sometimes wonder if

it conveys its true meaning. Instead of

saying English, Arithmetic, English for

foreigners, let me say, ‘A square deal

for the girl who was forced to leave

school early, or for the girl who has

come from another land. Instead of

cooking or domestic science, call it ‘An

antidote for saloon and the divorce court

—home made happy.’ In place of the

old sewing, millinery, arts and crafts.

name it ‘Courses in independence of

dressmakers, fashion shops and ready-to

wear stores; how to dress well on a

small salary.’ Swimming and first aid to

the injured may be renamed, ‘A girl able

to take care of herself and others in an

emergency.’ The well-worn savings title

becomes, in this American bankers' asso

ciation centennial year, a ‘Program of

Thrift.’ All of these cannot be empha

sized too strongly as of educational im—

portance. Besides the classwork there

are educational talks on such subjects as

‘Investments for Women.’ ‘Real Estate

Values,’ ‘Vocational Guidance.’ The

slogan of the educational department is,

‘What the girl needs most next!’ Very

often contact with classwork reveals the

girl to be a misfit in her job, and through

the employment department she can be

put in touch with work that suits her

taste and ability better, or, on the other

hand, her taste and ability may be trained

to fit her work better. Stimulation of

latent talent, encouragement of half-con

cealed ambition has spurred on many a

girl to great advance."

PUBLICITY HINTS

The Indianapolis Association has a

column or so in the daily paper which it

gives largely to home news, but it gives

also space to news from other Associa—

tions. This is a feature that may well be

copied by city Association bulletins.

There is nothing like hearing from other

cities to stir local ambition. This Asso

ciation will have part in the exhibit at

the State House during the convention

of the National Conference of Charities

and Corrections.

Williamsburg, Pennsylvania, borrowed

exhibit charts from national headquar

ters and used the moving picture of As

sociation life during a recent civic ex

hibit.

One of the strong points noted in the

best publicity of the Jubilee clippings

from local daily papers is the use of

photographs of local Association mem

bers. Photographs have a universal

appeal, and the faces of board members,

committee chairmen and secretaries have

done more than "stories" in rousing

public interests. Then too, all girls love

to see their secretary's picture in print.

Try it; it works. i

It was an excellent publicity sense at

Quincy, Illinois, that pointed a moral in

the local press for taking the Associa

tion course in First Aid to the injured

from the recent wreck of the Twentieth

Century Limited and other trains. A

Chicago lady, who chanced to be in

the wreck. made herself outstandingly

useful in caring for the injured and it

was ascertained that she had herself been

instructed recently in a First Aid class.

A timely publicity alertness will point

many morals in many Associations.

Watch for them.

The Great Falls, Mont, Association

has seen the value of photographs as

publicity material, and in their exhibit at

Seabeck this summer they will have a

group picture of the vesper services, one

of the pageant meeting, photograph of

three presidents of the Association and

of board members in the costumes of

1886, as well as club groups.

The “Inkling” of Des Moines, Iowa,

publishes a list of the new members (300)

secured during the recent membership

campaign. There is a big satisfaction to

the average individual in seeing her

name in print. and as a publicity feature,



CONFERENCES AND COUNCILS

interesting not only the person herself,

but all of her relatives and friends, it is

a method to be commended. Had these

names been placed alphabetically the

value of the list would be still greater.

A novel bit of publicity was given to

the Great Falls, Mont., Association, em

bodied in the report of a Sunday sermon

concerning the Association. The pastor

conjectured on the attitude which St.

Paul might have taken to the report of

what women have done in the cafeteria,

the Travelers' Aid, the employment

bureau, and other activities of Great

Falls. This was followed by an appeal

to his congregation to support the work

of the Association.

1918 CONFERENCES AND COUNCILS

Colored Student Conference, May 26 to

June 5, Spelman Seminary, Atlanta,

Ga

Sufithérn Student, June 6-16, Blue Ridge,

East Central School Girls, June 13-21,

Camp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa.

Eastern School Girls, June 19-27, Ma

konikey Camp, Vineyard Haven, Mass.

Eastern Student, June 23-July 3, Silver

Bay, N. Y.

Northwestern, June 23-July 3, Seabeck,

Washington.

East Central Student, June 27-July 7,

Eaglesmere, Penn.

Eabslteén City, July 18-28, Silver Bay,

Solulthérn City, July 21-31, Blue Ridge,

Pacific Coast Student, August 1-11,

Asilomar, Cal.

Central City, August 11-21, College

Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Pacific Coast City, August 11-21, Asilo

mar. Cal.

Western City, August 11-21, Estes Park,

Colo.

Central Student, August 22-September 1,

College Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Western Student, August 22-September

1, Estes Park, Colo.

Town and Country, August 22-September

1, Conference Point, on Lake Geneva,

Wis.

Altamont Industrial Club Girls' Council,

Altamont, N. Y., July 1-15.

Altamont High School Girls’ Council,

Altamont, N. Y., August 26 to Sep

tember 5.

Makonikey Industrial Club Girls' Coun

cil, Makonikey Camp, Vineyard Haven,

Mass, July 29 to August 12.

Nepahwin Industrial Council, Camp

Nepahwin, Canton, Pa., June 24 to

July 8.
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Nepahwin High School Girls' Council,

Camp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa., July

11-19.

Ohio and West Virginia Industrial Coun

cil, Oxford, 0.. Western College for

\Vomen, July 1-8.

Central Industrial Club Girls’ Council,

Dewey Lake, Michigan, June 20-29.

North Central Extension Club Girls'

Council, Storm Lake, Iowa, July 11-19.

 

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

Commencement at the National Train

ing School, on May 23, was attended

by the largest number yet present at

the beautiful ceremony that ushers each

year a half hundred women into the

profession of Association secretary.

Decorations this year were in pink,

the class color. The processional was

accompanied, as always, by the singing

of the Hymn of the Lights. Miss Helen

\Valdo, who has sung at each commence

ment since the opening of the school

eight years ago, sang two selections.

The address to the class was made by

Dr. Charles Jefierson of Broadway

Tabernacle on the subject of personal

ease and enjoyment in this time of

ceaseless unrest.

Diplomas were presented by Mrs.

Robert E. Speer, President of the Na

tional Board.

Those who graduated were from

twenty-seven colleges and universities,

twenty-three states, and from Norway,

Switzerland, Armenia, South Africa,

Australia, Canada and Japan, as well as

the United States. Many of the stu

dents are already located for the com

ing year.

The following is a list of the graduates:

Martha Allis Velma Hamill

Alice Anderson Ruth Hanna

Nancy Anderson Clara Hard

Ethel Amis Fanny B. Hart

Erma Appleby Fanny Hatch

Helen Beavers Esther Hawes

Alberta Bents Amanda Hawkins

Annie Bignell Flora Hege

Mlle. Brocher Michi Kawai

Alice Brown Josephine Kelly

Emma Childers Eva Lane

Ellen Cobb Ella Lounsberry

Zarouki Demirjian Leona Macgeorge

Blanche Disher Artha McConoughey

Helen Donovan Virginia Moore

Nina Ellis Juline M. Parm

Aimee Fagundus Susan Rebhan

Helen Fair Edna Smith

Emily Fielder Myrtle Smith

Helen Fulton Louise Strange

Edith Goodenough Katherine Treat

Amy Gordon Cornelia Vail

Elsie Greene Mary Watson

Mamie Gunter Katherine Williams

Agnes Hall



Announcements

THE WAR AND THE PUBLICATION

DEPARTMENT

No Connection!

Many five cent packages Of Dia

mond dyes make one pound. A book

binder in this city, who contracted

to furnish the Hotel Red Book the

edges of which are, perforce, red,

sent his family and his clerks incog

nito and individually to buy up all

the five cent packages of red dye,

which were for sale at the drug

stores in New York City, that he

might fill his contract for the year.

The country stores could reap a

harvest, if only they would take ad

vantage of their stock of red dye

and make war prices.

There is a slightly ironical side

to the fact that not only the am

munition used in war but the drugs

> and antiseptics that relieve the suf

ferers require many of the same in

gredients. These also are necessary

in the production of ink and paper

as well as electrotypes. To account

for the extraordinary rise in the

price for printing in the last few

months, we were advised by the

trade that the price of zinc increased

240 per cent from July, 1914 to

March, 1916, nitric acid 100 per cent.

mercury bichloride 608 per cent and

potassium bromide 1,246 per cent

in the same length of time.

This will explain to some degree

the necessary increase in price of

our publications, although we are

furnishing those issued a year ago

at the original prices. The esti—

mates for printing which are given

us now are “for immediate accept—

an'ce only” and at enormously ad

vanced figures so that it is impossible

to say what the next prices will be.

From $40 to $800 is a long jump,

but it is the buying and selling price

of the same barrel of violet ink.

HEADQUARTERS NOTE

A conference for out- oing secre

taries will be held June -15 in New

York City. There will be present the

following secretaries, among those

under appointment:

For China—Miss Katharine Halsey,

Miss Katharine Williams, Grace

Steinbuck; for Japan—Miss Hazel

Verry, Mamie Gunter, Elsie Green;

for South America—Miss Marion

Bliem; for India—Misses Mary and

Ruth Cowdry, and many of the secre

taries on furlough.

Misses Taylor, Holmquist, Field,

Blanchard and Brooks attended the

triennial convention of the Y. M. C. A.

at Cleveland, Ohio, May 12—16.

Mrs. Bremer attended the Confer

ence of Charities and Conventions at

Indianapolis, May 10-17. The two

conferences noted above will be re—

ported in our next issue.

Misses Pinyon, Bowles, Conde,

Davis and Frissell were in attendance

at the Colored Students’ Conference

at Atlanta, Georgia. Other sectional

conferences for workers have been

held, and we await with anticipation

the report of this first conference for

colored students.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS

The Federal Council of Churches

has appointed May 28th, as Memo

rial Sunday, as a special day for

America to face her responsibility in

sending war relief to the people of

warring nations.

On April 27-28 there was held in

Philadelphia a conference of men of

world-wide influence—members of the

American Section of the World’s

Sunday School Association Executive

Committee.

The world has 304,000 Sunday

schools with 31,000,000 members, the

vast majority of whose teachers are

women. N0 woman is reported to

have attended the conference.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAFETERIA CHECKS

Does everybody in the cafeteria

world know that our Publication De

partment is prepared to sell cafeteria

punch checks in series lots (54,000 in

each series) at a low rate because it

orders them in million lots?

The national cafeteria and training

school is using these checks which are

numbered consecutively and run up to

fifty-two cents—cent by cent. The

plan is for one or (in the case of large

attendance) two checkers, to punch

the value of the food on the tray as it

is brought from the serving table by

the guest who, if she desires more

food, has the additional amount

punched 0n the same check. For ex

ample, if the original tray totals

twenty-five cents and the guest later

desires ice-cream and coffee, increas

ing the amount by ten cents—the check

is then punched at the thirty-five cent

item.

At the beginning of the day a block

of checks, amply sufficient for the

day's need, is handed to the checker,

after a record has been made in the

business office of the first and last

numbers of the checks. At the end of

the day the checker returns all un—

punched checks, and the cashier re

turns all the punched checks together

with the money value of the punches

shown thereon and rung up one by one

on the cash register. The business

office sees to it that all the checks

given out in the morning are returned

at night, punched or unpunched.

The system works very satisfactor

ily and with the utmost possible speed

at the National cafeteria, where 1,300

to '1,600 is the daily attendance at

present. The system commends itself

as business-like, and as the least liable

to mistake or misuse, that has been

tried out in the Association or in the

commercial world. The old plan of

scribbling amounts on pieces of paper

or using the celluloid or metal check

cannot begin to compare with this plan

for speed, accuracy, sanitation, and

good method.

B. G.
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1 Book Reviews

The Students of Asia

The new text book by Mr. George

Sherwood Eddy, which has followed his

recent trip to the countries of Japan,

China and India, is to take a large place

in the student conferences of the Young

Women's Christian Associations of 1916.

This book brings before the students of

this country a most illuminating amount

of material concerning not only the life

of the students of the Orient, but also

the opportunities which these students

face in their respective nations.

The Student! of Asia. G. Sherwood Eddy.

dent Volunteer Movement. 50 cents.

Social Health

Dramatic action, as a way of instruct

ing groups of people on various subjects,

is a method old as drama itself. As a

result of an experiment in Springfield,

Illinois, the Department of Social Better

ment of the Brooklyn Bureau of Chari

ties are advocating the use of plays in

educating the public in matters of social

health. They have published a collec

tion of five playlets, very short and

rather elementary in tone, which might

well be used in meetings of Association

clubs which discuss this subject. There

is a playlet on health, on fresh air, food,

tenements, and on the juvenile court.

Five Pllyleta, by Hester Donaldson Jenkins,

h.D., to be obtained from the Department of

Charities of Social Betterment, Brooklyn Bu

reau of Charities. 25 cents.

Vesper Talk: to Girl:

Comparatively few people really know

the heart of a school girl and fewer still

have shared their messages to them. It is

therefore with great delight that we wel

come for a larger audience than any one

school can provide, the helpful talks which

Miss Laura A. Knott, head mistress of

Bradford Academy, has published under

the title, "Vesper Talks to Girls.”

“To Girls" they will mean much, for

Miss Knott knows how serious some of

their every-day problems are. The diffi

culties of living with one’s room mate, the

definiteness of purpose which makes a

truly “successful life", the “conflicting

loyalties" which force us to take a larger

view of life. the sources which make for

true happiness and school spirit, the power

to meet and cope with difficulties and

obstacles, these and many other questions

are taken out into the sunlight of a larger

world and shown in their right relation

ship. Each new day full of promise and

opportunity for growth is held up while

pointing the way to service which can be

rendered by all who are willing to pay the

price of dependableness.

Stu
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To leaders much valuable suggestion as

to method can be gleaned from these pages.

Dignity and straightforwardness are never

departed from, brevity and seriousness

make their appeal, while too great depth

of experience or thinking are not expected.

This is a well-balanced book, and well

adapted to girls of school age.

R. B.

Velper Talks to Girls—Laura A. Knott, Houghton

Mifilin, $1.50.

Ethical Readings from the Bible

At a time when so many leaders in the

realm of religious education are consider

ing the problem of the Bible and the public

school, there has come from the press a

most interesting little book, which helps to

solve the problem of how to make the

Bible accessible for American public school

education. The author, Harriet L. Keeler,

formerly of the Cleveland public schools,

and Laura H. Wild, Professor of Biblical

History and Literature, Lake Erie College,

have endeavored to collate some of the

ethical teaching of the Bible which has no

connection with creed or with the different

manifestations of religion. There are

prayers, stories and parables. and a variety

of excerpts under such headings as Rever

ence for the Creator, Hatred and Anger,

Civic Righteousness, Personal Thinking.

The treatment of the book is scholarly

and reverent. Many Association workers

will find it helpful for public meetings in

which it is necessary to find a common

ground upon which people of all phases

53f {eligious faith rest for their ethical

1 ea 5.

Ethical Readings from the Bible, by Harriet

L. Keeler and Laura I-I. Wild. Charles Scrib

ners Sons.

Letters That Make Good.

Association secretaries who have any

thing to do with finance or publicity, or,

in fact, write any business letters, will find

this book the most comprehensive one on

the subject.

Part I is given up to the Principles of

Letter Writing. each chapter being written

by an expert. Chapter 1 discusses the Plan

of the Letter, the Basic Analysis of the sub‘

ject, its purpose and the definite aim to be

accomplished by it. Chapter 2 discusses the

Data, its Collection, Classification and

Logical Arrangement. Chapter 3 takes up

the Message, the Facts which help to force

it home, the Viewpoint from which it is

written, and the Human Interest which

grips the reader. Chapter 4 on the Style,

treats of the Language, the Personality to

be injected into the letter and the Atmo

sphere which enshrouds it. Chapter 5, the

Opening. tells how to Secure Attention in

a dignified yet forceful way. “Unless

you have an idea for a strong opening

sentence. don't write a form letter.” Chap

ter 6, the Body, is divided into the Dis

cussion, Proof and Persuasion. It tells

us that the function of the body of the

letter is to convince and persuade. It must

do the hard work. The chapter effectively

shows how this hard work may be done.

Chapter 7, the Closing, describes how the

Inducement, the Climax and the Direct

Command may be made. The mechanics of

the letter, the stationary on which it is

written, the framework of it and the typo

graphy are set forth. There is also an

original and helpful treatment on the com

parative value of one and two cent postage.

Part II is given over wholly to “The

Best Letter I Ever Used and Why," show

ing actual specimen letters and letter head

ings, with notes and comments. Actual

business letters used by some of the best

firms in the country are reproduced, even

to the letterhead, style of type and color

of ink, and there is a clear analysis given

of their result-bringing qualities.

The price of the book is low in com

parison with the actual value in help and

inspiration which it gives the reader in

terested in publicity.

H. A. B.

Letters Thlt Made Good, by George William

Poole and Jonathan John Buzzel. American

Business Book Co., Boston. Price $4.50.

Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker

During the session of the Biennial

Convention of the Federation of

Women’s Clubs, held in New York in

late May and early June, a table in the

book-room of our National building will

display a timely book on the retiring

president of the Federation, the “big

little woman” who is known to all

women of affairs in the country, Mrs.

Percy V. Pennybacker. There is a

double pleasure to us in featuring this

book: not only will our building open

its doors to some of the uses of the

greatest of women's conventions and be

closely in touch with its sessions, as

one sisterhood should to another. but

this book is written by a former mem

ber of the National Training School.

Miss Helen Knox, class of 1911 and

student secretary for Texas for a time

after her graduation. It is conceived in

a spirit of the keenest appreciation of

the woman movement in its deepest im

plications; and as such is of interest to

us as members of that movement.

Miss Knox’s study of Mrs. Pennyback

er’s crowded and thoroughly womanly

life is enhanced by interpretive com

ments from such people as Jane Addams,

Lady Aberdeen, William Jennings

Bryan, and President George E. Vin

cent. It may well be read while interest

in women's club work is at its height

this summer.

Mrs. Percy V. Pennybacker.

Company. $1.00.

Fleming H. Revel]



SECRETARIAL CHANGES

BOOKS ON UNEMPLOYMENT

The following will be of interest to any

who wish to make a special study of the

important question of unemployment:

Andrews, Irene Osgood. Irregular Em

ployment and the Living Wage. Albany,

1915. Extent of irregular employment

among women and resulting wage losses.

May be obtained free of charge from

the American Association for Labor Leg

islation, 131 East 23rd Street, New York

City.

Andrews, John B. A Practical Program

for the Prevention of Unemployment.

New York. May be obtained free of

charge from the American Association

for Labor Legislation, 131 East 23rd

Street, New York City.

Beveridge, Wm. H. Unemployment: a

Problem of Industry. Longmans, Green.

$2.40, The “Bible of Unemployment."

From a discussion of unemployment con

ditions deduces the principles of future

policy.

Johnsen, Julia E., ed. Unemployment.

White Plains, N. Y. H. W. Wilson Co.,

1915. $1.00. Selected articles on unem

ployment, especially public employment

bureaus and public work, by well-known

authors.

Kellor, Frances A. Out of Work. New

York. Putnam, 1915. $1.50. Emphasizes

this) present wasteful methods of getting

)0 s.

Willits, Joseph H. Unemployment in Phila

delphia. Philadelphia, Pa. May be ob

tained free of charge from the Univer

sity of Pennsylvania.

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Association

Year Book up to date by noting therein

all secretarial changes.

HEADQUARTERS

Mabel T. Everett, formerly office ex

ecutive Student Department, now office

executive and business manager in De

partment of Conventions and Confer

ences.

CITY

Louise Strange, National Training

School, 1916, to be general secretary at

Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Beatrice Henszey, formerly assistant

secretary at Washington, Pennsylvania,

now general secretary at the same place.

Emma Zeeb now business secretary at

Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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Mary H. Rice of the Delaware, Mary

land and Pennsylvania Training Center,

1915, now assistant secretary for the

spring term at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Maybelle Danuser of the Central and

Ohio Training Center, 1915, now indus

trial secretary at W'ashington, Pennsyl

vania.

Lola M. Baumgardner, formerly mem

bership and employment secretary at

Lincoln, Nebraska, to be girls' work sec

retary at Minneapolis. Minnesota.

Grace Oddie, formerly special worker

at the Panama Pacific Exposition, San

Francisco, California, now employment

secretary at Omaha, Nebraska.

Maude E. Fergus, formerly assistant

and girls’ work secretary at Wheeling,

West Virginia, to be girls’ work secre

tary at Dayton, Ohio.

Gertrude Chenoweth, formerly direc

tor of the boarding home at Wichita,

Kansas, now membership and girls' work

director at the same place.

Grace Curtis. formerly assistant junior

secretary at Kansas City, Missouri, to be

girls' work secretary at the same place.

Hallie Scruggs, formerly house and

domestic science director at Des Moines.

Iowa, now cafeteria and domestic science

director at the same place.

Anne B. Kimball, now house and busi

ness secretary at New Bedford, Massa—

chusetts.

Nina IA. Mason, now assistant cafe

teria director at Providence, Rhode

Island.

Mildred Stiles, now cafeteria director

at Albany, New York.

Pauline Hwylie, now house and cafe

teria director at Jamestown, New York.

 

 

Y. W. C. A. TOWELS

Table Linen, Blankets. Bed Spreads, sheets and pillow cases,

specially made for Y C. A's and A's are far

sugsrlor to ordinary retail Linens made for the easy home use.

r years we have been known to Y. W. C. A. secretaries as

Llnen Headquarters. Many Y. W. C. A's have found that

Baker Linens. speciall made. will stand up under the strain of

frequentlaundering. hat‘swhnt makes them so Inexpensive—

the longer Linens wear the less they costl Ever think of that?

Twenty-three years of making Baker Linens has taught us

how to put real wearing qualities Into the weave. This experi

ence enables us to make them long lived—Baker Linens, the

Llnens that give genuine satisfacllon.

H. W. Baker Linen Company

41 WORTH STREET. NEW YORK

752 5. Lou Angela- Street 453 Washington Street

Lou Angolan, Cal. Boston, Mm.
 



 

 

LIQUID

GRANITE

Floor Varnish

  

 

Liquid Granite is widely known as the leading var

nish for floors and all interior work where great dur

ability is desired. It is waterproof, will not scratch,

mar or turn white under the severest conditions of

wear, and makes a smooth, velvety finish that can

be kept in perfect condition with a floor mop.

If you are interested in white interiors, you should know that

Luxeberry White Enamel produces that rich permanent snow

white finish that is so much desired but not always seen. Will

not crack or chip, and a dampened cloth keeps the finish spotless.

Color can be modified when desired to shades of old ivory and gray.

Ask your dealer {or boaklels and z'nformalz'on or write us direct.

 
 

IlN‘OI-Pol-AT-lll

rld's LargatVamsh

Established 1858

Factories: Detroit, Mich: w-Ikmillo, Ont;

San Francisco, Cal.

Branches in all principal cilia of the world.

BERRY BROTHER
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Editorials

Somali“ 1° Think About in the midst of plenty? Am I

Forbes Robinson once wrote to a

friend: “Sometimes when we are

talking to others on religious subjects

we persuade ourselves that we believe

more than we do. But when we

are alone we see how much we really

believe, how much is mere enthusiasm,

excited at the moment. \Ve get

face to face with Him and our own

heart and passion go, and what is

really permanent remains. To get alone

-—to dare to be alone—with God, this,

I am persuaded, is one of the best ways

of doing anything in the world. It is

possible to be constantly speaking of

Him, to glow with enthusiasm as we

talk about Him with others, and yet

to be half conscious that we dare not

quietly face Him alone.”

One of the subtlest temptations of

religious leadership is to be always

seeking for something to pass on to

others whom one would help; to read

with an eye open always for “pointers”

for one’s work; to pounce upon every

unusual thought that comes as a

possible theme for a speech or a

meeting. Meantime, intent upon

abundance for others, one may be

starving one’s self. One may be

pointing the way to riches of life

with an emaciated finger; telling

travelers the way to green pastures.

while one’s own feet trudge by dusty

roads; singing to others of the fresh

ness of living waters, while one’s OWn

springs are dry. .

The article in this issue 0 “Some

Questions to Ask Ourselves” is the

first of a series, under various forms,

for the purpose of turning the search

light upon one’s self. Am I hungry

equipped to meet difficult situations—

which are, after all, only hungry

people—in Christ’s way? Does my

vacation mean life and mountains and

meadows and ocean breezes to people

I pass in the dusty streets the rest of

the year? Does my life mean “rivers

of living water” for the thirsty world?

Am I a Pharisee in my thankfulness?

Am I living the joy of Christ, “which

shall be to all the people” or have I

been too busy? 0. B

Are We Adaptable Enough For This?

While folks are always just folks,

and we dislike to classify girls by this

or that distinction before providing

for them in our Associations, there is

nevertheless a group which has never

yet, so far as we know, been given in

our Association activities the special

thought which its profession makes

necessary, and that is the girls and

women in the dramatic world. The

summer months are a good time to

face this fact, when many girls, who

have perhaps promised before leaving

home that in a strange town they will

“go to the Y. W'. C. A.,” are out “on

the road.”

Our sister Association in England

has been quick to recognize the special

circumstances of this group, and has

established in London a residence for

actresses, which is frankly adapted to

their unusual hours and conditions of

work. The Charlotte Cushman Club

in Philadelphia, an independent insti

tution, is the only similar attempt in

this country. \Vhile time may bring

about the establishment of such clubs
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in our larger cities, there is many and

many a smaller city and town where

the Association might well make some

thoughtful exceptions for these girls

who, more than almost any others,

need protection and the feeling that

they have a home. A room as far

removed as possible from madden

ingly early rising bells is the least that

could be done for this group of girls

who, passing from town to town, are

doubtless among the most qualified

judges of our flexibility and friendli

ness.

This editorial is written at the re

quest of a field secretary who came

to our ofiices straight from a group

of the very girls in question. It is not

a trumped-up need. How much shall

we do to meet it?

Our Social Responsibility

One of the topics of discussion dur

ing the “setting-up conferences” of

headquarters secretaries held in the

fall of 1915 was the social responsi

bility of the Young Women’s Chris

tian Association. What was to

be the relation of this great organiza—

tion of women to some of the social

movements which touch upon the lives

of its members?

It was a matter for study; it could

not be determined 1n an hour or a

day. Realizing the far significance of

the answer to this question, the de

partment of method asked Miss Anna

Rice, secretary for religious work in

cities, to lead a series of discussions

in the meetings of the department

through the winter.

As a result of these meetings the

department of method called an all

day meeting of all headquarters secre

taries on April 13 for a consideration

of how Christian ideals may be made

triumphant in social and individual

life. At the end of this day groups

from the city, student and country de

partments were appointed to consider

details of a five year program which

should renew in every feature of Asso

ciation work the religious emphasis

which is its distinguishing mark.

A special committee was also ap

pointed to draw up a report which

should give certain conclusions out of

the discussions on the social respon

sibility of the Association.

The report of this special commit

tee, of which Miss Clara Reed was

chairman, was accepted by the Na

tional Board at its May meeting and

may be found on page 262 of this

issue.

Our Anniversary Conference Season

As we go to press the four first

conferences are even now, by moun

tain and sea, ushering in a conference

season unlike any other. For is it not

the quarter-century anniversary of

that brave first conference of all,

which sent sixty-one delegates to Bay

View, in Michigan, twenty-five years

ago?

Last summer just one hundred

times sixty-one girls met in the con—

ferences and councils which have

grown from that tiny beginning. This

year will break the record as always.

Already sixty-one delegates (a coin

cidence drawn from a report not yet

verified) have met in the first con

ference for colored schools. Will the

next twenty-five years bring a bun

dredfold increase to their number too?

This year’s Blue Ridge conference

drew eighty more students than in

1915. Figures for the two school-girl

groups are not yet in, only a bit of

interesting news— that for the second

time the East Central School Girls’

Conference is being led by the

daughter of a candidate to the White

House! But more of all this later, in

our conference number in October.

“I never quite got to a conference

in college,” said a 1911 alumna at Blue

Ridge this year, “so I just squeezed in

this time. It’s what they all said, but

how I wish I’d had it in college!”

There is still time to enroll for the

later ones of this summer’s twenty

four conferences. Undergraduate or

regretful alumna, board member or

secretary, or just plain girl, there will

never again be a twenty-fifth anni

versary season. Are you going?



“What the Day’s Work Means to Me”

By Mrs. W. S. Ward

“‘ HIS week isn’t as full as last

| week,’ I explained to my

sister, who had come on a

visit. ‘Last week there were so many

meetings and other things to see to

all at once, that it was like going over

Niagara in a barrel every minute!’ ‘It

looks like the whirlpool rapids even

now,’ she replied.

“And often doesn’t our day’s work

look just like that ?”

“At home or away the day is full

to the brim. Most of the time there

has been no leisure for recreation,

often none for exercise, little, alas!

for my friends. This is a common

story of workers. One who under

takes all he can well do finds that there

come ‘busy seasons’ of work over

hours, unless his cOurse is to suffer. If

one could only run without danger of

spilling the cup of life.”

Some Of you know my enthusiasm

for Mrs. Albion Fellows Bacon, a

quiet little home-body, till she got a

vision of homes, real homes for all

the people. Like so many of us, she

never intended to go so far, (for she

had even to go to her state legislature

time after time), but “she followed

the gleam” and her work has really

brought about the re-making of the

housing laws of Indiana. There is

a series of articles appearing in the

“Bookman,” “What the Day’s Work

means to Me” and Mrs. Bacon’s is the

first. From that article I quote freely,

for having borrowed the title, I have

freely used the article too.

Her picture of the rush of a Niagara

of work is a familiar one to many of

us. But let us beware, for unless we

can get off sometimes, and look at it

calmly and judicially and find the real

things in that bustle and confusion and

fatigue, we’d best give it up altogether,

for awhile at least. For I am con

vinced that a good lot of hearty, jolly,

even frivolous play will do us more

good, than work without a conscious

noble objective.

“God’s in his heaven, all’s right with

the world” is only a poetical way of

saying that God reigns all the time,

and whenever we get so confused with

our many meetings for so many pur

poses, that we are depressed or dis

couraged, it is time to open our hands

and let everything drop out of them.

Someone has said, “it is the duty of

every woman, now and then, to turn

her back on every known duty 1" And

that’s a good time, if we’ve put it off

this long, to remember that “God’s in

his heaven.” For after all, we know

the greatest good in faithful steady

work comes to the worker. It is part

of God’s plan for training us, and a

glorious part, too. So the deepest

God-given results in any service, no

matter how fine, will be imperfect, if

we ourselves are left depleted in

spirit and with a dim and fading

vision. But to feel that we can serve

at once our state and our fellow men;

that our work is fundamental and will

help to build up a good citizenship, is

one of the deepest sources of satisfac

tion in my day’s work, and no sacrifice

is too great to pay for that privilege.

Mrs. Bacon says further, “If the day’s

work leaves no time to seek play or

pleasure there is a keener enjoyment

of the bits that come our way and the

unsated palate gets the full flavor. I

have no pangs for gaiety forgone,

however, and it is perhaps lucky that

I would as soon play with a tub of

sawdust as with cards. If one were

willing to keep count there is more

outgo than income in volunteer work

in certain ways. There must be a

spending of one’s self as well as one's

time and other things, if one’s work

is to be Of real value. But this, of

course, is only incidental, like the

hacks on a knife blade from hard use.”

I wonder if in the whole range of

accomplishment there is anything so

valuable as patience? Real, quiet,

waiting, meek patience. We cannot all
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be efficient, nor attain safe and sound

good judgment perhaps; they are

partly gifts of God. But patience, es

pecially the kind that keeps our rela—

tions to others sweet and steady, can

be acquired, and to acquire just that,

is one of the most important parts

of the day’s work to me.

I do so love folks, their beauty and

dignity, their ability and faithfulness,

and even their failings (when the

supply of patience is large)! Some

folks indeed are the light of life to

me. But those with whom I work,

I love best. No amount of congenial

tastes, propinquity, or similar circum

stances can stand for the strength of

the tie formed in a common effort, to

carry public responsibility and help

bring in the Kingdom of our Master.

The friendships one makes and the

joy of discovering strong, true souls

is one of the sweetest and most last

ing rewards of faithful days’ work.

‘_‘The fuller meaning of the work

is in the spiritual returns, the patience

'one learns, the courage that even a

‘born coward’ can acquire, the ‘ex—

perience’ that ‘worketh hope,’ the

growth in judgment and decision, the

satisfaction of accomplishment. I

have set a measure of the depth of its

meaning. If I set a measure to its

height it would be ‘a sky full’ as the

children say.”

Do you all dread to crystallize as I

do? As I grow older I almost fear to

decide anything as final, or define

things, lest I stop there and close that

channel to further light and truth.

But I do though, often! The very

Medes and Persians are not worse

than I sometimes! My only comfort

is, that probably the Medes and

Persians never repented! With this

tendency to didactic positivism, where

would I fetch up if I stayed in my

own home, in my own group of agree

ing and agreeable people? Of course

I am speaking of my own kind, the

woman whose family has grown up

and moved on, and we, being usually

perfect autocrats in our own house

holds (most American women are).

need for our very souls’ good part of

a day’s work with other and various

and differing women every day.

Mrs. John French, vice-president of

the National Board, tells a story

which seems to apply here. Her

father planted a grove of young maple

tree seedlings on a carefully chosen

side hill; the exposure, the soil and all

the conditions seemed most favorable,

but the little trees did not flourish at

all. After a season or two he told

the gardener that it would be just as

well to get rid of those trees and plant

something else, but the gardener sug

gested planting among the maples

other varieties of trees. This was

done, and soon the maples took a start

and grew gloriously. We, like those

trees, cannot come to our best by as

sociation with our own kind alone,

and one of the big things in our day’s

work should be a growing democracy

among us, a vitalizing of our social

imagination so we may be able to un—

derstand and sympathize with the

needs, the ambitions, the possibilities

as well as the limitations of the other

woman. With such rewards in sight

for hard days’ work, I need no urg

ing to be a volunteer worker. “It

seemed good to me” as Luke gave as

his reason for writing another life of

Jesus.

In a recent significant book—“What

it is to be Educated” by Hanford

Henderson, it is said, “Each day the

soul stands face to face with a wealth

of possible experience, so varied, so

inexhaustible, so magnificent, that ex

istence itself becomes a high adven

ture.”

“So to live in the spirit” (in doing

your day’s work) “as to identify one

self with life, with eager, pulsating,

abundant life, is to live eternally. I

say it reverently, it is to know God.”

And in conclusion, using Mrs. '

Bacon’s words:

“As I think of the day’s work while

it goes on, it seems to be a steep road

up which, step by step to the summit,

I must carrv a burden. But, as the

day closes, I think of it as a libation

that has been poured out, freely and

gladly.”



Some Questions to Ask Ourselves

Mabel

T seems sometimes that the word

I “spiritual” has come to have a

sort of vernacular use among us.

With sureness it is used to describe

the mind or course of this person, or

the lack of its quality is declared of

that person. It is desired that a meet

ing or a conference shall be more

spiritual, or even that “a more

spiritual person” be secured to lead or

conduct it. This one is said not to be

right spiritually, and that one to be

without spiritual power.

When a word so replete comes into

common use there is apt to be am

biguity, and so we have spiritual in

the minds of some, apparently identi

fied with a certain facility and free

dom in religious expression, or in the

minds of others confined to certain

intellectual or doctrinal adjustments.

In any case there is the tendency in

words to wear out, and there is all

too much evidence for believing that

this word has come to have, for many

of us, a meaning as narrowed and

weazened as our own'natures are re

stricted and impoverished—to describe

which We would fain apply it.

What is it—the spiritual life?

What are its recognizable marks?

How shall we achieve it? Do we not

need, as Christians, now and again to

remind ourselves of the true answers

to these questions? So much of every

day is given to the doing of things, the

thinking about things, the longing for

things.

To be aware of what is unseen, as

well as of what is seen, what is perma—

nent, as well as what is of time; of

human beings everywhere and 'not

only of the group or circle with which

we associate; of the intents and pur—

poses and hearts of people, and not

merely of their faces, their words and

their deeds. To be sensitive to the

Cratty

voices of outdoors. To be able to

spend time alone with one’s self, and

so come face to face with one’s own

heart. To recognize the mood of wor

ship and to yield to it, and so to be

conscious of God. These very begin

nings of the life spiritual—do we fail

even here?

To become familiar with some book

of the soul; to study our Bibles with

diligence; to cultivate the habit of

meditation; to pray much in secret—

are we giving time enough to these?

And the marks of the life, taught of

the Spirit? The Spirit brings a

harvest of love, joy and peace; of

patience towards others, kindness,

benevolence, good faith, meekness and

self—restraint. Are these fruits visible

enough in us for others to recognize

them?

Do we hold to the thought of Jesus

Christ as the very central fact of our

life? Then and then only does He

become for us the final reality, more

real than all other persons. We walk

through our days in the abiding sense

of his presence. God becomes our

Father. And as God is love, in

measure, as we come to know Him,

so are we constrained to love to the

uttermost. We are drawn out, pulled

away from self. Our life is in others

—the many, whomsoever we meet;

there will be no respect of kinds or

types of persons. While we keep

this course, circumstances, conditions,

things matter little. We may even

exult in difficulty, knowing as we do

that it produces fortitude; fortitude,

ripeness of character; and ripeness of

character, hope; and that this hope

never disappoints, because God’s love

for us floods our hearts through the

Holy Spirit, who has been given to

us.



Getting Rid of Humps

Helen Dunn

T was the first part of June and b-u-s-y, as every college is busy at that

time of year. Seniors are always buried in their theses, and juniors and

sophomores working to get in those last long papers, while the freshmen are

just plain busy over everything. This senior was no exception, and besides

she was “humpy.” She realized she was “humpy,” for she had read about

the humps of the college girl in THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, in the article

called “The Song at the Center of Things.”

She knew that she had one hump and it was a big one, and she felt pretty

sure that she had others coming. The big hump was there because of her

roommate. She was ashamed of it, yet there it was, and there it persisted in

staying. She had tried all kinds of things to get rid of it, but just as she

thought it was disappearing, back it would come, even bigger than before.

Now that it was June she was about discouraged over ever getting rid of it,

and thought perhaps she would give up trying. Then she read that article,

and although she was busy and tired, she vowed she would get in tune with

the fairies and sing the song of “Monday and Tuesday," and perhaps

“Wednesday.” - .i til}

She was expecting a guest for the week-end, and with fear and trembling

she prepared to announce the fact to her roommate, for she had had two

already, and her roommate had been much disturbed each time. In fact, it

was over this that the hump had grownto such large proportions.

It was Monday morning and things were especially “blue” looking. She

began to wonder whether she ever could get in tune with the fairies, and she

wondered, too, just what the song of “Monday and Tuesday” was. Glancing

up at her Association Calendar she saw the “thought” for the day, and was

startled to see how it fitted her case. “Perhaps this is the song of Monday.”

Monday “To meet the great tasks that are before us we require all

5 of our intelligence, and we must be sound and wholesome of

mind. We must proceed in order. The price of anger is

failure.”

Tuesday “Friends are not bent because they’re merely old,

6 But only old because they proved the best.”

The song of “Monday and Tuesday”! Could this be it? She listened to

it for quite a long time, until in her heart she felt she was in tune, and then

with eagerness she looked for the song of Wednesday.

Wednesday “Don’t do anything until you’ve done it, and when you’ve

7 done it stop doing it."

That was peculiar, but it surely was doing something, and that was

what the Wednesday song was supposed to be.
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She didn’t dare go on to Thursday just then. So being sure she was really

in tune she approached her roommate with confidence and more real friendli

ness than she had shown to any one in several weeks.

The songs of “Monday and Tuesday and Wednesday” did work.

She found she was in tune and her hump was gone. She was so happy that

she decided to share her secret with her roommate. After relating the whole

story they both hurried to the calendar to see what Thursday and Friday would

be like, and together they read:

Thursday “In just that very place of his

8 Where He hath put and keepeth you

God hath no other thing to do.”

Friday “Hospitality, like any other grace, loses grace when it

9 calculates. It is most charming when least studied. Don't

worry yourself over a guest, nor worry him.”

“There’s something positively weird about this,” said the senior. “I

always did like to believe in fairies, and now I know I do. Let’s sing the

whole song together now and see if we are exactly in tune.” 50 together they

sang the whole song through up to Saturday.

“I tell you,” suggested the roommate. “Let’s plan a picnic while your

guest is here. It is such nice weather, and it will do us all good to get out

doors. You sort of forget all your troubles then, and we can get rid of all

the rest of our little humps, for I know I have some too.”

“Did you think of that all by yourself, or did you peek at my magic

calendar?” questioned the senior suspiciously. “Just look at that for Saturday

and Sunday.”

Saturday “When you live in the country it is so easy to believe that

10 God planted a garden for man's sustenance and delight, and

so impossible to comprehend the attitude of people who think

all these wonderful laws and bountiful provisions of nature

come by chance or without a law-giver and creator.”

Sunday “Let us run with patience the race that is set before us,

1 1 looking unto Jesus.”

“But we are progressing too fast in this," said the senior. “We had better

follow the advice for next Sunday now, and go back to the song of “Monday

and Tuesday” and learn that better, for I’m just a little afraid that going so

far we may be a little out of tune, and we don’t want to be like the two-humped

dwarf.”

“Yes, and if you ever catch me getting out of tune you just say Monday

and Tuesday before I forget,” said her roommate. And they hurried off to

class with the "Song at the Center of Things” ringing in their hearts.



  

CONFERENCES AND CAMPS
 

    

Lake Geneva! A spot dear to the

hearts and memories of thousands of

girls who for thirteen summers have

journeyed thither "to study, work

and play and rest, with time to think

and plan and study the all-absorbing

make life worthquestion : How

while?"

They go back to city and town and

college with new visions to be shared

and new powers to be harnessed

for work.

 

  

“Asilomar, with its gnarled and

twisted trees, its far-stretching sand

dunes and its ceaselessly beating

waves has an ever-varying appeal

to the heart of every conference

delegate.“
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Three Conferences for

girls will meet this sum

mer at Camp Nepahwin

a much-loved spot.

    

 

  

  

One of the popular field

camps is at Makonikey

on Martha’s Vineyard

Island. Here lives are

deepened and horizons

broadened.
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.Mary E. McDowell—Democrat

Emma Fidelia Adams

'“ HERE’S Mary McDowell,’

said a prominent politician

the other day. ‘And there's

Margaret Haley and Julia Lathrop

and Cornelia DeBey and Jane Ad—

tdams. Did you ever have a maiden

aunt? Well, Chicago has five of them.

They have to look after somebody.

That’s their nature. And so they look

after the whole city of Chicago

There's not another city in the country

that’s got five maiden aunts, healthy

and active, worrying about it all the

.time.’ ”

Not all of the Chicago politicians,

possibly, would speak with quite the

same degree of appreciation as did this

one quoted by William Hard in a

uniquely interesting article on “Chi

cago’s Five Maiden Aunts,” published

a few years ago in the American

Magazine. Some of the politicians in

that unsavory district known as

“Back-of-the-Yards,” for instance,

would undoubtedly be quite content to

lose consciousness of the ever-watch

ful interest and far-seeing eye Of the

maiden aunt who has under her care

and protection that particular part Of

the city. For in the twenty—two years

:in which Miss Mary E. McDowell has

.been living there as Head Resident Of

the University of Chicago Settlement,

the wily and unscrupulous, whether

politicians or otherwise, have learned

to feel a fearsome respect for her

righteous indignation and forceful ac

tion.

Miss McDowell tells of the passion—

ate ardor with which, as a child, she

used to clench her small fists and fight

for Abraham Lincoln, who was to her

even then a spiritual personality call

ing her to live for her country. “I was

a fighter for any cause that appealed

to me,” she says. “In school I cham

pioned certain rights or wrongs of

those not strong enough to fight for

themselves, for the love of peace came

to me in later years by the grace of

God.” Living her earliest years in a

community in Ohio which was rapidly

changing from a suburban to an indus

trial district, with parents who were

wise enough to put no checks on the

broad sympathies which led to her

thoroughly democratic choice of

friends and playmates or on her eager

impulses to work and serve, she very

soon began, as she says, “to feel the

dignity and power of labor,” and to

hear that call of service to humanity

which she has ever since been follow

ing with a high and single-hearted

devotion.

With social beginnings, such as

these, it is not difficult to understand

how she was able to make the transi

tion twenty-two years ago from her

home in Evanston, one of the cultured

suburbs of Chicago, into the Stock

yards district, where conditions were

fundamentally the same as those she

had known in her earliest years.

Here, moving into two small flats of

the type lived in by the workers in

“the yards,” she began her life of

“neighboring with” this community.

And here she has stayed ever since,

simply “doing the next thing” that

opportunity and necessity brought.

The humble flats in which she lived

through all the hardships and experi

ences of real pioneer days were soon

outgrown, and across the street from

them stands the present University of

Chicago Settlement with its gym

nasium, library, kindergarten, club

rooms, and its attractive and com

fortable residence quarters where Miss

McDowell and her sixteen co-workers

live. It stands in the center of the

community which has been described

as a place “segregated for unpleasant

things.” On the western end of this

forgotten neighborhood were the city

garbage dumps, to which came the

daily procession of unsavory and un

sanitary garbage wagons. From the

north comes the stench Of the wide,
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open sewer into which the in

dustrial waste of the great

packing industries has been

emptied for the past thirty or

forty years—the historic “Bub

bly Creek,” so called because of

the constant upheaval and bub

bling surface caused by the

gases and fermentation. Cover

ing an area of one square mile

to the east lie the Union Stock

yards and great packing houses,

“where thirty thousand men,

women and children prepare

the animal food for the world’s

market.”

To this community Miss

McDowell came more and more

to be the friend and neighbor

to whom they turned in time of

trouble and perplexity. They

took her quite as naturally as

she took them, so instinctively

did they recognize the genuine

and entire democracy of her

spirit. This democracy had

its supreme test during those

difficult and painful days of the great

stockyard’s strike of 1904. Through

this crisis Miss McDowell stood true

to her colors. No lingering doubts as

to her motives or her sympathies were

possible, and she was accepted with

full trust as the friend of labor and

of the community. It was during

these days that the affectionate title of

“Aunt Mary” was given her by the

girl workers in the yards whom she

had helped to organize.

In the meantime the demands made

upon her and the problems confront—

ing her were carrying her more and

more outside of the neighborhood.

Starting a thing means to Miss Mc

Dowell, as anyone acquainted with her

well knows, seeing the thing through.

And seeing the thing through involved

very often a trip, or repeated trips, to

the city hall. For many of the bad

conditions in the neighborhood were

found to be directly traceable to bad

conditions in the city hall, and some

times it needed a great deal of agita

tion to make the city hall feel its re

sponsibility. Sometimes it was neces
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sary to go back farther than the city

hall. For some of the civic problems

the city as a whole must be held ac

countable. To make all parts of the

city feel the responsibility of each and

every part of the city, to help to create

that feeling of responsibility among

all of its citizens, has come finally to

be Miss McDowell’s peculiar mission.

It took twenty years to awaken the

city as a whole to the injustice of

using clay holes close to the homes of

the wage-earners for the disposal of

their garbage. Deeply stirred by this

injustice, and by the closely related

fact of the very high death rate for

babies in her ward, she was forced to

study and agitate the question of a

scientific system for the disposal and'

collection of garbage and rubbish in

Chicago. After years of pleading and

protesting, she was made chairman of

the City Waste Committee for the

VVomari’s City Club. She then began

a city-wide constructive campaign

with illustrated talks, using pictures,

facts and experiences secured in

Europe, and showing the highest stan~
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dard of garbage disposal. After the

municipal vote was given to women,

Miss McDowell was made a member

of the City \Naste Commission created

by the City Council. And now Chi

cago can be said to have a scientific

plan for the disposal of its garbage——

a municipally owned and operated

plant and a bond issue for completing

the system. After many years of

focusing the attention of the federal,

municipal and sanitary governments

upon the “Bubbly Creek” nuisance,

that too, is now on the way to be

solved. The city is filling up this dis—

grace to the municipality and to the

packing industry, so that very soon

this open sewer will be a thing of the

past.

In 1910 Miss McDowell initiated

the movement to secure from the

United States government an appro—

priation of $300,000 for the purpose

of having the Department of Labor in

vestigate and report on the working

'conditions of wage-earning women

and children. The result of this in—

vestigation was published in many

volumes by the Department of Labor.

Another movement initiated by her

was that which secured a Fire Preven—

tion Bureau as a part of the Fire De—

partment of the city. This was done

during her chairmanship of the

Fire Prevention Committee of The

Woman's Trade Union League of

which she was the first president and

is at present vice-president.

The list of Miss McDowell’s activi

ties and achievements is too long for

detailed enumeration. Each one is

simply one of the “next things” that

stands needing to be done, and which

consequently gets done with her char

acteristic effectiveness and thorough—

ness. The deep conviction of her

message, the charm and magnetism of

her lovable and unique personality,

make her voice a power not only in the

city which has given her her richness

of experience but throughout the

country. It is the voice of one whose

vision enables her “to see life clearly

and to see it whole”—-a vision in

which the ideals of democracy give

patience and courage through the

painful process of making.

In the following Creed, written by

her for the young citizens, she suggests

the vital part which we all, as indi

viduals, must play in this process:

“we believe that God hath made of

one blood all nations of men, and that

we are his children, brothers and sis—

ters all. \Ve are citizens of the United

States, and we believe our flag stands

for self-sacrifice for the good of all

the people. \Ve want to be true citi—

zens of this our city, and therefore we

will show our love for her by our

works.

“Chicago does not ask us to die for

her welfare; she asks us to live for her

good, so to live and so to act that her

government may be pure, her officers

honest, and every home within her

boundaries be a place fit to grow the

best kind of men and women to rule

over her.”

From the Diary of a Secretary in Japan

0 M E T I M E S I wonder if

S students in America, who

support the work in Japan, have

a vision of the face of any Japanese

student whom you may have seen in

America, so that you can make real

to yourself the story of our student

Bible classes as we hold them in

Tokyo.

I want you to hear the story of one

of our girls who has belonged to a

Bible class for about four years. She

came to our residence and joined a

Bible class that was composed of girls

from a commercial school near us.

She was then a student; now she is a

stenographer in an insurance office.

She still comes to the Bible class, and
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the other night she said she wanted to

talk to me after the class. She said

to me, “I have been thinking over all

the history of my connection with the

Association. I can remember the date

in January, four years ago, when I

first came to the class. I know the

chapter in John that the teacher read,

and the first hymn that I ever heard

sung, WVhat a Friend We Have in

Jesus.’ I was so astonished and ex

cited with what the teacher said about

Christ and the passage she read that

I could not sleep at all that night, and

the next morning at seven o’clock I

was at the house of another teacher,

whom I knew was a Christian, to ask

her more about this that I had heard.

“One of my friends was living in

the Association hostel. She had begun

to learn of Christianity too, and

every day after school we used to get

together and sing over the hymns we

had heard, and read the Bible. A

year from the time .we began I

decided I wished to be a Christian,

and I was baptized.”

“Why did you want to be a Chris

tian?” I asked. “What was it that

appealed to you most strongly ?”

“\Vell,” she said, “I was always

lonely, and you know I was often ill

and especially at that time, but, really,

all my life I felt afraid and lonely.

After I heard what Christ thought of

God, and of the fact that He loves

us, I never felt that way again; in

stead I have been constantly happy.

Even when I was ill for nearly a year

and a half I was not afraid and was

not sad or lonely. I think there are

many Japanese girls who are always

afraid, always uncertain, always

lonely. Of course I wanted my family

to know of Christianity, and they

allowed me to take my little sister to

church and Sunday school, and you

remember she came to the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association, to a

Bible class. She is thinking of join
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ing the church too, but you know she

is really only a child yet, and she has

never had any deep experience in her

life, and I don’t want her to do it

until she really knows more of what

she is doing. Mother has been to

church once or twice in the evening,

but father has never been willing to

enter the church. Sometimes he goes

out and stands outside the church

windows, in the darkness, and listens

without being seen.

“I have opportunity to tell about

Christ. There are about twelve girls

working together with me at the

office, and three or four Christians.

At noon all of us, Christians and the

others, come with me into a rest

room, which we have, and we sing

hymns together, and I talk to them of

Christ. After I go home from the

office in the evening I teach music to

some children until nine o’clock.

Sometimes when I am very tired I

think I will give it up and then I

remember that, as I teach music,

I can teach other things, and if I

stop my teaching they would stop

going to Sunday school, and you know

they all go with me every week, so I

keep on. The girls in the office have

not yet been able to get to church, but

one by one they are coming with me

to the Young \Nomen’s Christian

Association for an evening Bible

class."

I know that the girls in America

cannot fully appreciate what Christ

means to a girl who hears about him

for the first time. Japanese girls are

so reserved and so unwilling to tell

things that may make other people feel

sad that sometimes we feel they do

not know such an intense need as

Americans have, but every once in a

while such a story as this comes to

light, and then one knows that the

girls’ needs are the same and even

greater than some of those in the

homeland.
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The Household Employment Commission at

Work in One Field

MY DEAR IVIISS ROELOFS;

When Mrs. Ward, our field chair

man, asked me to take this position of

advisory member to the National

Committee of Household Employ

ment, naturally I was extremely

averse to the position. The magni

tude of the problem, the trying to

stem the current of ages of indiffer

ence and ignorance, the immensity of

the task, the thought of it all in its

many-sided aspects, almost over

whelmed me. I say “‘almost” ad

visedly, because we members of the

West Central Field Committee have

in some way been hypnotized into

the habit of obeying our chairman,

just in the same fashion as she in her

turn takes it as a matter of course

that what the national headquarters

wants her to do, she is in duty bound

obliged to do as best she can.

So I sat down with myself and

argued with myself until I had my

mind ready to receive “marching

orders.” )My argum'ents ran thus

wise: “Yes, I know the servant prob

lem” is apparently insoluble; I know

I am foolish to act as though I knew

anything about it; I know there are

dozens of more capable women whom

Mrs. Ward ought to have chosen, etc.

Then to offset all those very true

statements I told myself that all

movements, great or small, reforma

tory or deformatory, had to begin,

and that the only way to begin was to

begin, and that though there were

others infinitely more capable, yet

after all Mrs. Ward had asked me.

I thought of all the great events of

history connected with the insignifi

cant—the mouse, the goose, the ant,

the "bee——that it was pride of the

worst kind to depreciate one’s powers.

So finally, with a deliberate mental

act that was so visible to me as to be

almost a physical act, I put all the

big burden, the big responsibility, the

many questions, economic and so

ciological, away back in the corner of

my mind, keeping only before me a

glorious vision of what the commis

sion can do in bringing to pass the

proper industrial and social position

of domestic service.

I am telling you all of this

apparently unimportant matter of my

own change of mind, because I con

sider it most important. Important

for two reasons: First, for the sake

of the field chairman and secretary.

They cannot expect to find the per

fectly equipped person lfor such a

place. Secondly, when the advisory

member is appointed she should not

be too impatient with her own im

potence and ignorance. It is so very,

very true that we grow only by doing.

My knowledge of economics, sociology

and industrialism is limited—only that

of the average intelligent woman of

the day—but I feel keenly that it’s

high time we use that same “average

intelligence” in such a way that it

becomes a grade or two above the

average, and that we employ it in

working out our nearest-at-hand

woman problem. It really makes me

thoroughly indignant when I think

how very complacently we strut and

stride over the land, demanding that

the men shall do thus and so in their

factories, stores and laundries, in

structing them in many large words

as to their Christian duty towards

their women employees, as to wages,

hours, sanitary conditions, moral

surroundings, and all the rest.

Now I’ve not the slightest doubt

that all these manifold reforms are

necessary, and that the men have sadly

needed our scoldings, but what about

our own business methods in our own

homes? Are they “business” at all?

Are they “methods” at all? Are they

not rather haphazard, old-fashioned

customs of the days of slavery? I

wonder how womankind would feel

if she should wake up some fine day
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and find man telling her in return,

very emphatically, just exactly how

she should conduct her business!

To go back to my next step in

organization. After reading and re

reading the first report until I knew its

import pretty thoroughly, I invited a

dozen or fifteen ladies to my home,

telling them why I was inviting them.

I selected two representatives from

each of the following women’s organi

zations of the city—Housewives’

League, Mothers’ Congress, Jewish

Council of Women, Collegiate Alum

nae, the large Woman’s Club, and also

several representing the varying points

of view of women of different ages,

and also from those employing differ

ent numbers of household workers.

All the women were above the average

in intelligence, broad-minded and dis—

interested, and, most important of all,

capable of discussing this subject im

personally! I emphasize the latter

attribute as being really vital, for we

all know how exceedingly easy it is

for women to begin the tale of woe

concerning their Hannahs and Brid

gets—the Kitchen Queens with the

Wandering Feet!

We read in turn the first report of

the commission, omitting a few para

graphs here and there, discussing it

quickly as we read, after which I

called for suggestions, practical and

tried experiments. The ladies then

agreed most enthusiastically to bring

the report of the commission before

their respective clubs at an early date

for discussion, for I am very positive

that the first thing to be done in all

communities is to bring to the atten

tion of the woman employer the full

situation as it is at present, not so

much conditions as they ought to be,

as conditions as they are, and I know

no better place where she can see her

self as others in her home see her, her

ignorance of her job, her lack of

system, her disregard of ordinary

Christian principles, than in your first

report.

It is really quite remarkable how

much thought has been given to this

subject and how many interesting ex
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periments begun. It seems as though

it were the psychological moment to

bring all these suggested ideas to a

focus, and what more exhilarating

work could our splendid organization

do than undertake to be the clearing

house for the intelligent women of

the United States interested in solving

this problem?

Following this general idea the

president of each city Association in

our field has appointed a chairman of

this department, said chairman to

form discussion groups and to report

to me, and receive requests, sugges

tions and information from national

headquarters through me and the field

office. This was all done in the late

spring, so that to date they have not

much to report. Salt Lake City has

had two largely attended and very in

teresting meetings. Colorado Springs

has had one at the Young Women’s

Christian Association conference and

another at the home of the president,

during which meeting a most interest—

ing suggestion was made that several

selected homes should act as experi

mental stations. The work of the

committee was then brought up and

discussed spiritedly at the Wichita

Conference.

I explained the report and con_

ducted the discussion at several other

group meetings in Denver. We all

tried to avoid any destructive criti

cism and sentimentality. It’s of a by

gone day for a twentieth century

Christian to talk of “being kind to”

or “doing good to” his employee!

“To do justly” is the slogan of the

modern philanthropist, and surely in

this day of feminism it's high time we

looked behind some of the fads and

frills to woman’s real task— that of

housekeeping—which the president of

Hunter College said recently was the

worst managed business in the world.

Of course home-making is higher than

housekeeping, but I contend that the

one at its best rests on the other at its

best.

The more I think about this ques

tion, the more convinced I am that it

will be solved best along the economic
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route, just as the Prohibition question

is gradually working itself out. As

soon as Prohibition left the field of

morality alone and joined itself to

economics, when railroads and other

large corporations demanded prohibi

tion among their employed, it began

to grow. So I am beginning to think

that economics is one of the greatest

of the divine forces, by means of

which the law of righteousness shall

prevail ; that sometime, and in the near

future too, we shall all learn that busi

ness is one of God’s greatest agents.

But when I say economics or business

I have in mind no hard and fast

mechanical rule or the lack of fellow

feeling, or the unceasing strife of the

“upper” and “under” dog, but a just,

kind consideration of each other’s

point of view—trained, skilled em

ployer and employee, right hours and

wages, and as a result domestic ser

vice will have, as it deserves, a posi

tion of dignity beside other skilled

work.

I just happened to think that I’ve

said nothing about a point that in all

my talks I have continually tried to

make, and that is We must have

patience and patience and still more

patience about this whole matter in

finding a solution, a panacea for our

domestic ills. It will not be found in

my generation and probably not even

in yours, for if public opinion is hard

to make, it’s infinitely harder to break,

and so if we pioneers even scratch the

surface we must rest content, for that

will make it so much the easier for

our successors to make a real dent.

I am hoping that this movement can

speedily be brought to the attention of

all bodies of women’s church societies

and women’s clubs, and particularly to

the women college students. With the

latter surely there is a great oppor

tunity; young, eager, and keen to do

new things. And who knows what can

be accomplished in one generation of

college women?

I am sorry this is so long, but really

I am so full of the subject!

Yours most sincerely,

GAIL H. W'RITER.

May 15, 1916 (Mrs. Jasper A.)

A College Secretary’s Last Talk with Her

Girls

Jane Miller Wolfe

EVERAL weeks ago I asked our

S Religious Meetings Committee

for this evening, for I felt sure

that we would like one evening all to

ourselves. And in thinking what to

use for a text or subject for an in

formal talk, as one thing after another

suggested itself to my mind—Bible

story, poems, hymns, or articles cas

ually read, I soon realized that these

suggestions were coming to me be

cause of my life with you. And I

realized that I was not doing my own

selecting; but that you were facing

me from the pages of the Book of

Books, that I was hearing your voice

reading a favorite poem to me, and

that you were remarking about some

helpful hymn or commenting on some

recent article you had read. Then it

was that I decided that instead of

trying to find a new lesson for you

to-night, it would be better for me to

spend the time reciting some of the

lessons you have taught me, in these

years we have been together.

Now if our fellowship has been of

any value to me it has been just in so

far as I have learned to know you.

So I take you for my subject, my text,

and my exposition. If I were to re

late you my text, to any word or

words, they would be these: “Out of

the fullness of the heart the mouth
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speaketh.” For my mind and my

heart have been full of you, and from

this same fullness I want to speak to

you, and leave you as the judges: as

to whether I have learned to know and

love you; whether I have been able to

interpret your words aright; whether

beneath the light, inconsequential con

versation, with which we are wont to

greet each other, I have seen the clean

white soul of you, as you really are.

I shall never forget one day when

you asked me, “Don’t you think my

sister is beautiful?” I hesitated a mo

ment, for I hadn't known your sister

very well; but as I recalled her ex

pressive eyes and quiet womanly ways,

I said, “Yes, she is beautiful.” And

then you said shyly, “Oh, I expect it’s

just love, but to me she is very beauti—

ful.” All this was said in the con

fusion and hilarity of the dining-hall;,

yet this quiet lesson of yours will al

ways stay with me—that beauty comes

of loving, and that we can verily love

beauty into being, and that the more

we love, the more beauty there will be

for us in the world.

It was the day after the new cabinet

had been selected. You came to me,

and after a word of appreciation for

being on the cabinet, you looked at my

list of girls approved for committee

work, and you said, “I don’t believe

I want any of those girls.” I replied,

“Oh, of course, you have some friends

of your own you had rather have

work with you. That is perfectly all

right, if you have." But you answered,

“Oh no, it’s just that I want some of

the lonely little girls who are never

put on any committee. I think it must

be awful to go to college and never be

wanted on a committee.” You chose

your own committee, and need I tell

you that there never was a time when

you or your girls had to be told that

they had some work to do?

All of the lessons you have taught

me have not been of this kind. Indeed,

there have been some of quite a differ

ent character. For instance, you have

taught me the importance of holding

office. You have almost persuaded me

that offices are for the benefit of the
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girls who hold them, rather than for

the benefit of those who do not. I

have made some remark about some

senior who seemed to me to be a

splendid girl, and you have said,

“Yes,” in a qualifying way, “but, of

course, she has never held any college

ofiice—I mean any of the prominent

ones.” Now when a girl reaches her

senior year, there are twenty girls

who hold prominent ofiices—meaning

either social or executive honor.

Honestly, now, is it fair to use a quali

fying “but,” after any girl’s name, just

because there aren’t offices enough for

every worthy girl? Not that I would

have you create any more ofiices.

Heaven forbid! It is rather that I

would have us realize that it is pos

sible for a girl of sterling worth and

admirable qualities to be graduated

from our college, who has never come

within nominating distance of a pro

minent office.

I suppose when we are all dead and

gone and forgotten that girls and peo

ple, generally, will still be talking

about friendship. And the height and

depth will not even then be sounded

and fathomed; the standard then may

be as far from reach as it is from us

now.

You came to me broken-hearted

one time, and you said you had a bad

reputation among the girls. Now I

have seen a great many broken hearts

since I have lived with you; but your

bad reputation was news to me. As I

pieced together your tale of woe I

found this to be the situation. You

had not been in college very long.

You had come from a home where

there were a number of brothers and

sisters older than you, and you were

used to a great deal of affection. You

were young when you came to college,

and it was the first time you had ever

been away from home. But you were

not homesick. Hope beat high in your

heart with the thought of so many

new folks to know and love. You

soon began seeing this and that girl

who you felt could be a fine friend to

you, and in your ignorance of college

life, and in your innocence, you craved
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from them the same affection you re

ceived from the folks at home. But

suddenly you found yourself branded

as a girl who has unwholesome friend

ships. You were ridiculed every way

you turned. You were mystified at

first, and then wholly discouraged.

You had unconsciously achieved a

reputation that I honestly doubt if you

can ever wholly live down while you

are in college. And all because you

were teased, instead of being counseled

and advised by some girl who could

have been of inestimable help to you

had she but chosen.

Why this teasing, tormenting spirit

should infest our college I am at a loss

to say, but it is true and you know it.

Every year you thoughtlessly spoil

many a wholesome, helpful friendship

by turning it into something that is a

shame and a disgrace. Why, a girl’s

whole idea of love and friendship may

turn on such a thing as that! I want

to ask you one question, two or three

hundred little new girls will be com—

ing here next fall, sent here by fathers

and mothers who believe this to be a

safe abiding place for their girls. How

many of you are going to help distort

their ideas? How many of you are

going to be the big sisters and the

staunch friends they will need?

The first year I knew you, you were

not finding yourself very well. People

were a bit inclined to shake their

heads at your name, but gradually you

have found yourself. Last fall I

stopped at your room one evening, and

as we talked you suddenly said, “You

know college is great, if you take it

right. I just enjoy every minute I

spend here, and I am working as hard

as I can. Oh, of course, I have time

for athletics, but I’m working hard

there too. And you know, when I

have spare time I always read one of

two kinds of books.” As you spoke

I picked up two library books from

your table: one was a novel, and one

was a biography. You continued,

“Sometimes I want to read the novel

and be entertained, and then again I

want to read a book that will make

me think—like the life of some man or

woman who has really meant some

thing to the world.” I ventured a

question just then, “Are you still tak

ing mathematics P” And to my sur

prise you answered, “Yes, isn’t it sur

prising the amount of satisfaction you

can get out of things that are hard ?"

You know, I have taken the keenest

satisfaction in your j0y in your work.

And I just glory in the way you hold

your head, and the fearless look in

your eyes as you face the world so

squarely and honestly.

It was that first year too, that you

confided so frankly, “There are so

many kinds of me. If there was only

one kind of me—the good me—I could

get along more comfortably; but life

wouldn’t be half so interesting,” you

added thoughtfully. Since then I have

wondered if that is why your friends

-have found you such an interesting

girl, because the battle of those selves

of yours does lift your life above the

common place, and these same friends

can see the good you always struggling

for the supremacy.

Not long ago you were discussing

a girl’s voice and you said, “It isn't

her voice that is so wonderful. Of

course it is beautiful, and her hard

work is bound to show; but somehow

when I hear her sing, it’s her beautiful

Christian character that thrills me

most.” Girls, if your name were to

be chanted in cathedrals, wouldn’t you

rather have that said about you than

anything you can think of? You re

member how Spencer tells us that he

knows no alchemy for extracting

golden conduct from leaden motives.

Training and technique may do their

best for your voice, but I wonder if

any technique on earth could make

your song pure gold without your own

beauty of character.

The other morning you and I sat in

the street car together. You spoke of

the last Sunday evening address and

said, “The thing that impressed me

most was the way the speaker said

every one of us girls was responsible

for seventy souls, and then asked.

‘Are you going to do your share ?’ ” A

moment before we had been talking
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about inconsequential matters, and I

couldn’t help noting the change of ex—

pression that had come over your face

as we were silent for a moment, and

then the deep seriousness with which

you said, “That’s a thought for a girl,

and I mean to ask myself all my life:

‘Are you doing your share?’ ” The

world may never know that you exist,

but I feel certain that seventy souls

are going to be safer and happier be

cause you do exist.

Another day you came and said, “I

wish I could see a certain girl’s soul.”

And then you explained that you were

sitting at the organ and she came in

and said, “I’ve never touched an

organ.” You made room for her on

the bench, and she played a few

chords, and said, “Listen, isn’t it won

derful! Look at those pipes. They are

just like people: some of them are

large and showy and take up a lot of

room, and some of them are small and

tucked away at the sides, and some

are never even seen. Some talk louder

and some softer, and yet they can all

blend together and make music if they

are used right.” And then you asked,

“Don’t you wish you c0uld see her

soul?” Ido.

One night you asked me if you

might come and talk to me, and some

how, in the press of little things, I was
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blind to the appeal in your face and

thoughtlessly put you off until the next

day. Then you came and said, “My

heart is just broken over things at

home, and I’ve got to tell some one."

Then you told me, and I listened,

heartsick, at the thought of it. When

you finished you said, “Now I want to

ask you—you see for yourself nothing

else will help—do you think prayer

can ?” Honestly and frankly, you

asked me what I was not prepared to

answer, no great sorrow-had come

into my life to make me know the

depth of prayer: and, as I halted

miserably, you went on, “I believe in

prayer and I’m going to pray.” It

was four months before you spoke of

it again. You met me in the hall and

you said, “Prayer is right. It has

helped at home. Things are a lot bet

ter than they were. They couldn’t

help being. I have prayed so hard and

faithfully.” I thank you for that les

son in prayer.

Girls, do you realize what wonder—

ful teachers you all are, whether you

will or no? And, too, that the greatest

lessons you will ever teach others are

the ones you live, day by day? And of

all the lessons you do teach, the most

helpful ones are always going to be

those lessons on work and love and

prayer.

   

 

"WITH Goo IN HIS Own TEMPLE By THE SEA"



 

THE TEMPLE OF ASILOMAR

CAROLINE Lourse SHEPPA

O, wild and free the wind may bear me on

Over the drifting dunes where poppy gold

Has 'broidered strange designs with duller gold

Of reddened needles under wind-gnarled pines,

Into the green and ferny forest glade.

And here. perhaps a glad adventure falls!

For dusky-golden butterflies a'cling

To dim-wreathed, mossy pine boughs, clustering,

Touched by the sigh of ocean's gentle breath,

Over the silver dunes adrift, may suddenly

Flutter the blue air with a million flecks

Of dancing beauty. and my pulsing heart

Thrills with the keen in-fiowing ecstasy.

But, oh! Within my dim, green forest world,

I know a joy that knows not raptured thrills

Of butterflies or blue and golden days.

Adown my brown path, following ever on.

I seem to tread a temple aisle—alone—

To hear in every faintest chirping note.

Or rustle of the leaves, or whispered hint

Of shy, wild creatures in the tangled grass—

The simple thought of quiet consciousness.

The inner joy of knowing friendship here

With God in his own temple by the sea.

And in the tide of water on the shore,

Rolling the crested, charging wave along,

I feel the song of love forever flow.

I go alone into my forest glade—

Yet down my temple aisle there walks, unseen,

One who with me forever more shall walk—

His hand in mine. And where the green boughs frame

The windows of my temple's blue-arched roof.

The Christ voice leads me into reverent prayer.
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\VHSLTHOUGH the pastor

A kind and polite, he seemed very

busy that morning when we

called on him to ask about the girls

out there in his township. He looked

so pale and so anxious as we sat talk—

ing with him, that we thought he must

be needing the time to work on his

sermon for the next day. That was

why we asked him if he would rather

see us later, for we could just as well

go down and see the head of the

orange packing house about the girls

who were working there and come

back to see him again.

He said that that might be better,

for he did have some things that he

ought to see to right away that fore

noon. but he added that he was never

too busy to talk over anything that

might bring a better chance to the

young people in whom he was so in

terested. \Yhen we heard the way he

said that. we understood why we had

been hearing all over the county about

the influence and helpfulness of this

man. So we left him, to finish his

sermon or get a letter off to the bishop

or do whatever other important things

were calling him. we went on down

to the packing house.

Vl'e found it closed and, since there

\was to be a \Vomen’s Christian Tem

Let’s Help

Jessie Field

perance Union Institute at the church,

we decided to go back there and wait

for it to commence. \Ve sat outside

by a big eucalyptus tree for a while,

but the California sun was so hot that

we decided to go in. As we opened

the door, we saw the pastor, and all at

once we understood what it was that

he had to do that morning. He was

sweeping out the church, getting it

ready for the Institute. There was

another broom and some dust cloths,

and we helped.

\Vhen it was all dusted, and the

hymn books, with their worn covers

that would curl up, were put around

on every other chair, a lady came with

some flowers. The church was ready

for the Institute. The pastor sat down,

looking pale and tired, to wait for the

program to begin, for he must give the

opening prayer and must make a talk

on how the churches could co-operate

in making California go dry.

His prayer was an inspiration and

his talk was filled with the greatness

of his vision of service, but all the time

one thought came to me over and over.

I knew that some day the girls of this

township must keep that church swept

and shining and beautiful. Yes, they

must do that here and in many other

places, and somehow they .must learn

to see all the many other ways for

helping their churches, and seeing,

they must serve gladly.

Let's work hard to make that time

come soon.

How soon a smile of God can change the world!

How we are made for happiness—how zt'ork

grows play, adversity a winning fight!

—-R0bert Browning: In a Balcony.
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Some Workable Plans for Fall Rallies

E offer herewith suggestions

for Fall Rallies, which have

come in from a few Associa

tions, with the hope that committee

members and secretaries who are cud

gelling their brains for new ideas will

find “something different” from the

plans heretofore tried in their Asso

ciation.

One secretary writes:

“I have a great many theories about

what a fall rally might be, but have

never seen one yet that was success

ful to any great extent. The people

who come to those gatherings are

usually the hand-picked persons, who

have come because somebody spoke to

them personally, and unless we are

going to devise some way by which

the entire general membership is to

be divided and visited and educated

to the general work, plans and ideals

of the Association, I do not believe

we are ever going to have very large

attendance at any kind of a fall rally.

“It is a great topic, and I shall look

forward to seeing how other people

have succeeded.

“Probably the most successful thing

has been when a girl representing

Italy spoke Italian, and one Spanish,

and one German and French. And

sometimes when outside topics have

been presented, and then after they

have gotten there, we talked on edu

cational matters, we may have been

able to do something. ,

“But in my mind it all goes back to

more information given to each person

who joins, and at the time when she

joins. The Association is somewhat

like the church at the present time.

It is so concerned in increasing its

membership that it forgets to teach

them and train them at the moment

Of their joining, and once having

gotten in they stay from force of

habit, rather than real interest.”

Central Branch, New York City

The successful rally does not

depend primarily upon numbers in

attendance, but upon suflicient interest

aroused to make a girl want a share

in future Association activities, and——

shall I add ?—make her want to tell

some one else about them. A rally

should, therefore, be more than a

mere social event.

The following brief accounts of two

rallies, which brought definite results

in membership and enrollment in

clubs and classes, may be suggestive:

A personal letter was sent to each

member, with a program of the “Rally

Evening” enclosed; each member was

invited to bring one friend. The

building was decorated with flags,

banners and flowers; in the entrance

hall a series of posters announcing

classes, clubs, entertainments and

opportunities for service in the Asso

ciation were arranged on standards on

small tables, the tables extended from

the front door, through the hall into

the auditorium. Secretaries or their

representatives sat at the tables, pre

pared to give information and register

names or take addresses of those desir

ing printed matter later. The effect of

the posters was impressive, and

aroused interest. The remark was

often heard: “I had no idea there

were so many different things going

on here.” The program in the audi

torium was in charge of the dramatic

and choral teachers.

At the second rally, Association

activities were presented in panto

mime. Every department was repre

sented, and for the first time many of

the members realized the work as a

whole. It is not unusual for girls

to know only one phase of the work,

such as the gymnasium or the par

ticular class or club which she attends.

It is a great advantage to have as

many girls as possible take part in

the program and make them wholly

responsible for it. The program

should be brief and allow time for the

girls to meet people and to enroll, if

they desire.
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SOME WORKABLE PLANS FOR FALL RALLIES

New Orleans, Louisiana

In the far south winter plans and

summer plans are of different varieties

entirely, and it is difficult to establish

a happy connection in the early fall.

With the cool days of late September

or the first of October the more

ambitious girls of the Association are

eager for things to begin. And if

they are slow in starting the groups

are harder to rally. _On the other

hand, committee workers are very

busy opening their homes during

October and cannot rally to outside

duties at once. The moral seems to

be, plan for each group independently.

Announce classes September first and

let each one begin when enough pupils

have registered. Make the September

club meetings reunions, in which plans

for the winter focus. Get the gym

girls of the past and future together

for a jolly outdoor supper on the eve

of the opening season. And then,

when all of the wheels are in motion

to the new rhythm and every one is

happy at being well settled into home

ways again, have the Association rally

for fellowship, information and

suggestion. _

We are expecting to have such a

rally about the middle of October, with

the fall opening of the cafeteria as a

mid-day feature, and an elaborate and

ceremonious meeting for members at

night. The house will be decorated;

there will 'be music throughout the

lunch hour and much music at night.

New members will be especially in

vited, and all who come will be re

ceived by groups of the membership

committee, serving in rotation. When

all of the members in general are

seated in our assembly hall for the

evening program the special groups of

Association girls, clubs and class and

extension groups will begin to enter,

each one carrying banners, singing

appropriate songs, giving their class

yells at the entrance, etc., each group

being seated together. After that the

officers of the board of directors

will conduct the meeting in which

every department and every club will

announce plans for the current season,
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invite members to use their facilities

and offer suggestions as to how the

Association should extend its activities

further to serve the community. Re

freshments and a social hour will close

the day.

Germantown, Pennsylvania

The Germantown Association has

tried three different plans for fall

rallies, all of which have seemed to be

successful in interesting the people

whom we wish to reach.

Advertising has been done through

the local papers, through the plentiful

sprinkling of window cards in the

shops, and through the distribution of

small folders in the factories, stores

and Sunday schools.

One plan for the program has been

to have for the chief feature of the

evening an address by a prominent

educator, such as a high school prin

cipal or a local college president, on

such a subject as “The Girl of 1916,

Her Opportunities and Her Obliga

tions,” and followed by interesting

announcements of all the various

courses of the Association.

Another successful plan has been to

have a number of talks, given by the

heads of the departments, presenting

the needs for knowledge in their own

subject, and the results to be obtained

through the pursuit of certain courses

in the Association. For example, ex

plaining why girls need their English

improved; how they can be suitably

and economically dressed when they

are able to make their own gowns and

hats; how they can learn to be good

home—makers and hostesses with the

aid of the domestic science depart—

ment, and how the Bible courses will

help them to solve problems of their

daily lives by inspiring them to ideal

relationships with God and their

fellowmen.

The third plan has been to have

graduates of the different departments

tell, from their own experiences, what

the studies in various courses have

done for them. We found this plan to

be particularly effective. Usually the

music and elocution teachers have had
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some part in the program for the sake

of demonstrating their work, as well

as furnishing entertainment for the

audience.

\Ve plan to have “Registration

\Veek” intervene between the rally and

the opening of classes, when an effort

is made to have the enrollment

fairly well under way, which is neces

sary if the departments are large.

\Ve have conducted eighty classes

weekly this year, with an enrollment

of 1,336 seniors and 279 juniors, a

total of 1,615.

Riverside, California

The fall rally should be marked with

much enthusiasm and interest by the

members and recognized in the city as

a civic function. A big banquet, with

short, snappy, dinner speeches by able

people, followed by a gymnasium drill

and folk dances, draws a large attend—

ance. Since the reason for the rally

is to stimulate interest in classes a

clever panoramic presentation of pros

pective Association activities for the

ensuing year is effective. This takes

the place of long verbal explanations

of class work. The success of ‘the

little skit will depend on the clearness

of the presentation. It should not be

too long. If possible have a proces

sional of the cast in costume through

banquet hall, singing clever Associa—

tion songs. The girls could pass fall

announcements to the guests as they

march in and out among the tables.

The halls should have a gallery if

possible, and the general public ad

mitted. It is always well to have the

leading citizens of the town present.

The evening should close with an in

spiring address, striking the spiritual

note of the Association. All teachers

should be present, together with secre

taries, and registrations should be

taken the night of the rally. The

entire success of the evening depends

on the program being not too long.

Portland, Oregon

For three weeks in September we

have two evenings each week for

former pupils and their friends to have

a reunion, with games in the gym

nasium. Specially attractive posters

and cards are sent to many to

announce the dates. We try, too, to

reorganize the “Rain or Shiners"

before the regular opening (early in

October), so that classes are fairly

well attended the first week and many

“sign up” before the day of opening.

we hope to have a big banquet, with

a specially attractive speaker, supper,

etc., for our Bible classes.

New Bedford, Massachusetts

In our most successful fall rally

girls who had been in classes took

part in the program. Many of them

had been at Camp Makonikey and

were full of enthusiasm. The first

scene represents them in a “bacon

bat" and singing camp songs. The

second scene represents the Associa

tion is over. The secretary calls

telling about the fall courses. The

secretary sits at her desk, when the

girls come in, as if arriving from

camp, carrying sweaters, suitcases,

etc., and feeling solemn because vaca

tion is over. The secretary calls

their attention to the good times

coming in the winter and the classes

offered. She then shows what the

classes are like by means of autom

atons, which are wound up with con

siderable ceremony (girls acting as

the automatons). The first group of

girls listen and watch with growing in

terest and enthusiasm, and finally, with

arms about each other’s shoulders,

they all sing, “We’re satisfied, we’re

satisfied, Y. W. C. A. is by our side,

we’re satisfied, we’re satisfied.”

During the social time following

the different teachers were in various

parts of the building ready to be con

sulted, and to take registrations. The

educational committees assisted, and

the membership committee were on

hand to take memberships. Refresh

ments were served, and the house was

crowded.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Two secretaries, who spent the

summer in Europe and visited the
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famous Jarley Wax Works, con

ceived the idea of presenting a group

of wax models (supposedly imported

for the occasion) as the opening

feature of the fall work at the Asso—

ciation.

As the opening music ceased the

curtain was raised on the platform

and a group of some thirty girls in

imitation of wax figures were dis

played, each dressed in a costume to

represent some phase of Association

class or club work. The general

secretary made a few introductory

remarks and then proceeded to show

off the marvelous feats which these

mechanical figures could perform,

and the effective way they were made

to demonstrate the attainments which

could be acquired at the Young

Women’s Christian Association. An

old alarm clock was used to wind each

figure in the back and set in motion

the internal machinery which caused

the mechanical walk to the center of

the stage, the stilted movements of

hands and head, and the parrot-like

speech, which proclaimed the informa

tion to be conveyed.

The athletic group included the

swimmer in attractive bathing suit,

who illustrated strokes; the tennis

girl who, with racquet upraised, tried

to “play ball”; the horseback rider in

jaunty garb, and the basketball girl.

The educational classes had their

foreign group in native costumes, who

made frantic efforts to speak English;

the French and German courses were

represented by songs; the expression

class by a monologue given in

costume, each figure performing with

doll-like precision.

Each department was thus featured

—-the cook for domestic science, the

milliner and dressmaker in garb made

in domestic art classes, and most
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striking of all was the travelers’ aid

worker, with her group of immigrants.

Baltimore, .lfaryland

The social committee will do well

to place most of the responsibility

for this event upon reliable, old

friends of the Association—the atti

tude of members being hostesses to the

public—and to plan it along the line of

a big friendly fall housewarming party

rather than anything very formal or

set as to program.

The prospectus is, of course, the

main event of the evening. It should,

first of all, have been carefully pre—

pared by the proper people early in the

summer. It should offer things that

girls would like as well as need. Taken

by departments, attention should be

called in some compelling way to its

features. The girls who enjoyed

things last year are the ones who can

think enthusiastically and are always

splendid in helping to plan some dra

matic invitations to partake of the

good things this year.

In one Association this was the

first event of the evening. There were

booths for each department beginning

with membership. Here one received

a paper cap with a band around it.

Then followed various colored feathers

—red for gym, blue for educational,

etc., with a gold feather for the Bible

classes. When a girl passed into the

next part of the program one could

tell by the feathers in her cap just

what she was going in for that winter.

Large enrollments we cannot expect

unless personal work has been done

beforehand. This is especially true

of the Bible class department. For

the average city the real advertising

of Bible classes is done by the girls

themselves. Even if the interest seems

small, put the responsibility upon the

girls themselves.
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The National Con

ference of Social

Agencies

Edith Terry Bremer

T was a big conference. One of the

1 biggest and the richest. For forty—

three years it has been meeting in

different places in the country under

its original name of “National Con

ference of Charities and Corrections.”

This forty-third conference which met

in Indianapolis May tenth to the

seventeenth, broke the record of the

“honorable past” with over three

thousand people participating in it.

Discussions of live subjects by people

who knew what they were talking

about, re-emphasized for every work

er there, more clearly than ever be

fore, great underlying causes of

human miseries, human failures,

human deficiencies, to fill up which,

to even up which, all agencies for

human betterment in some way or

another are engaged.

“Religion is the supreme fact of the

social movement,” said Rev. \Vorth

Tippy in his splendid conference ser

mon. He used the parable of the

leaven as given in Matthew and called

the leaven the ferment of religion.

The ferment of religion, he said,

is primarily a conviction of God.

“Millions are dimly aware, have dim

ly sensed that He is in the midst of

us. Millions more have risen to a

conscious communion with 'Him.”

The ferment of religion is, next, the

power of love. Love gave birth to

the social movement. Love is the

social passion. This same deeply re

ligious tone which has always been a

part of this conference, was revealed

again in the address of Father Gavisk

the president, who reminded his hear

ers that “religion is the strongest ally

of the conference."

The topics of live interest which

were presented and discussed would

fill a book, and will. The book is go

ing to be worth buying when it is

completed, even more for those who

were not there than those who were.

Under the comprehensive title of

“Children” were discussed better

schools and better democracy! The

“duplex school” system as worked out

in Gary, Indiana, was described not

by theorists, but by men and women

who have been there and who are

working in the system. “Vocational

guidance” was sought for every boy

and girl turned adrift from school

to find his first job. Dr. Taylor made

his audience realize the wanton cruelty

of letting our girls, especially, wander

forth to find a future in situations

where there is no future, only a hand

to-mouth shifting from one mechan

ical job to another, and suggested

practical methods for girls and boys

with working papers. Unemployment

which is permitted to sweep like a

great plague over our country, was

attacked as a preventable disease of

our social order.

The vast and as yet hardly touched

problem of recreation was on the

minds of hundreds there. Community

centers are one valuable step. Or

ganizations like the Young Women’s

Christian Association have a big op

portunity with the young people, but

as yet have not begun to take up the

problem in the large way the times

demand. The family is the unit of so

ciety. It is the ground work through

which all progress comes. A recrea

tion which shall keep the family to

gether in its play-times, which shall

teach the young and old to find leisure

and pleasure together is the only pos

sible solution to the chaotic situation

of to-day.

The promotion of social programs

so that whole communities can be

brought to move forward together

was stirringly presented. “Thrift”

and co-operative savings and “credit

unions” were a revelation to many.

That other countries have gone so far

ahead of our own in democratizing the

savings of the rank and file of folks

so that they can control them in their

own organizations. was a surprise to
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many. The relation between medical

and social work was skilfully pre

sented in various sessions on health.

Organizing community forces to

achieve the ends feebly sought by so

many agencies all alone, was one of

the biggest subjects.

The conviction which ran through

every session was this: that no agency

can work by itself alone. No group

of human-beings can be treated as an

“island” community in this maelstrom

of modern life. Only by Participating

in the forward movements can a

community be really made to advance,

and can the boys and girls really be

helped to better living and a better

life.

Each few years has seen new

groups add themselves to the confer

ence, who formerly considered that

they were not in need of the informa

tion and the education and stimula

tion of this Chautauqua on human

problems. Strange as it seems, per

I haps the slowest to discover that they

had much to learn and something to

lend in such an annual forum, have

been those organizations which spe

cifically state their work to be “re

ligious” as well as “social” and “ser—

vice.” The Church itself as the

Church, has long been included. The

Young Men’s Christian Association,

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation, the Catholic Associations, the

Salvation Army, have been conspicu

ous for their absence. They have

been officially “represented” to be

sure, but they have in no real way

participated. Perhaps the name of

“Charities and Corrections” is a good

deal responsible. The workers of these

organizations have not seen in it the

richness of experience, the practical

help in their own everyday problems,

the opportunity for wider understand—

ing, the call to generous social action

in the great moral issues which are

the common cause of all righteous

people, which really are to be found

here. This year the Salvation Army

has openly made itself a part of the

conference. A large number of its

officers and workers were there, tak
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ing council on the problems which

concern us all. Evidently this great

organization has found its way to a

vision of its work which is genuinely

“social” and no longer merely isolated

and individual. It is ready to make

common cause with other organized

groups to collectively work for the

coming of the Kingdom of God.

There were a handful of members

and workers of the Young \Vomen’s

Christian Association and we felt

mighty lonesome, not because what

was going on at the conference wasn’t

“exactly in our line,” because it was

so very much concerned with most of

the problems Association workers are

wont to thrash away at all by them

selves. Nor did we feel “few” because

the Association cut no particular pat

tern against the conference chart. All

organizations at this conference sink

their identity and purposely merge

into the common membership for the

sake of unity and the promotion of

the whole. But we felt meagre be

cause every session only emphasized

the loss to our own “movement” from

failing to be present in large numbers

at this unique laboratory of human

affairs wherein the deep underlying

causes of the falling short of what

life might be, are sought with the

clear, impartial accuracy of abstract

science, and once discerned, are trans

lated back into human terms of daily

existence! “7e felt this so keenly that

we called a little conference and

talked it over. \Ve pledged ourselves

to bend every energy to secure a good

attendance of Association people at

the conference next spring in Pitts—

burgh.

The new name, which will be

adopted and which will probably bear

the name of national conference of

social workers or social agencies, or

else be the American conference for

social betterment, will more truly de

fine what the conference has come

to be, “a yearly gathering representa

tive of all phases of social work in

much the same way that the National

Education Association and the

American Medical Association em~
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brace all the interests in their re

spective fields.” Young \Vomen’s

Christian Association workers and

members have a wide need for the

help this gathering can give, and if

we are worthy of the positions we

hold in our own organization, why

then we surely must have something

to bring to it as well, which will make

it even better and more full of help

and inspiration than it is! Will you

be one to plan for Pittsburgh in the

spring?

W

To a Group of Board

Members

HE story is told by a woman,

who has been a most valued

worker in the Young W'omen’s

Christian Association for many years,

that once she visited a friend, whose

little boy was told he was to come and

meet mother’s friend, a secretary of

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation. The child was polite, but

aPparently much puzzled, and finally

whispered to his nurse: “You said

she was a Young \Vomen’s Christian

Association lady. She isn’t young at

all l” He was hastily led toward the

door, but he was heard protesting

more and more vigorously as he went

down the hall, “But she isn’t young,

she isn't, she isn’t!”

A stranger to our work brought

here to-day might exclaim on 'see

ing some of us: “But they aren't

young, they certainly aren’t!” And

so we aren't, but I verily believe we

older women, who do much of the so

called work of the Association the

country over, get more far and away

than we give, and perhaps more than

many of the girls get.

Now our summer conferences. Did

any one ever hear of a board or com

mittee Woman who went to a con

ference and regretted it? I never did!

Any girl? Yes, sometimes a dis

appointed or disgruntled one, but

before many days are past the com

pelling, irresistible spirit of the place

warms and changes such an atmos—

phere, and puff—it’s gone, and that

girl is one of the whole happy throng.

But to be a full—grown, human

woman, even a gray-haired, rather

stout and stiff-jointed one, and fail to

enjoy a conference is impossible!

And for all we get of splendid pro

gram; of possible friendliness with

girls on a charming and easy basis; of

the privilege of meeting and knowing

a large variety of Association leaders,

each one lovelier than the last; of the

evening and the morning of the first

day and of the second day and of all

the ten days of God’s out-of-door

glory—'for all this and more what do

we, what can we, give in return? At

most lead a meeting or two, preside

at a council, or-even make a short,

frightened speech, all of which never

would be missed!

Our best usefulness is—simply to

be there! To pack up and take with

us for immediate and constant use the

following conference necessities: Our

happiest smiles, with wrinkles and

crimps ironed out; all our sincere and

pleasant small talk, touched up with

new and cheery trimmings: our deter

mination to make friends from every—

where, never waiting to be introduced,

but merrily taking it for granted that

every one wants to know every one

else (this determination might be

stiffened a good deal with some new

resolution to suit this year's fashions,

and brushed up and furbished to look

like new), and last, pack into all the

chinks your whole stock of love for

girls.

Go, dear women! Plan to go with a

heart full of love and interest in girls

and with a deep and tender prayer

that God may use you at this con

ference, and that you may be worthy

of your privilege.

A FIELD COMMITTEE MEMBER.

 

Moreover, if is required in stewards that

a man be found fnifhfuI.—Fir.rt Epistle to

the Corinthians.
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The Largest Use of

a Gymnasium in a

New Building

Alice Hawkins Gaines

N order to have the largest use of

l a gymnasium in a new building,

an Association should begin by

planning a gymnasium which will be

large enough for the work.

For the physical and educational

value nothing can compete with the

organized class work in gymnastics

and dancing. Unfortunately we can

not begin to reach as many young

women as we should for these classes.

Some cannot afford the price of tui

tion ; others are not interested.

One of the most important subjects

under discussion to-day is Public Re—

creation, and physical directors are

feeling, as never before, their respons—

ibility in helping to provide wholesome

and healthful recreation for large

numbers of people. “Instead of the

wholesome love of play, the love of

being played upon has become a na

tional passion. The spontaneity of

playful activities and the originality

which creates them are being lulled to

sleep by the habit of being amused.

Among great groups of people it is

wholly out of date to make your own

fun.”

The physical department committee

should feel that here lies a wonderful

opportunity to plan the work of this

department in such a way as will help

offset these conditions.

One way in which the gymnasium

can be of larger service is in its or

ganization of group, singing, and com

petitive games and folk dances. In

the beginning it is sometimes hard to

get a group large enough to start the

first game, particularly among the

older women. “They much prefer to

watch the others and are shy about

taking part,” but these of all need it

most, and if once drawn into the game

it is most interesting to see how much
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enjoyment they get out of such games

as Farmer in the Dell, London Bridge,

Did You Ever See a Lassie, Muffin

Man, etc.

Then comes the subject of combined

recreation for young men and young

women. Perhaps the physical direc

tors are the best leaders in this sort of

movement because of their training.

Care should be exercised to bring to

gether groups somewhat similar in

kind, and the games selected should be

of a competitive nature so that young

men will enjoy them. If our gym—

nasiums are opened for this combined

recreation work, we would doubtless

succeed in bringing together many

young men and women who live away

from home, and who need this social

life which we can supply. This might

be started by asking the physical direc—

tor of a Young Men’s Christian Asso—

ciation to invite some of his young

men to play group games with our

young women.

It is surprising how few of our busi

ness young women play tennis. They

confide to the physical director, when

asked if they play, that they have not

the courage to try to learn where they

might be observed by onlookers.

While indoor tennis cares for only a

few at a time, by organizing clubs of

eight members each and running six

lessons courses, fully two hundred can

be taught the principles of the game

in the gymnasium during the indoor

season. And when once the girls have

lea'med how, they will play outdoors

without any hesitation.

The gospel of play is the beginning

of wisdom in this whole matter. Many

minds in many centuries have mis

understood or denied the importance

of play and looked upon it as a more

or less permissible sin rather than as

a natural, right and beautiful expres

sion of the human spirit. It is well to

believe in play, for the love of it leaps

up instinctively in every normal being.

Whatever one does for the love of it,

that is play.

In the organization of play activities

the Association Gymnasium can be

most largely used.
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Why I Am Going

to the County

Conference

Amy E. Hall

S I am one of that vast army of

A so-called Business Girls, mv

two weeks’ vacation period is

assigned some time in advance, and

time to “just live” is at a premium.

The problem of how to spend that

short time is one that I can never solve

without some regret in finding that

there will not be time for the many

things I would so much like to do or

see.

To get the most in the short time I

have, and within the limit of my

meagre savings from a none too large

salary, I am choosing Lake Geneva

for the latter part of August when the

Town and County Conference is to

be in session.

I shall enjoy meeting with our vari

ous Association members and commit

tees, and learning something of the

problems confronting a newly organ

ized county Association. And I shall

enjoy hearing from other such groups,

and if there is something along the

way that I may be able to bring home

to help some other girl either enjoy

her work more or live a fuller life, I

shall feel fully repaid for my vacation

trip.

When time is so limited there is

none to be wasted for a mere good

time, but nothing could bring more

real pleasure to me than to be able to

look back over a well-spent vacation

that will leave memories of happy

yesterdays and friendships. Life at

most is so very short that we must

use it so that we may live and learn

and grow each day. At the conference

I am expecting to find out how to live

and learn and grow.

Of course we shall learn, judging

from the reports of the excellent les

son periods provided heretofore at

_such conferences. And in the learn

mg, no matter what particular work

we become especially interested in, we

shall grow more proficient and able to

enjoy our work or our play, or per

haps both, more than ever before.

In the doing of these and numerous

other things not found on programs,

we shall learn to live more abundantly

both during the short time we are at

the beautiful lake and after we return

to our more familiar haunts and

hamlets.

w

A Spirit-Guided

Convention

Harriet Taylor

HE International Convention of

the Young Men’s Christian

Association at Cleveland, May

12 to 16 was both “a challenge and a

command to broaden and better the

Association service to men and boys of

all the world.” It was comprehensive

in scope, masterly in detail, democratic

in leadership, and throbbing with

purpose. The National Board was

represented at this convention by Mrs.

John R. Mott, Mrs. Francis de Lacy

Hyde, Miss Blanchard, Miss Brooks,

Miss Holmquist and Miss Taylor.

Miss Holmquist extended greetings on

behalf of the Young Women’s Chris

tian Associations of the world.

Illuminating summaries, included in

the report of the International Com

mittee, showed that, during the last

fifteen years, the number of Associa

tions has increased 79 per cent, the

membership 143 per cent, the expense

for home work 173 per cent, and the

expense for foreign work 1,211 per

cent. Mr. Marling chairman of the

International Committee, gave a rapid

survey of the report, and presented

thirty-five recommendations for action.

This gave the delegates a realization

of the immense scope of work com~

mitted to the International Committee.

The comprehensive program was

unique in bringing before the conven

tion glimpses of practically every
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phase of work included in the report,

while at the same time it concentrated

attention on the most immediate and

imperative demands.

The most significant five minutes of

the entire four days were during the

first morning. Mr. Marling requested

the delegates to gather round their

state banners, and asked each group to

appoint one man to serve on the nomi—

nating committee. The forty men thus

chosen were to nominate the officers

of the convention, the officers of the

various sectional meetings, and select

the members of the convention com—

mittees. This unusual form of organi

zation brought a sense of responsibility

and confidence, which continued

throughout the entire session. The

student section recommended that at

the various student conferences an

advisory commission be elected, to

give advice to the student department

of the International Committee. In

discussion it was brought out that this

would introduce a degree of much

needed democracy in the student

department. This recommendation

was accepted unanimously by the con

vention, which had been so democratic

in leadership. The men of all depart—

ments seemed glad to welcome every

suggestion that would radiate the same

spirit throughout the entire brother

hood.

Each delegate was given an envelope,

which contained the reports of the

commissions on the retirement fund,

on vocational training, on the increase

of efficiency in the student movement,

on city Association work, and on

foreign work. One could not read

these masterly productions without

realizing the months of investigation

and of strenuous labor involved.

These commission reports formed the

basis for discussions in‘the sectional

conferences, and they made it possible

for the convention to accomplish an

immense amount of legislation during

the brief business period of each day.

Some one said, as he watched the

2,100 delegates transact business, “The

Association problems of the country

are being met by men of virile char
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acter, vital faith, and seasoned busi

ness sense.”

The gathering was so full of pur

pose, from the quiet hour on Friday

morning, through Dr. Mott’s closing

address on Tuesday afternoon, that it

is difficult to choose services of special

importance, but Saturday evening

and Sunday stand out with peculiar

vividness. One cannot forget Ray

mond Robins’ earnest tone as he said,

“The challenge presented to the

gospel is not that of merely saving

individuals, but society. The gospel

of Christ is adequate and competent

for the task. The challenge is for us

to be as big as our gospel." The

pithy sentences uttered by Bishop

McDowell as he discussed the theme,

“How to flood the movement with

evangelistic purpose” were so search

ing and true that they will be remem

bered by many Association leaders.

“There is danger of the movement

becoming an organization. \Ve may

have more blades in our knife, but the

original blade not so sharp. Many

are doing a lot of useful things, but

failing to do the supreme thing. We

should regain the ancient passion for

the souls of men, and set that passion

in the stream of modern life.”

The consideration of flooding the

movement with evangelistic passion

was the natural preparation for the

world vision, which came with such

impelling force on Sunday evening,

when Messrs. Hurrey, Gaylord, Fisher

Carter and Brockman showed how the

Young Men’s Christian Association

met the expectation of the waiting

nations across the sea. After hearing

those talks and the report of the com

mission on foreign work it is not

strange that $1,500,000 was voted for

foreign service, but “that mighty sum

seemed small, as men weighed the

call.” Mr. Robert Weidensall gave

the explanation of this comprehen

sive spirit-guided convention, and of

the movement that it represented,

when he said: “We began without

precedents, without wealth, without

friends but with eternal God.”
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“Jesus and His

Friends ”

This brief Bible Study outline, prepared

by Miss Sara Kirk for the classes organ

ized in the Baltimore Association immedi

ately after the close of the Billy Sunday

campaign in that city, has met with much

favor.—Editor.

LESSON 1

Jesus and a Group of Fishermen

John 1: 35-42

Mark 1: 16-20

LESSON 2

Jesus and a Group of Fishermen (Com)

Mark 9: 2-8

Mark 14: 32-42

Mark 10: 35—45

Mark 14: 53~72

John 21: 15-23

LESSON 3

Jesus and Two Sisters

Luke 10: 38-44.

John 11: 144

Mark 14: 3-9

.John 12: 1-8

LESSON 4

Jesus and the Man Born Blind

John 9: 1-38

LESSON 5

Jesus and Two Taxgatherers

Luke 5: 27-32

Luke 19: 1-10

LESSON 6

Friendship With Jesus: What It Is and

' Does

Review and Summary

John 14: 18-24

John 15: 1-16

STUDY PLAN

Read the assigned passages over and

over till you know the story. Locate

the passages by book, chapter and verses.

Then ask yourself these questions, reading

the passages again as often as necessary:

l—Who are the principal persons in

this lesson?

Z—What did Jesus do for them?

3—H0w did they show their friendship

for Jesus?

4—\\_lhat can we learn about friendship

With Jesus from this lesson?

S—VVhat is the best verse?

6—What is the best lesson?

You will have a chance to tell the class

what you have found. Don’t miss it.

Report of Committee

on Our Social

Responsibility“

I. .The reason for a larger social em

phasis—

The consciousness of our respon

sibility in relation to the tremendous

social movements which influence

young women to-day is not new. Ac

cording to our constitution we are

organized not only to associate young

women in personal loyalty to Jesus

Christ but also “to become a social

force for the Kingdom of God.” What

this purpose involves has been further

defined by the following resolutions

adopted at the world’s Conference at

Berlin in 1910.

The Association should definitely

study:

1 The social significance of the teach

ings of Jesus Christ—the basis of the

right social life of women.

2 The social and industrial problems

of the day. especially as they are found

in (a) the physical and economic re

quirements of working women, (b) the

means of amelioration offered by legis

lation and private endeavor for condi

tions under which women live and work,

and (c) organization among working

women.

These resolutions have become the

basis of the national policy of our

industrial work, and it is in the spirit

of them that our immigration work

and the investigation of the problem

of household employment have been

developed.

We believe, however, that the time

has come when the National Board

should strive to make the resolutions

adopted at Berlin a vital part of our

religious program for the entire Asso—

ciation. This seems very necessary

for the following reasons:

I_ The increasing seriousness of the

social problems in our nation and in the

world. demand that every Christian or

ganization should strive to make some

positive contribution to the Christianiz

ing of our social order.

1*For information concerning the

source of this report, see editorial, p. 232.
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2 In failing to consider these social

problems and their Christian solution,

we are neglecting the surest avenue of

approach to the lives of a large number

of young women, both in city and

country. where economic injustice and

the social awakening have combined to

make these problems the paramount in

terest to many, and also in the colleges,

where these same things are to-day mak

ing the strongest appeal for sacrificial

service, an appeal in many cases equal

in power to that of the foreign mission

field. Our command of the best leader

ship from our colleges, and our ability

to influence certain large groups of

young women in our cities and towns

rests to a larger extent, than most of

us realize, on our ability to relate our

Christian message to the social struggle

of the age.

II. Suggestions for a social pro

gram—

VVe already have the basis for a

larger social program in the Berlin re

solutions. The channels through

which such a program may be promo

ted are also in existence, our Bible

classes, religious meetings, clubs and

committees in local Associations, our

field and national camps, conferences

and conventions, our Employed Ofi’l

cers’ Associations, and our National

Training School. The following sug

gestions indicate some of the things

which could be done from headquar

ters in the way of promoting such a

program.

1 Urge all Association groups, local,

field and national to include in their

year's program one or more addresses

on the meaning of the Kingdom of God

on earth.

2 Recommend for local Associations,

camps and conferences, Bible courses

on the social teachings of Jesus, and dis

cussions of the relation of Christianity

to definite social questions such as tern

perance, child labor, the woman move

ment, peace, the various labor move

ments, labor legislation, etc.

3 Urge upon local Associations the

responsibility for tracing individual cases

and problems back to their social causes.

4 Ask for more definite consideration.

either through single lectures or special

or regular courses of study, of the re

lation of Christianity to modern social

problems in our National Training

School.

5 By every possible means impress

upon Association leaders that one of the
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greatest contributions we can make to

the social interpretation of Christianity

is the embodying of the principles of

Christ in the life of the organization

by the establishment and maintenance

of just and generous and loving rela

tionships between all who are in the

work in any capacity.

a

Girl-made Character

Standards

SPLENDID county conference

A was held for the girls of

Greene County, New York,

under the auspices of the county

Young \Vomen’s Christian Associa

tion, on May 20 and 21. There were

about seventy-five girls present, repre—

senting six communities—East Jewett,

Tannersville, Halcott Center, Haines

Falls, \Vindham and Hunter. The

conference was held in the new Asso

ciation building, which is used by both

the Young Men’s and Young Women’s

Christian Association groups in Haines

Falls. This building also houses the

library and serves as a center for the ,

life of the community.

The days were very beautiful up

there in the Catskills, and these girls,

who are greatly interested in knowing

the birds, found much joy in the fact

that the rare warblers were passing

through just at the time of the con

ference. There were splendid talks

by Miss Ethel Cutler, and a well-filled

question box. The girls all attended

church on Sunday morning at the

Methodist Church in Haines Falls.

A number of local leaders were

present, and the county board was

well represented at the Saturday

afternoon and evening meetings.

Miss Clarinda Richards, the county

secretary, suggested the appointing of

a committee of girls to formulate a

standard of conduct for the girls of

the communities represented. This

committee did earnest, thoughtful

work, and presented the following
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CHARACTER STANDARDS IN THE MAKING

standards, which were unanimously

accepted:

Honesty

Since it is generally understood that

girls are lacking in unity and capacity

for group action, we, as girls of Greene

County, will strive to promote among

ourselves the virtues of loyalty. We

will be loyal to our friends and to any

organization to which we belong.

Our motto in dealing with our

friends will be “Me last.”

W'e will refrain from speaking ill of

our friends.

we will be loyal to the churches to

which we belong and try to help in

Sunday school and Young People’s

Society work. We will try, by study

and good conduct, to promote the best

interests of our schools.

In any organization to which we be- ,

long, we will remember that the best

good is the good of the whole group

and will try to think of others’ in

terests before our own.

Etiquette

I. To be quiet on the street and try

not to attract attention.

1. By talking loudly.

2. By laughing loudly.

3. Especially when passing hotels.

4. If addressed, do not answer.

5. By your dress.

II. Not to accept invitations from strang

ers, including invitations to

dance.

III. Not to be intimate with strangers,

especially at boarding houses.

before we have a chance to know

anything about them.

IV. Not to chew gum in public, as in

churches, at parties, lectures, etc.

V. At parties, be sociable, help everyone

to have a good time; be courteous

to hostess, speaking to her and

shaking hands when you arrive and

before you leave.

Loyalty

Resolved. that since girls are apt to

deceive themselves, and to think they are

being polite when they are really being

dishonest, that we will be more honest

with ourselves-—

“To thine own self be true, and it must

follow, as the night the day,—

Thou canst not then be false to any

man.”

We will resolve not to say we will do

a thing unless we intend to do it.

we will borrow one law of the Camp

Fire and try to obey it:—-Be Trustworthy.

We will all endeavor to live down the

impression that girls are not as honest

as boys.

MEASURING OUR EIGHT WEEK CLUB

WORK

Those who are familiar with the nomen

clature of the new scientific farming, know

that there are many kinds of score cards,

by which people measure their seed corn,

their potatoes and their live stock. So,

it is quite fitting that the Eight Week

Clubs should have a score card for measur

ing the efficiency and worth-whileness of

the work done by the clubs.

This score card for grading Eight Week

Clubs has been written by Abbie Graham,

county secretary for the Southwestern Field.

It gives a definite measure for the clubs.

A 100 per cent club is the standard. In

the Southwestern Field there will probably

be a loving cup offered for the leader of

the club scoring the highest number of

points.

Any other fields wishing to adopt this

score card may do so.

(Basis, 100%).

I. All-around program of work, (40%).

1. Social. 10%.

2. Physical. 10%.

3. Intellectual, 10%.

4. Spiritual, 10%.

(If one or more phases have

been emphasized purposely, give

reasons.)

II. Efficiency of club or lack of waste,

(30%).

1. Attendance and punctuality of

members, beginning on time,

5%.
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2. Using every member, 5%.

(Did a few do the work of the

club or did all take part?)

3. Conservation of work. 20%.

(a) Did the club strengthen

Sunday schools and

churches? 10%. °

(b) Did it interest any girl in

going away to school? 5%.

(c) Did the club make a _gift

to the town and country

department of the South

western Field Committee

of the Young Women's

Christian Association,

thereby making it possible

to conserve the Eight

Weeks' work, (5%).

'III. Community Service, (10%).

In doing their community service,

did the girls share themselves,

their friendliness, their time,

their money? \Nhat was the

spirit of their service?

IV. Reports in on time, (10%).

(Reports must be in

'V. Sharing your club with other girls

outside of your community, (10%).

1. Report at college, 3%.

2. Written story, giving 5%.

(1) Difi'iculties overcome, both

external and internal.

(2) Why you had a club.

(3) Description of town.

(4) Stories of your club girls,

—what it meant to them.

(5) What it meant to you.

3. Pictures of club—in their work

and play, and just as they

live, 2%.

A SUCCESSFUL CONTEST

In a high school essay contest recently

held under the direction of the girls’ work

committee of the Laurel Mississippi Asso

ciation, the subject assigned was “ at

the Young Women's Christian Association

has meant to other girls and what it could

mean to me." The committee furnished

as reference material “Fifty Years of Asso—

ciation Work Among Young Women" by

Elizabeth Wilson, the Handbook and some

of the Jubilee literature. Twenty-four es

says were handed in all showing careful

reading and earnest study of the subject.

We quote from the first prize essay

written b Marguerite Rood, aged thirteen

years an ten months, which expresses her

loyalty to and her appreciation of the

Association.

' brownest girl alive.
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“The Young Women's Christian Associa

tion has given me health, wholesome com

panionship of other girls, and a new under

standing of the Bible; all this in the short

time of one and one-half years. I have

been taught to sew and to tat that I might

make lace for that clothing. I have

learned how to cook a meal, and how to

serve that meal when cooked. In my club

work I learned how to conduct a club

meeting, which knowledge will be very

useful to me when I am older. In the

physical department I have learned the

true value of health and how to best pre

serve this health. All this the Association

has meant to me, but there are still many

things that it can do for me, and many

things which I wish and expect it to do for

me. Last year when I returned from the

summer camp, I was the happiest and

This year I want to

learn to swim, and if we have the equip

ment, to learn to play tennis and ride a

horse. Perhaps I will not have the oppor

tunity to learn all these this summer, but in

future years I know that the Association

will be the one to teach me.

“The club work is a wonderful factor

for good in the life of every girl who

comes in contact with it. It has been

especially beneficial to me. The club

work has taught me loyalty. I have had

the wholesome companionship and friend

ship of girls of my own age, and, as I

was president of this particular club, I

learned very early the responsibility of

having girls look up to me as an example.

I want our clubs to be more united in the

future, because some members of a few

of these clubs seem to have an idea that

they are not closely connected with either

the Association or any of the other clubs.

When the clubs all combine at certain

periods and have picnics, parties and so

cial nights, I believe this condition will be

remedied. In the club we love to sew, but

we like still more to cook and we like best

of all to picnic and to play tennis or volley

ball. Our club leaders help us to gratify

wisely our desire for these things and I

think that-our club work will be better

every year.

“Last, but not least, comes my relation

to the physical department. I honestly

believe that, next to my mother, the physical

department of the Young Women’s Chris

tian Association has meant more to me than

any other factor in my life so far."

From romPromise and things half-done,

Keep me, with stern and stubborn Pride;

And when, at last, the fight is won,

God, keep me still unsatisfied.

—L0ui: Unrcrmeycr: Prayer.
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The Association at Work in the

Suburban City

Mary Wickler Searcy

The Young \Vomen’s Christian Asso

ciation at Highland Park, Illinois, stands

as a great power for good among the

girls and the people of that community.

Doubtless one of the things which has

contributed most to its growth has been

the way in which this Association has

constantly given in unselfish service not

only in its own community but to the

smaller communities surrounding it.

Recently all the large town Associa

tions of county associations were asked

to send in an account of “The Finest

Things We Have Done in Our Associa

tion." Some splendid things were sent

in, almost all of which dealt with service

which the Association had given. A

number of these will be published. Of

the reports sent in. the Highland Park

-Association sent a report that was out

standing in its worth-whileness and in

terest. In it Mrs. Mary \Vickler Searcy,

the secretary, tells of the "Opening of

Our Social Center at Highwood." She

reports that this piece of service has

reached more people, influenced more

lives, brought out more publicity for the

Association and interested more con

tributors than anything they have under

taken—Editor’s note.

Highwood is one and one-half miles

north of Highland Park, has thirteen

hundred inhabitants and is settled main

ly by Italians and Scandinavians. Lately

the saloons were driven out, but that

element still remains and we cannot

close our eyes to the fact that it is here.

Housing conditions for the most part

are deplorable, and very little, if any

thing, is done for the children.

We felt, therefore, that there was a nee

for a sewing club among the little girls,

and with the assistance of one of the

Highwood teachers, a Young \\'omen’s

Christian Association girl, who already

had a Commonweal Club in Highland

Park, we organized a sewing class with

nine little girls early in October, of

which I took charge once a week. \Ye

met at the homes of the members. but

soon the class proved so popular that it

outgrew the accommodations and we were

unable to find any other meeting place.

On account of sectarian preferences we

could not take them to a church. The

headquarters at Highland Park were too

far away.

Just at this time what seemed to us

a gift from above, was the offer of an

old and unused one-story school build

ing, belonging to Highland Park, but

standing midway between the two places.

It was a dreary looking outlook on

the day I made my tour of inspection.

The locks were off of the doors. many

window lights were missing, at least a

third of the ceiling had fallen, a large

section of the floor was gone and only

8 part of the stove remained. But where

there is a will there is a way. and all

hands set to work. The Highland Park

school board cleaned it up, repaired the

stove, put in window panes. and put

locks on the doors. About this time

the Modern Woodmen, an insurance

organization, asked permission to use

the building once a month and offered to

add their mite. which wasn't a mite at all,

but a great big help. They painted the

interior a pure white, bought fifty chairs,

put up dark green shades, and their

wives made dainty white sash curtains.

The Young W'omen's Christian Associa

tion painted the floor, provided tables.

secured a rug. put up pictures, hired a

janitor, provided coal and contributed

many little things to make it attractive.

One of the Commonweal leaders gave

a victrola.

We held our opening on January 8th,

1916. By this time our little class num

bered forty-two and was divided into

four clubs. each doing the regular Com

monweal work.

we had no more than launched our

girls in our Social Center than the boys

of Highwood came saying, “You are al

ways doing something for the girls, why

can’t we have a club?" \Ve saw no

reason why they should not have a club,

and we got them together immediately,

with the result that we now have two

fine boys' clubs, twenty-two in one and

eighteen in the other, with good, capable

leaders. They open with a business

meeting and follow this with good,

wholesome games. We have rather en

couraged the social side of these clubs.
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and many parties have been added to

the Social Center activities. When once

we started this work, it developed almost

astonishingly, and to our surprise the

way was opened for an adult night

school, in which the Italians were taught

the English language. Twenty-five per

cent of the population of Highwood is

Italian, and the majority cannot speak

our language.

Now one hundred and fifteen men,

boys and girls come to the Center every

week for pleasure and profit. All of this

work is conducted by volunteer workers.

The men in both Highland Park and

Highwood are becoming interested in

our work. One man sent a set of box

ing gloves, another some indoor games.

A third man, whose attention was at—

tracted to the Social Center, wanted to

do something worth while, so he do

nated a library of one hundred and eight

volumes with two cases to hold them.

Highwood is without a library. and

these children are simply hungry for

something to read.

The co-operation of the parents and

teachers is very gratifying. Last week,

much to our surprise, as well as delight,

a letter came to us from the Mayor of

Highwood offering us the use of the City

Hall for entertainments or anything for

which we might want it.

There is no place in this town in which

to hold an entertainment, so the offer

was worth a great deal to us, and the

co-operation was the biggest factor of

all. Three of the clubs, under their re

spective leaders, have begun entertain

ments for the near future. The pro

ceeds are to be used to defray expenses

incurred at the Social Center.

Highland Park is not being neglected.

At present over two hundred thirty

members are enrolled, and every even

ing but Saturday and every afternoon is

given to activities.
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CONFERENCE ON HOUSEHOLD EM

PLOYMENT

The conference on Household Employ

ment held in New York City during the

convention of the General Federation of

Women’s Clubs scored a great success.

It was held under the auspices of the

Commission on Household Employment

of the National Board and the Home

Economic Department and Industrial and

Social Relations Department of the

General Federation. Dr. I. M. Rubinow,

of the American Medical Association

and formerly with the Labor Depart

ment at Washington, opened the con

ference with an address on labor condi

tions in the occupation and urged the

necessity for an investigation in order

to bring to public attention existing con

ditions before it can compete favorably

with other occupations.

Mrs. Mary H. Abel, for many years

editor of the Home Economic Journal.

presided at the conference, and repre

sentatives from different parts of the

country took part in the discussion. The

conference was notable in that the dis

cussion never deteriorated into a recital

of personal woes, as is so often the case

when the topic is brought up, but was

confined to a consideration of the prin

ciples of social justice as applied to the

occupation of household employment.

The application of these principles, it

was pointed out, would involve the re—

gulating of hours, the systematizing of

work. and a more business like and

human relationship between employer

and employee.

Miss Henrietta Roelofs gave a sum

mary of the two investigations conducted

by the National Board, the first dealing

with the unpopularity of household em

ployment among wage earning women

and the second with the attitude of voca

tional educators toward the occupation.

Prof. Benjamin Andrews of Columbia

University spoke of the efforts on the

part of the employees to better condi

tions through trade unions and similar

organizations.

Mrs. Mary Schenk W'oolman, because

of her long connection with the Manhat

tan Trade School. was able to picture

vividly the working girl’s attitude toward

her job, and to point out the features in

household employment which must be

altered.

Content of mind is usually in proportion

to the “wire one renders in an under

taking he believes worth while.—IDA M.

TARBELL: THE BUSINESS or BEING A

WOMAN.
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FOREIGN STUDENTS, NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL. 1916

Upper Row. Left to Right: Annle Blgnell. Australla; Velma Hamill. Canada; Margrethe Parm. Norway;

Edith Goodenough, South Africa.

Lower Row. Left lo Rigbl: Amelie Brocher. Switzerland; Alice Anderson, Class President. United States;

Sllri Lolmarantu, Finland; Michi Kawai. Japan; anouhl Demlrjlan. Constantinople.

LAST DAYS AT THE TRAINING SCHOOL

There are many days in the past

school year which will be remembered

with joy and deep thankfulness by all

who were privileged to be at N. T. 5.

this year, but for the members of the

Class of 1916, commencement week es—

pecially, will stand apart as the epitome

of all that was beautiful, and bright and

sacred in the days before—the delightful

culmination of a happy and fruitful year.

After the last examination on Satur

day, the merry-making began with a

happy afternoon and evening at the home

of Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Speer in

Englewood, New Jersey.

On Sunday evening, the class was

initiated into the Candle Service, which is

one of the many exquisite traditions that

help to make the memory of N. T. S.

so dear to all her children. “Number

Three” had never seemed more filled

with inspiration, and love, and conse—

cration than at that time.

The greater pleasure just then was

found in retrospection, and no more fit

ting time could have been chosen for

the reading of the class history. Fanny

Hatch, the class historian, had written

'ing a Year,

a second “Inch Library" just for 1916.

As the key words for the four main

divisions, she took the titles; “Discover

” “Are you Triangular or

Round?" “Being Good Friends with

One's Family" and "Peter of the \IVorld."

The music of the whole year was

sounded in various themes. but the

motif that was most surely detected

through all of it, was built about the

thought “To live your year with God—

that is the sheer joy of living." It was

a very wonderful year that could have

been recorded in such a history!

On Monday night, the class entertained

the National stafi at supper, and after

ward with a Shakespearean Masque.

As the selected inner plays were given,

the audience probably questioned. “Why

Shakespeare": but as the interlocutor

suggested in her introduction, “\Vhy not

Shakespeare?" Class songs written in

honor of the different departments, were

given during the interludes, and alto

gether the guests and the hostesses had

a jolly and interesting evening.

Probably the most significant hour of

these most cherished ones was spent at

a class meeting on commencement morn
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ing, when the class pledged a generous

contribution toward the completion of

the salary for a much desired secretary

ship in Japan.

Following the commencement exer

cises on Wednesday afternoon at which

the address was given by Dr. Charles

Jefferson of the Broadway Tabernacle,

the alumnae meeting was held in “Num

ber Three,” and, after several matters of

business were dispatched, three short

talks were given by Elizabeth Clarke,

’15, general secretary at Newark, N. J.;

Edith Wells '09. on furlough from China;

and Beulah Bowen ’14, formerly secre

tary at the Michigan State Normal

School. Their subjects respectively

were “The Democratizing of the Asso

ciation,” “Sentiment versus Loyalty,"

and “Power in the Last Analysis." Each

talk brought to the new alumnae

glimpses of Association work well ac

complished and a vision of work to be

done.

To the casual reader or observer, one

commencement may notvseem very differ

ent from another, but to the members of

the graduating class. their day is unique

and has a very special significance. Every

member of this class feels that hers was

a great privilege to have been in the

training school this year as one of the

“Class of 1916."

F. B. H., 1916.

THE OUT-GOING SECRETARIES'

CONFERENCE

June 5-14, 1916

“Being an Ambassador for Christ" was

the theme for the conference for secre

taries going to the foreign field, held at

National Headquarters, June 5th to 14th,

which began with an all day meeting of

the Foreign Department at the home

of Mrs. Finley J. Shepard at Tarry

town. From the opening service to the

close, the relationships and responsi

bilities of the Christian ambassador were

emphasized, not only in the devotional

hours. led by Miss Adams, Miss Condé

and Miss Taylor, but in the addresses

of all the speakers to the eleven newly

appointed foreign secretaries who were

in attendance at the conference: Miss

Anna K. Alexander, Miss Marion Bliem,

Miss Hall Cowdrey, Miss Ruth Cow

drey, Miss Elsie Green, Miss Mamie

Gunter, Miss Katherine Halsey, Miss

Clara Hard, Miss Eda L. Redo. ‘Miss

Grace Steinbeck, and Miss Kather

ine Williams. Three secretaries home

on furlough were present, and spoke at

some of the sessions on their fields of

work—Miss Persis Breed of Buenos

Aires, Miss Florence Lang of India, and
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Miss Edith W'ells of China—Miss Michi

Kawai represented Japan, and Miss

Jacob, an English secretary from Shang

hai, was a guest for a few days.

Miss Ruth Rouse of the \Norld’s Stu

dent Christian Federation recently re

turned from a tour of South America,

after the Panama Congress. presented

with telling force the immediate need

of Association work in that continent,

especially in the student field.

The life of the foreign secretary was

outlined in a series of practical and

inspirational talks of great value, as

follows: Her Social Life, Dr. Agnes

Murdock; Her Intellectual Life, Miss

Condé; Her Vocation, Miss Taylor; Her

Relation to the Missionary Forces, Mrs.

Gladding; A \Vorld Citizen, Miss Spen

cer; A Woman of God, Miss Cratty.

Three Young Men’s Christian Associa

tion secretaries gave the man’s view

point of the limitless opportunities as

yet untouched before our Association

workers in foreign lands. These were

Mr. Jacob of Turkey, Mr. Ewald of

South America. and Mr. Carter of India.

Several mornings were spent at the

headquarters of the Presbyterian Board

of Foreign Missions where the annual

conference for outgoing missionaries of

that church was being held.

There were many delightful hours of

social fellowship including out-of-towri

trips to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Speer

at Englewood and to Mrs. Gladding’s

home at Montclair, and a missionary

luncheon at the Young Women's Chris

tian Association Training School which

was followed by a very entertaining and

impressive sketch of Chinese life given

by the Misses Murdock of Hwai Yuen,

China.

One sentence from the commission

service, held June 13th, a word from the

ancient psalmist, who also had a world

vision, sums up the impression of this

conference: “They shall speak of the

glory of Thy kingdom. and talk of

Thy power, to make known to the sons

of men his mighty acts and the glorious

majesty of his kingdom." (Psalm 145:

ll, 12.)

RUTH COWDREY.

In the face of the social sins of the times,

to thunder the call to social repentanCe;

to make vivid the outer darkness that waits

upon the civilization that fails to realize the

“righteousness of the Kingdom"; to chal

lenge the faith of men to the building of

the city of God upon the earth; to show

men how in a high service together they

may use the things of earth for that house

of the spirit—this is to herald the social

evangel; this is to proclaim the gospel of

Jesus for the redemption of the world.

—HARR\' \NAim: Son'al Evangelism.
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CITY NOTES

The Indianapolis Association had an

exhibit at the State House in connection

with the Conference of Charities and

Corrections. The booth was lighted by

an electric Young W'omen's Christian

Association sign, and each department

listed its membership and activities.

Sixty posters were used, one of which

was the share of Indianapolis Association

in foreign work in the support of Miss

Bearice Cron in Calcutta. Photographs

were largely employed. The millinery and

basketry classes had work on display. The

gymnasium classes gave an American In

dian pageant.

Talks on “You and Your Young Man”

are a feature of several Association

lectures.

The Fort Wayne Association has

adopted a rule for future house residents

limiting their stay to three years.

Operettas for summer conference funds

have been popular. Little Rock, Arkan

sas. Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion presented the “\Vild Rose” to an

audience of five hundred. The club

members were costumed in pink smocks

and black dresses with white aprons,

which at least a score of business houses

generously supplied. Twenty-eight girls,

the busiest in the Association, took part.

Indianapolis gave an oriental music

drama, “Joseph.” It was repeated four

times.

It is a commonly employed device to

use a catchy question on the title page

of publicity folders. But one caution

should be exercised—the question em

ployed must rouse a question in the

mind of the reader; it should not imply

any question on the part of those who

issue the leaflet. If a question is put on

the cover. its answer must be supplied

in the copy.

Here is a good sentence for a leaflet

on the social side of our work. “we

take life as we find it, but we never

leave it so."

Study this from Los Angeles on Em

ployment \Vork. It has the value of

being full of “business interest," and yet

does not “exploit” the girls. Every

Association has “stories.” Get it said

in a story and people will read and

respond.

OUR EMPLOYMENT WORK

“Different” because Constructive

“I must have work to-day. My money

is almost gone. I’m a bookkeeper but

I’ll do anything."

“I’m an expert

Chicago and can't get work.

sick mother to support.”

“The doctor says I must go to a higher

altitude. I can’t go unless I can get

work there."

“I came here to be married but I just

can’t marry into his family. Can you

get me housework out of the city where

I can hide? I'm afraid."

“My husband 15 dead and I have two

little children. Could I get work in the

country'where we can be together?"

“My daughter won’t let me teach her a

thing. Can you get her work in some

family where she'll have to learn?"

Every application for work. every ap

plication for a worker has behind it the

story of a need.

Each day brings:

The Trained and the Untrained

The Hopeful and the Confident

The Discouraged and the Desperate

stenographer from

I have a

each believing in the Association's wide

influence; each trusting that the secre

tary will be her friend.

It is interesting to see how some pub

licity members in city Associations are

able to weave into local news. bits from

publications that tell of the Association

in other cities and other countries. It

will help much if each publicity person

keeps a list of such live bits ready to

tuck in with notices and reports.

An interesting building campaign has

just closed in San Francisco, with $378.

000 in cash and pledges. Mr. \Villiam H.

Crocker was chairman of the executive

committee and Miss Ella Schooley “the

woman behind the wheel."

From North Yakima comes the novel

idea of a Bridge Party, which is a wiener

roast under the Naches Bridge, out by

the Painted Rocks, for the employees

of the two laundries.

On June 7, \Vilmington, Delaware.

closed a seven day campaign for $200,000,

with $212.9SZ.70.
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STUDENT NEWS ITEMS

Metropolitan Association work is the

style in these days. A splendid confer

ence was held in May in Boston, bring

ing together Association leaders from

six institutions—Boston University, Sim

mons College, Emerson Echool of Ora

tory, Mt. Ida School for Girls. The New

England Conservatory of Music, and

Newton Hospital. Advisory board mem

bers, presidents and religious meetings

chairmen were from all six places. Joint

and sectional conferences did much to

unify and bind together the ramification

of our student work in this great metro

politan center.

An amendment has been added to the

constitution of Farmville Normal School,

Virginia, which makes the president of

the student government an ex-officio

member of the Young Women’s Chris

tian Association cabinet. Farmville has

the record of having every member of

the cabinet a subscriber to the Associa

tion Monthly. The cabinet meets every

morning for Morning \Vatch in the

general secretary’s room.

One of the many successful cabinet

house parties. held this spring, was at

Lebanon Valley College in Pennsylvania.

The cabinet took two cottages at a near

by mountain resort. “To make our con

ference seem real, we charged a registra

tion fee of five cents and each girl was

obliged to register before being assigned

to a room." The Meaning of Prayer was

used for the devotional hours of the con

ference. As always in these gatherings.

.the cabinet came out of the few days

together unified and strong to face the

new year’s work.

The cabinet of the Tempe Normal

School in Arizona was recently enter

tained by the neighboring Indian School,

arriving just in time to see the six hun

dred students go through the flag drill.

The two cabinets were then introduced

to each other for the first time “and joy

ous sympathies passed between the

different chairmen.” Each two people

were then given a lunch box to explore

together. “I think history and Columbus

were decidedly mistaken when they said

the Indians weren't friendly," writes

Miss Clausing. and she goes on to de

scribe the wonderful singing which ex

celled even our conference singing.

After a regular Association meeting to

gether. at which the visiting students

were deeply impressed with the simple

courage and faith of their Indian hostes

ses, the group adjourned to an audito

rium meeting at which pictures were

shown of the Arizona Hopis. \Yould

that more visiting of this sort might be

done.
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The two Associations at the University

of Oregon recently called together re

presentatives of all local churches and

various campus organizations to form a

council for the co-operative strengthen

ing of the religious life of the University.

The plan is similar to that carried out

at the University of California. A meet—

ing is to be held every two weeks next

year. At one of the first September

meetings a date is to be arranged on

which all the churches may entertain

the new students. the evening being kept

free from other University affairs.

It is not beside the point for many

Associations to consider questions of

etiquette and social observance. In Burr

and Burton Seminary this was cleverly

done by the holding of a “Goop Party."

Each girl was asked to bring some ques

tion on etiquette, which was answered

in an amusing but none the less effective

way. A “Goop” poster. of course, ad

vertised the meeting in advance.

“I came to college from a small town

which has no Young W'omen's Christian

Association. Several days after I had

arrived at college I overheard some girls

talking about the splendid.meetings the

Young Women’s Christian Association

was going to have that fall, and as they

turned away I heard one say, ‘Come on

down to the Bungalow next Tuesday

afternoon. They are going to serve tea

before the meeting.’ Out of mere curi

osity to see the inside of a building

where they served "tea" and “religion”

at the same time, I went that next Tues

day. The day was cold and the tea was

hot. I listened to a delightful talk on

“Character and Service" and had a jolly

time talking to the girls. Somehow the

spirit of the meeting got hold of me and

left a peculiar impression on me. It was

attractive. I was told that there were

ways in which I could help other girls—

that other girls could help me."

“I love the weekly Association meet

ings. They are full of just the kind of

Christian education that I need to go

hand in hand with my school studies."

“Through a course of study in the

local Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation. I was able to carry on a “seven

weeks course" in my own town in the

summer, thus giving some of the spirit

of service and endeavor to those girls

who had not the privilege of coming to

college."

“I have belonged to the Association

ever since I started to high school, and

I hope I may continue as a member for

a good many years to come. If the

Association meant much to me in high

school, with its gymnasium, swimming.

and domestic science departments, it has

meant more to me since I have come to
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the University. \Nith the beginning that

I experienced in high school, I have en

tered other departments of Association

work, and I have found the ‘giving’ side

more pleasant even than the ‘taking.’

Each year I find a new advantage and a

new opportunity for home missionary

work.”

Faou rm: Umvensrrv or OREGON.

Winthrop Normal School at Rock Hill,

South Carolina, has been having a

“Leaders’ Training Week." with Miss

Stone, formerly of the South Atlantic

Field, Miss Foreman of Farmville, Vir

ginia, and Miss Binford of Richmond

present. This training is going to mean

a great deal to the Voluntary Study Lead

ers, Eight \Neek Club Leaders and Cabi

net. It is as though a live wire had

touched this college and they are hoping

now to transmit some of their energy to

real work.

By means of the “Annual May Morn

ing Breakfast" which the Drake Uni

versity Y. W. C. A. girls serve each

year, May day morning, enough money

is made so that any Y. W. C. A. girl

can borrow enough to take her to

Geneva. This year about $200 was

cleared. The material is all donated by

Des Moines merchants, and it is

through their kindness that it is pos

sible for so many girls to enjoy the

conference each year. It has become

one of the big events of the year, and

every one is glad to patronize the girls

for they are assured of something very

good to eat.

 

NEWS ITEMS FROM COUNTY

ASSOCIATIONS

Cherokee County. Iowa. One big event

of the season here was the gymnasium

exhibition which closed the indoor phy

sical work of the year. This was held in

the Armory and between three and four

hundred people witnessed the marching,

fancy steps, free exercises, wand drills,

Indian club drill, and basket ball game.

A May morning breakfast was served

by some of the high school girls at the

Association rooms. and although a heavy

rain poured without, between sixty and

seventy folks came for this little social

time.

The general secretary at Hollidays

burg, Pennsylvania, writes: “I am sure

that anyone reading items from Holli

daysburg will wonder what kind of an

Association it is. No one knows—not

even the National Board. But sometime

we hope to be a county Association.

That is the reason we are included in

‘County Row.’ At present we are a

small town Association with one branch.

Our membership thus totals six hundred

and ninety-six—which sounds very large,

we think."

Page County. Iowa. The Clarinda

High School Association will continue its

work during the summer. “Christian

Citizenship for girls” will be used at the

regular meetings.

The Commonweal Clubs are not

daunted by the weather. Early in May

Miss Margaret O'Connell, the North

Central Field County Secretary, rode

twelve miles through mud and rain to

visit the “East River" Club. The girls

came together from distances of three

and four miles, and despite the dark and

stormy night, fourteen girls were present

at this regular meeting.

The Young \Vomen's Christian Asso

ciation at Beatrice, Nebraska, united with

the Young Men's Christian Associa

tion in the Mothers' Day Vesper Service

of May 14. The finest talent of the town

was included on the program, which was

unique in that it began by a number

given by a little four-year-old girl, with

readings and songs given by boys and

girls through the grades and high school,

and closed with a tribute to mothers

given by one of the ministers of the

city, and "Homeland" sung by the Young

Women’s Christian Association chorus.

Over eight hundred people filled the

Presbyterian Church to its capacity, and

had the weather been favorable. the

crowd could not have been accommo

dated.

Many gifts are still coming to the new

Association at Beatrice from different

societies and individuals. These have

added greatly to the attractive and

home-like appearance of the rooms.

Hall County, Nebraska. The Geneva

committee of the High School Club re

ports twenty dollars in funds. As soon

as school closes they plan to raise eighty

dollars in order to send three girls to

the conference. In fact. all committees

and the different clubs are working hard

to raise money to send delegates to the

conference, for the Association slogan

for the conferences is “twenty-five."

An annual meeting and election of new

officers in the High School Club closed

the year on May 18 with a membership

of ninety-five. They have a Bible class

enrollment of twenty-five, and have been

studying “Christian Citizenship for Girls"

with Mrs. Mills, as an excellent teacher.

During the entire year the devotional

committee has planned and carried out

a program of practical talks given by

doctors and business men for all the

high school girls.

The membership committee of the

Association is working for seven hun

dred members.



COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

Montgomery County, Kansas. Through

the kindness of friends of the Associa

tion, the girls and all members of the

Association will have their first county

camp from July 1 to 15. The camp is

located near Independence on the Elk

River. An interesting program is being

planned, a short time being set aside

for camp duty. tent inspection, Bible

study, general recreation, fishing, camp

fire stories, nature study and rest. There

will be an opportunity for Commonweal

Club members to work for some of their

credits.

Adams County, Nebraska. The Asso

ciation is serving meals to between fifty

and sixty people in their cafeteria, and

if numbers continue to increase it will

be necessary to rent larger quarters.

The Association is anticipating the

privilege of using the Young Men's

Christian Association swimming pool for

two nights each week, as about seventy

five girls are eager for lessons along this

line as well as in gymnasium instruction.

Another very popular feature of the

Association is the astronomy class which

has an enrollment of twenty-one and is

led by one of the teachers of Hastings

College. The organization of a class in

“Christian Citizenship" for the high

school girls, a club for girls in house

hold employment and a camera club will

soon be under way. At different times

the Association holds a “Members‘

Evening." These evenings are given

under the auspices of the different com

mittees with a program planned in ad

vance.

Center County, Pa., Field Day and

the Pageant are filling the minds of many

girls here. The girls of the county are

to present the “Pageant of Sisterhood"

(with the last episode changed to show

the work of the Young Women's Chris

tian Association in the county), at the

Play Festival and Field Day to be held

on the campus of the State College.

How to conduct a cooking class with

an equipment consisting of one oil stove

and a long table is one of the problems

confronting the Snow Shoe Branch. It

has been decided that each member

should bring a few of the required uten

sils and that “extras” could be borrowed

for each lesson.

The following are a few remarks over

heard from some of the members of this

Association: “That club has done lots

for our girls already. I notice it in the

way they speak to everybody now. They

used to go along and never say a word.

Now they talk." “Can't we have some

thing for the boys, too?" “If we can't

get a club started at home. I'm going to

join at " (plac'e four miles away).
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The secretary here writes: “\Ve are

trying to get the work already started

into better shape, make plans for Field

Day, and so on. ‘So on' for me includes

speaking at the County Sunday School

Convention, writing requests for an auto

mobile, which we didn't get—making

out sewing courses. teaching a class in

cooking. giving a ‘bird talk' in place of

the speaker who didn’t arrive, picnicing

and experiencing every manner of con

veyance which a county with inadequate

train service can produce—as well as the

usual work."

Greene County, New York, is looking

forward to a visit from Dr. Anna L.

Brown of the National Board. Dr.

Brown will conduct meetings for

mothers, teachers, girls, and groups of

social workers. Dr. Brown and Miss

Anna Clark will map out a program of

practical activities and councils for the

young people of the community during

the summer.

Shelby County, Indiana, is having a

campaign for five hundred paid-up mem

bers. A democratic and friendly spirit

is very much marked throughout the

county. In Shelbyville, the county seat,

there are two factory clubs and a high

school club. A club for business girls

will soon be organized. Besides the

headquarters town. four other towns

have been organized and the whole coun

ty is very much alive with the true Asso—

ciation spirit. A county camp will be

one of the attractive features for the

summer.

The Lake Forest Young Women's

Christian Association has just had a

splendid finance campaign to help raise

$2.000 for their budget. Different mem

bers of the Association divided them

selves into teams, each team being desig

nated by the name of an automobile.

Sales of cakes, candies, etc., with so

ciables, dinners and luncheons helped

in a remarkable way to bring up the

figures. The Motor Race closed‘with a

total of $2,038.93 actually paid in, and

there are still unpaid pledges.

Minot and Ward County, North

Dakota. Fourteen Camp Fire girls have

just taken the Red Cross examination.

The Thursday Afternoon Club (made

up of girls employed in homes) has had

a very successful five months since its

organization. They have met every two

weeks. and besides Bible study. fancy

work and reading "Pollyanna." they have

completed a course in “Fits and Misfits."

Some of the talks have been on these

subjects: Fits and misfits in eating; in‘

hairdressing and care of hair; in dress;

in millinery; in reading and in music.
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Book Reviews

The Business of Being a Friend

_ A little bonk just off the press, bears the

interest-provoking title, "The Business of

Being a Friend," written by Miss Bertha

Condé, senior student secretary for the Na

tional Board. It is a small volume, easily

read through in an hour; but few of the

many books on that subject give such a

zest for rthe adventure of friendship, or

are so rich in sympathetically practical

suggestions for the success of such adven

turing. One finishes it with an instinctive

reach for pad and pencil, there are so

many people to whom it must be sent or

recommended at once. It is a book which

could have come only out of a rich and

varied experience in friendships of many

kinds, and from opportunities for broad

but close knowledge of the friendship-ad

ventures of many other people of varying

ages, temperaments and interests. Such a

book is universal in its appeal. Its sane

understanding setting-forth of the condi

tions of friendship, its tests, its safeguards,

its power, its costs and its responsibilities

cannot but help every girl who reads it to

achieve real success in the splendid business

of being a friend.

M. E. B.'

The Business of Being a Friend—Bertha Condé.

lloughtun )Iifi‘lin, SUI).

Social Evangelism

There are some books that “do some—

thing" to one as they are read. When we

lay them down we see life, God’s purposes

and our own work as something larger

than they seemed before. Such a book is

Social Evangelism by Harry F. Ward.

Most of us have looked upon social ser

vice and evangelism as two widely differ

ent means of ministering to the world—

opposing methods between which we must

choose according to our temperament, our

upbringing and our personal convictions.

In this brief but valuable book we are

made to see that “these things are not in

antithesis, they are inseparable com

pliments,” that for the bringing in of the

Kingdom of God there is needed both an

evangelism which is social as well as indi

vidual, and a social effort which is full

of the spiritual power of evangelism. The

task of the church is seen to be not just

to evangelize individuals, nor merely to

work for social reform, but “to put the dy

namic of God’s life into all the activities

of men, to bring the social passion to a

consciousness of its spiritual nature, to

tie the social program to the eternities.”

The book is particularly pertinent for

Association people just now. We need in

every Association an understanding of the

interrelation of these two elements in our

work, and the way by which each may in

crease th_e other’s value as a means for

the upbuilding of the Kingdom.

Social Evangelism—Harry F. Ward.\ ‘ Missionary

Education Movement. 50 cents.

Commencement Days

A very timely book at this season of the

year is Washington Gladden's “Commence

ment Days—a Book for Graduates." It

consists of a series of eleven addresses

which Dr. Gladden has given to graduating

classes, and will be of keen interest not

only to the young men and women who are

just leaving school and college days be

hind them, but also to those who, though

they listened to their own commencement

addresses many years ago, are still eagerly

responsive to every suggestion that will

help them to greater skill in “the fine art

of living.” These are no academic discus

sions of abstruse subjects; they are the

simplest, most practical, most definite pos

sible suggestions from one who has lived

long, and lived richly, and has given of

his best to those who are facing the ques

tion of how to make the most of the

gift of life. They are, to use Dr. Glad

den’s own words, “the sober counsels of

one who has never found it needful to talk

down to young people, nor expedient to

flatter them, but who has learned to be

lieve that the call to the highest things

is the call to which they are most ready

to respond."

Commencement syn—Washington Gladden. Mac

millan. $1.25.

A Good Play for Amateur:

The junior prize play of the Drama

League, published by Macmillan, will bring

joy to the hearts of all who are interested

in trying to find a play which combines

picturesque charm with literary value, and

is at the same time not too ambitious to

be enacted b young girls. The fairies,

courtiers, sol iers, etc., supply roles for a

large number of characters who need not

commit lines to memory. The lines for the

cast having speaking parts are a delight

and are well worth making one's own. The

toymaster, who is a “mender of people’s

hearts as well as of toys," is a compellingly

Winsome character, and one quite envies the

Steadfast Princess and Hans who learned

from him far more than the ability “to

make spotted dogs which could squeak."

It is the very play that you have been

looking for to give at that Christmas enter—

tainment which you are already beginning

to think about, and you are bound to have

a royal good time in helping the younger

club girls to put it on as one of the at

tractive holiday events. G. G.

The Steadfast Princess—by Cornelia Meigs.

millan. 50 cents.

Mac



Announcements

VOLUNTARY STUDY ANNOUNCEMENT

Those who are planning college

Bible study for next fall are eager to

know more of the forthcoming books

issued by the Voluntary Study

Commitee.

Thus far the texts have been issued

for freshmen and sophomores. The

two junior texts, which would

naturally come next, will not be pub

lished until some time in 1917. They

will deal with Christian fundamentals

and comparative religions. Next

year's juniors are therefore advised

to use the sophomore texts, or if these

have already been studied, to use the

two senior texts, which will be pub

lished in September, 1916.

The senior text for the first

semester is described as “a discussion

of the social principles of Jesus,” by

Professor W'alter Rauschenbusch. It

will be taught from manuscript at

several of the summer conferences,

and by September 1 may be ordered

from the Publication Department at'

the customary price of each book in

this series, fifty cents.

The text for the second semester of

the senior year, title and authorship

of which are not yet announced, is

described as “what it means to be a

Christian in community life through

out the world.” It will be published

some time next fall, well in time for

use during the second semester.

AS WE GO TO PRESS

The Summer School is assembling.

June 20th is the opening date, which

means that it will be in session during

the National Educational Association.

\Vomen physical directors attending

the Physical Education Section of the

National Educational Association are

invited to inspect the lecture work of

the graduate course for Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association physi

cal directors at the National Training

School in the morning, and to visit the

\Vest Side Association in the after

noon to see Professor Skarstrom’s

course in advanced gymnastics, and

Mr. Holm’s normal swimming. Com

plimentary plunges are offered.

In this connection it may be said

that college teachers from California,

Wisconsin, Michigan and several

eastern states are registered for Dr.

Skarstrom's course, as this is the only

place in the country where “graduate”

is absolutely adhered to for such work.

The enrollment of Association physi

cal directors also promises well.

The list of student secretaries also

starts with California and follows

through Texas, Alabama, Georgia and

Virginia. Dr. Hutchins of Oberlin

has prepared three courses for this

group.

For the Household Economics

graduate course, observation of the

new cafeteria on 36th Street, with its

balcony and water gate and chocolates

and escalator, and all the other fea

tures which have taken New York by

storm, will be a vital feature.

As is customary, the Training

Center lectures for young women pre

paring to become secretaries of colored

city branches is also conducted at this

time, since some of the most valuable

candidates are teachers who could not

take training during the school year.

Practical work follows this study

period of six weeks.

Hereafter the Delaware, Maryland

and Pennsylvania Field Committee,

with headquarters in Philadelphia, will

be known as the East Central Field

Committee, and may be addressed as

formerly, at 630 \Vitherspoon Build

ing, Philadelphia.

In a recent review of “Letters That

Make Good," an error was made in

stating the price, which is $5.00 instead

of $4.50, as noted.
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS

Mrs. W. S. Ward (“What the Day’s

Work Means to Me") is chairman of the

West Central Field Committee and repre

sents that Field on the National Board.

Miss Helen Dunn (Getting Rid of

Humps) is student secretary at the Uni

versity of Wisconsm.

Miss Emma Fidelia Adams (Mary E.

McDowell—Democrat) is closely associated

with Miss McDowell in her work at the

University of Chicago Settlement.

Mrs. Jasper A. Writer (The Household

Employment Commission at Work in One

Field) represents the West Central Field

on the Commission for Household Employ

ment.

Mrs. Jane Miller Wolfe (A College Sec

retary’s Last Talk With Her Girls) was

formerly student secretary at the Greens

boro State Normal School, North Carolina.

Miss Caroline Louise Sheppa (The Tem

ple of Asilomar) is a member of the class

of 1916, University of California. In send

ing in this poem Miss Sheppa writes as

follows: “Asilomar is not only my real

possession because of three student confer

ences, but because my home is within a

mile of its campus, and for ten years, long

before the beautiful buildings became the

center of interest there, I was running my

wild tomboy life in its deepest woods, and

on its sand dunes. But it was only Moss

Beach then, and now it is Asilomar. I

think perhaps the place has taken on the

new name in a new spirit, too, because of

the significance of its purpose now—not

only the spirit of wildwood liberty, but a

purposeful freedom—because so many

hearts have gone into the making of it.

And if the place can come to have that new

aspect, so may the lives and purposes of

those who meet their first big life views

there, whether they grow up to find a new

meaning in the familiar and the well-loved,

or whether they come into it as a chance

vacation spot.”

Mrs. Alice Hawkins Gaines (The Largest

Use of a Gymnasium in a New Building)

is in charge of the physical work in the

Newark, N. J., Association.

Miss Amy Hall (Why I Am Going to the

County Conference) is a business girl in

Independence, Kansas.

Miss Sara Kirk (“Jesus and His

Friends”), for several years religious work

director in the Des Moines Association,

has been doing special work for the Balti

more Association since the opening of the

Billy Sunday campaign in that city.

Mrs. Mary W. Searcy (The Association

at Work in the Suburban City) is general

secretary of the Association in Highland

Park, II].

PUBLICATION NOTES

A pamphlet which will be of great in

terest to those interested in city work is

The Administration of the City Associa

tion, just off the press. Price 15 cents.

Educational Work in the Young Women’s

Christian Association, by Helen L. Thomas.

Price 15 cents.

The list of leaflets now available in the

new student series is as follows:

Association Membership and Church

Work, Bertha Condé. 10 cents.

The Finance Committee of a School or

College Association, Edith Helmer. 10

cents.

Association Meetings, Oolooah Burner.

10 cents. -

How to realize Our National Association

Membership, Eliza R. Butler. 10 cents.

How to Promote Eight Week Clubs in

the Colleges, Mabel E. Stone. 10 cents.

World Fellowship, Margaret E. Burton.

10 cents.

The Advisory Committee, Bertha Condé.

10 cents.

The Bible Study 'Committee and the

Voluntary Study Plan, Ethel Cutler. 10

cents.

A Girl at Her Best, by Alice G. Moore.

A discussional course of nine lessons for

Grade School Girls. 5 cents.

A reprint has been made of the popular

leaflet, Some Resources for Work With

Girls and Young Women in Towns. 15

cents.

Questions for a Young Woman of To

day, m its second edition, has been given

an attractive cover. 10 cents.

1916 CONFERENCES AND COUNCILS

Eastern Student, June 23-July 3, Silver

Bay, N Y.

Northwestern, June 23-July 3, Seabeck,

Washington.

East Central Student, June 27-July 7,

Eaglesmere, Penn.

Eastern City, July 18—28, Silver Bay,

N. Y.

So§thérn City, July 21-31, Blue Ridge,

Pacific Coast Student, August 1-11,

Asilomar, Cal.

Central City, August 1121, College

Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Pacific Coast City, August 11-21, Asilo

mar, Cal.

Western City, August 11-21, Estes Park,

Colo.

Central Student, August 22-September 1,

College Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Western Student, August 22-September

l, EstesPark, Colo.



SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Town and Country, August 22-September

1, Conference Point, on Lake Geneva,

Wis.

Altamont Industrial Club Girls’ Council,

Altamont, N. Y., July 1-15.

Altamont High School Girls’ Council,

Altamont, N. Y., August 26 to Sep

tember 5

Makonikey Industrial Club Girls' Coun

cil, Makonikey Camp, Vineyard Haven,

Mass, July 29 to August 12.

Nepahwin Industrial Council, Camp

Nepahwin, Canton, Pa., June 24 to

July 8.

Nepahwin High School Girls' Council,

fiarlngp Nepahwin, Canton, Pa., July

Ohio and West Virginia Industrial Coun~

cil, Oxford, 0.. Western College for

Women, July 1-8.

Central Industrial Club Girls’ Council.

Dewey Lake, Michigan, June 20-29.

North Central Extension Club Girls'

Council. Storm Lake, Iowa, July ll-19.

SECRETARIAL CHANGFS

Keep your copy of the Association

Year Book up to date by noting therein

all secretarial changes.

STUDENT

Roberta Du Bose, formerly student sec—

retary for the South Central field (1913),

to be secretary for the summer session

at Pennsylvania State College, State Col

lege, Pennsylvania.

COUNTY

Estelle Sherrill, formerly general sec

retary of Cornell University, Ithaca, New

York (1915), to be county secretary at

Shelby County, Indiana.

CHY

Lucy Carner, formerly assistant ex

ecutive secretary of the Delaware. Mary

land and Pennsylvania field Committee,

to be general secretary at \Vilkesbarre.

Pennsylvania.

Lena Sheldon, formerly general sec

retary of the Eastern District Branch,

Brooklyn, New York. to hold the same

position at Bridgeport, Connecticut.

Florence Cleveland. formerly at the

Information Desk, Exposition Building,

San Francisco, California, to be general

secretary at Salem, Oregon.

Elizabeth Hyatt, formerly general sec

retary at Galveston. Texas, to hold the

same position for three months (June

September) at Oklahoma City, Okla

homa.
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Mary Harness. formerly assistant in

dustrial secretary at St. Louis, Missouri,

to be office secretary at Springfield,

Illinois.

Margaret Salisbury to be extension

secretary at Indianapolis, Indiana.

Prudence Walker to be ofl'ice secretary

at Waterloo, Iowa.

Lenna M. Campbell, of the North

Central Training Center, 1915. to be ofiice

secretary at Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Lauretta McKee to be extension secre

tary at New Haven, Connecticut.

Florence Mills to he assistant secre

tary at Asheville, North Carolina.

Katy Porter to be assistant secretary

at Greensboro, North Carolina.

Mrs. W. H. Blake to be homestead

secretary at Detroit, Michigan.

Grace Bailey to be temporary cafeteria

director at Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Elsie Collins. formerly part time. to be

regular physical director at New Haven,

Connecticut.

Gladys Ward to be lunchroom direc

tor at Bangor, Maine.

Grace Webster to he house secretary

at Portland. Maine.

Susie B. Rice to be house secretary at

Boston. Massachusetts.

Mrs. Jessie Cruikshank to be house

mother at Yonkers. New York.

Mrs. Mary S. Shepherd to be cafeteria

director at Dayton, Ohio.

Pearl Yount to be employment and

house secretary at Long Beach. Califor

ma.

Mrs. Alberta Wilkinson, formerly cafe

teria director at Oklahoma City. Okla

homa (1915), to be housekeeper at Aus

tin, Texas.

Bertha Stone, formerly branch cafe

teria director at St. Louis, Missouri. to

be cafe‘teria director at Galveston, Texas.

Mrs. Frances Colclasure, formerly cafe

teria director at the Rest and Recreation

Rooms, Denver, Colorado. to hold the

same position at Colorado Springs,

Colorado.

Pearl Miller. formerly director of the

boarding home at Toledo, Ohio, to be

house secretary at Kansas City, Mis

souri.

Bertha Warner Seely, now Mrs. George

Quinly Dunlop. At home at \Villiams

Bay, Wisconsin.

Mrs. Delia Dukes Smalley. now Mrs.

Samuel F. Diether. At home at 1815

Portland Avenue, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Word has just come of the sudden death

on June 12 in Fairfield, Iowa, of Miss

Elizabeth Jones, for many years active in

Association work in Iowa and later in

Arizona.
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Editorials

First Things Firlt

What is the relation between Mrs.

Jones, who forces her husband to live

beyond his income, and our troublous

days with Mexico? Although this

reads like the riddle comparing an

elephant with a Philadelphia cran

berry, it is really a sober query, which

we might well face.

If the distressing situation in which

we find ourselves at loggerheads with

a needy people on our southern border

is a direct result of our self—seeking

materialism, we, the women of

America, have helped to bring it to

pass. A popular magazine, read by

every ambitious housewife, has me

morialized us all in a department

addressed each month to “\Vomen

Who Want More Money.”

There is deep significance in the

platforms recently framed by the two

leading political parties of our country

in that they are almost exactly alike.

“America First” is the slogan of

each. It is as though both parties had

discovered the key to the good-will of

America and determined to use it,

even though the promotion of prac

tically identical platforms would de

tract from the piquancy of the

struggle. Back of all external mean—

ings, the underlying motive of the

phrase, “America First," is aptly con

tained in the refrain of an old-time

ditty, “his sisters and his cousins and

his aunts.”

In our blindness to real values, our

refusal to put first things first, we

are reversing the advice of Jesus,

“Seek ye first his Kingdom and all

these things shall be added unto you.”

"The Kingdom, yes, but let us first '

make sure of the ‘things,’ ” is the

philosophy of the day.

A reaction there must inevitably be.

The story of the critical epochs of the

world’s history is a story of the times

in which men were bored with their

own self—seeking. These are days in

which America seems self—mad. \Vill

there not be a time when she shall

waken to find that she has saved her

life and lost the whole world. “For

whoever desires to save his life shall

lose it, and whoever loses his life for

my sake shall save it.”

“Love Never Faileth”

Newspapers throughout the country

have commented loudly upon the

baccalaureate sermon delivered at

Columbia by Archdeacon Hudson

Stuck of Fort Yukon, Alaska. The

reported feature of this address was

the speaker’s distrust and delightfully

phrased ridicule of modern methods

of social work.

In a recent letter to a New York

newspaper, Archdeacon Stuck, reply

ing to current comment, explains his

meaning in words that might well

hang over the desk of every Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association secre

tary: “Before mankind can be helped,

mankind must be understood; and

before mankind can be understood,

mankind must be loved.”

Our bungling attempt to help a

person before we understand sym

pathetically the spirit of that person

might be redeemed if we were to

adopt such a motto for our days.
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Our Cover Page Progress

We are honored this month, to put Progress? Yes, that is what it

it none the less sincerely because we

use an oriental phrase, in presenting

to our readers on the cover page, the

photograph of Miss Michi Kawai.

The office of national secretary of

Japan does not confer an honor upon

Miss Kawai in a degree as great as

the honor Miss Kawai brings to it.

Out from an obscure vale of the

multitudinous valleys of beautiful

Japan into mission school, sent early

in the history of the education of

oriental girls in the United States to

Bryn Mawr, Miss Kawai gained that

womanly strength and beauty of char

acter that makes not only herself, but

her nation through her, internation

ally beloved.

We have seen her in Berlin in the

great gathering of thousands of Ger—

man women, gaining their sincere,

housewifely appreciation; we have

heard her speaking to international

audiences at Edinburgh, winning

equal admiration from unemotional

British and canny Scotswomen. We

have known her in the United States

in universities and cities and our

admiration for Miss Kawai has

spanned the years of her undergrad

uate life, her visits to our country and

her residence with us for a year in

the National Training School.

We have seen her, too, in her own

empire, wholly at one with her own

race, a powerful influence in all enter-.

prises to which she has given her

time.

What Miss Kawai will do as na

tional secretary is an earnest of what

must follow in all lands. There must

be women from among the people

who shall lead their people out in the

ways whither God calls.

Sincere beyond the modesty of the

East, wise through her knowledge of

East and West, Miss Kawai is now

returning to Japan to resume the

duties and responsibilities and bless

ings of her post—one of that growing

company of international seers who

will some day find us all among their

pupils.

really is, though to be sure it may

sound somewhat paradoxical. Be

cause it is real progress and encourag

ing to think about in times of stress,

the finance department wants to share

with you the good news of the steady

growth in the support of the national

work by the local associations.

Slowly but steadily the contributions

from the local associations through

the field committees have increased.

we do not always receive as much

money as is pledged and many times

do we meet serious disappointments.

In our first year of financial string

ency, when we face the crisis caused

by the loss of our beloved leader, it is

indeed hopeful to find a steady growth

in the contributions from the city,

student and county associations. Since

the adoption of the “Basis of Sup

port” in 1911, the field committees

have sent to headquarters the follow

ing sums, which have been our share

of the contributions received from

local associations:

1911 ............ $5,854.91

1912 ............ 9,311.19

1913 ............ 11,543.68

1914 ............ 11,892.22

1915 ............ 17,466.59

Are we not right in feeling that na

tional work, both field and headquar

ters, is really wanted? Even though

we are still far from the desired goal

set by the standard of the Basis of

Support, are we not justified in feel

ing that we have made progress in

that direction? Let us all, with new

courage in our hearts, strive to make

in the next five years as good progress

as in the past five, that our great work

for women and girls the world over,

needed in this world crisis as never

before, shall not suffer because of

the lack of loyal supporters. Let us

not be satisfied with what we have

done, but let us forge steadily ahead,

that we may be able to meet the

extraordinary opportunities that year

by year open up before us to bring

to our sisters the “life abundant.”

 



A Forward Look at Our Religious Work

Anna V. Rice

MONTH ago the department

A of method sent out a bulletin

to each field chairman and

executive outlining plans made by the

three committees—student, country

and city—for religious work in the

coming fall. Taken together, these

plans especially emphasize two things.

First, that the most imperative task

for the Association in the coming

years is the development of religious

life and leadership; and second, that

there is need for a long look ahead

and the laying here and now of broad

and sure foundations, upon which we

may build in the future. That is, next

year’s program should be undertaken,

not as if it stood alone, but as the first

step in an effort extending over at

least four or five years.

In addition to the proposal that

student, county and city Associations

should unite in the training of leaders

and in emphasizing religious work at

all field conferences next year, the

plan outlined by the city committee is

that of a series of conferences in

selected Associations in each field

some time next fall for the purpose

of bringing, through addresses, Bible

study and classes in Christian funda

mentals and present-day problems, a

deeper religious life and larger re

ligious activities to the Association as

a whole. These conferences will be

something of an experiment. They

will help us to discover what we most

'need to do and how we may best do it.

This program of the city committee

of the National Board illustrates a

tendency which is to be found all over

the country wherever there are earnest

Association workers. Nothing was

more striking during the Jubilee than

the unanimity of desire for a larger

spiritual life and a more far—reaching

religious influence. The problems of

our religious work are everywhere

taking first place in the thought of

board members and secretaries. Many

Associations which cannot be included

in the conferences planned by the city

committee are hoping for a great

advance in their religious work next

year.

This is due in part to the fact that

as an organization we realize keenly

the need of cultivation in an intensive

way of the things of the spirit in a

movement which has grown so rapidly

and so variously in the past ten years

that its inner life has not kept pace

with its outer expansion. In part, it

is due to the great revival of religion,

which is not only affecting many in

dividuals to-day, but all institutions

and organizations as well.

It is a significant thing that we

should stand to-day united in so great

a desire, consciously eager to do our

share in the guidance of the awakened

conscience of our nation. It means

that we are face to face with an un

precedented opportunity. It means

that upon the use we make of this

opportunity will very largely depend

the character and extent of the re

ligious influence of the Association for

many years to come. The nation

wide emphasis on the spiritual purpose

of the organization cannot fail to

develop a type of religion for which

the Association will stand, for, per

haps, half a century. This is par

ticularly true in city Associations,

where so many phases of our work,

at present only slightly affected by our

religious activities or our spiritual

motive, will be for the first time vitally

related to these things. The next few

years are bound to be formative.

What is the religious ideal to which

we are going to ask allegiance of the

hundreds of young women whom now

we touch in other ways? What is the

vision of the Christian life and of the

Kingdom of God which is to guide our

leaders in their plans, determining the

kind of activities they encourage, the

methods they approve and their atti
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tude toward results? It is important

that we should find some definite

answer for these questions.

If we are to have a “great advance”

in spiritual life and power it will not

be enough that we gain a larger

attendance at meetings, and a larger

enrollment in Bible classes. Indeed,

we might accomplish this and yet be

little stronger as a religious force than

we are to-day. Not the numbers that

we win, but the ideal that we lift up

before the world will determine the

worth of our work, just as the in

fluence of an individual for good

depends ultimately on his character

and not upon the number of his

followers. It is more important to

know what message we should deliver

than to be sure of the best methods of

work. Our desire to impart Christian

life must be accompanied by an even

greater desire to know in what the

highest Christian life consists.

This knowledge we cannot gain

without some understanding of the

particular needs and tendencies of

present—day life. It has been said of

the Christianity of the Middle Ages:

“The life it had it owed to its founder,

its form it owed to its conditions.”

This is equally true of our own age.

If Christianity is to be triumphant in

the lives of men and women to-day it

must offer itself as the satisfaction of

the peculiar needs of this generation

and as the fulfillment of its noblest

and most characteristic aspirations.

Now the most distinguishing move

ment of modern life is the growth of

the social consciousness. As never

before, the world to-day is conscious

of the solidarity of the race, and con

scious too that the civilization in which

we are all bound together, more and

more closely each year, is a civiliza

tion which does not embody the ideals

and principles of Jesus Christ, but is

oftentimes directly opposed to them.

Often the evil influence of the social,

political and economic order is so great

as to all but make of no avail the

efforts to save individuals put forth

by the Christian forces of a com

munity. If Christianity is to triumph

and bring in the Kingdom of God in

its fullness it must save not only in

dividuals, but society as well.

In this great task, the most tre

mendous and the most adventurous

which the Church has ever under

taken, every organization which calls

itself Christian must do its part. The

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion, by virtue of its intimate relation,

through its membership, with many of

the most pressing social problems and

most cruel social injustices, is pre

pared to make a large contribution

here. To fail to recognize this, to fail

to emphasize this responsibility as an

essential part of our religious message,

or to fail to provide for the discussion

and the study of social problems in the

light of Christ’s teachings as an in

tegral part of our program of re

ligious work, is for the Association to

fail to relate its purpose to the most

bitter need of the world to—day, and

at the same time to omit that part of

the gospel of Christ which has to—day

the most powerful appeal for an in

creasing number of earnest and

thoughtful people.

There are many young women who

have not been deeply stirred by re

ligion as it has been presented to them

in the past, who think Christianity is

a thing apart from life, a matter of

creeds and forms, who yet are neither

frivolous or unthinking. A large

number of these have already thrilled

to the social passion and to the vision

of human brotherhood, which is being

held on high to-day. They will not

come to our ordinary services, they are

not interested when we talk to them

of the salvation of their souls, but if

Christianity comes to them with sym

pathy for the suffering and the

oppressed, with real help in the solu

tion of the problems of our social

life, they are glad to listen. This is

not theory, but fact. It has been

proved in the Labor Temple on the

East Side of New York City. It has

been proved by some of our own

secretaries, especially those working

in the industrial field. It has been

proved in some churches where declin
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ing prayer meetings have been revived

when the subject of discussion and of

prayer was made the social sin and

the social salvation of the community.

The Christian life is one of con

scious divine sonship and conscious

human brotherhood—“Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God . and thy

neighbor as thyself.” There are two

ways by which men may attain this

fullness of life. By finding and loving

God they may be led into loving, sacri

ficial relationships with their fellows,

or through a great sympathy with men

they may be led to seek and find the

Father of all.

In the past we have made little pro

vision in our religious activities for

the latter type; yet many young

women in our Associations belong to

this class. As time goes on this
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number is likely to increase. The

Christian ideal which we uphold in

word and deed must be large and com

plete enough to win them, as well as

those other young women whose chief

recognized need is that of individual

salvation. No program of work which

does not provide for this should be

considered adequate.

And as for results, can we be satis

fied with any that do not show two

things—a sweeter, stronger, lovelier

life in the individuals who make up

our Association membership, and a

higher standard in the organization it

self in regard to the practice of those

social virtues— justice, frankness,

honesty, generosity, loving-kindness,

forbearance, forgiveness—wherein we

are now often conspicuous for our

failure?

Knowing Our Commissioners——

Ida M. Tarbell

Henrietta Roelofs

NE of the pleasantest experi

ences which came to me last

year was my meeting with

Miss Ida Tarbell at the time of the

formation of the Commission on

Household Employment, and the sud

den flash of knowledge that she be

lieved in me—not because I was I,

but because I was a human being,

and she believed in people and liked

them. I do not know why this should

have been so much of a surprise, but

to those of us who try to lose our

selves in a big organization and who

grow so accustomed to living in our

character part of Secretary 50 and

So, that we hardly think of ourselves

except as mechanical devices for mak

ing vocal or visible the corporate

thought of the National Board, to feel

an instantaneous human give and take

is surprising as well as pleasant. Let

it be said that social workers are not

as a rule unhuman, but we are much

more apt to be interested in the plat

form of the people we meet than in

their human qualities and their per

sonal friendliness. -

Now that I know Miss Tarbell a

little better, and have read much of

that which she has written, I can see

that her belief in people is irresist—

ible, especially her faith in women,

and womanly women at that. Long

before Henry Sydnor Harrison made

us see that not the self-centered, a1

luringly exteriored Angela, with her

pseudo-feminine charm, but the cap

able, loving, honest, companionable

Mary Wing was the real womanly

woman, Miss Tarbell told us how a

woman could make a successful busi

ness of being modern and democra

tic, and withal womanly. It is the

people like Ida Tarbell, Jane Ad

dams and Grace H. Dodge, those who
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believe in the intrinsic worth of

women as women and their capacity

to contribute something of unique

value to the world, who are the safe

guards of the woman movement.

Miss Anthony, in her book on

feminism in Germany, when speak

ing of the program of European femi

nism, says: “‘Its demands are the

minimum demands of the twentieth

century woman movement.” In de

scribing Miss Tarbell’s work for the

progress of women, I would like to

use such broad phraseology as that.

She covets for women the best the

twentieth century can conceive of.

She has no exact platform for women;

at least if she has it is well con

cealed. Rather is she the forerunner

of platforms, the informer of the

common people, the creator of public

opinion—in short, the inspirer of plat

forms. No one can read her articles

telling of the hard, meagre, dependent

life of the domestic servant, without at

once conceiving the desire to inaugu

rate a campaign to limit the working

day of such workers, in order that they

too might have the freedom, independ

ence and respect which come to

women in the more organized in

dustries.

Those who heard Miss Tarbell

speak at the National Board in Feb—

ruary will remember her picture of

woman’s inefficiency in the home as

a cook and home-maker, and its ef

fect on the morale and efficiency of

the working man and the community

life. Immediately one could see tak

ing shape the campaign to teach all

school girls, and grown-up women as

well, to be real home-makers. To read

Miss Tarbell's thoughts on democracy

is to ally one’s self immediately with

all those community projects through

which one can give rather than take

from one’s fellows. Through some

magic Miss Tarbell dissolves old tra

ditions, prejudices and conceptions,

and makes one see things as they are.

She pulls one through that depressing

state of inertia one feels before the

“always has been,” and sets one on

the way toward evolving something

better.

This quality of seeing the truth

impartially was strikingly brought to

my mind a short time ago, when a

friend, because of inner knowledge

of the good in certain corporations,

felt aggrieved at Miss Tarbell's un

reserved championship of the em

ployee’s cause.

“Is not Miss Tarbell one-sided, see

ing only the workingman’s side ?” she

challenged.

In reply to her question I asked if

she had read the articles in The Amer

ican Magazine on “The Golden Rule

in Industry,” where Miss Tarbell

gives unstinted praise to the educa

tional and social work inaugurated

and fostered by certain manufacturers

and to the spirit of justice and hu

manity which pervaded their factories

and shops. Nothing could have been

more hearty than her approval of the

plan of a group of manufacturers in a

certain city to come together once a

week to discuss the problem of human

relationships between employer and

employee. It is the Golden Rule in the

whole life that Miss Tarbell preaches,

and wherever she sees it, whether

among employers or employees, she

tells of it, spurring on others to go

and do likewise.

The marvelous thing in working

with Miss Tarbell is to feel an un

wavering belief that woman can and

will grow to be both democratic and

Christian in all their relationships;

that when they see the truth they will

act upon it, even though it might in

volve so uncomfortable a process as

the entire readjustment of the work

in the home.

This belief in people, the ability to

see things as they are, the absolute

fair—mindedness and eagerness to see

the good wherever it may be found,

are the characteristics which make

Miss Tarbell the valuable asset which

she is to the Commission on House

hold Employment. Such qualities are

needed in a study of the most delicate

and intricate social problem women

have ever attempted to solve.



Making History

Josephine

THER things have happened

besides the Jubilee this year—

history has been a-making

down in Atlanta; all of Atlanta didn’t

know it, few Outside of Atlanta

realized it, but it was so!

Spelman Seminary gave the setting

-—-dignified old ivy-covered buildings

bordering a quadrangle of softest

green; rows of trees giving grateful

shade from the southern sun, that

sometimes became too warm in its

beneficent desire to please us from

May 26 to June 4.

Remember the date—May 26, in the

year of our Lord 1916—and of our

National Movement, the 10th. It

marked the opening of the first con

ference for colored girls held under

the auspices of the National Board

of the Young \Vomen’s Christian

Association.

All the inanimate inhabitants of the

campus seemed anxious to help prove

the hospitality of the graciously dis

posed animate dwellers. The trees

especially rustled, “Welcome, wel

come, ye seekers of the Known,” for

they knew, from the little magnolia

tree that proudly showed its creamy

blossoms just outside the registrar’s

office to the wide-spreading, oldest in

habitant, under which dark-skinned

maidens listened to the Master’s teach

ings, given as He loved to teach, in

the open, with God’s blue sky above

and with God’s creatures busily obey—

ing his laws all around them.

Kindliness was everywhere on that

campus. A few days after our arrival

benches appeared on the lawn.

“Good!” we thought. At supper time

one of the waitresses whispered, “I

just told Miss Tapley that you folks

ought to have the benches out there

because we enjoyed them so much

during school days.”

But I’m running away from the

history. Practical folks will want it

this way—forty-five student delegates

V. Pinyon

  

Josspmma V. vaon

Student Secretary

and sixteen faculty members from

twenty—seven schools in thirteen

states; fifteen leaders from eight other

states, etc. Other folks will be con

tent to read that up to Spelman and

down to Spelman and east to Spel—

man came a tired, but happy band.

Texas and Ohio, Florida and Virginia

bounded the territory from which

they came, with, who knows, what

sacrifices behind them—sacrifices joy—

ously made in loyalty to the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association. They

came curious to know what new thing

this was—a summer conference—

came in answer to the call, not know—

ing, but trusting and believing that it

would be worth while, because his

spirit had called it forth and would

abide with them throughout the days.

The first day there was much of

flurry and skurry about baggage and

room assignments, and where to get

mail, and how to get to town, and

where to cash checks, etc.; there were

the lone sheep from far off wistfully

eyeing the jolly groups of three and

four that came from nearer schools.

It seemed a mighty big undertaking,

this first conference experiment, but

how easily things slipped into place!

The wistful eyes soon shone with
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friendliness as we all settled down to

be neighborly citizens of our ten days’

world.

To be sure there were the allure

ments of sight-seeing and visiting

friends and the attractions of college

commencements and the polite boys,

who came to call every afternoon and

sometimes obligingly brought ice

cream to folks after the lights were

out, but these were at once the least

and greatest of our troubles.

For no one could resist the fascina

tions of Bible study, “as I’ve never

thought of it before," or the chance

to have one’s complex problems un

tangled and smoothed out in technical

councils, or going to see what new

world of service was to be unfolded

in vocational class, or, best of all,

being led through the talks on “The

Naturalness of Religion” to realize

our utter inability to separate our

selves from God, and of having irn

planted in our consciousness the

eternal truth of the impossibility of a

life of peace and satisfaction apart

from obedience to his teachings and

commandments.

Then, when the long, hot afternoon

had given way to cool evening, groups

of girls returned from sight-seeing

and visiting and the tennis court and

the Junction pharmacy to sing (each

day with increasing volume and feel

ing) the “Fellowship Hymns” and

the melodies of an enthralled race.

The power of song was shown, too,

in the singing of the “Hymn of the

Lights.” If you could have felt the

munership ringing out in those ser

vices! After the evening service came

a few quiet moments under the stars

in delegation meetings before good

night was said and they went to rest,

wondering what new experience the

next day would bring.

The newness of it all! Do you

remember your first conference and

your first delegation meeting? Did

you gasp in astonishment when the

very dignified minister rose in the

dining hall to lead a conference yell?

\Vere you surprised and a little

shocked on stunt day to discover that

  

EVA D. Bowuss

City Secretary

the lofty leaders “could be so good

and play, too”?

Those of you to whom the joy of

life is not a thing apart join with us

in our oft-repeated prayer, and as

you meet these girls, alien to many of

you, teach them how to play, how to

throw off the seriousness that seems

to rest like a shadow upon them. It

is a heritage that finds expression in

the melodies we love to hear them

sing, wondering why they move us so!

You who have the power to dispel that

shadow as we saw it dispelled at this

conference; if you will whisper to

them that the abundant life means a

balanced life; that we can play with

abandon, sing silly songs without feel

ing guilty of silliness, romp and be

joyous in a way that will make it all

a part of our tribute to our Father’s

loving care in sending his blessed Son

to teach us how to live.

On Association night there was read

a telegram of greeting “from girls

who know what a conference can

mean.” Expressive? Yes! Not only

the girls, but also the leaders went

away from Atlanta deeply conscious

of what a Christian conference can

mean. Epoch—making it was. You

and I and all our friends must keep

it so. How? There were forty-five

girls there. They learned so well what

a conference can mean that next year

should see three or four times as many

gathering to sing, “Glad for the Cause
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That B'inds Our Hearts Together.”

The forty-five represented an approxi

mate four thousand girls in colored

schools throughout the South, a big

group, from which must be drawn the

leaders who shall create in many

others a desire to follow the cause-—

leaders who' must help release and

make fit for use the inexhaustible

springs of spiritual power that are

lying undiscovered, though we know

of their presence.

Did you ever play the game called

“sequence”—conference, girls, leaders,

hand-picked, choice, choosers? At

present there is only one secretary

to hurry from Virginia to Florida, to

Texas, to Ohio and back again, and

very little time to pick and choose the

ripened fruit, or to cultivate that

which is ripening. What can you do

to bring more? “Then saith he unto

his disciples, The harvest indeed is

plenteous, but the laborers are few.

Pray ye, therefore, the lord of the

harvest, that he send forth laborers

into his harvest.”

%

Moving Pictures

Louise W. Brooks*

F you had been living in the year

1600, what would have been your

attitude towards the invention of

the printing press? Would you have

been ranged with those people of

Europe, who were afraid that the use

of such an instrument as this would

tend to the breaking down of the

moral life of the continent? Would

you have feared that you would be

putting dangerous information into

the hands of the ignorant, and that

you would have been by the use of

the eye instructing men, women and

children on subjects concerning which

they had always been ignorant and

should be left ignorant, because these

subjects would be subjects that should

not be discussed in general society,

and it would be impossible for you

to control the use of this new inven

tion? Or would you possibly have"

been one who felt that knowledge was

not: a dangerous thing but a good

thing and that you would trust to

human nature to work out its own

 

*Miss Brooks represented the National

Board of the Young Women’s Christian

Associations on the National Board of Re

view (Censorship of Motion Pictures)

from October, 1915, to April, 1916, and

writes out of this experience.

way and to be able to take a proper

relationship to this new thing?

I do not believe that this is a totally

different thing from the proposition

that faces the American public to-day

in the moving picture. It is a new

and undoubtedly magnificent inven

tion, which has a possibility of mak-.

ing an impression upon the indivi

dual in a new way. That is, the or—

dinary person does not have to be able

even to read in order to get some of

the lessons that are given by the mov

ing picture. Are we afraid that this

new invention will break down the

moral life of our community because

the ignorant public shall be taught

certain lessons that they had best not

know? Do we want to keep knowl

edge for a particular group of people,

fearing to give it to everybody?

This seems to me to be something

that is in the background of the minds

of most of us as we look, rather with

fear and dread, upon the widespread

use of this remarkable invention. It

may even be that the moving picture

is to have as great an influence in the

development of civilization as the in

vention of the printing press. What

then should be our attitude?
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Undoubtedly we cannot stand against

the “movie.” We might as well try

to stop education. But it is equally

important for us to recognize that we

must try as far as comes within our

power to make the moving picture in

to an instrument for good. The

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion has a chance to help in more ways

than one. It is impossible to be very

definite on exact things to do, and yet

it may be that some Associations can

gain some help from the experience

which has been mine this last winter.

Each Association has to face the

question of censorship for itself. In

some Associations the board will be

unanimous and can take a definite ac

tion on the question of legal or moral

censorship. In other Associations it

will be impossible to take such action.

This has to be faced in each com

munity. There are arguments on

both sides of the question. There are

good points and bad points that can

be presented both for and against

legal censorship. Before any action is

taken, however, either for or against

this movement in our American cities,

I believe that the local board should

very thoroughly investigate condi

tions and the best methods of hand

ling these conditions. Let us not go

into this thing purely with sentiment,

but let us find facts. Perhaps we

would agree that all censorship is un—

American.

There will be always the larger

questions of the moving picture house,

as to whether the theatres are good,

bad or indifferent. I think that the

local Association should not look

askance at the moving picture houses

and consider them all bad until they

have been in them and been in them

more than once. Do not judge a mov

ing picture show by the glaring adver

tisements on the outside. The pub

licity is often worse than the actual

film. The titles are given to these

films for the purpose of attracting a

certain grade of public, very often the

film is not bad at all. Let us remem

ber also in our visits to these theatres

the types of persons to whom they

minister. They do not attract us, per

haps, but do they really attract and

help the people who go constantly to

them? That is, let us take people

where they are, and try to work

through our committees and through

our secretaries to understand the de

mands of the public and as to whether

or not the moving pictures are meet

ing them. \Ve must often put our

personal feelings aside in this regard

as in many others, if we would be one

with the girls. Are we too well

educated for this? Are we willing to

see new plays for all they may mean

to us and our friends?

Shall the Association run its own

moving picture shows? In some

cases we might say yes, although it

does seem to be a great question as to

whether or not the Association should

make money by the operating of

moving picture shows. This again

has to be settled by the community,

and in deciding it the value of the

present theatres in that community

would have to be taken into con

sideration. It is extremely important

for us to realize that the moving pic

ture industry in this country is at

present about the fifth largest indus

try. Hundreds of thousands of peo

ple are going every day and, whether

we approve or not, this business is

going on increasingly. It is for us to

try to make this great invention into

a factor for positive good.

It is undoubtedly true that the

young women in our colleges and in

our cities are spending more time

than they should spend at the

“movies,” to the detriment of their

reading and the cultivation of con

versation. I think this is particularly

true of our college students. We find

that wherever possible the college

girls are going night after night to

the “movies,” particularly in the small

towns. They have not time for good

reading and the publishers of good

books are aware of this.

Dr. Mabel Ulrich, who has been

doing such wonderful work with the

Social Morality Commission of the

National Board, also feels the grave
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danger that is before the American

college girls by their constant attend—

ance on the “movie” rather than

spending their time in good reading

and good conversation. It has meant

that girls are learning some of the

tragedies of life and are learning to

think of some of the physical sides

of life which, according to some of

our present but possibly changing

standards, they had better not con—

sider.

\Ve, however, will hardly be able to

stand against the “movie” because of

this. We will have to possess, rather

than oppose it, and I believe that our

local Associations should take up this

question in their own communities

and press it for the good of the

women of their communities, not at—

tempting to stamp it out and to close

the theatres, but to try to work with

the theatre managers and the local

censors, whoever they may be, for the

producing of good plays.

By good plays I do not mean alto

gether the purely educational film.

I mean films that have a good story

and excitement, interest and fun.

Folks are not going to seek out

purely educational films, and while

some of us may prefer the higher class

plays, we have to recognize that the
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young women of our Associations do

not always want to see plays too in

forming, or with too obvious a moral.

We must lead them to higher stand—

ards, of course, helping them to un

derstand and appreciate the better

things, but we must recognize that

even as their selection of novels dif

fers from ours, so they will continue

to prefer certain kinds of moving

pictures.

We would not stop the printing

press just because it turns out things

that we do not like. Neither should

we attempt to stop the moving pic

ture because it sometimes has films

that we do notlike, but we should

spend our effort in trying to raise the

standards of our girls and in trying to

raise the standards of the moving pic

ture houses. This may be done by

personal influence, by understanding

and sympathy, just as we have been

able to help our libraries to better

standards. It is to be hoped that our

local Associations may study care

fully and thoughtfully into this vital

question of American life and that in

each community there may be some

progress made for the uplift of this

great invention which can open wide

doors of‘helpfulness to our American

public.

“0 praise Him, all ye orchards now,

And all ye ga/rdens deep in green,

Rifle apples on the yellowing bough,

And golden plum and nectarine,

And peaches ruddt'er than the rose,

And fears against the southern wall;

But most the little wind that blows,

The blessed wind at e'venfall.”

—KATHARINE TYNANZ

The Flort'er of Peace.
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“ Supposing ”

You were going through a downtown section late one night

alone. Just as you were passing a saloon, out reeled a wee,

ragged boy, drunk; after him streamed a crowd of rough men, hooting and

jeering. '

Once upon a time, the Lord Jesus Christ said, “Let the little ones come

unto me” . . . “I am come that they might have life." Have children like

that a chance?

You are a follower of the Lord Jesus Christ. \Vould you leave the door

of life shut in that child’s face? The children of the world—do you care?

Supposing :

You were a friend of a lovely Chinese girl who confided to

you one day that on her way from the Orient to America

she had spent part of every day on her knees praying that she might be worthy

to enter this Christian country. And now, in a Christian institution of educa—

tion, she is the only student in her house who goes to church on Sunday. What

could you say?

Supposing :

You found in house-to—house visiting a girl who said, “Why

should I go to church on Sunday? I work twelve hours a

day in a steam laundry, six days in the week, and when Sunday comes I am

so tired and sore I can’t get out of bed.”

True Jesus said, “Come unto me and I will give you rest.” Smug Phar

isaism—even to remember words like that and not bend every energy to change

the working conditions of that girl, and thousands like her. Is she likely to

believe that He cares much whether she rests or not, if you don’t care enough

to help her live like a human being?

. Supposing :

You have known for years a woman of intellect, social posi

tion, culture, charm, and exquisite unselfishness. She says

she does not need anything more than~she has. She has a quiet scorn for the

shortcomings of ordinary so-called Christians. What have you to give her,

you, a follower of the Lord Jesus Christ?

Supposing :

. You were eager for two Oriental girls of great influence in

supposmg: their home land to become Christian before they finished their

college course in this country and went back. You knew they would be of

“more value than a whole mission station” if they were Christian, or would

block the way of the Kingdom correspondingly if they were non-Christian after

many years in a land where they had seen it tried out. And they told you that

in the dormitory of the Christian women’s college where they were studying,

an American student who was working her way through college by helping

in the dining room, refused to serve the table as long as they two sat there.

What could you say to them of Christianity?
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You were face to face with a little Russian Jewish girl who

had been caught in an anarchistic plot in a factory in Christian

America. Threatened with a death sentence, she said with a laconic shrug

of her thin shoulders, “What matters it? One lives not much on forty-nine

cents a week!” Jesus was a friend of folks like that. He said He came

that they might have life. You stand before the world as a follower of his.

What are you doing that they may have a chance to live?

Supposing :

. You had to answer this letter, quoted verbatim from a troubled

supposmg: college girl, president of an Association in a section of the

country where there are “comparatively few religious difficulties among

students!”

“I get down on my knees to pray, and I think, ‘\Vhat’s the use of all this?’

While teaching my Sunday school class at Easter time I wanted to ask, ‘Do

you believe all this? I don’t, although I admit it’s a beautiful story.’ I felt

like a hypocrite. I attended Children’s Day last Sunday and I wondered why

the children were taught such a fairy tale. If a person were tested, do you

think he could give three valid reasons for believing in God? I wonder if

Christ was divine. If Christ wasn’t divine how was it possible for Him to

be sinless and accomplish such wonders? On the other hand, if He was divine,

what’s the use of us trying to follow Him? He was divine and therefore his

temptations couldn’t have held for Him the same charm ours do for us. And

then people in the past have had just as much faith in their religion as we have

in ours. Why can’t we be mistaken if they have been? We may say that

ours is the most perfect religion as yet known. However, in the process of

evolution cannot a greater religion than ours appear, a religion the funda

mentals of which will be different from ours? If our religion is as great

at it claims to be, why hasn’t it more real followers? If God is a God of love

and justice, why are some girls who want so much to do things held back by

inherited weaknesses? Why can’t religion be simply a question of faith? . . .

After all it’s an ideal. Can’t Christ be simply an ideal person, created by the

imagination; the church an organization formed because of men’s loyalty to

an ideal? . . . Don’t you see? All these questions just march ’round and

’round. Now won’t you tell me why you believe in God, in Christ, and tell

me how Christ seems to you? . . . We girls who are graduating are going

out to teach. The community, especially if we be in a small town, will expect

us to take active part in church affairs. What is one to do ?”

They are not fiction, these stories. Every word is true. They were

gathered up from the actual experiences of a handful of people. Upon the way

such situations are met hangs the Kingdom. Supposing you had to represent

Him in a similar case. Supposing—
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A. Estelle Paddock

HERE have always been days

that bring sudden revelations,

but the time in which we live

has doubtless brought more humiliat

ing and disconcerting revelations to

the human race, especially to that part

which has called itself Christian, than

in any other period of the world’s

history. The shock of the strife in

Europe has loosened the scales from

the eyes of us in the United States,

and we see ourselves not as a Chris—

tian nation, as we had unquestionably

thought, but as a country which

shares, in common with many other

heretofore denominated Christian

lands, all the faults and weaknesses

of mankind. Press and pulpit do not

hesitate in their admission that the

Church has failed in its social pro

gram, and that Christ and his message

are still but dimly understood is as

frankly admitted.

The word “patriotism,” now so

variously interpreted, in its original

content meant not only love of coun

try and its elevation among the na—

tions, but it meant as well the “pro

tection of women and children.” It

is a modern thought that women and

even children may themselves become

protectors of their country. The

movement of Boy Scouts has taught

the youth of the land that there is a

place for the boy in the social pro

gram, as well as for grown—ups, and

to-day even women and girls are as

suming their share in whatever con

tribution to mankind our nation has

to give. The present year has marked

the appearance of women in political

conventions as a factor of influence.

Like all devotees of a new truth,

women have been rushing to the ex

treme in their conception of patriot

ism, and, following the customs that

symbolize patriotism in men, have

been gathering together in camps, and

even assembling unto themselves the

accoutrements of \var. \Vith an alac

rity that is almost a menace in its

earnestness, women all over the world

have gone in for training and first

aid, but the simpler, and to our mind

fundamental, steps toward patriotism

have not been traced.

Much of the deplorable lack among

us of true national spirit is due to the

fault of our modern home in failing

to place emphasis on the spiritual

values of life. Unless father and

mother present aright American ideals

of “justice” and “liberty,”—“equal

ity,” too,—in its acceptable and Chris

tian meaning, children will not bring

to mature life adequate conceptions

of patriotism. If the business house

does not harbor men and women who

are more than passive in their defense

of moral issues, the social fabric is

unsound. If the school is not led by

teachers who value the cost in human

strife and bloodshed of the freedom

and privileges which we enjoy, our

younger generation becomes selfish

and self-centered. In all these as a

people we have conspicuously failed.

Even more pervasive than such

direct teaching of patriotic sentiment

is the summons for women to assume

every responsibility in home and com

munity life which is open to them.

\Ve have been too yielding to the

subtle temptation to shift responsi—

bility, to accept men’s valuation of

our powers, to be glad that we were

spared the sterner tasks of life. So

little have women valued their own

contribution as keepers of home and

children, that they listen with com

placent approval to such statements

as those made by a congressman

whom we heard at a recent high

school commencement; “the time is

coming when girls will be counted

equal to boys and then they will do

their share of the world’s work.”

Even more negligent are we held

by those nations, who though enjoy

ing less “freedom,” have been able to
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keep for their youth a spirit of rever

ence and obedience to things counted

worthy. It may be a “sign of our

age,” that phrase which excuses the

stiffening of moral fibre which we

might otherwise undertake, but many

who talk much of new doctrines are

neglecting to practice and teach the

excellent code of self-control which

we have inherited from our mothers.

Whether one remains at home or

travels abroad, 'there is an appalling

apathy among women in general re

garding the affairs that govern all the

outward conditions of their life. “I

am not interested in the war,” said

a lady with whom I dined on the

train. “I know no one in Europe.”

It is only in poetry that “the hand

which rocks the cradle is the hand

which rules the world."

Not only is there apathy towards

things political, but there is ignorance.

One of the expressions heard not in

frequently among the women who at

tended the Federation of \Vomen’s

Clubs in New York City was this:

“Women wish to have something

more to do—something more than we

have done.” That word “something”

has a vapid sound. The Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association has a

service to perform in helping that

“something” take shape. May not

that “something” well be a program

of duty to one’s nation?

Hitherto women have been relieved

of responsibility by the ready willing

ness of men to assume all posts of

honor and to be written down as

rulers and leaders, as voters and gov

ernors. History is a record of what

men have accomplished, mention of

women has been incidental. Our

churches, whose activities depend so

largely upon women, are directed by

men who, while they may cheerfully

vote their approval of woman’s suf

frage, neglect at the same time to

make unrestricted provision for the

participation of women in the affairs

and deliberations of the church. Men

cheerfully permit women to share the

expense and sacrifices of philanthropic
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labors of all kinds, though they yet

ignore the place which women will

eventually take in citizenship. Event

ually, we say, because scarcely any

opponent of suffrage for women

denies the fact that they will some

day have a share in the government

they obey.

Taking, then, patriotism as we con

ceive it must first come to women, it

means preparation, and far-sighted

preparation for service to one’s coun

try. If a woman desires to vote, she

can manifest that desire in no more

earnest way than by first acquainting

herself with the policies and issues of

government. If she is still at the

stage where she is content to allow

her husband and sons to voice her

influence in the nation, patriotism still

confronts her, in that she must, in

order to train men to rule the nation,

be herself conversant with the affairs

of that nation.

For an organization as influential as

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation, to train its membership to

daily service to the nation, is a mighty

program. It takes preparation to be

able to shape public opinion; it takes

preparation to re-write the hymns of

the nation. Our very cradle songs are

attuned to the militaristic and non

social organization of the world.

“Father’s a nobleman, mother’s a

queen,” does not aid the child of the

“masses” in right adjustment to her

environment. It takes thought to

shift ideals from the glory of war to

the glory of peace; it takes real sacri

fice to take on the sense of duty which

must supersede the relatively insig—

nificant interests of many a woman’s

life. A gentleman whom I recently

met at dinner, in recounting his ex

periences of the early days on the

Pacific Coast, said that he counted it

his duty as a citizen to give from one

to two hours of every day of his life

to the affairs of the state. This would

seem a reasonable effort for any pat

riotic citizen, man or woman.

The superficial allegiance of many

of foreign birth among us lead us to
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realize that American women who live

in the alleys, even more than those

who live on the avenues, have oppor

tunities to direct the patriotism of

women in their own neighborhood,

who do not understand American

customs, much less our American

ideals. Our aloofness from those we

call foreign, our fancied superiority,

have dulled that spirit of hospitality

which is the finest interpretation of

patriotism, the hospitality which made

the roof of every Colonial settler a

refuge to the stranger. We have left

to settlements and missions the work

which we as individuals must do for

the foreign born among us. With

them, we have not even a calling

acquaintance. It is as largely a

woman’s task as it is a man’s respon—

sibility, and what the plain home

woman may do to Americanize Amer

icans is far-reaching.

The patriotism by which we will

conquer is not a patriotism that relies

upon the sword. It is a patriotism

so full of love of country that it over,

flows in love to our neighbor, be that

neighbor the Italian, or Greek, or

German who has made America her

home, or a more distant Japanese or

Indian woman of whose need we have

been told. we will see that America

can be great only as she is a friend

to other nations, and that friendship

will be worthy when women as well

as men contribute to that internat'onal

fellowship in sacrificial service.

Those pioneer women of America

who dared the lone life in the log

huts of our Indian—haunted primal

f0rests, or who jolted weary leagues

in prairie schooners to the vast lone

of the virgin prairies, decades ahead

of the subtly softening civilization of

our day, stamped the earlier genera

tions of our country with their splen

did fortitude and moral character.

They talked less of their “rights,” but

their deeds live. The surest road to

the future attainment of woman’s

fullest service is by means of deeds

such as theirs. \Ve must do their

deeds, reshaped to pierce the wall of

social injustice and misunderstanding

now separating us from Christian re

lationship between employer and em

ployee, and to penetrate the jungle

and morass of unchristian indiffer

ence to the cardinal need of every

person for wholesome recreation and

amusement. we must leave the in

herited traditions and limitations of

our worn-out creeds and dogmas, and

journey in full faith and sublime cour

age to find the Kingdom of God on

earth proclaimed by Jesus Christ.

Vocation and Avocation

Anne McKean Schuler

HE dictionary, that stout friend

of our youth, and authority of

our later years, defines “voca

tion” as our daily work, or means of

living; “avocation” as the calling

away from our work, diversion,

recreation. But with our usual free

handling we have mixed the two

words up until they are almost inter

changeable. I am going to treat them

from the standpoint of the dictionary.

There have been times in my life

when I have had a sort of vagrant

fancy that my astral self had become

detached from my common-place

body, and hovering over it, watched

it threading its way along the lanes

of life, pursuing its path, going on,

ever on, in and out, now almost lost

in the great crowd. now pitifully

alone, now in smooth ways, now

among steep and stony places, steadily

moving on, a pathetic speck among the

great forces of the world, that might

annihilate it at any moment, but

always moving on toward the final
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scene and “low green tent, whose

curtain never outward swings." This

fancy of my disembodied self watch

ing my physical self patiently plod

ding its appointed way took on a

larger aspect as I thought of “voca

tion and avocation,” and I had a

vision of all the women of the world,

high and low, rich and poor, good

and bad, wise and simple, going on

their different missions, and I thought

how each tiny separate thread in the

great loom of life was being woven

into a colossal plan or picture, and

how each life, lonely and unattended

as it might seem, was accompanied,

after all, by the invisible spirit of

good, that might be evoked for help

and strength whenever the solitary

' soul willed it. It occurred to me how

all our ways are really thronged with

invisible angels of service, ready to

succor us if we will but lift up our

dull eyes and behold the eager

messengers of God.

We must each take our part in

sharing the burden of society. and woe

unto any one of us that disregards

his obligation or refuses to take it

seriously. Mind, I say, take our

obligation seriously—not ourselves.

One of the fatal pitfalls that many

women fall into is the habit of taking

themselves too seriously. \Ve want

to always take ourselves, not with a

grain of salt, but with a grain of

humor. It will save us and our

friends many a sad hour.

Few people have any conception

of the magnitude of the world’s work,

and still fewer recognize the respon

sibility on their part of doing their

particular microscopic bit of work

up to the very top notch, and of

making their particular contribution

to the character of the world of the

very best possible type.

I am supposed to be talking to busi

ness women, though I do not like the

distinction between business and home

women, for the fundamental business

of life, life itself, begins and is fash

ioned and moulded by the women in

the home—a business to which all the

other businesses are subservient. I
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assume that all women that are faith

fully discharging their duties are

business women, but taking it in the

popular sense, I am supposed to be

talking to business women, and I re

call that the first significant utterance

of the Great Teacher, was this “I must

be about my Father’s business," and

aren’t we all really linked with Him,

and shouldn’t we all feel that we are

really about our Father’s business, no

matter what our task may be?

I was reading the other night that

there are about seven thousand differ

ent vocations in the world and only a

few of these are closed to women.

There has been much tirade and

even more piffle about women despis

ing the duties of home and invading

man’s world of business; the truth

is woman has been in business since

time began and the great basic pro

cesses by which the world has been

fed and sheltered and clothed, have

been largely in her faithful and com—

petent hands since primitive times.

With the development of life, she

has simply followed her work out of

the home; if her economic powers

may no longer be employed in the

home, as in the elder days when she

spun and wove and dipped the creamy

candles, made the soap, churned the

butter and baked and sewed for the

large families, she utilizes them else

where. She has always given value

received. She used to be paid in terms

of clothing and shelter; now because

of a different environment she is paid

in terms of dollars and cents and ex—

changes money for clothing and food

and shelter.

And let me say here that we need

not fear for the permanency of the

home because many women have had

to go out into the world of business—

it will take more than business or

the feminist to eradicate the elemental

love of home and children in women.

The spirit of the real woman remains

the same whatever the exigencies of

her life may be, and it is the spirit

within her that counts—not her oc

cupation. In the days of the judges,

Deborah was just as womanly when
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she judged the tribes that came up

before her, as when she lived in her

father's house—the nation needed that

particular service of her, she gave it

and was none the less a woman. When

Joan of Arc rode her great white

horse at the head of the French army,

she was no less womanly than when

she folded the flocks in Domremy.

When the Belgian women dragged the

cannon to defend their homes they

were no whit less women than when

they rocked the babies at the fire-side.

And when women in less romantic and

dramatic ways serve their home and

country in the tread mill of business

life, they are none the less womanly—

it is the spirit of the eternal woman

that counts.

Now our vocation supplies us with

the material things of life and we

should never fail to be properly thank

ful that we have our work, no matter

what it may be. Mrs. Browning says

in Aurora Leigh:

“Get leave to work in this world,

’Tis the best you get at all;

For God in cursing, gave men better gifts

Than men in benediction.

God says, sweat for foreheads

Men say, crowns,

And we are crowned, aye, cut and gashed

with many a

Circlet of tormenting steel!

Get leave to work in this world,

’Tis the best you get at all,

Get work, get work, I say,

Be sure ’tis better than what you work

to get !"

And right here let me say that

nothing useful is menial, it is in the

quality of the work and the spirit we

put into it that the test lies. Ida Tar

bell says, “It is the old fallacy that

the interesting and important thing is

somewhere else, never at home, while

the truth is that the only interesting

and important thing for any one of

us, is in mastering our own particular

situation, moreover the only real con

tribution we ever make comes in do

ing just that." Carlyle says, “The

latest gospel in this world is ‘know

,thy work’ and do it.”

But in order to do our work worth

ily, we must use our time when we

are released from the exactions of

work, worthily. Rest is to prepare

for work and recreation for the same

high purpose.

Our avocations, the things we

choose to do and are not compelled

to do, often make the difference be‘

tween achievement and failure. When

Lincoln, the country lad, was through

his work—hard, compelling labor, he

stretched his long body on the bare

floor of a log cabin, and by the flick

ering fire-light absorbed the few

great books that came within his

reach. He was laying the founda

tions for a career by the way he util

ized his leisure hours. He was ac

cumulating material that later was to

crystallize into that incomparable

classic—compact in form, perfect of

phrase, sublime in conception, the

Gettysburg address.

One of the marked features of our

modern life is the substituting of the

motion picture show, and frivolous, to

put it mildly, vaudeville, and the

hectic joy-ride in the ubiquitous motor

car, for anything like serious or

cultural reading or drama or music.

If we key our mental apparatus to

melodrama we will not be in harmony

with real drama. If we are emotional

over the mawkish sentimentalities of

the “movies” we cannot have sensi

tive reactions to life itself, that

streams past us endlessly with its

humor and its pathos and its tragedy.

All the wise and wonderful minds

of the ages may be ours for the tak

ing, but alas! like Alice in Wonder

land eating the cake that made her

smaller, we go on nibbling our Harold

Bell \Vrights and Cosmopolitans and

getting mentally smaller and smaller

every day! A volume of Ibsen on our

bed-room table to make us think and

another of Robert Louis Stevenson

tucked in our hand—bag to read on our

trips to and from our work, to make

us strong and cheerful, and a Keats

in the shop or office into which to

dip and clarify our minds muddied

by too much contact with our kind.
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will help us to grow so fast, we shall

be like Alice when she ate the other

cake and got larger and larger.

We want to learn to resist certain

narrownesses and tendencies of our

environment and kind, we want to

outgrow our small and limited selves,

and be untrammeled and free, we want

to be able to arrange our respective

hairs becomingly and then forget

there are such things as coifieurs,

fearsome things that they be in these

days! We want to cultivate good

taste and harmony of color and

beauty of line so our frocks may be

smart and attractive, and then we

should turn our minds, really meant

for other interests than clothes, to the

fundamentals. Wasn’t it Thoreau

who said “Let us stop reading the

‘Times’ and read the ‘Eternities?”’

Oh! if many of us would devour

less messy sentiment, vicious sugges

tion, maudlin sympathy, vulgar per

sonalities and salacious court-trials

served up by the press that in one

breath claims to be the leader of pub

lic opinion and in another apologetic

ally explains that it gives the public

what it wants. I say, if we would

give the common newspaper the scant

attention it deserves and would feed

our minds on good soul producing

literature we would indeed find an

avocation that would make our voca

tion a genuine achievement!

To drift into the public library or

art gallery when some of our best

pictures are on display costs nothing,

not even the nickel that opes the

magic of the “movies,” and an hour

spent with the artists that are trying

to express life is worth miles of most

“movies.”

We want to come in touch with

life at all points, we want to turn every

leisure moment into an honest service

for ourselves and ultimately for our

kind, we want to be so informed as
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to men and manners that we may not

be betrayed like the old lady Jane

Addams tells about who deplored

the shooting of craps because “tho’

she didn’t know what they were, life

was probably as dear to them as to

anybody!”

George Meredith in his “Sandra

Bellona,” makes “Emily” say, “I be

lieve God must have sent us 'into

the world to fashion souls for our

selves,” so out of our daily work with

its joy and discipline and pain, and

out of our scattered bits of leisure and

rare vacations let us weave a garment

of life fit for the fair soul’s wmring.

Good reading also makes us nice as

to distinctions and the subtle shades

of meanings.

What is our house of life? Is it

built of selfish and self-centered aims.

foolish pleasures and trivialities, and

flimsy structure of pretty clothes, and

modish coiffeurs, hectic loves, narrow

prejudices, gossip, work done as

drudgery, duty, lash in hand goading

us on, or is our house of life built

of unselfish and noble aims, com~

munion with the great souls of our

race, fine sweet pleasures that make

us strong and easier to live with, re

strained and tender loves, intercourse

with the strong and good, labor loved

and so dignified by the loving, duty a

stern but loyal friend that helps us to

keep to the narrow road that leadeth

unto life. Our employment of our

little extra bits of God-given time

may mean the difference between be—

ing a mere piece of machinery in the

great work-shop of the world, or a

vivid spirit free to traverse the uni

verse and be a companion of gods.

Be thankful for your unconquer

able souls and be able through your

avocations to say with Emerson,

“I am the owner of the sphere

Of the seven stars and the solar year

Of Czsar’s hand and Plato's brain,

Of Lord Christ’s heart and Shakespeare's

strain.”



  

AN EIGHT WEEK CLUB LEADER’S CREED

l have been chosen as the one to go to college from my com

munity and to me has been given the opportunity of entering into

the more abundant life. There are many girls at home who have

not had the opportunity, and therefore l am going back to share

with them the vision that l have of the glory of everyday living.

I shall learn from the great out-of-doors lessons of faith.

courage and love.

May the faith that a blade of grass has in growing by the

roadside unnoticed help me to trust my Heavenly Father, and even

in the midst of heart-aches and disappointments may l know that

with his guidance all things work together for good. The seeds

that have the courage to grow unbidden, deep in the dark earth,

shall teach me to press onward carrying my light.

The love of the brooding hen for her chicks shall show me

the love that my Father wishes me to show the girls with whom I

work. l shall learn that I must carry all I have to feed girls' starving

minds, yearning souls and dwarfed bodies, and just as the plant

gives so much of its energy in producing a seed that the plant

itself dies, so shall i sacrifice my own pleasure for my girls.

l believe in the well-rounded life of the country girl. l believe

that she should have happy times with congenial, wholesome

friends; that she should have a strong, healthy body, cared for as

the temple of God; that she should have a clear, pure, thinking

mind, and a spirit that is filled with that of her Master; and that

these four parts working together shall produce a life that is wholly

consecrated unto her Maker.

l believe that as a result of my summer's work, with the aid of

Jesus Christ, l shall in a small measure bring to my girls higher

ideals, teach them to aspire to higher and nobler living, and lead

them into an abiding friendship with the great Friend of the Out

of-Doors. Thus shall l pay my debt to them.

 

 



  

Jessie

THE country road grew worse

and worse. The bridges we

crossed were more and more

shaky. Deep gulches were washed out

and weeds were commencing to grow

right in the center of the road. Our

walk to the town up the valley was as

joyous as ever, for the violets were in

blossom by the roadside and the sky

was a singing blue and the air had all

the freshness in it that only comes

after a thunder shower. \Ne were

beginning to wonder, though, if this

was the right road to take, and if it

would ever bring us to the town that

was our goal.

“Perhaps we had better ask before

we go any farther,” my comrade on

the way suggested.

So we went through the front gate

of the next farm we came to and up

to the door. There were no flowers

in that yard except a straggling, al

most grass-choked row of iris. \Vhen

we knocked at the door a girl opened

it. Her face was listless and her hair

uncombed. Though we greeted her

with the smiles that we had caught

that morning from the singing sky and

the violets, there was no answering

gleam of gladness in her face.

“\Vould you please tell us if we

are on the right road for Springville P”

I asked.

In a spiritless sort of tone, she re

plied, “No, you are on the wrong road.

If you keep on this road, it just goes

a little ways yonder and then it stops.

You’ll have to go back a piece and

take that other road that turns to the

right.”

After we had stayed to talk with

her as long as we could, and had seen

the eagerness that was in her life

though that life was half asleep, we

Then It Stops

Field

hurried back to take the right road.

It was such a good road, smooth and

hard and stretching far away to the

town down in the valley and far

beyond it.

But I cannot tell you much about

that road, nor can I say whether

there were any violets beside it—

though I suppose there were—for all

the time the words of that girl kept

coming back to me:

“If you keep on this road, it just

goes a little ways yonder and then it

stops.”

The words were like the look in

her face. Her life too, unless some one

shared with her the Good News and

helped to open the way to the road

that runs far along the way of Love

and Life, would just go a little way

yonder and then it would stop.

And I knew that she was only one

of thousands of girls wlwse faces

looked like that; girls who would not

have a chance to go to high school;

girls to whom the great poems and

the great songs of the world would

never come; girls whose eyes would

never be open to the gladness and

beauty around them; girls who would

never find the wonderful joy of lov

ing service in every-day things; girls

to whom the message of the living

Christ in all its glorious reality would

not be brought,—whose lives would

go on just a little ways yonder and

then stop.

For a while I thought I could not

bear it. ' It could not be right for lives

not to have their chance. Then I

thought about how our Father has

made a great road wide enough for

every one to have room on it, stretch

ing farther than we can think to the

place of full—grown life. And I knew

that there some time must be enough

of his love in the lives of those who

know about this road to show all

these others the way to it. Some day,

when his Kingdom of Love has come,

no one’s life will go just a ways

yonder.—and then stop.
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To India

Anna K. Alexander, Preshyterian, Nil -

son College, secretary, Helena, lllont.;

Sleubenz'z'lle, Ohio.

Ruth Cowdry’l‘, Presbyterian, attended

National Training School 191%, secretary,

W'ashington, Pa. Goes as volunteer

worker.

Mary Cowdry*, Presbyterian, volunteer

worker in foreign field—as here.

To China

Katherine Halsey*, Congregational,

(fiziversity of 111., flIz'lu'aukee Training

Center, National Training Sehool 1914.

Secretary, University of 11/1‘rh., Cleveland,

0., Delaware, 11/11., Pa., and lVest Central

Fields.

Katherine l/Villz'ams*, A'Vethodist, Wel

lrsley College; National Training School

1916. Volunteer worker, Germantown,

Pa. lVellesley representative.
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SAILING IN THE FALL

 

 

   

  

  

 

 

To Japan

Hazel l'erry’k, DZ'SCllblt’, Eureka College.

Secrelary, Pazz'turket, R. 1., Rockford,

Ill., and Indianapolis, Ind.

Mamie Gunt/zer*, Baptist. Dreer in

slituie, [Valional Training Sellool 1916.

Goes as offiee secretary.

Elsie Green*, Congregalionalisl, Colo

rado College, National Training Sol/vol

1916.

Clara Hard, Baptist, Greem'z'lle lVo

men’s College, volunleer and secrelary,

Industrial Association.

  

 
 

To South America

fl/arion Bliem, Presbylerian, University

of Texas, Nalional Training School 1915.

Secrelary, Lillle Rock, Ark.

*Sailing August 26th, S. S. Tenyo Maru.
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The Gentle Grace of Forgetting

Anne Swineford

WAS summoned the other night

on a strange journey. It had been

a trying day, and people, as they

sometimes are, you know, had been

annoying to such an extent that the

whole world seemed awry.

I felt qualified and willing to point

out the follies and failures of each of

my associates—even the friend of my

leisure hours seemed, after all, very

commonplace. My own judgment

assumed an alarmingly disproportion

ate importance, and while I realized

that I still retained my share of hu

man frailties, their existence might

easily be credited to the fault of

others.

Then there came to me one with

a quiet air of authority who bade me

rise and follow. We had gone but

a little way when I observed there

were two others with us; one of these

was tall and fair, the other was short

and dark. Friends they were; their

names I have forgotten. They said

nothing, but I observed that each car

ried beneath her arm a volume with

her name upon it.

\Ne came to a gate. It swung

silently on its hinges and we entered.

As we did so, each of my companions

surrendered her book, and I found

to my surprise that that which I had

been hugging so tightly under my arm

was a book labelled with my name.

There was no time to wonder; I

gave it unquestioningly to the keeper

at the gate. We entered on a way

that was broidered with flowers, and

bright with sunshine. Along this road

were many wayfarers.

The short, dark girl of our small

party was greeted everywhere, faces

became radiant at seeing her, and

her own smile gladdened as she re

sponded to the cries of welcome that

came from every side.

The tall, fair creature, who had

entered on the way with a look

of glad expectancy like that on the

face of the other, peered about her

as one does in the old home town,

looking from face to face, hoping for

one familiar. After a time her smile

faded a little and in her eyes was a

look of wistful expectancy. It was

sometime before it lighted in joyful

gladness when a young girl greeted

her with cordial friendliness.

\Vhen she had passed, our fair so

journer turned to her companion

questioningly.

“Who was that?" she said. “I

should know her, but I don’t."

“Why, don’t you know her?" ex

claimed her friend, “that was Alice

Redmond, she who was your stenog

rapher.”

“VVhy—yes,” she said slowly, “but

how is it she looks so different? I

didn’t recognize her.”

I had been, myself, too busy watch

ing—indeed, I seem to be only an

observer—to think about the fact that

no one had spoken to me, but I

turned to my guide and said:

“Tell me why the one knows so

many and the other so few."

“Come,” he said, and we retraced

our steps to the gate. He took the

books which we three had borne from

the keeper at the gate and opened that

which was marked with the name

of the tall, fair one. To each

person she had known, for after

all it is only persons that count,

a page was given; each page had two

columns. In the one column was

written what the owner of the record

had seen of the good deeds of her

friend; on the other were the ill

deeds. As I looked at this book, the

space left for the good deeds had a

few painstaking entries, and the

lines of ill were written full, in a

firm hand.

_ Again I looked questioningly at the

guide.

“See this one,” he said, and the

book of my short, dark companion
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fell open—lined and interlined was

the space for good deeds, and on the

side of the evil a few entries had been

made, it is true, but most of them had

been blotted out with tears. In each

book I caught the name of Alice Red

mond—in the one it was written full

on the side of the ill account and read,

in part, “coarse, loud-voiced, unsym

pathetic,” and in the other it was upon

the side of the deeds of good that it

was written, “she cares patiently for

a trying mother, longs to be gentle.”

No wonder; one knew her in her radi

ance, and the other knew her not.

“Give me my book,” I begged. “It

is not for you to open,” said the kind

voice; “what is written is written, but

I give it back to you.” “Yes,” I whis—

pered, “let me take it and I will see

that I recall my lesson. For it is

only the good deeds that are worth

remembering here. The record of the

ill deeds profits not.”

I am thinking of it still, as I, awak

ing, write down my vision—it is

after all only the memory of the good

deeds that helps us and helps the

other. “God, teach me how to for

get,” I pray.

What Happens this

Summer

T was six years ago, the day

I before the Berlin \Vorld’s Con—

ference opened, that Miss Dodge

propounded two questions to some of

us. “\Vhat are you going to do for

your department workers ?" and

"What would you do in the summer

if you ever had a building of your

own for the Training School ?” Like

many of her questions, these were

really both problem and solution. For

the problem of what is to be done

for department directors in physical

education and household management

is being solved by the second of how

a training school building should be

occupied in the summer months.
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Instead of waiting until Columbia

opened this year, and that would have

made a long wait, since, on account of

the National Educational Association,

the Columbia summer term begins on

July 10th, the secretarial department

opened up its four courses on June

20th, and most of the fifty-three

students were ready to begin that

morning at ten o’clock, in their four

classrooms, under the immediate

guidance of Dr. Brown, Miss Geary,

Miss Condé and Miss Bowles.

For the course in physical educa

tion two requirements had been very

carefully adhered to. The profes

sional requirement—graduation from

an accredited normal school of physi

cal education, and the personal re

quirement of eligibility for a position

in the Young Women’s Christian

Association; eligibility in regard to the

personality, church relationship and

comprehension of what a Christian

Association is, and a desire to promote

those interests. Even for the physi

cal directors who are teaching in

colleges and had no intention of taking

up Association work these two re—

quirements were met, and it happened

that one such teacher is also a mem

ber of the city board, and another is

on the gymnasium committee in the

city where she teaches.

The technical alma maters range as

follows: Wellesley, including the

Boston Normal School of Gymnas

tics, 7; New Haven Normal School,

5; physical education department of

the Ypsilanti State Normal School,

4: Savage Normal School, 3; Boston

Normal School of Physical Educa

tion, 2; Oberlin College, department

of physical education, 2, and one each

from Teachers’ College, Sargent Nor

mal School and department of physi

cal education, University of Nebraska.

Many requests, that came from per—

sons who had not graduated, or whose

courses were insufficient, or whose

professional experience since gradua

tion was not considered entirely

successful, as well as several people

who were deficient in the personal

qualifications, were not accepted.
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Many graduate physical directors in

New York and vicinity, who had

heard of Dr. Skarstrom’s work in

advanced gymnastics, the corrective

gymnastics of Miss Wilde, etc., were

given visitors’ ticket, which admitted

to the gallery.

This insistence upon personal as

well as professional qualifications for

students admitted means that the com

pany of dwellers under the roof at

135 East 52nd Street is a company of

people with minds and hearts intent

upon one thing, and those who came

to do Dr. Skarstrom’s work have re—

mained for Dr. Brown’s course in

Association administration, and for

Miss Condé’s personal evangelism,

and other of the intimate revelations

of what an Association worker may

be if she will.

The household economics course,

while graduate in the sense of

encouraging people who enter the

Association movement to be academic

ally trained in domestic science and

institutional management, is intended,

of course, to serve the rank and file

of departmental workers who have

found their own way in dealing with

domestic problems, either in the house

or cafeteria; but of the young women

taking up the work, four are graduates

respectively of Drexel Institute,

Mechanics’ Institute, Kansas Agricul

tural College and the University of

Illinois, in the domestic science

department. They are therefore in

line for practical work in the Na

tional Board cafeteria and the ultimate

certificate.

Both of these faculties have been

built up in subsequent years by secur

ing the faculty members, if possible,

who gave the best success the year

before, and not inviting the persons

whose work did not seem to achieve

an immediate and practical reaction,

either at the time or in the year that

the student was working it out. If

upon this same principle wonderful

flowers and vegetables are developed,

what may not be grown in this Asso

ciation garden of the National Train

ing School?

The great innovation in the training

center course is the three sections of

Bible study by Dr. Hutchins of Ober

lin, some of which are open to other

members of the summer school,

although the examination course is re

served entirely for the student secre

taries. The list of students under the

four sections is hereby appended.

Physical Directors” Course.

Association Directors as follows:

Vera Barger, Youngstown.

Edna Brown, Terre Haute.

Wilma Haynes, Dayton.

Esther Hubbard, Trenton.

May I. Lovett, Scranton.

Louise Martin, Syracuse.

Emma M. Murphy, Germantown.

Gladys Passmore, Colgate, Jersey City.

Mary Porterfield, Lynchbur .

Eda Redo, Louisville and C ina.

Alma Swan, Chattanooga.

Alice Caskey, Port Morris, N. J.

Martha Hyde, Wichita.

Gertrude Syme, Bronx, New York.

Academic Teachers :

Beatrice Barlow,

Detroit Schools.

Henrietta R. Brown, Instructor, Univer

sity of Wisconsin.

Alida Carson, Instructor, Dana Hall.

Ruth Elliott, Instructor, University of

Assistant Supervisor

California.

Christine Erwin, Instructor, Ypsilanti

Normal.

Edna B. Fuller, Instructor, Fredonia Nor

mal School. ‘

Laura Hamilton, Instructor, Detroit

Schools.

Marion O. Perkins, Physical Director,

-Stevens School.

Emma Pierce, Supervisor, Montclair

Normal School.

Grace Waterman, Instructor, Emma Wil

lard School.

Crystal Worner,

Normal.

Marion Young, Instructor, Mt. Holyoke

College.

Instructor, Ypsilanti

Hourchold Economic: Course:

Hrlazlenl Cutting, Cafeteria Director, St.

au .

Mrs. Ida Chase, Newark, Ohio.

Sue Crook, Cafeteria Director, Trenton.

Mrs. Eva B. Dunn, Cafeteria Director,

Mason City.

Mrs. Cleo Grady, House Secretary,

Springfield, Ohio.

Kate Haycock, Cafeteria Director,

Albany.

Elpha Miller, Cafeteria Director, Spring

field, Ohio.
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Jennie Miller, Assistant, Quincy.

Ruth Rigler, Assistant in Training, New

York Cafeteria.

Mabel Schadt, Cafeteria Director, St.

Louis.

Anna M. Smith, Cafeteria Director, Ft.

Wayne.

Florence Smith, Residence Secretary,

Columbus.

Student Course :

Mary Cheek, Mt. Holyoke.

Blanche Gale, University of Colorado.

Annie Kate Gilbert, Oklahoma College

for Women.

Margaret Hess,

Emporia.

Mildred Inskeep, Kansas State Agricul

tural College.

Mary Wallace Kirk. Tuscumbia, Ala.

Charlotte Neely, State Normal School,

San Jose.

Lois Osborn, Cornell University.

Mary H. Pope, Leland Stanford Univer

51t .

Blanzhe Tait, Normal and Industrial

School, Milledgeville, Ga.

Mary S. Woodruff, Farmville Normal

School.

State Normal School,

City Training Center:

Maud Bulkeley, Girls’ Worker, Lexing

ton Avenue Branch, Brooklyn.

Helen M. Fillmore, New York City.

Dorothy Gwinn, New Bedford, Mass.

a

Litany of Thank

fulness

For days of health,

For nights of quiet sleep,

For seasons of bounty and of beauty,

For all earth’s contributions to our

need,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For our country’s shelter,

For our homes,

For the joy of faces, and the joy of

hearts that love,

Good Lord, we thank Thee.

For the power of great examples,

For holy ones who lead us in the ways

of life and love,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For our powers of growth,

For longings to be better and - do

more,

For ideals that ever rise above our

zeal,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For opportunities well used,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For opportunities unused and even

those misused,

For our temptations and for any vic

tory over sins that close beset us,

For the gladness that abides with

loyalty and the peace of the re

turn,

Good Lord, we humbly thank

thee.

For the blessedness of service,

For the power to fit ourselves to

other’s needs,

Good Lord, we thank thee.

For our necessities of work,

For burdens, pains and disappoint

ments, means of growth,

For sorrow,

For death, __

Father, we thank thee.

For all that brings us nearer to each

other, nearer to ourselves, nearer

to thee,

For life,

, We thank thee, O our Father.

(Reprinted by kind permission.)

Often, it happens, you talk with a

man, and suddenly his countenance

grows mild, blissful. He begins to

tell you something in a way that

makes you think he is about to com

municate to you some very happy

news for you. And then it appears—

he is talking of himself.

—T0lstoy’s Diary.
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NINE Pnesmesrs. lOWA STATE UNIVERSITY

Back Row: r. Eva Allen, 1915. a. Arena Watters, 1916.

5. Mrcetta Browning. 1913.

Fran! Row.- 1. Salome Dugan (Mrs. W. D. Cannon, Jr.). r89r.

3. Harriet Koch. 1914.

6. Elolse Bralnerd, run.

2. Ruth Paxson. 1897.

4. Ruth Magowan, rqn.

3. Nellle Chase (Mrs. R. G. Prlce). 1905.

STUDENT NOTES

The above photograph of nine presi

dents of the Young Women’s Christian

Association at Iowa University, Iowa

City, Iowa, taken on the steps of the old

state capitol building, now the adminis

tration building of the University, was

taken on the return of Miss Ruth

Paxson, an alumna of the University,

during the commencement week of this

year.

The dates following the names of the

presidents are the years when they held

office in the Association.

One college in Oklahoma writes that be

cause of a heavy school program its girls

were not able to organize into an Eight

Week Club preparation class. However,

this will not keep some of the girls from

creating a better community spirit after they

reach home. The faculty advisor of the

college tells us, “Alene will have to work

in a laundry if she is to return to school

next year. She is going to try to introduce

tatting and tennis at noon to take the place

of gossip. If she succeeds in arousing half

as much enthusiasm about this as she

aroused in school after she learned, her

plan will work. Betty, a quiet little Creek

Indian, plans to visit often an old Indian

woman who likes to hear about schools and

who knows many stories of the old Indian

days and old legends that we want for our

literary society work. Nell’s plan includes

the gaining of the help of her sister, who is

a teacher, in starting a feeling of friend

ship for the foreign girls in their town and

for one girl in particular whom Nell al

ready knows slightly." We hope there will

be many more just such girls this summer

sowing merry little seeds along the daily

path. Is this not your “call to responsi

bility?"

A Better Community Conference was

held at the University of Illinois, Urbana

Champaign, during June. A splendid pro

gram included talks and discussions on bet

ter farming, roads, libraries, recreation,

school extension, new agriculture, religion

and the common life, health, and other

vital subjects related to country life.
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“SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN”

A sort of "troupe" or “flying wedge" of

students from the State College of \Nash

ington visited the neighboring town of Col

iax for a three-day program devised by the

student Association—a program running the

gamut of all the common interests of col

lege and high school girls, from tennis to

religion. The suggestion came from the

Colfax people: teachers, church leaders and

“matrons” were most cordial in entertain

ment and co-operative planning. The pro—

gram ended with a-union church meet

ing led by the visiting girls. This doubtless

built a strong bridge of interests between

“town and town," between high school and

college students. between the local churches

and the college Association—just where

such bridges shonld most be. It is spoken

of as “commendable both as a piece of col

lege publicity and a type of social service

greatly needed in the communities of this

particular college constituency." Can’t

some of the rest of us try it?

The social committee and dean of women

of the same college planned a series of lec

ture given at the close of the year on the

following subjects:

The ethical whys of manners.

Dress.

At table.

The etiquette of public functions.

Conduct in public places.

Men and women in society.

9‘5".“9’5‘32"

Because these struck at the root of the

reason for manners—the relation between

conduct and character, manners and influ

ence, they “took”-as more superficial talks

would not have done.

GLEANINGS FROM A COUNTY

ASSOCIATION

The door opened and two or three

foreign-looking pieces of baggage were

thrust in. “She's insane. you take care

of her," said the men. The owner of the

grips was a sad young woman—loneli

ness. a strange country. and being mis

understood had almost wrecked her hap

piness. In her broken English she made

us understand that she wanted work. Two

weeks later a girl with a face beaming

with smiles stepped into the rooms. The

Y. W. C. A. had saved that girl from

being sent to an asylum!

“We want to take typewriting at your

rooms—we’ve worked so long at house

work that we do so want to get up in

the world." And so three girls began

and completed courses in typewriting,

bookkeeping and stenography.

Then there was Ruth, the cripple—one

useless arm, her ambition crushed—a

handicapped Ruth, but she found new

ideals in our business department.

Jane had made a deplorable record.

but pride was awakened and she longed

for work. Her hope of gaining a posi

tion lay in what the Y. \V. C. A. could

teach her.

There are groups and groups of wide

awake girls—some small girls, some

large ones—all eager and all active.

Sometimes it seems as if we have every

girl in town brought into close contact

with us at some time or other. “'e do

big things and we do small things; we

have good times and we do good deeds.

To make these girls love the Y. W. C. A.

because it gives them what they truly need

and want—that’s our aim.

 

SOME THINGS THAT GIRLS ARE

DOING IN MEDFORD

Medford is a town of eleven hundred

inhabitants in Burlington County, New

jersey. This county has a splendid

Young \Nomen’s Christian Association.

and they hope soon to have a county

Young \Vomen’s Christian Association.

In the meantime, the girls in Medford

are blazing the way for this county

Association by doing things in their

town.

The following record of what they

have done was written by their leader,

Mrs. M. L. Cochley, a woman who cares

for girls and understands them and is

absolutely unselfish in giving time and

thought for their sakes.

“Realizing that the girls and young

women needed work of the character of

the Young Men’s Christian Association,

we organized in Medford last Decem

ber the Young \Nomen's Club. \Ve had

eighteen members at the start and have

grown until we now number one hun

dred and twelve.

"In the beginning we held our meet—

ings around at the houses, but this soon

proved inadequate and we had to look

for a meeting place. We put in a finance

committee which got busy and rented

us a hall for our meeting place, paying

the rent one year in advance.

“\Ve have bought a piano for the

organization and a cook stove for the

cooking class. To use the hall effect

iver in entertainments. we had to have

a platform build in, which we have paid

for also. Curtains, chairs and tables have

been loaned to us until we are able to

purchase.

“As rapidly as possible we have or

ganized departments and classes. The

married ladies were formed into a ma

tron's committee. or the \V's. for super

intending the difierent entertainments—
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social committee, service committee, re

creation committee, committee for plan

ning for educational and good times

trips; religious department. having a

Bible study class; domestic art depart

ment, having sewing, embroidery and

crocheting classes; domestic science for

bread-making, cake-making, pies and

biscuit, and the cooking of meat and

vegetables and planning of meals. We

have good teachers for these classes and

learning to do the work becomes apleas

'ure. as class work kills all monotony.

“We have had most excellent talks given

to our girls during the winter:

“The Girl and Her Pocketbook," by

E. B. Reeve. cashier of the bank.

“\Vhat \Vomen Should Know of Com

mon Law," by H. P. Thorn.

“Sticking to Your Job," by R. C. Shoe

réialger, county secretary of the Y. M.

“The Right Standard," by J. P. Ash

brooke.

“The Right Kind of Courage," by Mrs.

Ezra Evans.

“In February we entertained the Y. M.

C. A. senior group with an ‘Old Time

Supper.’ At the opening of the hall we

entertained as guests all who had aided

us financially to make our organization

a success. Mr. \Villiam Overman, the

chairman of the County Y. M. C. A..

gave us one of his excellent talks on

‘The Worth of the Girl to the Com

munity.’

“On April 15 our girls entertained the

Y. M. C. A. team sent for community

service to Medford from Princeton. The

Medford groups of the Y. M. C. A. of

Medford, numbering about seventy. were

also entertained with the Princeton

team. We had lively speaking, after

which refreshments were served. This

was an enjoyable evening to the young

people.

“Our girls are doing what they can

to help others as they do their team

work, well knowing that they cannot be

too selfish in looking after themselves.

In January they gathered up oranges.

canned fruit and jelly, and took them

to the county hospital. In February

they purchased goods and made four

teen new garments for the children in

the Orphans’ Home. At Easter they

sent a basket of colored Easter eggs to

the little folks in the mission Sunday

school.

“\Ve find that in helping the girls we

are at the same time helping the boys,

for it inspires them to do better work,

as they fear that the girls will win out

and they be left behind. In helping the

girls we help the whole community. as

we sincerely think that the girls are the

whole thing. anyway."

COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

Centre County, Pennsylvania. Several

girls throughout the county have been

practising the “Standard Athletic Tests

for Girls" as offered by the Playground

and Recreation Association. Where no

basket ball equipment is at hand. a peach

basket or hoop has been fastened to a

barn door for a basket.

The Snow Shoe club now has two

basket ball teams and has the promise

of several lessons in bandaging to be

given by a physician. (Perhaps coming

events cast their shadows before!)

Throughout the winter some students

from State College go out into the coun

try to lead and teach Sabbath school

classes in the country schoolhouses. Be

cause of their vacations, their work is

often neglected during the summer

months. This summer some of the girls

from the Centre County Association and

some young men have undertaken to

take care of this work. In order that the

teaching may be as helpful as possible,

these young folks are meeting together

for an hour each week when they are

taught the lesson by a Bible student.

Problems of the rural Sabbath school are

also discussed and experiences ex

changed.

The Association girls have been help

ing out the State College summer school

by offering their assistance as guides on

registration day.

Miss Field and Miss Foresman of the

Delaware, Maryland and Pennsylvania

Field Committee, attended a field meet

at Centre County. Thirty-six hours of

rain preceding a time set apart for a

field meet in the country is not very en

couraging. However. everyone made the

best of things, and while “Mother Earth"

was drying herself a fine board meeting

took place. Later the sun shone brightly

and the sports were on.

Hall County, Nebraska. To help raise

funds to send delegates to Geneva for the

town and country conference. the high

school girls’ club. with some outside

assistance, gave “Girls of Yesterday and

To-day.” Instead of using all of scene

three. the Association Spirit was worked

in and closed with the hymn, “Father of

Lights." The high school girls' club

finished its Bible study work with a

picnic.

The girls here are enjoying swimming

in the Y. M. C. A. pool one day a week.

Much enthusiasm is manifested in a new

tennis court. The firemen of the town

keep the grounds weeded and rolled.

The Alda club is having a series of open

meetings. Addresses are given by the

secretary, the last one being on “The

Relation of the County Association to

the National Board." The Aida folks

are busv raising money to help send dele
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gates to the conference also. In fact,

Hall County is doing its share to help

make the slogan for the North Central

Field “100 for Geneva." The business

girls’ club gave a “Rose Breakfast"—a

happy and beautiful affair. This too was

given with a vision of Geneva ahead.

Surely there is no lack of enthusiasm

here for the coming conference.

Greene County, New York. Dr. Anna

L. Brown, of the National Board, spent

five days early in June in western Greene

County, speaking in Tannersville, Haines

Falls, Hunter, East Jewett and Halcott

Center. Dr. Brown’s talks emphasized

the need of definite and well-known

standards of conduct in each community,

also the responsibility of each commu

nity to supply adequate recreation op

portunities for all the members of the

community. Committees in several

towns are working on plans for follow

ing up and trying out some of Dr.

Brown's suggestions.

The Association announces the open

ing of a tea room in the Haines Falls

Christian Association building. Besides

serving tea, sandwiches, cakes, home

made candies, etc., needlework, rugs and

other work done during the winter by

women and girls will be on sale. It is

hoped that orders will be received for

work to be done next winter and thus

make possible a paying industry for a

number of members and others who

wish to earn money in the winter.

Miss Adele Koch of Teachers’ College.

New York, spoke on the subject of

“Community Recreation" at the monthly

community service in Tannersville, under

the auspices of the Y. W. C. A., held

June 18, at the Presbyterian Church.

Shelby County, Indiana, has four com

monweal clubs, whose names, mottoes

and location are as follows:

Alsichkann Commonweal Club at Flat

Rock—“Ye are my friends if ye do the

things which I command you."

Merry Maids Commonweal Club at

Fairland—“A merry heart doeth good

like a medicine."

Tawasi Lewa Commonweal Club at

\Valdron—“I can do all things through

Christ which strengtheneth me."

Share-you-well Commonweal Club at

Morris—“Bear ye one another’s burdens

and so fulfill the law of Christ."

Three clubs have been given the free

use of a cottage or rooms in the village,

and these are being furnished modestly

by donations from the people of the

neighborhood with hand-made rugs.

prints framed in passe-partout as a part

of the club work. The rooms are to be

used as centers for community social

times under the management of the

clubs. Alsichkann Commonweal Club has
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had a “Community Day" in which all

the moving of furniture and fitting up

of the cottage was done, lawns mowed,

and a picnic dinner served to the men

and children of the families. Each club

is including parliamentary law in its

study; three are studying Miss Dodge's

life, and one is studying “Women of An

cient Israel." Traveling libraries have

been installed in each community. Sew

ing, nature study, and play take up the

remainder of the time at clubs, and

pieces of community service are planned

in each group. Each club has a local

leader. Leaders meet with the 'county

secretary once a month to secure help,

discuss problems and study “Leader

ship.”

The Business Girls of Shelbyville have

organized into the “Who Do Club” with

snappy yells. songs and motto. They

too have planned a monthly out-door

picnic, and the study of parliamentary

law and legislation affecting working

women.

The headquarters' rooms have been

open four weeks and approximately 500

people have visited them in that time.

Camp Wahwahtoyse on Clifty Creek

will be open for the girls of the county

july 28-August 5

The third Sunday in July the county

Y. W. C. A. will make its appearance in

a public way religiously, by taking

charge of the union vesper services held

on the open lawn of the city court house.

Each club has included in its policy

for the year the purpose:

a. To contribute a gift to the county

budget and national pledge.

b To raise money to help pay the

expenses of a delegate to the county

conference.

c. To strive to promote a spirit of

friendly unity among the churches and

people of the neighborhood.

d. To unite in community service at

Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter

time, besides doing one or more pieces

of service at some other time through

the year.

Lake Forest, Illinois. During the

months of July and August the Associa

tion's club activities in most cases will

be dropped. However, the girls will

join in out-of-door sports under Miss

Marjorie Taylor’s leadership at the Park

and Beach. There will be a story hour

for children under ten at the Gorton

School. On Wednesday and Saturda

afternoons swimming instructions wiil

be given to those interested.

The Camp Fire Girls are planning a

week in camp at South Haven, Mich..

with their guardian. A group of senior

girls will go to the town and country

conference at Lake Geneva, Wisconsin.
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Page County, Iowa. The headquarters

rooms at Clarinda were given a shower

by the Business Women’s club. Gifts

were given by committees: a rug, chairs

and a Bible from the Bible study com—

mittee. the Nodaway Commonweal Club

sent a nice rocker, and a number of

gifts from individuals were received, such

as a screen, spoons, dishes, book-case,

stove and a rocker. The rooms are

beginning to have a real homey atmo

sphere.

Two new commonweal clubs have been

organized this month, The' Bluebird Club

at Broddyville which is a small town.

and the Harlan Club in the open country.

This makes seven for Page County.

The all county picnic is to be held near

Clarinda on July lst. The rainbow

ceremony, which was used in Chautauqua

County, N. Y., is to be used in federat—

ing the seven commonweal clubs.

Montgomery County, Kansas. The

girls of Independence are planning to

play tennis on a lighted court in the

evening. They also have the use of a

court during the day.

The Boy Scouts have assisted the Tyro

girls in preparing a court and they too

are playing.

The boys of Elk City have helped to

fix the courts and they have two ready.

The Pollyanna Commonweal girls are

practicing on the “Athletic Badge Test

for Girls.”

Montgomery County Y. W. C. A. has

four “travel libraries” in the county.

Miss Carrie Mae Van Gilder is in

Montgomery County studying the work

of the county Association and will re

main to assist with the county camp.

Cherokee County, Iowa. Much special

work is being planned. The Larrabee

branch unanimously voted down the pro

position to have meetings only every

other week during the summer, and have

planned some very interesting meetings.

A quarantine of the town interrupted

plans for a banquet for their mothers and

friends, but they will go on with the

plans in the fall or have a picnic for

them during the summer.

The Afton Township summer club is

well under way again. This summer they

are planning as their community service

to earn money through making children’s

clothing and selling it, and through

socials, and with the money to get some

furniture for the Rest Room.

The state Y. M. C. A. again generously

allowed the girls of Cherokee County to

have the use of Camp Foster for a week,

June 20-27. Although not as man girls

were in attendance this year as first ,it

has meant much to every girl in camp.

Miss Jessie Field was a wonderful in

spiration and help. The regular camp

program was carried out with Bible

study, swimming and athletics in the

morning and all sorts of recreation in

cluding hikes. tennis, steamer trips, row

ing, swimming and stunts in the after

noon. Evenings were given over to row

ing and to camp fire programs. The last

night of the camp the girls had a simple

banquet with toasts to Camp Foster and

what it meant to them.

As the days passed by it was wonderful

to watch the camp spirit grow and to see

how that spirit in its last analysis is

simply the Christ spirit in the heart of

each girl.

Tulare County, California. The new

county camp, located in the mountains

of the redwoods, has been named "Camp

Fielr” after Miss Jessie Field. A splen

did program for the two weeks in camp

has been planned. Fourteen appropriate

emblems will be awarded as follows:

behavior, or camp spirit; athletic events;

Bible study; nature study; neatness;

cooking; building a fire; camp fire pro

gram stunts; camp yells; camp song;

camp diary; camp poem; best pictures;

best handiwork. Mrs. S. W. Douglas of

Selma. who will conduct the Bible study

course, has mapped out a course that

cannot fail to mean a great deal to every

girl in the camp. It will link the teach

ings of nature with those of the Bible;

for instance, hills—prayer; night—sin;

storms—trouble; rocks—character; trees

—gr0wth; water—life: flowers—purity;

birds—faith; fishing—service.

Adams County, Nebraska. The Y. W.

C. A. band played on the 4th of July

with the municipal and boys' band in a

central place in the town. It also par

ticipated in the parade, having a float

to represent the Y. W. C. A. around the

world—a big globe in the center and girls

dressed in national costumes standing

around it. At least twenty-five automo

biles followed the float, driven by girls

or women. Each car had its distinctive

slogan, such as “Physical Training for

the Would-Be-Wells," girls dressed in

middies and carrying tennis rackets.

The Association co-operated with

the Y. M. C. A. and had char e of a

playground on the 4th for the litt e folks,

expenses paid by the Chamber of Com

merce.

“He had the greatest of all human

faculties of winning over people, an

immense power of sympathetic absorp

tion in the affairs of others. He spoke

to you not only with his whole attention

for the time being, he went further than

that; he gave you the impression that

this was the supreme moment of the day

for which he had been waiting."—Said of

Lord Roberts.
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MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN PARADE. BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

CITY NOTES

The above picture shows the parade

that boosted the membership campaign

that brought 1097 new members, not to

mention team spirit, publicity and recon

secration to the Association in Birming

ham, Alabama. The ten teams were

named after popular motor cars, the

Chalmers finally leading by 136. The

slogan of the campaign was “You Will

Come Again.”

The San josé Association held a

housewarming in its new building in the

form of a candle service for its 3,000

members. The business girls enter

tained later in a banquet given the win

ning team in a recent “penny campaign”

held for the purpose of furnishing one

of the club rooms.

The Youngstown. 0., Industrial Asso—

ciation business clubs held a county fair

to secure funds for sending delegates to

their summer conference. A circus, side

show. kindergarten entertainment and

an electric doll show were part of the

attractions.

A regular hour is appointed for the

“Helen Gould Shepard Memorizers" to

report on their progress in the Great

Falls, Montana, Association. \IVhen there

is a group studying, others may be in

duced to study.

Providence, Rhode Island, Association

gave its contribution to the pageantry

of the city by presenting the “Minister

ing of the Gift" in Roger \Villiams

Park, Utica, N. Y., Reading, Penn., and

\Vorcester, Massachusetts, gave the \Vay

side Piper in the out of doors. In the

latter city one half of the program was

given to bits from Shakespearean plays

—followed by the Piper.

Pottstown, Pennsylvania. reports a

club party to which admittance was

charged according to their height, two

cents a foot, and one cent an inch.

Brooklyn Association graduates num

ber 209 for the present term’s work.

The class in attendant nursing numbers

57, the largest number in any one group.

At the Denver, Colorado, Association

a vocational conference in reference to

positions open to high school girls was

held recently. Personal conferences fol

lowed the general meeting.

The Governor of Iowa is frequently

seen carrying his tray with the others

at the new East Side Branch cafeteria

in Des Moines. This branch is the only

social work for young women on the

East Side. It is under the shadow of

the capitol.

The Des Moines College trustees have

given to the city Association the use of

old Chataque Park for its summer camp.

The Park Commissioner of Brooklyn

had Prospect Park decorated

anese lanterns on the 00‘"

frolic of 150 club at

of the Central Young '

tian Association. V

The city commissioners

gomery. Alabama, have loaned the
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ciation two lawn swings and promised to

replace them when they are worn out.

During the financial campaign in

Bridgeport, the Federation of Industrial

Clubs raised $11,700 toward the building.

Among industrial clubs reporting live

banquets and entertainments are Wheel

ing, W. Va.; New Haven, Conn.; Scran

ton, Penn.; Hamilton, 0.; Easton, Penn.;

gkron, 0.; Wikes Barre, and Newcastle,

enn.

Eleven clubs at Rochester entered for

prizes at their annual exhibit. Em

broidery. note books on etiquette and

personality. and studies of musical com

posers had separate tables.

No club was more interesting than the

Iroquois Club, every member of which is

a real Indian. These young women have

the dark beauty of their race and manners

of white people. In their Indian cos

tumes they were the most picturesque

part of the entertainment. They have

been studying astronomy. and in connec

tion with it have revived the legends of

their race.

The contests were in songs, allotted

work on note books, savings, health

codes and paid up membership. The

Iroquois Club won second place.

Relatively few Associations are cred

ited in the daily press with having pat

riotic entertainments. Chattanooga, Ten

nessee, observed flag day. Tacoma,

Washington, held an anti-war drama.

The French Young Women’s Christian

Association of New York City was rep

resented with the French Young Men’s

Christian Association at the famous Al

lied Bazaar held the past month. We must

be prepared to guide the spirit of pat

riotism engendered in our members these

days by the stimuli of uniforms and pre

mobilization weddings. The closer the

Association is to the currents of life in a

city the greater the demand upon its

flexibility of service. That which was

said of a certain Association center,

“This is the most peaceful spot on earth,

one would not know that there is war,

no one reads the newspaper and no one

talks of it." was a sad reflection on that

Association.

The Jubilee brought out much latent

originality, and of the many new things,

the new type of annual meeting plan

of the Wilmington, Delaware, Associa

tion is one that has permanent value.

A- the annual meeting, instead of

pre "g reports from oflicers and com

' amen, the scene was set in the

,15 lfice with the general sec

writing her annual report.

ihfulness to fact, interruption

terruption comes. Sometimes it

the form of a telephone conversa

tion, that reveals the state and activity

of the employment bureau. Sometimes

it is an interlude representing a com

mittee meeting that deliberates on the

educational department; or it is the en

trance of a husband of a board member

who declares his disfavor of the Asso

ciation, but whose exit to a tasty cafe

teria lunch is followed by a gift of a

generous check.

A girl applies for a room in the board

ing home, and to the audience is re

vealed the need of larger accommoda

tions and the fact that the Association

has a list of boarding homes. Incident

ally the committee that is planning for

the new building discusses the type of

home that is needed.

And so on, the dialogue is made to

carry facts, figures, hopes and aspira

hens

No one who saw the playlet could fail

to have comprehensive ideas of the

Young Women's Christian Association

in their own city.

Naturally if this plan is adopted, its

success will depend upon the live activi

ties of one's own Association and the

dialogue must be cleverly done.

REACTIONS IN THE 36th STREET

CAFETERIA, NEW YORK CITY

Three friends came together for the

first time. They were apparently social

workers, rather dignified and cold at

first, but after they had eaten their sup

per they came back to me who had in

structed them to the unfamiliar ways of

getting one’s food, and said, “I imagine

you are especially interested in creating

the right atmosphere in this place. We

want to tell you that we think you are

succeeding most wonderfully. Every one

of the helpers with whom we have come

in contact has made us feel an inde

finable atmosphere of hospitality, and

we congratulate you.”

The other reaction came in the course

of a long talk with a business woman

who approached me by saying, “Do you

like to hear good things?" When I

answered affirmatively, she went on to

say that she had just been telling her

seat companion that this was, to her

mind, one of the finest places in New

York City. She had many things to say

in its favor and ended by saying, “I like

it especially because it is democratic.

There is my kind who comes here, and

then there are all the other kinds, and I

like to be with all kinds. I would. like

to be of service like this in the world."
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PUBLICITY HINTS

Here is a unique appeal from Great

Falls, Montana.

“When a tragedy occurs. on all sides

regret becomes vocal that such a thing

could happen when scores of Christians

would so gladly have lent a helping hand.

Tragedies happen because the dis

couraged don’t know about these helping

hands. They don’t know that anyone

cares. The Association stands as a proof

that hundreds in Great Falls do care, but

with the growing needs of a growing

city, thousands, not hundreds, are

needed. Money has been supplied; con

tributors to the April campaign provided

generously for financial needs, but the

need for gifts of hands and brains and

hearts is imperative. Concretely, if you

have one afternoon a week of leisure, if

you have a vacant room in which a

stranded girl could be your guest for two

or three days. if you have an automobile.

or an outgrown suit, a potted plant or

some garden seeds, current magazines or

good books, a piece of needlework you'll

never finish, or best of all the qualifica

tions that make a friend—bring your gift

to-day to the Association and supply the

need that is already there."

To begin an article with the words

“those interested in the Young Women's

Christian Association" offends in two

particulars. It deepens the prejudice of

those uninterested; it admits the exist—

ence of a class of people who are unin

terested and it affords those interested

an opportunity to pass over the article

saying, "Oh I know all about that."

A minor detail frequently overlooked in

publications in our Associations is the date

of their issue. It is essential for some

announcements that dates be given. It is

desirable on all of them.

During the Jubilee we received a num

ber of excellent leaflets and programs from

which the name of the city was omitted.

It is a curious fact that everyone likes,

next to seeing her own name in print, to

see that of her city. It will not then offend

local taste to print it and it is good to

have it on every bit of literature that goes

beyond the city limits. Student Associa

tions frequently send reports with the mere

name of the institution as a guide. “Central

University," for example, may be the one

university in any one given section, but

there are many institutions by that name.

Always use the name of the city.

 

If Might made Right, life were a wild

beast’: cage,

If Right made Might, this were the golden

age.

But now, until we win the long camPaign,

Right must gain Might, to conquer and to

reign.

—-Hemzv VAN Dvxs: Might and Right.
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MISS WHEALDON AT AN INDIAN

FEAST

“While on a visit to a mission home

thirty miles from Bombay, by tram car,

my hostess and I were invited to a ban

quet given by the girls to one of their

own teachers who was to be married.

We were received by the four girls who

acted as hostesses. Each girl produced

a beautiful sari and proceeded to drape

it on us in real Indian fashion. I heard

a chair drawn up behind me, but was

so interested in watching the deft way

my little girls put on my sari that I

did not discover the others holding a

consultation as to how to reach my hair

until I felt the garland of tube roses

crown my pate. Jewels were also

brought. This illustrates the importance

in the Oriental mind of having on the

wedding garments for such festivities.

They exclaimed very much over my

height, and I did seem to have gained

another foot in appearance. \Ve were

taken to a perfectly bare room with rugs

around the wall. Before each of us was

placed on the floor a plantain or banana

leaf, which measures about 12 by 18

inches. On this leaf the hot rice was

put in a mound; about it were little piles

of things to be eaten with it. Bits of

meat and potatoes, cooked in curry,

looked very like a stew with a greenish

yellow gravy. Sliced bananas were

boiled in curds and thickened with Hour.

A hot pepper sauce. like catsup, com

pleted the “plate.” It was all very thin

to manage without knife, fork or spoon,

but one found it surprisingly possible

to make a little wad of rice absorb the

liquid-like condiments. It is very un

refined to soil the fingers above the first

joint. The food is gathered with the

tips of the four fingers, then propelled

by a quick motion of the thumb into

the mouth. Fruit was passed last. When

we had finished the girl went about with

water in a brass vessel which she poured

on our hands held over a brass basin.

She also carried a bar of “Sunlight”

soap, which she allowed us to caress,

and a towel.

After the ablutions we uncoiled our

feet (I have learned to slip off my low

shoes under cover of my skirt for com

fort's sake) and got to our feet as grace

fully as possible. As a very special mark

of favor I was asked to wear my sari

to my room at the mission house."
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FOREIGN NOTES

The two conferences held this winter

in Australasia were both at seaside

places—"the Conference of the Moun

tain Glory" and the “Conference of the

Mountain Mist." The former one in

Australia had one hundred five delegates.

The latter held in New Zealand was

attended by ninety-three delegates.

The Australian conference was sad

dened by a terrible railroad disaster

which occurred on the train by which

nearly half of the delegates were travel

ing. When only twenty miles from

their journey’s end the accident occurred,

in which two of the delegates were killed

and eight injured. Despite the sorrow

and suspense the delegates showed a fine

spirit of self-poise. Two who were in

the wreck took up their duties in the

conference in quietness and earnestness.

Telegrams of sympathy came from every

Association of the country.

“The Ministering of the Gift" was

adapted and presented at the conference.

Calcutta—Miss Cron has been in

charge of the work in Calcutta during

Miss Rutherford's absence and has been

spending her holidays, up to the time

the rains come in June, when work will

be resumed. in the vale of Kashmir. A

Travelers' Aid Society has been organ

ized in this great city of East India, it

being formed, as in the United States,

of a number of co-operating societies,

who support the worker and direct her

activities.

Singapore.—Miss Radford's last work

in the Straits Settlements was to gather

together the nucleus of a Malayan Com

mittee to bind together the Associations

of Singapore. Penang and Malacca. She

visited the latter city, finding that not

only were the Malay women in zenanas,

but that the many Chinese women resi

dent there had also been promptlv se

cluded by their husbands on taking resi

dence in the settlements.

Miss Jessie E. Mather. formerly gen

eral secretary in Madras, is now busily

employed in South India, teaching in a

school for the children of the mission

aries. Her address is Kodaikonol, South

India.

In Bombay. where Miss “'healdon has

residence. the present policy is to de

velop work among the teachers and girls

of the high schools. There are twenty

high schools. with an attendance of 6.000

girls. which are now being visited sys

tematically. with the hope of introduc

ing the Association work. For the

teachers themselves there is no organ

ized work. since the Teachers' Associa

tion is monopolized by men. The head

mistresses of the high schools are ask

ing the Bombay Association to support

an expert physical

teacher, kodak club.

been organized and

Anglo-Indians

Bible study.

From South America comes the word

that all the secretaries are well and that

the country seems threatened by a

revolution. There has been no blood

shed in the revolution in the Argentine

for sixteen years. The matter is one

entirely political.

The Training School in Australasia has

opened with an attendance of eleven stu

dents, all of them from the best homes

of Australasia.

Miss Barnes addressed a meeting of

fifteen hundred women of the National

Reserve of New Zealand on “True Pat

riotism for Women."

Miss Ingeborg V. Rander, who stopped

in the National Training School and in

several of our Associations this spring

on her way to China. has sent a long

account of her first impressions of this

country to the “Sveriges Kfuk," the

national magazine of Sweden.

The national secretarial household in

Shanghai has rented a new home of six

bedrooms. four baths. a garage, conser

vatory and tennis court. Every living

room in the house has sunshine. The

new home is several miles from the

Association, but it can be reached by

street car in twenty minutes.

The editing of the “Young \Vomen in

India and Ceylon" has fallen to Miss

Alice Shields. She writes of the na

tional Hindi festival when no respect

able Indian woman can be on the streets

alone, and gives us a picturesque account

of the weddings with their attendant fes

tivities as seen in the streets. On one

occasion the bride was a girl small

enough to be carried on her mother's

lap. and Miss Shields was unable to tell

whether the child was crying in cere

monious grief or in real agony at leav

ing home.

"\Veek-end retreats" are to be a part

of the life of Association secretaries in

China.

Two of the Chinese Tientsin Associa

tion secretaries attended the National

secretaries’ conference. On their return,

an entertainment of moving pictures of

scenes of sports in Switzerland and

sleight-of-hand performance was held,

attended by three hundred ladies. From

director. drawing

Five clubs have

three groups of

gathered together for

the proceeds of this the expenses of the

delegates were met.

Miss Chun of the Shanghai Associa

tion made a recent address in Nanking,

China. on the subject of “Play and Play

grounds."

The Peking ladies have sent this mes

sage to the China National Committee,
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“Tell the committee if they will only

send us secretaries we will do the work."

Not the least of the service rendered

by the Indian Association is the ever

recurring help given to European girls

who reach India under adverse condi

tions.

Now it is an English soldier from the

frontier who writes that Miss L , to

whom he has been engaged for five

years, is on her way to India to be his

bride. His cable telling her that he has

shifted his affections to another woman

has not reached her. Will the Young

Women's Christian Association meet her

and explain? For three weeks she be

came an Association guest before she

returned to her home.

Now it is a maid deserted by an officer

and his wife when the man learned that

he was not to have the advance in rank

he had expected. For her another posi

tion was secured. Then it is a girl of

seventeen left by her mother in care of

the Association, despite the fact that she

was told there was no place in the home

for her—and she is being sent to Eng

land. Day after day the strength of the

staff is taxed to be ever responsive to

this "human" interest side of their work.

It sounds queer when Miss Harshaw

writes, “I hope for the future that I may

be kept from saying ‘cat' when I mean

'horse,’ or ‘love’ when I mean ‘hear.'"

But so it is in Chinese. The mere in

flection of the voice changes the mean

ing of the little word “ma” so that it

may mean either cat or horse, and the

same word has a score of other mean

ings dependent, not upon rules written

in books, but upon the dictates of hoary

custom.

A novel and prophetic plan was tried

out by the secretaries in Foochow on

the opening of their home in the rented

Chinese house that serves until the resi

dence made possible by Detroit is

erected.

After many trials the many windows

were curtained, the electric lights put in.

and the various courts were labelled

for the reception: “Lobby,” “Boarding

Home," "Dormitory" and “Cafeteria.”

The missionaries who came were quick

to get the significance.

Their first taste of ice cream! Think

of it. Of the twelve girls of one student

group that met to welcome Miss Withers

in Bombay, ten had never tasted ice

cream. They were sweet and shy, but

quite forgot themselves in their excite

ment over the cream.

The center of this group is “little

Jive," once a famine orphan, now an

assistant teacher in the Kindergarten

department of the Marathi school. She

has attended a girls' camp near Bombay

and is very loyal to the Association.
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A QUERY

Does the "supposing" on page 290

make you a little uncomfortable? Does

it make you want to think some of these

things through? Summer is here, and

there is time. There are some books

which will help in just that sort of think

ing, such books as:

“Social Evangelism,” by Harry \Vard.

“Some Christian Convictions," by

Henry Sloane Cofiin.

“The Final Faith," by W. D. Mac

Kenzie.

“The Main Points,” by Charles Rey

nolds Brown.

“The Person of Jesus Christ,” by H.

R. Mackintosh.

1916 CONFERENCES AND COUNCILS

Pacific Coast Student, August l-ll,

Asilomar, Cal.

Central City, August 11-21, College

Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Pacific Coast City, August 11-21, Asilo

mar, Cal.

Western City, August 11-21, Estes Park,

Colo.

Central Student, August 22-September 1,

College Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Western Student, August 22-September

 

l, Estes Park, Colo.

Town and Country, August 22¢September

{vConference Point, on Lake Geneva,

l5.

BOOKS RECEIVED

The Calling of Boynian, by H. M. Burr.

ciation Press, 50 cents.

Asso

The Discipline of Prayer.

Fifth Avenue. Printed for

Bank, New ork.

Association Press.

the Fifth Avenue

The Second Missionary Adventure, by Warren

H. Wilson. Revell.

The Farm That Jack Built, by William A. Stod

dard, Jr. Appleton, $1.35.

The Book 0! Stars, by A. Frederick Collins.

Appleton, $1.00.

The Shades of the Wilderness, by Joseph Alt

sheler. Appleton, $1.30.

Spirit Power, by May T. Churchill.

Commercial, 50 cents.

Josiah Allen on the Woman Question, by Mari

etta Holley. Revell, $1.00.

Japan's Real Attitude Toward America, edited

by Toyokichi Iyenaga. Putnam, 75 cents.

Talks to Young Methodists, by Wilbur F. Sheri

dan. Methodist Book Concern.

The Quest of Wonder, by Lynn H. Hough. Ab

ingdon Press, $1.00.

The Bufialo



Announcements

PERMANENT BLIND RELIEF

A permanent Blind Relief Fund has

been instituted in several countries of

Europe, and a branch of it has been

organized in the United States. Helen

Keller is one of its active promoters.

Funds to be used in making the young

men blinded in the present war ready

for self-support are collected by

means of dime banks. These banks

may be secured by any Association

wishing to aid in this work, which will

help bind America and Europe in en

during ties of fellowship, from the

Permanent Blind Relief War Fund,

590 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

THE AUSTRALASIAN (CthNIlCN

The third Triennial Convention of

the Australasian Associations is to be

held in Sydney, Australia, October

5-10 of this year. Special request has

come from Miss Helen F. Barnes,

the national secretary, that we re

member the conference in prayer. To

visualize the Association to the pub

lic an exhibit of work done in the

various departments of the Associa

tion is to be organized.

Contests are arranged and based on

enrollment and excellence in Bible

study classes, missions and social ser

vice, and Association history, for the

general membership, board and com

mittee women, and girls’ work de

partment.

For these it is interesting to note

the large number of texts that are

ordered from the United States.

Then there are the practical contests.

Prizes are offered for children’s, girls’

and business women’s outfits of dress,

and for the best soldier’s kit.

Economic and physical depart

ments are listed for prizes. Literary

and artistic honors are also included.

The list is concluded with a series of

topics on which papers are to be

written, secretaries only being eligible

to the contest.

PUBLICATION NOTES

The Year Book for 1915-16 is published

and may be ordered at the usual price,

50 cents. It should, of course, be upon

every Association desk for constant refer

ence to its directory of all Associations

names and addresses and to its compilation

of all the leading statistics about Associa

tion work in the United States.

A new price list of National Board pub

lications is issued and may be secured at the

remaining summer conferences. A copy

of it will be sent to each city and county

Association about the first of September,

and to each student Association about Sep

tember 25th.

Miss Condé’s book on “The Business of

Being a Friend,” announced originally as

$1.00, has been changed by Hon hton,

Miffiin & Co., the publishers, to $1.2 .

A new edition of the Primer of Parlia

mentary Law (10 cents) is just ofl‘ the

press. The first thousand sold like the pro

verbial hot cakes. Send for one—recom

mend it to your clubs in Association, high

school and Sunday school.

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON HOUSEHOLD

EMPLOYMENT

Democracy and Social Ethics. Chapter on

Household Adjustments, Jane Addams,

Macmillan Co.

Wanted, a Young Woman to Do House

work, Helene Barker. Moffat, Yard &

Co.

The New Housekeeping, Christine Fred

erick. Doubleday, Page 8: Co.

The Home, Charlotte Perkins

Doubleday, Page 8: Co.

Some Ethical Gains Through Legislation.

Chapter on Leisure, Florence Kelley.

Macmillan Co.

Out of Work, Frances Kellor. Putnam.

Woman and Social Progress, Scott Near

ing. Macmillan Co.

Bulletin No. 1, Report of the Commission

on Household Employment (National

Board Y. W. C. A., l915—free copies up

to twenty given to any Association).

Who's Afraid, Henrietta Roelofs. “THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY," January, 1915.

National Board Y. W. C. A.

Household Service As a Labor Problem,

I. M. Rubinow. Journal of Home Eco

nomics, 1911. American Journal of

Sociology, March, 1909.

The Business of Being a Woman, Ida Tar

bell. Macmillan Co.

Gilman.
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Household Employment as a Vocation, Ida

Tarbell. Woman’s Home Companion,

February, 1915.

Dtémestic Service, Lucy Salmon. Macmillan

0.

Report on Conditions of Woman and Child

Wage Earners, Vol IX, History of

Women in Industry (1910). Dept. of

U. S. Labor.

Report on Condition of Woman and Child

Wage Earners, Vol. XV, Relation be

tween Occupation and Criminality. U. S.

Dept. of Labor.

Book Reviews

The Life of Christ as a Story

“I suppose that even the world itself

would not contain the books about the

thing which Jesus did," and we are always

breathless to keep up with the best of the

new ones. But sometimes it does us good

to go back to older ones too. In teaching

a class lately, and in wanting to give girls,

as a result of the class, something which

would give them what they long for—“The

story of Christ as if we'd never heard it

before"—I found myself going back again

and again to two such biographies or

stories, “The Story of Jesus Christ" by

Mrs. Phelps and “The Life of Christ" by

Dawson. The former needs a stiffening up

—a vitality; if anything it is too mystical,

or rather, poetical; yet it is written in such

sheer beauty, in such perfection of literary

style, that a girl who has once begun it

reads on and on as if it were indeed a

story never heard before. It gives her first

the atmosphere, the imaginative interpreta

tion, which will start her to filling in

between the lines of the too-familiar story

some of the Oriental fire and color to which

we, who are Occidentals, are blind.

The Dawson book has much of the same

beauty and freshness of approach, but is

more scholarly; it would make a good

sequel to “The Story of Jesus Christ." He

often veers off the beaten track in interpre

tation but always reverently, and it makes

stimulating reading. The irresistible per

sonal charm of Jesus stamps these papers

more vividly than in any other such book

I happen to know.

Try them for summer reading, and see

if they do not color all your thinking

about the life of Christ. whether you are

to teach it or just "follow" it.

The Story of em Chrtlt. Elizabeth Stuart

Phel s. Houg ton, Mifl‘lin Co $1.25.

The Life of Christ. William J. Dawson. George

W. Jacobs & Co. $1.50.

The Gospel of Good Will

Instead of explaining Christian attitudes

and fundamental beliefs from the Bible,

President Hyde gives us the Gospel of Good
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Will as we see it in practice through the

novels, poems, drama and biography of to

day. Talking to preachers, he accepts, as

they must accept, the view point and ex

perience of a person to whom God is a dim

uncertainty, but to whom the practice of

Good Will is a daily reality.

The Gotpel of Good Will—William DeWitt Hyde.

Macmillan, 1.50.

The Parks of the Road

Does Christian morality apply to nations?

Has the church a place in the future of the

world? What shall we do with prepared

ness? Face to face with need to make

“love, the law of life," operative socially

and internationally, we stand at the forks

of the road. Read it—if you want to

take your soul on a pilgrimage into the

future.

The Fork! of the Road—Washington Gladden.

Macmillan, 50 cents.

Selected Quotations on‘Peace and War

This book was especially prepared for

the aid of pastors, Sunday school teachers,

and other Christian workers by the Com

mission on Christian education of the

Federal Council of Churches of Christ in

America. It gives the most useful and

striking selections from recent important

works on the question of establishing right

international relations. The last section

of the book contains a course of thirteen

Sunday school lessons on international

peace.

Selected Quotntloiu on Peace and War. ‘

piled and published by the Federal Council

of the Churches of Christ in America, 105 East

22nd Street, New York City. $1.00 (plus 10

cents postage).

Com~

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your Association Year Book up

to date by noting therein all secretarial

changes.

FIELD

Eleanor Richardson, formerly stu

dent secretary for the East Central Field

Committee, to be student secretary for

the Central Field Committee.

Esther Hawes, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916, to be executive

secretary for the East Central Field

Committee.

Laura Young, formerly general secre

tary at Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, to be

city secretary for the East Central Field

Committee.

Ruth Lee Pearson, formerly student

secretary at Cornell University, to be

student secretary for the East Central

Field Committee.

Ada Starkweather, formerl city sec

retary for the South Atlantic Field Com

mittee, to hold the same position with

the North Central Field Committee.
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Cara May Adams, formerly general

secretary at Newark, New Jersey, and

later special worker at Brooklyn. New

York, to he city secretary for the North

Central Field Committee.

Emma Chapin, formerly general sec

retary at Paterson, New Jersey, to be

city secretary for the Northeastern Field

Committee.

Ernestine Friedmann returns from

leave of absence, to be industrial sec

retary for the Northeastern Field Com

mittee.

M. Kyle Adams to be student secre

tary for the Northeastern Field Commit

tee.

Ruth Crawford to be Immigration and

Foreign Community Work Secretary,

dividing her time between the National

Board and the Northeastern Field Com

mittee until January lst, 1917, when full

time will be given to the latter.

Alice Anderson, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916. to be student

secretary for the Ohio and \Vest Virginia

Field Committee.

Leona Macgeorge, of the National

Training School class of 1916, to be city

secretary for the South Atlantic Field

Committee.

Margaret Flenniken. formerly student

secretary for the Northeastern Field

Committee, to hold the same position

with the South Atlantic Field Committee.

Alice Brown, of the National Training

School class of 1916, to be student sec

retary for the South Central Field Com

mittee.

STUDENT

Agnes Hall, of the National Training

School class of 1916. to be secretary at

the University of Chicago.

Hulda Bancroft to be assistant secre

tary at the University of Michigan.

Helen Brickman. formerly Association

librarian at Detroit, Michigan, to be sec

retary at State Normal College, Ypsi

lanti, Michigan.

Mary Ashby Cheek to be secretary at

Mount Holyoke College, Massachusetts.

(Summer Course, National Training

School, 1916.)

Lois Osborn to be secretary at Cor

nell University. New York. (Summer

Course. National Training School, 1916.)

Twila Lytton to remain as secretary

at Ohio Vv‘esleyan University.

Charlotte Neely to be secretary at

State Normal School, San Jose, Califor

nia. (Summer Course, National Train

ing School, 1916.)

Mary H. Pope to be secretary at Le

land Stanford, Jr.. University, California.

(Summer Course, National Training

School, 1916.)

Blanche Tait to be secretary at Georgia

Normal and Industrial College, (Summer

Course, National Training School, 1916.)

Mary St. Clair Woodrui’f to be secre

tary at State Normal School, Farmville,

Virginia. (Summer Course, National

Training School, 1916.)

Flora B. Hege, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916. to be secretary

at \IVard-Belmont College, Tennessee.

Annie Kate Gilbert to be secretary at

Oklahoma College for Women. (Sum

mer Course, National Training School,

1916.)

Helen F. Fair, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916, to be secretary

at College of Industrial Arts, Texas.

Erma Appleby, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916, to be secretary

at North Texas State Normal School.

E. Blanche Gale to be secretary at the

University of Colorado. (Summer

Course, National Training School, 1916.)

Mildred L. Inskeep to be secretary at

Kansas State Agricultural College.

(Summer Course National Training

School, 1916.)

Margaret Hess to be secretary at State

Normal School, Kansas. (Summer

Course, National Training School, 1916.)

CITY

Alberta C. Bents, of the National

Training School class of 1916, to be

general secretary at Shamokin, Pennsyl

vania.

Mary Hayes Watson, of the National

Training School class of 1916, to be

general secretary at Sioux City, Iowa.

Aimee Fagundus, of the National

Training School class of 1916, to be gen

eral secretary at Lincoln, Nebraska.

Mary Emma McCarroll, formerly girls'

work secretary at Harlem Branch, New

York City, to be general secretary at

Paterson, New Jersey.

Mabel Stone. formerly student secre

tary for the South Atlantic Field Com

mittee, to be general secretary at The

Oranges, New Jersey.

Adelaide L. Perkins, formerly general

secretary at Little Falls, New York. to

hold the same position at Batavia, New

York.

Margaret \Vebster, formerly extension

secretary at Newark, New Jersey. to be

general secretary at Eastern District

Branch, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Edna Smith, of the National Training

School class of 1916, to be general sec

retary at Tonawanda. New York.

Ruth Hanna, of the National Training

School class of 1916, to be general sec

retary at Billings. Montana.

Marguerite Dice, formerly general sec

retary at Topeka, Kansas, to hold the

same position at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Martha C. Allis. of the National Train

ing School of 1916. to be general sec

retary at Newark, Ohio.
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Susan M. Rebhan, of the National

Training School class of 1916, to be

general secretary at Youngstown, Ohio.

Jennie Thompson, formerly religious

work and extension secretary of Wheel

ing, West Virginia, to be general secre

tary at Clarksburg, West Virginia.

Maude \Volfi', formerly extension sec

retary at Fresno, California, to be gen

eral secretary at the same place.

Ethel Amis, of the National Training

School class of 1916. to be general sec

retary at Redlands, California.

Mabel E. Walker, formerly girls work

secretary at Riverside, California, to be

general secretary in the same place.

Fanny Hatch. of the National Train

ing School class of 1916, to be general

secretary at Jacksonville, Florida.

Josephine Kelly, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916, to be general

secretary at Charlotte, North Carolina.

' Nancy Anderson, of the National

Training School class of 1916, to be gen

eral secretary at \Vilmington, North

Carolina.

Eva Lane, of the National Training

School class of 1916. to be general sec

retary at Springfield, Missouri.

Emma Childers. of the National Train

ing School class of 1916, to be general

secretary at Fort Worth, Texas.

Amanda Hawkins. of the National

Training School class of 1916. to be gen

eral secretary at Waco, Texas.

Fanny B. Hart. of the National Train

ing School of 1916, to be general secre

tary at Topeka, Kansas.

Mary Fulbright to be physical direc

tor at East St. Louis. Illinois.

Maud West, formerly extension sec

retary at Indianapolis, Indiana. to hold

the same position at Peoria. Illinois.

Elizabeth Kiskaddon. formerly exten

sion secretary at St. Joseph. Missouri,

to hold the same pOsition at Springfield,

Illinois.

Gertrude Dillehunt to be cafeteria di

rector at Springfield, Illinois.

Leona Webster to be physical director

at Evansville. Indiana.

Eleanor Bill to be physical director at

Fort Wayne. Indiana.

Mrs. L. R. Owen to he house secre

tary at Fort Wayne. Indiana.

Anita Pleuss to be physical director at

Indianapolis. Indiana.

Amy Gordon, of the National Training

School class of 1916. to be religious work

director at Detroit, Michigan.

Louise VVenzel. formerly assistant

girls' work secretary at St. Louis, Mis—

souri. to be extension secretary at

Detroit, Michigan.

Leila Coleman. formerly cafeteria di

rector at Oklahoma City. Oklahoma, to

he assistant secretary at Flint, Michigan.

*Maria Schaefer, formerly extension

secretary at Louisville, Kentucky, to be
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industrial secretary at Milwaukee, Wis

consin.

Amy Garner, formerly physical direc~

tor at Evansville, Indiana, to hold the

same position at Racine, Wisconsin.

Norma. Schwendener, formerly phys—

ical director at St. Joseph, Michigan, to

holré: the same position at Washington,

Gertrude Vint, formerly assistant ex

tension secretary at Detroit, Michigan,

to be religious work secretary at Ger

mantown, Pennsylvania.

Emma M. Murphy to be assistant

physical director at Germantown, Penn

sylvania. (Summer Course, National

Training School, 1916.)

Sara D. Ferris to be physical director

at Kensington Branch, Philadelphia.

Pennsylvania.

Laura C. Hoffman, formerly physical

director at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, to

hold the same position at Scranton,

Pennsylvania.

Frances Strihbling to be religious work

director at VVilkesbari-e. Pennsylvania.

Ada Bergquist. formerly physical di

rector at Newark, Ohio, to hold the

same position at 'Wilkesbarre, Penn

sylvania.

Mary C. Burch, formerly physical di

rector at Hershey, Pennsylvania, to hold

the same position at Williamsport, Penn

sylvania.

Etha Buchanan, formerly girls work

secretary at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to hold

the same position at Des Moines. Iowa.

Blanche Disher, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916. to be extension

secretary at Sioux City, Iowa.

Helen Larkin, formerly office secre—

tary at St. Paul. Minnesota, to be girls’

work and extension secretary at Water

loo. Iowa.

Miss Upharn to be temporary domestic

science and art director at Duluth, Minne

sota.

Helen Beavers, of the National Train

ing School class of 1916, to be assistant

secretary and religious work director at

St. Paul, Minnesota.

Nannette Mummenhoff to be ofiice sec

retary at St. Paul, Minnesota.

Jane Woodleton. formerly physical di

rector at VVilliamsport. Pennsylvania. to

hold the same position at St. Paul, Min

nesota.

Norma Kidd. formerly student secre

tary at State Agricultural College, Brook

ings, South Dakota, to be membership

and employment secretary at Lincoln,

Nebraska.

Katherine W. Treat, of the National

Training School class of 1916, to be in

dustrial secretary at Bridgeport. Con

necticut.

Millicent Hosmer, formerly physical

director at Indianapolis, Indiana, to hold
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the same position at Boston, Massachu

setts.

Marion Card to be assistant physical

director at Boston, Massachusetts.

Helen Gifford to be industrial exten

sion secretary at New Bedford, Massa

chusetts.

Julia F. Capen, formerly general sec

retary at Lakewood and Ocean County.

New Jersey, to be extension secretary at

Newark, New Jersey.

Anne Sophia Grumman to be extension

secretary at Paterson, New Jersey.

Hazel J. Cubberley to be summer re

creation leader at Trenton, New Jersey.

Susan J. Hooker to be club secretary

at Brooklyn, New York.

Halsted Lavery to be girls’ work sec

retary at Brooklyn, New York.

L. Elizabeth Collinge, formerly assist

ant in extension and education depart

ments, Newark. New Jersey, to be indus

trial secretary at Eastern District

Branch, Brooklyn, New York.

Maude L. Bulkeley to be girls' work

secretary at Lexington Avenue Branch,

Brooklyn, New York. (Summer Course,

National Training School, I916.)

Abigail Clark, formerly physical direc

tor at Buffalo. New York, to be mem

bership secretary at the same place.

Rhoda Harris to be assistant in the

high school department at Buffalo, New

York.

Gertrude Whitney to be travelers’ aid

secretary at Buffalo, New York.

Katherine Bryn to be assistant secre

tary at Elmira, New York.

Helen Sampson to be associate secre

tary at Niagara Falls, New York.

Ida Rapin to be physical director at

Niagara Falls, New York.

Alice B. Locke, formerly physical di

rector at East Liverpool, Ohio. to hold

the same position at Tonawanda, New

York.

Agnes Hennissey to be cafeteria direc

tor at Tonawanda, New York.

Miss Hatheway to be physical director

at Watertown, New York.

Edith Glenn to be immigration secre—

tary at Cleveland, Ohio.

Wilma D. Haynes to be physical di

rector at Dayton, Ohio. (Summer

Course, National Training School. 1916.)

Marguerite Holding, formerly office

secretary at Toledo, to be membership

secretary at the same place.

Myrel Reynolds. formerly office secre

tary at Dayton, Ohio, to hold the same

position at Toledo, Ohio.

Evangeline M. Devitt. formerly phys

ical director at Wilkes-Barre. Pennsylva

nia, to hold the same position at Toledo,

Ohio.

Mary M. Porterfield to be physical di

rector at Lynchburg, Virginia. (Summer

Course, National Training School, 1916.)

Beulah Durham, formerly physical di

rector at Tampa, Florida, to be swim

ming instructor at Richmond. Virginia.

Cornelia Vail, of the National Training

School class of 1916, to be girls’ work

secretary at Louisville, Kentucky.

Bertha Becker to be general and house

secretar at Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Eva orner, of the South Central

Training Center class of 1915, to be girls'

work secretary at Tulsa, Oklahoma.

Mrs. Alberta Wilkinson, formerly cafe

teria director at Oklahoma City, Okla

homa. to be house secretary at Austin,

Texas.

Zena Morrell to be physical director

and extension secretary at Beaumont,

Texas.

Mrs. Fry to be business and member

ship secretary at Dallas, Texas.

Irene Lord to be acting cafeteria di

rector at Dallas, Texas.

Hazel Billett to be physical director

at El Paso, Texas. -

Pearl Leonard to be extension sec

retary at Fort Worth, Texas.

Irene Ballard to be cafeteria director

at Fort Worth. Texas.

Lee Cosby to be summer swimming

instructor at Galveston, Texas.

Elsa Pinkham to be physical director

at Galveston, Texas.

Mrs. Salter to be house secretary at

Galveston, Texas.

Kate Johnston to be business secre

tary at Houston. Texas.

Mrs. C. H. Osborne to be luncheon di

rector at Houston, Texas.

Mrs. H. S. Barnhill to be travelers’ aid

secretary at Houston, Texas.

Florence Andrews to be physical direc

tor at Waco, Texas.

Ellen S. Robins to be house secretary

at Denver, Colorado.

Grace Miller, formerly executive sec

retary at Kansas City. Kansas, to be

industrial secretary at the same place.

Eleanor Holgate to be assistant ex

tension secretary at St. Louis, Missouri.

Alice G. Knight. formerly assistant

physical director at St. Louis, Missouri,

to be physical director at the same place.

Helen M. Wyman, formerly physical

director at Washington, D. C., to be

assistant general director at St. Louis,

Missouri.

Dorothy Sherman to be assistant phys

ical director at Kansas City, Missouri.

Mabel Schadt to be cafeteria director

at 6th Street Branch, St. Louis. Mis

souri. (Summer Course, National Train

ing School, 1916.)

Mrs. R. C. Tunstall to be house secre

tary at Wichita, Kansas.

Eugenia McCurdy, now Mrs. J. Wilour

Stineman.

Harriet Elspeth Vaughan, now Mrs.

Milton Judson Davies.
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With Our Secretaries Abroad

FROM RESTLESS CHINA

HE political unrest of China is at present even greater than it was

during the time of the revolution, in 1911, and though there was

question about the possibility of holding summer conferences this

year, our secretaries are busy as their days allow at constructive work.

The Secretarial Conference.——The reports for the past quarter all begin

with an almost unanimous testimony of the blessing of the secretarial

conference held this spring. Twenty-eight secretaries, representing four

countries, spent ten days of planning, intercession and good time. We

quote their words: “It meant ‘togetherness’ with each other and God as

we looked into the future and planned how our Association could mean the

most to the women of China.” “Those ten days brought appreciation of

the pioneer work of the past and a great hope for the future; a realization

that nearly half of us have had no experience of work in China, but that

all of us are a-thrill with the joy of getting that experience.” “There came

a sense of increased love and loyalty to one another and to the Lord and

Father of us all.” “The conference meant most to the little group of us

who were at the very first secretaries’ conference five years ago, and who

could see as realization much that was only our hope and our ideal then.

and who could see what part those past years have had in the ever-grow

ing structure in which we have such joy. It was good to take our experi—

ence out of its dusty cupboard and be of use in working out real Associa

tion problems.” “The conference revealed some of the difficulties of work

and also many of its encouragements, and it led me to see how like one

family the secretarial body in China is, and that what affects one member

of the family affects all, and that we are all joined hand in hand, working

together for the women of China.” “It brings one a sense of responsibility,

not alone for one’s own little task, but for the work of every other secre

tary in China and those who are coming, and, lastly, a profound thankful

ness for the sure foundations of our work and the spirit of those who are

building thereon.”

Physical Training—The second term of the National Training School

in physical education opened in Shanghai with six students in attendance.

Miss Henrietta Thomson has been appointed instructor. Miss Yin Mei

Chun and she are teaching in seven of the schools of the city. Miss

Mayhew directs the studies of the school, no light task when one con

siders that the students who come do not speak the same dialects and

that some of them do not understand a word of English!

Miss Chun, happily, speaks several dialects and is able to link them

all in a fellowship of understanding.

There is something heroic in building thus slowly a great work in

the face of such overwhelming need and apathy. We Americans who

look unmoved on great buildings towering into space forget-the logr cabin.



We who depend so much on government as to be insensible of our rela

tionships thereto need to stand for a time in some such place as the

foundations of the old colonial Virginia State house, where Washington,

Jefferson, Patrick Henry and Hamilton made plans that reached far beyond

the forest boundary of that colony to our farthest ocean.

The physical training of Chinese women is begun; each of these six

students is destined to a great service.

Group Meetings—Work for mothers in China is progressing as a

regular feature in each of the organized Associations. Tientsin has its

mothers’ club with lectures of practical value to mothers. After the fourth

lecture given in Tientsin one lady came to the speaker and said, “My

little boy died last week, and if I had only known earlier the thing you

told us to-day he might now have been living.” The same lady has made

arrangements to have the lecture repeated to her friends in her own neigh

borhood. The Union Evangelistic Committee of the city is co-operating

in these lectures. Only a few years ago it was impossible to gather to

gether any considerable group of women in China; to-day it is quite

otherwise. At the anniversary meeting of the Tientsin Association 600

women were in attendance. At the opening of the new building in Shang

hai 1,000 people were received as guests on the opening day.

Student Work—The reports from the student Associations strike a

hopeful note. In February during the meetings in Canton a girl made

her decision to become a Christian, but could not be baptized because of

the opposition from her mother. Through her prayers she has not only

gained the mother’s consent, but the mother herself has become much

interested and may unite with the church. A girl in a Foochow College has

made her decision for Christ during the meetings held in December, has

since won two members of her family to Christ. one of whom is a student

in the Government Normal School and who is witnessing bravely and

courageously in the face of greatest difficulties. Large numbers of de

cisions to become Christians followed the visit of Miss Paxson to Sung

kiang, Hangchow and Huchow. At one meeting held in a school which

had been patronized by Yuan Shih Kai, the late President, the principal

cleverly invited the mothers to attend the meeting, thinking they might

rriticize, but she was disappointed.

From the government normal school in Tientsin, which has recently

organized seven Bible classes, five have united with the church, as well

as three from Miss King’s “village class.”

Three conferences in China are already past. There is yet one to be

held September 6-14 in Fukien Province, led by Miss Coppock, with Miss

Harshaw as business manager. This is the third conference to be held

there.

Evangelistic Work—Miss Ruth Paxson, who returned to the United

States this month, has devoted the past three years to evangelistic work

in China. Her report of the work done there from October to January

has reached us tardily, but it contains a story of a ripened harvest field.

The Training Conference, which she conducted in Canton, was held in

the old City of the Dead, a plot of ground and buildings formerly used

for the stowing away of corpses until the propitious day for burial, (de~

cided by the priest). The large room which was originally used for sacri

fices for the dead, which is now the property of the English Church Mis

sion Society, was used for the conference. The morning watch hour was

kept daily. The delegates, returning to their schools, went busily to

work.



One of the non-mission medical schools since reports 65 per cent of

its girls in Bible classes. Girls, who but a year ago were antagonistic to

religion, raised $50 to purchase a baby organ and to establish a library.

One woman, now president of the city Association, returned from the

conference to establish a weekly prayer service. She organized two Bible

classes and has engaged a kindergartner for daily work in the church

and Sunday school.

Preceding the conference, Miss Paxson conducted a series of meetings,

and from the decisions at that time thirty-six girls were baptized into the

church.

On the return trip an Association was organized in the London Mis

sion School in Hong Kong, where Miss Paxson was detained because of

a typhoon. Amoy, further up the coast, had been prepared, through a

series of prayer meetings, and services were held in three mission schools,

as well as in a non-Christian school and among the kindergartners. Dur

ing thirteen and one-half days Miss Paxson conducted thirty-four meet

ings and eighteen prayer groups. Her report is a chapter for the book of

modern apostles. '

Language Study.—It is interesting to follow what language study is

meaning to our secretaries. One of the beginners writes: "I spent six

weeks in vain attempts to acquire some knowledge of the beginning of

the language, if indeed Chinese has any beginning or end, from an ancient

scholar who could not speak one word of English, but whose chief quali—

fication seemed to be that he wore his little finger nail between two and

three inches long i”

“I am sorry that I cannot talk as glibly as I once thought I would be

able to do at the end of six months, but the touch I have with the women

of the Association, the school girls, and the women and children in the

nearby hospital is an added incentive to work. It is that touch which

makes language study the most vital and fascinating piece of work

imaginable.”

Another one puts it thus: “The past quarter has been spent largely

in the mental gymnastics and training of my vocal chords to make the

flying leaps from the heights of the first from to the depths of the seventh

necessary in this dialect; and my spirits make corresponding leaps from

the heights of joy at being able to grasp the meaning of one or two

words, to the depths of despair over ever being able to make myself under~

stood. I used to wish when l was studying in grade school that there

was some language without a grammar; my wish has been granted and,

as is usual, the realization of the desire is not so pleasant as it looked

when seen at a distance.”

INDIA

Madras—Following the annual conference in India, the national sec

retary, Miss Carswell, paid a visit to the Madras Association. Madras

Association, as you know, is situated in a compound of ten acres, and

several meetings during Miss Carswell’s visit were held in the out-0f

doors. The annual meeting was attended by Lady Pentline, wife of the

Governor of the Province, who is honorary president of the Association,

and who appears once a year to preside at this meeting. The girl guides,

who correspond to the American camp fire girls, were drawn up on either

side to welcome her.

The student conference itself is difficult to put on paper. It was

attended by fifty delegates and had an attendance of eighty. In writing

of this conference one of the girls said to Miss Melcher: “It would take



very long to express the amiable deeds of the ladies (secretaries), the

attitude and sociality of the delegates; I wish to have that blissful con

ference for four days more." Another one wrote, “I more than ever realize

that the salvation of India must come from Indians, from the educated

Indians, and, above all, from the women of India.” The conference fee

was four annas (eight cents in our money) and the daily expense was

eight annas. The girls of the hostel arranged a play, having translated

into English an Indian legend which they themselves dramatized.

The annual field meets occurred during the visit. One of these was

attended by 250 Anglo-Indian girls, the other by 200 Indian girls.

Lahore—Miss Denison writes from Lahore that she has gathered

twenty-eight in a class for physical training. Half of these girls are

Indians. Miss Denison had a recent pleasure of visiting with Mrs. Nettie

Dunn Clark, formerly national secretary in the United States, whose home

is in Ferozepore.

Lahore boasts of few entertainments, and the Midsummer Nights’

Dream given recently by a boys’ school was joyously attended by the

girls in Morse Hall. They have few means Of entertainment; the city

boasts of one moving picture entertainment at which the prices are from

one to three rupees, i. e., thirty to ninety cents. The girls earn from

$13 to $23 per month and they have not much left for extras.

' After the meetings led by Mr. Eddy late last year, other meetings

were conducted in the Urdu language by John Forman, a missionary

linguist. These were held in the Young \Nomen’s Christian Association

gymnasium and were attended by from 250 to 500 Indian women, who

sat upon the floor of the gymnasium and in the rooms adjoining. Two

hundred and twenty—five of these signed cards to join Bible classes and

to undertake some form of work for Christ. A new Bible class was

organized in an out-station.

Bombay.—The educational department is working particularly hard to

secure the passing of the government examinations by a young woman

because she, having failed in her first attempt, her parents had concluded

that she would never be educated and that therefore she must marry

immediately. Upon her marks in the examination hinged all of her future.

At the school in which the national conference of India convened, a

Bible class in Acts was started, which has now 100 Parsee women and

Hindi students enrolled, only thirteen of whom are Christians.

At the conclusion of Miss Whealdon’s report from Bombay she writes,

“Please think of us in terms of your ambition for your own Association,

and know that we are very dependent upon your prayer, and that by this

means you have a real share in solving our problem and in upholding the

standard of Christ in whom and for whose sake we serve.

JAPAN

The tenth annual report of the Tokyo Association contains a cut of

the new building in Tokyo and stamps 1915 as the most eventful year

in the history of the Association, with the opening of the new building

and the coming of Miss Taka Kato as general secretary.

The first cabinet council for student Associations in Japan was held

in Yokohama in April, nine Associations being represented. The summer

conference in Japan was held the last week in July; one of its features was

sunrise and sunset prayer meetings.
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Editorials

“What in The! in thy Hand?"

In these campaign days, when each

morning’s newspaper makes it more

clear that woman's very definite part

in the shaping of our national life is

becoming more imminent, we think

with increasing exultation and humil

ity of the possibilities inherent in

our great membership of 360,000

supposedly intelligent and Christian

women. God said to Moses, “What is

that in thy hand ?" and Moses looked,

and 10, it was the unrecognized instru—

ment of power. Over and over again

we have to see in this ancient story

the symbol of our own blindness:

yet there is a new voice on the wind;

the great conservative groups of

people in this land are now being

stirred, where only the radicals were

stirred two short years ago. To those

groups most of us seem to belong.

Are we conscious of these impending

changes?

Even with paper at war rates THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY would not be

worth the paper it is printed on if it

did not make some very real differ

ence in our thinking and acting. One

of the most timely things in this issue

is Miss Henry’s plea for the bill which

will create a \Voman’s Department in

the federal Bureau of Labor. Miss

Henry is an exceedingly busy woman,

and would not have written this for

us did she not think it would count.

How many of us are going to write,

under the Young \Vomen’s Christian

Association letter—head, if possible, to

our Senators or Congressmen, urging

the passage of this bill if we believe

in it? How many Associations have

even posted on their bulletin boards,

perhaps with just such a plea as this,

the names and addresses of the

Senators or Congressmen for their

state, or are ready to furnish this in

formation at the desk for the many

uses to which it should be put? How

many of us, as Association people, can

rejoice in the victory of the Federal

Child Labor Bill, passed on August

8, with a glad conscience because, by

letter or moral influence we had some

thing to do with it? There are many,

tragically many, questions of this sort

by which Christian women are still

frankly “puzzled,” as Miss Dodge

used to say in the face of great and

obscured issues, but there are certain

ones on which the light shines as clear

as day, such as these two. If the

resolution concerning women in in

dustry, passed by us or our representa

tives at the Indianapolis convention

(do you know what that resolution

was sufficiently to make it a live issue

in your Association thinking to-day P),

was not worse than travesty we should

be tremendously interested in just such

a constructive piece of legislation as

that outlined by Miss Henry in this

number. Additional and intensely in

teresting light is thrown on the sub

ject by an article in the issue of July

29, 1916, of The New Reflubh'c, called

“\Vhat Uncle Sam Does Not Do for

Women in Industry.” \Ve commend

this young but powerful weekly to

our readers as one of themost saner

fearless and constructive periodicals _

now published; full of suggestion

along lines vitally related to our

organization, whether they be inter—

national justice, industrial problems,

woman’s place in political life, the
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negro question, or the close study it is

making of the free institutions, such

as our own, which are more than any

other factor influencing American

thought to-day.

The Human Woman

A recent book called “The Human

Boy” flashes a picture of him on our

minds—a cross between our own small

brother and the hero of “Seventeen.”

But on second thought we who work

among womankind refuse the limita

tion. Why the human boy more than

the human everybody else? \Ve are so

dull about learning that the body

politic consists of the dentist, the

grocerman and our aunts, says an

economist who likes to jolt conven

tional thinking. we are equally dull

to learn that the Extension Committee

is made up of a mother of sons, a

woman who could, if we but knew it,

charm the heart out of us with her

violin as well as seconding motions, a

debutante who, for her parents’ sake,

suppresses a very real longing to go

to China, and a secretary who would

rather put up strawberry jam than

prepare an agenda.

“I was in the same camp this

summer with our chairman, and it

was a perfect revelation to me. I

wish you could see her playing

tennis!”

“I saw into Miss L—’s room to-day

when I was at the Association build—

ing and it didn’t look a bit ‘efficient,’

just nice and folksy and won't-you—

come-in-ish. I shan’t be half so scared

of her voice over the ’phone now.”

“If I’d known before this that R—

always keeps a book of fairy stories

beside her bed I wouldn’t have been

so overwhelmed with her fearful

amount of knowledge on all the indus

trial problems of the universe!”

Thus we talk and wish we didn't

have to wait till we get to heaven for

time to sit down and really know each

other, not as board members and

secretaries, but as just plain folks.

Especially do we feel this as we come

back from our vacations, where life

has seemed very real and simple, and

dread the dehumanizing influences

that come, together with the human

izing ones, as we fit back into a big

piece of machinery.

But we remember that after all life

is a circle, whose center is God, and

the closer we get to Him the closer

we are to each other. And we hope,

perhaps a little wistfully as we look

across desks and tables at our ofl‘icial

“colleagues,” that they remember this

too, and think of us chiefly as very

human women, working together for

a Lord who, in his great love, came

to us in human likeness.

Magazine. in War Time

Of our exchanges none is more

interesting these days than the British

magazines. From the beginning of

the war they have reflected faithfully

the deepening of all religious life in a

nation at war. The most recent issues

are especially striking. “Our Out

look,” the magazine of the British

Association, is full of the burden of

the women munition workers, those

who sing:

"Our men are risking their lives out

there.

And we at home must do our share.

And we never forget it's for us they

gave,

And so we will slave and slave and

slave, _

Lest the men at front should rue it."

The Association is coming very

close to the life of the women of

Great Britain in these days, and by

"losing" its own life in foregoing

much of its regular work is “saving'

it in a far richer way.

Copies of “The Student Move

ment," the paper which corresponds

to “The North American Student” in

this country, are passed from desk to

desk here at headquarters when they

come, and we read them with sober

ing thought and with a prayer that

our American students may not stay

at a moral standstill while these

student movements over-sea are put
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ting their Christianity to such a tre—

mendous test, and winning out.

The greatest change, however, is

seen in “Young \Vomen of India and

Ceylon,” now appearin as “\Voman's

Outlook in India.” t is a sudden

jump from the rather poor version of

a "ladies' home companion,” which

“Young Women of India and Ceylon”

undoubtedly was, to this new maga—

zine, with its article on “Woman’s

Place in the Indian Church," a strik

ing account of the munitions work in

the home country, and the strong

appeal, under the title, “What are

you thinking?" to think peace, since

“if enough people in the British

Empire spent enough time thinking

peace a great victorious force would

be let loose in the world, against

which eventually nothing could stand.”

\-'\'e salute these our sister maga

zines, and feel sure that if those

written in other languages were as

accessible to us as these, in each we

should find the refining and intensify—

ing brought about by the strain of

Christianity face to face with a world

turned pagan.

 

Turning Our Membership Out-of-Doore

Camps—camps—cainps! What did

girls do before there were camps!

What did the Association do with

girls before there were camps! Our

press clippings are full of them; the

Association papersare full of them;

we are convinced that the woods are

full of them! Once in a time past

they were unique enough, so they

called for individual comment: now

it would seem that the city or county

Association which has not its summer

camp—unless it lives on barren plains

—is sadly recreant. Camp Kamerade

——Blue Bird Camp—Peter Pan Camp

—the Adamless Eden—Camp Ramo

na—the Camp of the Lonesome Pine

—Hill-top Cottage—Lowell Lodge—

Camp Aloha—Robin Hood's Barn—

Sleepy Hollow—what local color from

East, West, North and South of our

richly varied country the names call
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up! What lives made over—in body,

heart and spirit—they suggest! “Give

me forty-eight hours of camp experi

ence for a girl—in a Christian camp,

that is—and I’d balance the results

against almost weeks of what the

Association or the church can do for

her back in the city,” says a secretary

who knows how to make her girls

joyously, deeply conscious that in

their camps they dwell, through all

their fun and nonsense and study and

rest, in the temples of the God of

the Open Air.

The Voice of the Churches of Christ

We have come very near declaring.

or at least assuming, a “moratorium”

of Christian faith.

* * *

\Ve have gotten “used to it” until

the massacre of a nation has little

more effect upon us than had the sink

ing of the Titanic, with a thousand

souls, but four short years ago.

* * *

Christian leaders are everywhere

drawing new maps of Europe instead

of seeking to realize an international

kingdom of the spirit.

* * *

Like Saul of Tarsus, we have not

stoned Stephen, but we have held the

coats of those who did.

* * *

The hour is coming when they shall

cry: “There is no daysman betwixt

us that might lay his hand upon us

both.” But in the hour of reconcilia

tion and reconstruction the power of

America then will be simply the

measure of her sympathy and her com

passion now.

* * >3

The United States has the most

magnificent opportunity for moral

power in the world that ever faced a

people, a chance to make herself in~

violate, unassailable, immortal, if she

will listen to the law of Jesus: “He

that saveth his life shall lose it, and

he that loseth his life for my sake

shall find it.”



  

for only thus can we serve them and Thce.

2K firayer for illaking 111;: the Heat's Muck

Our Father God, we bring ourjoy of Summer, a great

rainbow ball, to lay at Thy feet. Blue and green and

gold the plaything shimmers, mirroring the rose-petal/ed

months when colors of wood and river, of shy and moun

tain and lube, have been ourjoy.

Thou, who hnowcst the hearts of men, touch our eyes

with Thine expectant love until we are as calmly sure that

lives will grow into lo'uclincss as that buds will burst into

bloom—until we see in darkness only soil waitingfor seed.

Fill our hearts and our rvoices and our hands with colorfor

those who have not been playing in Thy great carnival!

Rc-crcated, we come back to our work. May our

plans and our counsel, born in “wzld¢flower' air,” be

worthy of their birthplace, strong and sz'rnple and right.

Made whole by the healing of sun and wind, we yearn for

that compelling purity in whose presence uncleanncss cannot

liw. Mahe our lives as sunshine and breeze and wide

spaces for the purification of Thy worldI

Keep our minds balanced and our nerves steady amid

the unbearable horrors of war for the sake of those who

suflr tortures which Thou alone hnowcst, Lord Christ,

In the months

that are to come may Thy spirit, through us, Thy followers,

reassure the world!

Amen.
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A Story of God and His World“

Elsie Greene

arine, how you love to be alone

in the mountains. You have

said that you could be content to stay

there forever, just you and the trees

and the rocks together. Why do you

feel like that, do you suppose? Shall

I tell you what I think?

When you are in the midst of the

noisy life of a busy city you aren’t

always sure you can hear the voice of

'the One who loves you better than

any one else in all the world. In the

mountains it is different. Every tree

and every cloud is hearing and obey

ing the voice of its Maker, and you,

too, find it easy to listen. And while

you listen you feel a happiness and a

peace which can come from only one

kind of experience—the times when

your mind and your heart and your

will are completely under the rule of

the One who really knows you and

loves you, the great Father God.

“'ho is this wonderful Father of

ours, whom we often are conscious

of, but never see? And if He does

love us and does have the great power

that we say He has, why does He

allow so much cruelty and sadness in

the world? There are so many ques—

tions to which we want answers!

YOU have often told me, Kath

‘W'ritten originally for “quite young

members" of the Association.

It is easy to think of God as a man

with a human body, because we talk

to Him as we do to our parents. But

He is not in human form; no man

with a human body could rule this

whole, great universe. we say that

He is a spirit.- By that we mean that

He is a person, just as you and I are

persons, but He has not a human

form and we have. You know that

there is a you inside your body that

thinks and feels and loves which isn’t

your body at all. So we say that the

real you is a spirit, to whom God has

given a body as a house to live in

while you are on earth. God, then, is

the great Spirit who owns the world

and rules it. iut besides guiding the

stars, He speaks even to us little

hiunan beings, who are but a tiny part

of his vast creations, and when people

hear his voice and see good things

accomplished in the world they say

that his Holy Spirit is speaking.

Small as we seem, God has a plan

for us which is so big that when we

st0p to think about it we feel either

so little that we wonder why we have

the right to live, or so important that

we want to make the most of every

minute in helping God to carry out his

plan! God’s big purpose is to make

some living beings who are capable of

sharing his joy of living. Living is
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the most joyful thing in the world if

we know how to do it and why we

are doing it. God has used many

signs and many languages to tell us

all about it; but most of us have been

too dull to understand. Let’s go over

the story from the beginning.

You know that science tells us that

long, long ago there were no people

on the earth: at one time there were

not even plants and animals, and long

before that, there was not any earth

at all. Something, .but science does

not say what it was, caused great

suns to be fOI'n‘lCd; and from these

came the planets like our Earth. We

who know God know that He was that

“something” which created the sun

and the planets. These creations were

the first of the wonderful plan which

has been working ever since, and

which includes even you and me in

this very year. Then, when the plan

ets were in good condition for grow

ing things, He formed tiny varieties

of plants. As centuries went on,

these increased from very simple

forms to great, luxuriant growths of

ferns and trees; and these, as all

growing plants do, made the air pure

and good for animals to breathe. So,

when everything was ready, God took

the next step in his plan; He made

tiny bits of animal life. and to each he

gave a method of making more of its

own kind. Sometimes, under his guid

ance, they produced strange, new

kinds. As these lived in difi'erent

climates and conditions, He helped

them to change so they could live

comfortably wherever they were. In

this way, what we call different

“species” of plants and animals were

formed.

Do you remember what the purpose

of this whole plan was?—to make

living beings who were able to ex

perience the same joy that God had.

Well, all the changes in animal life

were working toward the making of

the highest type of animal that we

know, one that has the possibilities of

sharing God's thoughts and his joy.

This animal was man. And when He

had made man, God gave to him a bit

of his own soul. Through this bit of

soul, He could speak to man, and

could tell him the difference between

right and wrong. When he did wrong,

it made him feel uncomfortable. But

even this “conscience,” as we call it,

could not make people do right all

of the time. All of these human

beings had wills of their own, and

could choose the wrong thing if they

wanted to. And often there were

people who wanted so much to have

their -own way that they went ahead

and paid no attention to the queer

feelings inside them. Sometimes they

did so many wrong things that they

got into the habit and couldn’t stop;

and sometimes they forgot all about

God. The awful part about their sin

was not so much their own stubborn

ness or wilfulness, or ignorance of

right, but the fact that every sin took

them farther and farther away from

God; for what sin really is, is separa—

tion from God. Not that God ever

stopped loving them; but every wrong

act or thought made them more blind

to his goodness and beauty, and more

deaf to his voice, so that they were

just as badly off as you would be if

you were deaf and blind, and some

one whom you could not touch, who

loved you very much and had some

thing nice for you, was calling you by

name and trying to make you under—

stand.

But, you ask, why did God go to

all the trouble of working out this

plan which took thousands of years

and which resulted in producing only

sinful people and sadness and trouble,

when He might have made good men

and women right at the beginning?

This would be a funny world with

out anv babies or kittens or puppies,

wouldn’t it? It would be pretty tire

some if folks were always grown-ups.

Growth is God’s chief method of ac—

complishing his purpose, and there

are lots of ways of growing besides

in the size of your body. Suppose

men and women did not grow up

from babyhood, but were just put here

full-grown, with no choosing-power

of their own. Suppose they had no
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power to do wrong because they, and

everything else, were perfectly good;

and that all they could do was just

to move around and talk and think

whatever God made them do. You

are right when you exclaim, “What

would be the use of living?” You

would be no better off than the wax

doll with which a little girl plays,

making it talk and move its arms at

her own will. .\'0, the glory of living

comes when we feel ourselves grow—

ing big and fine, because we have

chosen big, fine things to do. No one

can share God’s joy of. living who

does not know his joy of choosing

and conquering. So the world and all

the creations were allowed to grow and

to learn by experience, so that there

would be the proper background of

experience for man when “his life be—

gan. And man is given the power to

choose between right and wrong, so

that when he does learn to conquer

with God, he may know all the joy

that goes with it.

But right here comes one of the

biggest dangers. \\"e are so happy

in our freedom to choose, that we

often forget to use the best way of

finding out what is right. The only

way that we can be sure about it, is

to ask God, and to let Him lead us

where He can make the best use of

us in his big plan. And do you

know, the very best thing that we

can choose is the very hardest thing

to do !—to trust our lives to God and

to let Him guide our wills.

Just what do I mean by trusting

our lives to God? If you wanted to

see a friend a long distance away,

you would get on a train. Now you

trust yourself to that train and the

men who run it, or you wouldn't be

on it. Suppose you began to worry

about whether the train was going the

right way, and you jumped off and

walked by yourself. _If you did that

very often, you wouldn’t reach your

friends very fast, would you? You

think that is funny; but you know,

people are doing that very thing every

day. They decide to start on a

journey to Heaven; and they think
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they will get along better if they trust

themselves to God. But every little

while they get frightened and try to

walk by themselves, and lose a lot of

time.

The sad part about walking by our

selves and choosing the wrong thing

it that it makes so many other folks

unhappy and uncomfortable. All the

sadness and hardship in our world

to—day results from this very thing.

God had foreseen this sad possibility

when He first started his plan ;. but,

though it hurt Him to think of the

suffering of his children, He knew

that forcing men to do right was not

best for them. He had made pro—

vision in his plan for man’s weakness

and sinfulness; for at the very begin

ning He knew that some day, when

men were ready for Him and when

they needed Him most, He would live

on earth as one of them. Only in this

way could He show them how to live

with each other happily, how to love

one another, and how to love Him.

Most of all He wanted to show them

how very much He loved them, and

how willing He was to forgive them

for their wrong—doing if only they

would see their mistakes and come

back to Him and love Him.

But when we speak of his coming

to earth, we meet with a difficulty;

we must not think that the whole of

the great God’s person could be con

tained in a human body. If so, He

would be no greater than man, and

would not be a person whom men

could worship. The great God.

Father of us all, was still ruling the

universe and listening to men's pray

ers, while Jesus lived on earth. He

would not neglect the rest of the

world while a small portion on the

Mediterranean was being specially

blessed by his visible presence. You

know that there is more than one

part to your own nature: the part

of you that thinks is not the part that

people see; and there is still another

part of you—the big part that loves.

So there are different parts of God’s

nature and person.
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Here is a better illustration. You

have often thought about the wonder

of the long-distance telephone. You

know that it is the great, mysterious

power of electricity which makes the

telephone possible. You know, too,

that electricity is what lights this

room. And those are not the only

things that it can do. All through the

world there is lots of it—in the air,

in us, and all around. Only a small

part of its power is used in the wires

over which we talk on the telephone;

and only a small part is used in light

ing this room. The electricity is all

the same thing, whether it is in the

world helping to give us life, or

whether is is carrying messages over

wires, or giving us light. In the first

two cases, we cannot see the power;

in the third case, we can. But in

that third case, remember that even

in the daytime when we don’t need

the electric light, the power of elec

tricity which gives us light is always

in existence. Now can’t you see how

it is with God? He is always present

in and above the world, giving us

life. One part of his nature has the

power of speaking to us through our

hearts and minds; that is like the

' power of electricity which lets us talk

to one another even when we can’t

see each other. And another part of

his nature became such that we could

see it in Jesus Christ—a light shining

in the world’s darkness, like the elec—

tric light. And Christ is always liv

ing, even to-day when we don’t need

to see Him, just as we know that the

power in electricity which can be

light when we need it, is always pres

ent.

You know very well the beauti

ful story of Jesus' life on earth, how

even with all his love and suffering,

many people were too blind to see

God in Him, and how finally He was

crucified. But we never forget the

end of the story and the great com

fort that it brings—how a tomb could

not hold the living Christ, anl how

He promised us that just as He was

to live forever, so we would too.

Isn’t it glorious that we don’t need

to be afraid of death? All that we

mean by death is simply the door

through which we enter into our

Father’s presence; and there with

Him we keep on learning and grow

ing and loving, becoming more and

more able, as the years go on, to share

his great joy of living.

Have you ever stopped to think

what the death of Jesus meant to

God? Try to imagine the pain that

was caused Him because his children

whom He loved so dearly would not

recognize and receive Him on earth.

And think of the humiliation of let—

ting men crucify Jesus, the Christ,

who was God in man, and who could

have reigned as a glorious king if He

had chosen to! Why did God choose

this painful death for Jesus, and this

great shame? He did it just for us,

to tell us that He was willing to suffer

any pain and any humiliation, to show

his marvelous love and his great de

sire that we should learn to live joy

fully and lovingly with Him.

There is no adjective that can de

scribe a love which is so deep that it

is willing to suffer the shame of ap

pearing powerless and loveless, in

order that the loved ones may know

the love and joy which they may have

if they will accept it: ‘and if God

showed no pride in his power, what

should we think about our poor little

human pride that we carry with us

most of the time?

Yes, Katharine, it is fine to be

alone in the mountains and have

time to think about all these things.

And then it is finer to come back to

the city and help God carry out his

plan. For lots and lots of folks don't

yet realize how much God has done

for them, and He is depending on

us who do know, to spread this won

derful story of love and joy. That

is our part in his plan, you know.



True Association Economy

Blanche Geary

F each generation of scientific stu

dents could and would begin where

its Edison left 05, how amazing

would be the growth of human knowl—

edge and achievement.

If the newly—weds of to—day could

start life with the sum total of wedded

experience, how great the decrease in

divorce activities!

If each new orphan asylum could

begin operations with the reservoir of

the world’s entire experience in the

solution of orphan asylum problems

to draw upon, how much greater the

bliss of the orphans and the profit to

account of character, citizenship and

Christlikeness!

Finally, if all Young Women's

Christian Associations everywhere

could begin at the point where the

Association world has arrived, instead

of plodding, digging, tunneling

through the old, old-time experiments,

how great would be the returns on

their investment for womanhood and

Christ’s sake before the close of the

Twentieth Century!

True economy is lost sight of when

we spend our hard found dollars buy

ing experience that others paid for

ages and ages ago.

True Economy and Buildings

All too often in the matter of our

building operations plumb—line and

foot-rule poke their noses out of our

carpenter’s tool box in pathetic

fashion, while they exclaim to each

other in amazed tones, “The hammer,

screw driver, and soldering iron are

being used, the partitions are up and

the roof is on, and they have forgot

ten us l” Verily and indeed, for did

not the Chamber of Commerce, or

some determined spirit, declare that

the city needed a building for women

and must have it. and so, “a building”

went up in a night, “for women,”

though for what women was not es

pecially clear.

Nation-wide purpose and experience

are too often forg'otten (when they

are not deliberately ignored), as being

too slow or too useless for that pe

culiar city. Economy weeps as she

discovers that the floor plan is so

stiff and official, and the atmosphere

so formal and inhospitable, that girls

will not like to come and play there;

or that the lighting is defective and

will involve a big charge each year

on the maintenance account.

She suffers the worst blow of all

when she discovers that the “peculiar”

and independent spirits, having re

fused to consult and profit by experi

ence, have chosen an utterly unsuit—

able and cheap location for the work

of the years to come. The girls will

not come, the building will be com

paratively empty and the public will

criticise and not contribute.

True Economy knows perfectly well

that fifty years of experience with

Association work and floor plans has

made it plain that there are different

and ingenious uses for many of the

spaces if they were rightly conceived

in the first place. She knows that

dumb-waiter or kitchen connection to

the assembly room makes it available

for banquets; that a hall can also be

a parlor in the boarding home; that

sectional doors give the floor space

great elasticity in usefulness: or that

a roller skating floor is a wiser invest;

ment than a fire-place left empty. Ex—

perience has taught economy on no

account to install artificial ventilation,

but rather to labor with the architect

to the end that natural ventilation

shall suffice. But "peculiar" and in—

dependent people still spend thousands

of dollars on construction and other

thousands on up—keep, because they

do not think it necessary or worth

while to consult experience and True

Economy.

Economy goes slowly, guided by

every available scrap of actual experi
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ence, and in consequence, she gets

results comforting to her soul. As she

stolidly refuses to order frills, she has

the money with which to pay the right

price for really first class necessities;

the building is just right, and equip

ment likewise, and'both are a joy for

ever! There is increasing cause for

thankfulness. Associations are taking

the matter of building much more

seriously to heart, and seem to be

more and more anxious to build in

the light of the past. The wise ones

bombard headquarters and field office

with interviews and letters, until the

very last possible suggestion ha= been

made and final approval given. Then

and then only does True Economy

consent to build, sure of 100 cents

worth of usefulness for each dollar

invested.

True Economy and Salads:

Though salaries are more adequate

than they were, there‘are not yet any

large salaries in the Association world,

compared with the salaries offered to

our secretaries from time to time by

outside interests (and in many in

stances refused for love of the Young

Women’s Christian Association).

True Economy sees to it in the first

place that real capacity is chosen; in

the next place, that it is well paid;

in the third place, that fine results

are forthcoming; and in the last place

that they are not merely acknowledged

by compliments and love. The laborer,

said the All-\Vise One, is worthy of

his hire.

Take the position of least standing,

perhaps, in the Association world,

that of the telephone and office girl.

In so many Associations we offer a

minute wage and we get correspond

ing service. This individual is the

connecting link between public and

Association; she has the power to

interpret us to the public for good

or ill, and we value her interpretation

at the wage of a salesgirl or a be—

ginner in ofiice work! True Economy

insists on engaging an adequate repre

sentative in this capacity and thinks

the salary required is a fine invest

ment, for that person knows enough

about the Association and has tact

enough to answer all inquiries and to

make friends rather than critics of

everyone.

Take the case of a general secre

tary who has been for several years

with an Association, and has helped

it to build up a big work, one which

is vastly more effective than when she

took her post. True Economy and

fair play both say, recognize her

achievements in dollars and cents—

she and the work are bigger and

worth more. It is as unfair to under—

pay ability as it is to overpay ineffi—

ciency. Take the case of a boarding

home secretary upon whom we decide

because “she is cheap and we must

keep expenses down.” True Econ

omy’s concern is to know that she

can make a home for girls who crave

it, that she knows enough to be an

efficient manager, and has sense

enough to forestall public criticism of

any kind. A “cheap” boarding home

secretary can create more trouble and

lose us more subscribers than perhaps

any other secretary on the staff—her

cheapness costs dear.

True Economy knows well that

upon the tried and trusty laborer her

very existence depends, and on her

behalf she and the treasurer take

generous counsel together, for she is

as determined to pay enough to clever

workers as she is to pay nothing to

failures. Towards misfits she is firm

and speedy. In deepest self-humilia—

tion for her grievous error in judg

ment, she transfers the misfit from

the round hole to the square, and

vows, for the sake of both sides, to be

more careful in the future. A cafe

teria secretary, for instance, who

acknowledges that she loves admini

stration and loathes detail will run up

the bills beyond possibility of profit;

peace reigns while profit decamps; a

physical director, who can direct but

cannot attract, sees her floor space

two-thirds vacant while the chairman

bemoans the fact that “the girls of

this city don’t care for physical exer

cise!” the religious work director who
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was born to teach one class and can

not conceive of organizing twenty,—

for the appointment of these, True

Economy covers herself with sack—

cloth and ashes the while she deter

mines what to do with them.

True Economy and Non-revenue Pro

ducing Work

True Economy finds her satisfac

tion in dividends in character, not coin.

Then she is amazed when she hears

that a president and Board decide to

shut down an industrial department

because, after the organization of an

active department doing untold good

to many girls, it was obvious that

there would never be any income from

that department! Why not cut out

our Bible work, our girls’ work, our

employment bureau, and anything else

that cannot pay its own way? \Vhy

not? Because our purpose says that

we are after girls, not dollars.

True Economy and the Association

Circulatory Syltcm

The organization of our movement,

for which some of the wisest men in

this country profess profound admira

tion, parallels somewhat the organiza

tion of the human body. The parts of

the perfect whole are interdependent.

The experience of the whole is avail—

able for all in the prosecution of a

common purpose. \Ne cannot cut our

selves ofi from one another without

impairing circulation : we cannot deny

ourselves our publications and ignore

our conferences, our Training School,

our summer school, and our field of

fices, without serious interference

with the circulation of experience.

\Ve cannot live unto ourselves, by

ourselves, for ourselves, without the

practical certainty of that hardening

of the arteries which True Economy

and almost any one else recognizes as

the beginning of the end!

True Economy cannot believe her

eyes when she sees an Association de

termined at this late date to find out

for itself that a three-inch brush will

not produce the same result that a

six-inch brush will when whitening a

ceiling!

True Economy is honestly astound

ed at the Association whose physical

department owns perfect equipment,

acknowledges a registration notably

short of its floor capacity, and, de

claring itself “peculiar,” refuses to

consult the wisdom of the organized

Association physical directors of this

country, and to seek a prescription

from them for its anaemic condition.

It continues year after year to waste

both floor space, salary, opportunity

and reputation.

To refrain from Association ex

penditure on the attendance of a cafe

teria director at the headquarters

summer school may cost the Associa

tion hundreds and hundreds of dollars

rather than tens; to refrain from spar

ing a promising departmental secre—

tary for a year at the National Train

ing School may cost the Association

movement many years of brainy ser—

vice by a worth—while, trained expert;

to economize on traveling expenses

and to ignore the National Conven—

tion is to risk denying one’s self the

inspiration which will put Association

money year after year ten thousand

times more vigorously, because more

understandingly, to work; to refrain

from asking field office advice for fear

of expense to that office or any other

fear is to shut one’s self off from the

surest, easiest, quickest way of draw

ing from the well of general Associa

tion experience. Remember that one

two—weeks Finance Institute may cut

out many a ten-day campaign in the

years to come!

True Economy insists upon it (and

sees to it in very personal ways) that

the entire nation—wide circulation is

kept free and clear and moving. She

lanows that without it there will be

altogether too many Associations like

Micawben—aware of their straits,

waiting for something to “turn up,”

with the result that increasingly they

are “turned down”! Good money,

good secretaries, good results, they

cannot obtain. True Economy knows

that free circulation through a nation
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wide movement is the only possible

cure for the selfishness of an Associa—

tion which says unto itself in its wis—

dom, “Lo, we have done well—our

classes are full, our budget is large,

our popularity is great, success is ours,

we can ha'z'e nothing to get so we go

not to headquarters, conferences, con

ventions, field meetings, and other

places where the small fry of the

present day foregather! True it is

that it hath been said that he that

gathereth not, scattereth—but we, be

ing a peculiar people, unknown to our

Lord, refuse the application—we

neither gather nor scatter"!

An Association that doesnot asso

ciate is like a fireplace for looks, not

fire—a most uneconomical investment.

True Economy and Hoolth

True Economy rebels vigorously at

the Board which tolerates a secretary

who shows an insane desire to prove

herself an exception to nature’s laws

and insists on working fourteen hours

a day. She “can’t help it,” “there is

so much to do,” "the Board questions

if she is away from her work at all,”

etc., etc. The sooner our Boards and

committees realize their responsibility

for preventing the nervous break

downs, the sooner will they stop that

irregularity in the payment of the fine

dividends which should be steadily ex

pected from the sane use of her time

by an experienced secretary! It takes

two to quarrel, and it takes generally

two to overwork a secretary—herself

and the other person; if they both

refuse, as in duty bound, True Econ—

Yomy gets the benefit. Early hours,

regular exercise, frequent diversion,

time to be alone, result in mental

stimulation of the greatest value to

True Association Economy.

Rush your marvellous pacer, or

“let her out" at her own sweet will

and then watch her elasticity depart,

her speed diminish until collapse

comes—and see your investment in

salary, in time for training and ex

perience, and all the reasonable and

splendid promise of the future, fiz

zling out for want of control by True

Economy! Nervous prostration is a

discredit to all concerned—Board,

committee and secretary or volunteer

worker!

True Economy declares that we in

the Association are quite too ready to

mortgage the physical capital of a life

time and quite too conscienceless in

defaulting on our interest, heedless of

the fact that bankruptcy in health af

fects God and his world and the sum

of our usefulness in the long run.

True Economy and Time

True Economy is concerned with

our disregard for the value of time!

Our committee meetings are innumer

able and interminable, our interviews

require two hours when two minutes

might suffice, our instructions are rep

etitious, forgetful that “once said is

enough said.” Frittering time, we rob

the future, for time as well as health

is needed for the audacious concep

tions upon which the spread of God’s

Kingdom depends in these days of

stress and turmoil.

Skip preliminaries, cut out red tape,

reduce the copying and recopying, the

posting and reposting—be on time and

save your time that True Economy

may flourish. True Economy saves

time that she may have more for the

creation of relationships.

And now let us in a last word or

two turn the tables on True Economy

herself! Is it not just possible that even

that wise spirit has not yet discovered

the enormous extent of the present

day Association horizon, that even her

enlarged conceptions are far short of

the actual ever-growing dimensions of

Association power? We dare even to

assert that True Economy herself

must open her eyes and see things

straighter and plainer than she did

yesterday! It is even just possible

to imagine that True Economy ten

years hence will speak of herself in

all her wisdom of to-day’s date as

“that blind old bat of 1916"!



The Normal School Girl: A Discovery

Beulah I. Bowen

“ O, I don’t think we could .use

N her, if she’s only a Normal

School graduate,” said the

city secretary casually. “She’d be too

inexperienced.”

A minute later she went on, speak

ing as one long accustomed to having

her words carry weight.

“Aren’t Normal Schools deadly,

anyway! They allow the students to

carry such heavy schedules, the course

is so short and often so broken up by

intermittent periods of teaching, the

academic standards are often so low

—and the girls themselves! Just com

pare them with our college and uni—

versity girls! I, for one, see no fu—

ture for the Association in Normal

Schools. They have no time for it to

begin with—and few of them appre

ciate it anyway.”

A hot blaze of wrath surged up

within the listening student secretary.

Her thoughts had been full of the

power and winsomeness and beauty

of the girl who had just been rele—

gated so coolly to a place where she

did not belong, by generalizations

about a class. She opened her mouth

to pour forth her indignation, then

caught her breath and smiled. She

was not afraid for the girl; she would

win her own way anywhere. And the

student secretary had suddenly re

membered the days when she first

passed over the boundary line from

the time when, to her young college

trained mind, Normal Schools were

more vague than the educational sys

tems of the East, into the long weeks

and months when, working among

them, there came to her a dawning

realization of the amazing potentiality

of those very girls.

She would never forget how they

streamed in, those first days, from

farms and little towns all over a great

state; how hopelessly confused they

were, how pathetically “home-made”

as to their clothes, how strangely and

romantically they were named, what

endless questions they asked and

looked, how desperately many of them

needed work. Problems and Needs,

with capital letters, had always be

longed in her mind either to slums

or to far places of the earth, and here

were fourteen hundred utterly strange,

unexplored, unexpected Problems,

with the largest capital P she had

ever met. That first Sunday when

she stood looking into their wistful,

unfamiliar faces, and tried to talk to

them, she confessed to herself that

she did not know one thing about

them except that they were girls. She

did not know what sort of homes they

came from, or how they thought, or

what they knew, or what they needed

of her, or what the Association

could do for them. She only knew

that they did need more than she

would ever be able to teach them until

they had first taught her.

They did teach her many things,

both about themselves and about the

Association, as she came to speak

their language and understand their

ways in the months that followed.

She had not listened to their conver—

sations for long before she began to

see that underneath their inexperience

and their immaturity, there lay a

strength of character and a serious—

ness that surprised her. It was not

strange to her that in all practical

ways they were wise, that they could

sew and cook and scrub, that they

knew the birds and the flowers and

the trees, for they were mostly coun—

try girls. \Vhat she had not realized

at first—they seemed so young—was

the responsibilities they carried. They

were not planning to teach school for

fun, but because they needed to earn

their living. It had meant picking

berries in the hot sun all summer for

three summers, for Daphne to come

for her year there. Evelyn’s mother

was cooking all day in a ‘restaurant
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and doing mending at night to keep

her daughter in school. _jean tended

furnace and cleaned sidewalks and

waited on a querulous old woman,

who really needed a trained nurse, to

keep her little funds from falling low.

Perhaps they had not the charm of a

gay—clad group on a university cam

pus, these girls in their gray sweaters

and worn shoes, but they had a sweet

ness of spirit, a capacity for quiet

heroism, and an appreciation that won

the secretary’s heart and respect be

fore anything else.

It was about then, when she saw

that they knew many things that she

did not, that she began to learn how

teachable they were. Finding a girl

in tears she would learn that “My

hair isn't right. My ‘critic’ says so.

Can’t you teach me how to do it ?”

N0 resentment, no injured pride. If

they were to teach well, they knew

that they must listen to personal criti

cism, face their faults of manner and

disposition, with much of that spirit

of a little child that is so necessary

also for all entrance into the King

tlom of Heaven. She found that this

spirit went with them into all their

work in the Association, so that it

was a joy to work with them. Well

aware of the responsibility for moral

leadership which lay ahead of each

one of them who hoped to be a suc—

cessful teacher, they did their work

in the Association with a sense of

preparation that was an inspiration.

They wasted no time bewailing their

shortcomings of speech or social

charm. They worked at them, until

the shy ones forgot themselves in

their service of the new ones; girls

who were utterly strange to all for

mality presided with dignity at meet

ings; and silent girls learned to share

their thoughts. If in the end they

were still short of this ideal, they

had gone far faster, and with a spirit

of open-mindedness that could carry

them farther, than many a more pol

ished and intellectual maiden will

ever go.

It was in looking through their eyes

at the work that called out in them the

necessity for this spirit that the secre

tary began to realize the power that

lay in the hands of even the youngest

and most inexperienced of them, how

far-reaching their influence inevitably

must be. When a gay, clever little

mite of a girl had gone out to be

principal of the only high school in a

large town, and wrote back, “You

can’t think how my work in the

Association is helping me now,” the

secretary began to glimpse something

of the endlessness and glory of this

Association opportunity. These girls

were to be leaders, not necessarily

because of their ability—that varied—

but because of their work.

Looking at a group of college

seniors she had been thrilled with a

sense of the potential leadership there,

even while she knew that the in

fluence of many of them would never

reach beyond their own personal group

of friends. But these girls were to be

leaders whether they liked it or not,

touching whole communities of people

at the heart of them, through their

children. Surely there was no place

where an Association which stood for

more abundant life might reach out

and touch more of life at its begin

nings than here. She had learned that

the Association was a force for fire

ventive work. Surely there was no

other place where its influence could

be brought more powerfully into

touch with unformed, growing child

lives than in the firing of these eager

young teachers with its message of

consecrated service.

It was not, however, their power

alone that she came to know; there

was their weakness and need of

spiritual ideals. She found them with

serious need of social training, with

little cultural background, without

fine standards of dress and conduct.

The very thing that made them teach

able had its dangerous tendency

toward superficiality and striving for

effect, with no purifying fire of love

and seeking for knowledge and good

ness for their own sakes. They had

lived narrow lives mostly, with few

opportunities to know their world,
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and they needed outlook and a sense

of great movements that the Associa

tion could bring to them.

'But the most surprising things they

taught her were about the Associa

tion itself. She had thought she knew

about that already. Her mind was

full of phrases, and familiar with

forms of organization, and eager with

the inspiration of the knowledge of

the work for and with all kinds of

girls all over the world. Yet it was

here for the first time that she found

her deep conviction of what above all

else the Association must be. Here

where, after many days of struggling

with the hard facts of an over—crowded

school curriculum and an ever—chang

ing student body, she was forced to

see in the very nature of the place

that no smooth, efficient organization

would ever be possible, she found her

self at last with the clear, glad under—

standing that the Association, like the

Kingdom of God, for which it works,

is not in buildings or committee meet

ings, or card catalogues, or annual

reports. She saw that when it faces

a situation like this, where well-oiled,

unobtrusive machinery is impossible

in the confusion that results from

cabinets and committees, whose mem

bers are always new and always in

experienced, an Association faces, not

discouragement, but its most glorious

challenge to be what it truly is. She

saw that it must be as flexible as the

needs of the girls themselves, that its

danger lay in its becoming embodied

too much in one person, or crystallized

into a hard and fast organization. It

must be alive. Girls who got all

tangled up in the machinery of cam

paigns could learn to pray, and even

the most inefficient could catch the

spirit of friendliness.

Because of her deepening ideal of

the Association as a spiritual force

rather than a local organization, the

secretary grew very reconciled to her

daily struggle to train a leadership

that never by any chance would lead

the Association in that school any

farther. There grew up in her mind

an unshakeable conviction that an
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Association may quite profitably be a

training school for service even if

that service never has any visible re—

sults in the organization that trained.

She learned to be glad in her heart,

and to share her gladness, when, one

after the other, the fine, strong girls

who had become her friends said to

her: “We’ve just learned how, and

now we have to go. If we could only

come back, we could do our work and

not be ashamed of it.” Then she

would tell them that this was only a

beginning, that this Association was

never meant to be an end in itself,

that its very life purpose was to send

them out in that new, eager spirit into

the high schools and the open country

where their leadership was so needed. '

She loved the light in their eyes as

they began to dream of these places

they knew, which she had never seen,

and she learned to be very sure that

those things which they had done very

badly here they would do very well

in the years ahead.

Their dreams were the very last

things they shared with her, and this

only after she had learned to say

“we” instead of "you," and to live for

days at a time, forgetful that there was

any world except that in which she

lived with them. She learned the

deep, unsatisfied hunger of their

hearts. She had known well the prob

lems of girls trying to decide how to

spend wisely for others all the wealth

that had been poured out for them;

she had known the emptiness-of girl

lives who had never had a chance at

all. Now she shared with these wist

ful girls the ache of dreams that went

beyond their reasonable expectation

of what life held for them. Eleanor

might dream of college and master’s

degrees. For herself she could have

got them, but there were younger

sisters who had not her splendid

health who must also have enough

education to earn their living.

As the secretary met problems like

these——all the perplexities of young

girls with high ideals and hearts

starved for beauty and self-expres—

sion, discouraged at the thought of
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tiresome little towns, and uninterest

ing country churches where their work

and their lives must be lived—she

knew with an unshakeable conviction

that the Association has but one task—

that these girls must learn from it the

dignity of all work, learn to feel them

selves tied up with girls all over the

world, to feel their part in bringing in

the Kingdom of God as important as

any on their farthest horizon, them

selves one with the whole body of

Christ. Among all their diversities of

gifts, the Association must show

them, as Paul did the Corinthians, a

yet more excellent way that transcends

all others, which is found only in the

love of Jesus Christ. It is for this

that the Association lives, and it is

because of this that there can be no

need too deep for it, no situation too

difficult.

' m

Association Sunday Afternoons

much-discussed Sunday after

noon procedure in Associations,

it will be helpful to read something of

the history of these in an Association

with a large and successful religious

work department—Detroit. That the

word “successful” is used advisedly

can be proved by reading first what

one Detroit girl wrote on the subject

and read before the annual meeting

of the Association:

I.

WHAT THE VESPER SERVICE lVII-ZANS

TO ME

There is no service that is so par

ticularly “ours” as the vesper service.

Indeed, if it were not for us girls

there would be no vesper service, and

I think most of us are selfish enough

to enjoy it just a little more because

we do feel that it is ours.

Every Sunday there is good music

and a good talk, but a few days will

always remain red letter days on the

Association calendar. No one who

was present when Miss Slattery, Mrs.

Hoff and Mrs. Alden were here will

ever forget those days.

The social hour following the ser

vice in the auditorium is always a

very enjoyable time. An hour to talk

with old friends and a chance to make

new ones does not come every day.

The cup of tea and sandwich are wel

come, too.

AS plans are formulating for the No girl needs to remain a stranger

long in Detroit if she comes to the

Y. W. C. A. on Sunday afternoon.

She has only to mention the fact that

it is her first Sunday there and some

one will be sure to welcome her heart

ily and give her a cordial invitation

to come again. If she is too bashful

to speak to any one she has only to

sit in a corner and look lonesome, and

one of our friendly secretaries will

soon spy her out and make her feel

at home immediately.

If she comes from Australia some

one will be sure to say, “There is a

lady in the board room who visited in

Australia last year and she would be

very glad to meet you,” and she is

taken to meet the lady. But if our

strange young friend happens to be

Scotch she is immediately rushed to

the northeast corner of the library,

instantly surrounded by the "clan and

forever lost to all outsiders. This clan

is viewed from a respectful distance

by admirers who are unfortunate

enough to be merely Americans.

The vesper service would not mean

so much to me if it came at any other

time of the week. Late Sunday after—

noon is the time of all the week when

I get discouraged and life looks rather

gloomy. Any Sunday afternoon I

can work up a well-developed case

of the blues. Since becoming inter

ested in Association work and form

ing the “vesper service habit" I find

I never get a chance to indulge in the

blues.
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II.

A good example of a Sunday after

noon which called upon the resources

of a large part of the entire building

is found in the record of the Sunday

following Thanksgiving Day. An

“open house” had been extensively ad

vertised, the different departments,

including groups of extension, domes

tic employment and girls’ department,

young women and girls, to gather in

various rooms on the first, second and

third floors, and then all to assemble

after tea in the auditorium for a brief

Thanksgiving message. The printed

hand-bills announced places of meet—

ing and hostesses for each group, as

well as simultaneous activities, includ

ing fireside stories and music, infor—

mal social hour and a Bible class.

The day was very successful both

in the evident enjoyment of the 220

present and in the sense of closing on

the right spiritual note.

“Extension Sunday” followed by

“Lenten At Homes” caught the spirit

and enthusiasm of the annual meet

ing and banquet of the girls in the

industrial clubs which occurred shortly

before Lent. The main floor of the

auditorium was reserved for the

League members, who entered in a

body to listen to a strong address on

the subject, “Personal Religion,” by

a bishop of the Episcopal Church, in

which he appealed to the better things

in every girl’s life.

Following this large meeting of 375

came a series of three Sunday after

noon “at homes” held in the exten

sion rooms from three to five o’clock

for music, tea, and a short informal

talk by one of the secretaries. Gen

ereral responsibility for each meeting

was delegated to the different clubs

and the music was provided by the

club members. These informal gath

erings proved so popular that they

were continued by request for two

more Sundays.

While these gatherings were thus

increasing in number and interest, the

usual vesper services continued to be

held in the second—floor auditorium,

with local or outside speakers to give

the talk. A “Missionary Sunday”

proved perhaps the most attractive of

the many programs provided. “He

put more into thirty minutes than a

speaker ordinarily gets into one hour,”

was one of the most suggestive of the

many favorable comments that were

heard on the stirring address given by

a minister of a nean~by city. From

his “Personal Experiences in the

Orient,” he brought to us only the

most striking; and his word pictures

'were so well painted that we lost

sight of the traveler as we vividly

pictured the scenes themselves. VV'e

surely imagined clearly the huge

Buddha pasted over with the precious

gold squares—the “penances” of the

poor, ignorant natives. After such a

vivid word picture it was easy to

make a plea for the little red circles

—our symbol for a day’s support of

our foreign secretary—to be pasted on

the “chart calendar,” a sign of unself

ishness and love rather than fearful

penitence. It seemed as if every one

present was eager to make some gift,

many new pledges coming very quickly

from the audience, although a large

number of those present were already

contributors. At the social hour fol

lowing the service the returns from

the pledges were eagerly listened to,

creating more enthusiasm and interest

than the regular informal program,

although the most excellent vocal

solos were much appreciated.

The plans for Sunday vespers in—

clude efforts not to have all the meet

ings conform to one type, but to

achieve a reasonable variety. To this

end, and because the change has re

ceived so much favorable comment

from young women in attendance, an

occasional open meeting has been held,

in which participation from the floor

has been invited and enjoyed.

One of these. with the subject an

nounced beforehand as “Called Jesus

Christ’s,” proved to be a simple testi

mony meeting, valuable both to those

who took part and t0 the silent audi

tors. The frequent use of single

stanzas of appropriate hymns, selected
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with evident personal intent, was a

good feature of the service. Although

the day was stormy, at the same time

that this meeting was in progress, over

sixty girls of the industrial clubs were

enjoying an informal “at home” in

their own club parlors on the next

floor. Some of these girls remained

for the regular social hour and tea

after the vesper service. This plan

will undoubtedly be continued once a

month during the spring months, until

the summer, when the services regu—

larly take the form of more informal

parlor meetings, seldom numbering,

however, less than sixty in attend

ance.

The summer vespers are distinctly

informal in character and are held in

the parlors instead of the auditorium,

often with adjournment to the roof

garden for the social tea and sunset

hymns. Generally the secretaries are

the speakers, or other women who can

easily catch the spirit of the informal

occasions and at the same time appre

ciate the opportunity for bringing

home vital truths. An average attend—

ance of 80 shows that these meetings

were appreciated. The following is

a list of topics presented in one

season:

l—An Average Religion

Z—Anticipations

3—St0ries about our Hymns

4—The Government of the Tongue

S—A Young Woman's Patriotism

6—Three Damask Towels (an original

story read by “Pansy")

7—Sagging

8—The Life of Phillips Brooks (3. book

review)

9—Excuses

lO—Friendship

ll—“The Mansion"

lZ—The Moravian Church

l3—Complete Life

Thrift

Without me no man has ever

achieved success, nor has any nation

ever become great.

I have been the bedrock of every

successful career, and the cornerstone

of every fortune.

All the world knows me and most

of the world heeds my warning.

The poor may have me as well as

the rich.

My power is limitless, my applica

tion boundless.

He who possesses me has content

ment in the present and surety for the

future.

I am of greater value than pearls,

rubies and diamonds.

Once you have me, no man can take

me away.

I lift my possessor to higher planes

of living, increasing his earning

power, and bring to realization the

hopes of his life.

I make a man well dressed, well

housed and well fed.

I insure absolutely against the

rainy day.

I drive want and doubt and care

away.

I guarantee those who possess me

prosperity and success.

I have exalted those of low degree

and those of high degree have found

me a helpful friend.

To obtain me you need. put out no

capital but personal effort, and on all

you invest in me I guarantee divi—

dends that last through life and after.

I am as free as air.

I am yours if you will take me.

I am Thrift.

-——AMERICAN BANKERS, ASSOCIATION.



Whatsoever Things Are Lovely

A TALK TO GIRLS

Jane Shepard Nefi

NE day a little girl looked up

and said, “Why, mother, you

aren’t beautiful.” It was not

until after she had grown and after

it was too late for the mother to

know, that she appreciated her real

beauty, the beauty of character.

Don’t you remember when you

thought that beauty existed only in

outward and visible form. Every

girl is trying to make her own per

sonal appearance more attractive and

to beautify her surroundings, but how

much deeper than that does she go

into the meaning of beauty for her

life? We do not understand very

much about it, and few of us are

born with the gift of an artist’s eye,

but we can all have “the seeing eye”

by studying the laws by which the

elements of beauty are achieved.

It is the things that we like that

show the kind of person we are.

One day a public school superin

tendent walked into the art depart

ment of a summer school and an—

nounced that he wanted to study art.

It had been the bugbear of his whole

life and he had just decided to face

it! I '

Many people look upon great liter

ature, music and art as formidable:

and upon knowledge of them as a

task rather than a privilege. How

can we enlarge our capacity for ap

preciating and appropriating the great

world of beauty about us?

“Beauty is something to be studied,

to be planned, to be striven for in

everything. The more we under

Stuild why pictures, or objects, or

lives about us are beautiful, the bet—

ter able we shall be to create beauty

ourselves, even in the simple work

of our own hand.” Let’s pretend that

it was written in the stars that we are

all to be artists, and each has been

given a medium through which she

is to express something beautiful.

Whether we put it on canvas or in

music or verse or create a desire for

it in the lives of others, we can all be

artists in weaving the web of our

lives.

Perhaps you think that if you could

change many of the limited condi—

tions of your environment and live

in a beautiful palace you too could

“weave by night and day, a magic web

with colour gay,” like the lady of

Shalott, but “none of us knows

for none has yet been taught in early

youth, what fairy palaces we may

build of beautiful thought, proof

against all adversity, bright fancies,

satisfied memories, noble histories,

faithful sayings, treasure houses of

precious and restful thought, houses

built without hands for our souls to

live in.”

Great is the magic of beautiful

thought! If we think about “what

soever things are lovely" they are

sure to find expression in outward

and visible form. You may be limi—

ted in the gay colors of happy ex

periences, but the most beautiful

characters in the world have devel—

oped under great limitations. It is

possible to acquire great skill in

weaving the pattern of our life if we

study some of the simplest laws of

beauty.

First of all, every work of art must

have a center of interest or control

ling idea or predominating theme.

Many students have spent years

studying the technique of music,

painting or writing but have never

produced anything that will live. One

cannot give any more than she her

self possesses, and to produce a great

work one must have a great subject.

\Ve must serve “the King in his

beauty,” in order to produce that

which will inspire.

The heavens seemed to be in a cha

otic state until Galileo discovered that
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the sun was the central illuminary,

then men could understand how there

was perfect order instead of chaos.

Haven’t you often wished that you

could bring the great central illuminary

into the lives of some of the people

who are restlessly straining to satisfy

unworthy ambitions and to put them

first?

“All of this craving for beauty is in

some kind of way a craving for God.

Only God demands the first place in

your life before He will give you any

satisfying interpretation of that aspect

of his life."

The world is so full of a number

of things that we become confused in

the choosing. Every girl finds her

self wondering what is to be most de

sired and just how she is to work out

a perfect scale of values.

Don’t you remember the infinite

variety of types of girls at school?

One sacrificed so much for a cheap

sort of popularity; another put clothes

and ostentation first: then there was

the girl who did nothing but study,

and—looked it! How you wished that

you could have friends, scholarship

and an attractive appearance all at

once! Your scale of values will never

be perfect, but you can try to keep

it well balanced.

The well balanced life has poise,

that quality which we all admire and

hope to possess. \Ve recognize rhythm

as an element of beauty; it is a regular

recurrence of accents. You are most

familiar with it in the “one, two,

three” steps in dancing, or the “one

two, one two,” or whatever the time

may be, in music. It is in the repeti—

tion of objects, color or sound move—

ment.

If you could get away off some

place and see yourself going through

your schedule day after day perhaps

you would recognize a sort of rhythm

in the “one, two, three" way you are

preparing meals, or going to work or

school, day after day. Perhaps it has

become the monotonous marking of

time without inspiration enough 'to

make life interesting. Haven’t you

loved to listen for the theme in a great

piece of music? It is often hard to

follow but always leads up to its goal

or climax; let’s make sure that we are

leading up to something and marking

progress in the rhythm of our lives.

How- are we to make sure?

A college girl accepted a responsible

position which necessitated working

with a large number of people. The

success of her work depended largely

upon her ability to do good team work

with her employees. After she had

been there some time one of them

said, “Yes, it is a pleasure to work

here now; Miss A. has to have har

mony about her.” That harmony was

the result of these same laws of

beauty; she had poise because of a

well balanced scale of values, with that

which alone brings satisfaction and

peace at the center of her life. If

we have harmony in ourselves we can

have it about us. It is a result, and

just as you used to prove your prob

lems in arithmetic you can test the

beauty of this web of your life. Are

you living in harmonious relationship

with those about you? Is there har

mony in the unity of purpose of your

life? If not, find out what is out of

balance—where you are putting too

much emphasis and where too little,

if rhythm marks progress, if your pur

pose is worth while., if you are open

to the only real source of inspiration.

“Our affections and longings for

beauty are implanted in us, and tended

and watered by One who is perfect

life and perfect beauty. Though

beauty often is proud and trivial, yet

it is a manifestation of Him from

whom all beauty comes, in whom

all beauty dwells, by whom all beauty

exists . . May the outward and

visible be ever more and more an ex

pression of something inward and

spiritual. For beauty, grace, intellect,

everything is doomed, unless it is sac

ramental, unless it draws its life from

God, unless it lives but to testify of

Him." (Forbes Robinson.)



  

twelve miles of road seemed long

across-the prairie to the Oak Vale

Branch of the County Young Wom

IT was dark that night and the

en’s Christian Association. We knew

it was worth the trip, though, when

we saw the welcoming lights and the

crowd of folks who were gathered for

their evening meeting. A country

teacher was the president. The girls

had taken an old abandoned lodge

hall for their meeting place. They

had put in new chairs, raised money

to buy an organ and fixed it up so

nicely that the lodge had come back

to life, but being grateful to the girls

for their help, let them use the build

ing once every two weeks for their

meetings.

The program was interesting that

night. There was Bible study for half

an hour from “Out of Doors in the

Bible,” full of life and reality. Then

came a discussion of model country

homes, and later, a social time with

good things to eat.

There were a good many boys and

young men who listened most respect

fully in the back of the room to the

program and who entered into the

social time as though they thoroughly

enjoyed it, each one paying something

toward the refreshments. When I

asked the president how they hap

pened to have so many boys present,

she explained earnestly, “Well, you

see, it’s this way. When we started

our Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation out here, the boys didn’t have

a thing, and we felt sorry for them,

Around the World

Jessie Field

so we let them come once a month,

and now they're our ‘Boys Auxil

iary.’ ”

It was while we were playing

games that a blue-eyed, fiaxen-haired

girl, about eighteen years old, I should

think, came up to me and said, slip

ping her hand into mine, “I am so

glad.”

“And why are you so glad?” I

asked.

Again she said, “I am so glad. You

see, I belong to the Young Women’s

Christian Association in Sweden, but

I did not know I would find one in

the United States.”

As she said this, the walls of that

little lodge hall out on the prairies

seemed to fade, and I saw that same

look in the eyes of girls all around

the world, and heard them saying in

just such joy-filled voices, “I am so

glad.”

And I was glad, too—glad that girls

far out in country places could be a

part of it all.

FROM THEIFINANCE DEPARTMENT

DEAR MRS. BROADWELL:

I am glad to send you my check for

one dollar, and only wish the amount

could be larger, for one can’t get

along without our National Board.

I rather expect to travel a little this

fall and to be in school in New York

next winter, and it gives me such a

comfortable feeling to know that I

will find our Association everywhere.*

With best wishes for the work

everywhere,

Sincerely yours,

M'Tl; italics are ours—Editor.
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A Women’s Division in the Bureau of

Labor at Washington

Alice

HERE is a bill now before

Congress which is of vital con

sequence to all working wom

en. So all Y. W. C. A. members will

want to know about it and help to

push it through. The Jones—Casey

Bill, as it is called, will create, in the

Bureau of Labor at Washington, a

\Vomen’s Division, with a woman for

a secretary, a proper staff of workers,

and its own budget and funds.

The various women’s associations

helped largely in securing the fed

eral investigation into the condition

of women and child wage-earners,

which showed that the greater num—

ber of women and girl workers were

underpaid, overworked and poorly

trained. But now we are asking for

a permanent -Women’s Division, to

take care of problems and difficulties

as they arise, to find out for us,

through trained officers, all the many

things we need to know. The wom

en—employing industries, it has been

said, have prospered at the hands of

the wage—earning women, so it is no

favor we are asking. But we will

never be sure that the interests of

these workers will be rightly cared

for till much more attention is given

to them, and that can be done only

through such a special branch of the

Bureau of Labor. Women work in

the homes, weave cloth, make shoes,

dip candy, paste boxes, launder

clothes, wait in restaurants, help to

keep the whole machinery of life

going, and help to make the nation

wealthy. They are always being

asked to enter new trades; the mov~

ing picture business and the making

of munitions are examples of these.

But we know far too little of either

the old trades or the new. When we

hear that a girl earns $6 or $8 or

$10 a week, is there any one to re

mind us that for many a girl there

Henry

are only forty working weeks in the

year? For many another girl there

are even fewer weeks in which she

can reckon on taking home her pay

envelope. When we read about the

unemployed, it is nearly always men

that are meant; and yet the hungry

woman is as hungry as any man; poor

shoes make her feet as wet as his;

and her heart sinks as low when she

is out of a job and has none in sight.

And in these days of 1916 there are

new questions to ask. What of the

munition towns on, the Atlantic coast,

where jobs were plenty and girls in

great demand, but where there were

no houses in which to live? Or, to

take the most popular of amusements,

we know the names of the movie

stars, and revel in fabulous tales of

their huge salaries, but do we stop

to think about all the crowd of wom

en and girls who helped to make the

pictures, and without which even

Mary Pickford would be of little use?

Are they ever hurt in jumping from

walls or diving into rivers to make

the picture we enjoy? They are often

far away from home. Are they al

ways safely lodged?

A few women—far too few—are

asking to be paid the same as men.

To make their case win it is neces

sary that facts should be known and

made public. What are their jobs?

Is it training they are denied, or is

it opportunity in the trade or busi

ness? Is it youth that is against

them? Or is the trouble partly, at

least, just because they are women,

without a vote, with less chance in

the wage-earning world, and so ex—

pected to take less pay?

The \Vomen’s Division cannot be

established too soon. The Jones

Casey Bill should be reported out of

the committee in both houses as soon

as possible. It has already been en
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dorsed by the National Women’s

Trade Union League, the National

Consumers’ League, and the General

Federation of Women’s Clubs.

Will all readers of THE ASSOCIA

TION MONTHLY ask at their local

Association for the names of their

Senator and Representative, and
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write to both gentlemen, telling them

you are interested and want them to

see that the Jones—Casey Bill becomes

law quickly. In the Senate its name

is Senate Bill No. 5408, and in the

House it is called House Bill No.

16207.

The American College Girl

As An Oriental

HAVE only been in this great

1 country, America, two years.

When I was asked to express my

opinions about the American college

girl, I was very much afraid that I

either might not be able to do justice

or I might do injustice to my Ameri

can friends, whom I admire and upon

whom I look as an interpreter of

America. I consider myself real

fortunate that I had the opportuniy to

visit Wellesley, Vassar, Smith and

some other smaller colleges in the

West and South. At the Silver Bay and

Estes Park Conferences I came into

contact.with more girls from many

American institutions of learning and

culture. During these short visits

and conference days we met each other

D in our “Sunday attires.” Because of

this reason I shall only express my.

opinions about the average American

college girl as I have seen her during

these two years of my college career.

The American college girl surprises

me the most in her originality. She

writes a class song and composes a

piece of melody easily. She often

writes original plays for her class or

her college. I notice her witty phrases

in her song, and clever touches in her

plays. Of the various receptions and

entertainments I attended in college,

the originality of the American college

girl is even shown in her art of decora—

tions, although one might not always

call them artistically arranged. The

college post-office corridor is an in

Girl Sees Her

teresting place as well as an impor

tant one. On the walls one finds

poster designs of different kinds by

different members of the academic

classes. Not two of them are in any

way alike, yet every one of them is

equally initiative. On “Stunt Day”

many cheerful stunts are wittily given.

Every one is unalike, but each is just

as amusing and original as the other.

There are times when I feel rather

envious of her originality.

The American college girl takes a

defeat courageously and a victory

modestly. To take a victory modestly

is easier than to take a defeat

courageously. In the debating club,

in the singing contest, in the gym?

nasium, and on the tennis court, we

are unconsciously telling people of

our character by the manner in which

we take a defeat or victory. The

American college girl not only takes

her own defeat courageously, but

seems to enjoy her opponent’s success.

She cheers her opponent with songs

and applauds with claps enthusiastic

ally. I suppose these songs and

applauses might be customary things

to do in college. However, the

amount of her enthusiasm and the

spirit which she puts in her songs and

applauses convince me that she is truly

enjoying her opponent’s success. This

is a generous characteristic in her

which is worth being admired.

I was told before my coming to this

country that the American college girl
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sees humor in a joke quickly. She

often would ask funny questions and

make funny statements. Once my

American college friend told me that

she thought my “inside" was different

from hers. I remarked to her jokingly

that the “inside” of a frog is quite

similar to hers. My remark seemed

to have struck her “funny-bone.” She

giggled over it for a long time.

Another time at breakfast table I was

asked of a girl if there are eggs in

my country. I answered with a pre—

tentious, innocent smile that it was

the first time I had ever seen an egg

or tasted one. She detected my pre

tentious, innocent smile quickly. She

laughed heartily over her folly of the

question and my folly of the answer.

There are many instances reminding

me of the keen sense of humor in the

American college girl which time and

space do not allow for further details.

Undoubtedly the American college

girl has a “sweet tooth.” She is a

“lover” of candies. She is an “efficient

consumer" of all varieties of sweet—

meats. The college store, the gift

shop, the college drug store and the

college tea house are somewhat to be

blamed for her indulgence. These

stores would do her a real kindness if

they would ask for cash instead of

letting her take a box or half a dozen

of tea cakes and sending politely a

bill to her later. I have known

college girls with empty pockets who

would indulge in these unnecessary

articles, counting upon the comfort—

able thought that they would be able

to pay off their bills when their

checks came. I often wonder if this

indulgence might not just be a habit.

I happened to know a case in my

college where a girl sold almost all

her pretty things in order to pay her

candy and sweetmeat bills. This girl

gave the excuse that the college did

not furnish her with appetizing food.

Of course this must be a rare case,

nevertheless it often makes me wonder

if there are other girls of her type in

other colleges.

Many American women bemoan the

fact that they are a nervous people.

The American college girl must have

got this impression from what has

been bemoaned by her elders. She

thinks she must be nervous, therefore

she is rather nervous at times. Several

of my college friends said to me this:

“We Americans are a nervous people.

I am very nervous, too." She is

easily to be excited by slight diver

sions. She worries over minute frets.

Often she exercises over-enthusiastic

emotion. No doubt her excitement,

her worry and her emotion do waste

away her nervous energy. A friend

of mine, who has been in this country

ten years, made this statement to me

once: “The average American college

girl is always in a hurry and often in

a worry." Hurry and worry make

her not only a nervous girl, but rather

unpleasant and absent—minded some—

times. There seems to be a little lack

of serenity and poise in the American

college girl. If she will be Willing to

practice “Oriental moderation,” she

shall no longer be commented upon

as a nervous girl.

The American college girl is a

bright girl. She is endowed with in—

tellectual abilities. She is given un

usual opportunities. WVhatever she

undertakes she applies herself dili

gently. These combined qualities

should make her a most intelligent girl.

She has a good knowledge of her own

country. She has a faint knowledge

of Europe. She has almost no knowl

edge of conditions, situations, politics

and important places in the East.

There are a few who possess vague,

old-fashioned and rusty ideas about

China, India, Japan, Korea, Burma,

and other minor countries. The rising

nations in the East are playing their

important parts in this world’s con

cert. The American college girl, with

all her advantages, would be con

sidered rather ignorant if she is not

able to converse intelligently with her

Oriental companions upon some

eastern heroes who rank in impor

tance as George Washington of the

United States, Tolstoi of Russia and

Napoleon of France. There are a

thousand demands upon the time of
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a college girl. It will make her a

more broad-minded and intelligent

girl if she would devote a few minutes

a day for the study of these rising

nations in the East.

I have been asked by many college

friends the same pretty amusing ques

tions as the following: “Do you have

chickens in your country? Do you

have moon and stars in your country?

Are the leaves of your trees green?

Do you have snow in your country?

Is the color of your snow white?

Have you ever seen an American

before your coming to our country?"

The most intelligent question asked

me by a college girl was: “Do you

have railroads in your country?” I

can enumerate many similar questions.

The above questions show how much

the American college girl knows about

the East. So far as this particular

ignorance is concerned, the average

American college professor is not

very much more advanced than her

pupil. As it is now among the

women’s colleges in New England,

Vassar is the only college that offers

a history course of the East to her

students.

After all the American college girl

is “just a girl.” She resembles her

sister of any nation and any color.

with her points of strength as well as

her points of weakness. There are

other worthy and unfavorable char

acteristics in her which I have

omitted purposely. I have only men

tioned a few of her striking ones as

they appear to me.

-—An Oriental Girl in an American

College.

 

O’er the loud world sweep

The scourge and the rod;

But in deep beyond deep

Is the stillness of God;

At the fountains of Life

No cry, no strife!

Charles D. Roberts.

A Letter

NCE upon a time that never

was, I saw myself—0r dreamed

it in a dream—as I walked on

the Bund of Canton at sunset. The

crowds going home after the day's

work jostled me on every side;

strange, grotesque-sounding words,

now high and now low, fell upon my

unheeding ears; a ship with its one

great sail, a soft pink in the evening

light, sailed majestically down the

river on one side, and on the other

lay the city, immense, teeming with

life, baffling and unknown. I looked

into a hundred faces, all different,

listless and keen, masque-like and

dynamic, sensual and lofty. Eagerly

I searched to find the key to the hearts

beneath, to read there—life. I glanced

above it to the sunset sky, glowing

golden, with the crescent moon and

one star shining out in the glory, then

my eyes caught again the crowd, and

as I watched each one, suddenly I

came face to face with myself, walking

alone on the Bund of Canton at sun

set.

With wistful hope I searched my

eyes to see into my very soul and read

there the meaning of the life I saw

around me and my own part in its

game. Why was I there? What

forces had been working through the

years to lead me to this place? What

had I to share with these people who

touched elbows with me at every step?

What did they need? Nay, rather

what did they want? Bread? But

does man live by bread alone?

The Bund with its crowds faded

away; the strange voices grew faint;

and I saw another land and other

people. Faces, long forgotten, came

before me: the face of one who first

said to me, “Be one of us"; the face

of one who said, “Let us help the

children to play”; faces of those that

I had loved for a time and in that

time received something that would

last through eternity. Incidents,

buried for years in the memories of

the past, came back to me, and a little
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service, a hurt borne with some part

of courage, a piece of work done well,

all loomed large and meaningful. In

the vision of those years I saw always

not the machinery, but the living heart

-—the hearts of all those “united in

loyalty to Jesus Christ”: a speaker

from away; a committee member d0—

ing an unseen service, and doing it

right well; somebody’s eyes shining

with the joy of sharing with another

money, or time, or love; a girlish

face hard set to find the truth; another

with a peace, mightily won out of bat

tle, glowing in her face; because she

had found the blessedness of giving—

herself.

Out of the past they crowded to me,

and I saw things that are, but for

rare moments, unseen. I knew that

from those with whom I had worked

and played had come much faith in

the things of the spirit, belief in the

value of each human personality,

strength for tackling a job too big for

my powers, and a clearer knowledge

of the loyalty of friends and the love

of God. And I lifted my heart in

joyous gratitude for the Young Wom—

en’s Christian Association in my Alma

Mater.

The vision faded away and I was

left standing face to face with myself

in the streets of Canton. I looked

hard at myself and wondered why

there was such a far-away look just

fading from my eyes, and why I

turned to the people passing as if I

knew really what they wanted. But

I only said, “It’s getting dark, you’d

better hurry home to your dinner,

Jean Paxton.”

From the student paper at Ran

dolph-Macon lVomt'n's College.

 

In so far as we, through our common

faith and love. are completing one another,

we are thus far contributing to the com

pleteness of Jesus Christ Himself. Then

how shall Christ be “complete” till each

nation and race has brought to Him its own

characteristic medium for the interpreta

tion of his personality?

—l§. S. Woods: Modern Disriplcship.

Nature Study in

Camps

Louise Brown

WO weeks in the summer may

seem too short a time for any

real accomplishment in nature

study, but experience at Camp Alta

mont this July proves not only that a

girl may get considerable knowledge

and insight in several branches of

nature study in her short vacation, but

also that study may be the best recrea

tion for some girls.

A flat roof and an open field made

possible an introduction to the stars.

A preliminary talk on stars was given

first, by way of preparatiOn for intelli

gent observation. Then the girls, in

small groups, each with a teacher,

studied the star-figures, watched their

motions, and learned the names of the

brightest stars. On the next clear

night the last lesson was reviewed,

new star-figures pointed out, and ques—

tions answered. A cloudy evening

was devoted to a talk on “A Trip to

the Moon.” McKready’s “Beginners'

Star Book” (Putnam’s), $2.50, is

especially helpful in this work on

account of the excellent photographs

and star charts. The Monthly Even

ing Sky Map (Leon Barritt, publisher,

150 Nassau Street, New York City,

$1.00 per year) is a useful paper, by

means of which any one may become

familiar with the sky without a

teacher. It gives a map of the sky

each month, and popular accounts

of astronomical matters of general

interest.

During the day interest centered in

the flowers, so abundant in the fields

and woods around camp. The hour

before breakfast proved a popular

time for a “nature walk." At ten a

group of girls interested in flowers

met under an apple tree to listen to

talks on flowers and to become familiar

with the plants gathered in the morn—

ing walk. After the first few days of

introduction to flowers and drill each

candidate for points came for ex
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amination with her own collection of

flowers, or walked with a teacher

about camp, naming all the flowers she

could see. Notebooks were kept with

lists of plants flowering in July. The

camp list exceeded one hundred.

Several girls became familiar with

one hundred flowers, and a large

number with more than fifty. One

morning was devoted to ferns. Fifteen

kinds were easily found, including the

Walking Fern, which was a special

delight to both teachers and girls.

Another morning was given to trees.

Early in July a few cocoons had

been presented to the camp by Mr.

Denton of Wellesley. Much excite

ment was occasioned by the emergence

of two female Cecropia moths. These

attracted mates, and laid hundreds of

eggs, from which caterpillars are now

coming. It is hoped that some of these

will survive until fall to make cocoons

for camp next year. The caterpillar

of the monarch butterfly was brought

to camp, and speedily made his beauti

ful green and gold chrysalis. As the

monarch does not require an all—winter

sleep, but only about two weeks, the

camp is awaiting his appearance.

Other specimens of caterpillars, moths

and butterflies were collected and used

in a talk on “Some Insects About

Camp.”

July is not the best time for bird

study, but the songs of goldfinches,

song and field sparrows, and of the

more distant hermit thrushes added

delight to the morning walks, and the

nests of phoebes, sparrows and robins

near camp were eagerly observed and

guarded. We were especially fortunate

in having in camp Miss Mary Daley of

Wellesley, who had raised a family

of bluebirds, bereft of their mother.

Miss Daley’s talk on her bluebirds

will never be forgotten by the camp

girls who were fortunate enough to

be at Altamont in July.

Camp Altamont considers its work

this summer only a good beginning,

and dares to dream of a telescope and

even a laboratory, where Mother

Nature will preside all day to answer

the questions of her children.
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Another Vacation

Glimpse of Kuliang

AFE from the morning sun

light under the trees that shad—

ow the house sits a loquacious

little Chinese, seven years old, talking

an intermittent streak of English to

an edified American. From the

bushes across the way comes a vig

orous crowing, a sort of Shanghai

dialect, that betrays the place whither

the bird destined for dinner has es—

caped. An anxious cook appears on

the horizon and approaches the

thicket with a searching look in his

eyes. Young John, pointing to his

own little nose and forehead, com—

ments judiciously, “Very good chick

en—all red here and here.”

A good two-hours’ scramble from

Kuliang is Kushan Mountain, at the

foot of which, in a beautiful grove,

is the monastery, a collection of build

ings that forms a community in itself.

About three hundred Buddhist priests

are resident students or graduate

missionaries of Kushan. Among their

treasures are a tooth of Buddha and

some sacred books written in blood.

The priests of different grades, dis

tinguished by gray, brown and yellow

robes, march into the dining hall.

Standing and bowing, they worship

the “hand of Buddha” as borne back

and forth by the officiating ,priest.

Meanwhile they reiterate a weird

tenor and bass chant to the beating

of a hollow wooden instrument and

the regular intoning of the monastery

bell. This dignified, bronze bell, weigh

ing three thousand pounds, is depen

dent for utterance upon a cord-wood

length of timber shaped like a fish,

and a rope yanked through a hole in

the belfry floor by a solemn individ—

ual, who has no apparent way of tim

ing the strokes, except that the next

blow strikes just before the hum of

the preceding has died away. (Only

an Irishman could figure that out.)
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In the workshops of the monastary

men are carving out raised characters

on blocks of wood, which thus be

come the type ready for printing.

Others are covering with gold leaf

a clay idol. In preparation for a

festival the temple contains life-sized

paper figures to be carried in proces—

sion and burned. Heathenish figures

they are—a man’s body with a pig’s

head, a black-faced clown, caricatures

of women in vari-colored costumes.

Above all this a huge “Buddha” sits

and leers, beneath each foot a man

in the agony of being crushed. This

in the name of religion.

At a little pavilion beside a pond

an owl-like priest doles out with ap

parent reluctance strings of hard,

dirty crackers in exchange for cop

pers. These are to “feed the fishes.”

No sooner does the cracker touch the

pond than huge carp, a foot and a

half long, begin to fight for the prize.

They flop, they jump, they tug.

Since some of them are a golden

orange color, this pastime is daintily

called “feeding the goldfish.”

The place to eat the lunch, which

a pretty little “burden woman” has

brought along on her shoulder, is

down in the “Boat Temple,” a rock

structure carved into the shape of

a boat. A wizened old codger fur—

nishes hot water for cocoa from a

‘tettle blackened by a charcoal fire,

and eagerly picks up the condensed

milk cans that are left. Up “topside”

of the hill is the “Fish Temple,”

through which flows a spring, pure

and icy cold, a change from boiled

water. A primitive waterwheel rig

ged with wires turns over when its

burden of water becomes too great

and pounds the nose of a wooden

fish against a resonant bell.

The tones of those monastery bells

linger long in one’s memory, weird,

melodious, yet somehow symbolic of

the restless, unceasing striving of

humanity after that peace which only

the God who is goodness and love

can supply.

A COLLEGE GRADUATE TO AN

ENTERING STUDENT

[This letter was sent in to us without any

name. It is not conclusive; it does not

make any particularly strong or worth

while points, but it has a certain interest in

coming as it does from “the inside,” and

we put it in for the freshmen who might

chance to pick this up. Who has some

thing further to say on the subject, pro

or con?—Editor.]

Sorority rushing isn’t like conventional

entertaining, or like any of the mani

festations of hospitality which we have

been used to. Indeed, it is rarely hos

pitality at all, in a genuine sense. Its

motives are distinctly ulterior, and I feel

rather like apologizing to you for the whole

performance, for I think it is not entirely

graceful to invite a friend to your home

for the purpose of seeing how much you

like her and whether or not you can make

her like you well enough to become one

of your group! It is artificial and it is

uncomfortable. You probably know all of

this, but if you don’t I want you to know

it.

I want you to know what a little part

of college sororities really are. They loom

rather large, I think, and cause much more

feeling and, I am afraid, much more dis

appointment and heartaches than there is

any adequate reason for. They have many,

many faults, and their greatest faults work

the greatest injustice to those outside their

ranks. But there are many internal faults,

too. You must necessarily sacrifice a little

of your individuality in becoming one of

an intimately related group. If the group

is for the most part well organized and

fine and‘ strong it braces you up; if it is

not it drags you back a. little. In general,

though, I think it makes your path easier

to be a fraternity girl. I don't say "better."

If I were entering college again, with all

my views as they are now, I’m doubtful

whether or not I should join—whether they

are for the highest good of the greatest

number. But if I hadn't joined I don’t

know either how well I should have fared

alone! My sisters helped me much, very

much more than I shall ever clearly know.

But may I warn you of a few little

things? You won’t be willing to accept the

disadvantages which fraternity membership

offers at the price of one single speck of

your self-respect, will you? If they haven’t

sense enough to like you just for what you

really, simply are, then it wouldn't be worth

while to stoop to try to please them, and

he, or appear to be, what you think they’d

like, would it? And if they didn’t have

sense enough to like you when you were

just your own best, why then you'd know

that the thing was not right for you,

wouldn’t you? So maintain your in—
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dependence and don't forget that your lot

does not rest with the caprices of a few

groups of girls only.

And if you should be entertained once

or twice and dropped, don't be worried

for fear you have done something terrible.

I thought that once or twice when I was a

freshman, but after four years of active

membership I can assure you that the cause

for dropping a “rushee” may be, and in the

majority of cases is, absolutely trivial and

accidental. Sometimes it may be that the

number of freshmen to be taken in is

reached and the fraternity decides to stop

rushing, or to stop with one or two special

exceptions. Sometimes twenty-five of the

girls will be tremendously in favor of a

rushee and one girl will take a personal

dislike to her, and one can be “bid” only

on the unanimous vote of the chapter. Or

sometimes—very often—all the girls will

admire and like a freshman, but some will

not feel really congenial with her, so they

don't want her for a sister. There is

precious little cause for mistrust of one

self if one is dropped.

Whether they bid you or not, and

whether you accept or not, I think it would

help you a little to find yourself, in the

happy, wonderful, foolish college com

munity, if you can meet the fraternities

and judge for yourself and adjust your

self to the values, real and sham, which

student life affords. I tell you frankly

that I think it takes a stronger girl to make

a name for herself by herself than with

the backing of a fraternity. Of course

you're not going to college just to make a

name. But you’d rather be strong and

even a bit troubled than happy and weak,

if it were a choice between the two,

wouldn’t you?

 

A COLLEGE GIRL'S SUMMER

From a Personal Letter: I am going

to tell you about the best work in the

world. Do you know what it is? Well,

it’s “Eight Week Clubs." .1 have the

worst news for you. I could only have

three clubs, and I did want four so badly.

It's enough to make one sick, but I’m

not; I have just summoned all the grit I

have and I'm going to make those three

the best in the South Atlantic Field.

(Which is saying a great deal. The

South Atlantic Field is famous for its

Eight Week Clubs—Editor.)

The Bible study is more successful

than I ever could have expected. We

are studying Mark and take two chap—

ters a week. The home study is just

fine. This week the girls are to outline

the chapters, count the number of mir

acles, memorize the verse they like best

and bring an intelligent question. This

takes a girl from three to four hours to

prepare and they do it every time.
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Two of my clubs are of girls and one

of boys. Isn't that funny? The boys

are fine. They are especially interested

in physical training, cleaning church

yards, building bird houses and going

camping.

One of my clubs of girls is going to

have a community meeting. The pro

gram consists of Old English folk songs,

“Do You Know How Doth the Peas

ant?” and “When I Was a Young Girl,"

etc. These are in costume. Then will

come some old Southern songs, then a

play, “A Cure for Loneliness.” In the

first scene each girl enters and tells how

she would “like to learn to sew. cook,

- etc.", “Would like social life", “Would

like to find out what was interesting in

that dry Book always bound in black

leather", and so on.

The next is the entrance of the college

girl and she presents “Eight Week

Clubs" to the girls. She tells the girls

all about the work in such a way that

the audience may be interested. The

girls take it up and whisper that they

will meet after the eight weeks to see

if it “works.” The last scene is very

gappy. Each girl tells what she likes

est.

The program is to close with a talk

from two of the mothers on “What Has

My Girl Gained?” -

What do you think of it? The whole

does not take but fifty minutes.

My other occupations are too numer

ous to mention—President of Christian

Endeavor, leader of Missionary Society,

leader of Civic Improvement Club,

Household Economic Club and a Sun

day school class. Yet I seem to have

all the time in the world!

 

PERSUADING GIRLS TO DO

HOUSEWORK

A Settlement Worker’s ExpOrienco

I had hoped that taking the home

making course might be the means of

persuading the girls to go into domestic

service instead of factory work. In

three years I have succeeded in per

suading only seven of the girls to take

positions in homes. Six of these girls

I placed with friends of mine, who treat

them with the greatest consideration,

and the relations on both sides are very

satisfactory. The seventh girl I placed

in the home of a woman who had called

up and asked me to send her a girl. I

knew of this woman as one who was

most interested in helping young girls,

and very active in club work. Mary

stayed only one week. She said her

room was in the attic, poorly ventilated

and the bed so uncomfortable she could

not rest. The woman told her she could
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only have one afternoon and evening

a week, and she would have to wash the

dishes when she came home and she

must be in by 10 p. m., and she must

not have anyone come to the house to

see her. The woman told her every day

that girls who did housework were not

respected, consequently she must not go

with any man, for “he would probably

mean her ruin.” Mary said the woman

was the type to drive a girl to ruin

rather than to save her.

Mary has been working two years,

and a week ago she gave up housework

at $9 per week and board, and took a

position at $5 per week addressing en

velopes. She says she greatly prefers

housework, and considers it much more

healthful and more remunerative; but in

her present position she has her Satur

day afternoons, evenings and Sundays

to herself, can receive her friends at

home, and can get more enjoyment out

of life and is more respected. She said

she got so tired of being “looked down ,

on," and of the “freshness of some of the

men" where she worked because she was

a servant, and that she “was bossed and

found fault with by every one in the

household, from the children up to the

man and his wife.”

I have tried very hard to have special

classes for maids and cooks, but have

been unsuccessful. The mothers who

have worked in private families do not

want their daughters to go into domestic

service.

I am convinced that the servant prob~

lem will never be solved until the mis—

tress of the home is educated. She, as

well as the girl employed, has got to

make some sacrifice, and there must be

some kind of adjustment and co-opera

tion. As we all know, this has become

a very serious question and one that is

not easy to work out. But until house

work is placed on a higher plane and

the hours and living conditions are im

proved, it is going to be difficult to se

cure self-respecting, ambitious girls who

are willing to go into domestic service.

—The Chicago Commons.

A NEW KIND OF ANNUAL MEETING

From Rochester comes this account of

“how we abolished written reports":

Every secretary was asked to bring in

the most interesting and startling facts

and figures from her department, and

together we made small charts which

could be shown in our Baloptican mach

me.

We had the regular devotionals and

the business meeting, a brief talk on

work for foreign girls, then the audi

torium was darkened and our “Picture

Show" began. The first words thrown

on the screen were “Know Your Own

Association"; then came a picture of our

building, followed by the departmental

reports.

The name of each department, its

chairman and secretary were shown be

fore the work of that department. From

the department of Physical Training

came the heading “Self-Supporting,"

with the enrollment in gymnasium and

swimming, the total number of entrances

to the pool for the month of May and

for the entire year, and pictures of an

advanced gymnasium class on the floor,

the swimming pool full of girls, and the

Colonial Minuet.

The Religious Work department

showed Miss Downey’s picture and the

amount that Rochester pays toward her

salary, comparative records of Bible

enrollment and vesper service attendance

for the last three years, a picture of the

Sunday school carried on at the Tuber

culosis Sanitarium, several portions of

the Silver Bay posters, and a Bible class

certificate with the number awarded this

year.

Next came the Boarding Homes, with

pictures, rates, capacity and special fea

tures of each.

The Cafeteria showed the total sup

plies used in one day (and the spectators

gasped), the average luncheon check for

summer and winter and sample menus

for seven, ten, and twenty-five cents.

The Travelers’ Aid department gave

the total number of people assisted dur

ing the year, and the many classes of

people who made up the number.

The Industrial department showed the

most varied assortment of pictures and

charts. First came the name of each

club in the Federation, with its name and

origin, the Health Code of the Federa

tion, programs of plays or demonstra

tions given by the various clubs, the

trophies won in the song contest and

educational exhibit, and six real slides

made from pictures of one club at sup

per. in class. on the gymnasium floor

and in the pool.

The girls' work captivated every one

with its colored pictures of delightful

sunbonnet babies. First we saw them

grow from the tiny 1913 when there

were twelve Juniors, to the big 1916 with

443. One little sunbonnet starting down

the chute and others in the water told

us that swimming was a part of their

schedule; a group of them dancing in a

circle spoke of parties; standing in a

row playing ball were the gymnasium

members; others with books in their

hands told of the Bible classes, while a

Chinese girl with babies about her sug

gested the missionary stories; the nature

study was represented by a picnic party

on the ground in the midst of marvel
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ous flowers and birds; and loveliest of

all was an old lady in lavendar who

sat in a big chair while two little son

bonnets sang to her, and others appeared

with a generous looking basket—this for

their social service.

In the library we had an exhibit of

the hand-work which the Juniors had

done and the Industrial Club note-books,

banners, etc.

It proved to be quite an innovation

and quite worth the time spent in prep

aration for it. The appreciation of the

visitors was such that I believe we can

carry out more elaborate plans for a

Demonstration Day next year.

TAKING PART IN A CIVIC PARADE

The following account of the part taken

by the Galveston Association in a civic

parade held in that city comes to us through

the courtesy of Mrs. Ella S. Hall:

The Galveston Young Women Chris

tian Association, though but an infant in

years, was one of more than a score of

women's organizations to enter a float in

the street parade staged during our Cotton

Carnival in July. Prizes ranging from

$200 to $25 were offered, and were to be

competed for on the basis of beauty,

originality, theme and definiteness of

expression.

The Association chose a symbolic float

and presented its work and influence by

emblems. Three sizes of Easter lilies

covered the entire float. The design of the

float was a level field in the foreground,

gradually rising to a large rock in the

background. The fact that lilies do grow
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among rocks was vouched for by a noted

gardener of California!

Upon the lily-covered rock stood a

central figure, whose white, flowing robes

and outspread wings typified the protect

ing care of the Association over young

womanhood. To the front stood Faith

holding a cross, the emblem of Christianity.

To the front and on the right was Hope

leaning upon an anchor. For Faith and

Hope had led to the founding of the Asso

ciation, and placed it upon a solid founda

tion, as symbolized by the rock. In the

foreground was the personification of

Knowledge bearing a torch, which sym—

bolized the education of the body, mind

and spirit, extended to all womanhood by

the Association. To the left, Knowledge

had for her companion Joy, blowing a

golden trumpet, which symbolized the

happiness gained by following the teach

ings of the Association.

On each side of the float was a giant

butterfly, with blue, gold-spotted wings

measuring nearly three feet from tip to

tip. These butterflies symbolized the

beauty and freedom of God's great out

of-doors, always so beloved by the girls in

the Association.

The float was drawn bv four white

horses with gilded hoofs and white

harness, and heralded by a gold‘lettered

banner bearing only the four words,

“Young Women's Christian Association."

As a unit the float scored perfect as to

.beauty, yet it won only second prize.

Representation by symbols is not an easy

task, nor is it readily understood, yet the

lily-covered float and its meaning will not

soon be forgotten by the citizens of

Galveston.
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UNDER THE RUBIDOUX CROSS

In the heart of Riverside, in Califor

nia, stands a mountain on which towers

the Rubidoux Cross, at the foot of which

as many as 15,000 people have gathered

for the famous Sunrise Service held

there on Easter morning of each year.

Dr. Van Dyke conducted the first of

these services, several years ago, and

since than the Rubidoux Cross has be

come known around the world.

Twice of late it has looked down upon

gatherings held by the Young Women's

Christian Association at Riverside, which

were made the more impressive by its

presence. Accounts of these come to us

from the general secretary, Miss Irene

Armes.

The first time was in May, when the

Federation of the Senior Association

clubs of Riverside and San Bernardino

climbed or were motored to the top of

the mountain for a Sunrise Service con

ducted by Miss Alice Moore. This Fed—

eration is probably the only one of its

kind in existence. It unites the Asso

ciation girls of two cities separated by

a 40-minute trolley ride. Their “great

est common denominator" is the support

of the work done by Miss Edith Sawyer

in China. In this case the San Bernar

dino girls came a-visiting for two days.

A tennis tournament and a snappy busi

ness meeting on Saturday evening were

followed by a play in which Miss Saw

yer was supposedly being tried for not

paying her debts. Riverside took the

part of the plaintiff, San Bernardino of

defendant, and neither side was sure

what the other was going to do. The

climax came with the announcement of

a $50 check from the Federation.

The visitors remained over night for

the Sunrise Service.

The other occasion was in June, when

“The Ministering of the Gift” was given

on the mountain-side in such a perfect

natural setting that the audience could

watch the procession coming down over

the hill from its beginning to its end.

The striking thing about this particu

lar rendering of the pageant was that

the Old Testament prophets of the Sar

gent Frieze were represented by Indian

girls. The city superintendent of schools

was so interested in the production that

he asked each teacher to talk to his or

her class on pageantry and the Sargent

Frieze; this brought crowds of children

to the hillside, who delightedly identified

Hosea, Moses, etc. In the background

towered the Rubidoux Cross.

CITY NEWS ITEMS

New Orleans is holding international

parties, to which girls of foreign birth

are invited.

A “brothers’ night” was held by the

Association of the Oranges, New Jersey.

How many Associations have tried this

friendly plan?

The colored Y. W. and Y. M. C. Ala

of Indianapolis united to give a concert

that it must have been a rare treat to

hear.

The corner-stone of the new $200,000

Baltimore building was laid in July, the

culmination of years of work by the

women of that city.

A legacy of $200,000 has come to the

Association of Erie, Pennsylvania, from

the estate of Mr. Trask of that city, for

a new building.

We are always glad to see instances

of co-operation between our Association

and the Association of Collegiate Alum

nae. These two organizations joined

interests in Denver, in June, to conduct

a course on Vocational Guidance for the

high-school girls of the city.

The Dayton Federation and the Cleve

land Industrial Federation were received

as members of the Field Federation of

Ohio and \Vest Virginia at the Third

Annual Conference held on the campus

of Western College, at Oxford, in July.
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RIVERSIDE'S OurnooR PAGBANT

A package of eighty-five New Testa

ments came to the Montgomery Asso

ciation from the Alabama Bible Society,

with the request that the girls belonging

to this Association assist the Society by

writing on the fly leaves the names and

company of the soldiers stationed in the

city.

A solid page of most excellent pictures

of the Springfield Association appears

in the Springfield Republican, a piece of

advertising and appeal that is very much

more effective than pages of mere print,

or a whole edition of leaflets. \

The Progressive Club of the St. Paul

Association has done much through

moral suasion, the causing of a “boy

cott” by Association members, and other

forms of influence, to bring about the

closing of many of the stores on Sat

urday night.

“Could you please tell me where the

city hospital is? I see you are a Y. W.

C. A. girl and feel sure about asking

you." That is what was said to one of

our girls, and if every Y. W. C. A. girl

wore a pin, I wonder if we shouldn't

find many more who would feel free to

ask us for information. You can buy

them for 50 cents or less, and they not

only make you safe in case of an acci

dent but may be the means of helping

some other girl—San Francisco Record.

A pot of gold at the end of the rain

bow! That was what came of the Rain

bow Bazaar held in July by the St.

Cloud, Minnesota, Association. One

thousand members worked to make a

success of this effort to start a building

fund. We have not heard how much

was made, but pass this along as a sug

gestion to other places. The fete was

a sequel to a campaign last year when

the Rainbow Team brought in the larg

est number of members.

\Nord reaches us of one of the newest

and most picturesque forms of Associa

tion work—the opening of a Studio Club

House in a suburb of Los Angeles for

the girls connected with the great mov

ing picture companies of that city. We

hope to have a fuller account in a forth

coming issue. As is generally known,

the motion picture industry is more ex

tensive in Los Angeles than in almost

any other city. The Association has met

the challenge!

COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

Goodhue County, Minnesota.

Young Women's Council has raised

between fifty and sixty dollars, and

hoped to pay half the expenses of three

delegates to the County Conference at

Lake Geneva.' One business girl writes:

“Where time is so limited there is none

to be wasted for a mere good time, but

nothing could bring more real pleasure

to me than to be able to look back over

a well-spent vacation that will leave

memories of happy yesterdays and

friendships. Life is so very short, but

we may live and learn and grow each

day. At the conference I am expecting

to find out how to live and learn and

grow.”

Center County, Pennsylvania. The

Summer Club at State College reCently

held its first meeting, the program for

The
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the evening being a frolic on the cam

pus. All the young women of the town

have been invited to join this club, which

will meet once a week. There are no

dues or particular duties required‘of

members, except to come and have a

“good time.”

Arrangements have been‘completed

for securing a house to be occupied by

the Association next fall. The upstairs

rooms will be rented and downstairs

used for classes and clubs, reading, enter—

taining friends, and so on. Boarding

may be secured in the same house. The

girls will have use of the dining room

and kitchen for banquets, candy pulls,

parties and other affairs.

The Spring Mills Commonweal Club

is showing the true community spirit by

planning to oil a certain section of the

road in their vicinity. They are also

learning “co-operation." A festival has

been held by them and the baseball

team, the boys and girls dividing the

profits equally.

The True Blue Club worked hard to

send a delegate to Camp Nepahwin.

These girls walk from two to four miles

to get to club meeting. They have been

practising for a play, and all they lack is a

place in which to give it. One place

after another has been refused because

“we never did have a play there," but

the girls are not discouraged, and per—

severance will surely win out in the end.

These girls are also collecting old

papers (and thus incidentally helping the

government) for sale.

Although most of the classes have been

closed for the summer months, the Bible

class has been well attended.

Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania. A grand

Council Meeting was held early in June.

The girls took part in a field meet in

the morning. After a picnic lunch over

seventy-five girls, dressed in their cere

monial costumes, assembled in the Y. M.

C. A. gymnasium for the council fire.

After a song contest and short program,

Miss Jessie Field spoke to the girls. The

Camp Fire winning the highest score in

athletics, and in the bread, cake and song

contests was presented with a skin; the

group scoring second received a cere—

monial pillow. The girls went home

eager for another council next year.

“Camp Riverview is a dandy place.

It burns your hands and tans your face!"

sing the girls at camp. For a month

this summer groups of Camp Fire girls

spent each a happy week at the Y. W.

C. A. Cottage on the Juniata River. Of

course the water was too shallow for

good boating or swimming. but who

cares! The girls worked hard pressing

leaves and flowers, learning Helen Gould

Bible verses and “keeping house"—to

earn triangles for a star on their sleeve

bands! The finest part of it was the

good friendships made during the days

spent together.

Adams County, Nebraska, had a tent

on the Chautauqua Grounds for women

and girls where they were able to secure

all kinds of information. It served also

as a rest tent, with easy chairs and

couches and a table containing literature.

In this way they not only advertised

their work, but came in touch with many

girls and women from over the country

whose interest they were able to enlist.

The Association Band at Hastings will

give their first public concert sometime

in the fall. the proceeds to be given to

the Association for the general budget.

To the utmost surprise of Miss Dun

gan and her staff of helpers, the firemen

of the city responded to a false alarm

of fire at the Association recently. The

men attached the hose and ran hur

riedly into the basement, whereupon the

well-proportioned colored assistant cook

gazed upon them in greatest surprise, and

said: “Law sakes! Why, I wasn't even

wa’m.”

Mower County. Minnesota. Several

Eight Week Clubs have been organized

in the county and are proving very

interesting.

The Mower County Exchange Depart

ment still keeps busy. When one is

aware that a family and several unfor

tunate girls find means of getting a living

through this department, one knows it

pays. '

The secretary writes: “There is a

certain amount of satisfaction in know

ing that the whole problem of employ

ment lies with us, and yet there is a

tremendous responsibility with that too.

A girl, dirty, rejected, reaches your town

and seeks you, begs for work, asking:

‘What would you do?’ A fatherless

young girl, incapable, sweet and willing,

comes for help. The foreign girl, with

no knowledge of America, wanders in

for direction. These are a few of the

many, many cases that come to us."

Owing to the high prices charged by

the schools for summer work, the Asso

ciation has had a great deal to do meet

ing needs of girls for “supplementary

education." Seven classes are conducted

every day. Music lessons are also given

to about fifteen girls. Ninety have

registered in small classes or private

work. and there are many large classes.

Two most Successful domestic science

classes are being conducted, in which the

girls are taking work from Wisconsin

University.

Did you ever have your goal seem

mountain high and then find that a storm
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tells you that the valley is the safest

place? Mower County’s camp registra

tion would have exceeded the hundred

mark had not the infantile paralysis

legislation deprived at least seventy-five

girls of the fun of a camp experience.

Dodge County, Wisconsin, held its

annual meeting in June in the Associa

tion rooms. A picnic lunch was served

in the park at noon. The girls and

women were taken for a launch ride in

the afternoon while the Board of Direc

tors were in session. The whole day

was a happy and successful one.

Eighteen girls were regular campers

at the Association Camp at Elmwood

Island, in Fox Lake, July 6-13. Forty

other girls and women visited the camp

some time during the week.

Lake Forest, Illinois. The Associa

tion entertained sixty young women from

the Association House in Chicago on

the Lake Michigan beach, July 22. The

party came out early in the afternoon

and was served a supper on the beach.

After supper games were played by all

on the green of an adjoining park.

Monday evenings the girls meet at the

Red Cross workshop to help with the

preparation of surgical supplies.

Page County, Iowa. The first all

county picnic of the Page County Asso

ciation was held in Clarinda, Chau

tauqua Park. During the dinner hour

the two hundred girls, representing

eleven of the twelve county clubs, vied

with each other in yells and songs. In

the afternoon the clubs were federated.

Mrs. Alfred Falk, the leader of the first

commonweal, presided as leader in the

center, and the presidents of the various

clubs responded, all being finally drawn

into a perfect circle by the county secre

tary, Miss Lois Diehl. The ceremony

was mOst beautiful. Miss Jessie Field

gave a splendid talk. Twenty-five presi

dents and leaders remained for a two

days’ “bunk” party, during which time

conferences were led by Miss Field and

Miss Diehl, and many helpful ideas were

exchanged.

Cherokee County, Iowa. The Larra

bee Branch is the one which is most

“alive” this month. On about two days'

notice they got up a banquet, which was

attended by sixty women and girls of

the town and surrounding country.

(Larrabee's entire population is only

about 200.) Special music, a talk by the

county president, and reports from Camp

Foster by the Larrabec girls who were

there, were all enjoyed.

During the latter part of the month

this same branch had a canning demon

stration at the town hall, given by one
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of the extension workers from the State

Agricultural College.

The girls of the Cherokee Branch

served refreshments at the Association

rooms and also had a stand on the corner

of the high school grounds on Circus

Day. In spite of the hundreds of people

who were in and out of the rooms all

day the Association managed, by using

plenty of electric fans, to keep the rooms

what they had claimed them to be—“the

coolest spot in town.“ With the

thermometer registering over 100 degrees

outside, it is not hard to realize what a

boon it was to the hot, tired circus

crowds.

Minot and Ward Counties, North

Dakota. The Camp Fire girls, in co—

operation with the Boy Scouts, raised

$82.25 towards buying a library for the

militia leaving their town.

The Social Service Department of the

Association offered its services to the

committee in charge of the Fourth's

celebration to care for women’s rest

tents on the grounds. Two tents were

provided, one equipped with necessities

for a baby tent, the other for the use of

young women. The hostesses and

general secretary gave their entire ser—

vices to the crowd in caring for lost

children, sick people, etc. The tents

were very popular. The Business Men's

Committee was so grateful for the ser—

vices of the Association that they voted

them $25 for the day’s work.

The three Minot groups of Camp Fire

girls had a float in the parade, on the

Fourth of July, representing a woodland

scene, with an Indian group in the midst,

the girls in their ceremonial costumes.

The Geneva Club had a Parcels Post

Sale for the benefit of the Geneva Fund,

selling packages at ten cents a piece.

$22.50 was realized from the sale.

The Travelers’ Aid Committee is ex

tending its work throughout the state.

Non-resident committee members have

been appointed in ten more towns,

making a total of sixteen in all. The

Civic League of Bismarck co-operates

by appointing one of its members to help

the Association at their suggestion.

Girls bound for that town are met at the

train and located or assisted in chang

ing trains upon receipt of telegrams

from the Association. The district Fed

eration of \IVomen's Clubs sent out letters

to thirty clubs, urging support of the

work, saying: “If you cannot reach the

girl with your information about the

Y. W. C. A., reach the Y. W. C. A. with

your information about the girl! Will

you do this for the sake of somebody’s

daughter?"
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HEADQUARTERS NEWS

Many interesting changes will be

noted in the lists on the inside cover

of this issue of THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY. The first of these is the

change in name of Miss Elizabeth

Dodge to Mrs. George Huntington.

On July 27, in the little chapel at

Riverdale, Miss Dodge was married

to the Rev. George Huntington, head

of the boys’ department of Robert

College, so long connected with the

Dodge name. Mr. and Mrs. Hunting—

ton sailed for Constantinople on

August 17. \Ne are glad to be able

to leave Mrs. Huntington’s name at

the head of the Conference Depart

ment of the National Board and also

of the Northeastern Field Committee

until her resignation from these im

portant places can be accepted at the

first fall Board meeting, but must

record that her resignation as chair

man of the Commission on House—

hold Employment has already gone

into efi‘ect. Mrs. Huntington writes

that her greatest hope for the Com—

mission is that “it will serve more and

more as a clearing house for all sug

gestions and experiments by the local

Associations.”

Miss Mary McElroy, formerly

general secretary of Harlem and Bom

bay, then executive secretary for the

South Central Field Committee, and

Miss Esther Anderson, formerly an

American Committee secretary and

general secretary of Adelaide, Aus

tralia, will do special pieces of work

for the Finance Department during

the fall, Miss Anderson, who began

this work several months ago, major

ing on foreign finances; and Mrs.

Katharine Willard Eddy, formerly

dean of the Baptist Woman’s Train

ing School of Kansas City, will be a

special worker in the Foreign Depart

ment.

The changes on the field staff are

many, as always at this time of year.

Most of them were explained in “Sec

retarial Changes” in last month’s issue.

Two names, however, appear for the

first time this month: Miss Elvira J.

Slack, student secretary-elect for the

West Central Field Committee, and

already known to Association people,

especially through her text, “Jesus the

Man of Galilee," has been teaching

English in Adelphi Academy and has

been closely in touch with student in

terests as a member of the Student

Department of the Northeastern Field

Committee; and Miss Janie Skinner,

county secretary-elect for the South

Atlantic Field Committee, has had

wide experience in many parts of the

South in various forms of pioneer

Christian work. We regret to an

nounce that Miss Jontz has been

obliged to resign as executive of the

Central Field on account of illness,

and that Miss Sly leaves the same

field as city secretary.

So long as the far west continues

to stir us up there is little danger of

the National Board’s settling into in

flexible lines of convention! Begin

ning with the fairy—tale days of the

founding of Asilomar, on through the

spectacular days of the Association’s

work at the San Francisco Exposi

tion, and now to the firing-line of the

Mexican border difficulties, we, more

particularly our emergency workers,

are becoming used to a life of high

seasoning and sudden challenge. When

it became evident, upon the advice of

other qualified organizations already

involved in border work, such as the

Young Men’s Christian Association

and the American Social Hygiene

Association, that there was a distinct

piece of work to be done among the

girls and women flocking to the border

towns and concentration camps, the

National Board, by emergency action,

sent Miss Elizabeth Boies and Miss

Katharine Scott “to the front.” Re

ports come back of co-operative work

with the Texas Associations and of

the urgent demand for some of our

best workers to be sent down immedi

ately. Miss Ernestine Friedmann has

been loaned by the Northeastern Field
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Committee to go to San Antonio for

a few months, and other similar

“loans” are being negotiated. A

special fund has been raised to meet

the headquarters end of the necessary

expenses, and the local Associations

involved are facing the necessity of

increased budgets and modification of

all routine plans!

Meanwhile the eastern part of the

country as well has furnished the

headquarters offices with develop

ments of interest. The 36th Street

Cafeteria is watched with constant in—

terest, and in steadily increasing

attendance and service has proved it

self invaluable during the hot weeks

of the summer. The highest attend—

ance thus far is 2,200.

As is doubtless generally known by

this time, an entire conference had,

for the first time in National Board

history, to be completely abandoned.

The Southern City Conference, ready

to outdo itself in attendance in this its

second year, was literally blotted out

of existence by the great floods in the

neighborhood of Asheville, North

Carolina. There was time to get word

to most of the delegates to forestall

their leaving home, but great expense

and, above all, disappointment was

caused. Miss Clute, who had gone

down from headquarters in advance

as registrar for the conference, got no

further than Asheville and was able

to enlist in the splendid relief work

done by the Association and social

agencies of that city. A field con

ference is to be held at Richmond

from September 29 to October 4 to

compensate in so far as possible for

the loss to the southern Associations,

in inspiration and technique, of the

abandoned conference, but nothing

will ever fully compensate for the

Blue Ridge Conference that might

have-been. The field conference will

be open to all cities in the South

Atlantic Field. It is announced that the

expense for a delegate will not exceed

$12. Further information may be

secured from the field office in Rich

mond. Miss Davis, Miss Taylor and

others from headquarters will attend.
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WHEN “600 LEXINGTON" ISN’T THE

RIGHT ADDRESS

Two hot, weary, travel-worn girls

dragged their heavy suitcases up the

steps of the “600 Lexington” entrance

to our National Headquarters build

ing and sank into the first chairs they

saw. “We want a room to stay over

night. Our Association in D sent

us here.” They looked utterly dis—

couraged when they were told there

were no rooms in this building—that

it was not a boarding home, but an

office building and a training school,

and that they should go to the New

York City Central Branch at 7 East

15th Street. “But we’ve just come all

the way up here from the boat. Our

secretary said this was the New York

Association l” and wearily they picked

up their suitcases and paid extra car

fares to go back to the Association

which they could so easily have

reached from the boat landing.

This instance is reported day after

day, especially in the summer months,

just because local Associations have

not looked in the Year Book or in the

small directory of city Associations

to find out where the boarding homes

are in New York City.

 

AS WE GO TO PRESS

For the second time Houghton,

Mifflin & Company have changed the

price of Miss Condé’s book on “The

Business of Being a Friend.” It now

sells at $1.00, and they assure us that

this is the permanent price! We regret

the confusion that this has caused in

conference and other orders.

Another piece of news that comes

just as we are closing the forms for

this issue is that a second blow has

fallen upon the Conference Depart

ment and many high-school girls in the

Northeastern Field in that the High

School Girls’ Conference, to be held at

Altamont, N. Y., from August 26 to

September 5, has had to be postponed

because of the epidemic of infantile

paralysis in this part of the country.
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PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

Little publishing is done in the

last weeks of summer: there is op—

portunity to attend to conference

shipments and orders and to pre

pare for the rush of fall business.

Under war conditions printing

becomes increasingly difficult and

expensive. The Association Calen

dar for 1917, for example, was

ordered in plenty of time for sale

at the August conferences, but the

printer simply could not secure

paper in time to put through the

order even in ample time. It is now

promised us for September 1. The

extraordinary cost of ink and stock

has made it necessary to raise the

price of the Calendar to 40 cents

postpaid. Will you not help to

make this understood among the

friends who have been accustomed

to ordering it year after year at

30 cents? It is of the usual size,

with a tan cover designed in blue

and .rose, and with a special en

velope. The quotations are grouped

around a theme for each month.

The same printing difficulties ob

structed the publishing of the Year

Book for 1915-16, which came from

the press about August 4. Associa

tions are ordering their desk copies

well. All save delegates to the

Estes Park and Geneva Conferences,

where it was on sale, will need to

note its publication especially, and

order it in time for opening the fall

work with this bit of indispensable

equipment on hand. Price 50 cents.

Student Association. Notice:

Another leaflet is now added to

the new student series, Miss But

ler’s on “Christian Living in Terms

of Service,” price 10 cents, prepared

for the Social Service Committee in

all but the smaller Associations. We

append a list of the leaflets which

should be owned by each student

Association:

For Universities and Large Colleges

Advisory Committee. 10 cents (new).

Association Membership and Church Work.

10 cents (new).

Association Meetings. 10 cents (new).

Association News Committee. 5 cents.

Bible Study Committee and the Voluntary

Study Plan. 10 cents (new).

Cabinet, The. 5 cents.

Christian Living in Terms of Service (for

Social Service Committee). 10 cents

new).

Conferences and Conventions Committee.

5 cents.

Finance Committee. 5 cents.

How to Promote Eight Week Clubs. 5

cents (new).

How to Realize Our National Association

Membership. 10 cents (new).

\Vorld Fellowship (for the Missionary

Committee). 10 cents (new).

Total, 95 cents.

For Colleges, Seminaries and Academies

Advisory Committee. 10 cents (new).

Association Membership and Church Work.

10 cents (new).

Association Meetings. 10 cents (new).

Association News Committee. 5 Cents.

Bible Study Committee and the Voluntary

Study Plan. 10 cents (new).

Cabinet, The. 5 cents.

Conferences and Conventions Committee.

5 cents.

Committee Work in Small Associations. 5

cents.

Finance Committee in a School or College

Association. 10 cents (new).

How to Promote Eight Week Clubs. 5

cents (new).

How to Realize Our National Association

Membership. 10 cents (new).

Social Service Committee. 5 cents.

\Vorld Fellowship (for the Missionary

Committee). 10 cents (new).

Year’s Outline for Religious Meetings. 10

cents.

Total, $1.10.

\Vatch forthcoming issues of THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY for notice of

additional leaflets. At present there

is nothing in print on the Membership

Committee or the Social Committee.

These and others are contemplated for

the near future.

Since the return of Miss Ruth Pax

son to this country, the fact that we

have an edition of the well-known

“Morning Prayer" by this friend of

so very many college students is worth

special emphasis. This illuminated

card may be ordered for 15 cents.

Publication Department,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York
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THE “CAMPUS LIFE SERIES”

A series of articles on the outstand

ing features and relationships of a

girl’s life on a college campus will

begin in the October issue of THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY. The more

closely one studies our organization

in other countries, where for the most

part there is little connection between

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation and the 'Christian “student

movement” of the given country, the

more one rejoices in the close union

and inter-action of the student, city

and county Associations of the United

States. SO not only will our college

readers look forward to this series, but

all who are “members Of the one

body.” The articles will be written by

Miss Leslie Blanchard and Miss

Oolooah Burner, national secretaries

for state universities and colleges re

spectively. Between them these two

have visited almost every college or

university in the United States in

which there are women students, and

their knowledge of a college girl’s

every-day life is very sympathetic and

' very real. The series will run through

the student year, and we can promise

that it will both delight and “bother”

(as a girl said Of one of Miss Burner’s

talks) those who read it.

HELEN GOULD SHEPARD BIBLES

Mrs. Finley Shepard has gener—

ously extended her offer—the gift of

a Bible to be given to any member of

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation in the United States (the

offer is not open to others) who will

recite without error certain passages

of the Bible indicated in Mrs. Shep

ard’s Scripture Passage Memorizing

Leaflet*—which has been open to As—

sociation members for ten years al—

ready, for the comin year, that is,

until September 1, 191 . When mem—

 

*The Scripture Passage Leaflet may

be obtained from the publication depart—

ment of the National Board at twenty

five cents per hundred, or five cents for

twenty copies.
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orized these passages are to be re

cited in one or not more than two

sittings, the number to be reported,

to some authorized person, preferably

a secretary of the Young Women’s

Christian Association. This person will

then make known to the Publication

Department of the National Board

of Young Women’s Christian Asso—

ciations the full name and address of

each one successful in this effort.

With this report there should be sent

also a statement as to which version

of the Bible is desired, that is, Au

thorized or Revised. In addition to

personally autographing these Bibles,

Mrs. Shepard has made provision for

printing the name of the member re

ceiving the Bible, either on the in

side, or on the cover of the Bible, as

desired.

BOOKS MADE FOR GIRLS

Two visitors came into the headquarters

building this month seeking certain of our

text-books. “Miss Margaret Slattery has

told us,” said they, “that you publish the

best collection of books for girls to be

found anywhere."

While Association people are for the most

part familiar with, and cordially expectant

of, the texts our Publication Department

is Constantly putting out, it is always good

to think that these texts serve girls every

where as well. Have you ever made a point

of telling the Sunday school teachers of

your own community, for instance. of the

National Board publications? The new

price list just sent to all Associations lists

and describes all of these texts. If you

have not your own copy of the price list

for reference send to the Publication

Department at headquarters anl you will

receive one promptly.

BOOKS RECEIVED

Christian Certainties of Belief,

myth. New Church Press.

The Soul-Winner and Soul-Winning, by Reverend

Joseph ' Kemp. Doran. 60 cents.

Personal Elements in Religious Life, by W. D.

\Veatherford. Publishing House of M. E.

Church South. $1.00.

Christian Lite—A Normal Experience, bv W. D.

W'eathcrford. Publishing House of M. E.

Church South. 60 cents.

South American Neighbors, by Homer C. Stuntz.

Missionary Education Movement. Cloth, 60

cents; paper, 40 cents.

The South of To-dny, by John M. Moore. Mis

sionary Education Movement. Cloth, 60

cents; paper, 40 cents.

by Julian R.
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OUR CONTRIBUTORS

The striking sentences under the heading,

“The Voice of the Churches of Christ,”

are taken from a letter which has just been

sent by the Federal Council of the Churches

of Christ to all of its members.

The “Prayer for Taking up the Year’s

Work" comes to us from a good friend of

the Association, who prefers not to have

her contribution signed.

“A Story of God and His World” was

written by Miss Greene, who has just

sated for Japan as one of our foreign

staff, for the purpose of explaining “funda

mentals” to a group of members of a Girls’

Work Department. It can be used by others

for this same purpose. The picture used

at the head of the article was taken on

the Blue Ridge Conference grounds.

The allegory, “True Association Econ

omy," was presented to the technical

council at the Central City Conference just

held. Would it not make good reading at

the board meetings of many city Associa

tions this fall?

Miss Bowen's article on “The Normal

School Girl" is based upon her experience

in the position of General Secretary of the

State Normal School of Ypsilanti, Michi

gan, which she has held until this spring.

“Whatsoever Things Are Lovely" comes

to us from Mrs. Samuel Neff, who, until

her recent marriage, was Extension Secre

tary at Columbus, Ohio.

Miss Alice Henry is well known as a

former editor of “Life and Labor,” the

journal of The Women's Trade Union

League, and as the author of “The Trade

Union Woman," and other work on

kindred lines.

“The American College Girl" is written

by an Oriental student at one of the large

women’s colleges of the East, who prefers

not to have her name known.

Miss Louise Brown is a member of the

faculty at Dana Hall, at \Vellesley, Mass.

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Year Book up

to date by noting therein all secretarial

changes.

FELD

Elvira J. Slack to be student secre

tary of the West Central Field Com

mittee.

Janie Skinner to be town and country

secretary of the South Atlantic Field

Committee.

COUNTY

Ruth Perkins, formerly religious work

and junior secretary at Bridgeport,

Conn., to be county secretary at Lake

wood, N. J.

Mary J. Lovett, formerly physical

director at Scranton, Pa., to be general

secretary at Green County, Tannersville,

N Y

Clarinda C. Richards, formerly county

secretary at Green County, Tannersville,

N. Y., to hold the same position at Van

Wert County, Ohio.

STUDENT

Helen Hutchcraft, formerly student

secretary at Industrial Institute and Col

lege, Columbus, Miss., to hold the same

position at Oberlin College, Oberlin, 0.

QTY

Mrs. I. M. Clark to be general secre

tary at Elkhart, Ind.

Florence Hale, formerly general sec

retary at Rockford, Ill. (1915), to hold

the same position at York, Pa.

Edith Goodenough, of the National

Training School, 1916, to be general

secretary at Hastings, Neb.

Amy Krueger, formerly assistant and

religious work secretary at St. Paul,

Minn., to be general secretary at Aber

deen, S. D.
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Frances McNair, formerly general sec

retary at Lincoln, Neb., to hold the same

position at Lowell, Mass.

Hazel C. Hayman, formerly extension

secretary at the Eastern District Branch,

Brooklyn, N. Y., to be general secretary

at Phillipsburg, N. I.

Bernice Taylor, formerly assistant sec—

retary, to be general secretary at New

burgh, N. Y.

Myrtle Smith, of the National Train

ing School, 1916, to be general secre

tary at Bellingham, Wash.

M. Belle Jeffrey, former] general sec

retary at Los Angeles, Ca ., to hold the

same position at Tacoma, Wash.

Maude Harrison, formerly general sec

retary at Burlington, Iowa, to be assist

ant secretary and executive of Central

Building at Cleveland, 0.

Rennie Smith to be general secretary

at Hamilton, 0

Etta Pickering, formerly general sec

retary at San Antonio, Tex., to hold the

same position at Omaha, Neb.

Mrs. Zickafoose to be general secre

tary at Fargo, N. D.

Ellen Cobb, of the National Training

School, 1916, to be general secretary at

Little Rock, Ark.

Mildred Pinkerton, formerly general

secretary at Peoria, 111., to be extension

secretary at Aurora, Ill.

Grace Cone to be extension secretary

at Battle Creek, Mich.

Hulda Daniels to be extension and

girls' work secretary at Flint, Mich.

Edith M. Powers, formerly general

secretary of Page County, 1a., to be

girlé’ work secretary at Washington,

D. .

Helen V. Rue to be ofiice secretary at

Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Mary C. Stevens to be religious

work secretary at Washington, D. C.

Elizabeth Nutting, formerly physical

director at Keokuk, 1a., to be girls’ work

secretary at Erie, Pa.

Martha Trace, formerly general secre

tary at Hershey, Pa., to be extension

secretary at Germantown, Pa.

Ruth McComb to be industrial secre

tary at the Kensington Branch, Phila

delphia, Pa.

Mary S. Harney to be religious work

secretary at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Helen Goudy, formerly membership

and social secretary at Kansas City,

Missouri, to be girls' work secretary at

Cedar Rapids, Ia.

Lela Guitner, formerly general secre

tary in India (1915), to be religious

work secretary in Des Moines, Ia.

Zarouhi Demirjian, of ‘the National

Training School, 1916, to be assistant

girls' work secretary at Duluth, Minn.

Artha May McConoughey, of the Na

tional Training School, 1916, to be mem

lfiirship and social secretary at Duluth,

ll'lfl.

Mrs. Ora Parberry, formerly matron

at Fargo, N. D., to be employment sec

retary at Minneapolis, Minn.

Mabel Hall, formerly girls' work sec

retary at the Eastern District Branch.

Brooklyn, N. Y., to be membership and

social secretary at Omaha, Neb.

Edith Reid, formerly general secretary

at Yonkers, N. Y., to be educational sec

retary at Newark, N. J.

Jeanette Campbell to be club director

at Binghamton, N. Y

Alice Wright to be girls' work secre

tary at the Eastern District Branch,

Brooklyn, N. Y

Ella Lounsbery, of the National

Training School, 1916, to be girls' work

secretary at the Harlem Branch, New

York City.

Adaline C. Gordon, formerly religious

work secretary at Nashville, Tenn.,

(1915), to be ofiice secretary at New

burgh, N. Y.

Mary I. Burd to be employment sec

retary at Utica, N. Y.

Ina E. Burton, formerly Bible and

extension secretary at South Bend, Ind.,

(1912), to be extension secretary at

Providence, R. I.

Evalyn Winship to be industrial sec

retary at Akron, 0

Mildred L. Winship to be educational

secretary at Akron, O.

Delia Brake. formerly membership sec

retary at Toledo, 0., to be industrial

secretary at the West Side Branch,

Cleveland, 0.

Miss Piper to be Bible teacher at

Toledo, O.

Beulah Hueffner to be girls’ work and

assistant secretary at Youngstown, 0.

Agnes R. Kidder to be girls‘ work sec

retary at Wheeling, W. Va.

Rachel Roberts, formerly assistant

extension secretary at Detroit, Mich, to

be extension secretary at Wheeling, W.

Va.

Geraldine La Fetra to be assistant im

migration secretary at Los Angeles, Cal.

Gail Lane, formerly general secretary

at El Paso, Tex., to be extension secre

tary at Oakland, Cal.
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Mable English to be assistant secre

tary at Riverside, Cal.

Mrs. Alan Benner to be extension sec

retary at San Francisco, Cal.

_Elizabeth Lawson to be extension and

girls' work secretary at St. Joseph, Mo.

Pauline Groves, formerly student sec

retary of the Kansas State Agricultural

College, Manhattan, Kans., to be educa

tional secretary at Louisville, Ky.

Florence Leigh, formerly extension

secretary at Kansas City, Mo., to hold

the same position at Louisville, Ky.

Sara Kirk, formerly religious work

secretary at Baltimore, Md., to hold the

same position at the Rest and Recrea—

tion Rooms, Denver, Col.

Glennie Weston, formerly religious

work director at the Rest and Recrea

tion Rooms, Denver, Col., to be high

school secretary at Kansas City, Mo.

Doris McFadden to be physical direc

tor at Decatur, Ill.

Eleanor Borden to be physical direc

tor at the Falls Branch, Germantown,

Pa.

Melvuda M. Hulsc to be physical di

rector at Johnstown, Pa. ,

Lucille Tillinghast, formerly physical

director at Elyria, O., to hold the same

position at Pittsburg, Pa.

Claudia C. Robb, formerly physical

director at the Falls Branch, German

town, Pa., to hold the same position at

Reading, Pa.

Martha B. Jochem to be cafeteria and

house director at Cedar Rapids, Ia.

Ruth Carmer, formerly domestic sei

enee director at the Harlem Branch,

New York City, to hold the same posi

tion at Minneapolis, Minn.

Ruth Kimball to be physical director

at Worcester, Mass.

Katherine C. Ward to be assistant

physical director at the Eastern District

Branch, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mildred McCarthy to be physical

director at Gloversville, N. Y.

S. Blyth to be cafeteria director at

Billings, Mont.

Mary Jacobs to be physical director

at Portland, Ore.

Millicent Taylor to be assistant home

secretary at Cleveland, 0.

Alice Caskey to be assistant physical

director at Springfield, . (Summer

Course, National Training School, 1916.)

Eula Wilcox, formerly assistant physi

cal director at Toledo, 0., to be physical

director at Springfield, 0.

Margaret Phelps to be physical direc

tor at \Vheeling, W. Va.

Dorothy Williams to be physical direc—

tor at Long Beach, Cal.

Miss Newell to be physical director at

San Bernardino, Cal.

Louise Sheppa to be physical director

a; Ithe Mission Center, San Francisco,

a .

Mary Floyd, formerly assistant physi

cal director at Kansas City, Mo., (1913),

to be physical director at Tampa, Fla.

Martha J. Hyde to be physical direc

tor at Richmond, Va. (Summer Course,

National Training School, 1916.)

Mrs. Aphra M. Lyons to be house sec

retary at Birmingham, Ala.

Beatrice Berthold, formerly physical

director at Richmond, Va., to hoid the

same position at Louisville, Ky.

Mary Head to be physical director at

Laurel, Miss.

Mrs. Pearl K. Hocker to be house

secretary at St. Joseph, Mo.

Carrie Wessler, formerly assistant

cafeteria director at St. Louis, Mo., to

be cafeteria director at St. Joseph, Mo.

Ruth \Vhite, formerly domestic science

and art director at the Monaghan Mills,

Greenville, S. C., (1913), to be domestic

art director at St. Louis, Mo.

Gladine Tuller, formerly physical di—

rector at East Liverpool, 0., to be assist

ant physical director at Nashville, Tenn.

Elsa Pinkham does not go to Galves—

ton, Texas,‘ as physical director.

_Ida B. Casselman, formerly cafeteria

director at Akron, 0., to hold the same

position at San Antonio, Tex.

Annie Campbell to be physical direc

tor at Denver, Col.
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A Message to All Conference Delegates

we did have a glorious time together, didn't we !—and

the gladness that came to each one of us is now to be made

of use. The conferences have as their distinct purpose the

helping of each delegate to come to a fuller knowledge of Jesus

Christ, and as we look back to our conference days this sum—

mer we can be very glad that we fnade such high standards

for ourselves. But standards can be made and not kept.

Let’s look back over the past few weeks and see if we have kept our lives up

to the promises that we made ourselves at our particular conference.

  

Is our daily life with our friends and home folks richer and truer because

we went away? Are we waiting for big issues and big resolves and big

undertakings, while the little everyday things that are after all forming our

characters are unthought of? The conference will not have been a success

unless each one of us is really better and stronger during the winter than she

was before, and unless we are willing to lose our lives that we may find them.

Nor do we want these things for ourselves alone! There is no value in self

righteousness in these days unless it is tied up to the righteousness which

considers other folks. Do we have a mind towards other people? Are all

of our accustomed or newly realized relationships somehow put on a differ

ent plane, because for ten days we really tried very hard to live out the

Kingdom of God?

On the first day of the month we all begin together, if we wish, the using

of the little calendar prepared by the Conference Department and sent to each

delegate with a personal letter from the executive of her conference. This

leaflet, called “Because of Our Summer Conference," comes to you in place

of the prayer cards which have generally been given out at the close of each

conference, for we felt that the consciousness that 5,000 of us are thinking

together all through October would be a very wonderful and worth—while

experience. 50 together we may begin our new year, with the same sentence

in all of our hearts, “He goeth before you into Galilee."

LOUISE W. BROOKS, for the Conference Department.
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The Imperial Religion"=

Lynn Harold Hough

  

1mm" — Balto

DR. HOUGH

, I. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF AN

IMPERIAL RELIGION

ALKING on the deck of a boat

on Puget Sound, with the

summer sun playing in the

waters below, you look up suddenly

and there, rising straight into the sky,

is the wonderful white cone of Mount

Rainier. Again and again your eyes

go back to it, in all the solemn splendor

of its snowy beauty. You remember

how the Indians used to worship it,

and you wonder if civilization has a

religion as solidly built, as invincibly

strong, and as full of glowing ideal

beauty as that mighty mountain.

Only an imperial religion can satisfy

human need. A religion which does

not master men cannot maintain their

permanent respect. Let us think of

some of the characteristics which must

belong to an imperial religion, and of

the degree to which they are also

characteristic of Christianity.

1. An Imperial Religion Must Be

Alive.

A nervous young minister once

declared at a funeral service, “The

late respected corpse was a member
 

‘Condensed from addresses given at

the Central Student Conference.

of this congregation.” A cynical per—

son in the rear of the room muttered

that there were a good many “re

spected corpses" in that congregation.

However it may be with congrega

tions, the world contains a good many

“respected corpses” among its relig

ions. The world is indeed a vast

mausoleum of dead faiths. The valley

of the Nile, the valley of the Tigris,

the valley of the Tiber—each has its

mournful tale of dead deities who no

longer command the allegiance of men.

Has Christianity manifested the

characteristics of an abounding vital

ity? Let us answer this question by

asking some others: Who tamed the

barbarians when Rome in its weak

senility was their prey? Who made

modem Europe, giving it its funda

mental ideals and its type of life?

Who furnishes the moral and spiritual

dynamic of the civilized world to—

day? The answer to each of these

questions will form a tribute to Jesus

Christ and the religion which bears his

name.

The most powerful name in the

world to-day is his, and it is his re

ligion which keeps the soul alive in

the modern world.

II. The ImPerial Religion Must Be

Human.

It was said of Bishop Wescott at

one period of his career that he was

more like an august institution than a

person. Does Christianity have more

than ecclesiastical dignity? Does it

have the human touch?

Dr. Jowett of the Fifth Avenue

Presbyterian Church tells a delightful

story in one of his Yale lectures on

preaching of a fine 01d gentleman

whom he visited as he lay on his

death-bed. The old man had been a

true Christian for many years, and in

absolute peace he waited for the end

to come. \Vhile he was waiting he

amused himself by reading Charles

Dickens’ “Pickwick Papers.” Relig
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ion had made that man gloriously

human.

The most human festival in the

world is the gift to menof the Chris

tian religion. Christmas, with its

happy family reunions, its merry

prattle of children, its gifts and its

gladness, is the authentic expression

of the Winsome human quality of the

religion which is the gift of jesus t0

the world.

The most human institution in the

world is also the expression of the

same spirit. The Christian home,

with the father and mother and little

children all bound together by the

tender love of Christ, learning from

Him how to love each other, and

learning from each other how to love

Him, is the creation of the spirit of

Jesus at work in the world. The

Christian religion is the great con

server of all the glad humanities of

life.

111. The Imperial Religion Must Be

Morally Compelling.

Only a religion with a conscience

can master the conscience of humanity.

Many of the ethnic religions have

been morally degrading. Some of

them have made a frank and unblush

ing alliance with vice. Sometimes

one finds in the ethnic faiths moral

ideals without moral dynamic. The

world knows one great religion which

unites moral vision and moral power.

That religion is the Christian faith.

The moral passion of the religion of

Israel comes to flower and fruitage

in the moral passion of the religion

given to the world by the Crucified.

Christianity combines a capacity to

face all the hard and ugly facts of

life with a glowing purity of prin

ciples and ideals, which immediately

speak with compulsion by means of

their own moral loftiness. Christianity

is completely aware of the evil, yet it

never becomes pessimistic. Other

religions of moral candor have been

religions of despairing pessimism.

Then Christianity has shown a ca

pacity for self-criticism, unique among

the world’s religions, and a singular
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testimony to its own ethical insight

and courage. Christianity has set

minds on fire with such enthusiasm

and passion as no other religion has

ever known. It stands unique as the

religion of the illuminated conscience.

IV. The Imflerial Religion Must Be

Intellectually Commanding.

A tiny tot, surrounded by a crowd

of tall, grown-up people as a parade

came down one of the streets of

Boston, kept calling out, “Won’t

somebody please lift me up so I can

see?” That is the great cry of the

mind of man in every age. “Won’t

some one lift me to the vantage

ground of vision l” Only the relig

ion which can open the eyes of the

mind can retain the confidence of

men.

How shall we test the intellectual

adequacy of a faith? There is really

only one satisfactory way. We must

apply the pragmatic test.

Alice in Wonderland saw a strange

creature looking like a lock, with

arms and legs and a head, hurrying

about as if hunting something. Her

question brought forth the reply, “I

am the lock and I am trying to find

the key.”

Every age has been a lock trying

to find the key. Every nation has

been a lock trying to find the key.

Every individual is a lock trying to

find the key. And Christianity is

the key which fits the lock. When

an age has used this key it has

opened the door to a higher life.

When a nation has used this key it

has solved its problems. When an

individual has used this key, peace

and vigor and creative energy have

characterized the life to which he

has been introduced.

The most candid application of

this pragmatic test will prove in the

clearest way the right of Christianity

to a unique place in the life of the

world. A study of true Christianity

functioning commands the mind of

the man who makes the investigation.
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V. The Imperial Religion Must Be

Socially Regenerating.

At once we may claim without

fear two things in this regard for

the Christian religion. First, it offers

the world’s best program of brother—

hood; second, it has done more than

all other forces combined to realize

a righteous and loving brotherhood

among men. By its very nature it is

a religion of social passion, busy

about the task of renewing the

world.

VI. The Imperial Religion Must Be

Spiritually Satisfying.

Only the religion which knows the

way to the homeland of the soul can

keep its hold upon the life of men.

Only as the creator of a noble

mysticism can it satisfy the outreach

of humanity after God. Only the re

ligion which brings fire down from

heaven can keep the fire burning in

human hearts.

Christianity has been permanently

the religion of fellowship with God,

the religion of a kindled and glowing

worship, the religion of the hidden

communion, the religion of the divine

entrance into the heart of man.

These things can only be tested in

one way. The laboratory test is final

and convincing. It is as we open our

lives to this imperial religion that it

proves itself imperial in our own

experience.

II. CREED AND LIFE

“My only creed is to have no

creed,” said a brilliant man who was

characterized by much intellectual

vivacity, and who always had a

clever epigram in which to express

his thought. Many people in our

time feel that creeds are like chains,

and the very word has become dis

tasteful to them. Let us try to get

beneath the surface of this current

unrest and see if we can discover the

true relation between creed and life.

I. A Lifeless Creed.

Undoubtedly there is nothing in

the world more dead than a lifeless

creed. It reminds us of the valley of

dry bones of Ezekiel's vision.

At a certain public school in Ohio

a human skeleton was kept in a

dark closet, and occasionally brought

forth for the use of the physiology

class. A group of very small boys,

who would not study physiology for

many years, determined to see the

skeleton. They persuaded the jani~

tor to take them on a visit of per

sonal inspection. Crowded together

in the dark closet they waited in fas—

cinated fear. The janitor struck a

match, opened the box which con

tained the skeleton standing upright,

and allowed the tiny boys to gaze

at it while one match burned. I was

one of those small boys, and a

strange deliciOus tremor of fear ran

up and down my spine. The thing

was so dead! It was deader than if

it had never been alive.

A lifeless creed is like that. Only

empty sockets show where there

ought to be eyes. All vitality has

fled. There are no vital organs.

There is no flesh. There is no blood.

There is no beating heart. There

are only hard bones of unkindled

thought.

The New England theology be

came very much like this in the days

when coldly articulated logical for

mulas took the place of a living

apprehension of reality. It was as

an attack on this lifeless logic that

Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote the

“One Hoss Shay.” It was perfectly

logical and perfectly absurd. Holmes

meant to say that formal logic apart

from. the realities of actual experience

is always absurd.

One cannot avoid a feeling of deep

sympathy with the attitude which re

pudiates the hard and rigid formulas

which represent the mere play of the

intellect apart from the deep move

ment of life. The theology of the

graveyard can never satisfy living

men.

11. A Creedless Life.

The opposite extreme from a life

less creed is a creedless life. And the
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pendulum easily swings from one side

to the other. A gifted American in

terpreter of Christianity has declared

that the religion we profess is not like

some inland river flowing through the

rocks. It is not bounded by rocky

banks of dogma. It is rather like the

Gulf Stream, a river without any

banks, just a warm and life—giving

influence in the great ocean. It is

always dangerous to argue by a simile

or a. metaphor unless you have com

pletely analyzed your figure. In this

case the figure seems to prove just

what its author wished to deny. For

the Gulf Stream, with all its lack of

banks, is a perfect illustration of

constant obedience to the behests of

physical processes of steady and per

manent uniformity. It is surrounded

by invisible banks of natural law.

In truth a creedless life is quite as

little to be desired as a lifeless creed.

There must be a basis of steadiness

and of moral and intellectual assur—

ance for life. As Gilbert Chesterton

has suggested, a man’s philosophy of

life is important in a very practical

way to his landlady. If his creed

includes honesty, she is safe. If he

has no creed it is more than possible

that he will forget to pay his bills. It

is true that you cannot drink the for—

mula H20. But the effects will be

tragic if you drink HZSO4 for water.

The formulas do represent something

significant after all.

The futility of the dream of a

creedless life may be seen by apply

ing the idea to politics. Here comes

a. man with a great discovery. “I

have found,” he declares, “that plat

forms made by parties separate men,

while patriotism unites them. Every

plank in a platform alienates many

patriotic voters. Therefore I have

come to suggest a new political

method. Let us have a party without

a platform. Then nobody will be

alienated. Everybody can belong to

it. We can have torchlight proces

sions, and powerful speeches, and suc

cessful elections. We can all unite

on the broad spirit of patriotism, re—

pudiating those definite assertions
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which would divide us into hostile

camps.”

Now the curious thing is that while

this would be laughed out of court in

the realm of politics, a good many

people think that it represents the

highest wisdom in the realm of relig

ion. But the religion which does not

have a solid basis of assured convic

tion is as futile a thing as a political

party without a platform.

11]. A Living Creed.

The way out of the dilemma is to

find a living creed. This creed will

have a skeleton, but it will not be a

skeleton. It will be a complete organ

ism, with fiashing eyes and beating

heart and every organ powerful and

active. It will be a creed which has

come out of life and which eventuates

in more life. It will be dripping with

vitality.

Horace Bushnell’s thinking is a con

spicuous example of theology kept

alive by a constant reference to the

actualities of experience. Dr. Dale of

Birmingham, with all his educational

and social and political interests,

rested at last upon a living creed pal

pltating with divine power and human

sympathy. It is the truths men live

by which will make up such a creed.

Some truths are a necessary back

ground for a rich and growing life.

God, freedom and immortality encircle

life with energy and inspiration. A

divine Lord and a living Saviour fill

the ethical and spiritual experience of

life with a creative energy unknown

before. When we come to these

things, not as a result of mere aca

demic reasoning, but as a result of the

outreach of the whole life—mind,

heart, conscience and will uniting—

they gleam with celestial beauty and

are vibrant with human power.

IV. A Creed-Inspired Life.

The way to discover the electric

energy lurking in a creed is to begin

to take it seriously. Even the ten

commandments become exciting when

you try to keep them. A man who is

on some lonely outpost of civilization
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or in some dark and fevered slum

suddenly discovers that it makes a

difference if he has a creed which in

cludes a mighty, living God. A man

fighting with some fascinating sin,

which has coiled itself about his life,

discovers that it makes a difference if

his creed includes a powerful, loving

Saviour. It is only when you watch

a creed functioning that you can test

its significance. And it is only when

you put your creed in command of

your life that you save the creed from

becoming hard and cold and rigid.

It is in the hour of illuminated

activity that the creed reveals its inner

meaning to us. The fundamental

Christian assertions about God and sin

and Jesus _Christ and salvation vindi—

cate themselves in the laboratory of

life. Here creed and life become one

in a holy wedlock of adequate thought

and adequate activity.

III.

There are some disconcerting facts

in human life which the interpreter

of the Christian religion is tempted to

ignore. We will best approach the

theme we are to consider through a

discussion of some of these facts.

First of .all there is the fact that

most of the people who have lived in

the world have never heard of Jesus

Christ. They lived their lives and

worked out their problems without

relation to the historic religion which

we know as Christianity. Then there

is the fact that the people who have

known about Christianity have often

lived and died without any vital rela

tion to its message or its sanctions.

Vast numbers of the people in Chris

tian lands have not been Christians.

Mr. Edgar Lee Masters, in that

audacious and effective collection of

studies in humanity, “The Spoon

River Anthology,” endeavors to make

articulate a typical American grave

yard. He allows two hundred and

fourteen people to tell, from the graves

where they are lying, the thing which

really expresses their lives. It is all

done with wonderful acumen and

graphic power. But the thing which

THE DYNAMIC OF RELIGION

strikes the reader of this book is how

few of the people lying in this typical

American graveyard ever had any

vital relation to the Christian religion.

They heard the church bells; most of

them heard sermons, and quite the

majority of them lived and died with

out any dynamic contact with Jesus

Christ. If we make this study for

ourselves we must admit that, after

allowance has been made for ex

aggeration, the facts come all too near

being as Mr. Masters describes them.

This, then, is our problem. We

want to believe in Christianity as the

final and adequate religion, and yet

we are confronted by the fact that

most of the people who have lived in

the world have never heard of it,

and by the other fact that most of

those who have heard of it have not

taken it seriously. How can we main—

tain our faith and confidence in the

light of these facts?

There is only one way, it seems

to me, and that is by intimate under

standing of the work of God’s Spirit

in the world. I am not dealing

primarily with the metaphysical as—

pects of the problem of the Holy

Spirit at this time, and I will content

myself, in passing, with the personal

testimony that I find it quite possible

to believe in manifoldness in the

divine life which makes it fitting to

speak of a social life in God, and to

think of the Father, the Son and the

Holy Spirit as three actual persons

bound together in the unity of one

divine life.

The inunediately important matter

for our discussion, however, is that

the Holy Spirit has immediate access

to the inner life of every man and

woman in the whole world. The im

manent God is the perpetual com

panion of the inner life of humanity.

We will speak of the work of the

Holy Spirit under three heads: his

ordinary work; his extraordinary

work, and his great typical work.

I. The Ordinary Work of the Holy

Spirit.

The Holy Spirit is not God as we

know Him least. He is God as we
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know Him best. Every human being

is familiar with that inner voice,

which is God speaking in his own

soul. Now the significant thing about

this voice is that it always assumes

the man’s own point of view. It is a

great inner urgency pushing him

toward what he believes is good, and

away from what he believes is evil.

Every time any man anywhere thinks

a good thought the Holy Spirit rein

forces it. Every time any man any

where has a good motive the Holy

Spirit strengthens it. He is the world—

wide ally of humanity in the battles

of the inner life.

A brilliant agnostic once complained

to me of the great preachers who had

failed to find a point of contact with

him. That may be true of preachers,

but it is never true of the Holy Spirit.

He works through the very terms of

your own thoughts, your own feel

ings, your own prejudices even. He

seems the intimate voice of your own

inmost life. This is the reason why,

although you can stay away from

preaching, you cannot stay away from

the Holy Ghost. All over the world,

in the terms of all religions and all

lack of religion, He is perpetually

working in the terms of all men, push

ing them toward the thing they believe

to be good and away from the thing

they believe to be evil.

II. The Extraordinary Work of the

Holy Spirit.

Sooner or later the Immanent God

does a wonderful thing. He forces

every man or woman to the place

where they must decide for or against

the best they know. He does not force

them to decide in some particular way,

but He does force them to decide. In

this hour of destiny He does not ask,

“What do you believe ?" That is prac

tical, but it does not go deep enough.

The question of strategy in a man’s

soul is, “What do you mean about

life P” This question God’s Spirit

forces home until a man must decide

from the center of his being.

It is at this point that we can under

stand the probation of a person living
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under one of the ethnic religious, who

has never heard of Christ, or of any

person to whom the claims of Christ

have been made compelling. Sooner

or later all these people must decide

for or against the best they know.

They must decide what they mean

about life, and the hour of that

decision is the hour of destiny.

III. The Great Characteristic I’Vork

of the Holy Spirit.

Everything we have spoken of so

far belongs to the world-wide work

of that God who lighteth every man

coming into the world. But the great

characteristic work of the Holy Spirit

is in connection with the facts and

truths of the Christian religion.

The moral passion of the Hebrew

prophets, the ethical flame which burns

in the teachings of Jesus, and the high

moral enthusiasm of the great Chris—

tian leaders, entering the mind of a

man, become the very finest material

for the work of the Holy Spirit. His

own sense of moral things is sharp

ened and quickened by the work of

the Immanent God, until the experi

ence of moral hunger is the deepest

experience of his life. Over against

this, there is a growing sense Of per

sonal incapacity. Like Hegel he comes

to the place where he cries out, “I

see the ideal all the time, but I simply

cannot realize it.” In this dilemma

of a growing moral ideal and a grow

ing sense of personal incapacity he is

ready for the message of a divine

Lord and Saviour. And when he

hears this message God’s Spirit fills

it with power to capture his mind

and heart. \that he cannot do for

himself God in Christ does for him.

And the leaping act of trust in which

he accepts the Saviour is an act in

which the God working within assists

him to make the Great Adventure of

faith. After this beginning, thought

and activity, work and service, prayer

and labor about the tasks of social

regeneration, are all deepened and en

riched and inspired by the Holy Spirit

working within. He is the perpetual

comrade of the growing Christian.
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The central act of God working

within is to guide a man from morality

to religion. The essence of m0rality

is in trying to do the thing yourself.

The essence of religion is trusting in

God for help, and then doing your

work with his reinforcement.

Ages ago the god of music made

the first pipe organ in the world in a

natural amphitheatre in one of the

hills of Greece. He endowed it with

a mind and a will and then he went on

a far journey. Day after day the

organ tried to play itself. But it only

made jarring and jangling discords.

Then the god who made the organ

came back. He touched the keys with

his mighty, sympathetic hands. Then

such exquisite music as the world had

never heard echoed and re-echoed

through the hills of Greece.

\Ve have learned life’s deepest

lesson when we come to know that

only the God who made the organ

can play it, and when we submit the

keys of the instrument to his hands.

IV. THE STRATEGY OF THE CROSS

l/Vhen I first read Paul’s words, “I

determined not to know anything

among you, save Jesus Christ and him

crucified,” I was curiously repulsed

by them. I wanted Christianity to

be large. These words seemed to

make it small. I wanted Christianity

to be cosmopolitan. These words

seemed to make it provincial. I

wanted the Christian leader to be a

man with interests as diversified and

many sided as life. Paul’s words

seemed to mark him out as a man who

had narrowed life to 'one sharp and

commanding enthusiasm. At last it

dawned on me that I had misunder

stood Paul and his words about the

Cross. That word was in truth a

proof that he possessed a cosmopolitan

spirit and not a proof that he lacked it.

I used to admire the housekeeper

who appears in certain English novels

of manners. She has a great bunch

of keys, and as she walks about you

think how many doors these keys will

open. The man who has charge of a

great dormitory in one of our educa

tional institutions may be seen some—

times using one little key. It seems

very small, but it is a master key.

It fits every lock in the big dormitory.

The man who has a master key does

not need a great bunch of keys. Paul

believed that the message of the Cross

had a quality which we may liken to

that of a master key, which will un—

lock every door. It was only one key,

but its significance lay in the number

of doors it would open.

Let us look if we can with fresh

eyes upon the Cross and see how it

speaks with compulsion to all sorts of

men, with all sorts of opinions.

Here is a man who believes that

Jesus was just a good man—the rarest

man in all the world, but not one ris

ing above humanity. Does the Cross

have a message for him?

The reply is that the Cross has

more than one message for him. If

Jesus was just a man, his death upon

the Cross is a wonderful revelation

of heroism. He was a man who had

courage enough to die in the name

of an invisible ideal. Then if Jesus

was just a man, the Cross is a wonder

ful revelation of faith. Here was a

man who believed it was worth while

to venture life itself in the name of

the moral responsiveness of men. He

believed in humanity. He believed in

its moral capacity. He had faith

enough in men to die for them. If

Jesus was just a man, his death was

also a great revelation of love. He

not only had courage enough to die

and faith enough to believe it was

worth while to die; He had love

enough to be willing to die for men.

Such love captures men. Such faith

rouses them. Such courage is like a

bugle calling them. And such faith

and courage and love are sure to exert

a potent influence in changing the

lives of men.

Now suppose that Jesus was more

than a man. Suppose that He was

truly the Son of God, would this make

any difference in the message of the

Cross? Would the message be en
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larged? Would it be enriched? Would

it be deepened?

The answer is that it would trans

form the whole message. For in the

first place if Jesus Christ was truly

the Son of God the Cross is a revela

tion of God’s faith in humanity. It

is a fine thing to have a good man

believe in humanity. But it is a mat

ter of transcendentimportance if God

believes in humanity. If God believed

humanity to be worth the great sac

rifice upon the Cross, 21 final blow is

struck at the doubts of the cynic and

the fears of the pessimist. If God

believes in men we must believe in

them too. A boy on the streets of a

big city once declared, “A friend is a

fellow who knows all about you and

likes you anyhow.” If the God who

knows us perfectly, and has no illu

sions as to our tragic weakness and

sins, in spite of all that has faith in

us, we simply must have faith in our

selves.

Then if Jesus was truly the Son of

God the Cross is a great revelation

of the divine love. The Arab physi—

cian in Browning’s poem cries out:

“The very God! Think, Abib; does thou

think?

So, the All-Great, were the All-Loving

too— —

So, through the thunder comes a human

voice

Saying, ‘0 heart I made, a heart beats

here!

Face, my hands fashioned, see it in

myself!

Thou has no form nor mayst conceive

of mine,

But love I gave thee. with myself to

love,

And thou must love me who have died

for thee.’ "

It is a wonderful thing to be loved

by good friends. But to be sure of

the love of God is the greatest thing

in all the world. \Vhen life perplexes

us, when moral and spiritual con

fusions assail us, it means everything

to us if we can rely on God. Calvary

is the seal and the assurance of the

divine love.

I stood one day in a house out of

which a little lad had passed after

months of tortured suffering. The
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father and the mother were staggered

by the blow. The one adequate word

in such an hour was the mighty word

of Paul, “He that spared not his own

son, but delivered him up for us all,

how shall he not also with him freely

give us all things”——even suffering.

Men and women can trust broken

hearts to a God whose heart has been

torn by loving anguish.

Then if Jesus was truly the Son of

God, Calvary is the great moral and

spiritual adventure of the world. It

tells of a God who was willing to

take risks. It tells of a God who

ventured something. It tells of a God

who could not keep out of the turmoil

and tragedy of life, but broke into it

with a great deed of suffering rescue.

Suppose now that we approach the

Cross through our moral struggle and

our moral consciousness. Can we

allow a perfectly good God to risk

soiling contact with sinful men. \Ve

could not forgive God for forgiving

if that forgiveness left a spot upon

his own life. Now we come to see

that Calvary is a revelation of the

conscience of God. The very costli

ness of it is a revelation and vindica—

tion of his moral concern. As Dr.

Dale might have said, it shows his

complete loyalty to his own moral

ideal.

If we are quite candidly aware of

the deepest moral sanctions when we

approach the Cross we will find that

it strikes a sharper and more penetrat

ing ethical note. Such phrases in the

New Testament as “a sinbearer” ex

press the far—reaching interpretation.

We become aware that in some pro—

found spiritual sense the son of God

came under the very burden of our

sins. He did for us what we could

never have done for ourselves. It was

not a matter of commercial exchanges.

It was a matter of spiritual appropria

tion. A noble woman in a contem

porary story says to her husband who

had committed a crime, “Since we

have done this thing, we must bear

the penalty.” “But you did not do it,”

he cries in anguish. “Do you not

know,” she says, “that you and I
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are so near together that your deed

is mine ?” The very words had the

power of regeneration in them. In an

infinite spiritual sense the Son of God

has done this thing for all of us.

This deepest conception of the

Cross is wonderfully vindicated by

the pragmatic test. It functions. It

transforms lives. When the church

is glowing with spiritual power it

comes to a place of dominance. When

it is ignored the church becomes weak

and loses vital energy. It is the seed

which is most productive when planted

in human lives.

The man who holds the full evan—

gelical position about the Cross can do

justice to the truth in every other in

terpretation. He believes everything

believed by a Unitarian. But he

believes more. His view is synthetic

and includes the truth in all other

views. It has as its defining work

its own emphasis on the deity of

Christ and his deed of suffering rescue

as answering in a noble spiritual sense

to the meaning of the word expiation.

But whatever our thought, whatever

our attitude toward life, the Cross has

a vital word to say to us. The im

portant matter is to come into its

presence. Dr. John \Vatson closes

one of his Yale lectures in preaching

with these words regarding the

preacher, “He will need no tricks of

acting, for through his broken accents

will be heard the voice of God, and he

himself will slip out of sight and be

forgotten, like the unknown monk,

who in a European Cathedral, drops

the curtain from a sacred picture and

leaves his charge face to face with the

Crucified." A vital contact with Cal—

vary is the central matter in the ex

perience of the Christian religion.
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I. “Joining”

Leslie Blanchard

HAT is your favorite verb?

There are seasons and styles

in words, as in wardrobes.

September and May have different

choices. But for a well-worn, useful,

first-semester verb, let me recommend

“join.” During the first month on the

campus it works overtime. Have you

ever listened to yourself use it? It

may mean college organizations, or

political parties, or dancing clubs, or

cliques. It fits all occasions, present,

past and future. “I joined last year.”

“I’ll join to—morrow.” "\Vhat are

you going to join?” “Can I join now

and pay later?” “Why should I join

at all ?” It always means choice; it

always means people. And, as a rule,

it means adventure, when we give it

a chance!

This is not aimed at membership in

the Christian Association, but in all

the organizations (and their name

truly is legion) which we so easily

slip into during those first glad, mad

days of registration and “getting

settled.”

The waiting world outside is so

eagerly expectant of our coming, in

spite of taunts of “inexperience” and

“youth.” The people at home, the

friends who believe in us as we are

going to be, the unknown friends who

wait for us around the corners of the

years, the great throng of men and

women who have left college far

behind, or never knew that joyous

kindling experience—they have a right

to be expectant. Have they not set

us free for four years that we may

come into the “work of the world"

the richer for our freedom?

It is not “my family” alone who

sent me to college, but a million

people whom I have never seen. They

it is who wait for us, expectant of

much learning, perhaps, but even more

surely of swift sympathies, fearless

loyalties, teachable spirits, serviceable

gratitude.

The organizations in college ought

to be more than a means of “activity,”

a paste imitation of life as grown—ups

know it, or the reflections of by—gone

college tradition. They ought to pre

pare us for the broad life of human

sympathy and service we dream of.

we are Bachelors of the Art of living

only as we have earned the degree in

a schooling as real as ever the slow

pain of Anglo-Saxon grammar or

“Econ. II” has been! The organiza

tions we all know so well can prepare

us in that way if we will give them

a chance.

Do we?

Why did you join the Drama

League, or the staff of the daily, or

the l/Voman’s League? Because “every

body does”? There is a kind of

protective coloring among college

students. It is safer to look alike and

do alike lest environment, in the guise

of social ostracism, or “peculiarity,”

or lack of college spirit, single you

out for attack. As some one philoso

phically said, surrendering dues for

the fifth time in a single morning, “If

you join they let you alone.” Did

you just drift in with the crowd, or

in the wake of some person who has

convictions for herself, and for you?

Did your friends carry you in? Is it

loyalty to your “house”? If you

honestly faced yourself and the organ

izations you have joined, could you

tell why and be proud to defend

yourself?

381
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What will you do now you are

“in”? Have you just joined, or do

you really belong? To belong is to

be possessed by the purpose of an

organization, to understand it, to give

yourself to it, to sacrifice for it, to

work shoulder to shoulder with others

in its support, to find in it a steadying

loyalty for every day. To belong to

an organization is to have it change

you, stamp its mint mark on you, and

through you change the world in

which you live.

There are things on every campus

in this country that we would change

if we could. A few college girls or

women have seen the opportunity

lying to their hands, and to them we

owe the organizations that literally

mould college life—the student gov

ernment movement, the Christian

'Association, the Consumers’ Leagues,

the Social Forums and Community

Service Clubs. There are many things

in the world beyond college that we

will be called on to change, if we can.

And to the women who have in reality

belonged to these same organizations

in college will come the .joy of making

that change. They will be ready, at

least in part, because they have known

that college training is “something

more than the ability to walk into a

tea party with assurance, and to use

with invariable correctness the proper

fork at one’s place."

Now that you have joined, why not

make it count, for you, for your

college and for the people who sent

you?

M

The Association and Internationalism‘

Willard L. Sperry

IFTY years ago Robert Brown—

ing wrote a poem which began

and ended with the words, “How

very hard it is to be a Christian.” The

situation seems to be even worse

to-day. For as Rudyard Kipling said

in August, 1914:

“Our world has passed away

In wantoness o'erthrown.

There's nothing left to-day

But steel and fire and stone.

Once more we hear the word

That sickened earth of old;

‘No law except the sword

Unsheathed and uncontrolled.’

Comfort, content, delight—

The ages' slow bought gain,

They shrivelled in a night,

Only ourselves remain."

\Vhen we look around upon such a

world we feel like saying, not, “How

very hard it is to be a Christian,” but,

“How utterly impossible it is to be a

Christian.”

 

_ *Given at the Eastern City Conference

in July, 1916.

That is, how utterly impossible it

is to go on living complacently in the

kind of world to which we all belong,

partners to all its un—Christian poli

tics, its greedy business and its cruel

wars, and yet to keep clear and un

compromised the ideals and principles

of Jesus of Nazareth. “The whole

life of our upper classes,” says Tolstoi,

“is one solid contradiction, which is

the more agonizing the more sensi—

tive a man’s conscience is.” So the

whole life that most of us have to

live as members of a frankly un

Christian civilization, tacitly con—

senting to the misery of its slums, the

wage slavery of its industries and

the wickedness of its wars, is one

solid contradiction, which is the more

agonizing the more sensitive our

Christian social conscience is.

Out of the host of hard and prac

tical problems which the war has

brought home to each one of us one

problem rises clear and sharp above

all others. What is the meaning and

what is the validity of that virtue
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which men call patriotism and how

are we to square our patriotism with

our religion?

The time was when patriotism was

taken for granted, but that time 15

certainly passing away. You re—

member how Commodore Decatur

over his cups toasted the patriotism

of yesterday, “Our Country! In her

relation with foreign countries may

she always be right, but our Country,

right or wrong!” The time is fast

going when thoughtful men will re—

spond to that toast. In one of our

radical papers there appeared, a little

while ago, a suggestive cartoon of

the Czar and one of his generals

walking up and down under the para

pet of a fort in Petrograd, over which

big black guns frowned southward.

The officer asks, “\Vhy these guns,

your Majesty? Surely the Germans

will not get this far.” And the Czar

replies, “No, but we shall need them

when our own armies return.”

Modern states are finding themselves

thrown more and more upon the

defensive against the criticism and

independence of their own members.

In times gone by the man who

questioned the claims of the state to

his implicit loyalty and obedience out

lawed himself from all society.

Seventy-five years ago Henry Thoreau

wrote a famous essay on “The Duty'of

Civil Disobedience.” He refused to

belong to a nation that sanctioned

human slavery. He went deliberately

up to the town hall in Concord and

resigned from the United States, and

then retired to his hermitage on

\Valden Pond. William Lloyd Garri

son, in the exercise of the same pro

test, refused to vote or to hold office

or to pay taxes in the United States.

These men were lonely voices crying

in the wildemess. They were literally

“men without a country.”

But in the last seventy-five years a

great change has come over our

world. The world in which the plain

man lives to-day is a kind of checker

board. From the particular square on

which the individual moves and has

his being two lines of interest radiate.
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There is the vertical line that con—

stitutes him a member of a nation, and

then there is the lateral line that con

stitutes him a member of a trade or a

profession or a class or a church.

Every one of us is a member of some

nation, but every one of us belongs

also to some international brotherhood

of labor or scholarship or religion.

The real spiritual tragedy of the

present war lies in the fact that it has

brought these diverse lines of interest

in the soul of the plain man into frank

collision. The workingman’s loyalty

to his state came into conflict with his

loyalty to “The International” bond of

Socialism. The scholar’s duty to truth

came into collision with his duty to his

nation. The Christian’s loyalty to his

race crossed his loyalty to the church.

For the moment patriotism seems to

have superseded all other loyalties.

The lateral sympathies have been in—

terrupted in favor of the vertical sym—

pathies. But these lateral ties cannot

be permanently severed or suppressed.

The boundaries of the .modem man’s

interests and activities cannot be re—

stricted by the geographical limits of

his nation.

Of all the international societies to

which the modern man may belong the

Christian church is the oldest and

ought to be the strongest. It is only

because our Christianity has been

nominal rather than real that we suffer

and seek to justify the incredible fact

that to-day twenty million supposed

Christians are at one another’s throats.

No wonder that Ambassador Morgen—

thau says that as a Jew he found it

very difficult to explain to the Moham

medans in Turkey why all the Chris

tians are killing one another!

Mr. Mott tells of meeting, on his

last visit to England, a Scotch soldier

home from the front. They fell to

talking of the war and the hard things

' it asks of men. And finally the soldier

said that the hardest thing he ever had

to do in his life was to turn a machine

gun on a company of Germans who

were coming into action singing

Luther's hymn, “A mighty fortress is

our)God.” All the internationalism of
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his Protestant Christianity rose up and

rebelled against the nationalism of his

British duty.

There is simply no evading the fact

that any Christianity worthy of the

name always has been and still is

essentially international in its nature.

Jesus of Nazareth became at once, in

the experience of his disciples, an in

ternational character. Somehow from

the first he was too great to be

bounded by any state. In his presence

the arbitrary and artificial distinctions

by which men divided themselves

from one another seemed meaningless

and unnecessary. When men came

together in his name and worship and

service the world’s differences and

rivalries seemed futile and were for—

gotten in the experience of a new

unity of the spirit. The Archbishop

of Canterbury still stands for Eng—

land; the court preacher at Berlin

still stands for Germany, but Jesus

stands outside it all. He stands at

the cross-roads of the world, where all

classes and races meet in their com—

mon childhood to one Father. Paul

got at the meaning of Jesus for the

world when he said that in Christ,

“There is neither Jew nor Greek,

there is neither bond nor free, there

is neither male nor female .

for he is our peace, who hath made

both one and hath broken down the

middle wall of partition.”

The New England poet, Robert

Frost, has written a little poem re—

cently which he calls “Mending Wall.”

He says that every spring he and his

neighbor meet at the stone wall

between their farms and follow it

across the fields, putting back the

stones that the winter and the frost

have tumbled down. And as he medi

tates upon the way in which year after

year he has to fight this tendency in

nature to overthrow his walls, he

says:

“Something there is that doesn't love a

wall,

That wants it down."

\Vell, so it is with the Christian

religion. Something there is in the

mind and spirit of Christ “that doesn’t

love a wall, that wants it down.” No

matter what middle wall of partition,

whether of creed, or race or class,

something there is in Christianity

that can never rest content until it

has broken down and got through

that wall at the other man.

Three crowded years of my life I

spent in the old English University

of Oxford. The whole generation

of college men whom I knew there

has almost passed away out of Eng—

land. One cannot question the utter

self-sacrifice of those men, the best

that England has, who have given

their lives that England may live.

“I saw the spires of Oxford

As I was passing by.

The grey spires of Oxford

Against a pearl gray sky.

My heart was with the Oxford men

W'ho went abroad to die.

The years go fast in Oxford,

The golden years and gay.

The hoary colleges look down

On careless boys at play.

But when the bugles sounded war

They put their games away.

They left the peaceful river,

The cricket field, the quad,

The shaven lawns of Oxford,

To seek a bloody sod;

They gave their merry youth away

For country and for God.

God rest you happy, gentlemen,

Who laid your good lives down,

Who took the khaki and the gun

Instead of cap and gown.

God bring you to a fairer place

Than even Oxford town."

This is a fine and sacrificial patriot

ism; but it is not the only patriotism,

nor is it all of patriotism.

When the war broke out a little

company of Oxford men issued a

brief and simple statement of their

position, based upon religion rather

than politics. “Our friends tell us,”

they wrote, “that England’s cause is

righteous, and therefore to fight for

England is to fight for the Kingdom

of God. Deeply sympathizing with

this view, we cannot accept it. Chris

tians are members of the nation, but

before all things they are members

of the Church; that is, a fellowship

whose ideals and boundaries tran
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scend nationality; of men and women

pledged to one another and to their

Lord. O'ur bond with our fellow

Christians is everywhere closer than

a national bond. We are bound first

to act as loyal members of the one holy

Church and secondarily as loyal mem—

bers of the state, when such loyalty is

consistent with our churchmanship.

We believe that Christians can do their

country no better service than by try

ing to be like Christ.”

In that last sentence lies, I believe,

the Christian solution of the troubled

problem of patriotism and religion.

The state is entitled to our loyalty,

but it is entitled to our Christian

loyalty. Not only the men who have

died for England in Flanders, but

men like these, some of whom Eng

land has imprisoned and condemned

to long years of penal servitude

because they have been loyal first of

all to the .mind of Christ, these men

of an international religious mind have

also a claim to be called patriots.

You ask where such patriotism

would lead, and what would become

of modern states if all its citizens in

terpreted patriotism in this way, and

we have to answer, “\Ve do not know,

we cannot tell in advance.” This is the

venture of faith. And the man of

faith never knows in advance where

he is going. In his study of the life

of Newman James Anthony Froude

says: “He told us what he believed to

be true. He did not know where it

would carry him. No one who has

ever risen to any great height in the

world has refused to move till he

knows where he is going. He is im

pelled in each step which he takes by

a force within himself. He satisfies

himself only that the step is a right

one, and leaves the rest to Provi

dence.” That is the real meaning of

Newman’s hymn: “Lead, Kindly

Light.”

Faith is and always must be in each

new age a venture into the dark. We

need to remember that the great

venture of faith which Jesus made

ended on Golgotha. We must con

template the possibility that a similar
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venture of faith in the modern world

might, may carry the individual or the

nation which embarked upon it to a

like martyrdom. But if we really mean

anything serious by all the hymns

which we sing about the Cross of

Christ, we surely mean that such an

end is not a defeat by the world, but

a victory over the world.

Perhaps the world waits for a

Christian state that is willing to bring

men to their senses by such an ex

ample. The Christian state that

would be willing to die for the sake

of an unviolated brotherhood, that

could cry as its government passed

away in martyrdom, “Father, forgive

them, for they know not what they

do,” would become immortal in

memory, in influence, in ever renewed

power. The Cross is not only Jesus’

answer to the problem of insolent and

aggressiVe evil in the world, but it

remains the only adequate Christian

answer in every time and circum

stance. That is the way that Chris

tianity brings the world to its better

mind, and saves men from their sins.

All this has meaning for us here

and now. \IVe are being bidden in

America to bow down and worship

the state once more. we are being

hurried along the wide, broad way

that leads to other and more awful

wars by those who serve political

rather than religious loyalties.

And surely if the Christian church

has any mission at the present hour

it is that of reaffirming once more its

loyalty to the supreme society, the

Kingdom of Heaven upon earth. The

particular phase of that church life

and work which brings us here to

Silver Bay is one in which the prin

ciple of internationalism has from the

first been foremost. Many other

departments of the Christian church

have grown old and provincial and

sectarian. Many denominations seem

to have forgotten and lost the deep,

wide internationalism of the New

Testament and to have shrunk into

some private Chaplaincy of the king

doms of this world. But the Asso

ciation movement is still young and
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catholic in its sympathies and inter—

national in its organization and mis—

sion. The Association belongs to no

nation, it serves no state. It is per

haps the chiefest glory of its splendid

youth that it has been able to break

through many middle walls of parti

tion and open the way for Christians

of many creeds and lands to see eye

to eye and work hand to hand.

Pretty much everything that is dear

and necessary to Christians is bound

up in their loyalty to the ideal church.

S0 almost everything that is dear to

you here this morning is bound up in

that particular part of the life and

work of the church of Christ which

you find in the Association. Am I

false to the deepest realities of your

life when I say that the ties of Chris

tian sympathy and labor which you

have in your Association movement

indicate for you what is that society

that claims your first and greatest

loyalty?

So all that we Christian men and

women can do here to—day is Just to

consecrate ourselves simply and

whole-heartedly to the fine interna—

tionalism of the Association as it seeks

to perpetuate and interpret for us,

under the troubled conditions of

modern life, the catholic mind of

Christ. I cannot believe that any of us

will love our country less, or be

counted traitors to its highest tradition

and mission, if we hold, with those

Oxford men yonder in their English

prisons, that “Christians can do their

country no better service than by try

ing to be like Christ.”

“\\'hy were the saints, saints?

Because they were cheerful when it

was difficult to be cheerful, patient

when it was difficult to be patient ; and

because they pushed on when they

wanted to stand still, and kept silent

when they wanted to talk, and were

agreeable when they wanted to be dis—

agreeable. That was all.

It was quite simple and always will

be."

A Delegate Who

Used Her Mind

MY DEAR MIss BRooxs:

It has been a matter of keen interest

as well as gratification to me that the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion has enlisted in the ranks of the

woman movement and is taking steps

to fulfill the unique position in that

movement which it alone can accom—

plish. Its contribution should per

meate all strata of the movement.

Having this interest, I had expected

to find at summer conferences a very

definite teaching concerning the place

and development of women in the re—

ligious life of the world. On the con

trary I found, in neither of my Bible

classes of the two years, any refer—

ence to the place of women, either in

the early development of the church,

or in the progress of the church in

later ages; nor was there any light

given as to why women, who to-day

have so large a part in religious life,

were so utterly neglected in the early

church.

Furthermore, in my _mission study

classes, I searched the texts to find

.what women missionaries and native

women are doing, only to find nothing

but a record of what men are doing

and teaching. Here again the teachers

volunteered no special remarks on the

subject so near to my own heart.

It is, however, more than a per—

sonal matter with me, because only

as women are taught to think of them—

selves as related to the whole of

society—church as well as home and

state—can the Association fill‘its place

in the woman movement.

Would it not be a good idea to

suggest to the leaders of the next

year's classes that they prepare especi

ally to cover this point, giving the

delegates a fresh outlook on their re

sponsibilities, as well as a compre

hension of their tremendous assets?

Fraternally yours,

A DELEGATE.



How to Use Students in a City Association

' Anna G. Scesholtz

OME secretaries may think this a

fable of Never-Never Land or

Wonder- Wander Town, but

others will recognize it as a glorious

experience. When it once happens in

an Association, it happens again and

again.

One day a student comes into the

city Association office and asks for

the general secretary. It is possible

that an appointment has been made.

She comes, perhaps, because, as an

Association member in college, she

' learned of the power of an organiza—'

tion whose purpose is to share the

abundant life; or because, through

sociology, economics and kindred sub

jects, she acquired an irresistable

desire to help work out right rela—

tions among folks (and her family

frown upon her “going slumming”);

or it may be that her experience as an

officer or committee member in college

class and clubs gave her a love for

doing things. For some one of these

reasons she comes, and is met by the

secretary.

The student says: “What can I do

that is worth while? I have several

hours a week that I can give to the

Association.”

The secretary twinkles as she tells

her of at least six “pieces of work”

waiting to be done. Intuitively she

has selected these six from a dozen or

more of which she knows. To fill a

vacancy on the finance committee or

to become a member of the board of

directors are not among the six. The

study, patience and time required for

the phase of work in which the student

seems most interested are not mini

mized, yet they are shown in the light

of the joy which is sure to accompany

this service.

The student goes away eager to

return at the appointed time. The

secretary has won another volunteer

worker for the Association. And so

endeth, or rather beginneth, the story.

Now the heroine of the experience

is the secretary. It may happen, to be

sure, that the student does not volun

tarily come to the Association, but the

secretary is always there, perhaps too

much so! It is desirable that some—

times she be out in the highways and

hedges compelling the students to

come in. How to use the students may

depend upon the community or the

stage of development of the local

Association, but the securing of the

students rests largely with the secre

tary herself. She should have such

a clear, fervent understanding of the

Association movement as a whole, and

of the definite contribution it can

make to the town, that she can cause

the student to see its value just as

clearly and fervently. Fire starts

fire. This is but half of the charm

used to win the student.

The other half is equally potent.

The secretary should set aside time to

think constructively—probably letting

some other things go undone !—~until

she has worked out definitely where

students can be used in the Associa—

tion and where she needs them most.

Some volunteer workers have much

time and ask for a challenging task;

others have much time and a desire

for “just something to do.” Those

who have very little time may ask for

either a continuous responsibility or

small “odd jobs.” When the various

things to be done are listed it will be

seen that it makes but little difference

whether the undertaking is large or

small, just so its relation to the whole

work of the Association be under

stood. Students, like many other

persons, enjoy responsibility. Per

adventure the work may not be as

well done as if the secretary did it

herself; at times it results otherwise.

The point is—definite tasks definitely

intrusted, without too much evident

guidance.
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Among these definite tasks the girls'

work leads. The student has had ex

periences which the younger girl reads

of in all attainable books, and dreams

of in her leisure time. Usually this

younger girl prefers a leader not much

older than herself, one who under—

stands her love of good times, her

interest in boys, her efforts to express

her own personality, her zeal for help—

ing others, her eagerness to know the

meaning of life. They speak the same

language, only the one is wiser by

experience. \Vhether the leader has

a group of high school or grade school

or young employed girls she must

abound in life. The girls demand

enthusiasm, variously named “pep” or

“ginger”; but this enthusiasm must be

the outgrowth of a deep, sustained

purpose to show the younger girl the

way.

Then there are students who have

much patience in making clear to

others what they know. These may

be used as tutors, perhaps in Latin or

Spanish, or in English, or business

arithmetic, for the little stenographer

or clerk who finds it difficult to hold

a position because of her lack of

schooling. In one city Association a

young woman attending the local uni

versity defrays part of her own ex

penses by teaching American and

English literature, Shakespeare, a

short-story course, and the history of

painting. The members of her

classes, mostly mature women, come

for weeks and sometimes the second

year, not primarily for knowledge, but

for the re-creation which this student

with dreams, and a personal interest

in each, gives them. Another student

may be delighted to do the press or

publicity work, and let the public

share the good news of the Associa—

tion. This same student can write the

personal invitations for which the busy

secretary, as a rule, cannot give time.

When this was done in one city a

group of professional women who had

long been indifferent to invitations to

“tea” surprised the stafiE by coming

one Thursday at four.

Has any one ever seen a library

which yearned for the human touch?

Here students can give regular hours

to act as hostesses, suggesting books

to those who seem “lost,” adjusting

the lights, arranging flowers and keep

ing a semblance of order on the maga—

zine table. In some places they do

the cataloguing and issuing of books.

A little ultra-fashionable girl blew

into an Association one day, offering

her services. Her tip—tilted nose and

the black velvet band under her saucy

chin made her seem a bit impossible.

\Vhen she had gone one secretary said

to the other: “What can you do with

such a pee-wee of a maid ?”

“Dramatics! The very girl I’ve

been looking for! She staged several

big plays at school, and is busy now

coaching a Sunday school class in her

church.”

Another secretary, who had a

young college woman introduced to

her as “the very person you need for

the high school club,” found that her

possible leader “loved, above all

things, to pour tea and to go to

dinners.” Although the secretary

did not gain a club leader, she dis

covered a hostess for Sunday after

noons and for the lunchroom on

other days, one who enjoyed planning

menus and decorations for parties,

one who, within a short time, added

five of her friends to the list of volun

teer workers.

And the bulletin board! Who will

rescue it from boredom? Perhaps

the art student, if she is asked. Then

there is the witchery of good music

at the twilight hour, or the luxury of

it at noonday. One clever secretary

has students go with the older Asso

ciation members during Budget Week

to make finance calls, thus she always

has new finance workers on the

horizon. And another secretary, just

as clever, had a group of students

design and make the costumes for the

annual exhibition of folk dances and

rhythmic work. Oh, the possibilities

are innumerable, but the charm—the

chami must be remembered!

To the two parts of the charm

must steadily be added consecrated
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common sense. First, as to allowing

time for the survey of available

students and things to be done next

(riddle: when is a survey not a

survey P), and second, as to when and

how to ask for service. One success

ful worker constantly disciplines her

self by the test: “Am I a good

psychologist?” In the interview the

student herself, and not the particular

thing to be done, should be foremost

in the secretary’s mind. Nor must

she give evidence of the slightest

doubt as to the adaptability of the

girl, whose keen eyes would be only

too quick to detect it. Almost every

one will fit in somewhere if the secre

tary really cares to have volunteer

workers.

And, last of all, there is the secret

of keeping the students after they

have been won to the work. Some

times these eager volunteer workers

are overworked—asked to serve on

three or more committees, to be

present at every party, to answer tele

phone or “just keep office,” to cashier

in the lunchroom, to mimeograph

material, as well as to lead success
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fully their clubs. Unless they can

persistently protect themselves, or a

secretary comes to their defense, they

may leave disaffected or exhausted.

Moreover, they should never be

allowed to become disheartened in

the work. This is not an extreme

precaution, for who can work ,with

out spirit?

Day by day the secretary holds the

magic wand of creative faith in the

students. Difficulties which must be

faced and defeats which must be

acknowledged are but spurs to in

creased effort. She knows that she

is not asked to use students of a

far-away city or time, but with a

patience resembling the Infinite pa~

tience she is to dream her dreams and

to work with those available until

they have gained confidence and

experience.

One day the charms and magic will

have rounded out their purpose and

the secretary find herself freed from

the burden of yesterday only to begin

the conquest of new realms on the

morrow.

The Chairman of the Commission on House

hold Employment, Mrs. Elihu Root,.lr.

Henrietta Roelofs

HE household labor problem

runs a close second to religion

in its disposition to provoke

discord when under discussion. It is

the rare woman who can view prob—

lems dealing with family life dis—

passionately. This arises from the

purely personal application which is

made by the housewife in any dis—

cussion on home affairs. She thinks

in terms of her own house and her

own husband and children. For the

same reason she is apt to discount any

statement or suggested plan which is

not based on personal experience in

a situation similar to the one in which

she now finds herself.

This demand for experience before

utterance makes the choice of mem—

bers on the Commission on House

hold Employment a matter of serious

concern to the National Board. It

counts itself fortunate, therefore, in

having secured for the position of

chairman of the commission Mrs.

Elihu Root, In, of New York City, at

one time chairman of the International

Institute Branch of the New York

City Association.

Mrs. Root’s first contact with the

household employment problem came

through her own experience as a

young and inexperienced housekeeper

in New York. The young bride, with
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no training in household management,

with a limited income and one general

helper, will always loom large in Mrs.

Root’s mind, and I imagine she still

feels a retrospective compassion for

herself as she struggled through those

trying days. Her compassion extends

to the maid also, who was probably

having an equally trying time. Since

then her experience has broadened,

and her consistent search for the

cause of the chaotic condition in homes

employing houseworkers has given her

an unusual insight into the perplexing

situations of to-day. The bewildered

employer and the resentful employee

will alike find a sympathetic counsellor

in Mrs. Root, for she seeks not to

censure or to praise, but primarily to

understand and to interpret the one to

the other.

Mrs. Root’s interest in the home

labor problems finds its motive power

in this sympathy for people who are

hopelessly floundering in difficulties

which once threatened to overwhelm

her,-and in a strong belief that it is

all so unnecessary if only the prevail—

ing apathy can be conquered. How

often have I sat in my oflice, grow

ing a little faint-hearted, wondering

whether the commission was not

following a will-o’—the-wisp in trying

to change public opinion on this

battered subject, when Mrs. Root has

come in with her cheery "Good-morn

ing,” and after a ten minutes’ talk I

have felt the vigor creeping back into

my mind and will! Those talks I have

found to be the best cure for a lazy

mind, and I could wish nothing better

for all members of committees study

ing household employment than this

chance to talk personally with Mrs.

Root. Not only does she open up

many possible avenues of work, but

her charming simplicity of manner,

her humility regarding her own

powers, seem to make it but natural

that one should join whole—heartedly

in any project under discussion. The

directness with which Mrs. Root goes

to the heart of the matter, the ease

“ith which the irrelevant is brushed

aside, will always remain a source of

wonderment to me. Perhaps it can be

explained on the ground that she is

the daughter of a college president,

accustomed from early childhood to

listen to, if not always to take part in,

the discussions of able thinkers. But

whether the credit for clear thinking

be President Stryker’s or her own,

certain it is that Mrs. Root has a

natural propensity for bringing order

and justice out of confusion and

injustice.

Nothing is more stimulating to the

half-hearted than Mrs. Root’s unfail

ing belief that “whatever is right can

be made practical and will work.” Is

it right that household workers should

have their hours of labor limited? Is

it right that they should have sufficient

leisure time to insure a normal, happy

life? Is it right that their conditions

of labor should conform to modern

ideals for wage earners? If so, it

quite simply follows that these things

must be brought about. Is it right

that household employers should have

efficient, responsible workers in the

home? If so, this too must be accom—

plished. That the interests of the

employer and employee appear to the

public to be antagonistic is an excuse

not to be tolerated as a defense for

inactivity. It is refreshing in these

days of the shaving of moral values

for expediency’s sake to find a

champion of the principle that the

right way can be made the practical

way. This, then, is the quest of the

commission, under the guidance of

Mrs. Root; to find a new basis for

household labor which will at the same

time make possible the demands of

wage earners and fulfill the necessities

of the family life.

To the new chairman it is incom

patible with plain, common sense to

believe\that this cannot be accom

plished. Other industries have had to

make readjustments, which at the time

seemed equally as impossible to the

general public, and to the employers

especially.

Everywhere that I go I find an in

creasing interest in the household

labor problem, and also an increasing
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understanding of the factors involved.

In six of our fields field representa

tives for the commission are already

at work, each independently working

out for her district a plan for finding

a more equitable and satisfactory

basis for household labor. In work

ing on this problem as much initiative

is expected from each member as from

the chairman, the principal qualifica

tions for membership on the commis

sion being honest thinking and hard

work. In these qualifications the new

chairman of the National Commission

leads the way, and if I may be allowed

to give a timely suggestion, honest

thinking and hard work will be ex

  

EOPLE from miles around came

to the annual Fourth of July

picnic, for the picnic ground was

famous. Along with the crowd came

a “show,” the sort of show that comes

to many a country town, rather rough

and undesirable, but still the people

must be entertained.

The show man had a wife and ten

children with him. The older boys

helped in the show, and even the girls

helped too, the ones that were not too

small.

\Vhile the show was in progress the

show man’s wife, the mother of the

show boys, who were busy managing

the crowds, the mother of the show

girls, who were busy selling tickets

and toy balloons and dancing and

being snake charmers and Hawaiians

pected from all commission members

at headquarters, on field or local com

mittees on Household Employment,

from members of industrial com

mittees, or maids’ clubs, from secre—

taries—in fact, from every one who

comes in contact with the problem

through the Association, for we ex

pect something to be accomplished by

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation in this line. In introducing

Mrs. Root to the Association public,

therefore, the National Board asks for

her the hearty co-operation of every

member in this search for an equable

adjustment of present household labor

difficulties.

Helping the Show Man

Abbie Graham

and such—this mother died, but, of

course, the show must go on and the

crowd must be amused.

But the girls of the Association club

learned about it and went down to see

what they could do. They gathered

up flowers from the town and took

charge of the funeral, singing songs,

and trying in every way they could to

be of help.

The show man’s wife was buried

and the show moved on to the next

town, but the show man wrote back a

letter to the country newspaper,

thanking the girls for their service. It

was a rough, ungrammatical sort of a

letter, pathetic in its crude attempt at

self-expression, but the country town

understood the show man's language.

Many of the girls in that small

town may never go out into the world

beyond to serve it, but the world

beyond was brought to them, and they

did not fail in their service. I wonder,

too, if it did not help to bring those

girls together in better understanding,

lessening the trivial, petty differences

and illuminating the big things of life.



  

WHERE CITY AND COLLEGE MEET

“ Show us your Fraternity Pln "

Our Youngest Delegates

I. The California Camps

F you have ever had the slightest

doubt as to our being a Young

\Yomen’s Christian Association

read what these youngsters say about

the first girls' camps conducted by the

Pacific Coast Field Committee. From

the girl who, “if she's alive next year,

is going if she has to walk” to the one

who now feels like signing herself “a

friend forever”—how we wish we

could all have seen them having their

very first camp on the sand-dunes at

sea-level at Asilomar, and under the

pines, 5,500 feet up, at Camp Estelle!

California is so hopelessly long!

Our own National Conference grounds

at Asilomar are in the very center of

the state and crying to be used all the

year through, and the 117 high-school

girls of Northern California who

came to it for the last week in June,

proved that it was the perfect place.

But for the thirty-five girls of the

southern cities the camp of the

Los Angeles Association, graciously

loaned to them, was more accessible.

In both camps there were similar

features—keen competition for honors

awarded as a result of tent inspection,

outdoor Bible classes and informal

talks around the camp fire, council

hours in which the girls could thrash

out all their difficulties and questions

of high-school organization, and, best

of all, they would surely say, their

own field secretary for girls’ work,

thus the only one of her kind in the

country, Miss Alice Moore.

At Asilomar the best tent of the day

was honored with the American flag;

at Camp Estelle. with the color of the

day, the colors of the rainbow having

been assigned to the seven days of

conference. At this camp a paper re

porting camp events was edited each

day and read around the evening’s

fire.

These letters or statements, spon

taneously written by the girls them

selves, and sent into our office by Miss

Moore, do one's heart good. These

are the girls who (with the probable

exception of the first) are going to be

the American women of 1930 or so.

Cannot we be glad that they are

starting so early to understand and

serve the Kingdom of God?
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ASILOMAR

“The one week camping was the most

happiest time I ever had before."—

Japanese Delegate.

“Every girl in this camp is friendly,

although there is so much rivalry be—

tween the three companies!"

“On the grounds there are three of the

loveliest buildings, which show, more

than any I ever saw, how buildings can

be made out-of-doory and still give

shelter. The ones who loved the out

of-doors best didn’t grumble if the

weather or meetings kept them indoors."

“The supper on the beach we will never

forget. The glory of God seemed to

gild all our hearts as well as the earth,

as the sun slipped out of our sight and we

sang ‘Day Is Dying in the West.’ I am

happiest of all that I have been drawn

closer to Christ, and now I have a higher

aim and ambition than I’ve ever felt

before."

“The working for honors is so exciting

that it makes you just tickled off your

feet, especially when we go swimming,

boat-riding, hiking, etc. We also have

tent inspection, which is on our mind all

day to find who gets the honor. We

have special honors in which we have

things to work for and the tent that has

the most honors gets the American flag

to put on that tent for the day and they

can wear the color of the day, and if I

am living next year I will sure get here

if I have to walk.”

“I begin to think that at last I really

understand what God should and does

mean to a girl. I feel that when I return

home I'll be able to do better work in

school, to help about my home with a

happier spirit, to love my family and

friends better, to really love and worship

God better than ever before.”

“There are several reasons why I’m

glad I came. The first is that it didn’t

cost very much. The second is that we

have such good times at Pacific Grove

in the plunge and on hikes. For people

who don't know anything about bandag

ing, military drilling, and serving at

tables, there is a very good chance to

learn all about these things. The third

reason is that we have such a lot of fun

earning honors and having the best tent

at tent inspection. We also learn such a

lot of new songs that do us good and

we always have enough to eat!”

“On the day when I first got there,

everything seemed to welcome me and to

be saying something which I could not

understand. But a most wonderful feel—

ing,r came over me and I was gloriously

happy. Several times that day I tried to

define that feeling but I couldn’t.
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“That night, as I lay looking up at the

sparkling stars and the blue sky, hearing

at a distance the deep voice of the ocean,

and just overhead the trembling needles

of the pines, I had a glimpse of what

this feeling was. The next day and the

next passed without my knowing fully

what I felt within me, and it was only

Sunday evening that I knew, really knew,

that the feeling which set me all a-tingle

was the spirit of Asilomar. I had

thought of it before, but then I knew.

“Could I define that spirit? Was it

the stateliness of the pines, the rich color

of the sea, the whiteness of the sand,

or the friendliness of all? No, not one

of these alone, but all, combined in one

harmonious whole, and over and around

randd through this harmony, the Spirit of

o .

“It was only Sunday night that I

really knew all this, and now the spirit

of Asilomar, which is the Spirit of God,

has come to stay in my heart forever.

It will not leave when I go away from

this wonderful place, for the talks on the

sand and under the trees have helped

me to really know my Creator and to fill

my heart full of love for Him, so that

when I return home I may give some of

that love to others and in this way bring

them to know and love God as I now do.

Could Asilomar do anything more for a

girl?"

CAMP ESTELLE

“The camp has meant so much to me

that if I wrote a whole book I could not

express it. This week has been one of

the happiest times in my life. What I

enjoy most is the study hour when we

each go to our own group to study with

our different leaders. I have learned so

many things that I know I shall never

forget."

“The friendships have meant more to

me than anything else in camp, and I

feel that I have become better acquainted

with the true Friend. One seems so

much nearer to Him here and when I

look at the sun or the mountains in the

morning and at the blue of the sky and

hear the roar of the river, I wonder how

anyone can think that there is no God."

“God has given to every girl the power

to exert an influence on other people.

Whether her aim will be to higher or

lower their standards depends on the

girl. At Camp Estelle I have received

the inspiration to try and uplift the

standards and ideals of the girls whom I

meet and mingle with. The wonderful

out-of-doors, the tramps, camp fires, and

other good times, we all enjoyed, but

something went deeper than that. I am

sure the girls of Camp Estelle are filled

with the joy of helping others because

they have learned how much each life
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may mean for Christ from whom inspira

tion comes and whom we all want to

serve."

“No one knows what this camp has

meant to me. I have come nearer to

Christ in this wonderful out-of-doors,

which was the thing I came for. I have

made some of the dearest friends that

can be made. Now I can go out and try

to live up to my friends. as I have been

shown. I can also give the secret of

friendship to others who were not able

to come. I have also learned how to

serve others for love and not for glory’s

sake. we have learned to take the differ

ent kinds of work given us each day

and to have camp spirit. This week has

meant more to me than all of the teach

ing on friendship I have ever had.

—A Friend Forever."

II. High School Standards in

the Making

T the High School Council at

Camp Nepahwin, in July, the

following report was enthusi

astically adopted by all the delegates,

and was recommended for adoption

during the coming school year by the

high school student clubs of our East

Central Field. Remember that these

were drawn up by the girls themselves,

and we shall be tremendously struck

with the incoming tide of student

initiative and its power.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Our School Relationships

I. With girls

1. That we should be sincerely

open to approach, meeting the other

girl half way.

2. That we should discourage the

clique spirit.

3. That we should treat every girl

we meet as a new opportunity for

friendship.

4. That we should be willing to

share our friends.

5. That we should respect the

other girl's personality and ideas and

not expect everyone to be like our

selves. '

6. That we should live a life

worthy of copying.

7. That we should be unpreju

diced in making our estimates of

other girls.

8. That we should not only seek

out the leaders for other girls but

develop the quiet girl, the reserved

girl and the difficult girl.

II. With boys

1. That our honesty and sincerity

will make boys respect girls and

create a wholesome comradeship be

tween them.

2. That we should have a certain

reserve which will prevent familiar

ity in dancing and social intercourse

of all kinds.

3. That our principles should be

firm in regard to profanity, cig

arettes, and drink.

4. That we should be guided by

other people's opinions of the fitness

of our boy friends.

5. That in estimating a boy’s

worth we should consider his atti

tude toward his mother and sister.

III. With the faculty

1. That we should be ready to co

operate with the faculty, and not be

prejudiced against authority.

2. That we should consider their

friendship as well as their authority.

3. That in club activities we should

have some one of the faculty as an

advisory member to consult when

necessary.

Our Honor

I. That each member pledge her

self neither to give nor receive help

in the class-room or in examinations;

that each club consider the advis

ability of having a written statement

of this sent to the principal and

faculty of the school.

II. That we shall be careful in

making promises or receiving con

fidences, and equally so in keeping

them.

III. That in all sports we play a

fair, clean game, and, in case of

defeat, be good losers.

Our Clothes

I. That our clothes shall express

our own individuality.

II. That our clothes shall express

beauty in color scheme; the colors

to be suitable for the individual.

III. That our clothes shall make

for rather than hinder health.
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IV. That they shall be suitable

for the use for which they are in

tended.

V. That we maintain personal

cleanliness.

VI. That we dress according to

the changes in the weather.

VII. That we avoid all extremes,

such as

l. The excessive use of face

powder.

2. The use of rouge.

3. Extremes in hairdressing and

clothing in general.

D. Our Habits

I. That we do not use vulgar

slang.

II. That we discourage the use of

chewing gum.

III. That we do not exaggerate.

IV. That we be punctual.

V. That we do not read. repeat

or listen to a risque story or Joke.

VI. That we avoid unjust crit

icism, fault-finding, ridicule and

gossip.

E. Our Religion

I. That each club adopt among

its standards regular attendance at

church and Sunday school.

II. That at least once during the

year the High School Club take

charge of the Y. W. C. A. vesper

service.

III. That each club assume some

definite responsibility for the exten

sion of the Kingdom of God in for

eign lands.

IV. That each member set aside

a certain time daily for prayer and

devotional reading.

V. That our attitude as a club

and individuals be one of co-opera

tion with every uplifting agency in

the community; that we uphold

Christian ideals; that we encourage

Bible study and all that makes for

the development of Christian char

acter.

The following resolutions were pres

ented and adopted the day on which

the foregoing report was accepted. The

Council moved that they be included in

the report:

I. Resolved, that the High School

Student Club girls use the term

"New American” instead of the cus

tomary one of “Foreigner.” (Sub

mitted by the Hershey girls.)
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II. Resolved, that each club pro—

vide a plan of its own by which the

scholarship of its members may be

kept high in standard, and by which

discouraged or indifferent pupils may

be persuaded to continue their educa

tion.

III. Resolved, that we stand for

a form of Sabbath keeping which

shall rest us physically, mentally

and spiritually, and bring us nearer

God; which shall give us a realiza

tion of the ever-present companion—

ship of Christ, our Friend. (Sub

mitted by the girls of Miss Barnum's

Bible class.)

Respectfully submitted.

Arline Baker, Washington, D. C.

Susan Hanksys. \Nilkes-Barre, Pa.

Suzanne Keeley, Pottstown, Pa.

III. “Big Sister” Honors

NE\V experiment was tried at

the Geneva‘City Conference in

organizing the 115 high school

girls by themselves, under the direc

tion of Miss Butler, assisted by two

or three secretaries who know high

school girls well, and_by nine college

girls serving as councillors.

A part of the honor system now

so customary among high school camp

groups was totally unexpected. The

white, the blue, or the red, white

and blue ribbons were pinned by the

councillors to the waists of the girls

who scored third, second or first in

individual, group or athletic activities

or standards, but the awarding of Big

Sister honors for self-conquest of one

sort or another, or for unconscious

leadership, came as a surprise when

Miss Butler announced them.

Girls were honored for achieve

ments as follows:

For being the first one to set a camp

standard by cheerfully giving up an indi

vidual pleasure for the benefit of the

group.

For constant helpfulness and courtesy.

For appreciation of what the right kind

of good fun really is.
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For cheerful obedience to camp regula

tion and willingness to help.

If‘or the greatest improvement in group

spirit.

For being uncomplaining

discomfort and homesickness.

For keeping her head and being

thoughtful during the ptomaine epidemic.

lior helping other girls to learn to

swnn.

For splendid and helpful executive

ability.

For willingness to take an unpopular

part (“Miss Deficit") in the dramatic

presentation at the national rally.

For being a general good sport.

through

It was at this unique little “confer

ence within a conference” that one of

the college councillors said that “al—

ways before she had thought she could

only work with girls who were pretty

and well—bred, but now she’d found

every single girl was lovable no mat

ter what she seemed like at first!”

To how many of us has an Associa

tion club or class or conference

brought the same beautiful experi

ence!

  

FouRrEEN NATIONALITIES AT STORM LAKE

IV. An Association Melting

Pot

HE accompanying illustration

portrays one of the most in—

teresting features at the Indus—

trial Council at Storm Lake, Iowa,

where Miss Alice Henry, lecturer for

the \Vomen’s Trade Union League,

called girls of fourteen nationalities to

the platform and, in a most happy

way, told the audience how much

America owes to the foreign born of

her population. She gave a sketch of

one or more of the famous men of the

nations, told of the especial relation

ship of various nationalities to indus—

try, and of the real art work which

the mothers of some American-born

foreigners are able to produce. The

list of those in the photograph is as

follows:

Swedish—Edna Olsen, Sioux City;

German—Emma Linderbaum, Waterloo;

Norwegian—Martha Eide, Minneapolis;

Irish—Mamie Ludden, St. Paul; Aus

trian—Agnes Rangitsch—St. Paul; Bohe

mian—Anna Stronsky, Cedar Rapids;

English—Helen Best, Lincoln; Danish—

Christine Sorensen, Omaha; Scotch—

Ethel Merriam, Boone; French—Georgi

anna Silvester, Duluth; Canadian—Mrs.

Ash, Clinton; Polish—Mary Vent,

Duluth: Russian Jew—Freda Bassman,

Des Moines; Russian German—Cather

ine Hock, Lincoln (born in Russia);

Australian—Alice Henry; American—

Gertrude Blake, Fort Dodge.

For Club Girl.

Are you looking for a name for your

club? Do you want an Indian name. and

do you want to know something of the

meaning of such names and of Indian

symbolism and customs? There is a book

which would he a good addition to every

Association library, for it furnishes just

this information which so many have

written for to headquarters. It is written

by Miss Florence M. Poast of the Smith

sonian Institution in W'ashington and is

highly recommended by Miss Edith M.

Dabb. our national secretary for Indians.

Secretaries for girls' work and industrial

clubs will welcome it, for the hunt for

good names for the rapidly increasing

number of clubs never ceases.

Indian Hamel, Fact! and Games, by Florence

M. Poast: James \Villiam Bryan Press, VVash

ington, D, C. 75 cents.



  

An INTERVIEW. SILVER BAY

The Conference Department at Work

“How does the Conference

Department work ?” And as I

have been trying to think of the ideals

and ideas which are in the back of the

“summer conference mind” (if we

can use such a term), it would seem

to me that we might answer the ques

tion somewhat as follows:

It will probably be easier to say

what we are doing now that the con

ferences are over for 1916. If one

should stop at our office door at “600

Lexington” it would be in plain sight

-—-statistics and lists. That is, we are

making up the statistics from all the

registration cards that have come in,

showing an attendance of over 5,000

this year at the summer conferences

alone, not including our camp

councils. These statistics, taken, of

course, from the registration cards,

show how many come from each in—

stitution, denomination, city and state.

We watch very carefully the regis

tration by college class because our

Bible classes another year will be

divided according to the approximate

registration this year. We also watch

the prospective calling and occupation

of the delegates, for in the light of

such things as these must the program

be planned.

All the reports that come in from

all the leaders are .most carefully read.

Each national secretary gives a report

on a confidential blank of all the work

THE question has been asked, of the conference as she has seen it,

and the principle ideas and sugges

tions in these are assembled. Par

ticular attention is also paid to the

suggestions of the annual members

and the leaders of delegations at each

conference.

We wish somehow that we might

convey the feeling to the rest of you

that we are constantly ready to receive

suggestions for the changing of the

program as well as for the inviting of

new speakers and teachers. We want

you to feel that these conferences are

not just the property of the Confer—

ence Department, but that they belong

to those of you who have gone as

delegates. We cannot always follow

all of the suggestions, of course,

because there are constant disagree

ments from the same delegation, but

we do want to hear what you have to

say, and for this purpose we go over

any reports or letters that come in.

We have begun immediately, as

early as this September, to plan for

1917! Dates and places are being

planned, the executives have already

been appointed, and some of the

speakers and teachers invited. This

year we face a most difficult problem

because of the crowded conditions of

the student conferences, with the ex

ception of the Pacific Coast Student

Conference. This means that we may

have to divide some of the conferences

next year, for no one must be turned

397
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away if it can be helped! If any of

you have any suggestions, therefore,

as to the best redistricting, we will

gladly welcome them.

Each season brings its new proposi

tions. For instance, last year about

this time, or a little later, we began

to face the need of a colored student

conference, and this, as you know (if

you have read the August AssocrA

TION MONTHLY), took place in

Atlanta, Georgia, in May, and was not

only an epoch-making event in our

work among colored women, but in

conference history as well. Again,

special adjustments have to be made

because the Southern City Conference

had to be called off this year. Most

of you know that floods in North

Carolina made it impossible for our

delegates to get train service to Ashe

ville, and on the advice of the Field

Committees concerned this conference

was called off by telegraphing to the

various cities. All the registration

fees were returned and the program

was given up entirely. Some of the

delegates went to the Geneva City

Conference instead, and we are also

to hold a field conference in Richmond,

Virginia, September 29 to October 4,

for some of the rest of the 230 who

had already registered for Blue Ridge.

Does the Conference Department

make money? This is another' fre

quent question. No, it does not! Not

even the expenses of the department,

as such, are covered, for the salaries

of the secretaries employed by the

department have never as yet been

covered by the conference receipts.

These receipts do, however, cover all

the expenses of the conference pro

grams, amounting, for the fifteen con—

ferences, to about $22,000 annually.

Some conferences make money and

others lose, so that one balances the

other. As you know, each delegate

pays a fee of $5. This is received in

the New York office, and goes towards

the actual expense of the conference

in question. It takes about 300 dele

gates to make a conference self

supporting. You can easily figure out,

therefore, that several of the confer

ences are still causing a deficit to the

department. This, however, as we

have said, is for the present met by

the surplus from other conferences.

It is hardly necessary to say that

the larger conferences demand a larggr

staff of leaders, and yet it may be well

for us to recognize that the confer

ences of 600 or over will naturally

have to have a much larger staff than

the conferences of 175 or 200. This

means that sometimes, if you are at

the smaller conference, there seem to

be very few leaders, while as a matter

of fact the proportion of leaders to

delegates is the same as at a larger

conference.

The Conference Department desires,

above all things, to be in the closest

possible touch with the feeling of the

different sections of the country, and

will gladly do anything that it can to

help in the increase of delegations, in

the reducing of expense to each dele

gate, and in the preparation and

follow-up work in connection with a

conference delegation. Naturally a

large part of this work is done by the

Field Committees, and it is through

them that the Conference Department

operates. You can feel perfectly sure

that the suggestions which you make

to the Field Committee or to the con

ference executives while the confer

ence is on will reach the National Con

ference Department at headquarters

and will be considered seriously and

carefully, for many changes are made

each year on the suggestions of some

delegate or speaker who has thought

carefully into the situation.

L. W. B.

What better way of working up

your conference delegation next spring

than to distribute copies of this Con

ference Number of The Association

Monthly? But next spring will be

too late to order it. See page 412 for

particulars.



TOMORROW'S

,

Tomorrow s Leader

ship

" ’VE just heard a girl get up and

I ask a conference for money who

was born the year I began my

Association work, and she got more

money and more spirit than I could

ever get in all these nineteen years !”

It was one of “the old guard” in

the Association world writing to

another of the old guard, who for the

moment did not see how she could

give up a certain piece of work, for

“there’s no one to take it up!”

Had she sat in the Leaders’ Corner

at one of the national rallies at this

summer’s conference, such as inspired

the letter above, she would have seen

the answer with her own eyes.

In the assembly rooms where the

national rallies were held the focal

point was in every case the corner

where the secretaries who have here—

tofore planned and conducted the

rallies sat and watched, through

laughter, and sometimes almost

through tears, the next generation

coming into its own.

At the student conferences the

Annual Members took charge. At the

city conferences it was generally the

Business Women’s Council. In pre

senting the work of the various head

quarters departments each girl had as

her referee some headquarters sec—

retary. “She sat there in my tent

while I explained our department,”

said one referee, “and took down

everything I said, but when her speech

came I didn’t recognize one word. It

was all her own way of putting it, and

it brought down the house!”

The national rallies, as every one

knows, are for the double purpose of

informing the conference about Asso

ciation work as a whole, and giving

each delegate an opportunity to make

some financial contribution to that

work. Under the new plan of putting

the meeting in charge of “the girls

themselves,” not only was more money

pledged than ever before in confer
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ence history (at the Southern Student

Conference, for example, more money

was paid in before the conference

closed than the total pledge of the

year before); not only was the “in

formation” more picturesquely, if

sometimes startlingly, phrased, and

calculated to stay in the lay mind far

longer than if told by a professional

conference leader; but something-far

greater happened—with minds and

hearts fresh to the subject, but deeply

committed to it, these young “leaders

of to-morrow” drew back the curtain

from the future and let us for a

moment look into the years when they

and a host of others like them will

carry on the torch. Not only this, but

they invested it all with a spiritual

dignity that, to those who were

present, meant the very Spirit of God

abiding in that place.

For this more than for any other

single feature were the conferences

of 1916 a turning—point in our history.

THE EVOLUTION OF CONFERENCES

“It is a far cry from being ‘all

dressed up and nowhere to go’ but

the idle piazza of a summer resort,

to a modern summer conference,”

writes Mrs. E. G. Ward, in the Den—

ver News, and goes on to trace the

development from the old-fashioned

camp meeting, so characteristic of

the free religious life of America, to

the most recent forms of vacation

training schools and conferences, a

development in which the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association has

had so large a part. We would be

quicker to reverence the old-time

camp-meetings if we realized that we

are lineal descendants of- such gath

erings. Think how the conferences

of- fifty years from now will have

changed and modified and improved

on the present kind—as impossible as

it now seems! '
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“I Want to Know!”

Anne Swineford

T was always a day of special de—

light to us when we heard the

tittering call, “Oh girls, Mrs. Boc

ches is coming!” Play was forgotten

and we each assumed some ostensible

post of duty in the house from which

we could overhear mother's conversa

tion with our “Pennsylvania Dutch”

neighbor.

We were never disappointed. “So,”

she would say with an inflection that is

unprintable. But the best of all ex

pressions was the one that came every

three or four sentences: “I want to

know.” That was the phrase that

gave us keenest joy and made us,

Americans born, feel sorry for our

poor neighbor who could not speak

English well.

It is many years since then. I have

revised my opinion that any one who

cannot speak English with the purest

accent (that being, of course, the

dialect of my own state) is a bit less

intelligent than Americans. I have

seen sluggish-faced Orientals in whose

minds was the making of empires. I

have taken the classic features of a

Saxon for those of a university pro

fessor, only to learn that my Apollo

was the village butcher. And I have

learned that Mrs. Bocches was voicing

an attitude of mind that I covet for

all of you.

I have just returnedfrom attend—

ance at a summer conference, and I

would have every delegate go to her

room and shut the door, as was

suggested by the preacher in “The

Bonnie Brier Bush,” and ask herself

solemnly, "Do I want to know?”

I want her to lay aside the garments

of self-satisfaction, the contentment

that invests her because her friends

approve, the enfolding inertia of

“always having done it this way,” the

enslaving ease of taking ready-made

opinion, and then answer the query:

“Do I want to know ?”

And why do I ask this of you?

Because whenever I meet with a com—

pany of women I feel, not so much

their ignorance, as the perfectly com

pleted state of their intelligence. A

scientist is, I admit, unsatisfactory in

his replies. He rarely gives you an

unequivocal statement. His replies

are not final; he admits that his con

clusions may be fallible.

Women are not so. They are not

satisfied with a peradventure. They

dote on authority. They love finali

ties! They have been so used to

shaping opinions, according to father,

husband, brother and clergyman, that

they shirk the need of thinking for

themselves.

It may be that the caution now

evidenced by men in giving women

the vote (it has always been a curiosity

to me to know where they got the

right to give me the vote) is due to

women’s undeveloped desire to know

for herself.

Perhaps she has always wanted to

know, perhaps she has been dis

couraged in asking questions. At any

rate the churches are full of women

who subscribe to the creeds, and the

discussions that are reshaping the

Christian thinking of to-day find more

support with men who want to know

than with women who had rather

accept what is not questioned than to

know because they want to know!

Student and city Associations are

entering on a new year. The women,

who are the Association, are face to

face with more changes, more lax

standards, more moral confusion than

women of all the ages past who have

had doubtful shelter in the seclusion

afforded by man-made laws and

institutions.

To meet the call of our age we

must first “want to know.” Let that

be the attitude of our mind for the

coming year and we will know!
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World Fellowship

Week

Clarissa Spencer

bounded by the confines of our

own social or business circles,

by our village or town, our state, or

even our country? Or does the world

of our interest correspond to the world

in which we live, so that people living

even in the uttermost part of it become

real to us, and we are moved by their

courage and fortitude to more heroic

living, or by their needs and suffering

to more unselfish giving? Are we

villagers or world citizens? Living in

a village or globe trotting has nothing

to do with this, for it is not a question

of geography, but of an attitude of

mind and spirit.

As one passes by train through the

little villages and small towns of

\Vestern Canada, apparently so far

away from the great centers of popula

tion and world interest, one realizes

how large their world must suddenly

have become to the children in the

schools, to the people on the farms, or

in the village stores—because from

these villages and farms have gone

fathers, brothers, husbands and sons

to fight in other lands and with other

peoples for the great empire of which

Canada forms a part.

In India women who have been

bound in the narrowest confines

because of caste and tradition are to<

day stepping out of their seclusion

into a large world because of the

sacrifices which they have made in

sending those dear to them to fight in

other lands for a cause which hitherto

has meant little or nothing to them.

Each year the second week of

November has been set aside as a time

when Association members all over

the world might pause and, by prayer

and by service, gain a new conception

of, and a new devotion to, the

World's Young Women’s Christian

Association, of which they are mem

HO\V large is our world? Is it

bers. This has been the time when

we have tried to make real to our

selves our union with our members in

other lands and our joint privileges

and responsibilities in promoting the

Kingdom of God throughout the

world. And so we have observed for

many years our W'orld’s \Veek of

Prayer.

This year we are facing extraor

dinary conditions. Almost all of

Europe, with large portions of other

continents, is involved in a terrific

conflict which inevitably will raise

barriers and make divisions between

the different races. The Suffering

and need is beyond anything of which

we can conceive. Courage, devotion

and self-sacrifice are being shown in

these terrible days by those other

members of our own Association over—

seas. That we know! But at best

they often seem shadowy to us~n0t

real flesh and blood like ourselves-—

and we easily forget them and their

sorrow in the pressure of our own

interests and concerns.

In the Orient and in South America

are many women and girls who

greatly need the Association and all

that it can give them. If they are

to know Jesus Christ, that knowledge

must come to them very largely

through the Association, and for it

they are dependent upon us. We know

something of them, but how far away

and unreal they generally seem! Only

as they and their needs do become

real to us shall we know how to help

them. So as we approach this Week

of Prayer in November we are in the

midst of need and suffering and

sorrow, with opportunities for service

and grave responsibilities pressing

upon us, and with a great sense of

our own inadequacy. We have known

many of these things for a long time,

and we have been in danger of taking

them so for granted that they have

ceased to have much meaning for

many of us. “We have got used to it.”

So in order that these facts may

make a new impression upon us, and

stir us up to better prayer and ser—

vice, the Foreign Department pro
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poses that we call our \Vorld's \Veek

of Prayer, which begins on November

12, "\Vorld Fellowship \Veek.”

In these days of bitterness and

racial and national hatred we want to

affirm our union and our fellowship

with our fellow members throughout

the world because they and we are all

trying to follow our common Master,

Jesus Christ.

That we may make the best use of

this week, the Foreign Department is

issuing a pamphlet giving many defi

nite and helpful suggestions as to

how these fellowship days may be

observed, with information as to the

different parts of the world where our

work is found. A simple prayer card

is being issued, to be used both in

dividually and in group prayer meet

ings, and a little book of “Life

Stories of Real Girls” in various lands

is also to be send out for use in story

telling hours, etc. These materials

will come to you through your Field

Committees early in October, we hope.

We realize that true fellowship

must be based on knowledge and

sympathy and prayer. But it is sacri

fice and the spirit of service in the

hearts of those living in all parts of

the British Empire which has so

united them together in devotion to

a common cause. So one of the most

important features of this \Vorld

Fellowship \Veek should be the call

to world service. To some it should

mean the offering of life for work in

some foreign land, to others more

adequate study and giving, that we

may be able to send out new secre—

taries to these fields. To all of us it

should be a call to more constant and

more earnest prayer for our Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association in

every land.

A sales leaflet on how we may pro

mote a deeper interest in our Asso

ciations for foreign work and may

cultivate the spirit of world citizen—

ship and world service is also being

published and will be most valuable,

for this \Vorld Fellowship \\"eek

and for future foreign work.

With the help of this material we

hope that every Association will plan

very definitely for a series of meet—

ings during this Fellowship Week.

Perhaps the attention of the member—

ship could best be focused on this

week and all that it should mean if

there could be some preliminary social

event. The first Sunday, November

12, should be devoted if possible to

a fine, comprehensive presentation of

the work of the World’s Young

Women’s Christian Association. Then

as many group meetings should be

held during the week as possible. One

might be a story telling hour, another

might be a luncheon or breakfast for

leaders in order to bring before them

the needs of our foreign work. There

should also be presentations of various

phases of the work to different groups

in the Associations, such as the differ

ent classes and clubs.

And the closing Sunday, November

19, might well be devoted to the pre

sentation of the work of the particular

foreign secretary whom the Associa—

tion is supporting, and the taking of

pledges for the foreign work where

that has not already been done. Above

all, however, the importance of prayer

should be emphasized. Other meet

ings are of importance as they lead

to more earnest and intelligent prayer.

Vf/herever possible, groups should

meet for this purpose. Those who

cannot join in this way should be

urged to use the prayer card them

selves in order that this \Vorld Fellow

ship W'eek may indeed be a week

of prayer. Our fellowship with each

other can be real and worth while

only as we are united to Christ, and

World Fellowship Week can accom

plish its purpose only as it brings us

into more vital fellowship and service

with Him who is the Saviour of the

world.



A SUGGESTION FOR THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE

A Suggestion for the

Social Committee

T is doubtless one of the most

difficult tasks before the Social

Committee successfully to enter—

tain one hundred or more people at

one time. Miss Florence Sprague of

Milwaukee, at the Geneva City Con

ference, with the suggestions of

various members of her committee,

was able to handle a group of more

than six hundred delegates at the con

ference reception in a way that left

every one saying, “Didn’t we have a

good time l”

The plan is easily adaptable to the

social uses of a local Association.

Every one reporting for the recep~

tion was requested to wear her name

and address in some conspicuous

place. The various leaders of the

conference (in a college the faculty

would represent this group, in a city

or county the board members or staff)

gathered in one section of the large

auditorium while the delegates gath—

ered in groups according to their

cities. (In a college this might be by

classes or sections of the town, or

dormitories, as the case might be; in

a city or county it could be by classes,

departments, states, or any other nat

ural division.)

The various groups then sent an

orderly to request the presence of one

of the leaders to be introduced to their

group.

Before this process of introduction

had time to grow monotonous an

orderly from some other group came,

working through a central director,

and took the leader to some other

group. In no case was she longer

with a group than five or six minutes.

Before people had grown tired of

these introductions, the hostess had

announced that the delegates, each of

whom had been requested to bring

note book and pencil, were to mingle

with the other people present and each

was to write in her note book the

names of all the people whose names
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began with the initial letter of her

own. This causes the most shy per—

son to move about among others in

the group without self-consciousness.

At the end of about ten minutes the

hostess called the party to order and

asked how many had gathered twenty

names, how many fifteen, and so on,

and a prize was given to the one who

had collected the largest number of

names beginning with her own initial

letter.

It was then requested that all the

delegates meet in groups according

to the month in which they were

born. This, as you see, gave an en

tire regrouping of the audience. For

each of these twelve groups a leader

had been selected beforehand, and

that leader by means of counting out

—A, B, C, D, until they came to 2—

would appoint the one who was let

tered Z to do some stunt,-—speak a

piece or sing a song. Of course, she

contrived to let the letter Z fall on

some one whom she felt pretty sure

could entertain the group.

This was interrupted again by the

hostess, who announced that in five

minutes each group would be expect

ed to sing a song. It was gratifying

to see how cleverly the groups re

sponded. Calling first on July we

had, of course, the national anthem.

February also had a national song.

March, with true Irish spirit, sang,

“We Keep the Pigs in the Parlor,”

while January sang, “It Was a Chilly

Day for lNillie When the Mercury

Went Down,” to the tune of “The

Last Rose of Summer.” November

being election month, the group sang

lustily, “Votes for Women, Votes for

\Vomen.” At the conclusion of this

singing the group adjourned for the

taking of a photograph, the whole

entertainment covering approximately

one hour.

“It would take very long to express the

amiable deeds of the ladies (secretaries),

the attitude and sociality of the delegates;

I wish to have that blissful conference for

four days more."—A Delegate to Summer

Conference in India.
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Sr. CATHARINE OF SIENA, IN THE CHURCH PAGEANT

The Pageant of the

Church

ICTLTRES on page 370 and above

P give a glimpse of the remark

able “Pageant of the Church,”

written, and given on recreation day

at the Blue Ridge Student Confer—

ence, by Miss Mabel Stone, then

student secretary for the South

Atlantic Field. Miss Stone was assisted

both in the libretto and the per—

formance itself by Miss Eleanor Fore—

man of the faculty of the Farmville

State Normal School.

Three-quarters of the conference

delegates took part in the pageant,

and to all, pageanters and audience

alike, it intensified what the average

southern college girl is already notably

conscious of—the spiritual heritage

we all have as daughters of the

Church of God.

Each historical scene was paralleled

by a modern scene symbolic of some

  

great principle for which the church

has struggled and stood firm through

all the ages. For example, the por

trayal of St. Francis, the beloved

“Little Poor Man," is followed by a

modern scene located among the

simple folk of Labrador, “The Good

News Preached on the Open Road.”

A comparatively little known part of

Luther’s work, the teaching of the

children in Bible reading, is followed

by a scene showing one of the most

recent developments in religious edu

cation, the acting out of Bible stories

by children in Sunday school.

“The Future Task of the Church”

brought all the pageanters back into

sight for a closing scene of great

power and encouragement.

Those who saw the pageant longed

for some means of making it avail—

able in communities where all denomi

nations might well unite to give it.

w

“There Are Others ”

UR conferences? Why, as

wonderful as we think them,

they're only a drop in the

bucket!” said some one in our offices

this month who knows the religious

forces of this country enough to see

more than just our own organization.

Then what of the whole? What is

the power of all the Christian con

ferences held on this continent during

the summer of 1916?

Alas, that there is no central clear

ing house for just such information!

The Federal Council of Churches,

then the Home Missions’ Council,

were tried, but regretfully replied that

they had not the facilities for answer

ing the question. Speed the day when

our denominational lines draw so close

together that the total efforts of the

churches may be more closely

measured! But though it cannot be

computed in full, it is good for us to

realize that all over the United States,

often on the same conference grounds
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that we ourselves use, or at other

famous conference sites, such as

\Ninona Lake in Indiana, Northfield

in Massachusetts, Storm Lake in

Iowa, and many others, the “confer

ence spirit” is working its mighty

work, even as we have seen it in our

Association experience.

The Missionary Education Move

ment, for example, held ten confer

ences in North America this summer.

The delegates in the United States

numbered 1,660. A once deadly sub

ject to the lay mind is being trans

formed into glowing life for this many

people by missionary education of the

finest sort.

"Round Top” at Northfield, prob

ably the best known religious con

ference site in the world, where D. L.

Moody began the first conference

thirty-four years ago, brought to

gether over 4,000 people this summer.

This does not include figures for the

Christian \Vorkers' Conference held

there, which are not yet available.

Akin to our own gatherings were the

two Young \Vomen’s Conferences,

divided of stern necessity because

almost 1,200 wished to attend. It is

fortunate that Northfield and our own

eastern conferences both exist, else

either organization would be helpless

in the face of the demand.

The International Committee of the

Young Men's Christian Association

held nine student conferences in many

ways like our own, with an attendance

of over 3,200. Three hundred and

twenty of the delegates were foreign

students.

The department of religious educa

tion of the Sabbath School Board of

the Presbyterian Church (U. S. A.)

held seven great conferences for boys

and girls in representative parts of

the country. This is the only branch

of the church work for which we can

obtain figures, but could we know of

the number of lives reached and

transformed in conferences held by

the other young people’s societies,

church boards, missionary groups,

etc., and add it to the figures above

and our conference report of 6,500
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girls in cities, colleges and counties,

would it not make a brave stand

before those who are saying, “The

church in these dark days is inert

and failing"? No, rather “like a

mighty army moves the church of

God,” moves and shall move in the

generation just ahead by the power

of these lives that, while still so

young, have been socially and in

dividually captivated by the spiritual

fire of the Christian Conference

Movement.

BOOK REVIEWS

Three Books for Physical Training

Director:

Those who have found help in time of

need in Jessie Bancroft's “Games for the

Playground, Home, School and Gym

nasium" will be grateful to her for

another interesting compilation.

Miss Bancroft and \Villiam Dean

Pulvermacher, of the Flushing High

School, New York City, have arranged

a “Handbook of Athletic Games" for

players, instructors and spectators.

The titles to some of the divisions of

the book are as follows: Baseball,

basket ball, field hockey, football, golf,

handball, ice hockey, indoor baseball.

tennis, track and field games and row

mg.

Handbook of Athletic Games. Jessie H. Bancroft

alndso “'illiam Dean Pulvermaeher. Macmillan.

Hibbert \Ninslow Hill’s new book.

“The New Public Health," is most valu

able in these days when we are feeling

our common responsibility to guard and

maintain the health of our community.

The following sentence almost forces

attention: “The statement that there is

a ‘New Public Health' may shock those

who, although familiar with recent

changes in scientific thought, yet have

not fully realized what those changes

mean; but the shock will be far greater

to those who have not appreciated that

changes were going on.”

The New Public Health. Hibbert Winslow Hill.

Macmillan. $1.25.

“Keeping Physically Fit" is written by

an instructor in physical education at

the University of Pennsylvania. It is a

demonstration of the author’s belief that

busy people “can gain and maintain
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physical efficiency by devoting but eight

of the 1,440 minutes of each day to sim

ple, common-sense physical exercise."

The following chapter headings will

indicate the scope of the book: Exercise

for the busy man; exercise for the ner

vous woman; exercise for the growing

child; deep-breathing exercise; additional

methods for keeping fit mind and body.

Keeping Physically Fit. William J. Cromie. Mac

millan. $1.00.

The Social Principles of Jesus

“Awake to righteousness" is the clear

call which Professor Walter Rauschenbusch

sounds forth in the new volume of the

College Voluntary Study course prepared

for seniors under the title, “The Social

Principles of Jesus." The book supplies

a great need in these days of rapid change

when the standards of Jesus are being

recognized as never before in our corporate

and social life. No longer can a selfish and

individualistic faith satisfy a genuine Chris—

tian, and gladly under Dr. Rauschenbusch’s

guidance can we turn once again to the most

familiar passages of the synoptic gospels to

find a clear message for this age of unrest.

One of the fascinations of the text is the

constant discovery of new emphases in the

well known words, and those who follow

its pages day by day will be able to say

with the new joy of the man born blind,

“\Vhereas I was blind now I see."

The book falls naturally into four parts.

The first gives the “axiomatic social con

viction of Jesus," wherein the sin of im

personality is defined and the “soli

darity” of the human family forces one to

see oneself as a responsible member of that

family.

The second contains a vision of the King

dom of God as the highest good and there

fore the supreme task of this and succeed

ing generations, which perforce calls for

the institution of a new age and new stand

ards here and now.

Part Three passes in review the misap

propriation of leadership, property and

even religion which has so delayed the

coming of the Kingdom.

Part Four points out the method as con

sisting of a clear recognition of the powers

of evil which can only be conquered by the

way of the Cross. Vicarious suffering being

God’s way of showing his love for the

world. his followers must therefore join

with the prophets and apostles of old to de—

nounce evil and strive for the Kingdom of

justice, love and righteousness.

The usefulness of this text will not be

confined to those for whom it was primar

ily prepared. but it is also strongly recom

mended for board members and secretaries.

Business women’s clubs and other groups of

leaders will welcome this challenge to the

establishment of a truly Christian order.

E. R. B.

The Social Principles of em. Walter Rauschen

busch. National Boar . SOcents.

CITY NEWS ITEMS

The Omaha Women’s Club Rooms are

located in the Young \\'omen's Christian

Association building. The club has for

two years leased rooms for its meetings.

The Easton, Pennsylvania, summer

camp had a board member’s day on the

occasion of a birthday, when the camp

was inspected and the board members

took stock of what improvements may be

made in camp equipment and manage

ment.

To raise funds for Geneva the Des

Moines Association secured the use of

twenty-five automobiles for a tour of the

city, and charged a nominal fee for a

ride of an hour and a half.

“The Missoulian" of Missoula. Mon

tana, publishes the “Y. W. C. A. Roll of

Honor," which is no less than the names

of the members of their Association.

The paper calls it a list of the “pro—

gressive thinking women of Missoula."

The Pittsburgh Association published

in its twenty-fourth annual report of

the Central Association the fact that

nearly four thousand women have been

afforded homes, both permanent and

temporary.

Going shopping with girls who need

advice about their clothing is one of the

summer activities of the employment sec—

retary which is practical as well as win

ning. Giving people what they recog

nize as a need makes a way for giving

what one sees they need!

Eight crews are enjoying the San

Diego Association's beautiful new barge

and boat house, which are already taxed

to capacity and fill a distinct need in the

life of the business girls who are avail

ing themselves of this rare opportunity

to combine physical exercise with pleas

ure.

A special committee on organization,

named by the Business Women’s Council

of Kansas City, Mo., met at the Young

Women's Christian Association in an ef

fort to bring about an effective reorgani

zation of the Council. The Business

Women’s Council grew out of the Billy

Sunday campaign in June and at one

time had 1,000 members enrolled. The

organization never had a constitution and

by-laws and the meeting planned to

make the Council a permanent, effective,

working organization.

Miss Helen Keep of the Detroit Asso

ciation is chairman of the \Voman’s Ex

tension Committee of the Billy Sunday

campaign in that city. The Young

Women's Christian Association has voted

to co-operate in the campaign, and Miss

Julie Russel. president of the Associa

tion, has been chosen chairman of the

General Woman's Committee.



COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

“A survey of the religious affiliations

of the employed women of Detroit," says

a local paper, “shows that the great

majority of them at present are almost

wholly untouched by church influences.

The percentage of employed Catholic

women is large. These are faithful in

church attendance, but those of Protes

tant antecedents rarely go to church."

To arouse the interest of American

women in transcontinental touring as a

means of physical regeneration, Miss

Amanda Preuss, a member of the Sacra

mento Young W'omen’s Christian Asso

ciation is driving from San Francisco

to New York by the way of the Lincoln

Highway in an Oldsmobile roadster, with

no one in her car but herself. Her pur

pose is to demonstrate the ease and

safety of transcontinental touring, that

other members of her sex may be in

duced to follow her trail. She started

from San Francisco on August 8, and

expects to make the journey in leisurely

fashion, enjoying herself every minute of

the way. Though she is an expert pistol

shot, she is traveling unarmed, consider—

ing weapons unnecessary.

COUNTY NEWS ITEMS

Montgomery County, Kansas, held its

first summer camp for two weeks in July

under the supervision of Miss Anna Bell

Lockhart. Miss Erma Appleby, a recent

student of the National Training School,

gave a‘course in basketry and also taught

swimming. Miss Van Guilder of Em—

poria, Kansas, assisted in the general

recreation.

The county camp was made possible

through the kindness of friends in donat

ing tents and the use of their cars.

Thirty guests were accommodated and

about two hundred and twenty friends

were welcomed at the camp. So great

has'been the enthusiasm created by the

camp good times and experiences that

Montgomery County hopes to have a

very much larger camp next year.

Centre County, Pennsylvania, was

represented during “County \Neek" at

Camp Nepahwin by one club delegate,

two branch delegates and a Camp Fire

group. The girls all had a very happy

time there.

Greene County, New York. At the

rummage sale held by the Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association at East

Jewett in connection with the Young

Men’s Christian Association Field Day,
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August 12, one hundred dollars was

cleared for the Y. M.-Y. \V. C. A. Joint

Fund.

The Young \Vomen’s Christian Asso

ciation Tea Room in Haines Falls is

helping to solve and is solving the prob—

lem of work for the winter months. All

but ten per cent goes to the workers.

Attractive rugs, woven and crocheted,

tea sets, smocks, etc., have been sold.

The Tannersville groups combined in

putting on an amateur circus recently

which furnished enthusiasm for the group

meetings and rehearsals previous to the

show. The money.made was used in se

curing gymnastic equipment which will be

used in the new building.

Cherokee County girls held one of their

regular meetings this summer at the

summer cottage of one of the board

members, Mrs. R. H. Gray, at Lake Oko

b0ji. Although this was fifty miles from

their homes in Larrabee, about twenty

five girls and women made the trip by

automobile. '

_Shelby County, Indiana. The Shelby

Ville High School Eight Week Club

chose as its piece of social service work

the starting of the Playground Move

ment in Shelbyville. A new park, not

very popular, furnished the location. A

few enthusiastic girls, an able club leader,

Miss Edith Wray of De Pauw Univer

51ty, and some careful advertising were

all that was needed to bring the plan in

to'a reality. The first Saturday, 150

children under ten years of age, were

amused with stories and games. The

club had decided to raise money to in

stall a wading pool for the small folk:

an entertainment was given. and proved

so successful that individual gifts of

pieces of equipment began to come from

the interested townspeople. Soon the

once unfrequcnted park began to look

like a much-needed and much-used place.

The efforts of the girls have been the

means of interesting the public both in

the park and in the play-ground move

ment, to such an extent that the Park

Committee has invited the clubs of the

Y. W. C. A. to sell ice cream at the band

concerts held in the park, proceeds to

go for the playground work. Every

Saturday finds a committee of high

school girls at the park entertaining 100

or more children, and each time there is

a new piece of amusement apparatus to

be tried out. The Odakonya Club of

factory girls is adding teeter-boards and

other needed things. So a little enthusi

asm has grown to include a whole town!

And all because a few Y. W. C. A. girls

got busy!



H fined for the Hssociation monthly

To be interesting, though in earnest, technical sometimes but dry net/er,

Christian alwqys, and pojmlar withal. To publish articles by, for and about

both younger and older women, believing that in this fellowship they wish to

talk the same language; to think of girls as girls—whether in city, town,

country or college—and write for them as such, with a modicum of special

suggestions for each group. To translate a girl’s religion into terms of her

every-day life; to interpret her unfolding relation to all phases of the present

woman movement in terms of Christianity. To promote in the Young lVomen's

Christian Association a democratic leadership and a national unity, and to

relate our American Association in turn to a world sisterhood.

A SECRET

The skeleton in the closet of the

Association is now to be let out.

It seems to be an unwritten law

among magazine publishers to keep

their circulation number a profound

secret, at least until it reaches dazzl

ing proportions!

We believe that since THE Asso—

CIATION MONTHLY is the property of

the Young W'omen’s Christian Asso

ciation of the United States, created

by their vote in a national conven

tion, sustained by their interest and

subscription alone, its status should

be clearly understood.

It is a publisher’s axiom that “A

magazine begins to exist when it has

30,000 subscribers.” THE AssocrA

TION MONTHLY, in this its tenth year,

hasa trifle over 5,000. We leave it

to you, after deductions for its being

“a magazine for those actively in

terested in the Young Women’s

Christian Association,” whether it

may be said to enjoy any existence at

all!

Letters were sent out on September

20 to all Associations in the country,

announcing the particulars of the

campai to be held from October

23 to 5181, 1916. Our goal is 10,000

subscribers by next summer, as many

of that number as possible to be

secured during the Campaign \Veek.

Hereafter a chart will appear in each

issue of the magazine, faithfully re

vealing the actual number of sub

scriptions.

Elsewhere in this issue appear the

campaign conditions, etc. We are

counting on the greatest increase to

come through clubs, but the three

numbers-throw'n-in offer will appeal

to individual subscribers. At present

over 3,000 of the 5,000 are subscrib

ing at club rates. It costs a trifle less

than ten cents per copy to publish the

magazine under present conditions.

This applies to printing alone, not

taking into account the payment of

salaries. We must have many more

club and individual subscribers before

it can approach self—support.

A long pull, a strong pull, and a

pull all together!

NINE GOOD ARGUMENTS

From Real People

“No Association ought really to claim

to be one, without Tm: MONTHLY !"

“I don't want my subscription to ex

pire until I do."

“We should not be able to plan our

season’s program without Tm: ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY."

“I shall never be without Tm: ASSOCIA

rron MONTHLY if I can possibly get to

gether the'one hundred cents!"
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ASSOCIATION MONTHLY CAMPAIGN

“THE Assocmrion MONTHLY is almost

like a text-book in school—without it'a

cabinet member can't do any better work

than a student without a text-book."

“I feel that the success of our cabinet,

in a measure, depends on the idea of

Association work, and the inspiration

which we get from the work of other

Associations through Tm: ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY."

“I don't think any Association can be

at its best without the regular visit of

this, its own magazine."

“I can’t say that THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY has been a great power in help

ing me, because only recently have I

begun to read it regularly! But I do

know that my work would have been

twice as efficient had I read it from the

very beginning of my term of office as

president. I’m subscribing for it, even

though I am a senior and will soon be

out of school."

“To a mother of three, who lives very

much within the four walls of her home.

whose contacts are very few, compared

with what they were when she was a

college secretary, and who needs just the

inspiration which a reading of THE

MONTHLY gives, it is one of the few

pieces of reading matter which survive

the test of ‘no time for reading.’ "

 

SUPPOSED SUBSCRIBERS TO THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY

Every president, officer, chairman and

really TESPOHStblC volunteer worker in a

Young Women's Christian Association.

Are you one?

Every secretary or other employed ofiicer.

Are you one?

Every woman in any way connected with

a Field Committee of the National Board.

Are you?

Every Association reading table, college

library, etc.

Might this be your responsibility?

Every club federation, Eight Week Club,

or similar group of girls.

Are you in one?

Every student of Christian work among

women—such as club, missionary and

church workers, etc.

Are you one?

Many a “just plain person"—girl and

woman, whose very membership in the

Association confers upon her a leadership

perhaps scarcely realized.
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WEEK, OCTOBER 23—28, 1916

Special Offers

The regular rates for THE ASSOCIA

TioN MONTHLY will prevail: $1.00 per

year for a single subscription; 90 cents

for a club of 10 or more members from

one locality; 75 cents for a club of 25

or more members; 50 cents for a club

of 50 or more members.

For all new subscriptions for THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY mailed to us be

tween the campaign dates the following

of’fers apply:

1. Three-numbers-throwr in Offer

1. Each person subscribing at the full

$1.00 rate will receive the November, De

cember and January issues free of charge,

thus beginning her subscription with the

new volume in February.

2. Christmas Package Offer

A.' Each individual or Association

sending in a new ten member club will

receive Christmas package Number I:

Three Christmas Presents

l. The Association Calendar for 1917.

2. “The Girl’s Yearbook“

(This collection of daily studies

and reading in a girl’s own lan

guage promises to be as popular

as the famous Inch Library.)

3. “Thorn Apples and Sweet Acorns."

B. Each sending in a new twenty-five

member club will receive Christmas

package Number II:

Four Christmas Presents

1. The Association Calendar.

2. “The Girl's Year Book."

3. “Thorn Apples and Sweet Acorns."

4. The Association Pin (small mem

bership size.)

C. Each sending in a new fifty mem

ber club will receive Christmas package

Number III:

Five Christmas Presents

The Association Calendar.

“The Girl's Year Book."

. “Thorn Apples and Sweet Acorns."

The Association Pin.

The Second Inch of the

Library."

9%“N?

“Inch

"‘The Girl's Yearbook" and the Second Inch of

the Inch Library will be published about Decem

ber 1 therefore careful record of those qualifying

will 9 kept, and the packages will be mailed at

that time.



Announcements

FALL CONFERENCES ON RELlGlOUS

WORK

ARLY last June a letter went

from headquarters to each field

-. ofl‘ice asking whether it would

beadvisable for the field and head

quarters staff to co-operate this com

ing fall with a few local Associations

in each field, who might desire it, in

intensive effort to deepen the relig

ious life of those Associations and to

bring the Christian message in a

definite and forceful way to their

membership. The replies to these

letters have shown fifteen or sixteen

cities in various parts of the country

where such help is desired. As several

fields have not yet been heard from it

seems probable that a number more

will be added to the list during the

next few weeks.

The dates set aside for this special

effort fall between the first of Novem

her and the middle of December,

according to the convenience of each

field and local Association involved.

In each Association a five-day pro

gram will be carried out, which will

include addresses on personal evan—

gelism and on Christian fundamentals

for leaders in our work, opportunity

for the discussion of the problems of

the religious work, and Bible classes

and a series of evangelistic talks for

young women. While field and head

quarters representatives will in part

supply the lea'dership for this program,

they will by no means do it all; the

local Association will to a large extent

determine the details of the conference

and supply teachers and speakers. As

far as possible other lines of activity

will be subordinated for the time being

to the conference in order that volun

teer and employed workers and the

membership in general may concen

trate upon this most central part of

our work.

It is the earnest hope of all who will

share in these plans that they may be

a means of bringing many individuals

into a vital relationship with Jesus

Christ and with the work of his king

dom, and that they may also serve to

strengthen and broaden the program

of religious work in the city Associa—

tion. These are the results which

should mark the close of the Jubilee

year; in such enlargement of our

spiritual life and purpose should the

gratitude of our hearts for the past

and present of our organization be

consummated.

ANNA V. RICE.

HEADQUARTERS Nlaws

The “setting—up conferences” for

the planning of the year‘s‘work were

held through the last two weeks of

September, bringing together the

entire headquarters staff.

In addition, all but a few of the

field student secretaries came to head

quarters for a series of special con

ferences on many important phases of

student work for the immediate

future—student technique, Voluntary

Study, evangelism, secretarial train

ing, etc. An all-day session was held

with about twenty of the student

secretaries of the International Com—

mittee of' Young Men’s Christian

Associations, which had also called-its

field student staff to New York at this

time. This session included many of

the Student Volunteer secretaries, and

was able to consider a united, or at

least co-ordinated, program on many

issues of concern to the Christian

student movement of the country.

The National Training School

opened its ninth year on September

27 with forty-six students in attend

ance. Any additional registrations,

some of which are pending, and the

names and addresses will be given in

our next issue.

Certain changes appear this month

on the list of the headquarters staff

(see inside back cover) which have

not heretofore been announced. Prob

ably never before in one month has

so great a misfortune befallen the

Board as to lose three of its head

quarters secretaries in one month.
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Miss Rebecca McKillip has been

obliged to resign as social secretary

on account of ill health. Miss Nellie

Starr Stevens resigns as office sec

retary of the Secretarial Department

in order to live at home. Miss Jose

phine Pinyon resigns as secretary for

colored schools, to enter the teaching

profession in St. Louis. No one of

these positions is as yet filled.

Miss Henrietta Roelofs will do full

time work this year, and in addition

to remaining as executive secretary

for the Commission on Household

Employment will take the place for

merly occupied by Miss Emma Hays,

as city secretary in the Conference

Department.

THIS ISSUE

A new experiment has been tried in

planning this Conference Number of

THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY. Instead

of representing each conference by

descriptive articles of one sort or an—

other, the major amount of space de—

voted to the conferences is given to

presenting one of the most charac—

teristic features of our conference

program—the series of addresses

given by one man on successive days

on “The Essentials of the Christian

Faith.” Each man who gives this

series approaches it in his own char

acteristic way, yet we feel that this

series by Dr. Lynn H. Hough, of

Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston,

Illinois, ably represents, though neces—

sarily in condensed form, this feature

of the customary conference program.

The address on “The Association

and Internationalism,” by the Rev.

Willard Sperry of the Central Con

gregational Church of Boston, is also

representative of a feature common

this year to most of the conferences,

and of the utmost importance at this

time.

The eight pages of illustrations,

“The Story of a Conference,” serve

to represent better than words the

outstanding features of a conference

experience—~so far as they can be pic—

tured.

_Inasmuch as material for the Con

ference Number must go to press be

fore the middle of‘September, it is

not always possible to cover the sum

total of the summer’s experiences, as

all records are not yet in. In the

November issue full conference sta

tistics will appear. A very important

feature of the city and general con

ferences—an account of the Business

Women’s Councils—was also deferred

until the November issue when it may

be more adequately covered.

The cover represents a section of

the group picture taken this year at

the Eastern Student Conference at

Silver Bay.

HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYMENT REPRE

SENTATIVES

Six of our eleven field committees

have appointed field representatives

to serve on the National Commission

on Household Employment:

Pacific Coast—Mrs. Lawrence

Draper, 115 Presidio Avenue, San

Francisco.

East Central.—M rs. Samuel Semple,

Titusville, Pennsylvania.

Northwestern.——Mrs. Ellen P. Dab—

ney, 2064 23rd Avenue, North, Seattle,

Washington. ’

West Central.—Mrs. Jasper A.

W'riter, 936 Pearl Street, Denver,

Colorado.

Central.—Mrs. Chester D. Tripp,

4556 Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, III.

Nortlwastern. —— Mrs. Henry M.

Baird, Jr., 308 Park Avenue, Yonkers,

New York.

It is suggested that local Associa

tions which are actively interested in

the subject of Household Employ

ment correspond with the member

representing their field.

THE HONOR ROLL

Hereafter the individuals or Asso

ciations sending in clubs or the names

of ten or more new subscribers -at

one time will be listed on an Honor
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Roll appearing in the magazine each

month.

While we have not the full number

of subscribers from each field, it may

be of interest to know the following

facts:

Clubs in Central Field ....... 11

East Central ................ 7

North Central ............... 11

Northeast (one student) ...... 22

Northwest ................... 5

Ohio and \Vest Virginia (one

county) ................... 9

Pacific Coast (two student)... 9

South Atlantic (four student). 7

South Central (two student).11

Southwestern

West Central

The proportionate number of Asso

ciations in each field should be kept

in mind in considering these figures.

SIX QUESTIONS FOR YOU

1. Don't you want some extra copies

of this splendid Conference Number of THE

ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, to send to friends,

contributors, those who “couldn't go," etc.,

or to use in working up your delegation

next spring? Single copies, 10 cents; 6

cents each for a bundle order of ten or

more copies for one address. Order be

fore October 15 or there will be none

left.

2. Are you planning any rallies, carn

paigns or other public festivals for this

fall? Why not have all the members

wear Jubilee Buttons? It's good adver

tising. To get rid of them before the

Jubilee year is over—they can now be

bought at .25 per hundred, or half the

former price. Why not have everyone

wear a Button on the National Board's

tenth birthday, December 4.

3. Are you sure your gymnasium re

cords are being kept right? This is the

time to lay in a supply of the Physical

Examination cards, recommended by the

Physical Directors' Association. $1.00 per

100, $8.50 per 1,000.

4. Do you know about our newest

Bible texts? \Ve are the proud posses

sors of a text of our own. by the fore

most leadcr on Social Christianity in

the country, Dr. Walter Rauschenbusch,

author of “Christianity and The Social

Crisis," “Prayers of the Social Awaken

ing," etc. See page 406 for Miss Butler's

review of this new text, “The Social

Principles of Jesus." Note especially that

while written for the Voluntary Study

series it is recommended for city use as

well. Since this appears before the third

year'text, college juniors are advised to

use it or the sophomore text, “A Life

at Its Best." The many conference dele

gates who werc taught this course from

manuscript this summer will be glad that

they can now send for their own copies.

Boards, 50 cents.

In readiness for all Bible classes is

another new text book based on the Gos

pel of Mark, "The Story of Jesus as

Mark Told It," by Sara S. Kirk. Miss

Kirk, who is now religious work secre

tary for the Rest and Recreation Rooms

of the Denver Association, has had great

experience in conducting Bible classes

following upon evangelistic campaigns,

and this text is especially adaptable to

such use. It is written for those who

have done little or no Bible study.

There are twelve lessons, but the course

can be inflected to a larger series of les

sons if desired. Each study is preceded

by a short foreword summarizing the

underlying thought of the passage under

discussion. There follows a topical out

line and questions for thought and dis

cussion. Paper cover, 15 cents.

5. Do you know the best foundation

for World Fellowship Week (page 401)?

It is a study of Miss Paddock’s “Over

taking the Centuries, or Modern Women

of Five Nations," the text-book of our

foreign Association work. Why not

have a class in it this fall? The book is

40 cents paper, 60 cents cloth. “Helps for

Teaching” this text, 10 cents.

The chart of Comparative Religions,

also included with each order of the

book, is probably the best available

chart on this subject, prepared by an ex

pert, Dr. R. E. Hume of Union Theo

logical Seminary. Have you not some

friends among Sunday school teachers or

other religious workers, who ought to

know about it and be using it? Price 20

cents per dozen, 60 cents per 100.

6. Have you seen the announcement,

sent out by mail, of “A chance to make

money”? The Calendar for 1917 is now

published. The cover is designed in old

blue and orange on brown stock, with a

special envelope. There is a surprise in

this year's arrangement: each month's

quotations are grouped around some

phase of “The Use of a Life." This year

the price per copy, postpaid, is 40 cents,

but an Association or individual order

ing 25 or more copies will receive a

20 per cent discount. Each 50 copies

sold will net $4 profit. Send in your

Christmas order early.

Note: The publication of the proposed

new leaflet on Girl's Work, by Miss

Gertrude Griffith, is deferred until later

in the year.

The publishers of “The New Testa

ment in Modern Speech," as translated



SECRETARIAL CHANGES

by R. F. Weymouth, have, because of

war conditions, found it necessary to

advance the price on all editions as fol

lows:

Cloth ..................... $1.25

Leather ................... 2.00

Cloth, Pocket Edition ..... .75

Cloth, Pocket Eidtion, In

dia paper ................ 1.00

Leather, Pocket Edition... 1.50

As these changes were made after the

printing of our latest price list, we call

attention to them with especial emphasis.

The Publication Department,

600 Lexington Avenue,

New York City.

 

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Please keep your copy of the Associa

ation Year Book up to date by noting

therein all secretarial changes.

LOCAL

COUNTY

Alice Jones, formerly assistant secre

tary at Jamestown, N. Y., to be county

secretary at Westfield, N. Y.

STUDENT

Lena Rose Neth, of the Pacific Coast

Training Center, 1915, to be student sec—

retary at State Agricultural College,

Fargo, N. D. _

S. A. Elizabeth Foelker to be studenb

seCretary at State Agricultural College,

Brookings, S. D.

Ruth Rollins to be student secretary

at the University of Missouri, Columbia,

Mo.

CITY

Florence E. Cain, formerly extension

secretary at Springfield, 111., to be gen

eral secretary at East St. Louis, Ill.

Goldana Cook to be general secretary

at Peoria, Ill.

Harriett McKinstry, formerly house

secretary at Salt Lake City, Utah, to be

general secretary at La Cr055e, Wis.

Helen Humphrey to be general sec

retary at Haverhill, Mass.

Helen Sanders, formerly assistant and

girls' work secretary at Yonkers, N. Y.

to be acting general secretary at the

same place.

Edith Glenn to be general secretary

at the Neilson House, Youngstown,

Ohio; does not go to Cleveland, Ohio,

as immigration secretary, as announced

formerly. -

Mrs. \Nalter H. Henry to be general

secretary at Sacramento, Cal.
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Evelyn White, formerly general secre—

tary at Hamilton, Ohio, to hold the same

position at Greensboro, N. C.

Ida V. Jontz, formerly executive sec

retary of the Central Field Committee,

to be general secretary at San Antonio,

Tex.

Elva Sly, formerly city secretary of

the Central Field Committee, to be

general secretary at El Paso, Tex.

Hallie W. Stiles to be librarian at

Detroit, Mich.

Miss Uzzell to be industrial secretary

at Detroit, Mich.

Lucy Dawson to be religious work sec

retary at Baltimore, Md.

Margaret Renkin to be assistant sec

retary at Erie, Pa.

Gertrude S. Nagle, formerly assistant

secretary at Warren, Pa., to be extension

secretary at Harrisburg, Pa.

Frances Stribling does not go as relig

ious work director to Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

as formerly announced.

Maud Ludwig, formerly employment

secretary at Minneapolis, Minn., to be

§>flice and cafeteria secretary at Clinton,

a. '

Martha E. Norburn, formerly religious

work secretary at Peoria, 111., to hold the

same position at Sioux City, Ia.

Louise L. Buck, formerly assistant and

executive of religious work department at

Dayton, Ohio, to be membership and

social secretary at St. Paul, Minn.

Emilie Glorieux to be extension sec—

retary at St. Paul, Minn.

Laura L. Mulford, formerly Office see

retary at Omaha, Neb., to be girls’ work

secretary at Keokuk, Ia.

Elizabeth Wright, formerly girls’ work

secretary at Erie, Pa., to be temporary

girls’ work and educational secretary at

Bridgeport, Conn.

Mae E'. Phipps, formerly physical

director at Bar Harbor, Me., to be assist

ant secretary at the same place.

Helen N. Hanson to be extension sec—

retary at Portland, Me.

Edna Smith to be assistant secretary

at Watertown, N. Y.

Phoebe Bardsley, formerly assistant

secretary and travelers’ aid worker at

Watcrtown, N. Y., to be associate secre

tary at Providence, R. I.

Ethel B._Cutts, formerly employment

secretary at Haverhill, Mass., to be social

andI business secretary at Providence,

R. .

Irma Kidd to be business secretary at

Canton. Ohio.

Lottie May Spessard of the South

Atlantic Training Center, 1915, to be in

dustrial secretary at East Liverpool.

Ohio.

(Conlinwd on Page iv 0f adv.)
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The painter knows »

when he uses Liquid Granite on a floor that the

finish will satisfy the most critical. It not only

produces a beautiful, soft, deep lustre but resists the

hardest usage. The occasional Use of a floor mop

keeps the finish in perfect condition. Liquid

Granite is also fine for use on oil cloth and lino

leum, and all interior work where the wear is

severe.

If interested in white interiors you will be glad to know

about Luxeberry White Enamel. This produces a rich, smooth,

snow white finish that will not turn yellow, chip or crack. Dull

or gloss finish, as you prefer. Can be washed with soap and

water.
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Editorials

Do you care? Then Pay

One sees many hopeful signs in

New York City— signs of all kinds.

I noted one the other night. This was

of ordinary bill-board variety. “In

cognito” was written across the top,

and in the corner was pictured a box

of unfamiliar size and shape. One

end was open, with several bottles in

view. The whole was a seductive

advertisement, a tremendous admis—

sion of a change of attitude. Public

sentiment is so strong that a man who,

ten years ago, was willing to have a

wagon unload a case of liquor before

his door must now be coaxed to the

extent of a box and wagon without a

name.

There are many forces working for

evil these days, nor have these reached

the limit of their power. The whole

world with its unrest, its greed, and

its slaughter makes a strong argument

to one of limited outlook, who declares

that good is growing smaller and evil

larger, and adds that the day is not

far distant when distrust and hate

shall fill the world, and the end shall

come in blackness. At the very time

she, makes such a statement she is

living in a community where there are

many institutions contributing to her

welfare, which are the direct result

of the teachings of Jesus Christ. “Ye

are witnesses of these things; ye

should go and help men and women

to know that I am in the world, that

I never left the world, and I will

never forsake them, and whatever of

power they may need and more shall

be theirs.” For hundreds of years

these words have been sounding in the

ears of those who bear the name of

Christian, and so little have they

believed that in twenty centuries only

half the world has heard.

You and I accept every good thing

that comes to us, and very often force

fully voice the sentiment that we

ought to have more. Every good

thing; yes, every good thing but one,

and that one which can be had for

the asking. We want success, and we

go to extreme ends, sometimes un

justifiably to gain our desire; we want

money, and we sacrifice our love, our

friends, anything that stands in the

way of its attainment. We want love,

and sometimes we perjure our word

in order to get it. We want happi

ness, and we sometimes trample on

the lives of other girls and women

that we may have it. We will do

anything to get what our hearts desire.

Is it that we do not care much for the

possessing of Christ?

If your brother told you that he

would give you anything that you

desired and you went about in rags,

your community would have the right

to fear for the saneness of your mind,

and yet there are millions of girls and

women who could live great lives, who

could be rich in influence, who could

have the priceless love, who could

have happiness which no one in the

world has yet been able to picture, and

they will not ask for it. "Ask and ye

shall receive.” “If ye ask anything in

my name, I will do it.” And Christian

people act as though they did not

believe Him.

In Europe there is enough of sorrow

to fill the world's cup; in Asia there

is enough of sin to contaminate every

person on the earth: in South America

\
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there is enough of darkness to cover

the globe; in Africa there is enough of

ignorance to condemn all learning; in

America there are thousands and

thousands of crosses where Christ is

being crucified daily. Do you care?

Then Pray! K. W. E.

Our Autumn Festival

Thanksgiving Day, as we now keep

it, has expanded from the seed—like

thought of the Puritans into a national

observance, and it is singularly in

harmony with early New England

character, and with the principles and

ideals which have shaped the nation.

At no other time, perhaps, does the

structure of our republic seem so

lofty in itself, so beneficent in its

shelter. And never are the heroism,

the devotion, and the patience that

secured its beginning, and therefore its

being, more plainly seen.

The harvest time, which Thanks—

giving Day commemorates, is the
world’sv festival, the feast of the year’s

ingathering. Now has our Father in

heaven answered the prayer that is

taught us, and given us, indeed, “our

daily bread.” In the wheat fields and

corn fields, in orchards and gardens,

it has been ripening.

It is all the good gift of God. Let

us be thankful not only for the ruddy

and golden fruit on the orchard

boughs, the corn on the hills, and

the wheat in the garner—let us be

thankful, too, when these become our

daily food:

“The golden sunshine, vernal air,

Sweet flowers and fruit thy love declare;

When harvests ripen, Thou art there."

Every little field shares in the

harvest glory. The tiny crop on the

rugged New England hills seems, and

is, as truly a part of the harvest wealth,

of the grain that is the world’s bread

and the nation’s life, as any rich, wide

stretching wheat field of the Dakota

prairies.

And how little it seems to matter if

here and there a crop fails! The real

harvest seldom disappoints us; the

general yield is rarely inadequate. The

year’s surplus will suffice for next

year’s need. America’s abundance

shall compensate for the lack across

the sea during these tragic days of

war.

The harvest fields suggest to us a

bond of human brotherhood. The

same earth, the same skies feed us

all, and here is shown, for all to read,

a symbol of the Fatherhood of God.

Nourished by such truths as these,

and by great thoughts of human duty

and destiny, the founders of our

nation “builded better than they

knew.”

The following quotations, taken

from Dr. Mott’s “The Present World

Situation,” present a challenge which

it will be well worth our while to think

about as we pray during World Fel

lowship Week. Each sentence sug—

gests to us responsibility and sacrifice:

“It would seem that the Christian

who in these days would apologize for

missions is either ignorant or thought

less, because a man who apologizes

for missions apologizes for all endur—

ing religion."

>5: >i< *

“To have a knowledge of Christ is

to incur a tremendous responsibility to

those that have it not. What a colos

sal crime against two-thirds of the

human race to withhold this surpass

ing knowledge.”

* * *

“Some day every one of us must

pass before the judgment seat of

Christ, and at that time we shall be

judged not by what some one else did,

but by what we did to serve our own

generation by the will of God. Re

sponsibility is not only individual and

untransferable; it is urgent.”

* * >l<

“The secret of large fruitage so

much desired and needed on every

field lies in releasing this latent force

of sacrifice. The spirit of Christian

missions is the spirit of Christ; and

his spirit was and is essentially a

spirit of supreme self-sacrifice."



The Call of the Present to Students

William PiersonlMerrill

  

 

N a time when great deeds are

common, idle words are an im

pertinence. I want to talk to you

plainly and directly, setting before

you, as I see it, the responsibility

which rests upon you just now as

American Christian students.

The unpardonable sin for any one

belonging to the more fortunate part

of humanity, the privileged, the edu

cated, the wealthy, is the sin of failing

to “discern the signs of the times.”

By the very fact that you can give

your youth to study, you are stamped

as privileged above the mass of people.

As some one has put it forcibly, you

are the people who, in the time of the

French Revolution, would either have

led the people or been led to the

guillotine.

Have you ever asked yourself, How

is it that I can command the time

and means to gain culture and pro

ficiency, when thousands, as worthy

and capable as I, are condemned to

unremitting toil all their days, de—

barred as effectually from the free

life of the intellect as the caged lion is

shut away from the plains he loves?

There can be but one honest answer

—humanity needs leaders. There

must be some equipped for trained

leadership, and inspired for sacrificial

service. To use your years of prepara

tion, your privilege of higher educa

tion, for anything less or other than

for the best possible fitting of your

self for the highest possible service

is to misappr'opriate trust funds.

True for all students everywhere,

this is pre-eminently true for the

student body of America just now.

We are living in great days, painful,

solemn, full of threats and promises

for the future. In view of these tre—

mendous plain facts, “what manner

of persons ought ye to be, looking for

and hastening the coming of the day

of the Lord, the new world wherein

dwelleth righteousness”?

For any young man or young

woman to go through college in these

days, only to settle back and become

a mere respectable, conventional mem

ber of society, is as deep a disgrace

as for an Indian graduate of Carlisle

or Hampton to “go back to the

blanket.”

I have said that I want to speak to

you as American Christian students.

Each of those three words has its own

responsibility for you.

First of all, I would have you

realize what a call comes to you

because you are Americans. Peculiar

responsibility will rest upon America

for the next score of years, the years

in which your life-work will be taking

shape. For the world which shall be

born out of the pangs of this war will

be in peculiar need of those very ideals

and principles which form the heritage

of America. Therefore, there is urgent

need that all over this land there shall

be a re-birth of true Americanism.

“America first,” as some men are

shouting it, is just as offensive as
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“Deutschland ueber alles” in the

mouth of an ultra-Prussian. King

Peter of Servia recently spoke a true

and wise word when he said: “True

patriotism consists in loving one’s

country; but fake patriotism consists

of hating other countries.” we must

have an Americanism that shall rise

above nationalism, and that shall put

the common interests of humanity

higher than the interests of any one

country, even our own.

But the whole world of humanity

needs the best of our heritage as

Americans. In the lurid light of the

present world situation surely we can

see how splendid and strong and neces

sary are those mighty ideals on which

the fathers founded our Republic—

that governments derive their just

powers from the consent of the

governed; that it is better to trust the

mass of men than to trust a few

privileged men; that common human

rights are the supreme care of the

state; that nations must be governed

by “a decent respect to the opinions

of mankind”; that men of different

races and traditions can dwell together

in peace and good—will; that quarrel

ing commonwealths can be united in a

federation for the common welfare;

that the true way to settle disputes is

not by war, but by free discussion,

publicity, and the acceptance of a com

mon law. These are the principles

which would have prevented the

present war, and which alone can avert

future wars. And they are nothing

more or less than the historic ideals

of our national life.

One call, therefore, which comes to

you is that you use your years of

preparation to become leaders of

true Americanism; that you learn to

trample on all the false patriotism

which puts America above humanity,

and that you gain a clear vision of the

true ideals of our country and grow

in loyalty to them. \Ne shall render

the world a rare service if we show

clearly that America means her pro—

fessions to the full; that we stand

always against all “rights of conquest,”

and for the right of people to choose

their own rulers; that when we say we

trust the mass of men we mean that

we base our national policies on good

will and confidence toward all men—

black, brown and yellow, no less than

white; that we believe, and show our

faith by our deeds, that a nation’s best

defense is justice and generous good

will toward all; that we stand for

frankness and openness in all our

national and international dealings,

and that we are ready to risk much,

and to go far, in helping the world to

substitute reason for steel, courts for

camps, and common interest for

national ambition. If America stood

for her ancient ideals in some such

spirit as that, she would be the true

leader the world needs. And every

young woman of you, every young

man and young woman in our student

body, is called of God, the God who

is struggling through the thick dark

ness toward a world of his good

pleasure, to be such an American, to

help make our country stand before

the world in the strength and sim—

plicity of its ancient ideals.

In a more direct, if less inspiring,

way the call of to-day comes to

Americans as to men and women of

no other race. For the plain indica

tion is that America will have, when

the war is over, such powers and

opportunities as no other land- will

possess. The leading nations of the

world will be impoverished in money

and in manhood; they will be cursed

with lingering hates even more terrible

to bear than their burdens of debt;

not only business and industry, but

moral standards will have fallen into

ruin. Social progress will have come

to a standstill. Our country, should

she be kept out of the war, will be

strong in her unwasted manhood and

resources. \Vhat will that mean to us

and to the world?

It may mean a rich blessing or a

deep and deadly curse. There is a

grave danger that the men and women

of America will see only the possi

bilities of increased prosperity, of

financial aggrandizement, of fattening

on the sorrows of Europe; that the
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result of our swollen prosperity will

be to fasten more securely upon us

the rule of the dollar, the coarse and

frank materialism from which we

were beginning to escape. That would

be a tragedy more terrible than the

fate of Belgium. We shall avert such

a peril only as the young men and

young women who shall come from

our colleges are ready to leaven the

national life. Especially is there need

that the young women of America

shall establish and maintain new and

higher standards of simplicity and

democracy that shall effectively

counteract tendencies to lavish ex—

penditure and social cleavage, and a

worship of comfort and luxury, that

are the shame and the bane of the

social life of America. I tell you, every

American youth who goes through an

educational course of preparation for

life in this day and fails to learn un

forgetably that "a man’s life consisteth

not in the abundance of the things that

he possesseth,” who fails to gain a

loyalty to high honor that will rule

him through all his relationships—

personal, commercial, national and

international—will come out from col

lege to curse his country and the

world. Better were it for him that

he had never been born into the world

of culture.

For the simple fact is that, for at

least ten years after the war shall

have closed, the world must look to

American students for leadership in

research, in technical and professional

and educational advance. In what

other nation will there be either men

or means for such work? Not the

least tragic of the dark and bitter facts

of the time is the sudden sweeping

away of the marvelous structure of

German study and research. The

leaders are dying on the battlefield, or

turning their knowledge and skill into

the making of destructive agencies.

In England, Oxford opened last fall

with a handful of students, all in the

lower classes, those only who were

too young to take part in the war.

When the war is over all available

strength, thought and capital will be
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requisitioned for supplying primitive

needs, for rebuilding the means of

bare living and repairing the frightful

destruction of values. It is here in

America that students must be found

to lead the world's work of research

and scientific advance.

Shortly after the war opened a lead

ing surgeon in Chicago showed me a

letter he had received from a leading

surgeon in Berlin, in which the

German doctor said: “You cannot

realize too soon or too thoroughly that,

for at least ten years to come, scientific

and professional work will be utterly

at a standstill in Germany, and we

must all look to Aimdrica to supply the

need.” Do you see what that means

for the young men and women of

our colleges looking forward to pro

fessional work in medicine, in educa

tional method, in physical science, in

chemistry, in teaching, in social study,

and effort in missionary work, in all

the many varied callings? What

manner of persons ought you to be as

you study for these years?

It is as if the intellectual leaders of

the past were looking to you as the

only bridge over which their work

may be carried on to the future. It

is as if, out of the mighty army of

youth the world over, all the rest

had been stricken, among them the

strongest and ablest, and your little

regiment alone remained on the march.

If you fail to be such strong, original,

indefatigable, self-denying students as

the world needs in order to advance,

then the world’s failure is complete.

Competition is, for the time, removed.

There is no one to do the work if you

fail.

There never has been a day, and

there never will be another, in your

time or mine, when there was such

urgent need as there is to-day that

the students who come out from our

colleges shall be equipped to lead

wisely and courageously the world’s

social progress. After every great

war comes a period of social reac

tion; the younger men have been

killed, and the affairs are in the hands

of the older men who are naturally
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conservative. The great cause of so

cial and democratic progress will be

set back a generation unless the youth

of America have a double portion of

the progressive, crusading, advancing

spirit. You must be prepared to

march in the van, to play the pioneer.

If honor means anything, if grand—

eur is indeed nigh to Our dust, and

God near to man, you will be such

students as the world has never yet

seen, knowing that humanity is hang

ing on your work, realizing that ages

remote will be affected, for better or

worse, by the faithfulness or care

lessness of the present student gen—

eration here in America.

But there is a call which comes to

you to-day which is stronger than that

which comes to Americans and to

' students. You are called to such life

and work as few have reached because

you are Christians.

More than it needs Americans,

more than it needs students, the world

to-day needs Christians. The failure

of its old gods and old faiths is com

plete and'unmistakable. Not educa

tion, nor science, nor diplomacy, nor

armament, nor religiousness, can keep

men from hatred and war and inter

national crime. That is clear.

The church, as it is, can do little.

Anyone who has eyes to see can see

that some radical reconstruction is

necessary if the church is to lead the

world to the Kingdom; and anyone

who has ears to hear can hear Christ

calling for leaders in that work of

reconstruction. We must look to you

students to lead in this work of mak—

ing the church what it ought to be

in this great day of need.

Clearly as the world just now sees

the hopelessness of further trust in

its old deities, it will inevitably drift

back into its former idolatries, unless

Christ can be lifted up in the sight

of the world by a new, impressive,

simple demonstration of the power of

Christian character and the practical

worth of Christian ideals. We must

have men and women who believe

Jesus Christ and take his way with

simple thoroughness; men and women

who will dare set aside all conven

tionalities, all orthodoxies, all tradi

tions, all customs, which get in the

way of the program, the kingdom and

the grace of Jesus Christ; men and

women great and simple in their

Christianity; men and women who

find in the gospel of the Son of Man

the way of life for themselves, for

their country and for the world.

There is an unfortunate impression

that to become a Christian means to

be a negative or neutral sort of being,

bound by traditions, tied to ancient

forms,‘moving cautiously through the

world as through a danger zone. It

is not such Christians that God wants

to-day. Take no yoke, but the yoke

of Christ; know Him for yourself;

follow Him in your own way; serve

Him on your own line. Rid yourself

of the pernicious notion that to be

“saved” means to be “preserved”—

put in a jar, neatly labelled, set on a

shelf; and realize that to be truly

“saved,” to be really a Christian,

means to have put into you a spirit,

a force, that defies tradition and

breaks through all rules and creeds,

sets you at daring deeds, and lets you

out from all that binds you into the

freest of all ways of living, into the

“glorious liberty of the sons of God.”

It will cost you something to be

that sort of Christian; you may have

to prove the truth of the saying,

“Blessed are they which are perse

cuted for righteousness’ sake; for it

is they who bring in the Kingdom.”

But, after all, the worst that could

happen to anyone would be, not to

lose your position, or your means, or

your reputation, or your life, through

following Christ in some hazardous

and unpopular enterprise, but to trot

through your life contentedly in ruts

worn by long acquiescence, to wear

all your life the collar of conformity.

I would not have you restless to be

leaders. The world needs a thousand

to follow where one leads. But I

would have you quick to follow the

right leaders, the men and women

who neither retreat nor stay in camp,

but move ahead at any cost, who take
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risks, and dare strike hard blows. I

want to be part of the force that

moves things, not part of the mass

to be moved. I want your Christi—

anity to make a difference in you, and

in the world in which you move and

work.

Oh, young women upon whom the

ends of the ages have indeed come,

what manner of persons ought you

to be, set, as you are, where a whole

race looks to you for light and leader

ship and spiritual strength? These

years of student life which stretch

before you should appear to you in

their true light, as very sacred and

precious. These days before you are

great days, when the history of the

Kingdom of God shall be written;

and more than any other body of men

and women, the American student

body will decide whether the cause
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of God’s Kingdom shall be set for—

ward or retarded, whether the record

shall be that of one more great chance

lost, or that of the Son of Man at

last coming to his own. Down in the

heart of each one of you that issue

must be met. Will you hear the call,

and heed it? Will you rise up and

follow? “When the Son of Man com

eth, shall he find faith on the earth P”

He has come to—day, in thick dark

ness and distress, in the breaking

up of an old world. But if He finds

faith on the earth, if the young people

of this day are ready to follow Him,

to “give the best they have to the

best they know," to be companions

of good will, of the spirit, of the

Cross, believers in the supremacy of

justice and love and faithfulness, then

shall this day of darkness issue in the

glory of the “day of the Lord."
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What a Factory Can Teach a Housewife

Ida M. Tarbell

HEN one set of people see that

another set of people are

taking from them that which

they very much want to have, the in

telligent procedure is to find the

reasons behind the shift. The house

wives of this country are seeing the

great body of girls and women on

whom they have always depended for

household service turn their backs on

them and accept employment in thou

sands of different kinds of shops and

factories. They see the girl that they

think they ought to secure as a

waitress much preferring to go into a

candy factory. They find the woman

that they think would make an

admirable cook possibly making muni—

tions, if she lives in Dayton, Ohio,

for instance. This shift from the

house to the factory is not local and

sporadic. It is general and permanent.

There are, of course, reasons. Now

what are the reasons? What the

household employers in this country

ought to do is to study carefully why

the manufacturers can hold labor

when they cannot. The factory has

no way of compelling girls and

women to come to it. They go, it is

obvious, because they prefer it. Why

do they prefer it?

Most housewives have traditional

notions of the factory as something

cruel, dark, distressing. They are

appalled that any woman should pre

fer to go into these places, of which

they have such horror. But is their

notion correct? Take the woman

who might be the cook. Why does

she go to a factory? It is not at all

because she does not want to cook.

It is because she does want a regular

day of a fixed number of hours. It
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is because she does want her Sundays

and holidays. It is because she wants

a fixed task, which she can perform

without the hourly fussing and in

trusion of a person who, because she

is in authority, is unwilling to let her

whom she hires go ahead and do her

work in her own way. It is because

she can have a home, a place which is

her own, to which she can give her

personal stamp, where she can be

more independent, more cheerful,

more of a person than she can in the

home that is provided by the house

wife.

The woman prefers the factory, too,

because she finds that her employer

and those who are immediately over

her show her and her work more re—

spect than the housewife ordinarily

does. She can weave or spin. She

can run a lathe or feed a machine, and

the policeman on the heat will not look

down on her, as he so often does if

she is in a kitchen. She keeps caste

in the factory, as she cannot keep it

in the house. The women of this

country are never going to be able to

hold household workers until they

offer the same physical and social

advantages that the factory does.

There never was a clearer demonstra

tion that money has less influence with

the mass of people than opportunities

for a free life and for social standing.

The woman makes more money in

the average household. Her weekly

wage may not be quite as large as that

of the factory, but what she saves

brings the earnings up considerably

above that of the highest paid factory

workers. It is with her a question of

self—respect, a question of freedom,

a question of opportunity to advance,

to take and make a place for herself

in the community.

Socially and economically speaking,

the housewives of the United States

are back in the eighteenth century,

and not the eighteenth century of the

revolutionary France and revolution

ary America, but the feudal eighteenth

century. They see this thing from an
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aristocratic point of view, not from

the democratic. Until they purge

themselves of the class spirit, until

they go out and study why the manu

facturer is able to hold the labor

which he wants, and are willing to

transform their spirit and their

methods, and are ready to adopt his

spirit and his methods, they are not

going to be able to stabilize and dignify

the great industry which they control.

They can learn what it is necessary to

do from the factory.

Not long ago I stumbled upon an

admirable illustration of this. The

owner of a factory died, leaving his

business to his wife. She had scarcely

ever in his life passed the door of the

plant. Now she was obliged to acquaint

herself with its condition. She found

it in debt. To save the property she

was obliged to give attention to it. She

went at the task with great energy,

and in ten years has built up a factory

which is in every way a model. She

discovered at once that in order to

hold the kind of labor which she

needed she would be obliged to offer

better hours, higher wages, better con

ditions than her predecessors. She

built up a labor force where content

ment and co—operation reign. She had

been but a few years at this work

when she began to ask herself, “Why

can I hold these people better than I

can my cook and maids ?” Her factory

experience enabled her to answer the

question. She offered in the factory

a life more in accordance with natural

human wants than she did in her

kitchen. She resolved to revolutionize

her house and put the labor there on

the same basis as labor in the factory.

The result more than justified the ex

periment. She keeps her cook and her

maids. They co-operate with her as

her operatives in the factory co

operate. The result she claims is

revolutionary in its spirit and its satis

factions.

Something like this every woman

must do if she is to hold labor.



Smugness in Thanksgiving

Emma F. Byers

NE day not so many weeks ago I started on a new adventure. I set

0 out to find romance in everyday work and play.

But romance was not so easy to find. It seemed to me at first

that my quest was simple enough. I just wanted to find the secret of being

happy as you went along. To me it meant nothing more unusual than the

old, old quest for the true spirit of thanksgiving.

How strange it is in these hurried days, that people forget what real

contentment means. Every tired soul of us dreams about the El Dorado of

contentment—but in an ambition-ridden world it seems impossible of attain

ment. Curiously enough, my adventure taught me first of all, that content—

ment is our great desire—only so pitifully few of us really know how to find it.

First of all I went to some of the girls I know, most of them students.

I wondered if they had found the secret of the Thanksgiving spirit, which,

being translated, means true contentment.

It had been a long time, I remembered, since I had heard of the sweet

girl graduate. In the midst of increasing opportunities for girls, and changed

conditions of women’s life and world, the old-fashioned girl has slipped out

of sight. The American girl, especially the student, has so much in her life.

Nowadays she realizes that she is a member of the community as well as

an important factor in her father’s house; that every minute must be spent

in conscious self-preparation. Small wonder that she seems self-centered. Her

inner world of thOUght is easily discovered. Its biggest signposts are deciphered

at no great distance. They are Ambition and the dawn of the Consciousness

of Power.

A scrap of conversation I had heard only a short time ago came back

to me.

“You know, Peggy," one college Senior said to another. “I feel so

thankful that I have succeeded so well. Mother said that she knew that I had

ability and courage. But the remarkable thing is that I made the attempt

with my delicate constitution."

“I am thankful for my job.” This time it was a young professional

woman speaking. “Maybe I am a bit selfish about it, but it means everything

in the world to me. It means my place in the community and perhaps later

on it will mean my chance to work out something that may, in the end,

help someone else a little.”

My adventure was only started. I wanted to know more about this

spirit of Thanksgiving. All around me I saw lives filled to overflowing with

work and blessings of all kinds. What sort of thankfulness was in the hearts

of the busy folks I met everywhere?

“What are you most thankful for P” I asked another college student.

“Two professors within three days have told me that if I study faith

fully I have possibilities of a great future. I am thankful for my particular

gift. Not that I take any credit for it—I just have it, you know.”

Another girl was thankful “for a place to live in a nice family instead

of a boarding house.” One girl was thankful because the summer had

brought her a long dreamed of trip on a western range. Some one else said,

“My chance to work,” and still another girl gave this hasty glimpse of the

myriad sides of the modern girls’ character by telling me that she was

thankful that she had been able to conquer her bad temper.
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“Mother says it is really a good thing to have a bad temper if you can

conquer it. Now I feel more justified in having a temper at all,” she explained.

But everyone seems so smugly thankful. Somehow I could not help

thinking of a prayer of thanksgiving, mentioned in the Bible: “God, I thank

thee that I am not as other men.”

Life must mean more than that. Of course, its true expression must

be in the individual, responsible for her own development. And yet, how

many of us fetter our own spirit by following our dreams to their goals

and just giving thanks, when we happen to think of it, for the chance of

self-fulfillment.

So my adventure went on. How varied were my discoveries! “For all

the wonderful things of the year"; “for a chance to study”; “for my place

to work out my great scheme of existence”; “for mother’s good health”;

“for friends, for money, position, books”—the list was endless. There seemed

to be plenty of thanksgiving in the world when you came right down to it—

Thanksgiving of a certain kind. Of course we are all thankful for friends

and home and mother and America. These things are part of ourselves.

Then I began to wonder. Perhaps Thanksgiving time was, after all,

only another opportunity to inquire honestly if our gratitude was something

like that of the Pharisee. Was it just our country, our prosperity, our friends

and our own good Thanksgiving dinner that filled our hearts with thanks_

giving?

Just here I seemed far from my goal. The romance had gone out of

my quest. Something was the matter with my adventure!

It’s always easy to forget the folks around the corner. It matters little

to us, in the final analysis, how desperate their struggle for respectability may

be. Our thanksgiving spirit is so complacent. It fails to remember, over a

steaming turkey, edged with rich dressing and accompanied by sufficient

cranberry sauce, those other dinners of stale bread and tea. We are grateful

for our friends. But how much thought do we give to the girl who is

friendless simply because she has no opportunities to know what friendli

ness means?

There are thousands of girls working hard to be respectable who haven’t

enough to eat, and thousands of others who want something more in their

lives than enough to eat and a place to sleep. But we have heard this state

ment so often it hardly registers anywhere on our preoccupied brains.

“Oh, but,” we answer easily enough. “We have thought about these

girls sometimes. We have ‘gone slumming.’ We have visited hospitals and

read to the old ladies at the Old Peoples’ Home.” Yes! But have we ever

done anything really vital to change the conditions of their lives, that they

may be thankful too? Or have we only tossed them a bunch of pretty flowers

that cost us nothing in time or strength or life to give and expected them to

forget their hunger and pain and loneliness? Have we put more than a

friendly finger under the burdens of our sisters who climb the weary way

beside us? I wondered how we dared be thankful without that.

Still I was not at the end of my adventure. There must be something

more. I pushed relentlessly on.

One day an interesting man came into my OfiICC. People loved him as a.

great leader.

“What are you most thankful for?” I asked him.

“For the spirit of giving in folks.”

I remember he smiled his answer back at me, and that smile suddenly

brought me in sight of my adventure’s end.
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A little boy who picks up the waste paper in my office; who peeps in at

my door at five o’clock in the afternoons with an inquiring look as if to ask

how soon I expect to go home, timidly opened my office door one evening.

“Come in,” I said. “You may have the paper now. What are you most

thankful for, my boy 3’”

“For Barby,” he answered, without a moment’s hesitation.

“Why are you thankful for Barby? Is she your sister ?"

“Yes, she's my sister, and I am thankful because she’s so big-like.”

“And do you expect to be big-like some day?” I ventured.

“Not the way Barby is,” the lad answered. “When grandmother died

Barby gave all of her money that she’d saved up, and she always does things

for people, and always smiles,” he added.

That night I went home with a vision of a little lad with shining eyes

> before me. He was so radiantly thankful for Barby.

Here in my own office, where I least expected to find it, I ended my

adventure in the quest for contentment. I found my true spirit of thanks

giving not in Barby, who was so “big-like,” but in the little boy, who was not

thankful for anything he had ever done or ever hoped to be, but for certain

qualities of greatness in another.

In quietness and in confidence I thought of the quest of Sir Launfal and

the cup changed into the grail in my hands.

The Young Women’s Christian Association

on the Border

Katharine Scott

“ UST what are you? Militia

ladies? No? In the ladies’

Y. M. C. A.? No? Interested

in the soldiers’ families?”

Such questioners wondered why

the Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation, a women's organization, was

bothering itself about a state of affairs

which, to their minds, concerned itself

with men and not with women. The

troops were on the border by the

thousands. The Young Men’s Chris—

tian Association, through splendidly

prompt and efficient organization, had

followed them and was doing among

them work which Mein Hostess,

Mamie Donahue, proprietress of a

border-town hotel, correctly called

excellent. And what more was there

about it?

There was, however, much more

about it. All along the border people

and groups of people were concerned

about the life of the girls and young

Women in the cities and towns in

which so many soldiers were

quartered. \Vhat wholesome kind of

social life did their girls have? What

did they—the people—know about the

many girls said to be coming to their

cities in the wake of the militia, to

find a job, to follow a friend, or to

seek a gay life? What had they done

to safeguard and guide the young girls

suddenly excited by the glamor of so

many uniforms, and what were they

doing to provide decent recreation for

the girls and the soldiers whom they,

in various ways, were learning to

know? If they did not live up to their

responsibility for their young people,

had they not reason to be fearful of

how long a girl could resist the tempta

tions all about her?

In the small towns these questions

could be answered by the mothers and

fathers of the girls, and by the

churches. From Brownsville on the
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east to Nogales on the west, girls in

the towns having an American popula—

tion of from one to ten thousand were

members of the well-to-do families

who had withstood and conquered the

rigors of frontier life. Their doings

were largely governed by the standards

of their group. One or another girl in

a town claiming twenty-five American

girls and young women might be con

sidered by some of her neighbors to

be fiighty, and there was in more than

one town an earnest request for some

talks from an outsider which might

teach mothers and daughters a more

dignified and womanly social code.

The little towns of McAllen, Pharr

and Mission, each of which, in normal

times, boasted not more than one

thousand Americans, had suddenly

been inundated by thousands of

militia. The hotel, the grocery store,

the post-card vender, the ice-cream

cone man and, above all, the post

OH'ICC gasped for breath, and tele

graphed repeatedly for more helpers.

The towns were on the boom~even

leading citizens were taking luxurious

summer trips with the money which

they had never thought the militia

would pay for renting their houses.

The thoughtful people realized the

other side of the situation, and were

anxious to have some kind of social

work started which would include the

neighboring towns in that lower Rio

Grande Valley. Both requests are

ones which should be answered in

some way, but neither claimed the

immediate attention which the larger

cities demanded.

These cities—San Antonio, the

headquarters of General Funston and

the distributing center for army work

on the eastern border; El Paso, the

point of largest concentration of

troops, and a city crowded with

transients, as well as with an ever

in'creasing number of natives; and

Douglas, separated from Mexico by

no more than a shallow ditch, the point

third in importance in the concentra

tion of troops—these cities wanted to

and needed to meet their “girl prob

lem” in as immediate and constructive

a way as possible. In all of them

American girls were earning their

living behind counter and machine; in

all were girls whose home influences

were nothing or worse than nothing,

and in all were girls on the streets and

girls looking for fun and excitement

in the only ways they knew of find

ing it.

The boards of the Young Women’s

Christian Associations in San Antonio

and El Paso were eager to bring into

the Association, through club and

recreational work, as many girls as it

was possible to find and to interest.

Through a fund secured by a member

of the National Board for work along

the border it was possible to help the

Associations to grasp their duty and

their chance by sending as special

emergency workers of the National

Board certain secretaries, without

whom additional work could not be

done in any far-reaching way. Each

Association in turn bent its energies

to help to carry out the plan for the

special work which seemed wise to

pursue in that city.

In San Antonio two special workers

are busy—Miss Ernestine Friedmann,

released temporarily from her work

as national extension secretary in the

Northeastern Field, and her assistant,

Miss Vera Schafer, also released by

the Cleveland board. With Miss Ida

Jontz, the newly acquired general

secretary, they are working under a

special “border committee” to broaden

the work and influence of the Asso—

ciation among the girls throughout the

city. A recent letter told of two

hundred and thirty-three new girls

who, during that week, had come to

the Association for supper and for

clubs and educational classes in the

evenings.

The work there is being done under

three general divisions—club work,

carried on mainly at the well-equipped

Association building (the Business

Women’s Club, at their reorganization

meeting, voted to support Marion

Bliem, a San Antonio girl, as their

secretary in the Buenos Aires Asso—

ciation); parties and general good
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times for the girls and their men

friends, and for the militia whom the

girls know or for whom the army

chaplains and secretaries of the Army

Young Men’s Christian Association

can vouch, and a survey, greatly

needed in the city, which will show,

among other things, the reliable board

ing places, the employment agencies

and what they do and do not do, and

the amusements for the girl with a slim

purse. A night letter has just come,

telling of a dinner to be given by the

Third and Fourth Illinois Infantry on

October 13 to one hundred of the girls

and to the border committee of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion. The militia are taking this oppor

tunity to say “thank you.” General

and Mrs. Funston are being the guests

of honor, and General Funston the

speaker of the day. Mr. Chaffee, the

secretary in charge of the Army

Young Men’s Christian Association

work in San Antonio, and Mrs.

Chaffee are also to be present.

In El Paso the presidents of the

Young W'omen's Christian Associa

tion, the Daughters of the American

Revolution and the Woman’s Club

heard of a hazardous proposal for the

promiscuous recreation and entertain

ment of the young people there, and

were, through their joint petition, able

to check it. Through that the Asso

ciation came to realize the demand and

the need throughout the city for good

recreation. The Association, the pre

ventive organization among young

women, was eager to take the lead if

it could have a special secretary to do

this particular work. \Vith this

promise a fund was raised with which

the out-of-door tennis court was

finished and equipped, its down-town

quarters were made ready for more

formal gymnastic work, and it

planned, if wise, to acquire from in

terested and influential friends per

mission to use one or another vacant

lot as a center for organized play.

\Vith that equipment the physical

director and the special club and

recreational director sent to El Paso,

through this border fund, would work,

as in San Antonio, to include the

largest possible number of girls in the

spirit and life of the Association.

There is in Douglas no Young

Women’s Christian Asmciation, but,

because of the feeling of responsibility

among many women there and through

their interest and support, work has

been begun, which a night letter just

received proves to be flourishing:

“The Young Women’s Club of Doug

las opened this evening (October 9)

with a large and promising member

ship. Project arousing great enthusi

asm under the able leadership of

Miss Sandlin. Committee greatly

encouraged.” With Miss Edna Sand

lin as director (released from her

work in Birmingham for a year) the

board of directors and its several com

mittees are organizing clubs among

the girls in stores and laundries, and

among the school girls and their

teachers; are forming gymnasium

classes for the young people and

for those of riper years, and are

planning, through the co-operation of

the school board, for classes in do

mestic science and art, and for health

talks. A committee on furnishings is

making the club-room, at 1085 F Ave—

nue, attractive and hospitable and

homelike; a committee on employment

and housing is working toward making

itself a referee for the girl and the job

to be had and for the transient or

newcomer. Cots at the club-room will

ofler a place for rest by day and for

shelter to a strange girl by night. Bible

classes will be led by the “very best

talent of the city.” The attractive

folder, which has just come, tells also

of classes in bookkeeping, travel talks,

a current—events club, a chorus club,

courses in business efficiency, a girls’

department, led by two enthusiastic

volunteer workers. Organized to meet

the particular conditions in Douglas at

this time, the Club may find that at

any time Douglas cannot get along

without it, and may grow up into a

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion, becoming a growing factor for

good among the girls and women

there.



Christmas Programs

Ruth Carpenter Woodley

u

ILL you stand up with me

while I am married ?” asked

a bashful groom of one of

his neighbors.

“Indeed I will,” was the reply. “But

why not come over to the schoolhouse

and be married on Christmas when

we’re all on hand ?”

And so it was arranged, for the little

country schoolhouse, twenty miles

away from the railroad was the meet

ing place for “all the folks” for miles

around.

This year the Horton family brought

the Christmas dinner. To be sure, one

horse bucked, the sleigh tipped over,

and cranberry sauce was strewn for

half a mile, but sauce isn't an essen

tial; the Masback family searched out

the straightest fir tree and brought it

in; the Jones family with seven “kids”

made the pop-corn strings and other

tree trimmings; the Fultons provided

Santa Claus and all his whiskers, and

so on, each family in the community

contributing its share to everybody’s'

Christmas.

The minister was there for the wed—

ding, so a short religious service with

singing gave the keynote to the day

before the usual family festivities of

dinner, tree and entertainment took

place. And, of course, the wedding

was duly solemnized and the day

ended with wholesome country dances,

with a fiddler in one corner and a

lantern in the other.

There we have it—the whole com—

munity meeting as a great big family,

each doing his share to make all

happy

Such gatherings are typical of the

bigger feeling of brotherhood and sis

terhood that is constantly growing.

So it is that “the community Christ

mas tree symbolizes that which the

home Christmas does not. It symbol

izes Christmas for all the world. In

spite of greed and despair, there are

many who would share with the world

all the sacred beauty and hope that

they as individuals cherish as their

own.” It means a Christmas festival

that belongs to all. “God bless us,.

every one,” takes on a new meaning

when we think of neighbors joining in

the same circle around the Christmas

tree.

Community Christmas trees have

been planted from coast to coast, and

neighbors reach out to neighbors, com

munities to communities, till in time

Christ’s birthday message will bring

to all, “Peace on earth, good will to

men.”

The Young Women’s Christian As

sociations are always ready to help,

and might very well rouse public feel

ing so that every community could

have a common Christmas tree this

year. If your neighborhood doesn’t

co-operate very well, here is your op—

portunity, for hard hearts are softened

at Christmas time, and if you can all

pull together once, it will be done

again. Call in everyone to help organ

ize it, representatives of all the

churches, social and civic clubs and

other organizations, and before you

know it the whole scheme will be un

der way. By addressing “Tree of

Light,” P. 0. Station G, New York

City, you will get information about

organizing and conducting community

Christmas trees.

The exercises may be simple or

more elaborate, but whatever you do,

if the spirit of good fellowship leads

the way, your plan will succeed.

The school children generally lead

in the carol singing, though the addi

tion of stronger, preferably male

voices, is a great help. If you have

a bugler, or better yet, church chimes,

they may call all to the tree which is

unlighted. At the appointed hour

when the first carol is sung, the tree

blazes forth into sparkling glory. If

it is known before hand that a candle

in the window will bring a troupe of
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carolers, the bands of children will be

kept busy sending out their message

of cheer and good will.

If your community de'sires a more

pretentious Christmas observance 1a

celebration similiar to the one given

so successfully in Springfield, Massa

chusetts, three years ago, might be

tried. (See American City, Decem

ber 14.) The chimes called all the

people to the market-place, when a

fanfare of trumpeters drew all eyes

to the balcony of the municipal build

ing, where the herald sent forth his

message to the waiting people.

“Now when Jesus was born in

Bethlehem of Judea there

came wise men from the east . .

saying, \Vhere is he that is born King

of the Jews, for we have seen his star

in the east and are come to worship

him.”

The three wise men walked across

the balcony, and the great star on top

of the unlighted tree in the square

shone out.

Again the voice of the herald rang

out clearly: “And there were in the

same country shepherds abiding in the

field keeping watch over their flock

by night.”

The wise men made way for the

group of shepherds and their flocks,

when the herald again read:

“And lo! the angel of the Lord came

upon them” an angel stood

on the parapet overlooking all, carry

ing a trumpet and illumined by a

bright light.

“Glory to God in the Highest"

. rang out from the voices of

hundreds of children coming down the

church steps on one side of the square.

At the close of the chant the tree

shone forth in all its splendor, and

every one joined in the singing of

"0 Little Town of Bethlehem.”

One very practical suggestion from

this is that the action took place high

enough up to be seen by all.

Throughout the Christmas holidays,

however, there will be celebrations in

smaller groups, requiring programs

both sacred and secular. Mr. William

Chauncey Langdon has touched the

heart of the matter when he says that

“Christmas is pre-eminently a season

of worship of all kinds, and that the

expression, ‘an act of worship,’ is a

peculiarly accurate one; worship

always has been and always must be

expressed in acts. S0 in former times,

and more and more in our own times,

is the dramatic element being used in

Christian worship, with the effect of

heightening the joy, the wider beauty,

the whole-souled merriment, the divine

appeal, in its many forms."

Most usable dramatic forms for re

ligious celebrations are the old-time

mystery play, and masque, originally

played by the monks in the courtyards

of the churches. If a group could

work out together some simple theme,

so easily expressed in these elementary

dramatic forms, the final presentation

will be only a small part of the joy

all would feel. Mr. Langdon's “Chapel

Masque” and “Bronxville Mystery

Play" are good examples of this sort

of performance.

For simpler programs the Story of

the Nativity, as told in the Bible,

furnishes one of the most impressive

and satisfactory evenings that can be

given. Any teacher or class can easily

work this out for themselves, with

simple costuming, on any platform.

But for those who can’t spend much

time in preparation, the following is a

short, selected list:

The Star in the East—from Little Folks

Christmas Stories and Plays, Ada M.

Skinner, Rand McNally. 1915.

Star of Bethlehem Manger Service—Von

Hartman, S. S. Commission Bulletin,

December, 1909, 73 Fifth Avenue, New

York City. $.15.

A Christmas Masque—St. Agnes School.

Church Mission House, 281 Fourth

Avenue, New York City.

The Nativity—Ashton. Young Churchman

Co., New York City. $.05.

Slur of Bethlehem—Barney. Church Mis

sion House, 281 Fourth Avenue, New

York City. 2 for $.05.

Brthlehem—Lawrence Housman. Macmil

lanéoNew York City. More difiicult.

$1. .
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Eager Heart—A. W. Buckton. Chappell

& Co., New York City. More diff

icult. $.75.

Gift of Gifts—Christmas Mystery Play. E.

Patton. Delineator, December, 1914.

We have already spoken of the re

vival of the old English waits, groups

singing carols through the streets on

Christmas Eve. Carol services at the

churches have also become popular.

One church has a regular Christmas

Eve service, the singing of carols and

old legends connected with Christmas,

lighting the new Yule candle to take

the place of the old one. In another

church Christmas Eve always sees

“A Little Christmas Pageant of

Carols.” “All who take part march

through the church singing. As the

procession enters the auditorium in

strumental music from the Christmas

oratorio is played. A series of carols

of many nations follow, so arranged

as to give a dramatic presentation of

what is supposedly passing in the

minds of the carolers. Toward the

end the audience joins in the singing

of familiar refrains, and the pageant

concludes with all present singing the

Magnificat.”

The acting out of carols and

familiar hymns may also make a very

simple program. It may be done in

pantomime with music, and the words

read or the incident dramatized and

the spoken words used.

The following collections of carols

are suggested:

Old Christmas Carols and Six Carols for

Christmastide, Set I.—S. Archer Gib

son. G. Shirmer. $.10.

Old Christmas Carol: and Six Carols for

Christmastide, Set II.—S. Archer Gib

son. G. Shirmer. $.10.

Five Carols—Van Dyck. G. Shirmer. $.05.

Six Carols Christmas, 1895—Schilling. G.

Shirmer. $.05.

Six Christmas Carols—De Reif. $.05.

Christ Child’s Christmas Tree—Arthur

Farwell. $.10.

Christ Child in Art, Story and Song—

Marie R. Hofer. Clayton Summy,

Chicago. $.25.

Adeste Fideles, Christmas Bells, Bethelem.

5 cent collections of carols—Noll (H.

W. Gray Company.)
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Twelve Old Carols—John Stainer. No

vello. $.40.

Christmas Carols—Gerrit Smith. G. Shir

mer. $.05.

The Holy Child—Thomas Adams. Half

hour children's cantata. (H. W. Gray

Co.) $.40.

For occasions of a jollier nature,

where a set program is wanted, there

are many suitable Christmas plays, a

few of which are given below:

Christmas in Many Lands—in Little Folks

Christmas Stories and Plays. Ada M.

Skinner. Rand McNally, 1915. $.75.

House of the Heart—Constance

D'Arcy Mackaye. In which will be

found “On Christmas Eve," and “The

glhigstmas Guest." Henry Holt & Co.

Christmas Candles—E. H. Carter. Henry

Holt & Co. $1.50.

Pupjmt Princes-s — Augusta

Houghton, Mifflin. $.50.

The Gift of the Fairies—Netta Stipell.

Toy Shop—Samuel French.

Holly Tree Inn—Mrs.

Beringer. $.25.

The Shadowed Star— May MacMillan.

Stewart & Kidd, Cincinnati. $1.25.

The

Stevenson.

Oscar French.

For informal parties a “Lord or

Lady of Misrule or the Mistress of

Disports,” as they were called, may

be appointed to direct the festivities.

For a large party held in the gym—

nasium, for instance, the contributions

to the fun of the evening may very

well be made by a number of groups.

In imitation of the old English mum~

mers, one group may give a panto—

mime or burlesque; other groups may

contribute characteristic scenes from

other countries for Christmas celebra

tions, and songs and folk dances are

always welcome. The traditional

Christmas games are snap dragon

(snatching raisins from burning dish),

blind—man’s buff, and puss in the

corner.

Percival Chubb’s “Festivals and

Plays” (Harper’s, 1912) is admirable

in planning Christmas as well as other

festivals.
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II. "Thinking"

Oolooah Burner

E was hurrying down a campus

path, absorbed in the study of

a little brown print, holding it

close to his eyes. The more dis—

criminating called him “eccentric,” but

students dumped him unceremoniously

into the general category of “queer.”

The path led him past a campus seat,

loaded at the moment with chattering

girls, flourishing notebooks and pencils

as they settled the affairs of the

universe.

“I don’t think it was that way at

all,” said one firmly. But a protesting

chorus of “Oh, I think it was,” in

terrupted her. The professor stopped.

“Think!” he burst out in a voice

that lifted them from the bench.

“Think! What do you know about

thinking? You don’t know the first

meaning of the word. Look at that!”

he commanded, shaking the little

brown picture ferociously at them.

“There is Rodin’s conception of a

‘Thinker.’ Have you ever thought like

that? Do you know what it means to

think till it is work, hard work? No!

All your thinking is copied, copied

after a book or after a professor or

after a fad. It doesn’t deserve the

name of thinking. You can’t wear out

gray matter thinking other people’s

thoughts. \Vhy don’t students learn

to think for themselves?

“You don’t think around anything.

You take the first opening that looks

easy and amble right in as if that were

the only chance. Then when some

one brings up another probability, you

wonder ‘why you never thought of

that.’ Why don’t you make brain

tracks all around every possible side

of a question before you settle on one?

“You don’t think accurately. You

wonder why Professor B— is con

sidered an authority in his line. Would

you wonder if you knew that he has

spent sixteen years of hard work

searching the literature of several

languages over a period of ages to

verify the use of three important

words that you use as glibly as a

parrot ‘wants a cracker’? And his

sixteen years of searching will go into

a footnote of a commentary, a foot

note that he himself admits only the

most careful reader will ever bother

with. But he has too much respect for

his mind and for truth to do messy

thinking.

“You don’t think straight. You call

college rules nuisances, good only to

be broken, because you have never sat

down once and searched past the

surface of them into why they should

be at all. You hoot at the dean of

women because she insists upon

certain conventionalities, when you

have never put one good hour of hard

thinking into why those same con

ventionalities should ever have evolved

to protect the civilization in which you

live so safely. You take cliques and

rushing for granted; you laugh at

‘clever bluffing’ and ‘evasions’ and

‘narrow escapes’ because you have

never thought enough to call them by

their right names. I wonder if you

would laugh if you once saw them

stripped of their college vocabulary

glamor. Narrow-mindedness, snob

bishness, shallowness, stealing, lying,

crookedness, cowardice—they are not

nice words, are they?

“College! What is it all about any

way? Have you ever stopped once to

think what it is, and why you are
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here and what you are doing with

it, and who will be the loser if you 1

don’t put the realest kind of living

into it?

“You talk about your ‘religion,’ but

you never exercise any gray matter on

it. You take what has been handed

you' by your families and never trouble

to make it reasonably yours. Then

when the first agnostic comes along

and asks a clever question, your fiimsy

foundations are swept away from

under you and you think there’s some

thing wrong with religion! Bah!

What is religion, Christianity, church,

chapel, life? Could you even satisfy

yourself if you tried to define them?

And why not? Because you don’t

think!

“Because it is eternally true that it

is the things you think about most per—

sistently that finally come to possess

you. Has that ever made the slightest

conscious difference in your thinking?

Twenty—five girls in this school might

just as well be painted clothes

dummies in a shop window for all they

ever think of anything else. And fifty

other girls on this campus never have

their brain tracks trod by any living

thing except ‘the men.’ A rare few

withdraw from everything living and

bury themselves in the library until

they are coming to act like dust—

covered dictionaries. Oh, why won’t

you think, think for yourselves, think

straight, think through, think all

around, think about the things that

will make your life big and fine and

live. What are your brains for, young

ladies F”

His sputtering stopped. And as

suddenly as he had come, he was gone,

stuffing the little brown print rather

shame-facedly into a bulging pocket as
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he hurried away down the path like

the White Rabbit in Wonderland.

Slowly the group he left came out

of the spell. “Mercy!” gasped one

irrepressible as she gathered up her

books and started to her feet. “I

know now exactly how it feels to be

slain in an unexpected flank attack

and left for dead on the battlefield. I

feel like the ‘Wioes’ of the Pharisees!

But I can tell you one thing—while

I’m making tracks for home and

supper I’m going to be planning a new

set of brain tracks such as my flimsy

old mind has never known!”

Was the professor right, I wonder?



Hearing With Your

  

HE college girl had planned all

spring for her club of girls that

she wanted to have at home

during the summer. She had been a

member of the preparation class for

leaders, and had in her desk a big

folder full of plans and material for

the club. Her spirit was eager for

service, and more than all else she

wished to serve in her own neighbor—

hood, among those who had given her

so much that she treasured in her life.

But when she reached home she was

ill, and she recovered only in time to

go to the student summer conference

that was held in the latter part of

June.

She did not give up her plan for

the club, though. \Vhile she was

there at the conference she sent cards

to all of the girls whom she had

hoped to have in the group, telling

them how she was having a chance

to learn so much with many other

college girls, and that she was think—

ing of them whenever she went into

any of the conference classes, and

hoping that they could meet together

as soon as she returned.

This is the letter the girls sent her:

Our dear Miss Marion:

\Ve girls were very sorry not to have

our first club meeting. but we were more

sorry not to have it because you were

ill. \Ve were all very glad you remem

bered the girls who are to be in your

club while at that big conference, where

you are learning so much to help us.

Heart?

Jessie Field

\Ve can tell that you are interested

in us because you think of us in all

your classes.

Listen now! We can't have you walk

those thirteen miles to us after being

sick. Do you think you could come to

South Grove—I guess it's about two miles

from your house—if we come the other

eleven? \Ve will come all the way if you

can't come out, but we thought we would

rather be in the country for our meet

ing. Wouldn’t you?

From all the girls.

W'ritten by Clara Smith.

P. S.—Miss Marion, this is for you

from me alone. Can't you find out at your

Young \Vomen's Christian Association

Conference if any girls like I am could

come there? Maybe some day I can be

a leader or a secretary in the country.

The college girl went home from

conference to a summer more joy—

filled than any she had ever known

before, as she shared in the spirit of

love, the best that life had brought to

her, with these eager girls. She is

very certain that they themselves will

some day know the meaning of

attending a summer conference, and

she is certain that there are among

them several whose lives are opening

into such fullness that they will some

dav be leaders in the country.

There are thousands and thousands

of girls just like these, waiting for

some one to come who has life to

share and a loving willingness to

share it. Are they in your country

neighborhood, or in your home town?

Pray that you may hear with your

hearts as well as your heads their

eager call to you, college women of

the world, with your rich lives and

your ceaseless search for service.
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“ Burn, Fire, Burn!”

For the Social Committee

Helen Thoburn

“ HLEN the frost is on the pun—

W kin’ and the corn is in the

shock”; when furs come out

and all the winter activities begin to

pick up—that’s the time to think about

our Brother Fire!

Your publicity secretary has told

you that the secret of success in draw

ing girls is a good-looking electric sign

on the outside of the building. Your

economic secretary preaches generous

planning for sunlight and electric fix

tures. But the social secretary, that

“hypothetical she" whom we all wish

we had in our Association world,

pleads, in addition, for the purely

atmospheric light of fires and candles,

for she knows that in the heart of

every girl there is planned a dream—

house—modern for a castle-in—Spain—

and in it there are always open fires!

And all three of them would be deal-'

ing in symbols.

I know a girl who lives in a tiny

New York apartment with one of

those deadly make-believe fireplaces in

it that are an insult to the imagination,

but she knows the beautiful uses of

candle—light, and her Sunday night

suppers are a joy for that reason.

Some one once started a candle box

for her at Christmas time, a box full

of all sorts of colored and fanciful

candles, and others add to it sometimes

for the fun of coming to watch their

own bayberry or crimson or “magic”

candles burn. Why not have a candle

box for the Association building or

rooms! If people are used to the idea

they will bring votive offerings of odd

and lovely candle—sticks, of the candles

themselves, or of the shades, which

have endless possibilities of Associa

tion or club colors or monograms.

But the fireplace—that is the crux

of the matter. If I were putting up

an Association building I fear I would

plan my fireplace first and all the rest

around it! Like a life without the

“touch of something human” is an

Association building without a fire

place.

I know of one Association that is in

old—fashioned rented quarters, but is

rich in having not only a quaint tiled

and hobbed fireplace in the living

room, but a stone fireplace out in the

side yard, which in spring, summer

and fall is used for potato-roasts and

the like. Another Association has a

fireplace on the porch! Some have

them in the lobby, some in the club

room. If planning one from the

beginning why not have a raised

hearth, so the girls can sit around it,

as they so love to do; or, perhaps, just

the reverse——a fireplace in a sort of

“sunken garden” effect at one end of

the room, thus making a little tier of

one or two steps facing the hearth on

three sides.

Might there not be a group of

people, volunteers, or club girls, who

could constitute the Fireside Club, to

act as sponsors and hostess for this

“heart-o’-the—house”? As in a family

or a college chapter—house, one person

is sometimes appointed to keep the

“log of the fire,” or a record of the

good times held around it, this could

be one of the responsibilities of such

a Fireside Club.

It could also arrange for the various

trappings that go with a fire—place to

make it complete.

In some Associations, of course, the

fireplace is endowed, generally in

memory of some one whose spirit is

thus made a living presence in that

place—one of the most perfect forms

of memorial that could possibly be

made. And think of the beautiful

recklessness with which one could pile

on the logs if one knew they were

arranged for in this way; a reckless

ness that would more than pay in the

lives of the girls who come and go

through that building.
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As for all the “little fitments" that

go with it, their name is legion! If

one took to that method there could

be a shower for the fireplace, but one

likes better the slower but more per

sonal way of bringing together, by this

or that carefully thought out gift, the

things that make a fireplace usable.

Besides the obvious desirability of

built-in seats, which can “belong” to

various clubs, as the “senior steps” or

“junior fence” do to college classes,

there are all sorts of possibilities in

the way of hearth-pillows and mats,

footstools, andirons, toasters that

“make long” for toast or marsh

mallows, a com-popper, real or arti

ficial drift wood (twenty-five cent

packages of it can be ordered from

Dennison’s, Fifth Avenue and 26th

Street, New York), and, perhaps best

of all, baskets of pine-cones, than

which nothing makes a more fascinat

ing fire, especially for the seeing of

stories in their rose-gray petaled

embers.

Did you ever have a Fire Festival?

The plan was first suggested for the

student observance of the Jubilee last

winter. One can think of a whole

evening full of fun and beauty center

ing around this one spot in the Asso

ciation building, a possibility for a

club party, for a “party with men,” of

which we should be having so many

more, or for a Sunday afternoon.

Some of the elements which could be

adapted to such occasions would be

as follows:

For music there is, of course, the

fire music from Wagner’s Die

Walkiire. Get some one to play it if

possible, but if not there are good

Victrola records of it. Why doesn’t

some one write us a fire—light song or

hymn, perhaps to the music of “Just

a Song at Twilight”? Then there are

some of the Camp Fire songs and

poems, found in their manual or song

book, notably the “Closing Song,”

“Lay Me to Sleep in Sheltering

Flame,” and Katherine Lee Bates’

beautiful fire poem, which might well

hang beside any fireplace in our

buildings:

“Burn, fire, burn,

Flicker, flicker, flame!

fi i 1!

Who so shall stand by this hearth stone

Flame-fanned,

Shall never, never stand alone,

1.! Ill it

Whose house is cold,

This is his own."

For sheer fun the old-fashioned

Fagot Party would work twice as

well as when it first originated, for

just the creation of the word “stunt”

means that every one has something

to contribute nowadays. You know

the plan—that each person is given a

tiny bundle of fagots, or little twigs or

sticks, and when her turn comes to

throw them on the fire she must tell

a tale or do something entertaining

from the minute they catch fire till

they have sunk to ashes. There are

many fire poems for reading aloud,

such as Robert Underwood Johnson's

“Hearth Song,” and “An Old Song,”

by Thomas S. Jones, both of which

are found in “High Tide,” that collec

tion of modern poems which is con

tagiously passing around among so

many Association people just lately.

Fannie Stearns Davis has a lovely

“Fire Fantasy" in her “Crack 0’

Dawn.” Alfred Noyes’ “The Flower

of Old Japan" is placed in a setting

that in itself qualifies it for reading

parts of it aloud at a Fire Festival:

“When the firelight, red and clear,

Flutters in the black wet pane,

It is very good to hear _

Howling winds and trotting ram:

It is very good indeed,

When the nights are dark and cold.

Near the friendly hearth to read

Tales of ghosts and buried gold.”

Just as that master of song weaves

together a child’s fairy-tales and

Christianity, so we who believe in the

wholeness of life would wish to end

such an evening perhaps with the story

of the early morning camp-fire by the

Sea of Galilee, or with one of the

Vailima prayers of Robert Louis

Stevenson, written for the gathering

of “folk of many lands and many
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nations” under the roof of one

friendly home.

Firelight is the most ancient thing

in the world, nor is there anything, of

the things we make with our hands,

more powerful in its spiritual alchemy.

I wonder if we are using it as much

as we might!

w

The Association

Members’ Councils at

Summer Conferences

Mary Sims

there were Association mem

bers’ councils at five city con—

ferences. These councils fell into two

groups. At Estes Park, Seabeck and

Asilomar the original plan was the

same, but was worked out differently

in each place. Two or three days

were given to talks on subjects of

general interest, such as business

methods and personal life; a new re

ligious emphasis in the Association;

an immigration talk on the girl from

other shores; a talk on social efficiency

or constructive goodness, and one on

the meaning of membership. In these

councils, also, a large place was given

to club reports, and from these came

many helpful ideas and suggestions.

At two of the councils a model club

meeting was planned and carried out;

a fine object lesson in showing the

standard we should measure up to in

our own business meetings. In each

council one day or more was given to

discussion. “How can a busy girl

serve her community; through her

church, her club, or in her individual

effort,” was a subject discussed. The

members’ council itself was talked

over—what it really ought to be and

how it could best be worked up.

Almost all the girls agreed that they

enjoyed the reports from the clubs,

and that they were very helpful.

DURING the summer of 1916

There was a very generally expressed

desire for at least some talks on

general subjects.

Alt Silver Bay and at Geneva the

council program was carried out by

different commissions, which had

been previously appointed in cities

where there were organized business

women’s clubs. A different commis—

sion was presented on each day by

the city which had had charge of

working it up and getting reports from

other cities. The subjects were: club

organization and purpose, member

ship, programs, social service, thrift

and efficiency, and character standards.

The subject of membership brought

out a lively discussion in both councils.

It was agreed that every effort should

be made in securing new members and

in arousing interest. At Silver Bay

the council summed up the respon

sibility of the members to the club as

follows: “The club should receive

from its members support, co-opera

tion, regular attendance, loyalty,

friendliness, harmony, enthusiasm,

prompt payment of dues, active in—

terest in all undertakings, suggestions

for programs and read response for

service.” The responsibility of a club

to its members is given as: “First

class programs, education in thorough

business principles, parliamentary law,

current events, social intercourse, and

democratic atmosphere.”

In a discussion of club organization

and purpose it was brought out in

both conferences that there were many

so-called clubs that were without real

organization. As a result of this dis

covery the Geneva council recom

mended that every club should have a

definite plan of organization, a con

stitution, regular officers and what—

ever committees are deemed advisable.

Very few clubs reported the prepa

ration of yearly programs, but after

discussion the majority seemed'to feel

that it was most important to prepare

a definite program in order to hold

members, win a place in the com

munity, and do efficient and con

structive work. The Geneva council

made the following recommendation:
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“That every club have a definite pro—

gram arranged at least six months in

advance, and that such program be

either typewritten or printed and a

copy placed in the hands of each mem—

ber.” Several samples of printed and

typewritten programs that were used

by clubs last year were shown as ex

amples of the kind of thing that it is

possible to do. The Geneva council

recommended also that a place be

made on the club program for definite

study in connection with city and

community welfare along such lines as

types of city government, laws in re

lation to women and children, the work

of the Consumers’ League, and state

labor laws.

In spite of the wide differences in

the personnel of the two conferences,

the discussions on thrift and efiiciency

came to much the same conclusions

The feeling was very strongly ex

pressed that a business girl should use

her time outside of business hours in

some carefully planned way that

should make for self—improvement as

regards her physical, spiritual and

mental welfare, for, as the Silver Bay

council expressed it, “with normal,

healthy minds and bodies business

women can be important factors in

the tip-building of a higher standard

of Christian womanhood." Both

councils agreed that department store

accounts were very unwise for busi

ness women, as they encourage ex

travagant habits. At Silver Bay a

competition was held for the best out

line of a model wardrobe for a summer

conference. The following was given

first honor:

Traveling suit, or top coat and sep

arate skirt with hat—sport hat—pumps—

low heeled tennis shoes—bloomers—

bathing suit—four middy blouses—sport

skirt—three white waists—three white

skirts—two thin dresses—three sets

crepe underwear—three crepe night

gowns—two pair white hose and two

pair black hose.

At Geneva a budget for a business

woman was worked out, based on an

income of fifty dollars a month. The

budget was as follows:

Board and room .............. $24.00

Clothes ...................... 10.00

Savings ...................... 3.00

Education and Recreation.... 5.00

Laundry ..................... 2.00

Church ...................... 2.00

Incidentals ................... 2.00

Doctor and Dentist ........... 2.00

$50.00

It was recommended by both coun

cils that there should be in every club

a social service committee, which

should investigate and plan definite

pieces of service for the club, but that

the work itself should be done by the

club as a whole. Repeatedly, in the

discussions, the idea was brought out

that it is impossible for us to do

efficient work in social service unless

we know the conditions in the com—

munity. The Geneva council recom

mended that wherever possible the

social service work of the club be

done in co-operation with other organ

izations, in this way bringing the busi

ness women’s club in touch with the

community. Many different kinds of

social service work were reported by

the clubs. The outstanding things,

which mean group action for the com—

munity as a whole, were: working for

the Saturday night closing of stores,

creating a demand for Consumers’

League goods, shopping early to make

Christmas merry for the workers in

the stores, promoting the establish

ment of a recreation center, and work

ing for better “movies.”

Both councils recommended that the

matter of the influence of dress be

brought to the attention of business

women through the clubs, and that it

be made a matter of discussion. It

was recommended by the Geneva

council that each business women's

club ofier a good Bible study course to

its members, and that the business

women’s club have charge of at least

one Sunday afternoon vesper service

during the year. The discussion on

character standards brought out the

necessity for dignity and common

sense in business relations, and the

responsibility of each individual for

maintaining a right standard.
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In every one of the councils many

definite suggestions and ideas were

brought out which should be very

helpful, as each delegate comes back

to her own Association and becomes

responsible for spreading these ideas

through the Association. Beyond and

above all the things that were of help

in our own particular problems, there

was a bigger thing that came from

the councils—the feeling that we are

a part of a great movement reaching

not only all over this country, but

throughout all the world. The con

sciousness that we are working to

gether to make the woman movement

Christian, and that in so far as we

live up to our ideals, both in'our in

dividual and social relationships, in

just so far is the whole movement

advanced or retarded. Building on

the experience of this summer we look

forward with great eagerness to the

councils of 1917.

American Students’

Friendship Fund

Leslie Blanchard

ILL you help to give $125,000

for the prisoners of war in

Europe?

There are five million men and boys

in the prison camps of the nations at

war. Every day the number increases.

A camp has thousands of men in it,

living in close quarters, under strict

guard; they are cut away from all

contact with the war, from their

homes, from their usual occupations.

Many of them have been severely

wounded; many more are ill and weak

from the long months of prison fare.

Perhaps, worst of all, there is nothing

to do. From the life at the front they

sink into the monotony of the prison,

day after day alike; nothing new,

nothing friendly. The world outside,

which holds all those whom they love,

a place where unknown or partially
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known events are moving on, and

nothing they can do can alter one

moment of it. Our American minds

have no images to tell us what it is

like.

\Ve all know something about the

work done by the Young Men's Chris—

tian Association in the prison camps

of England. In every one of the

nations at war, throughout the vast

camp system, the Association and the

members of the Student Christian

Federation are at work. The govern—

ments have recognized the value of

their services, and give them all

possible freedom. The Association

has set up “huts” or rooms in the

barracks for the use of the men. A

secretary is _in charge, sometimes

having several camps in his care. Men

from all the neutral nations are there.

Many of our American alumnae have

given up work in this country for the

work in the prison camps. The chief

opportunity is to organize the men to

help themselves, to work for each

other. The “hut” means music, corre

spondence, friends, talk, food, sym

pathy, education. The professors and

students set up classes, ranging over

all the subjects of the elementary

schools. and reaching up into the

graduate studies of the university.

Some of the best trained men in the

world are held in these camps. The

secretary needs tools, medical supplies,

books, stationery, games, footballs,

musical instruments, food (you don’t

get well on prison fare), extra

blankets, clothing. He has to meet

the needs of the men with the meagre

resources he can bring into the camp,

and for those he is largely dependent

on the remembering care of others

who live in a world where a man can

get what he wants if he has the money

to pay for it.

When the winter comes on, with

the intense cold, the suffering will in

crease, and the men will increase.

Every month means a vast addition to

the number who will go back to their

families and their work. How? That

depends on us students here in

America, who are free, able to get
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what we want, to do as we please with

our own.

The Student Movement in this

country is asked to send $125,000 to

these camps, for the use of the Asso

ciations, before the winter wegther

comes—from the students, men and

women, of this country, to the students

and their comrades in the prison

camps! One college community, with

five hundred students, has already

given $5,000. Last year one university

sent an average of $500 a month to the

Belgian relief.

This is work for women as well as

men. The women of Europe have

given all they have to give—their

money, their labor, their skill, their

lives, the lives of those whom they

love. We are doing what they would

do if they could. It is vicarious living

in the truest sense. When the days of

reconstruction come we may have

other ways of sharing with them, but

now we do most when we work for

the men whom they love and cannot

help.

The Young Men’s Christian Asso

ciation and Young Women's Christian

Association on each college campus

are urged to bring this service before

the whole college community. It can

be done in a two-day campaign, with

one big meeting of all the students

and faculty, and personal canvassing

to follow. Material and all informa

tion can be had from your Field

Office. Money is to be sent to B. H.

Fancher, 124 East 28th Street, New

York City, marked “College Fund," as

soon as possible.

This in no way affects our regular

gifts to missions. Now if ever, when

the continent cannot carry its share of

mission work, we need to do our part

in the world program of Christianity.

Our dances and parties are going

on; it costs as much as ever to do all

the social stunts of a college year. We

are planning to spend our thousands

of dollars on football games and rush

ing parties and “feeds,” and over in

Europe the few students who remain

in the universities are denying them

selves even the necessities of life,

while the students in prison are endur

ing hardships we can only feebly

imagine.

After his tour of the camp work,

Mr. Mott said: “My outstanding

impression of the world war is the

remarkable degree to which the

peoples of Europe have forgotten

themselvesiin the service of others.”

Forgotten themselves in the service of

others, with the black shadows of

pain and anxiety and death close about

them, the edge of suspense never

dulled, the babel of demands for hero

ism and sacrifice never stilled.

Is there a moral equivalent of war?

Can anything make us forget ourselves

because something greater than our

selves is absorbing all our attention,

using all our resources, taking first

place above every personal desire?

The students of Europe have found

that war has been the way into that

larger life. What is the road for

American students at peace?

Supposing your own brothers were

there, would you care?

Jesus said : “Our Father.”

An Inter-Church

Older Girl’s Council

Nellie D. Oswald

N the interest of the multitudes of

1 girls outside the pale of the church

and Sunday school, the older girls

of the Sunday schools of Kansas City

purposed to unite themselves together

in an organized effort to accomplish

a definite piece of service. And thus

it came to pass that the Young Wom—

en’s Christian Association, to whom

the appeal was made to initiate and

promote the Inter-Church Older Girls'

Council found a joyous opportunity

to exercise its logical function as ex

ecutive of a community-wide church

movement in the interests of teen—age

girls,
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On February 7, 1916, in response to

the invitation sent to all evangelical

schools, nearly two hundred girls

gathered in the auditorium of the

Association building to effect a per

manent Council. The program in

cluded, also, the organization of the

five districts into which the city had

been divided. Every Sunday school

in Kansas City has at least two rep

resentatives on the City Council.

These are chosen by the older girls

of the school with the approval of the

superintendent or pastor. The term

of service of each member is two

years. Each school represented on

the council pays, through its represen—

tatives, one dollar annually to the dis

trict council treasurer, which amount

is divided equally between district and

city councils. The Association build

ing is headquarters for the council,

and the executive for girls’ work, its

city adviser.

The slogan of the council is,

“Every girl for the Sunday school and

the Sunday school for every girl”;

the theme is, “The Four—Fold Life”;

and the purpose, “To enlist, and pre

pare for Christian leadership through

training classes, training camps and

conferences, the older girls of the Sun

day school and church.” During the

first three months of its life the coun

cil held district and city-wide confer

ences. The girls themselves discussed

such questions as: The Inter-Church

Older Girls’ Council and its program;

the organized Sunday school classes;

the place of the older girl in the Sun—

day school and church; the prayer

life of the teen-age girl; the older

girls’ responsibility for the younger

girl; the girl outside—our relation to

and responsibility for her.

For the city-wide conference in

March, which was held jointly with the

Boys’ Council, more than 560 girls

with their adult advisers were regis

tered. Never in its history has the

Association welcomed so many

church pastors, Sunday school super

intendents and teachers as thronged

its building during the registration

days of the Girls’ Conference. The
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delegates’ expenses to the conference

were met in part, and in many in

stances the whole amount was paid,

by the respective schools which they

represented. The first work under

taken by the council was a move

ment to secure 7,500 additional girls

in the organized Sunday school Bible

classes. One feature of the plan,

presented in April, was the city-wide

demonstration of organized class ac

tivities. This demonstration by a

picked group of older girls and a

district adviser was so cleverly done

that, by request, it is to be repeated

in each of the five districts. Every

district in the city had its represen—

tative at the Older Girls’ Camp Con

ference at Conference Point, Lake

Geneva, August 1—14. Included in the

delegation were three district chair

men, city council president and assis

tant city adviser.

Activities for the ensuing year in

clude Girls’ Sunday in the churches,

mothers’ and daughters’ meetings,

organization of teen-age classes, older

girls’ teacher training class and inter

church training camp. .The' teacher

training class is to be taught by the

Association high school secretary,

whose special equipment for and ex

perience in teen-age girls’ work furnish

an added opportunity for the Associa

tion to co-ordinate its plans and forces

with the individual churches and inter

church bodies, thus precluding danger

of duplication, and fortifying our

mutual relations.

THANKFULNESS AND MURMURING

Some murmur when their sky is clear

And wholly brought to view,

If one small speck of dark appear

In their great heaven of blue;

And some with thankful love are filled

If but one streak of light,

One ray of God’s good mercy, gild

The darkness of their night.

In palaces are hearts that ask,

In discontent and pride,

Why life is such a dreary task

And all good things denied?

And hearts in poorest huts admire

How love has in their aid

(Love that never seems to tire)

Such rich provision made.

—ARCHBISHOP TRENCH.



  

YOUTHFUL GRADUATES FROM NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE KINDERGARTEN. TOKYO. JAPAN

' With Our Secretaries Abroad

I It will be hard to get more than a bird’s-eye view of our secretaries

this month, for our visit to each Association must be limited.

(Ijapan had its eleventh annual summer conference. “It was held at

Ferris Seminary, Yokohama, from July 21-29, 1916. We faced this con

ference with a good deal of fear and trembling, for it was to be held at a

school and not in a hotel, which was not only an experiment along all lines,

but a serious undertaking, especially when the conference had to manage

its own kitchen and dining-room. Miss Taka Kato, general secretary of

the Tokyo Association, volunteered to manage the culinary department,

and she, with the help of a head cook, loaned by one of the secretaries’

homes, earned high praise for the meals served to the delegates, and for

the first time in our history the conference more than made its expenses.

Because the conference was to be held in a city which seemed to spell hot

weather it could not be known until actually in session whether delegates

would be more or fewer in number than usual. Actually, the conference

was the largest and most successful held in recent years. The fact that

it was held in a city made it possible for about fifty girls to attend the

whole conference, going back and forth from their homes daily. Of a total

registration of 277 about 150 were in attendance the whole time. Sixteen

of these were non-Christians, seven of whom decided to become Christians.

“Besides the Bible class for inquirers there were three very successful

classes in the Psalms, minor prophets and Philippians. Outlines of these

studies are to appear in the ‘Young Women of Japan,’ our Association
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magazine, through the year. The addresses bearing on the motto of the

conference, ‘He that saveth his life shall lose it, but he that loseth his life

for my sake shall find it,’ were given by Madam Hirooka, a member of

the National Committee.”

The letters from India breathe of holidays, bringing renewed and

unlimited vigor:

(I Miss Shields and a friend traveled into the Himalayas from Simla. Her

description of fir-covered hills, pines of extraordinary height, snow-covered

mountains, and valleys of white and blue anemones, is alluring to secre

taries in an American city, and she accomplished her desire, “I wonder if

you have seen a side of India that has been a surprise? We talk most of

the time of the dust and heat and difficulties, but there is another side, and

I wanted to share it with you.”

(I Miss Martha Downey spent her vacationin beautiful Kodai Kanal, and

since her return has been doing many things. “Our latest venture has been

to open one of our hostels to young women who are not students, and

‘thereby hangs a tale.’ Perhaps you don’t know what a hostel is. It is a

house supposed to be exclusively for students. About three years ago a

need was felt for a hostel in a far section of the city to accommodate

students in a medical school of that neighborhood. A house was secured,

and I believe at first there was a family of about fourteen. Since then the

school has been trying to keep women from entering, and consequently

each year the number in the hostel has grown smaller, until last year there

were only six left and now there are only four. We had a government

grant, which made it possible to keep the house open, but it seemed such a

pity to have the house and not have it used by more people. Having a

government educational grant, we were restricted in admitting any but

students. In April of this year, however, we secured the permission to

admit outsiders, and not only this, but to use the house for our general

activities of that neighborhood. And so, with a splendid worker whom we

have been able to secure to take charge, we have recently opened under

new conditions. All of the branches have started their meetings again

after the holidays with the exception of an Indian branch, which will begin

again in August. On July first the students began to return, so that our

families in the Indian hostel and central home are normal again. The

branch home, which is for employed young women, is filled to the limit of

its capacity.

“We need a social and membership secretary who can give her entire

time to the developing of clubs and the membership in general. I know

you in Brooklyn, Rochester and Newark are doing a great deal and your

burden is heavy, and I do appreciate your interest in keeping me here more

than I can say, but I am telling you of this conviction because I want you

to pray and pray constantly that in some way another worker may be

sent to Madras from either England or America to help in this work, which

is so full of possibility and yet so in need of more help.”

(I Kodai Kanal lured Miss Margaret Melcher to rest there for the third

time, and she speaks of the delightful companionship, the out-of-doors, and

a meeting of the student volunteers, some eighty in number from six

countries. Those of you who are fortunate enough to read her report of the

student work and the student secretary realize how far-reaching the work

is and how many opportunities a secretary has to use every talent she

possesses. “The work of the student department, broadly speaking,
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reaches students, school girls, graduates and teachers. As women’s educa

tion advances more time can, and must be, given to pukka (a convenient

word which prospective secretaries might as well learn at once—meaning

real or genuine) students, undergraduates in arts and medicine, and those

who are taking teachers’ training; and the graduates and teachers should

have that relationship to the whole student world which seeks to serve

rather than to be served, for in helping them to help others we shall be

rendering them the greatest possible service. In many instances the work

among older school girls is valuable, too, for it must always be borne in

mind that Indian girls marry more generally and at a younger age than we

of the West. Perhaps our only chance to reach a girl and to make her feel

that she is a part of the educated Christian womanhood of the world is

during her school days.

“The equipment with which the Association seeks to work among

students is, first of all, a sufficient staff of student secretaries, and they are

at present ‘forcigners,’ though we hope the day is not far distant when we

shall find educated women of the country who can carry on the work

among their own sisters, both Indian and Anglo—Indian.

“The longer I am in India, and the more I understand something of

the wonderful possibilities for leadership and strength that are innate in

India’s best women, and catch a vision of the gain to Christ’s kingdom

when once these qualities and powers are devoted to and sanctified by

Him, and see the doors being thrown wide open, the more I feel that to be

young and to be an Indian Christian woman is one of the high points

of opportunity.”

(I From Bombay comes a report of a meeting, Miss Whealdon writes was

most inspiring: “I say inspiring, since that the school children, who are

members of our clubs, and the girl guides, did feel pleased with themselves,

but the real inspiration was for us. The assembly hall had one hundred and

twenty-five of our juniors, representing English, Anglo-Indian and Indian

school girls, present. The club members sang the ‘Hymn of the Lights’

in response to the girl guides’ song. The highest honor given to girl guides

is the silver fish, and Aileene Hayonn is the first girl in India to win it.

As she was decorated by Lady Batchelor, the president of the guides, the

hall rang with their cheers. Miss Picken’s address was a call to every girl

to give herself to the service of the King, that she might live the abundant,

overflowing life. Miss Withers outlined the courses of mission study

proposed for a competitive study in the clubs. Club reports were presented

by each club secretary, and with an impressive service new members were

welcomed. All joined in again singing the ‘Hymn of the Lights.’ After

the benediction and the singing of the national anthem an hour was spent

in games. It was dark before any one thought of going home, and many

wished the annual meeting could come every month.”

She adds that “the war has brought many new opportunities. Just now

there are from fifty to three hundred military nurses stationed here each

week, as they are shifted between England, Australia and India. There

are many ways to save these stranger sisters within our gates.”

11 In Miss Withers’ letters we have interesting news of a teachers’ con

ference: “The course of lectures for women teachers during the monsoon

has been received with great favor. The opening lecture, by Miss Carswell,

on ‘refugees,’ drew one hundred fifty. Then at the second lecture, on

‘modern methods of teaching arithmetic,’ I did not hope for so many.

Nevertheless, we had constant and steadfast prayer that those who came
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might feel his presence in our Young Women’s Christian Association, and

feel his love, even though there was no mention of his dear name. Imagine

our joy when 120 teachers, representing twenty-nine schools and colleges,

came through mist and rain; came with eager faces. Some came an hour

early ‘to be sure of seats,’ and we played games until the room filled up.

The leading European teachers were there and three Parsee gentlemen.

Heads of schools came and begged to be allowed to enter.”\

(I In Simla there has been an increase of wider interest and good spirit.

Their class work has also been most encouraging: “We have had over

one hundred in the first set of classes, and good enrollments are coming in

for the second series, which opens next week. We had a course of six

lectures on sanitation, and Her Excellency, in response to an announce

ment, said she wished to come to one. She came, and also went over the

home. It was nice of her to show her approval in this unasked way, and

it was appreciated by every one. We have had a fine class in First Aid;

also in millinery and dressmaking. \Ve have organized a club in the home,

and the girls meet every Monday night after dinner. This week they gave

a concert, which was a great success, and has brought us about Rs. 125

toward some much needed new crockery.

“The weekly Bible class has been well attended. I had a course of

Old Testament characters with the class first, and now we have

Major Tyrrell giving a series. The interest is growing. Next week I

begin a series of Bible readings for a drawing-room Bible class, and about

twenty-five have signified their intention of coming. We have had a nice

Sunday afternoon song service for twelve weeks. We have also had some

very good social hours and one large Social gathering. Seventeen of the

girls passed the First Aid examination held this week. The members of

the committee are really interested now, I think, in the possibilities of the

Association as a whole and not just in the boarding home.” Encouraging

words from Miss Rutherford, are they not?

(I In the heat of Lahore Miss Denison was busy with household cares, for

the home superintendent was away for her holidays. One gets a vivid

picture of Indian life, with more problems than any American housekeeper

has, and added to these she was also busy with language study: “I am

taking advantage of the lull in the work to spend some time in studying

Urdu. I have a munshi (teacher) every morning from six o’clock until

seven. He is an old man, with one of the most beautiful faces I have seen

in India. His beard is snow white and his huge turban always matches

it, and he is the soul of patience. I hope to go on with my study while I

am on my holidays in August and September; in fact I chose Mussoorie

this year because there is a language school there for missionaries.

Although we are not required or expected to learn the language, as our

work is chiefly among Anglo-Indians, I find myself so hampered by not

knowing it that I am very anxious to learn. I would love to go in for it

properly and take the examinations, but I have only time for reading and

conversation.” She makes us realize that a secretary with a multitude of

duties has little time for language study, which is so necessary. The same

condition is true in South America, except in the case of Miss Cortez, who

has the language.

(I‘She writes: “At present we are very busy with a ‘Food Sale,’ which

the ladies of the board are going to have. V\[e are to sell cakes, candy,

chickens, turkeys, little pigs, butter, eggs, flowers. The members of the

Argentine Committee are going to send ‘emflana-das,’ 'pastelitos,’ ‘raw'oves,’
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‘mom'tos de miel,’ etc. we are hoping to make at least $800 (Argentine).

(And they made several hundred more.)

“We are also having a quiet campaign. This morning I went with

Mrs. Trillia to a number of the large stores to see if we could obtain an

annual subscription from them. A number of their girls come to our lunch

room.

“We are very happy over our good luck. We do not know how long

it will last, but we are going to make the best use of it while we can. The

Western Railway has given to us the use of its tennis court once a week.

This will bring a number of new members.”

(I Miss Sheppard’s letter brings us a most interesting account of a change

of political party after a conservative administration of forty years. This

change was brought about without a revolution, and stable government

in the Argentine has been thus demonstrated. The crossing of the Andes

by an Anglo-Argentine in a balloon caused considerable excitement, and

the century celebration of the independence of the nation has been observed

with great pomp and extravagant expenditure. A children’s congress, to

which all nations of South America were invited to send delegates, has

been convened. A large Carnegie Library has been presented to the Muses

Social. In order to meet the deficit and to arrange the expenses of the

current year a campaign has been carried on, which is most hopeful: “In

order to get new members our American ladies suggested having an

‘American Day,’ which pleased every one. The Ambassador’s wife and the

ladies of the diplomatic corps were present. There are about 250 American

women residing in Buenos Aires, and we hope to secure at least fifty new

American members. These in turn are expected to enthuse their husbands

so that there shall be annual subscriptions from the American business

houses. \/Ve had our whole house spic and span and every room open to

inspection. Much credit was due to Miss Cortez’s good management in

securing the interest of all our boarders, housekeepers and servants.

“Our most pressing need is for a house secretary or matron, and we

hope Miss Breed may bring some solution to that, otherwise we must at

once search diligently here, for we cannot see Miss Cortez sail with joyful

hearts unless we see a matron established in our household. We have had

the coldest winter ever recorded. I have not opened my umbrella for five

months. Everything is very dusty, with epidemics of throat trouble.

“I wish you could all see us in our Association work and then tell us

the next best thing to do to live Christ-like lives among these people, and

so make real to them the ‘good news.’ ”

([ China, having as it does the National Training School as a recent asset,

Miss Mayhew writes of the graduation: “After a play which we hope

brought home the lesson intended six girls marched on to the floor, going

through exercises which represented different types of work learned

through the year. They certainly caused proud feelings as they appeared in

their new white middies and neat black silk bloomers; standing erect and

having an ease and grace of movement I had hardly dared hope for. The

crowning moment came when they marched into the center of the room in

front of Miss Chun and myself, and we gave them our parting words and

presented them with certificates. I say ‘we,’ for I first gave the talk in

English and then Miss Chun gave it in Chinese.

“As they bowed and marched out of the room I realized that our

very first class, a class that may be talked of fifty years from now as the

pioneer class, the class that started the whole movement of physical educa
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tion in this vast China, had gone out from our care and training. But

there are six definite applications for the coming year, and six who are

thinking of coming, and so we are already facing another year. Our

dream has come true—our school is a fact, and we believe it has come to

stay.

(1' Besides training bodies there have been other products, for Miss Chun

says: “We had two non-Christian girls in our normal class. One of the

girls’ father is at the head of a big government school in Shanghai. That

school always had its commencement on Sunday because there are many

who are busy on weekdays and free on Sunday, but this year the com

mencement day is not on Sunday because this girl, who has been with us,

said that her teachers in the Young Women’s Christian Association would

not attend any commencement which came on Sunday, and that Sunday

should be a rest day. The other day that girl came to see me, and invited

me to attend the commencement of her school. She said: ‘Hereafter our

commencement will not come on Sunday.’ ”

(I Miss Freda Boss tells of a list of publications in English and Chinese

of which any Association might be proud. A series of booklets on student

work are by Miss Ruth Paxson. From all reports those studying the

language, Miss Catherine Hotchkis, Miss Jean Paxton, Miss Ella MacNeil

and Miss Edith Sawyer, tell of studying five hours a day, and the joy of

recognizing characters and being able to take some part in the conversa

tion, aside from a “conscious smile.”

(I Miss Jane Ward is in Denver, Colorado, because of the illness of her

father, but a bit of her letter, dated June 30th, tells of accomplishments

which will gladden the hearts of all those who are paying or praying for

the work at Shanghai: “You enter through a wide iron gate into an

enclosure. To the left, circled by a margin of grass, is the tennis court, and

beyond it the gymnasium hall. The building is some seventy feet long.

At each end are the dressing rooms and oflices, while the gymnasium itself,

two stories high, occupies the center. On the right of the enclosure is a

smaller space that is being made into a playground for neighborhood

children, to be supervised by the students of the National School of

Physical Education. Beyond that, on the right, are two more two-story

buildings, identical in size with the gymnasium. These are used for the

local and national Young Women’s Christian Association work.

“As I write, thirty-one hot and anxious Chinese girls are answering

Chinese history questions in the gymnasium. They are students who are

taking the examinations under the Chinese Educational Commission, which

administers the indemnity fund. Ten of them will have the opportunity

of five years’ study in the United States. The Young Women’s Christian

Association has been asked to take the responsibility for holding the

examinations, and we have been busy arranging for proctors, meals, living,

etc. The examinatiOns are prepared and sent down by Tsing Hua College

in Peking.”

(I Miss Catherine Vance has been assigned to Tientsin, and says: “With

the news of my appointment came a feeling of belonging somewhere. This

new interest was beautifully consummated by the week—end’s stay in

Tientsin to visit ‘my family’ and witness the opening of the new Asso

ciation quarters. My enthusiasm over the roomy assembly hall, with its

four hundred new chairs, the cheery, livable reading room, the offices,

class rooms, and the glassed-in porch, the game room and tiny little ‘roof
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garden,’ could not but be most spontaneous and genuine. My heart was

warmed by the cordial reception by the board members and foreign friends,

and I thoroughly enjoyed the two big meetings—the opening and the

dsgicatory service—even appreciating a few of the jokes in the Chinese

a resses.”

II Miss Katherine King speaks of “house hunting, leases, rentals, moving

estimates,” which she says were the sequence of their third anniversary

meeting, when 600 women and girls crowded the Y. M. C. A. hall and

they realized that they must move. But she will tell of the opening, June

17, and 18: “June 17, and 18, marked the new era of Tientsin Associa

tion life, and both our formal opening and our dedication service were

most successful. The Governor of Chili province sent his representative

with a letter of welcome (written both in Chinese and English), and the

chief of police gave us the use of his splendid band. Mr. Chang P0 Ling'

gave the address the first day, while Mr. \Nang, of the Chinese church,

spoke at the dedication service, and both times one wished that there was

such a thing as Chinese shorthand and that these talks might be kept.

A few days after the opening we held our first informal social, and regard

less of the fact that we had not advertised much, the rooms were crowded

and the record of all past socials broken. We feel, indeed, that this move

will mean new life in the Association, and we hope that large numbers

may thus come to know of ‘that abundant life’ that is the source of all

that is highest and best.

“Glad as are many of the memories of the past—it is not the past on

which our thoughts dwell, but on the promise of the future, with the

words, ‘God-given opportunities,’ shining bright and clear and beckoning

us on—and I’m glad, indeed, that I’m still a Tientsin secretary and given

a share in the coming term’s work.”

(I Miss Harriet Smith has been appointed to the National Student Depart‘

ment, and is glad for the experiences which Peking and its student work

offers. This city has eight student Associations. She has enjoyed the

cabinet meetings of the Woman’s Union College, and adds: “I was also

so fortunate as to be at the beginning of an interesting piece of union

'student work which is being undertaken in Peking. The student Asso

ciations have formed a union cabinet for mutual strength and inspira

tion, this cabinet consisting of one representative (and one alternate)

from each Association. I feel that this union cabinet is going to be a

splendid instrument for-city-wide service in the student work, and even

in those early stages it has already accomplished one outstanding good

piece of work. This was the bringing together, on one Sunday afternoon

late in May, of all the Peking student Associations in their first union

meeting, and having presented to them at that time the plan for definite

service during vacation, which is known in America, where the plan

originated, as the Eight Week Club, and which, through the Association,

we are trying to adapt to the conditions and needs of China. After an

address on the subject by the pastor of the church where we were hold

ing the meeting several girls from different Associations told of their

actual experiences in this summer work, and of its difficulties and its joys,

and when, at the end, an appeal for volunteers was made, one hundred

and seventy-five girls from the Peking student Associations pledged them

selves to definite Christian service (along lines of evangelism and social

service) in their own families and communities during these summer

months.”
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(I Peking has been having other sensations. All the anticipation of

beginning a city Association. Miss Theresa Severin tells of their plans:

“The preorganization committee of four Chinese and five foreign ladies

was invited to serve the last of April by the National Committee, and on

the third of May we held our first meeting. At that time the-national

policies, with regard to preliminary work, were outlined by Miss Ting,

the young Chinese woman who has been giving three afternoons a week

to Association work, and myself. The co-operation of the committee was

asked for in holding group meetings to explain the purpose of the Associa

tion, and four of the members representing the different missions in the

city invited us to hold meetings in their homes, and one of them offered

right then to lead an English Bible class in the fall. We have been trying

especially to get the Christian women to feel that the spiritual side of the

Association is the most important, and that we are looking to them to make

it felt in every possible way from the beginning.”

(I Miss Haass has been employing her vocabulary in finding a home for

the Association, and she and Miss Menier, the chairman and secretary

of the committee, think they have found a most promising house. Perhaps

they have moved ere this.

(I Miss Helen Harshaw tells of plans for prayer groups: “In three of

our largest schools, meeting once and twice each week for definite prayer

for the conference, and not only for our own, but for all the other con

ferences to be held in China also. \Ve need the prayers of every one

that the plans may be according to his will; that the speakers may be

given his message; that delegates may be chosen wisely, and that they may

receive his message and may become leaders.

“One other event that stands out in my mind in this quarter is a

meeting with a group of college girls, to whom Miss Coppock spoke on

‘personal work.’ The meeting impressed itself upon me on account of

the very apparent, intense interest of the girls and their earnest desire to

go out and win some one else to Christ. It was one of the most encourag—

ing things I have seen since I have been here, for it is thus China is to be

won to Christ—one by one, by young men and young women filled with

a passionate desire, as these girls were.” I

(I A letter from China would not be complete without a word from Miss

Grace Coppock. She has made two trips: “While in Nanchang a meet

ing was held for government school teachers. Teachers and principals from

six of these schools were invited, with a response of representatives from

seven schools-! They were invited to hear about the conference. The

greatest interest was shown, and the teachers begged us to send them

printed announcements so they might attend. The head of the biggest

and best school invited me to visit her and see the school, which I did

before leaving. She was most cordial, and I saw anew the possibilities

of the great work the Association must do in such institutions.”

The National Committee feels greatly encouraged in anticipating the

coming of reinforcements, four new secretaries from America and two

from Great Britain. The same note of thanksgiving is found in Miss

Rena Carswell’s letter from India,
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Winter Conferences

ANY a delegate returning to

her home Association from

Silver Bay, Lake Geneva,

Estes Park. Asilomar, Seabeck or Blue

Ridge has longed to have others share

the inspiration and the new experience

of spiritual realities which those

never-to-be forgotten summer days

brought to her. But how inadequate

are even the best of our reports! How

futile it is to try to pass on an “atmos

phere” made up of the breath of pines,

the glint of waters, the fellowship

with new-made friends, and the quiet,

powerful sense of a Presence infinitely

near. Yet the girls who cannot go to

conferences need it just as much as

the fortunate few who go. Have you

ever thought of trying to bring it to

them, not by way of reports, but by

having a bit of a conference right in

your own Association? That is what

some fifteen or twenty city Associa

tions are going to do between the

first of November and the middle of

December.

These “winter conferences” have

been planned jointly by the National

Board and the local Association, and

national and local workers will carry

them out together. Each conference

will last five days, opening on Tuesday

morning with a reception and closing

with a vesper service on the following

Sunday. In the days between there

will be morning sessions for volunteer

workers and secretaries. In these two

series of talks will be given, one on

Personal Evangelism and one on

Christian Fundamentals. In the even

ings there will be a conference supper

(with conference songs and stunts, of

course), followed by some group

Bible and Mission study classes, after

which all will come together for a

series of talks on the Christian life.

The closing service on Sunday after—

noon will link up the individual Chris

tian with the great world responsibility

of the united followers of Jesus Christ.

Two secretaries from headquarters

and one member of the field staff will

attend each conference, giving the

talks on Personal Evangelism, the

addresses on the Christian life, and

teaching one Bible or mission class.

The course on fundamentals will be

given in most cities by a local pastor,

and other classes will be taught by

local Association leaders.

Not all of the cities expecting to

hold these conferences are yet sure of

their dates, but the following incom

plete list gives an idea of the when

and where of some of them:

November 7-12

Baltimore—Leader, Miss Holmquist

Newark, N. J.-—Leader, Miss Sage

Toledo, Ohio—Leader, Miss Butler.

November 14-19

Bangor, Me.—Leader, Miss McElroy

Columbus, Ohio—Leader, Miss Butler

Denver, Colo—Leader, Mrs. Eddy

Washington, D. C.—Leader, Miss

Cratty

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Leader, Miss Holm

quist

November 21-26

Billings, Mont—Leader, Miss Rice

Germantown, Pa.—Leader, Miss Me

Elroy

Milwaukee, Wis—Leader, Miss Davis

Minneapolis, Minn.—Leader, Mrs.

Eddy

Nashville, Tenn—Leader, Miss Spencer

December 5-9

Waterloo, Iowa—Leader, Mrs. Eddy

Buffalo, N. Y.—

Bellingham and Tacoma and Port

land, Oregon, are also on the list, but

their dates are not yet fixed.

Our Jubilee year has already been

one of deepening religious life and

fellowship. May these conferences

with which it closes help to make

more permanent and far-reaching the

richest things the year has brought.

ANNA V. RICE.

 

Don't Make Your Christmas List

without knowing more about our three

Christmas Gifts: the new Association

Calendar, the Second Inch of the Inch

Library and the Girls‘ Year Book. See

p 466.



   

SCHOOL GIRLS IN AMOY, CHINA. WHO BECAME CHRISTIAHS

DURING MISS PAXSON'S VISIT

World Fellowship Week

PRAYER CALENDAR

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 12th World Fellowship

John 17:21. "That they may be one.”

What part have you as a World's member in making the world Christian?

For a sense of fellowship with as many kinds of members as you can

realize, yellow or white, ignorant or learned _ _

For members of the World’s Committee and its secretaries and their

heavy burdens

Pray with thanksgiving

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13th The United States and Its Relations to Other

Countries

Psalm 33:12. “Blessed is the nation whose God is Jehovah.”

Do you honestly think America is Christian?

For a new conscience on the evils in our country, such as we read

about in our newspapers

For the overcoming of our love of ease and dress and of power, that we

may know how to sacrifice so that all Americans may be Christian to

the helping of the nations

Pray with thanksgiving

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14th South America

Romans 10:13. “Whosoe'z/er calleth upon the name of the Lord shall be saved."

Has the United States a moral responsibility for every nation with which she

trades?

For Spanish and Portuguese girl students _ _

For European women away from home in business and professronal life

For our secretaries in giving the message of Christ

Pray with thanksgiving

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15th India—Turkey

Galatians 6:2. "Bear ye one another): burdens.”

Why are ignorance, degredation and the seclusion of women not Christian?

For our members in Turkey, who suffer now shame and persecution and

exile

For Indian women, whose need of education and freedom is greater

than all others

451
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For our secretaries, who must understand the need of Oriental women

before they can meet it

Pray with thanksgiving

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16th Japan—China

Philipians 2:10. “That at the name of .Iosus every knee should bow."

Would there be a so-called “yellow peril” if Japan and China held Christian

ideals?

That the buildings in Japan and China be centers of Christ-like influence

That God’s guidance may be with the plans for physical education in

China, and the relief of tubercuIOsis sufferers in Japan

Pray with thanksgiving

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17th Hungary—Belgium—Portugal—Roumania—Greece—

Austria—Russia—Franca—Italy—Bulgaria—

Germany—Serbia

I Corinthians 12:26. “Whether one member sufl’t’reth, all the members sufl'cr

with it.”

Can we measure the blunting effect of the horrors of European war on our

sympathies, our response and our love?

For women and girls in industrial plants, in the fields, and those serving

as doctors and nurses

For our Association so disrupted by war-time conditions

For those who mourn

Pray with thanksgiving

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18th Australasia—Norway—Holland—Africa—

Denmark—Canada—Sweden—Finland—

Switzerland—Ireland—Spain

> Isaiah 2:4. “They shall beat their swords into plowsharcs, and their spears into

pruning hooks.”

Is it possible for loyalty to God to be greater than patriotism?

For women in suspense for news from the battlefields

For Associations in the countries not at war, overburdened with relief

work for the wounded and for destitute and refugee women

For the healing of national hatreds and suffering through a peace that

shall endure

Pray with thanksgiving

FOREIGN NOTES

Miss Edith May \Nells, secretary in

Tientsin, China, is spending the month

in Texas and the Southwest, that being

the field which has taken her support.

Miss Florence Bodley Lang, of Bom

bay, India, who has been for two years

acting national secretary of India, and

Miss Kaufman, a Canadian volunteer

secretary to Tokyo, Japan, for the past

three years, are attending the National

Training School this semester.

Miss Mary Baker, of Yokohama,

Japan, and Miss Jane Shaw Ward of

Shanghai, China, are in America, having

been called hither by the illness of rela

tives.

Some people say they are weary of

the terms “thrift” and “economy”. It

has taken hold in India, and Madras

has a Thrift Club which seeks to save

by “annas”. Their slogan is “save at

least a half anna a day," and they ask

how much at this rate would you have

inllfive years. How many of you can

te .

“In Christ there is no East or West,

In Him no South or North,

But one grcat. fellowship of Love,

Throughout the whole wide earth.

In Him shall true hearts everywhere

Their high communion find;

His service is the golden cord,

Clash binding all mankind."



TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

Recreation Congress

Never before has there been a

Recreation Congress with so large an

attendance as the one held in Grand

Rapids, Michigan, October 2nd to 6th.

The‘ congress discussed athletics,

games and play as the best means of

building character and efficiency,

whether for peace or for war.

One who attended the congress

writes as follows: “Any one who

thinks of ‘play’ as merely child-like,

soft, amusing, unimportant, would

have been surprised at the hundreds

of powerful, earnest men and women

assembled at Grand Rapids, intent

upon the invigoration of American life

through wholesome use of leisure

hours of all the people.”

Much time was given to the dis—

cussion of such practical subjects as

“\Vhat games to play ?”; “How reach

all the children all the year?”; “Rural

life-—h0w make it more attractive?”;

“Methods of recreating industrial

power killed by monotonous tasks”;

_“Laying out playgrounds”; “Recrea

tion buildings.”

“What right have we to hold a

Recreation Congress,” asked one

speaker, “when Europe is afiame and

when America is struggling through

political, economic, social changes of

grave moment? Is recreation states

man-like? Is it one of the great social

izing forces of the day? Can play be

a nation—builder ?”

One answer given to this was that

“the recreation movement represents

the greatest unworked mine of power

in every community. Three billion

leisure hours every week in the United

States. Any great advances in civi—

lization must be developed out of this

margin. Recreation changes leisure

hours from liabilities to assets.”

The 7,500 employed play leaders of

the Playground and Recreation Asso

ciation of America are doing much to

develop this margin, but as yet the

field is not nearly covered. The

Young \Vomen’s Christian Association

is only just beginning to develop this

unworked mine in our cities, towns

and country communities.
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TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

Every class has its distinguishing

feature—so has 1917. Never has there

been a class of such physical prestige,

due no doubt to the fact that this year a

new and rigorous health certificate was

required of each student. There are six

Giants. measuring five feet and eleven

inches in height; there are the Scrubs,

second to them by a few inches only;

there are the Sub-Scrubs and the Mid

gets, whose slogan is, “Brains must take

the place of brawn."

The class is conspicuous not only for

its physique but for the geographical di

versity which it represents. Its forty

nine members come from eighteen states

and five countries, including Armenia,

Australia, England and Canada. They

represent twenty-four colleges and uni

versities. Nearly one-half of them have

been teachers.

Among the students are Miss Florence

Bodley Lang, one of our foreign sec

retaries in India; Miss Mary Johns Hop

per, former executive of the East Cen

tral Field: Miss Charlotte Davis. city

secretary for the South Central Field;

Miss Anne Pyott, industrial secretary for

the Northeast Field, and Miss Nina

Brentnall, an Australian secretary in

India.

The school opened on Wednesday,

September 27, with an address by Dr.

John Douglas Adam of Yale Divinity

School, who has just returned from Eng

land where he has been speaking to the

soldiers in the military camps and hos

pitals. The members of the class are:

Ruth V. Anderson, Illinois

Helen B. Avery, Nebraska

Mary W. Ball, Virginia

Marie Bashian, Turkey

Nina Brentnall, Australia

Elizabeth Burkholder, Ohio

Ethel Cable, Ohio

Jennie Cole, Kansas

Agnes Conrad, \Nisconsin

Elizabeth Curtiss, New York

Gertrude Daggett, New York

Ruth Darrow, Washington

Charlotte Davis, \Vashington

Mary Day, Ohio

Rachel Dodge, Massachusetts

Caroline Dyson, Pennsylvania

Grace Emens, New York

Martha Ewing, New Jersey

Eleanor Forman, Delaware

Gertrude Gaggin, Pennsylvania

Celia Glass, Canada

Allena Grafton, Indiana

Clara Graves. Mississippi

Catherine Hamilton, England

Mary Johns Hopper, Pennsylvania

Jean James, New York

Erma Kaufman, Canada

Mabel Krall, Pennsylvania
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Florence Lang, Ohio

Edith Lee, Pennsylvania

Eunice Lightowler, Pennsylvania

Grace Loucks, Pennsylvania

Maisie MacMaster, Oregon

Mary McCord, Pennsylvania

Elizabeth Magee, Pennsylvania

Carolyn March, New York

Ethel Montgomery, Minnesota

Ruth Muir, Texas

Lydia Nelson, New York

Esther Nixon, Ohio

Mary Parsons, Texas

Anna Pyott, New York

Dorothy Smith, Missouri

Flora Benton Smith, Massachusetts

Anna M. Stokely. Tennessee

Marion Treibler, Maryland

Margaret White, Turkey

Ruth Wheeler, \Vashington

Margaret Wilson, Kentucky

Aghannie Yeghenian, Turkey

 

BEYOND THE CAMP-FIRE

Not all of our members are aware that

the Young \Vomen's Christian Associa

tion of the United States has a live work

among American Indian girls, not only

in Indian schools and in reservations

near to colleges and cities, but also in

those away out in the desert on govern

ment reservations.

Miss Edith Dabb is secretary for this

work, and she has prepared in her new leaf

let a most compelling case for this part

of our work to which she has given

herself. She has lived for years among

the Indians of the United States, especi

ally among the Navajos and Sioux. She

has taught in mission schools, assisted in

a reservation hospital, and for the past

five years has been student secretary for

Indian schools, working with the stu

dent comittee of the National Board of

the Young Women's Christian Associa

tions of the United States, during which

time she has traveled thousands of miles,

many of them on horseback over the

reservations, visiting in Indian homes

and mission schools, and has had oppor

tunity for a close study of the whole

Indian problem.

Back to the camp-fire, Miss Dabb tells

us, is the desire of many girls to-day.

"But what of those girls who are strug

gling to find a life that is richer and

fuller than any their ancestral camp-fire

ever brought to them? They are the

girls who live in groups scattered right

across our country, girls who love the

prairie and the forest, the lakes and the

mountains, their heritage before the

white man came, and who most of all

love their homes with little children con

stantly about, there is always something

to be done for those who are dear to

them. These are the daughters of the

so-ealled ‘vanishing race,’ the Indian

girls of America."

What is to be kept of the picturesque

ness of the old life—how friends may

help and friends may hinder and the ab

solute necessity of a Christian solution

to the questions involved, forms part of

the value of this well illustrated leaflet.

The place the Association fills and is

to fill in the Christianizing of the Indian

girls will make a splendid theme for a

vesper service of the Association in city

as well as college Associations.

 

 

  

WOULD-BE MEMBERS ON THE RESERVATION



CONFERENCE STATISTICS FOR 1915

HOW TWO DELEGATES GAVE A CON

FERENCE REPORT

“Everyone knows how hard it is to

make a conference report interesting!

Two of us from Yankton College, South

Dakota, attended the conference at

Estes Park. We puzzled for some time

on how we should give our report, and

finally decided to act it out (on the

Chinese plan) and let the girls use their

imaginations.

“After announcing our plan, we came

in dressed in our traveling suits and

carrying our suit-cases, and pretended

to get on the train. Then we talked to

each other about the things we saw

along the road. When we arrived at

our imaginary Loveland, we got off the

train and climbed into an automobile

bound for the Estes Park conference

grounds. Then we talked about the

things we saw between Loveland and

Estes Park. We tried to give our audi

ence some impressions of the scenery

which we saw on the way. When we

landed at the conference grounds, we

told the girls of some of our first experi

ences—of some of our good times at

Mills Cottage, where sixteen of us

South Dakota girls stayed, of the con

ference, of the mission and Bible study

classes, of the leaders, and of our good

times during recreation hours. We ended

with a ‘delegation meeting’ in which

we talked of the things which impressed us

most in the lectures that we heard in

the classes, etc.

“The girls seemed to enjoy it, and we

did too."

SADIE E. Jormsox.

Editor's Note: Numbers—or lack of

them—do not appall the Yankton girls!

Last spring when it came time to work

up attendance at Estes Park there were

“only three of us" erstwhile delegates to

do it. but, nothing daunted, they pro

ceeded to “give the rest of the girls

an imaginary trip." Equally imaginary

trains started from the dormitory steps

right after supper, and after journeying

around the campus, the travelers climbed

into “imaginary autos," in which they

journeyed to the Athletic Park—sup

posedly the conference grounds—when

the girls registered and then were “as

signed to trees, representing cottages."

Then comes a description of the As

sembly meeting, at which “we three

girls who had been to Estes Park tried

to represent Miss Riggs, Miss Stanton

and Mrs. McLean, who gave short talks."

after which all gathered around a camp

fire for toasted marshmallows and con

ference songs.

“All of the girls entered into the

Rally Meeting just fine," this account
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ends. We are sure they did, and that as

long as “only three of us" delegates take

their responsibilities so well, conference in

terest will live in this college.

CONFERENCE STATISTICS FOR 1916

Between June 6th and September 1st

there were held 15 summer conferences,

1 High School Girls' Council and 6 In

dustrial Club Girls' Councils with a total

attendance of 6,454. The statistics in de

tail are as follows:

1 General—Northwestern

Washington).

9 Student—Eastern Student, East Cen

tral Student, Southern Student, Central

Student, Western Student, Pacific Coast

Student, Eastern School Girls’, East Cen

tral School Girls', Colored Student.

(Silver Bay, Eagles Mere, Blue Ridge,

Williams Bay, Estes Park, Asilomar,

Makonikey Camp, Camp Nepahwin, Spel

man Seminary, Atlanta, Ga.)

4 City—Eastern City, Central City,

\Nestern City, Pacific Coast City, (Silver

Bay, Williams Bay, Estes Park, Asilo

mar.) (Southern City not held because

of floods.)

1 Town and Country—(Conference

Point, Wisconsin).

1 High School Girls' Council—Camp

Nepahwin (East Central Field). (Coun

cil at Altamont not held because of in

fantile paralysis epidemic.)

6 Industrial Club Girls' Councils—

Makonikey Camp and Camp Altamont

(Northeastern Field); Camp Nepahwin

(East Central Field); Dewey Lake,

Dowagiac, Mich. (Central Field);

Storm Lake, Iowa (North Central Field);

Western College, Oxford, Ohio (Ohio

and West Virginia Field).

Of the 5,046 in attendance at summer

conferences 549 were leaders; 1,281 were

city delegates from 209 cities; 3,108 stu

dent delegates, 79 of whom were Oriental

students, from 598 schools. Included

also in the total were 357 normal school

delegates from 94 normal schools.

108 were county delegates from 21

counties.

302 were high and preparatory school

students from 145 schools.

There were 250 student volunteers; 117

faculty members; 140 local board mem

bers; 320 local Association secretaries;

367 student presidents.

4.558 were enrolled in Bible study classes

with an average attendance of 3,910.

The total mission study enrollment was

3,431 with an average attendance of 2,596.

(Seabeck,
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The total camp council attendance was

1,408.

Thirty-one different denominations

were represented, the following five lead

ing in point of numbers:

Methodist ........................ 1,303

Presbyterian ......................... 1,195

Congregational ...................... 625

Baptist ................. . ........... 605

Episcopal ........................... 402

The city and town and country dele

gates were divided among seventy-nine

different occupations. Those with the

largest representation were:

Stenographers and secretaries .......... 221

Y. W. C. A. secretaries ................ 217

Teachers ............................. 114

Clerks ................................ 92

Bookeepers ........................... 73

The prospective occupations of student

delegates were given as follows:

Teaching ........................... 1,598

Social Work ..................... 119

Y. W. C. A. Work ................. 85

Missionary Work ................... 53

Not stated .......................... 980

PUBLICITY NOTES

The San Francisco Assoriuliun Record

has an attractive way of putting volun

teer service to its readers. Under the

caption “Inviting Fields," it lists the

opportunities for service in teaching

classes, in the education of Japanese in

American customs, use of automobiles.

etc. Try it yourself.

Los Angeles has done a recent bit of

publicity that is adaptable and full of

possibilities. \Ve quote from the Los

Angeles Examiner, “For several years

the Association has published a monthly

magazine, or leaflet, called "Greetings."

Last year the publication was suspended.

An evening of novel features is planned

to celebrate the fact that the paper will

henceforth appear as in the good old

times.

“Instead of a written volume, the first

one will be given by human beings and

clever devices, instead of in black and

white and written on paper.

“There will be a large picture frame

and within this, by means of stereop

ticon and a spot light and other tricks,

will be shown Mrs. \Villits J. Hole, the

president of the Association, who will

represent the cover of the new volume.

The stereopticon will furnish the frame—

work trimmings and the written matter,

but Mrs. Hole will appear in person in

the center of the frame as the cover.

“On the platform will be arranged a

room where will be displayed all sorts

of human advertisements. The various

department stores which are advertising in

this human number—there are thirty

four advertisers—will be represented by

girls. There will be girls selling shoes

and showing silks and woolens, and

pretty garments to represent the depart

ment stores. The various departments

of the Association will each be repre

sented by some person who will speak

what her department would have had

printed had this been the regular vol

ume.

“To wind up with there will be a

guessing game. This will be arranged

by a set of questions which will demand

an answer, each one of which must be

the name of one of the advertisers. To

the girl who is winner in this little game

will be given a gymnasium scholarship

in the Association for the year.

“The entire evening is open to all

girls and boys of this city who desire

to have a good time."

CITY NOTES

Spanish is the most popular language

course this year. It is being taught in

many Associations. All of which points

to the real nearness of Latin-America

that the past year has brought. It will

be worth while to tell the girls who are

studying Spanish that there are Ameri

can secretaries guiding the Associations

of South America.

The San Francisco Association has a

new downtown club house.

Miss Michi Kawai, National Secretary

of Japan, who recently returned to her

own land was the bearer of an American

flag sent by women’s clubs in San

Francisco to the women’s clubs of Tokyo.

The Winston-Salem, N. C., Associa

tion is showing great activity among

the mills and factories of the city. Nine

new clubs have been organized recently.

Other people’s speeches are not what

we would say, but they provide us with

many a topic. Here are some thought

provoking sentences from a speech of

a field industrial secretary:

“\Vhile admitting the benefit of sew

ing circles, etc., as social diversions,

there is grave danger of neglecting

worth while things for the more super

ficial amusements. I know a girl who

belonged to a weekly sewing society for

nine years, in which time she had never

missed a meeting. She said that she just

loved to attend and when asked what

they did at the meetings she said they



CITY NOTES

played guessing games. Imagine play

ing guessing games every week for nine

years.

“I sometimes think that God must

laugh to see all the cross stitches which

are embroidered on towels that serve

chiefly to scratch the face. \Ve should

stop embroidering towels and get to

work on something worth while. \Ve,

more than any other people in the union,

are inclined to accept the traditions of the

previous centuries. and we keep on going

round a circle. The position of women

will be just exactly what we make it.

“When I was traveling in Germany

visiting the factories, etc., one foreman, in

talking to me, said: ‘0, yes, you are an

American. In America all the girls chew

gum. don’t they?’ Naturally, I bridled

at this and declared that while some do,

by no means were all of our girls gum

chewers. He, however. refused to be

convinced, as he said he had been in

America once and he saw. Thinking of this

allegation I was horrified to find that

on the first car I boarded after leaving

my boat in New York, of twelve

girls in the car eight were chewing gum.

Girls, do we want eight out of twelve

girls to set the standards for us, or do

we want to have a part in the setting

of the standards ourselves?

“Girls make the atmosphere of the

city and the need for having active girls

rather than passive girls. The commu

nitv in which the people all go to church

and prayer meeting regularly, yet toler

ate dirty streets and poor street car

service, is not necessarily the most Chris

tian community.

“How many girls who call themselves

Christians daily cheat their employers

of several minutes?

“The only way to really understand

and help girls is to see them as they

are.

“If the girls find their greatest pleas

ure in dancing, then supervised dancing

in the proper surroundings should be

provided. For after all, the theatre be

gan in the church, and dancing was first

instituted in religious ceremonies. We

can try to develop the girls’ tastes forv

the things that are best, but at the very

outset we must begin at their level."

Miss Sarah Ellis, Iowa State College,

’98, who has been for ten years head of

the Friends’ Girls' School in Tokyo. Japan,

is now meeting the Japanese girls who

come to the United States to be the

brides of Japanese men in this country.

Miss Ellis, who is well acquainted with

the Japanese language, meets the women

on Ellis Island and seeks to be their

friend in introducing them to American

customs, dress and legal requirements.
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She assists them in preparing for their

second marriage ceremony which is re

quired by American law in addition to

the registration of their marriage which

took place in Japan before they sailed,

(a proxy marriage, the groom being in

the United States) and directs them to

Christian Japanese and Americans in the

cities on the coast where they take up

residence.

It is a splendid

Christianity.”

Under Y. W. C. A. notes in your

daily paper why not add daily or weekly

one pithy sentence calculated to shape

public opinion. It is no small responsi

bility to shirk—that of shaping opinion

in these days when “the public" is seek

ing guidance.

After building a new home in Okla

homa the board of the Association has

rented ofiices in the heart of the city in

the Terminal Building of the street-car

lines. This headquarters will be used

temporarily while the board plans for

work long ahead.

\Vilmington, Delaware, too, is now in

temporary quarters during the erection

of their new building.

Aurora, Illinois, went back to basic

discussions of' the commandments during

the early summer, discussing them in

the following order, sixth and seventh.,

ninth, eighth, last, fifth, fourth, first,

second and third. While this study was

on, members were urged to check up

their own lives in the light of this frank

discussion.

Tacoma, l/Vasliington, has a Grace

Dodge Club, which is organized especi

ally to care for girls who are newly

come to Tacoma.

To raise funds for Silver Bay the

Baltimore Association gave a “joy ride"

in automobiles loaned for the occasion.

The L. U. B. A. Club of Duluth (Let

Us Become Acquainted) has a member—

ship of forty girls. The past spring the

members of the club saved enough from

their earnings to buy an artificial arm

for one of the girls of the club whose

business opportunities were hampered by

the empty sleeve. She now holds a

good position.

Miss Emma Chapin, who takes up the

city secretaryship with the Northeastern

Field Committee, was tendered her fare

well in Paterson, New Jersey, where

she has been secretary for several years,

on the dedication of the new roof gar

den. This addition to the Association

is a veritable “topping off” of Miss

Chapin's service in Paterson.

The Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation of Oklahoma City has recently

instance of “Social
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taken a membership in the Chamber of

Commerce. Almost every organization

in that city has taken at least one mem

bership.

The number of bequests to the Asso

ciation grows year by year as the women

of wealth become more fully aware of

the quality of sisterhood the Association

offers.

Miss Louise B. Cromwell has left

$2,000 to the boarding home department

of Brooklyn.

And in the summer a bequest of

nearly $17,000 was left to the same As

sociation by the will of Miss Maria

Holstein.

Utica and surrounding towns have

subscribed $45,000 to a new building in

that city. The final sum in the campaign

was underwritten by the executive staff

and the persons belonging to the various

teams.

Tulsa, Oklahoma, is opening a cam

paign this week for $150,000 for a new

building.

Augusta, Ga., has been raising $30,000

the past month.

Winston-Salem, North Carolina, is

building a new Association home. It

is to cost $25,000.

The Syracuse Association girls gave

a perfect “Camp Wendy Day” as a

feature of their annual reunion. Scenes

of the summer camp were reproduced.

Her proficiency as a swimming in

structor having attracted the attention

of the officials of the Young Women’s

Christian Association of Hawaii, Miss

Madalyn Roper, aquatic teacher, and

graduate of the school of instruction of

the Los Angeles Association, has been

called to Honolulu, where she will be

come affiliated with the instructors of

the island.

The girls of Grand Rapids, Michigan,

industrial clubs are to study the laws of

Michigan concerning women, as their

educational course for the winter. This

is real constructive work in the wom

an’s movement.

“Court-room" is the latest term for

what has been dubbed the “beau-parlor."

The new Wichita building is reported

by the press to have one.

The Southwestern Field Committee is

to publish its own quarterly.

Instead of announcing “A Course in Social Christianity,” which would literally

have meant nothing to its members in this case, this Association is really getting girls

into this class by distributing this folder in factories, laundries, restaurants, etc. On

the outside is printed simply the question which the girls of this section of the city

ask when any new proposition is put up to them, “Does It Pay?"

DOES CHRISTIANITY WORK NOW?

1. Do you live or exist?

2. Do you believe in giving or getting?

3. Do you call some people “outcasts”?

4. Do you think children have flRights"?

THINK IT OVER

5. Do you judge by appearance?

6. Are you pious?

7. Do you think love or hate is the

stronger?

8. Are you an individual or “one of the

crowd”?

THE EXTENSION DEPARTMENT

West Side Branch Young Women’s Christian Association

50th Street and 10th Avenue, New York City

INVITES YOU TO JOIN THE CLASS

Teacher, MISS KATHERINE DUFFIELD

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY EVENINGS

TIME, 8 to 9 NO FEE
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CLEANING THE ScuoopHouss-Elon'r Wssx CLUB. HUDSONDALE, PA.

EIGHT WEEK CLUB ECHOES

“What Some Girl: in Country Life Clauen

S‘yil

“I have decided to consecrate my life

to work among country people of whom

I have been one for so long. I would

have missed the call if it had not been

for this class."

“Am thinking of spending my life as

a country worker in my own community

where college girls are looked upon as

society girls. Have started a Sunday

school with an enrollment of seventy

five. Of course, I am only a help to

the pastor, but I am trying very hard

to keep the young people interested that

are younger than myself."

“I have a feeling that the greatest ser

vice I can give to the world is in work

in the country, probably as a school

teacher. I am thoroughly convinced

that for me this country call is much

stronger than any to the foreign field.”

“I have long been interested in country

life work of all kinds, because the coun

try has given me so much of my life. I

am thinking of taking up either country

teaching or Y. W. C. A. county work.

I am keeping my eyes open.”

“For a long time I have been consider

ing whether my place was at home in

my own community and whether that

would be a worthy cause. I have de

cided during this conference that it is

worth while—that it is a challenge to

college women and that it is a task not

to be ashamed of."

“I am undecided between the work of

the country and the call to medical work

in China. Both have become so vividly

in need of workers. But now I’m going

to visit . . before I decide definitely.

I am hoping that the call to medical

work may be mine however, because it

seems to me it must include the double

problem."

“I have determined to do the very

best I can for the betterment and up

lift of my own home commupity. And

if I do not remain there, I hope to do

all I can wherever I may be to bring

about better conditions in country living.

If the way ever opens for me I intend

to be a foreign missionary, but until

then my work lies chiefly in the country

and among country people."

“This class has opened my eyes to

the need of the country, and I am con

sidering teaching a country school. I

am a country girl and feel that I should

in some way give back to my community

what it has invested in me. "

“During the summer time I am going

to do all I can for our community, es

pecially for the girls. It is my desire to

draw them closer together in the sum

mer so that the friendship may con

tinue during the winter.”

“I intend to work in the country the

rest of my life after I have finished

college. I shall probably go into ex

tension work, or else do some kind of

work just as my contribution to human

ity.”

“The class in ‘Country Life’ has been

especially helpful to me, for I shall be

able to put the new suggestions and

inspiration into immediate use. It is

impossible for me to return to school

this year, and since I live in a village

of 1,500, I have a big opportunity to

serve in the little run-down church and

help bear the big burden of the un

happv pastor. As for my definite in

vesting of my life. I have not decided,

but I am considering county Y. W. C.

A. work."
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"We LEARN TO SHAMPOO!"

“I have decided that if my work lies

in the country or small country town, I

will do my best to make these people

happy and try to show them the love of

Jesus Christ."

“I had made up my mind to go into

rural work before, but since spending

ten days at Lake Geneva. I am more

sure than ever that I have taken the

right step and that this is God's work,

and that we cannot invest our lives in

a higher and more holy servicc.”

“I am especially glad for the help and

inspiration I have gained in this course.

because I am engaged to a doctor who

will locate in a country town, and we

hope to make our lives felt in this com

munity.”

“I am very seriously considering coun

try life work. I feel that I have found

more in this class in deciding my life in

vestment than in any other class I have

ever attended.”

"I feel more strongly than ever, now,

that I can find a place to be of service

in the country. I think I surely will

learn to do something well enough to

serve the country people in some way."

“One reason I’m taking this course is

because I love country people. I want to

help them, and to help them I must

understand more fully their problems.”

“My reason for joining this class was

simply the fact that I am from the coun

try and wanted to know more about it."

“I entered this class because I live in

the country and think it will show me

how I can be helpful to the girls in my

community and help me to show them

their great opportunities.”

"I joined this class that I might learn

more to help those in my home town

and country and college to see more

EIGHT WEEK CLUB. TAYLOR. S. C.

of the beauty of God through his nature.”

“I entered this class because I am from

the country myself and realize the prob

lem of country life. I am trying con

stantly to solve this problem through an

Eight \Neck Club and through other

agencies, such as helping the church, etc.

I felt that this class would benefit me in

my work and have not been disap

pointed."

NEWS FROM THE COUNTIES

Gage County, Nebraska. The Busi

ness Girls’ Bible Class held their opening

rally on the second Friday evening of

September after only one month of va

cation. The usual numbcr of seventy

girls came back with unusual enthusi

asm.

The Gage County delegates have had

an ever increasing enthusiasm over the

Lake Geneva Conference now that they

have had time truly to think over all

of the wonderful Geneva experiences.

They have given such fine reports to

the Business Girls’ Bible Class that

every member wants to go next year.

For three Sunday evenings Geneva re

ports were given in the Young Peoples'

Societies of the churches. The twelve

delegates are planning to keep their

circle together to talk over the “abun

dant life" that came to them at Geneva,

so they are holding a prayer meeting

every Wednesday evening in the general

secretary’s office before going to their

respective church prayer meetings. It

may be of interest to other county dele

gates to know that eight churches and
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nine professions were represented in the

delegation of twelve from Gage County.

Let's all work to have large representa

tive delegations for Geneva next year.

The first vesper service of the year

brought out an audience of seventy girls.

One friend gave the Association fifty

Fellowship ‘Hymn books, and the Gen

eva girls are teaching the beautiful As

sociation hymns that were learned at

the conference to the home girls and

home churches. Two girls volunteered

their violins in learning the new hymns.

Gage County is going to have much

singing this year and they think it will

be very worth while for every county to

sing the Association spirit into the heart

of every girl. Let’s try.

Montgomery County, Kansas. The

A. E. D. Club, composed mostly of

business girls of Independence, gave the

first fall party on September 25, when

plans for the year were announced. A

twenty-five cent supper for members will

be served in the Association twice a

month by one committee of girls. Fol

lowing the suppers, interesting talks will

be given on such subjects as: “What a

\Voman Should Know about Voting";

“Travel”; “Banking and Investments";

“Music”; “Art,” and "Nature."

The Primrose Commonweal Club of

Independence girls, 'who are in upper

grade and high school, and “The Camp

Fire Girls." are taking a course in “First

Aid to the Injured." These girls will

also make baby clothes during the win

ter for the Associated Charities, which

will furnish the materials.

One of the most important questions

in which Kansas women are concerned

is “How a \Voman Should Vote." The

Elk City Girls’ Club recently held a

meeting open to all the women of the

city. when a non-partisan talk on this

subject was given and questions were

asked and answered.

Hall County, Nebraska. The Hall

County Association again had a rest

room or tent at the County Fair grounds.

Even before folks entered the grounds

banners and pennants could be seen. The

Association work was well advertised

by posters, printed matter and pictures.

Each day one or more women acted as

hostesses. Here mothers could leave

their babies in competent hands. Pack

ages could be checked, or one could find

answers to the innumerable questions

they wished to ask. This too was the

only place on the grounds where sani

tary drinking cups could be secured.

The room became so popular that the

management of the grounds finally gave

the Association a second room, this time

on the ground floor of the large Fine
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Arts Building. This also was filled

Between five and six hundred found their

wants satisfied there.

Cherokee County, Iowa. The town of

Aurelia is having consolidated school

work this year. Special club work is

planned for the girls at noon hour. A

hobo hike is planned for a good time in

the near future.

Cherokee girls have been collecting

from friends, clothing for the poor. They

are also seeking friends to give them the

plants which they would be leaving out

to freeze. These will be placed in the

Association rooms to help make a more

cheery atmosphere in the winter. It

will also make it possible later for the

girls to take flowers to the sick.

The Cherokee County Sunday schools

are having their fall rallies, and the

Association girls are making a special

effort to get as many girls as possible

into the classes of the different churches.

A large poster in the Association rooms

announces all the classes for girls and

young women in each church.

Van Wert County, Ohio, saw the

formal opening of the Young Women's

Christian Association on September 30

and October 1, when their beautiful

building was dedicated to the service of

all young women. Their membership

campaign took place in the first week

of October. “To become a member of

the Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion is not to buy a dollar's worth of

privileges or to sell a dollar's worth of

support of a thing that is good and ought

to be kept going, but it is to share in

something which is living, and sharing

means giving what one has and getting

in turn what others have given."—Jes

sie Wilson Sayre.

Page County, Iowa, had a “Publicity

\Veck" in October when the girls en

deavored to show the people all over

that the county Y. NV. C. A. is no longer

an experiment but a proven success.

As a "starter," a committee from the

various clubs of the Association took

luncheon with the Clarinda Commercial

Club at their regular Monday luncheon,

and presented Miss Y. W. C. A. to the

business men of the town. Miss Diehl,

the county secretary, spoke on the world

wide influence of the Y. W. C. A. and

more especially on the influence of the

bond of Christian fellowship in Page

County. The Commonweal Club of

Nebraska township and one of its organ

izers told how the country clubs were

reaching girls. One member of a com

monweal club spoke of the club as a

center for Christian influence and a pro—

moter of social entertainment of the

right kind. Another business girl told

something of what the Association
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meant to girls away from home. A dele

gate from the conference brought a

vision of what Geneva had meant to

her and the influence it could have on

the life of every girl in the county.

Because train service is too slow for

Page County, a “Ford Fund” of seventy

four dollars has been started, and they

hope to travel a little faster before an

other year.

Page County is about to have a

finance campaign for raising its budget

of $2,000.

Mower County, Minnesota, writes:

“The work is opening this fall with so

much greater promise than ever before.

We are becoming indispensable in the

community for what we are giving, gifts

that no other organizations are making.

We have the only rest rooms in the

town, the only cafeteria, the only em

ployment agency for women and girls.

\Ne are the only ones who offer class

work to those who cannot go to school

every day. Practically no other club

work is provided for the girls except

what the Association gives; the maids

have no attention paid them except in

the Y. W. C. A. Our business college

requires a great deal of our time, for

it seems to have no connection with

anyone outside, and there is no dean

in the school.

The county work is progressing nicely.

One group is virtually the Ladies' Aid

of the community. In another town a

call for work has come, for there is no

pastor in one of the churches and the

church life is at low ebb. Plans for a

Clover Club have been given each of the

170 rural school teachers, and we hope

from this to have some thriving country

clubs where no work has hitherto been

done. Once a week we are to have

open house for the girls who do not

live at home and have no place to en—

tertain their callers.

A council of twelve girls is making

plans for the work among the girls in

Austin. A cabinet is working out a

splendid club of older high school girls.

Four college girls are calling on all the

high school girls and serving as older

sisters to them. Another college girl

has charge of the business girls’ prob

lem, and is working out her own plan

for club organization. The Social Com

mittee gave a clever Pollyanna Party

for the sixty public school teachers of

the town. Each guest acted as if she

were Pollyanna, and a progressive series

of glad games were played. At the busi

ness girls' party we had rival newspap

ers—an old way of entertaining but one

that always affords so much fun.

After the “idle summer months"

Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania, made prep

   

A FIELD MEET, HOLLIDAYSBURG. PA

aration for a big Fall Rally on the

Association's birthday, October 12, as an

opening of the second year's work. One

of the most promising features in the

educational work for the coming year is

the course in First Aid to the Injured.

They are planning also to open a Wom

an's Exchange, hoping in this way to

meet a real need in their community.

They would be glad to hear of plans for

successful exchanges in other Associa

trons.

Only seven new members are needed

to bring the membership in Hollidays

burg to a total of 500. This is a good

record for a small town Association and

shows wide-spread interest in the work.

The branch Association at Roaring

Springs numbers 225 in its membership.

It is hoped to extend the work over

more territory this year. One opportu

nity has been found to offer the use of

the rooms at noon to school girls who

are from out-of-town. Perhaps they will

have a County High School Girls’ Coun

cil in November. \Nho knows?

The Highland Park, Illinois, Young

\Nomen's Christian Association is start

ing the fall work with the re-organizing

and officcring of eleven clubs—six com

monweal, two boys’ clubs, Handcraft.

Friendship, and “The Mother's Club."

Several new leaders who have the Y. “7.

C. A. spirit of service are adding their

time, ability and influence to the splen

did volunteer leadership that has made

possible the above numbered clubs.



WATCH THE MERCURY

WATCH THE MERCURY !

As we go to press it is too early to tell

the results of Campaign~Week, which is

just beginning. Letters and telegrams and

rumors show that this is the way some

of us are going about it:

The North Central Field writes: “Please

send us a list of all subscriptions in our

field so that our traveling secretaries may

help to push the campaign." The compara

tive list of club subscriptions by fields in

the October issue evidently worked.

The Syracuse Association, already fa‘

mous for its big list of subscribers, wires

for bookmarks and supplies for an Asso

CIATION MONTHLY luncheon. They are giv

ing one of their Sunday afternoon meet

ings to reports of outstanding articles from

THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY, to work up

preliminary interest. Watch for the

returns.

At the National Training School the

class of fifty-one have decided in class

meeting to meet the challenge, “Every

Training School student a subscriber.”

Some of the Association papers that

come to our desk are giving a goodly

amount of space to the campaign, real

izing that the more THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY is read

by their members

the better reac

tion on their own

subscription list.

It’s hard to

keep up with

those county peo

ple! When Miss

Field and Miss M

Landfear get

back of anything

it's sure to flour

ish. They are

aiming at no less

than one hundred

subscriptions

from each county

Association to

begin with, and

have offered to

give a picture to

the ofl'ice of the

A s s o c i a t i o n

which leads in

this competition.

“County Row,

Watch Us 2099

499.0.

 

Grow l”

T h e October

number of Tm:

A s s o c 1 A r 1 0 N

M o N 'r n L Y has
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Conference De

partment to most

of the leaders of

this year's sum

mer conferences.
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THEgDEAN OF WOMEN

In a book of 262 pages, so well written

that it will surely be well read, Dr. Lois

Kimball Mathews, Dean of Women and

Associate Professor of History in the

University of Wisconsin, describes her

primary duties. “The Dean of Women”

is the title of this book and the chap

ters discuss living and social conditions

obtaining chiefly in co-educational insti

tutions, student employment, vocational

guidance, the social and intellectual life

-—or lives—of students, student disci

pline and self-government associations.

No wonder that President Van Hise

prefaces the volume by saying, “her clear

discussion of the problems arising in

connection with this situation cannot but

be of great assistance to the deans of

women who are struggling to classify

their ideas, define their authority and

secure definite results."

Her comments on co-education, voca

tional guidance, true social experience,

sagging academic standards, preventive

religion, the point system, the charac

teristics of educated women are all in

cisive. Ten references to the Young

Women’s Christian Association in its

various aspects show that she realizes

its place in the university and the place

of university women later on in its per

manent working forces.

The Dean of Women, by Lois Kimball Mathews.

Houghten Mifflin, $1.50.

SHOP EARLY !

If you buy a Christmas present,

Buy it now!

If it be for prince or peasant,

Buy it now!

Buy it early in November,

Or at least before December.

You'll be glad if you remember——

Buy it now!

While the counters stretch before you,

Buy it now!

While there are no crowds to bore you,

Buy it now!

Buy before the air is stuffy.

Buy before the girls are huffy.

Buy while things are fresh and fluffy.

Buy it now!

Tarry not until to-morrow,

Buy it now

Even though you have to borrow,

Buy it now!

See that shop—girls don’t have reason

To abhor the Christmas season;

Put a conscience, if you please,

Buy it now!

—Issued by the Consumer’s League.

Ol'l—



Announcements

HEADQUARTERS NEWS

In the latter part of June Miss

Field was called from Camp Foster,

in Iowa, to \Nashington, at the urgent

request of the National Educational

Association, to present to our Presi—

dent the cause of the country woman

in the home, and to secure, if possible,

the appointment by him of a commis

sion to study country homes and

country living from the standpoint of

women and girls.

Miss Field’s description of her visit

to the Capitol in the face of many

discouragements sounds like a bit of

romance. An interview with Presi

dent W’ilson, restricted to two minutes,

was extended to an interesting dis

cussion lasting fully fifteen. It is

gratifying to learn that this commis

sion has been appointed.

A Country—Life Conference is to

be held November 9 in the assembly

room of our headquarters building

under 'the auspices of the County

\Nork Department of the Inter—

national Committee of Young Men’s

Christian-Associations and the Town

and Country Committee of the

National Board of Young Women’s

Christian Associations. It will be an

all—day conference. The theme for

the morning session is, “The Home of

the Country-side,” and that for the

afternoon, “The Home—Its Share in

the Community.” Among the speakers

who will have a share in the program

are Professor Groves, of the depart—

ment of sociology in New Hampshire

College; Hon. Carl Milliken, recently

elected Governor of Maine; Miss

Martha Van Rensselaer, of the New

York State College of Agriculture,

Ithaca.

An office on the seventh floor of

our building, in close proximity to the

offices of the foreign department, has

been set aside for the use of the

foreign secretaries now home on

furlough. During the past month

Miss Lang, Miss Paxson and Miss

Wells could be found there.

In the October issue of the

MONTHLY it was stated that Miss

Pinyon had accepted a. teaching posi

tion in St. Louis. It should have read

Kansas City, Missouri.

THE WOMAN'S BOOK SHOP

As the MONTHLY goes to press, plans

are under way for the transformation

of space on the first floor of our head

quarters building into an attractive

“\Voman’s Book Shop.” Miss School

cy, whose name is associated with

such projects as the Asilomar Confer

ence Grounds, the Association Build

ign at the Panama-Pacific Exposition

and the 36th Street Cafeteria, is work

ing with the Publication Department

on the plans for this new venture,

which will be ready to welcome you

early in November.

You will find the Book Shop a most

alluring spot—books attractively ar—

ranged, comfortable chairs, reading

lamps, and a fire on the hearth, all

inviting you to sit a while instead of

merely purchasing and running away,

as is apt to be true in the ordinary

book store.

While the Book Shop will specialize

on books pertaining to religious educa

tion, sociology and all phases of the

woman movement, other subjects will

be carried, and any book obtainable

may be ordered.

Heretofore the Publication Depart—

ment has filled orders for outside

books, but only a limited number of

our friends seem to have realized this.

We are therefore making a special

announcement of this fact at this time.

“The \Voman’s Book Shop” will

also carry a choice line of seasonal

cards—Christmas, Easter, birthday,

etc.; foreign prints; Iona silver and

other imported articles suitable for

Christmas gifts.

We shall hope to welcome many

friends from all over the country.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

THIS ISSUE

The address on “The Call of the

Present to Students” by Rev. William

Pierson Merrill, pastor of the Brick

Church, New York, given at the Gen

eva Student Conference in August, is

a tremendous challenge to American

students.

In the August issue of the MONTHLY

there appeared an article entitled

“Knowing Our Commissioners—Ida

.M. Tarbell.” This month Miss Tar

bell herself contributes “What a Fac

tory Can Teach a Housewife,” in

which she sets forth the reasons why

housewives find it difficult to hold

labor, and the remedy.

Mrs. James Chester \IVoodley, the

author of “Christmas Programs,” now

a member of the Northeastern Field

Committee, was formerly with the Na

tional Playground and Recreation As

sociation. She therefore writes out of

a full experience.

An interesting and successful exper

iment is that of the “Inter-Church
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Older Girls’ Council” of Greater Kan

sas City, of which Miss Nellie D. Os—

wald, the executive for girls’ work,

writes.

This month, instead of issuing a

Foreign Supplement, we are including

the material gleaned from the reports

of foreign secretaries in the body of

the magazine. You will find here

much of interest for use during World

Fellowship Week.

TO SCHOOL GIRLS—WHO WILL

QUALIFY?

Is your student Association or high

school student club trying to qualify for

the 1916 Honor Roll? If so, send by De

cember 15 to your field student secretary,

at her field headquarters, statements

of your “purpose,” together with your

report. telling how you have met the eight

points required for recognition. The

Honor Roll is to be published in THE As

SOCIATION MONTHLY for February next.

For further information consult your field

secretary.

Between Now and Christmas

I. For World Fellowship Week

1. Just out, the first technical leafiet on the foreign interests of a city Asso

ciation: “Our Field is the World," by Esther L. Anderson, formerly general

secretary in Detroit, Paris, and Adelaide, Australia, now special worker for

foreign interests in the finance department of the National Board. Covers organiza—

tion of foreign committee, how to get foreign support, how to use the \Veek of

Prayer or World Fellowship Week, etc. A general secretary said at Geneva in

August, “Miss Anderson's talk t'o-day was the most comprehensive and practical

thing on foreign work that we’ve had yet. I wish we had it in print!" Here it is—

and more. Order after November lst, at 15 cents.

2. Life Stories of Real Girls. Additional copies of this booklet of true stories

from our foreign work (one copy of which has been sent to each Association),

suggestive for talks, story-telling hours, etc., may be ordered at 10 cents.

3. The Follow-up Book. Plan now to conserve the results of World Fellowship

W'eek by forming a class to study Miss Paddock’s “Overtaking the Centuries, or

Modern \Vomen of Five Nations." The authorized foreign text for this year.

Paper, 40 cents; Cloth, 60 cents. Helps for Teachers, 10 cents.

II. “Meetings—Meetings—Meetings!" _

We’re all having them. Are we all aware of the available “helps” for conducting

them?

1. Have you the folder of “Association Music," which even if ordered in

quantity is the best way of beginning to improve on “those old-fashioned hymn
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books that we’ve always had"? It contains the Association Hymn and Benediction,

and seven of the most beautiful hymns applicable to our Association life. Single

copy, 5 cents; 35 cents per dozen, $2.50 per 100.

2. Are you sure your clubs are organizing in the right way? Start them

out with The Primer of Parliamentary Law. 10 cents.

A Bit of Gossip: The Woman’s Journal, a suffrage periodical, is ordering this

from us in quantity to use as a subscription premium.

Students, Please Note: There is confusion between the words “recognition”

and “installation,” in ordering services. Please state plainly whether you wish

the “Recognition Service for New Members" or an “Installation Service for New

Oflicers." There is no form of the latter for the larger Associations, nor is there

any form of “candle service" for student Associations in print. Consult price list

carefully before ordering.

III. Christmas Secrets

1. Here's the best thing we've had to announce for a long while!

The Girls' Year Book—a little book of daily Bible readings with comment and

interpretation in a girl's own language. Written in nine sections, by Oolooah

Burner, Rhoda E. McCulloch, Helen M. A. Taylor, Jane Taylor \Volfe, Elizabeth

Clark, Alice Brown, Mary Alice Finney, Margaret Burton and Mary S. Edgar.

Can be begun at any time of the year, but especially suitable as a Christmas gift.

Can be used as a “birthday book" also. This will not be ready till December 1,

but we want you to know it's coming. Cloth, 50 cents.

2. Another happy surprise: The Second Inch of the Inch Library will also be

out by December 1. Its nine leaflets will be on: “A Girl’s Courage," by Temple

Bailey:v “Your Grandmother’s Job and Yours,” by Lucy Carner; “Pulling Together,"

by Anna Owers; “A Girl and the Caste System," by Jessie Wilson Sayre; “Broken

Swords," by Martha S. Chickering; “The Secret of Eternal Youth,” by Anna

Seesholtz; “The Prayers of a Week," by Marie Drennan: “The Gift of Leadership," by

Abbie Graham; and “God's in His Heaven," by James Watt Raine. Be sure to specify

“Second Inch" if ordering this one, or "First Inch" if ordering the one already

familiar. Both of these are unsurpassed as Christmas gifts. Each Inch, 50 cents.

3. Your old friend, “The Association Calendar," for 1917 is our third special

Christmas offering. See p. iv for sample quotations. You know how good it

has always been. This time it is still better, for each month's quotations are

grouped around a theme of interest to all of us. This year's cover is brown, old

blue and orange. 40 cents, with 20 per cent discount on orders of 25 or more.

Other Suggestions for your Christmas List: ‘

An Association Pin (we have them from 15 cents to $2.00)—-The Christmas

Packages offered to those securing new subscriptions for “The Association

Monthly" (ask your general secretary)—A year's subscription to “The Association

Monthly," $1.00—The mounted photograph of the Winged Victory, 15 cents, “for

the girl who slouches," someone suggests—Gift-books found in our price list.

If you have not the price list send for one or consult the Association copy.

Do You Want to Give a Christmas Entertainment?

“The Christmas Story," by Jane T. Miller, a series of tableaux, illustrated

by readings from Ben Hur, is just the thing. Send for a copy before deciding

on anything else. 20 cents.

Publication Department, National Board, Y. W. C. A.,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York City.



SECRETARIAL CHANGES

SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your copy of the Year Book up

to date by noting therein all secretarial

changes. -

STUDENT

Mary W. Kirk to be general secretary

at the Industrial Institute and College,

Columbus, Miss. (Summer course for

student secretaries, National Training

School, 1916.)

Mrs. Edmonson to be acting general

secretary at the University of Oregon,

Eugene, Oregon.

CITY

Helen Carpenter, formerly general sec

retary at South Bend, Ind., to hold the

same position at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Louise Strange does not go as general

secretary to Kalamazoo, Mich.

Mary Emily Baker, formerly extension

secretary at New Haven, Conn., to be

general secretary of the Bryn Mawr

League, Baltimore, Md.

Irene H. Armes, formerly general sec

retary at Riverside, Cal., to hold the same

position at Brockton, Mass.

Ruth Benson, formerly general secre

tary at Great Falls, Mont., to hold the

same position at Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Josephine Brown, formerly general

secretary at Grand Forks, N. D. (1914),

to hold the same position at Great Falls,

Mont.

Erminie Broadstone, formerly exten

sion secretary at the Harlem Branch,

New York City, to be general and indus—

trial secretary at Portsmouth, Ohio.

Edna Sandlin has been loaned tempo—

rarily by the Birmingham, Ala., Asso

ciation for special work in Douglas, Ariz.

Elva Brakeman, formerly business sec

retary to be acting general secretary at

Birmingham, Ala., during Miss Sandlin's

absence.

Daisy Dunlap, formerly general secre—

tary at Athens, Ga. (1914), to hold the

same position at Laurel, Miss.

Ernestine Friedmann has been loaned

from the Northeastern Field for special

work in San Antonio, Tex.

Vera Schaefer, formerly industrial sec

retary at Cleveland, Ohio, now special

worker at San Antonio, Tex.

Nellie Wilson to be extension secretary

at Elkhart, Ind.

Georgia Fillmore to be assistant office

secretary at Indianapolis, Ind.

Virginia Moore of the National Train

ing School, 1916, to be girls’ work see

retary at Indianapolis, Ind.
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- Carolyn E. Marsh to be extension sec

retary at South Bend, Ind.

Grace Cone does not go as extension

secretary to Battle Creek, Mich.

Axie Watkins to be educational secre

tary at Minneapolis, Minn.

Louise F. Curtis, formerly educational

secretary at Omaha, Neb., to be educa

tional and industrial secretary at the

same place.

Ethel E. Erb to be religious work di—

rector at Omaha, Neb.

Ethelwyn Hodge to be assistant in

educational and industrial department at

Omaha, Neb.

Flora Melcher to be ofiice secretary

at Omaha, Neb.

Glen Vale Sleeper to be office secre

tary at Omaha, Neb.

Marie Lobben to be business secretary

at Fargo, N. D.

Alice Blain to be educational secretary

at Brooklyn, N. Y

Dorothy Clark, formerly general sec

retary at the Colgate Branch, Jersey

City, N. 1., to be social and club sec

retary at the Harlem Branch, New York

City, N. Y.

Marie Belleville to be membership and

educational secretary at the West Side

Branch, New York City, N. Y.

Leila Smith to be assistant extension

secretary at Rochester, vN. Y.

Helen Scott to be assistant secretary at

Great Falls, Mont.

Alice Lilliequest of the Northwest

Training Center, 1914, to be membership

and social secretary at Spokane, Wash.

Ella Hoska to be extension and girls’

work secretary at Tacoma, Wash.

Alberta Benner to be industrial secre

tary at Canton, O.

Blanche Nicolia, formerly physical and

extension secretary at the Broadway

Branch, Cleveland, 0., to be assistant in

dustrial secretary at Cleveland, 0.

Bertha Brown, formerly general sec

retary at Wichita, Kans. (1914), to be

business secretary at Toledo, 0

Myrel Reynolds, formerly office_secre

tary at Toledo, 0., to be membership sec

retary at the same place.

Ethel Sheffler to be ofiice secretary at

Toledo, 0.

Jessie Bidwell, formerly membership

secretary at Cleveland, 0., to be associate

secretary at Warren, 0

Mary Gillies, formerly student secre

tary at the University of Oregon,

Eugene, Oregon, to be assistant and girls’

work secretary at Youngstown, O.
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Beulah Huefiner did not go as assist

ant secretary at Youngstown, O

Jessimine Hunt to be girls’ work see—

retary at Riverside, Cal.

Elizabeth Ristine to be building fund

secretary at San Francisco, Cal.

Erma Sams to be girls' and member

ship secretary at San Jose, Ca].

Aline Stevens to be physical and assist

ant extension secretary at Little Rock,

Ark.

Eva N. Dixon, formerly assistant mem

bership secretary at St. Louis, Mo., to be

assistant secretary at the same place.

Blanche Caldwell to be high school di

rector at the Rest and Recreation Rooms,

Denver, Colo.

Mrs. J. G. Matthews to be cafeteria

director at Jackson, Mich.

Myra Love, formerly extension and

junior secretary at Marion, Ind., to be

cafeteria director at Muskegon, Mich.

Mrs. C. B. Timpany to be domestic

science director at Germantown, Pa.

Mabel Hornsby to be physical director

at Hershey, Pa.

Myrtle Gard to be physical director

at Des Moines, Ia.

Saidie Phillips to be cafeteria director

at the North Branch, Minneapolis, Minn.

Alice Treat to be domestic science di

rector at St. Paul, Minn.

Ruth Sheldonto be assistant in phys

ical department at Omaha, Neb.

Esther Stamats to be household art di

rector at Omaha, Neb.

Mrs. Rupert to be matron at Fargo,

. D.

Jeannette T. Boggs. formerly house

and cafeteria director at \Varren, Pa.

(1915), to hold the same position at New

Britain, Conn.

Ethel Mattison does not go as cafe

teria and house director to New Britain,

Conn.

May Pinnett to be cafeteria director at

Bangor, Me.

Ethel A. Moore to be physical direc

tor at Bar Harbor, Me.

Charlotte B. Minot to be house and

cafeteria director at Haverhill, Mass.

Mrs. L. H. Burns to be house secre

tary at Newark, N. J.

Florence Calkins to be house secretary

at Elmira, N. Y.

Minnie Ferree, formerly cafeteria di

rector at Canton, 0., to hold the same

position at Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Helen M. McKinstry to be physical

director at the Central Branch, New

York City, N. Y.

Ruth L. Dunning to be assistant physical

director at Providence, R I

Grace Saboe to be cafeteria director

at Boise, Idaho. '

Miss Ballard to be assistant physical

director at Portland, Oregon.

Louise F. Bodkin to be domestic sci

ence director at Portland, Oregon.

Lucy M. Dice to be cafeteria director

at Bellingham, \rVash.

Mrs. Elizabeth Rapelje, formerly em

ployment and cafeteria director at Bell

ingham, Wash, to be house secretary

at the same place.

M. Louise Row to be physical direc

tor at North Yakima, \Nash.

Clara Hopkins to be domestic art di

rector at the Broadway Branch, Cleve

land, 0.

Mary M. Henry to be cafeteria direc—

tor at Dayton, 0.

Elpha Miller to be cafeteria director

at Springfield. 0. (Summer course for

house and cafeteria directors, National

Training School, 1916.)

Grace Swope to be house and cafeteria

director at Steubenville, O.

Gladys Passmore, formerly assistant

secretary and physical director at the

Colgate Branch, Jersey City, N. J., to

be physical director at Van \Vert Co., 0.

Jane Merriam to be physical and club

director at \Narren, O.

Mrs. Helen Wagoner, formerly house

secretary at Fort \Vayne, Ind., to be cafe

teria director at \Varren, O

Alice Lehman to be physical and ex

tension secretary at Fresno, Cal.

Grace Ketcham to be physical director

at Riverside, Cal.

Meta Skov to be swimming teacher at

San Jose, Cal.

Ruth L. Peet to be assistant physical

director at Richmond, Va.

Agnes Orton, formerly assistant sec

retary at Mobile, Ala., to be cafeteria

director at the same place.

Sarah Dibble to be cafeteria director at

Louisville, Ky.

Margery Hutton to be assistant phys

ical director at Louisville, Ky.

Mrs. N. S. St. Clair to be house mother

at Louisville, Ky.

Gertrude Miller to be physical direc

tor at St. Joseph, Mo.

Mabel Murrell to be travelers’ aid sec

retary at St. Joseph, M0.

Mabel \Vitherspoon, formerly night

office secretary at Nashville. Tenn., to be

house secretary for the Annex at the

same place.
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Editorials

Our Tenth Birthday

You cannot make Ruth’s birthday a

success unless Ruth herself feels the

importance of the occasion. You

simply must have Ruth as the leading

spirit. So as we come to the celebra

tion of the birthday of our Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association we

too are the essential factors in the

celebration of a day which marks a

milestone in the advance of Christian

womanhood of which we, like Ruth,

cannot be fully aware. And in what

do we rejoice? Shall we say our

accomplishments?

I fear me, not, lest that which we

count gain may really count for little.

Shall we say our numbers? God for

bid! 'When all our streets, our shops,

our factories, teem with women who

do not know that in our hearts there

yearns a sisterhood unclaimed and un

expressed. Shall it be for sisterhood?

It may be that, if in my soul is

wrought that miracle. For sisterhood,

you know, dwells in you. It comes

not from without. No one can make

you sister till there lives within your

heart a kinship to the world. What

people say of us? I Shall we have

pride? Not much of the good they

say ever comes to our ears: most of

the evil does, thank God. The things

they say in their hearts are what count,

and of them we know enough to give

us gladness.

And what of the great leaders of

our movement? May we rejoice be—

cause of them? We may, indeed,

when our souls have caught the big

ness of their vision, thrilled with the

hopes they brought to birth, and

learned to dare in faith the measure

of their trust in God and man.

Ten years of united work as a

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion, fifty years as an organization.

Ten years under the reshaping influ

ence of a wonderful personality, in—

spired by the spirit of Him who has

guided for a half century the move

ment which has before it unavoidable

responsibility as the vitalizing force in

the woman movement of the world.

Three hundred and sixty thousand

members in the United States are

bound by common ties to a common

purpose in a nation where women are

acknowledged to be freer, more gen

erally enlightened, more idealized than

in any other—in a nation to which the

world is turning for guidance.

Three hundred and sixty thousand

women responsible not only to home,

and God, and native land, but to each

other, to work together in love that.

the world of a surety may know that

He came from the Father.

In what shall we rejoice? Let it

be more than all in the possibilities

and responsibilities of the coming

years. Let it be that there are

before us stupendous tasks, and

goals impossible save to those en—

visioned by the Christ of 'Bethlehem,

who, when He was risen, sent Mary

Magdalene to tell the others of an

empty tomb, a resurrected Lord.

A. S.

'
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My Share in the World's Christmas

The World’s Christmas! What a

composite picture! A day which has

such varied meanings to the sons of

men! Gifts! Feasts! Reunions!

Gladness! Sadness for loved ones far

away! More poignant sorrow for

the ones in peril on the battlefield!

Intensified hatred for a faith that has

failed to save from the horrors of

exile and dishonor! Anything, every

thing, but the peace which the angels

sang: “Peace on earth, good will to

men.” It is a dark picture.

But look you to that voice of the

public; search the press of to-day.

Read it in many tongues; listen for

it in warring lands and in lands un

warring, where bursting shells, like

a distant volcano, have shed their

ashes of dulled conscience and ob

scured values. You will hear it—

the same note of yearning, the cry

for PEACE.

Two thousand years ago on Judean

plains a chorus of angels sang:

“Glory to God in the highest and on

earth'peace, good will to men.” Is it

not the peace the angels sang for

which the hearts of men are crying?

Is it not the peace the angels sang

that women’s souls are pleading?

Can any other peace assuage the

needs of men? Has any other har

mony been able to quell the hatred

of races and subdue the proud ambi—

tion that recks not the sorrow by

lowly hearths?

The things men strive for—power,

national rights, territorial gains, eco'

nomic expansion—when lit by the

fires of war, look strangely altered.

The words of the great Master,

“Seek ye first the Kingdom of God

and His righteousness and all these

things shall be added unto you,” take

on new significance. Perhaps, after

all, He was right. Perhaps seeking

riches and power and honor are

secondary, not only for individuals,

but for nations. Perhaps the obscure

Son of Mary, from the obscure king

dom of Judea, had a world message

in his thought! It is an object

worthy of our prayers that armies

and commanders—~yes, and we our

selves—should have Christmas medi—

tation to fit our deeds and theirs.

And is there. naught beside our

prayers? The Christmas of the

world is not mine unless I can re

joice with the newly-made “Chris

tian” in a “heathen land,” who looks

upon Christmas as a time for largess,

and in as much as he gleans the

joy of Christmastide share his

material pleasure. It is not the

world’s Christmas that I share unless

I bend my sympathy to the woe of

the Armenian, whose race, condemned

to extinction, has kept the Christ

thought through the centuries, and

with a faith in God like to his own

fan the remaining spark of trust into

a gleam of hope for the future.

I share not the world’s Christmas

unless my feast be spiced with the

memory of those who make a crust

suffice to keep the day, and say, withal,

that God is good. I am not one with

the sad world’s Christmas unless I

look upon the gifts that come my way

as treasures to be shared with com

mon man—perchance the ash man, or

the washergirl, or priest. It is not

Christmas for the world I keep unless

there be within my soul a yearning

thought for millions who have yet to

know that God is love, and that with—

out Him is darkness, even though they

walk the glittering way of brilliant,

lighted streets and though they sit in

seats of those revered. I shall not

know my Christmas with the world

unless I recognize that man, where’er

he be, and in what name, who does

the deeds of Christ is fellow with me

in a heritage of love.

I shall not share the world’s Christ

mas to the full until my wakened

vision sees the gleam that lights eyes

dull with miseries, because it is his

day; nor till my ear can catch the

faint hope-pulse of men whose voice is

silent, yet—a hope unquenched—un

dying.

It is Christmas with the world, and

I may share its joyousness when I

have learned that, all despite their

tears, there burns unquenched a faith
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in Him, Immanuel. Then may I

chorus with the sons of men: “Come,

let us seek Him, born in Bethlehem,

to us a Saviour, to the world a new

found King.” A. E. P.

A Migrating Responsibility

One of the significant currents of

life in America is the migration of

colored Americans from the South

to the North, occasioned by the ces—

sation of the stream of immigrant

labor from Europe. This transfer of

labor, male and female, from north

to south has upset the balance of in

dustry in the southland, and employers

are entering protest.

Meantime the people come. You

may see them along the railroads,

making highways for your feet. You

may note them in the restaurants.

They open doors for you in your

friends’ houses.

In New York, Mrs. Cabaniss, the

general secretary of the colored

branch of New York City, has, during

the past few months, helped 4,000

colored girls to situations.

This all presages something for

each thoughtful Christian. It means

that Associations that already have

colored clubs and colored branches,

and that all colored Associations must

be quickly alive to their responsibility.

The workers from the South are

inexperienced in northern ways, ideas,

exactions, temptations. They leave

behind the old life. Their new life

in the North depends largely on what

the North makes it.

The small town folks who, un

accustomed to colored people, shrink

in ignorance from their presence,

must take cognizance of the “human

factor” in their new helpmates and

accord them Christian courtesy.

The question of their housing con

ditions, rents, recreations, are matters

that concern the community. We are

part of the responsible community.
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Miss Dodge

Mabel

O we seem nowadays to take

the builders for granted? Great

buildings rise and we occupy

them; cities become and we live in

and through them; institutions are

formed and we use them. But popu

lar interest and sympathy seems to

be with the reformers instead of with

the formers. The critic is surely hav—

ing his day, and doubtless it is well.

It will be a bad day for us when his

voice is silent. I sat with a group

some time ago, met to consider a

program which had been built with

painstaking care, upon a foundation

of years of thorough—going acquaint

ance with the subject in hand. Two

hours were spent in cutting here,

changing there, expressing disapproval

——,casting parts aside. In the end the

program was not greatly changed, yet

there was no acclaim for the maker

of it, so far as anything I heard would

indicate. We seemed to take her for

granted. The interest was in the wis—

dom of this suggestion to change or

of that suggestion to eliminate. And

no one seemed to think it strange that

it should be so.

At the end of ten years of our work

together as a National Association and

of the National Board’s attempt to

serve the Association, we have an in

stitution. Something has been built!

I can think of no one who could by

any possibility be more sensitive to

its faults than she who has been its

chief architect was. It came so far

short of what she envisaged it. For

Miss Dodge’s greatest gift to any un

dertaking in which she had a part was,

without any doubt, her power of

imagination. She saw. But she was

also a builder. The Association needs

the svmpathetie criticism of its own

people. It can be debtor, too, to the

less generous judgment, sometimes, of

people outside. But it needs even

more people whose work builds; to

have these same ideas, which are the

as a Builder

Cratty

basis for criticism and a reason for

reform, built into the institution as

it is in the making.

With the new year we begin a new

period. To those of us who have been

with the National Board through the

ten years, the memory of Miss Dodge

—in those days of beginnings—is very

vivid. The things she said, the things

she did, the very way she looked—

how they come back! She yet speaks.

Will it be a fresh inspiration to think

a little about how she worked, to real

ize that which she herself dreamed

and that which others had trusted her

to bring to pass?

First of all—~she was absolutely

reliable. She stayed by whatever she

had any responsibility for. If one

would have her ideas contributed or

her point of view taken into account

—she must be there at the moment

when they can factor.

Then Miss Dodge had a tremendous

sense of responsibility for the many.

It would have been impossible for her

to be content to do little.

I cannot imagine her taking any

particular satisfaction in the building

of a small house for a few, if at the

same time she knew many who were

left unhoused. And so with an institu

tion—she felt the compulsion to build a

big. It was not that she so particularly I

enioyed the process itself.

She was constructive. It is an over

worked word these days—but not be—

cause it is a common quality. Her

ideas tended to take form—they grew.

She always added instead of subtract—

ing. She hesitated to destroy; she

could not analyze; she never indulged

in the institution and character dis

section of which there is so much

these days. With her to object was

an obligation to suggest. She was con

tent to work long upon foundations;

she realized that a superstructure or

dinarily goes up very fast.
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Nothing was common or uninterest~

ing that needed to be done. One of

my earliest recollections of Miss

Dodge was a letter received in the

American Committee ofiice when I

first worked there, enclosing a cheque

which she asked to have credited to

“running expenses.” People have had

the privilege of paying “running ex

penses” thrust upon them. This

woman chose to do it to buy the bricks

that were rejected by others.

She was perfectly aware that there

is a large amount of drudgery in any

work that really builds—and she did

 

much of it. As I think of her, I

remember her at work chiefly upon

the things which aren’tseen—which

do not show.

When all is said, to build is to create

something. And to be able to create

is to be in some very real sense a

partaker in faith from God. Miss

Dodge was a woman of mighty faith.

And God could use her. Like a wise

master builder, she worked to lay

foundations. It is for others to build

upon them.

May we take heed how we build.
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Frances E. Field

“According to the grace of God which

was given unto me, as a wise master

builder, I laid a foundation; and another

buildeth thereon."—I. Cor. III. 10.

RANCES FIELD herself would

have been the last one to give

to herself the term “a wise

master-builder," but it is the self-sug—

gested phrase which comes involuntar

ily to those who knew her and her

viewpoint and methods intimately.

I had met her occasionally at As

sociation conventions and committees

and had learned to expect with con

fidence the quiet, strong, clearly ex

pressed opinions which she offered,

but not until she came to London

about 1898 as co-worker with Miss

Lillian Duff in the first British Train—

ing School did I come into intimate

personal relationship with her. I am

honored and humbled to recall that

it continued in close friendship until

her death.

Her acceptance of the British posi

tion was as hard a test as anything

she ever undertook. She had never

crossed the Atlantic and knew the

British Association standards by hear—

say only. It was represented to her

that the British Associations stood in

need of professional secretaries with

careful Bible knowledge and practical

methods. She knew what her own

training had been, and, humble as were

her estimates of herself, she knew

her ability to impart information and

to outline methods and ideals.

Many a half hour’s talk did we

have in the little 'World’s office in

Hanover Square when she revealed

her perplexities and doubts, but I am

sure it was always her own sym

pathetic insight of her own question,

rather than any hint of mine which

suggested the solution. Patient, far—

sighted, broad-minded, she compre

hended clearly the difficulties of trans

planting American methods to a Brit

ish environment, yet her faith in those

same methods was so firm that she

never faltered in her belief that, given

certain common—sense modifications,

they could be made of much practical

value.

When she left to resume work in

the United States there were many

and some even unto this day who felt

that life would always have a wider,

sweeter vision because of her earnest,

winning presence.

Later she did a strenuous piece of

work in the reconstruction of the

Rochester Association, then as secre

tary of the Joint Committee in the

union of the two National Associa—

tions, and lastly as secretary of the

Publication Department in the early

days of the present National Board.

As a member of the Joint Commit

tee we realized, as perhaps we had

little appreciated up to that time, her

capacity to grasp various viewpoints,

her clear realization of workaday

methods and her tact in presenting

those methods in an attractive guise.

Interwoven with all her other qualities

were a shrewd sense of humor and

a genuine willingness to meet reason

able difiiculties in a tolerant spirit.

All of these qualities and the oppor

tunity of constructive work reached

their widest scope under Miss Dodge

at the period immediately following

the formation of the National Board.

We, to—day, in the far-reaching value

of the Field Department, look back

to our wise master-builder with rev

erant, thankful hearts.

ANNIE M. REYNOLDS.
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Personnel of the Original National Board of

Young Women’s Christian Associations

Elected by the Convention of December, 1906,

H N the agreement between the International Board and the American

Committee, to which constituent Associations had assented in applying

for charter membership, it had been stipulated that the new National'

Board, when organized, should consist of five resident and five non-resident

members from the International Board or its constituency; five resident and

five non-resident members from the American Committee or its constituency;

five members from the American Department of the VVorld’s Young Women’s

Christian Association, and five other women.”

(1) From the Constituency of the International Board at Headquarters.

Mrs. R. A. Dorman, New York City, president of the International Board

from 1895 to 1899 and a charter member of the Young \Vomen’s Christian

Association of the City of New York, also vice—president and for long

periods acting president of this Association.

Mrs. R. C. Jenkinson, Newark, New Jersey, for nineteen years president of

the Newark Association.

Mrs. Charles M. Judson, Brooklyn, New York, a former president of they

International Board, for twenty-six years president of the Brooklyn

Association.

Mrs. William W. Rossiter, New York City, a member of the executive com

mittee of the Brooklyn Association and later a member of the executive

committee of the Association of the City of New York.

Miss Alice Smith, New York City, a member of the Association of the City

of New York.

(2) From the Field of the International Board.

Mrs. Dudley P. Allen, Cleveland, Ohio, a member of the Cleveland Association.

Mrs. Frank L. Durkee, Worcester, Massachusetts, a director of the \Vorcester

Association and chairman of 'the educational department.

Mrs. Henry Green, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, president of the Philadelphia

Association. ‘

Mrs. J. B. Richardson, Oakland, California, a director of the Oakland

Association.

Mrs. B. T. Vincent, Denver, Colorado, state director for Colorado.

(3) From the Constituency of the American Committee.

Mrs. S. J. Broadwell, New York City, treasurer of the New York and New

Jersey State Committee.
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Mrs. James S. Cushman, New York City, chairman of the New York and

New Jersey State Committee.

Miss Helen Miller Gould, New York City, now a member of the National

Board as Mrs. Finley J. Shepard.

Miss Janet McCook, New York City, second vice-chairman of the New York

and New Jersey State Committee.

Mrs. Robert E. Speer, Englewood, New Jersey, first vice-chairman of the

New York and New Jersey State Committee.

Mrs. Henry M. Boies, Scranton, Pennsylvania, chairman of the Pennsylvania

and Maryland State Committee from 1888 to 1895, a director and a trustee

of the Scranton Association.

Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer, Chicago, Illinois, for nine years treasurer of the

American Committee.

ers. Irwin Rew, Evanston, Illinois, chairman of the Association Institute

Committee.

Mrs. \Nilliam F. Slocum, Colorado Springs, Colorado, chairman of the Colo

rado and Wyoming State Committee.

Mrs. A. McD. Wilson, Atlanta, Georgia, chairman of the Gulf States

Committee.

(4) From the American Department of the World’s Association.

Miss Maude Daeniker, New York City, treasurer of the American Department.

Mrs. Thomas S. Gladding, Essex Fells, New Jersey, chairman of the American

Department.

Mrs. David McConaughy, Montclair, New Jersey, for thirteen years a resident

in India and one of the American pioneers in the Young \Vomen’s Chris

tian Associations of India.

Mrs. John R. Mott, Montclair, New Jersey.

Miss Annie M. Reynolds, North Haven, Connecticut, the first general secretary

of the World’s Committee of Young Women’s Christian Associations.

(5) New Members.

Miiss Grace H. Dodge, New York City, a friend of long standing of the

International IBoard and of the American Committee; chairman of the

Joint Committee which effected union.

Mrs. Stephen H. Baker, New York City.

Miss Mary Billings, New York City, now a member of the National Board

as Mrs. John French.

Mrs. William B. Boulton, New York City.

Mrs. Edward S. Campbell, Newark, New Jersey.



Ten Years

Anna L. Brown

PAST should justify a future.

Else, how vainglorious would

be the rehearsal of achieve

ments. Ten years! A decade since

the first great achievement of bringing

together all the Young Women's

Christian Associations which had be—

longed to the two former national

groups. Those of us who witnessed

that triumph of faith and patience ex—

pected to watch and record the prog

ress of the years. But we have been

too busy. Our eyes have been forced

toward the horizon but such backward

glances as have been possible have

shown the points we had passed, al

ways so disturbingly near that we have

been eager to push forward.

At the national convention in De

cember, 1906, Miss Dodge announced

that a whole floor had been secured at

The Montclair, 49th Street and Lex

ington Avenue, in which the new Na-'

tional Board should “develop the city,

student, industrial, educational and

Bible departments and begin new

work for the girls not yet reached by

the Young \Vomen’s Christian Asso—

ciation.” How quickly we outgrew

that floor! How crowded we soon

found ourselves in the new building

at 125 East 27th Street! With what

joy and gratitude we came into our

own beautiful headquarters at 600

Lexington Avenue in the fall of 1913.

These steps indicate in a way the

general advance of the whole move—

ment. Let us look at what has been

done to carry out Miss Dodge’s fore

cast.

Firstythe city Associations every

where have improved their buildings

—fifty-nine separate administration

buildings, thirty-three residences, and

eighty-five combination buildings with

branch buildings, summer homes and

other property represent a valuation

of $12,444,879, the trust given to the

Association by the public of the United

States.

To those who work closely with

figures there is always a dissatisfac

tion with the inadequacy of their

totals, however great the increase, for

figures cannot measure the direct,

much less the indirect, results of the

enterprise that is tabulated when that

enterprise includes the making of char

acter. The increase indicated by fig

ures is as follows:

 

1907 1915-16

Bible study classes ...... 31.140 73,445

Mission study classes ...10,048 21,007

Educational classes ..... 21,455 66,473

Gymnasium classes ..... 13,294 65,593

Swimming classes ....... 32,036

These totals do not include the

numerous clubs, all of which share in

the enlarged educational program that

marks as distinctly the advance in

Association thinking as several other

departments that might be mentioned.

High school organization has been

added to the city program, and special

adaptation has been made for girls

from twelve to eighteen. In many

cities the clubs of industrial girls have

been grouped in a federation of indus

trial clubs which the past year asked

for and obtained classes to enroll

16,000 of their number.

Immigration work had its beginning

less than six years ago in the experi

ment in New York City to bring to

immigrants a friendly touch and to

assist them in learning English, grow—

ing out of an investigation by Mrs.

Lemuel Call Barnes, a former mem—

ber of the National Board in co

operation with Miss Dodge. To-day

there are international institutes and

numerous clubs of immigrant girls in

manv cities.

Of the 722 student Associations that

enroll nearly half of the women stu

dents of the United States, 1288 mem

bers are in Indian schools and 2,327

in colored schools.

One of the advance steps in close

keeping with the movements of our
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day has been the rapidly progressive

work among women in the country.

Set going by Miss Helen F. Barnes,

now national secretary of Austral

asia, the few scattered counties of her

day, not so long past, have been gath

ered together in a town and county

Association, which for solidarity of

purpose and close co-operation is, so

to speak, model. It has become a

vital part of the nation—wide country

movement. In addition to twenty

three directly affiliated county Asso—

ciations there are sixty—four county

branches with an approximate mem

bership of eight thousand. The

Eight \Veek Club with college stu

dent leadership has enlisted seven

thousand girls outside the organized

units in summer activities. Seven

field committees now have county

secretaries on their staffs.

After being only a “county row” in '

the Lake Geneva conference, for two

years, county Association girls had

their own first conference in the sum

mer of 1915.

Not the least of the problems of

organization is that of financing work

in its initial stages in scattered groups

with limited resources. Such diffi

culty confronts the latest study di

rected by the National Board in the

large towns of certain sections of our

field. The need of some organized

social force adaptable to the needs of

church and school is admitted by

every one acquainted with town life.

Careful experiments have been begun

to discover feasable plans and to test

them. It is a work of fitting the Asso

ciation to meet the needs of this,

another distinctive group.

Summer conference plans have had

to be yearly readjusted to meet the

growing applications for the intensive

course in religious education given in

the out of doors. This year sixteen

conferences were planned. That the

social service message has been given

an increasing emphasis during the past

ten years is an index of the progres

sive religions thought of our member—

ship. New conferences have been or

ganized during the ten years and one
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conference site, Asilomar, has become

the property of the National Board.

Two high school and industrial camps

are owned by the Association, one at

Altamont, N. Y., and one at Nepah

win, Pa.

Out from the original summer con

ference of twenty-five years ago has

grown the system of training for sec

retaries which ten years ago was of

necessity crammed into a three months’

training and which now comprises

preliminary courses, a graduate course,

and summer school courses, all under

a permanent staff of instructors.

The publication department, aside

from the institution of the Book

Shop, its most recent advance, has

been a constantly contributing factor

toward the due proportion of self—

maintenance which is desired. The

advent of the Inch library and the

Girls’ Year Book marks a new kind

of publication which is interesting the

great “outside public.”

“"hen the National Board was

formed there was no “foreign depart

ment.” There was an American de—

partment, of which Mrs. Thos. S.

Gladding became chairman, a very

monument of faith. \Nith the courage

that was the heritage of the pioneers

of our work, Miss Rebecca Morse,

then resident in New York, gathered

about her a committee which assumed

the responsibility of raising the sup

port for American secretaries to go to

distant lands on the appeal of the

World’s Committee for workers. For

a little while before she died, Miss

Maude Daeniker, also of New York,

and now a member of the National

Board, shared her work of faith and

took up later the sometimes almost

unaided task of keeping American

secretaries in distant lands.

There were in 1906 thirteen for—

eign secretaries. There are to-day,

counting Miss Redo, who is now on

the Pacific bound for China, forty-six

secretaries in five nations. During the

ten years the following cities have

been organized: Lahore, Canton,

Peking, Tientsin, Yokohama, Tokyo,

and a committee for Constantinople.
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The colored women of the country

both north and south are responding

to the sisterhood of the Association

as the students in one hundred and

one schools and the city members in

twenty cities attest. The colored con

ference for students held the past

summer marks an epoch in colored

student work.

The Commission created to pursue

for five years the solving of “four

evaded fundamentals,” —— character

standards, thrift and efficiency, social

morality and household employment,

—have been turning out by—products

that will make the first decade of the

National Board marked in history.

The Character Standard Commis—

sion has issued the Inch Library and

the Girls’ Year Book, and put its

stamp on uncounted articles and ad

dresses. The Social Morality Com—

mission has sent lecturers to a goodly

number of colleges and normal

schools. In addition, much teaching

has been given to secretaries, to clubs,

and in high schools. Two books have

been published and have a wide sale.

The Commission on Thrift and Effi

' ciency has put forth the personal ac—

count book, the stimulating mirror

cards, and has co-operated with the

American Bankers’ Association in

a nation-wide thrift campaign.

From the standpoint of the em

ployer, first, the Household Employ

ment Commission has been studying

its field with a sincere regard for all

the interests at stake. Its educative

reports have a wide circulation.

These new lines of activity have

been the liberating forces that pre

pared the Associations to face and

meet the two national emergencies

that come within the time of this re—

view. The first great one at the

Panama-Pacific Exposition has be—

come history. Allowed to erect a

building at its own expense on the

Exposition grounds, the only one

given over to avowedly Christian

work, the National Board directed

through its staff of twenty-six secre

taries a work among the thousands of

women employees on the grounds, one

of which was a club house in the

amusement zone, and ministered to

1,125,000 guests.

The latest emergency is being met

at the Mexican border, as noted in the

November ASSOCIATION MONTHLY. .

After all, when the steps in ad

vance have been tabulated, what do

they teach us? Most encouragineg

of all that there is a progression in

our thinking; we are growing, and in

a way that takes note of the trend

of our generation. \Ve have become

more flexible in adaptation. \Ve have

learned to adapt the Association to the

girl, not the girl to the Association.

That accounts for the new types of

women who have come to enrich our

fellowship. It points to untold riches

of new friends for the future. It

means that in the reconstruction of

society that is before the races of

mankind, the Young \Vomen’s Chris

tian Association of the United States

may be counted one of the reshaping

units.

w

A Pioneer

  

HELEN FLORENCE BARNES

0 very few people is it given

to be a real pioneer, and Miss

Helen Florence Barnes, missed

by every one who knew her in this

year of anniversaries, is essentially

a pioneer. Beginning as state secre

tary for Minnesota, she was called to
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develop extension work for the United

States. Later, under the National

Board, she became secretary for

county work, which had its first fleet

ing existence under her care as state

secretary in Minnesota in 1898. The

Eight Week Club also was fostered

by Miss Barnes.

In 1912 she was called to Austra—

lasia to the reshaping of the work

there. Under her experienced hands

have come to life Hearth Fire Girls,

summer conferences, a national train

ing school for secretaries, a foreign

department with secretaries in other

lands, Eight \Veek Clubs, and scores

of minor plans that work toward

fruition.

Next year we expect to 'welcome

Miss Barnes home, and for 'those

who know the quick sympathy, the

warmth and sincerity of her friend—

ship, and her zealous love for the

Young \Vomen’s Christian Associa

tion, her coming will be welcome

indeed.

Ten Years in Dollars

and Cents

Jessie MacKinley'

DO you ever think in figures?

They always tell some story

and the following are signifi—

cant of the growth of our national '

and foreign work.

In 1907 our budget of $82,206.00

started us on our career with an

income of $17,456.00 from publica—

tions, training school, conferences, in—

vestment of endowed funds, and $81,

698.00 from a few individual contribu

tors. At the end of ten years we

have a budget of $265,549.00 (ex

clusive of the Association cafeteria

 

"For ten years “Miss Jessie,” as she is

known at headquarters, has been bursar of

all funds, sharer in all the anxiety and all

the joys of our enlarging budget—Ed.

started last spring), over three times

as much as our first budget; with an

income of $131,365.00—0ver seven

times as much as our first income;

and contributions amounting to $136,

235.00 from many individuals and

from our Associations.

The second and third years show

the normal increase of any new pro

ject. The fourth year our budget

had increased to $150,999.00. We

were then in larger quarters with an

increased office staff, the new depart

ment of field work, and more sum

mer conferences in operation. Our

next notable increase occurred in the

year 1913. The budget was then

$237,482.00 and carried our new head—

quarters for both the administration

offices and training school, and $14,

000.00 in increased business in our

publication department. In 1914 our

budget was $238,695.00, an increase

of $11,000.00. And this rate of in

crease continued the two following

years, 1915, 1916. These years mark

a period of intensive work, the rapid

expansion of the previous years hav

ing brought the national budget more

nearly to the measure of the demands

of the country. You will note in 1910

we added the field work department

and in 1911 our first field committees

with their budgets totalling $97,844.00.

In 1916 these budgets are $161,780.00,

showing an average increase each year

of about $13,(I)0.00.

Our foreign field has grown along

with us but more slowly. In 1907 we

had a budget of $22,868.00, which

included the world’s week of prayer

offering, contributions toward build

ings amounting to $6,751.00, and

$6,115.00 for support of eleven secre

taries in three countries. In 1916 the

budget is $51,851.00 for the support

of forty—two secretaries in five dif

ferent countries and does not include

contribution for foreign buildings or

the ‘week of prayer offering which

are collected and now added to our

general headquarters’ budget.

The time has now come for further

advance. Are we to be opportunists

or pioneers?
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The Real “America First”—A Campaign

of Helpfulness

Edith Terry Bremer

AS America something to give?

Something real big, vital, to

give to her millions of adopted

sons and daughters? Do you believe

that she has? Then the “America

First” call is for you. Then you are

, ready to put devotion to America be

fore your personal interests and make

a sacrifice of time and work to do

some service for your country. The

slogan, “America First,” is for Ameri

cans more than for foreigners. The

call is an appeal to those who love

America so much that they are willing

every one in his and her place and

community to do what can be done to

make America better understood by

foreign people. It means that we

must make America seem first, and

so present it, so interpret it, so believe

in its high ideals ourselves that

America will win the love and devo

tion of all might-be American citizens.

The United States Bureau of Edu

cation has started something really

worth while, and all those who are

willing to put America first will want

to help it.

A Division of Immigrant Educa

tion has been created. Mr. Harrison

H. \Vheaton, specialist in the educa

tion of immigrants in the Bureau of

Education, has been designated by

Commissioner Claxton to direct the

America First campaign. His prob—

lem is to reach the largest number

of immigrant people possible and to

induce them voluntarily to take advan—

tage of the facilities provided for

learning English and on further edu

cation. Already his work has de—

veloped this fact—that there is a far

greater demand on the part of for—

eigners for themselves for this kind

of help in acquiring English and

citizenship than there are established

facilities to grant them. How to in

crease the number of facilities and

how to improve those already started

is so important a matter that Com

missioner Claxton has appointed a

committee of one hundred, of socially

minded citizens from all over the coun—

try to assist in it. The Hon. John

Price Jackson, who is the Pennsyl

vania State Commissioner of Labor

and Industry, has been appointed

chairman of this National Committee

of One Hundred. I have been asked

to serve on this committee and am

doing so for the sake of the foreign

women, whom we believe would love

to know the real America, and because

Young \Vomen’s Christian Associa

tions from coast to coast are to-day

eager to work for their foreign-born

Sisters.

We believe that we can render a

special service by offering ready co

operation to the Bureau of Education.

Presidents and general secretaries of

Associations will receive literature

from the Washington Bureau telling

them of the plans of this “America

First” campaign and asking them to

join in it. This national office stands

ready to supply suggestions and ma

terial for assistance in this work. So

many Associations have already

offered their services that we know

this chance of doing something, which

will further the democracy and citizen

ship of this country, is going to be

gratefully accepted. The first article

from Mr. VVheaton, head of this Divi

sion of Immigrant Education, is

printed here. Watch for further re

ports and suggestions of what to do

and how t i do it.
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Enlists Country in “America First” Campaign

DEPARTMENT or THE INTERIOR

Bureau of Education

\Vashington

Division of Immigrant Education

To Increase Attendance of Immigrants

in Night Schools

On September first the United

States Bureau of Education in the De

partment of the Interior begins its

nation-wide campaign to induce 3,000,

000 non-English speaking immigrants

to attend night school and learn the

language of America.

The Commissioner of Education has

designated men dealing with the immi

grants’ problems from every angle to

serve on a National Committee of

One Hundred to further the purposes

of the campaign. This action is the

result of resolutions adopted by two

Americanization conferences held dur—

ing the recent meetings of the National

Association in Detroit and in New

York, at which times it was decided

that the removal of the inability of

the foreign-born residents to speak

English could be hastened by concerted

effort and co-operation of all inter

ested agencies and individuals working

intensively on a nation-wide basis prior

to an immediately subsequent to the

opening of evening schools in October.

Letters of appointment have been

sent to representative industrial lead

ers, educators, labor and immigration

ofificials, state ofiicials, editors, officers

of patriotic, civic and racial organiza

tions and public-spirited citizens in

every section of the United States.

The function of the committee will

be to co-operate with the Bureau in

enlisting the active interest of school

superintendents, chambers of com—

merce, commercial organizations, in

dustrial establishments, labor unions,

and private organizations.

For the purpose of enlisting native

and foreign-born American citizens in

the “America First" Campaign an en

rollment blank headed, “Sign this card

and join the Americanization move

ment” will be used. Thousands of

these cards, asking each signer for his

personal help, will be disseminated in

states and cities where immigrants re

side. Through the active assistance

secured in this manner the Bureau

expects to be able to reach thousands

of immigrants which it could reach in

no other way. Co-operating sub

committees will be appointed in the

principal immigrant communities.

H. H. WHEATON,

Specialist in Immigrant Education,

in charge of “America First"

Campaign.

AS JOSEPH WAS A-WALKING

As Joseph was a-walking,

He heard an angel sing,

“This shall be the birth-night

Of Christ our heavenly King.

“His birth-bed shall be neither

In housen nor in hall,

Nor in the place of paradise,

But in the oxen's stall.

“He neither shall be rocked

In silver or in gold,

But in a wooden manger

That lieth in the mould.

“He neither shall be washen

With white wine nor with red,

But with the fair spring water

That on you shall be shed.

“He neither shall be clothed

In purple nor in pall,

But in the fair white linen

That usen babies all.”

As Joseph was a-walking

Thus did the angels sing,

And Mary’s Son at midnight

Was born to be our King.
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III. Spending

Leslie Blanchard

HEY say college students are

always poor. It is not fair to

let a charge like that be made

against the innocent undergraduate,

and I am moved to take up the cudgels

in her defense.

In the first place, the average college

woman spends a lot of money. I

know there are some who do not, and

we all know of the splendid sacrifice

of the girls who are at this very mo

ment working their way through col—

lege, spending an amount of money

that would not keep their next door

neighbor in gloves. But I am think

ing of the “common or garden vari

ety” of girl in college, who has not

so very much or so very little money,

and who is having a thoroughly good

time as the years of student life roll

by.

First of all, there are dues, for

class, sorority, literary society, stu

dent body, French Club, Suffrage

League—did any one ever count the

little amounts swelling to a mighty

river of dollars which our “poor stu

dents” spend for dues? And football

tickets; a University counts on making

$40,000 in a single season, and a large

part of it comes from students. A

college annual costs from two-fifty

to five dollars, dance assessments at

least as much, class pictures swell the

fund, sweaters, the toll of the favorite

candy store! And of course, there are

occasional trips of? the campus, all day

drives, extra clothes, theatre—. Be

sides, the mere act of allowing one

self to be educated costs something

in books and supplies. Don’t tell me

college students are poor when they

can spend like that!

Any reasonable person can see that

these things are the essential of happy

college days, and when money must

be invested as per items above, and

in the regular but uninteresting

living expenses, there is not much left,

is there? So you must not expect

students to give much to charity, or

to help in funds for war relief, or

subscribe regularly to the work of

church or missions. That is the job

of the “wide, wide world.” Some

very wily persons have been known

to succeed in getting students to buy

tags for a relief tag day, when the

campus has been strewn with appeals

sufficiently heart-breaking; and we

could produce witnesses to prove that

collections have been taken between

halves of the Big Game for Serbian

Soldiers—ten cents for them, and a

dollar for the game! But if you ex

pect a student to gather from the daily

paper the idea that her money is

needed to meet a deep human need

and then come forward, with ready

help from her plenty, you have mis—

read the case. The demands on the

purse of a college woman are un

ceasing, and something must go un

noticed.

In a moment I shall be accused of

thinking that a college woman ought

to be giving to missions, and to prison

camps, and to the United Charities.

It might seem so, to the prejudiced

by-stander, who watches this game of

student life. But all the evidence is

not before you. The one great fac

tor I have yet to mention. Anyone

who pretends to know a single campus

even slightly, knows that to spend

money on some one else means think

ing, and students have no time to

spend on thinking! Have you ever
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studied the things which they do

in a single week? Classes, and labor

atory, and required reading, and meet

ings, and papers, and gym, and science

trips, and faculty dinners, and house

teas, and games, and letters home:

since we accepted twenty-four hours

as the standard for a day, in what

cranny, pray, of those fleeting hours

would you put any time to think? It is

only the really unsympathetic person,

who believes that anyone in college

ought to take time to finish a thought!

Students are not poor; they are

always spending: all the time there is,

all their physical energy, all their

money. What more would you have?

\Vould you dare to stir up a quarrel

with college standards, and demand

that we change our ways? Every

student meekly wears the collar of

conformity in style in her college;

tradition is against this other idea

of spending, with some purpose other

than satisfaction of the first personal

pronoun. Girls have always broken

down from doing too much, there has

never- been enough time to go about

a day reposefully, to read, and to

think, and “invite one’s soul.”

And yet . . my own argument

betrays me. Out of the sheltered

dceps of my mind comes a picture

of college women in other countries,

with other standards of spending—

time, and money, and self. From

them the chance of full education is

slight, and every moment is precious,

to be freighted with the best and the

fullest experience. They are in the

fields now, harvesting for the men

who are in the trenches; they are car—

rying responsible business positions;

they are building a road by which all

the women of the world may come

into a new experience of womanhood.

Their standards of spending and ours,

college women of America, are far

apart as the poles. Can it be that they

will be better prepared than we?

Spending—money, time, and self.

To conform, or to find a way of ad—

venture, over paths where the com

rades are the men and women who ,

hold all they have for the sake of

others?

%

Women Students on a Fire Girt Island

Elizabeth Clark

F a Dutchman were to leave his

I own country now for a trip around

the globe, traveling all the time

along the same parallel of latitude,

he would not set foot again on neutral

ground until he should return to his

native land, asserts a writer in a re

cent issue of The Nation. Yet the

Dutchman could, if he so wished, at

least leave his own country, to visit

another neutral country, such as Nor

way, Sweden or the United States,

without passing through the territory

of a belligerent. Practically, he might

find this difficult; submarines, mines,

and passport regulations would beset

the way; but he could leave his own

country without asking permission of

any belligerent power.

But what of little Switzerland—

that other outstanding neutral of the

continent?

The two countries are in some ways

in the same position. They are meeting

big difficulties of their own. They hold

within their borders as aggressive

partisans for each side of the conflict

as can be found in any of the lands

at war. They are playing a big role

in the alleviation of the other people's

sorrows. Yet their governments in

both cases have proclaimed strict neu

trality, and have kept faith. If it

is difficult for us to keep neutral,

what must it be for two little coun

tries whose boundaries touch only

those of belligerent nations!



WOMEN STUDENTS ON A FIRE GIRT ISLAND

Yet there is one big difference; a

Dutchman could get out, and a Swiss

could not. Switzerland is like an

island, surrounded not by water, but

by fire. And on that island are

marooned girls and women to whom

we are bound by the membership ties

of two organizations.

Switzerland, a veritable island, is

surrounded, shut in, by belligerent

countries and it is doubtful whether

any independent neutral nation ever

was before in the history of the world.

There are times when the Swiss news—

papers announce the national boun

dary as closed on the German front,

or on the French front, for several

days, perhaps for a week Each day

it becomes more evident that those

who are outside are expected to stay

out; while those who are in shall stay

in!

Among “those who are in" are the

women members of our Christian As

sociations, and women students from

all over Europe, some of whom were

studying in Switzerland before the

outbreak of war, while others came

in during the mobilization period.

A question often raised in this con

nection is, “Why do so many foreign

women remain in Switzerland in war

time? Why do they not go home ?"

But remember that almost impene

trable wall of fire and of passport

regulation.

A great many did go, at the begin

ning of the war, and some have gone

since. Many cannot possibly reach

their homes because of the enemy

countries lying between. For count

less others the return journey, if pos

sible at all, would probably be more

expensive than existence in Switzer

land for a year, or even longer. And

saddest of all is the explanation that

many have no home left to go to,

having had no news from their rela

tives for months, and in a few in

stances, no word since the outbreak

of the war.

All along little Switzerland has

been accomplishing miracles in the

matter of caring for the refugees and

the wounded, both French and Ger
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man who are constantly being ex

changed, and passing through the

territory from west to east, or from

east to west. It may be remembered

that the International Red Cross So

ciety was suggested by a Swiss, and

organized in Geneva, a city which in

this war is living up to its own high

est standards of the past. That part

of the refugee problem which has fal

len by rights to the Swiss Student

Christian Association, is the responsi

bility of the hundreds of foreign stu

dents. It may seem strange to think

of a body of students as refugees, yet

there is nothing either abnormal or

discreditable in the situation. For.

several months after the war broke

out, even the millionaire tourists in

Switzerland could not get their money.

They were borrowing five dollars

from their friends, when they could,

and doing it with frank amusement;

they were living on credit at the

hotels. Small wonder then if the

women students, having perhaps

twenty-five dollars for all expenses,

had not planned to lay aside a reserve

for the “rainy day” of a war which

took the whole world by storm and

by surprise! Yet there is one big

point of difference between the mil

lionaire tourist, and the anything-but—

millionare student: the former has

since been able to return home, where

as the latter has not.

When war broke out, there were in

the universities of Switzerland more

than three thousand students, over

half of these being women, represent—

ing from thirty to thirty—five nations,

including all that are now at war.

Suddenly hundreds of these students

found themselves cut off from contact

with their homes, from all means of

getting news or getting money. Sud

denly also, the workers of the World’s

Student Christian Federation, and of

the Swiss Student Movement, found

themselves face to face with the ne

cessity of giving material help or wise

advice, one being about as difficult as

the other, under the circumstances!

After four months of emergency

work (August—November, 1914) the
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situation settled down to something

more nearly representing the normal,

though still far enough from it. There

were fewer students but the needs

were greater and more varied. A

committee was organized in several

towns, composed of representatives

of the university faculty and of the

student Christian Association. These

committees aimed at securing an ade

quate list of rooms which could be

rented by women students, on recom

mendation, at the rate of three dollars

a month. Such rooms were usually

on the fourth or fifth floor of build

ings without elevators, the rent in

cluding light bht not heat; and therein

lay the great cause of suffering during

the past two winters, even as therein

lies the greatest dread for the winter

of 1916-1917.

The general expense of living in

Switzerland is said to have increased

about forty percent through the war.

Coal was one of the first commodities

to go up in price. Kerosene also has

been very scarce, and this has been a

great hardship to the many women

students who are accustomed to heat

ing their rooms, and cooking at least

their breakfast and their supper by

means of oil stoves. The price of

kerosene has gone up to twelve cents

a quart, sometimes even fifteen, pro

hibitive figures for students who have

next to nothing. As to coal, the

purchase of that is unthinkable; for

all refugees, black diamonds are al

most as far out of reach as the other

kind.

The other problems, of “What shall

we eat, and where withal shall we be

clothed?” are just as imperative and

just as difficult of solution. There

are, in all the Swiss cities, but es

pecially in those of the German-speak

ing cantons, excellent temperance res

taurants at moderate price. Yet even

these are in many instances beyond

the purse of a girl who has not heard

from home in many months, possibly

not since the outbreak of the war.

Of course there are a good many

foreigners in Switzerland, students

and others, who at the beginning

\

shared the general experience of tem

porary financial embarassment, but

who since have been able to establish

communication that is almost normal.

Yet there remains an only too large

number of whom this cannot be said,

or whom the increased price of living

has driven to the verge of starvation.

The absolute non-existence on the

European continent of college halls,

in the sense of buildings where stu

dents live, makes college life abroad

fundamentally different from that of

this country. It is true that there are

pensions, or boarding-houses, for stu

dents only, accommodating from five

to twenty; but where the strictest

economy is absolutely necessary a

student (and especially a woman stu

dent) can always manage more eco

nomically by being a “roomer” than by

being a “boarder.” Many a girl who,

before the war, had twenty-five or

thirty dollars for her living expenses

—a sum that seems incredibly small

to us in America—is now, and in spite

of the higher cost of living, managing

to exist on even less. There is very

little employment of any kind that the

students can get to help towards self

support, except in the height of sum

mer, when there is a demand for help

in the fields, in the vineyards, and on

the farms, a demand which many of

the girls have been only too glad to

meet.

The student Christian Association

of Switzerland is facing another

winter under war conditions. There

will be many hardships and privations,

some old, some new; and it is not

probable that the movement as such

will be spared its share in the sorrow

that is all round about. Sometimes

in these days of stress and strain the

burden seems almost too great for the

few workers. May they not have the

assurance that their American friends

share in some degree their problems

and their difficulties—are with them in

thought and in prayer? For truly, in

spite of fewer students and more diffi—

cult conditions, there are more open

doors than ever before.



Physical Education in China

Abby Shaw Mayhew

E all believe that our mission

is to continue the work of

Christ in the world. What

example did he set us concerning the

physical life? Listen!

“Who forgiveth all thine iniquities;

who hemleth all thy diseases.”

“As many as touched Him were

made whole.”

And they came to Peter bringing

their sick folk, “and they were

healed every one.”

Can there be any mistaking his will

if we would follow in his footsteps?

All hospital work bringing health

and comfort to suffering thousands

we gratefully accept as Christ’s work.

To-day with the God-given knowl

edge of his laws more and more fully

revealed by the light of scientific

knowledge, physicians, nurses, laymen,

all who are working for the health of

humanity, are coming to understand

that through prevention we get at the

root of the trouble, and that the old

saying is profoundly true—“An ounce

of prevention is worth a pound of

cure.” One cannot live in the Orient

without being at once impressed with

the tremendous need not only of cure

but of prevention. If we attempt to

cure only, we are working on the outer

edge of the circle. If we tackle the

task of prevention, we begin at the

center of the circle radiating life

through every part until curing be

comes less and less an essential part

of the programme.

The national committee of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion of China early saw that one of

its very first ways of service must be

to the inactive, weak bodies, of these

millions of women and girls; that in

order to produce sane and vigorous

Christians who could “put on the

whole armour of God” and fight to

the end, we must help them first, as

did Christ, to build up strong and
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healthy physical lives as the founda

tion for the spiritual superstructure.

With this ideal in mind, the Na

tional Committee decided that the way

to make this work permanent and far

reaching was by establishing a school

of physical education to train these

Chinese women to be 'leaders and

teachers of their own people in this

great field of prevention. This de

cision resulted in my coming to China

to study the need and to work out the

best methods of training for the Chin

ese women with a view to establishing

such a school. At the same time—

the Autumn of 1912—Miss Derry

graduated from the Wellesley School

of Physical Education in America,

came out to study the language and be

ready to do the actual teaching as

soon as we were ready for it.

When I first came, I was affected

very much, as all the new comers

are, by a seeming numbness caused

by the vastness of the field, the great

ness of the need—just the crushing

immensity of the mass of humanity,

the terrible low standard of living of

the majority and the awful sights and

sounds and smells. In contrast to

489
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this picture, they brought me over to

the small Association building and

showed me a room 15 by 25 feet with

a twelve foot ceiling and told me that

this ‘was the only available space for

use as a gymnasium. Here we were

to begin the physical emancipation

of the millions of women in China.

We immediately began to make plans

to do this very thing, and before many

days I was teaching about ninety girls

and women in this room. These girls

represented six mission and five non—

mission schools and women from the

board of the local Association, so

spreading all over Shanghai a know]

-dge of our work. In May of that

year, we held a May day exhibition

in grounds loaned to us by a mission.

and a hundred girls and women took

part, over twelve hundred women wit

nessing the exercises, and they actu

ally did the maypole drill!

During the year I visited and

worked in schools in Soochow and

Hangchow, and in the summer and

autumn worked in the Association in

Tientsin, taught in the Tientsin Nor—

mal School for girls and in the high

school, and also did work in the Pek

ing schools, and later made visits to

the schools of Foochow and Canton,

Nanking and Kiukiang. The plan of

these visits was to give talks on hy

giene, sanitation, physical training,

teaching them some of the funda

mental exercises for posture, breath

ing and chest development.

In the autumn of 1913 our courage

was renewed by the coming of Miss

Ying Mei Chun into our work. Miss

Chun spent eight years in America

and is graduated from \Vellesley Col—

lege and from the \Vellesley School of

Physical Education. Besides her per

fect English she can speak three of

the Chinese dialects. She is a splen

did teacher and has a great interest in

all of the schemes for the betterment

of her people. As we could not then

open the normal school, Miss Chun

was asked to teach in the different

schools in Shanghai, and for two years

she did a most valuable work, teach

ing in six schools.

All this work was preparatory to

organizing a normal school of physical

training, but at the end of the second

year, when the schools had become

interested and several were ready to

enter, we found that there was no

available place to rent in Shanghai for

such a school, and the board at home

had not succeeded in raising the

money for its establishment. The.

board in America therefore asked me

to come home to help raise the money.

I had been there only one week when

war was declared, which made it im—

possible to raise any large sums of

money, and I returned to China in

the spring without the money for this

work, but full'of hope that somehow

the way would be opened. During

my absence Miss Derry, who had been

teaching in the Tientsin Association,

came to Shanghai and worked in the

schools here. At the end of the year

she was called home, and Miss Chun

and I were left to carry on the work.

My first task after my return was

to find a place we could rent that

would accommodate our school, and

my efforts were rewarded by finding

that a mission would put up for us

in a vacant compound as many Chin

ese houses as we needed, and we

needed enough to house the national

offices, the local Association and a

gymnasium, offices, class-rooms, and

dormitories for the school. After

these were erected there was ground

sufficient for a tennis court and small

playground. “Faith is the substance

of things hoped for,” and so, seeing

those buildings ready some time dur

ing the Year, we planned to open the

school in the autumn of 1915 in those

same small quarters I told you of

before. Is it any wonder that when

the first class of six girls stood up to

receive their certificates in our new

gymnasium, a room full of air and

sunshine, opening out to our fine ten:

nis court and the little playground

beyond, I saw how wonderfully God

had led us, and realized that when the

work is his it will be done if we only

have hope and patience.
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CAST OF CHARACTERS—SWAT THE FLY

This past year, besides carrying on

the work of the school, Miss Chun

kept up her work in five of the

schools; as four of these schools are

non-mission schools, we feel that

her work there is most important. We

have also organized an athletic club

among the girls of leisure and have

opened a playground for children

from the free schools. The students

of our Normal School have taught

gymnastics in five free schools as a

part of their training. However, it

meant extending our work still

farther, even while concentrating up

on the special school.

I have spoken of the closing day

of the school; on that day the girls

gave a health play, “Swat the Fly,”

by Eleanor Gates. Being an animal

play, working out the costumes which

would adequately represent the horse,

rabbit, dog, cat, monkey, and the fly,

took a good deal of ingenuity, but

Miss Henrietta Thomson, a secretary

who has come into our part of the

work, was equal to it, and the play was

a real success so far as the enjoyment

of it by the audience is a judge. We

hope that the lesson it was meant to

carry was lodged in some of the

minds of those present. After the

play the class of six girls marched

on to the floor, going through

exercises representing different types

of work learned through the year.

They certainly caused “proud feel

ings” as they appeared in fresh white

middies and neat black silk bloomers,

standing erect, and having an ease

and grace of movement I had hardly

dared hope for. The crowning mo

ment came when they marched into

the centre of the room and Miss Chun

and I stood before them and gave

them our parting words and presented

them with certificates. I say “we,”

for I first gave the talk in English and

then M’iss Chun in Chinese. As they

bowed and marched out I realized

that our very first class, a class that

may be talked about fifty years from

now as the pioneer class, the class

which started the whole movement

of physical education for women in

this vast China, had gone out from our

care and training. A vision of what

those six girls might accomplish,

might set in motion for the cause of

health and physical freedom and hence
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spiritual power, made me want to run

away and give way to my feelings.

Instead, I was surrounded by the

people offering their congratulations.

They were so hearty—those congratu

lations—that they were good to hear,

and made my heart swell with pride

because of what Miss Chun had ac

complished and because of the way

the girls had responded to it all.

The question may be asked, “What

of the spiritual side of the work ?” We

link up the physical and spiritual life

through a course of Bible study—

“Lessons from the Physical Life of

Jesus.” This course I gave in the

second term, Miss Chun interpreting

for me. Bible study courses are given

in the first term. Each morning the

school is opened with devotional ex

ercises. Perhaps this instance will

help better to answer the question

than any amount of enumeration of

courses and talks. They are but the

method—what of the results? We

received into the school the second

term for the teachers’ course, two

girls from non-Christian schools, who

had had no touch with Christianity.

We hesitated much, for a term seemed

a very short time to have a real in

fluence upon a girl’s life. By con

stant and united prayer and effort

these girls left with a true respect

for the Christian belief and with an

expressed desire to learn .more that

they might become Christians. We

could all pray, but the careful teaching

and the wonderful spiritual influence

which is always in evidence, is due

to Miss Ting, our house secretary.

We take it as a gift straight from

God to have as matron for these girls

a woman whose one desire is that

every one shall know and love her

Master.

As we close this year’s work we

are already on the threshold of the

next. Our first annual catalogues

have been sent out to all the mission

high schools and to the government
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middle and normal schools, announc

ing a two-year course, both in English

and Chinese. Up to the present, six

applications have been received and as

many more are considering coming.*

Alas, even in these new buildings our

dormitory space is limited to twenty

girls. It is ever thus. No sooner

does one dream come true than one

sees another ahead. This dream of

the past four years has come true,

our school is a fact, and we believe it

has come to stay. Our dream of the

future is before us—that permanent

building which will accommodate the

scores of girls whom we have faith

to believe will seek this training in

the very near future. Only six girls

to go out to spread the gospel of

health this year! But they represent

three provinces! Our dream of the

future sees many more going out

far better equipped than these first

girls into the large government

schools as well as the mission schools

and Associations, going out as Chris

tian teachers to give knowledge of

physical and spiritual regeneration

to thousands of girls, girls with edu

cation who will be the influential

wives and mothers of a new China.

 

I"Later sixteen girls were enrolled on

opening day, ten of whom are non-Chris

tian—Ed.



  

ILLIE is eighteen years old.

She has been working since

she was twelve years old. Of

course, she said that she was fourteen

when she started to work, but “Gee,

I had to, ’cause there are six boys and

I have seven sisters, counting me, and

Pop got sick and couldn’t do nothin’.”

She left the little city where she had

always lived and went to a college

town where she obtained work at a

place that was just bristling with

temptations, and “stuck” for two

weeks. \Nhen the Young Women’s

Christian Association person met her

(and it was due to a sudden change in

plans and to a mistake of a railroad

official that the Young Women’s

Christian Association person happened

to be waiting for the same ’bus that

Tillie wanted), Tillie wasn’t quite

stire that she’d “stick,” because she

“couldn’t hit it off with the cook.”

She didn’t want to go back home

to work because “There ain’t no place

to sleep except on the floor or a hard

couch, and after a hard day’s work

that ain't no fun. Besides, you can

have more fun here.”

She hadn’t had her fun though, for

she had met only three girls and one

was “awful tough,” and troubles

Chance or God P

By a County Secretary

“Some Call it Chance and Some Call It God.”

seemed to be her fate. The Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association per

son told her how she could meet girls

and have a good time at the Young

\Nomen’s Christian Association, and

she also tried to help her find a new

job in a safe place.

Then came the next “chance” hap—

pening. A girl had planned to go to a

dance and the man failed to appear,

so the girl went out to visit some other

girls. They were talking about Tillie.

Said this girl, “Wihy, Mr. Smith asked

me yesterday if I knew where he could

get a girl. He stopped me of a sud

den on the street, and I told him I

didn’t know anything about the maids.

Wait till I call up and see if he’s got

one yet.” Mr. Smith was still look—

ing for a “girl,” and now Tillie is

happy in a private family, with a

friendly housekeeper to help her, and

the “swellest kitchen you ever saw,”

time to call her own, and good wages.

The sad part is that somebody must

work in the place that Tillie left.

The Young Women’s Christian As

sociation is introducing t0 Tillie girls

who work near her, and they found

the priest for her so that she can get

a prayer book. She went for a walk

on Sunday with some girls who had

a tree and bird book. “Gee,” said

Tillie, “I’d like to get one of them.”

Maybe I could learn something then.

She wants to learn to do some fancy

work too, and thinks that she will

“join that there Y. W. C. A. thing.”

“'as it chance?
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Social Service Activities in Business

Women’s Clubs

Mary S. Sims

HERE are two kinds of respon—

sibility involved in the taking

up of social service activities;

the responsibility for knowing and the

responsibility for doing. It should be

a first duty of the social service com—

mittee to find out the needs of the

community, the opportunities in work

for civic betterment, the economic

and industrial situation and what

is being done by other organiza

tions to improve local conditions. In

many instances the club can do its

most eflective work through active co

operation with other organizations al

ready at work on community prob—

lems, such as uniting with .the Con—

sumers’ League to get Saturday night

closing of stores or with the Federa

tion of Women's Clubs in maintaining

district nurses. In other cases the

club may initiate new work, such as

a campaign for better moving pictures,

or take the lead in broadening the

work of the Association, such as

starting an employment bureau.

The social service committee should

make plans for work and attend to

business details, but the responsibility

should be carried by the club as a

whole. No club ought to feel that

its civic responsibility is fulfilled when

an efficient social service committee

is appointed.

Personal social service, such as the

sending out of Thanksgiving baskets

is often the easiest kind of work to

plan for and to carry out. Such ser—

vice, necessary as it often seems, is,

however, only palliative. We should

not be content to deal with results only

but should seek to change causes. It

may be necessary to hail the boat,

but it is a foolish sailor who does not

plan for and seize the first opportunity

to caulk the seams. Friendly per

sonal social service, so much a part

of the lives of individuals to-day, can

well have a place also on the club

program.

Constructive community service,

such as educational propaganda

through open forums seldom shows

immediate or definite results. Every

club ought, however, to face the fact

of a responsibility more far reaching

than charity, the necessity of getting

back of an obvious need and removing

causes so that the need in time ceases

to exist.

'Some Concrete Suggestions

1. Community Social Service

Getting speakers for open forums

on civic, political and social prob

lems.

Promoting establishment of recre

ation centers.

Advocating better movies.

Maintaining bed in hospital for em

ployed girls.

Promoting early Christmas shop

ping.

Providing a rest room for country

women who come to the city for

the day.

Urging adequate factory inspection.

\Vorking for Saturday night clos—

ing of stores.

2. Co-operating with Other Organi—

zations

Helping the charity organization

society in neighborhood emer

gencies.

Helping fresh air work.

Furnishing volunteer helpers for

vacation daily Bible Schools.

Creating a demand for Consumers'

League clothing.
 

‘The greater part of these definite sug

gestions IS taken from the reports of the

Councils at Silver Bay and Lake Geneva.
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Co-operating with the big sister

movement.

Co—operating with other women’s

organizations in getting a special

worker for a school clinic.

Getting welcomes printed in foreign

languages to be distributed

through the Travelers’ Aid So

ciety.

Co-operating with other organiza

tions to promote specific pieces

of social legislation. .

3. Service to the Association

Pledge toward running expenses of

the Association.

Contributions toward, or complete

support of, a foreign secretary.

Co-operation with the employment

bureau in reporting vacancies.

Investigation of rented rooms in the

city.

Co—operation in work with foreign

girls.

Providing teachers for classes in

stenography, business methods,

(speed classes, etc.)

4. Personal Social Service

(a) Friendly:

Taking flowers to shut-ins.

Carrying flowers and fruit to hos

pitals.

Making scrapbooks for children’s

hospitals.

(b) Charitable or Palliative:

Making or collecting garments for

day nurseries.

Sending out Thanksgiving

Christmas baskets.

Providing food and fuel for poor

families.

Giving entertainments at the Poor

Farm or Old Ladies’ Home.

5. Service to Club Members

Endowing a room in a hospital for

the use of members.

Maintaining a summer cottage.

Raising fund to send delegates to

summer conferences.

Maintaining a loan fund.

Promoting a savings’ system.

and

The above suggestions refer par

ticularly to work to be done by the

' Christmas’—that
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club as a group. It does not include

the many pieces of service that the

members of the club may wish to

take up as individuals, such as club

leadership, the teaching of Sunday

school classes, or service on Associa

tion committees. Besides co-operating

with other organizations as a club

group, many members will probably

wish also to belong as individuals to

such organizations as the Consumers’

League, the American Association for

Labor Legislation, the Women’s

Christian Temperance Union or the

Women’s Trade Union League.

I Hate Christmas!

T was at the fancy box counter.

My “happy Christmas,” in the

sweetest voice I could command,

after a day’s shopping, had been met

by a glaring look from the trim, hard—

faced girl behind the table that was

almost malevolent. I turned away,

then paused, looking back._

"That’s the thousandth one to-day

who has dared say that to me! I hate

Christmas!” she burst out, more to

herself than to the frail girl working

beside her. .

There was a lull in the stream of

customers.

“Don’t, Belle, don’t 1” pleaded her

companion in a tired voice. “You

know it means a lot to little folks and

to those who have time and money.”

“VVhat’s that to me, Sue, when my

feet are dropping off? If they’d only

close the shop at a decent hour, or say

that the firm is hard up for cash and

ask us to help. But to call it ‘Merry

gets me.” Her

scorn was beyond words. “Merry

Christmas, indeed! \then I tumble

into bed Saturday night they won’t

see me until Monday morning; that is,

unless my sister needs me.”

Her face hardened yet more. “Say,

do you know that she has been sick
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in bed for two weeks? ‘Run down,’

the doctor said. ‘Run down’ it is!

Run down by the speed of those

machines that turn out the fancy

collars all these customers paw over

to make ‘suitable selections.’ And

there’s your little sister! Cash-girl,

isn’t she? Run to death and in the

hospital trying to keep lady shoppers

good—natured while they wait for

change! Say, do you know,” her

voice cut like a knife, “that candy,

and jewelry, and cigars, and brushes,

and cards, and paper ruffles for chops

and chicken bones,” she paused for

breath, “and,” her eye swept the stock

she was skilfully rearranging, “this and

a dozen other ‘Christmas specials‘ are

turned out by girls whose feet and

hands and eyes and backs ache with

the speeding up and overtime just so

that a few folks can have a ‘Merry

Christmas’? I say it’s a crime!”

She stood rigid from her outburst.

“There’s the bell, thank God! Quick,

the cover, or some dear lady will

apologize for being late and keep us

over time showing goods.”

Sue rose to help, but Belle pushed

her gently to a seat.

“No, you rest. I’ll clear up. And

say, Sue," and she drew out a parcel

from a shelf where she was piling

away dainty boxes, “here’s something

for Little Sister Cash Girl. Maybe it

will help her, being away from home

on Christmas.”

“But, Belle,” Sue gasped, “you

said— I thought— You see I’ve been

so troubled, for I couldn’t get her

anything; that is, if I paid the hos

pital fee. Thank you, thank you,

50—"

“Oh, cut it out!” said Belle in a

voice that was strangely softened.

Then, with a gulp, “Let’s beat it.”

And they did.

Now is the time to order your Associa

tion Calendars. It is said they are better

than ever before. a tonic for every day.

Get one for yourself. Send some to

your friends ere the edition is sold out.

Price, 40 cents.

Student Friendship

HE girl for whom I needed

money so sorely, a Croation,

had made one attempt to com

mit suicide, and was very ill from the

operation of removing the bullet.

\Vhen I told her I had received the

money from America to send her to

that little nursing home in the moun

tains, she seemed almost dazed, and

not nearly so responsive as I had

expected. But the next time I went

to see her her gratitude knew no

bounds, and she said, “Tell me, is it

politics or Christianity which makes

you and these friends in America do

so much for me—for all of us ?"

Is it “politics,” students of America,

or Christianity, that is stirring your

hearts in these quick campaign weeks

for the raising of $125,000 for your

fellow students in Europe?

When that one man who is working

his way through college, pledged $100

the other day in a big state university;

when that one girl rose in a meeting

in which the campaign plea was fail

ing and made a pledge that completely

turned the tide; when whole student

bodies are meeting to consider cutting

down on their customary social events

that they may give as a community—

is it politics or Christianity?

There is a sort of divine inefficiency

about the raising of this American

Students’ Friendship Fund. As you

know from THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY of November, it was with

necessary suddenness decided by the

national student secretaries of the

Young Men’s and Young Women’s

Christian Associatons to respond to

the tremendous appeal which is pour

ing into this country from Euro can

student centers, by raising $12 ,000

among American students in as short

a time as possible. Those very secre

taries who might under ordinary cir

cumstances be sitting here at head

quarters analyzing results, are so ab

sorbed in the actual campaign work

on the field that it is difficult for us

to report returns. Many campaigns
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are going on even as we go to press.

All we can do at this time is to give

you some faint reflection of the rising

tide of response that we feel here at

headquarters as each day’s mail comes

in.

Miss Blanchard writes from the

field: “To hear what the students say

about this is to make every doubt of

student sacrifice and sympathy shrink

away.

“While these same students have

seemingly been unmoved by Belgium,

Armenia, French babies' and other ap

peals made in the course of the war,

they are finding in this prison camp

work something that jars them out

into a sense of responsibility for a

share in the reconstruction of the

world.

“Besides the value of giving human

help, they see the chance to increase

the volume of good will and love in

the world, and the share they may

have in sending millions of men back

to their nations with a Christian ideal

of what international relations are.

“God is going to be more real to

students than He has been before.”

You who are reading this report—

are you in some corner of the country

where the actual campaign has not

touched you? Are you thinking “it

is for undergraduates only”—-and you

are no longer an undergraduate?

There are no closed doors to the

sources from which the money may

come. If you care about attacking

the relief situation at its very roots,

among the key-people of Europe, the

student people who when they come

out of prison are to rebuild the world,

then swing in to this great gift of

friendship between students and stu

dents, and send your check now, as a

Christmas gift, to B. H. Fancher, 124

East 28th Street, New York, (the ad

dress of the International Committee),

marked College Fund.

Two things this money is to be used

for, the actual relief work among the

men in prison camps, and a special

piece of work among the women stu

dents marooned in Switzerland (see

p. 486, of whom the Croation girl
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told of in our opening sentence is

one.

If simple facts stir you most, read

these blunt statements:

There are 43,000,000 men on all sides

of this world war. Never in any previous

war have there been more than 2,000,000.

In the single battle of Ypres there

were more men lost than in the entire

Civil War.

3,700,000 men and boys have been

killed.

This does not include the 5,000,000

men in hospitals, nor the even greater

number of hopelessly maimed and dis—

eased.

There are about 6,000,000 men in the

prison camps, mainly in Russia, Ger

many, Austria and Siberia.

If the 6,000,000 men in prison camps

should march across a campus eight

abreast it would take between three and

four weeks for them to pass.

The food and accommodations in the

camps are up to The Hague agreement,

but that is low, and does not stand the

demands of cold weather. It means cof

fee and bread for breakfast, soup and

bread for noon and night. That means

actual suffering in winter, and the extra

things we can provide mean a saving of

tens of thousands of lives. .

The men are certain to be in prison

at least a year after the war is over, while

the final peace is being arranged.

The great argument for prison camp

work, besides the relief of human suffer

ing, is that we are doing a piece of

reconstruction work for the world that is

to be after the war is over. If these

millions of men go back to their families

strong, some of them with better educa

tion, and all of them with a better under

standing of Christianity, it means great

things for the new Europe.

But for more than facts, we close

with one more letter recently re

ceived from Switzerland. Our money,

you see, .makes possible, not only food,

but finding God:

“You will remember that Russian

Jewess, whom you went to see last

December just before you left for

America. She came around a few

weeks ago to ask if you were coming

back soon, and I said I did not know,

but did not think so. She looked half

famished, and I offered her a cup of

tea. She would not eat anything, but

drank her tea and went away quite

suddenly, as if she were afraid I

might talk to her.
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"\Vell, last Saturday evening after

nine o’clock, I heard a little knock at

the door, so gentle that I was not sure

whether it might not be just the

wind. But I opened and there stood

M. She looked wild-eyed and almost

desperate. Stepping into the room,

and refusing to sit down, she said,

‘I have come to you for two reasons.

First, because you went to see my

cousin and took her some food when

she was starving. It was too late;

she died the next day, but you did

your best. You went to see her as

soon as you knew of her need. (No,

I will not sit down.) Another reason

is that I am quite desperate. My only

relative, a brother, has been shot in

battle. Before the war I thought I

could get along without God, but now

I know I cannot, I must find Him or

I will go quite mad.

Him now. What shall I do P"

Is itv an Association

Attitude?

HE July number of THE

I MoXTHLY held an editorial

which interested me greatly be

cause it touched a subject which has

long been on my heart, namely, the

adaptability of our Association to the

need of girls and women of the dra

matic world.

Our own Association is located near

a vaudeville house and from time to

time many of the girls and women

make use of the reading room, the

cafeteria and the room directory.

They do not as a rule differ in appear

ance or action from others who come

and go there. Occasionally one of

them asks for some special help. One

of these last it was my good fortune

to meet and know in a special way,

and it was from her that I learned,

to my sorrow and disappointment,

that the “friendly door on a friendly

street" nearly always failed in warmth

of welcome to her and to others of

her world.

I must find _

Since that time I have heard many

similar comments about the general

attitude of Young Women’s Christian

Associations toward women of the

stage professions. Is it an Association

attitude, or is it merely the occasional

outcropping of Puritan prejudice and

the provincial and un-Christian habit

of judging by the outward appear

ance? Surely, the Lord who looks

upon hearts, sees much of loneliness,

much of struggle, much of discourage

ment which a warm friendliness could

help to banish. Dare we boast of our

“fence at the edge of the precipice”

while these, whose manner of life

weakens many of the ordinary safe—

guards, are apparently outside the

reach of its protection?

I shall not soon forget the vivid

little Russian dancer who came to

take some special work in the gym

nasium and to improve her conversa

tional French on the mornings of her

week at the nearby theatre. How

quickly she responded to the welcom

ing warmth of the secretaries—eating

in the cafeteria, spending her leisure

moments in the reading room, never

thrusting herself forward but eager

for every proffered opportunity for

cheery talk. Cultured, traveled, an

intelligently ardent suffragist—it was

a real privilege to touch her life even

so briefly. Yet, it was she who, after

telling of the bare loneliness of hotel

life and of the theatre where other

performers were not always congenial,

told us too how very few were the As

sociations where she felt any “warmth

of friendliness.”

Then I remember the two young

sisters with their sweet, fresh voices,

just filling their second booking

on circuit who, though they could

ill afford it, were staying at a high

priced hotel because they questioned

the respectability of cheaper houses.

How the gymnasium girls enjoyed the

“sings” these girls gave them before

class on one or two nights of their

stay. And how the singers enjoyed

just being about with so many other

girls, feeling “safe to make friends,”

as they said.
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Again there comes remembrance of

the seven young women from a road

company who spent Sunday in the

Association, eager to get the “feel of

being just girls.” They had seen the

card asking those who wished Sunday

dinner to register with the cashier,

and felt they must explain who

they were before leaving their names,

lest they might not be welcome. They

were quiet and kept rather to them

selves both in the parlors and in the

dining—room, but their enjoyment of

that homelike dinner was well in evi

dence before they voiced it.

One of the loveliest and most graci

ous women of my acquaintance whose

work in classic drama has now gained

for her an assured and enviable posi

tion, told me of her own experience

as a very young actress in a stock

company. She wanted to learn to

swim and entered a class in the Y.

W'. C. A. for this purpose. \Vhen

the nature of her own work became

known she met with such absolute

unfriendliness as to make her heart—

sick. Only her determination to learn

to swim and the fact that the Associa—

tion had the only swimming pool

available held her through the course.

Could we expect her to enthuse over

the Young \Vomen’s Christian Asso—

ciation as “the house of friendliness?”

These all, you will note, came vol

untarily to the Association asking

only the open door and the welcoming

hand which we offer all girls and

young women. If any of these came

to your Association how would you

receive them? Then think of the hun

dreds who have not come of their

own volition. Is anyone seeking them

out with the same eagerness with

which we seek other groups? What

is anyone doing to make life abundant

for these girls who surrender so much

to bring us pleasure or inspiration?

What—should we be doing, what

could we be doing, all of us together?

“I was a stranger and ye took me

not in. Inasmuch as ye did

it not unto one of the least of these,

ye did it not unto me.”
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Adams County, Nebr. The presence

of a number of conventions in Hast

ings, the careful planning of the assist

ant secretary and the uniformly delic

ious food prepared by the cook and her

helpers have made an average attend

ance of more than one hundred for each

meal in the cafeteria throughout Sep

tember. This has made a big overflow

for the restroom, but everyone has been

accommodated.

The high school branch of the Asso

ciation divided into “The Hustlers" and

“The Go-Get-Hers" teams and vied with

each other in a contest for new mem

bers. Following the contest a recogni

tion service was held, when all new

members received red carnations. A

scheme has been worked out which it is

hoped will result in effective committee

and general work in their Association.

Each main committee has an adviser who

will keep careful records of the girls in

respect to attendance, punctuality, faith

fulness, originality, business-like pro—

cedure, co—operation with other com

mittees, morning watch, Sunday school

and church attendance. Each month

three judges will award honor banners

to the committee and to the individual

girl doing the best work. The program

committee is helping the conference sub

committee in working for a box social

to raise money to send delegates to

a county conference.

\Voodford County, 11]., is still with

out a secretary, but the spirit of

the Association is still very much alive

and is holding together most of the

branches and groups which have been

organized. Eureka's club of employed

and home girls are having the advan

tage of a class in physical training con

ducted by the physical director of Eu

reka College in the college gymnasium.

Through the Association, this work is

given to town girls at a very reason

able rate. The club also offers a credit

of one year's paid membership to mem

bers of the class, and this is increasing

the membership in the As_sociation. The

usual plan for the meeting is a reading

from some helpful book, a demonstra

tion or talk on some line of domestic

science and a social hour. Some big

“get-together” socials are being talked

of for the season, to include every girl

in town. The first meeting of the season

was called with a “pot luck" supper at

six o’clock which turned out to be a

very sumptuous meal, besides being a

means of getting together early enough

to give time for making some plans for

the season.

Van W'ert County, recently organized

for Association work in Ohio, claims
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1,650 girls and young women as its mem

bership. This is a typical example of

the great part the Association can play

in uniting all the girls and young women

of a community.

Dodge County, Wisconsin, has started

a teachers’ training class for the training

of Sunday school teachers. Five evan

gelical churches in the town are co

operating. The Association has also or

ganized a community chorus which it is

hoped will help to promote co-operative

spirit, encourage amateur music and be

a protest against the professional mon

opoly of the art. At the annual ban

quet of the Young Men's Christian Asso

ciation, forty girls served on tables, after

attractively decorating the dining hall.

Shelby County, Indiana, held its first

county girls’ congress October 27, 28 and

29, with a field meet the afternoon of the

28th. Previous to the congress, deputa

tions of girls were sent to the Sunday

schools of the county and all girls’ classes

were invited to send two delegates; 28

Sunday school delegates responded; 36

club members from outside of Shelbyville

registered. The congress opened with a

banquet at which the eager enthusiasm

found vent in songs and yells for clubs

and county. Toasts centered about the

feminist movement. The spirit through

out the congress was fine, and the result

is a feeling of greater unity and friendli

ness throughout the county. At the field

meet, the athletic badge test was tried

by many girls. The badge is held by

one Association member in the county.

Lucille Bass, age 13, who won it at a

Junior Chautauqua in August.

The Shelbyville branch is giving a Red

Cross Course in First Aid. with 25 girls

enrolled. all trying for the certificate.

Two gymnasium classes have been or

ganized with a registration of sixty.

The High School Club is doing espe

cially fine work in its bi-monthly meet

ings. The girls are planning ways of

overcoming clique spirit and substituting

real friendliness. The membership has

grown from 25 to 90 since school opened.

The Association is co-operating with

the ministerial association, of which the

secretary is a member, by offering a Bible

teachers' training course for girls and

young women.

The Keora Club of the glove factory

became so enthused over the conference

on Lake Geneva that they raised the

entire amount of money necessary to

send one delegate. Since that delegate

returned, several girls have begun saving

money to pay their own expenses next

year. This club and the high school

club have raised more money for social

service than any others in the county,

i. e., $90

Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania, cele

brated its first birthday in October with

the fine record of 502 girls as its mem

bership. This means that one out of

every ten of the population of Hollidays

burg is a member of the Young Women's

Christian Association, and the member

ship is increasing weekly. Interesting

and practical class work has begun in

First Aid, cooking, elementary dress

making.

Gage County, Nebraska. The “Open

House" held in Beatrice in October

brought over 300 women and girls to

the Association rooms during one after

noon and evening. The enrollment for

the educational classes was taken at that

time and 125 are now enjoying these

classes. The fine spirit which was domi

nant on that day, so truly the Associa

tion spirit, may be credited to the Geneva

girls. The national and world vision of

our big sisterhood that is gained at

Geneva cannot be overestimated. Heavy

rains do not keep Beatrice folks away

from vesper services. They all come

just the same and the rest room and

office are filled beyond their capacity no

matter what may be the weather.

On the evening of October 27, the

business girls’ Bible class held its first

anniversary meeting. Some striking facts

were brought out during the anniversary

program. Over 100 different home girls

have served on the big sister committee

which prepares the ten cent supper

regularly. There has been an average

attendance of 70 throughout the year,

with only one month vacation. As differ

ent members of the class expressed how

much the Association and Bible class had

meant to them, there was a wonderful

feeling of unity shown. The girls are

looking forward to a better record during

the second year, and judging from the

keen enthusiasm and enjoyment expressed,

they are certain to make it.

Hall County, Nebraska. The business

women’s club has planned a fine program

for the year. Parliamentary practice, the

study of the Young Women’s Christian

Association and many other interesting

subjects will be taken up for study. The

Association is co-operating with the

churches of the city and with the Y. M.

C. A. in putting forth a lecture course

during the winter months. The business

college club is meeting every week with

a usual attendance of 85 girls. They are

studying “Lives Worth Living." A

crochet and fancy work class has begun,

and the girls are making their Christmas

presents early. The junior department

is having a course in basket weaving.

The girls are also visiting and writing

papers on different public buildings and

factories of the city. The high school
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club held their annual reception for the

freshmen and new girls of the high school

in one girl’s home. 120 invitations were

issued. The purpose of the work of the

club was explained, new cabinet members

were introduced, and the Geneva dele

gate gave an enthusiastic report. The

secretary spoke on the work of the club

in connection with the countywide work.

The Alda branch held their Geneva rally

in one of the churches. Splendid reports

were given. In all of the clubs THE Asso

CIATION MONTHLY has been well adver

tised, and many new subscriptions are

hoped for. Grand Island has been hav

ing public meetings with speakers in the

interest of the dry amendment or “Neb

raska Dry 1916." The Association has

furnished the music. During the past

month the rest room has been well

used. 820 home people and 520 out-of

town guests having found rest and com

fort.

The month of October found Greene

County, Ohio, busy in their campaign

for their budget. The team of business

girls, none of whom had ever done any

finance work before, secured the largest

amount of money. While the desired

sum was not secured, yet a larger amount

than ever before was pledged.

The Get-together Club of Xenia en

tertained the other clubs. All the girls

who had been to Geneva reported the

summer conference in an impromptu

playlet. First was the coming of the

boat with a very realistic whistle and the

registration, then the delegates unpacked

and decorated their rooms. The dining

room scene gave the various songs and

yells of the conference, and announce

ments were made. About the camp fire

girls told of the Bible study, technical

hours, campfire meetings, Sunday ser

vices and recreation. The closing talk

summed up the conference in its relig

ious significance. The girls in the audi

ence caught the spirit of the play and

said they felt as if they had really been

at Geneva. One of the girls who had

been expressed the feeling “Why, I felt

when we were sitting about in the camp

fire circle just as I felt at the real camp

fire."

Mason City, Iowa, under Miss Mar

garet O’Connell’s supervision has Just

had a building campaign. In two days

$27,719.55 was pledged. A supper was

given to over 300 young women. 200

high school and eighth grade girls at

tended the meeting later in the evening

and signed up for $2,121.55 and voted

to set the goal at $5,000 from the young

women and girls for the building fund.

A very fine vesper service was held dur

ing campaign week, and “The Young
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VVoman’s Obligation to the Community"

was presented.

Minot and Ward County, North

Dakota. A grand total of 111 girls are

registered in classes in cooking, sewing,

fancy work, first aid to the injured,

gymnasium, literature and English for

foreigners. Miss Cara May Adams spent

two days in Minot and spoke to the

girls on “Points of Emphasis in Asso

ciation Work To-day" and “World Fel

lowship." The Sunday Vesper Services

have been well attended. At a recent

meeting the congregational minister of

Minot talked on “Discovering a Year,"

by Ethel Cutler. Five congregational

girls acted as hostesses and served a

light supper so that everyone could stay

down for evening church services. The

College of Commerce had a party in

the Association rooms. 50 girls were

present, most of them being girls from

out of town, having come in to study.

Very pretty Hallowe'en decorations were

made and were so attractive that three

other people have asked to use them out

side of the Association.

Center County, Pennsylvania. Before

the opening of the classes this fall, the

membership committee divided the town

into sections and sent out members two

by two to stop at every house in the

town, to tell the women and girls there

what the Association is planning for the

winter and to leave application blanks to

be filled out. About fifty members were

gained in this way, and applications are

still being received. A two night circus

netted the Association about $75. The

fortune-telling tents were the most

popular ones with the grown—ups, while

the fish pond drew the children. The

basement of one of the churches is be

ing used for the gymnasium class this

year and is proving a great success. A

class in current events is next in popular

ity to the gym work. The State College

high school club held a reception for all

new girls and old. A fine musical prog

ram was given, and a talk on the pur—

pose of the club. Dr. Rachel Williams

of Philadelphia, beloved by all Nepahwin

girls, recently gave her series of talks

to Center County girls. A junior club

has been organized and is destined to

“do things." For club honors beads of

various colors will be given. The unique

thing about the beads is that they are

to be made Of paper by the girls them

selves. Scrap-books, cut-outs for hos

pitals, with short business meetings,

Bible study and active games will occupy

the meeting time, while the work will

continue between times in the earning

of honors. The True Blue Commonweal

Club is to become a possibility to a

country church. A high school club has
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been organized at Bellefonte. Among

the things included in the purpose is

“to show kindness and consideration to

others, especially to the teachers." A

canning demonstration was given at the

Snow Shoe Branch by Miss MacDonald

of the Agricultural Extension Depart

ment of State College.

Cherokee County, Iowa, Association

co-operated with the churches on rally

Sunday by getting a list of all Sunday

school classes for girls and young

women, and trying to get those who

were not already attending to join classes

in the church they preferred. During the

month of December the Association is

planning to have many national board

publications on sale. As part of its com

munity service, the members of the

Aurelia branch are taking turns playing

with the primary children who have to

stay at the consolidated school house at

noon. Before this there was no one in

charge but the janitor, and his chief aim

was to keep them quiet.

The Lake Forest, Illinois, Association

has moved into its new building, and

the members had a happy time at the

house warming. A splendid educational

program has been arranged for the year,

and the work is promising to be more

than ever helpful to the community.

STUDENT NEWS

“Bother us—we like it,” is one of the

mottoes of the Association at Montana

State College, a good motto for these

opening months of the year.

A Timely Tip, an attractive little folder

issued by the Association at Illiniois

State Normal, says:

You are new among us, but

Won't you let us get acquainted?

Come to our weekly meetings

And find out who and what we are.

Among its “Don'ts for Girls" are

“Don't take too heavy a course in cam

pustry,” “Don't forget to read the daily

papers; be alive," “Don’t talk about the

work you have to do—go and do it,"

“Don’t make any engagement from 6:30

to 7:30 Wednesday evening. Save it for

Y. W. C. A. meeting."

Contributed by Esther L. Johnson, As

sociation News Chairman.

The custom of making “Lists of Un

knowns” brings friendly results at the

University of Iowa. The members of

the cabinet and of the Freshman Com

mission, in particular. and other girls

who care to follow the plan, make lists

of girls who are members of the Asso

ciation and their own college class, whom

they do not know; then, as they get

acquainted with each girl, they cross her

name off the list. The best record last

year was made by the membership chair

man, who definitely tried to get acquaint

ed with one new girl each day. Out of

the Association membership of 312 she

finally knew all but ten girls, and she

also knew practically all the girls in her

class. The High School Club at Iowa

City is also adopting the plan—Con

tributed by Mary Anderson, General

Secretary.

At the Geneva Conference this

summer the Annual Members were in

structed to hold councils of the cabinets

of Associations of neighboring colleges

some time this fall. Accordingly, cabinet

members from Knox, Hedding, William

and Vashti and Monmouth met in Gales

burg, Illinois, on October 14. After the

devotional opening of our meeting and

an explanation of the work of an Annual

Member, we discussed the duties of the

different committees. Questions had

been prepared to start the discussion and

soon the girls were talking freely. \rVe

found that the schools had had some

of the same plans but every cabinet re—

ceived some new suggestions.

One idea from Hedding seemed espe

cially practical. During their member

ship campaign every member of their

Young VVomen’s and Young Men's Chris

tian Association wore small white "Y's"

cut from felt. The new students also

wore this emblem as soon as they signed

the 'membership cards.

The Knox girls had some splendid

posters which gave the chairmen from

other Associations new ideas along that

line. Their chairman had taken painting

lessons especially for this purpose.

Each of the schools had been doing

special work in Social Service. Repre

sentatives are working in play grounds,

kindergartens and missions, and conduct

ing classes in sewing, making Christmas

gifts, etc.

Plans for arousing greater interest in

the Geneva Conference were suggested.

we are also expecting to have Dr.

Holmes come to our colleges under the

auspices of the Social Morality Commis

sion to talk to the girls on Hygiene.

We could hardly bring the meeting to

a close. the girls had become so inter

ested. As we talked, more questions sug

gested themselves and even after the

closing prayer they formed in groups

for further discussion.

I We plan to have another council early

in the spring and then we hope to have

one of the traveling secretaries with us.—

Contributed by Martha C. Glass, Annual

Member for Monmouth, Hedding, Car

thage, and William and Vashti.

There was a two-fold purpose in the

denominational rallies planned recently

r
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by the Association in the College of In

dustrial Arts in Texas. To increase

interest and attendance in the college

Bible classes held in the various Sunday

schools of the town and to arouse en

thusiasm for a coming membership cam

paign in the Association, eight denom

inational rallies (one for each denomina

tion to which more than ten C. I. A.

girls belonged) were held simultaneously

during the chapel period, in different

class rooms. Each meeting was led by

an Association girl, who presented sta

tistics showing the number of C. I. A.

girls belonging to or preferring that

church and the number enrolled in Sun

day school and Y. W. C. A. Then the

claim of the Association on the church

girl was pointed out by another Associa

tion member, and eighty girls pledged

membership to the Y. W. C. A. A

faculty member next made a plea for

church loyalty. A number of girls

pledged themselves for Sunday school

attendance. and it was found that more

than a majority were already enrolled.

The slogan adopted for these rallies was:

“What kind of a church would my

church be,

If every member was just like me?

600 C. I. A. girls in our Y. W. C. A.!

800 C. I. A. girls in Sunday school!

We can do it if we will!"

Contributed by Helen F. Fair.

General Secretary.

The colleges of the University of Iowa

met separately to hear of the Friendship

Fund. The response has been generous

—particularly so from this group of stu

dents, since they never have given any

where near as large a sum before and

the dean of women who has been here

eight years declared it was impossible.

The girls who are earning their way

through or who have the narrowest mar

gin financially have given the most. One

student who boards herself actually gave

part of the money she had set aside for

food. Another student gave up a mufi.

pledging the amount it would have cost.

and later came in to raise her pledge

five dollars, saying, “There go my new

shoes!" One of the prominent faculty

wives who came to the Assembly that

morning said she came prepared to give

a slice of an evening gown, but as she

went away her eyes were shining and

she said, "All the evening gown is gone."

The giving has been very sane. The

girls seriously and earnestly considered

the matter, so the reaction is bound to

be good.

The individual gifts ranged from 50

cents to $50. The amount pledged at

the end of the first week was $1,750, and

we are hoping it will reach $2,000 before

we have to send it in.—-C0ntributed by

Mary Anderson, General Secretary.
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CHICAGO'S FRESHMAN FROLIC

The Freshman Frolic at the University

of Chicago has for several years served

the purpose of gathering together all the

women of the University for a really

good time and of introducing to the

entering women the aims and activities

of the Young \Vomen’s Christian

League.

During the preceding spring quarter a

contest is held for the writing of a

freshman frolic play. At the beginning

of the fall quarter the writer of the

successful play chooses her cast, tryouts

for the choruses are held, and daily re

hearsals commence. Publicity for the

Freshman Frolic is very large: posters

are put up around the campus, announce

ments are made at the membership teas,

articles are written in the college paper.

The membership chairman is in charge

of the ticket selling among the old mem

bers. All new members are guests of

the League, and are taken to the Frolic

by their upper-class counsellors.

On the second Friday evening of col

lege this year, eight hundred and fifty

women assembled in Ida Noyes Hall for

a picnic supper. Members of the social

department did the serving. The ad

visory board members were guests of

honor. During the supper college songs

were sung, and membership and volun

tary study cards were distributed. At

seven-thirty a procession was formed.

and the women, carrying lanterns

marched across the campus to Mandel

Hall. As many of the upper class women

could not be accommodated at the sup

per, and as numerous outsiders were in

terested in the play, there were about

fifteen hundred women in Mandel. Sec

ond cabinet members were ushers. The

work and purpose of the League were

presented to the new students by an

alumna, the membership, the voluntary

study and the social service chairmen

and the welcome was given by the presi

dent. After the speeches the play was

given, a farcical account of a freshman’s

first day at college—Contributed by Sal

lie Rust.

A CORRECTION

On Page 430 of the Association

Monthly for November there appeared

a notice of a Christmas Masque obtain

able from Church Mission House, New

York City. We learn that mention of

the Masque, not its sale, was given by

Church Mission House. Future orders

for “A Christmas Masque” should be sent

to the Publication Department—ED.
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TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

The election of the class of 1917 re

sulted in the choice of Margaret White

as President; Mary Day, Secretary; Eli

zabeth Magee, Treasurer; Nina Brent

nall, Historian, and was followed at din

ner with speeches made by the defeated

candidates telling of their special quali

fications for the oflfice they did not re

ceive. Class committees were formed at

once and every one has been given some

special opportunity for service in the

community life.

Following the custom of the day at

Riverdale, Miss Helen Davis introduced

the class to Miss Dodge by personal

reminiscence, telling before the fire in

the living room the beginnings of many

of the big national movements of which

Miss Dodge was among the founders,

and of her never-failing interest in the

individual.

The Initiation brought ten alumnae

back to ascertain that 1917 had made the

pilgrimage to Gramercy Park and in

other ways met the conditions necessary

to become initiated. Several telegrams

were received from different parts of the

country bringing good wishes to the new

class, and one was sent to Miss Char

lotte Adams, who is at present in Den

ver, and whose place as resident Bible

teacher is for the present being taken

by Miss Rice.

The household stan was invited to the

National Board Cafeteria for a Hallow

e'en party, that those who serve us might

have a more tangible idea of the big

Association movement of which they are

a part.

Mr. Fred B. Hill, of Carleton College,

Northfield, Minn., well known to Geneva

Conference delegates. has come East es—

pecially to give the course here on “The

Progressive Revelation of God in the

Old Testament,” and Dr. Benjamin S.

NVinchester of Yale Divinity School is

giving the course in Religious Pedagogy

during the Sabbatical year of Dr. Horne.

The Hallowe’en party took the form

of entertaining oriental students for the

week-end. Five Chinese and seven Ar

menian and three Japanese students

spent the two days with us.

The plans for World Fellowship Week

include study circles, special gatherings

led by the students familiar with the'

various countries, and the conducting of

the morning prayers by the members of

the class during the week.

The name of Miss Alice Moore of the

California field committee staff was

omitted by mistake from the list of stu

dents published in the last issue. The

total number in the class is fifty-one.

CITY NOTES

That the Young Women's Christian

Association is assuming its social pro

gram for the church and community is

evidenced day by day by the clippings

which come to the editor’s desk. Now it

is a meeting for temperance, now a civic

club, now a meeting of anti-suffrage, more

often a meeting favoring suffrage; some

times it is a democratic club, sometimes

the socialists—in other words, the Asso

ciation building is a forum where the

various interests of the community may

meet. It is not that the Association is

committing itself to any one of the very

excellent but debatable questions dis

cussed within its walls, but it does put

itself on record as an organization which

maintains an open attitude and is willing

to investigate or share in the investiga

tion of any welfare project in which its

various members are interested. It is by

this open-mindedness in the spirit of

Christ that we should eventually come

to the truth!

Those who have been anxious that the

Association should take a place in the

thinking world as regards the war will

be interested to know that at one Asso

ciation an exhibit which had been

brought from Europe was not allowed

place because certain supporters of the

local Association objected to having it

displayed in the Association building—

obviously because of their national aflili

ations.

The same mail brings to us a clipping

from one of our number that says that

“war is doing away with the indifference

and indolence of Europe and bringing out

all their courage, strength and patriot

ism. The woman of leisure is an extinct

species in Europe. Women of all classes

—from the very poor to the nobility

are working for their country. The end

of the war will see a great change in

the nature and attitude of women in

Europe!"

Among the bequests which are noted

in the daily press are those of a $200,000

gift to the Grand Rapids Association;

$2,000 to the Boarding Home of the

Brooklyn Young Women's Christian As

sociation; $15,000 to the Lawrence,

Mass, Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation.

The gymnasium classes of Indianapo

lis are having a most profitable training

in “imagination games." The Juniors

throw themselves into the spirit of pre

tending something with great eagerness.

They take exciting and inexpensive pre

tend trips into the woods; they climb

trees by means of apparatus, throw

stones into the lake with baseballs, and

race on ponies, which are, of course,

their own active legs. This training of
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the imagination calls to mind what a

philosopher friend remarked the other

day on visiting a moving-picture house

where the clash and rattle and hiss of

the music accompanied the various fea

tures of the film, “Movies are destroy

ing our ‘imaginations'." They effect our

imaginations much in the same way as

the lift up the mountain, when one is on

a tramp, fails to allow our muscle to

develop. We need the stimulation of

the imagination, and the Indianapolis

gymnasium does well!

Mrs. John P. Thompson of Portland,

Me., was a speaker at the city conference

for girls in the teen age held under the

auspices of the Maine Sunday School

Association. Five hundred girls were in

attendance.

The St. Paul Association is especially

active in planning for philanthropic

work during the winter. A regular

automobile service will be given by

those owning automobiles and taking

shut-ins to church. Other girls will lis

ten to sermons and take them to people

who are too ill to attend church.

Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners are

to be provided for a selected group.

The lonesome girls in St. Paul are to be

“furnished sisters,” and girls who are

studying music are enlisted to entertain

in children’s homes and hospitals, and

homes for the aged. Some high—school

girls are to visit factories during the

winter.

One of the best publicity headings

that we have seen in the past month is,

“Are You Interested in Good Invest

ments?” this folder having been gotten

out by the Religious Work Department

of the Bridgeport, Conn., Association. '

Rock Island, Illinois, was directed in

a provisional membership campaign

looking forward to organization, the lat

ter part of last month.

Indianapolis Association is co-operat

ing with the Federal Bureau for Women

and Girls in Indianapolis, which has

been established under the Department

of Labor. It is to operate the first

Indiana employment office for women

and girls. Mrs. Grace Julian Clarke is

the superintendent of the Bureau. The

following resolutions were passed by the

women’s clubs:

“Whereas, the department of labor of

the United States has established in the

bureau of immigration a modern system

of employment,

“Whereas, the addition of a separate

division for women and girls, equipped

for placing in suitable situations those

over sixteen years of age and for supply

ing information as to industry, vocational

guidance and industrial training to those

under that age, meets a long-felt want,

Therefore be it
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“Resolved, That the organizations in

the city of Indianapolis representing the

advancement and welfare of women

hereby congratulate the department of

labor and the accomplishments above re

ferred to, and tender to the Hon. Wil

liam B. Wilson, secretary of labor, the

thinks and the aid of its membership,

an

"Resolved, That all organizations of

the women of Indianapolis be and are

hereby requested to co-operate and as

sist in the work above enumerated."

During the recent visit of Miss Kath

erine B. Davis and Mrs. Raymond Rob

ins to the coast, they made several

addresses to Association audiences.

Waterloo held recently a competition

of floats in the “Homecoming Parade,”

the prize being won by the Young

Women’s Christian Association float,

which represented the “geranium city."

The float was prepared entirely by the

Association members.

The West Side Branch, New York

City, has a new slogan, “Make Your

Own Clothes." So popular has this be

come that the classes which are limited

to fifteen are being rapidly multiplied.

In Nashville, Tenn., there was a joint

membership campaign of the Young

Men’s and Young Women’s Christian

Associations. One hundred and fifty

floats, representing every type of the

work, were in line.

Indianapolis’ colored Young Women’s

Christian Association is having a very

spirited membership campaign. The As

sociation is taking on new life.

Marshalltown, Ia., and Chattanooga,

Tenn., have just begun the publication

of local bulletins.

The Associations of the southern

states have been especially active in

being represented at the state fairs, pro

viding rest rooms and information

bureaus.

The Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation in East End, Pittsburgh, has

given out a number of dime banks to its

members to be used in raising money to

pay for Camp Chnadohta, the summer

camp for girls of western Pennsylvania.

Instead of having a Hallowe’en party

of their own, this Association unites

with the nearest Y. M. C. A. branch in

a big party in their building. For over

two years this Y. W. C. A. and its neigh

boring Y. M. C. A. have held frequent

joint parties. This year the Y. W. C. A.

members are given the same reduction

on the Y. M. C. A. lecture-course tickets

that is given to the Y. M. C. A. members.

The Geneva Club of Sioux City, Iowa,

at its annual supper, planned quarterly
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meetings for the year. The club decided

to become active in the interest of secur

ing new subscriptions to ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY. It plans also a study course

for volunteer leaders.

The interpretation of Y. W. C. A. was

given at Geneva Club meeting in re

sponse to toasts on “The Conference

Purpose.”

The Business Girls‘ Club of the same

city has planned a series of “Know Your

City" meetings, with an open forum and

mutual discussion of civic problems.

WE REJOICE WITH LOUISVILLE

“To the Glory of God in Service for

Young Women" the new Association

building in Louisville, Kentucky, was

dedicated on October first. Had that

cornerstone inscription not been the key

note of the Association’s brief history

the imposing buildings which are the gift

of 7,500 citizens would not be standing

today, for not the most confident ones

dreamed that ,-four and a half years

would bring their completion. The re

flection of the Master's spirit has leav

ened the lump of crowded and inconveni

ent quarters and limited equipment and

has proven again that girls are not heart

hungry for just cooking classes and a

swimming pool, but for that abundant

life which the Association that is built

upon the rock, Jesus Christ, can give.

Nothing could be more pleasing than

the administration building. An old

southern residence built more than fifty

years ago has been combined with a

modern structure so that the parlors and

library lack the formality of the usual

public building, while the pool, the gymna

sium and cafeteria have all the advan

tages of being built “from the ground

up." The Association residence is on the

same lot, facing another street—a mod

ern, fireproof building which accommo

dates seventy young women.

Two weeks’ evangelistic services con

ducted by Miss Elinor Stafford Millar

followed the dedication, during which

new lives were given to Him to use.

The formal opening was held November

9, 10, and ll—a series of receptions to

members and their families, to contribu

tors, to the general public. These af

forded the opportunity for people to see

the Association in action. It was

teeming with girls from pool to club

room—girls playing, girls cooking, girls

sewing—girls living! “For the Glory of

God" it stands “in Service to Young

Women."

THE BROOKLYN MEMBERSHIP

BANQUET

A banquet is a banquet, but Brooklyn's

was more than that. It was the visible

evidence .of great progress toward the

realization of a great vision—the vision

of a Young Women's Christian Associa

tion in Brooklyn that will be a magnet,

drawing together the young women from

all over our great city in a common

purpose, in Christian fellowship and as

piration.

The Brooklyn Membership Banquet

was held Saturday evening, October 28th,

with about eight hundred members pres

ent. They assembled upstairs by

branches, and marched down to the ban

quet hall in divisions. We lost all feeling

of separation, however, when we sang

together as we stood about the tables,

“Praise God from W'hom All Blessings

Flow." Once seated, it was a worthy

sight to see the way the viands flew, and

a better sound to hear the gayety and

the songs that fairly rose to the roof.

We had only just begun to get all the

cheerful noise out of our systems, when

the time came for speeches and stunts.

Each branch had an opportunity to show

its genius, and there is no use in trying

to say whose shone most brightly, al

though some of us certainly will not

forget soon how our sides ached after

the minstrel show, given by the Lexing

ton Avenue Branch for colored girls.

Only half the story is told until the

different committees have been seen at

work. The Membership Banquet was

truly an Association banquet. We did

not even have that familiar intruder, a

caterer. The heads of our five cafe

terias, working with splendid co-opera

tion and enthusiasm, with no assistance

outside of our own ranks, got up the

finest spread for a small amount of

money that most of us had ever seen,

and without a single serious hitch. The

entire banquet was served on paper dishes

—not a china dish was used!

The final moment, which united us in

a clearer purpose and a fresher enthusiasm

for a greater Association for Jesus

Christ, came with the shining out above

us of a beautiful five-pointed star, each

point standing for one of our five

branches. Then we stood and with the

light of the star upon us we sang the

“Hymn of the Lights." A light which

is not seen, shone in our hearts, and,

with the blessing of God, will shine with

growing brightness outside the walls of

that banquet hall.

E. B. H.
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SAN ANTONIO. Texas

"Ye soldiers are hidden by elfen sprite, to the Y.W. C. A. on Friday night,

October 11 the mystic date. come promptly at the stroke of eight,

To the corner of Fifth and Avenue C, to join in Hallowe'en jollity."

On the Border

(Extracts from Letters from Special Workers)

San Antonio (October 27, 1916):

“Last week's party was a candy pull

for the Wisconsin men, and this week

the Washington Militia are being enter

tained here at the building at a Hallow

e'en party. Girls call us up again and

again asking to join the Association so

that they can come into the clubs and

these parties, and they are the girls who

are meeting the soldiers on the streets.”

“There are three wonderful volunteer

training classes—one group of society

girls, one of married women. and one

of teachers. Each class meets once each

week."

“I’ve never been in a city where there

were so many young girls of fifteen,

sixteen and seventeen with no one to

care for them.”

“The Gotham City Motion Picture

people are coming within a week to the

city with a troupe of thousands of fol

lowers. They have bought land, and

from now on this city will be surfeited

with girls coming to get jobs with the

company.”

“Some

An interested member of the Board of

the Association plans, if the weather

permits, to have an old—fashioned Christ

mas tree party, out of doors, for the

militia.

Douglas (October 9, 1916):

First-Day Happenings in the

Young \Nomen’s Club.”

“ ‘My name is Charlotte Hockett. I

have a letter for you.’ The Manager of

her company was writing to say that he

would give every girl in his employ a

half hour at noon to spend at the Club.

Charlotte tested the couch, found that

it would hold her up, and went back to

tell her friends about the Club."

“I want to speak to the director. This

afternoon a young woman of eighteen or

nineteen came to my house, looking for

a room. I had rented my only extra one

to two teachers. She needs to get into

the right place. She doesn't understand

her danger, living in a second-class

hotel.’ "
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“‘Hello, Young Women’s Club! This

is the Smith Jewelry Company. I see

in the afternoon paper that you have an

employment bureau. I need a good,

steady girl to help here in the store.

Can you find her for me?"

(October 16, 1916):

“Five hundred and thirty-seven girls

and women took some part in Club ac

tivities the first six days. Thirty-three

came for Spanish on Thursday evening,

and five intensely interested girls are now

at work in bookkeeping. Gymnasium

classes are booming."

(October 23, 1916):

' “We went over the four-hundred mark

in our membership last week, and are

expecting soon to have five hundred."

(November 9, 1916):

“The first group of Mexican girls came

from the Model Laundry. Not a single

one spoke English. There were Mexican

and Spanish dances, games, songs. Some

of them sing beautifully. We stood at

the door, saying, ‘Good night.’ There

were several words I heard again and

W

Lawta. _

  

TEMPORARY HEADQUARTERS

Once filled with groceries, now filled with girls

"Last Saturday we had seventy girls

from seven to ten years old, and one

hundred and two from ten to fifteen."

“The membership has gone beyond the

five hundred mark set for November

first."

  

again—‘tiempo simpatico,’ ‘buen tiempo.

ONE or rule NOON-HOUR GROUPS

These girls bring their lunch and have it supplemented with hot tea and soup

furnished by the Club.

are from eleven-thirty to one-thirty

From fourteen to nineteen come every day. The hours



Announcements

THEY ALL ANSWERED 'YES’

I‘ happens about once in an Asso

ciation generation that one asks a

question about a new project and

receives only afiirmative responses.

Q.—“Shall there be a ‘Short Course

for Business Secretaries’ in the Sum—

mer School?”

A.—“Yes.” “Yes,

by all means."

So a short course—July 6th to

August 3rd, 1917—is being set up.

The business secretary’s position

and 'her duties had first to be de

fined. She seems to be something be

tween a telephone operator and a

corporation lawyer, and the courses

in “Business Administration” and "In

stitutional Management” must run

this entire scale. As an employed

officer she must know the Association

movement, and as a Christian leader

she must secure a Bible study course.

Full announcements of faculty, ex

penses and entrance requirements will

be made later.

The same dates hold for the Short

Course for House and Cafeteria direc

tors.. The 1916 charges hold here

also—$50.00 for the four weeks and

the good programs for previous years

are being augmented especially in In

stitutional Management and opportun

ities for insight into practical cafeteria

details. Here is the chance for grad

uates of technical schools to add to

their three months of practice, in the

36th Street Cafeteria, the lecture work

necessary to earning a certificate.

“Yes” was the reply received from

the 1916 faculty on Hygiene and

Physical Education for the dates July

6th to August 17th. New features

for '1917 will also meet with favor

from the physical directors of Young

Women’s Christian Associations. It

seems strange to mention this, but the

college and school directors almost

outnumbered the Association direc

tors last year.

Complete renovation of the student

course was involved in the reorganiza

“Yes, indeed."

tion of the Training System. Basic

courses in Old Testament, New Testa

ment, Missions, Religious Education,

the Young Women’s Christian Associ

ation movement and the Student Ad

ministration offered here need not be

repeated when these students come

in due time for the full resident year

at the Training School. The work

for secretaries of colored branches

is articulated in the same way.

The Secretarial Department invites

correspondence and will answer all

questions as fast as exact details are

formulated.

FEDERAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES

The third quadrennial session of the

Federal Council of the Churches of

Christ in America will be held at St.

Louis, Mo., December 10.

Matters of the gravest importance

and service of the highest interests in

our national and international life will

be under serious consideration by the

delegated representatives of thirty

evangelical Christian denominations.

It is suggested and urged that at the

services of all the churches, on that

day, intercession be made, that the

wisdom of God and the Spirit of

Christ may guide the Council.

 

UNIVERSAL WEEK OF PRAYER

THE ASSOCIATION MONTHLY is glad

to print as suggestions for coiopera

tion with our churches the topics_for

the Week of Universal and United

Prayer; Dec. 31 to Jan. 6, 1917.

Sunday, December 3lst, 1916—Sugges

tions and Texts for Sermons and

Addresses. _

Monday, January lst, l9l7—Thanksgiv

ing and Humiliation.

Tuesday, January 2nd, 1917—The Church

Universal—The “One Body" of

Which Christ is the Head.

Wednesday, January 3rd, 19l7—Nations

and Their Rulers.

Thursday, January 4th, 1917—Missions

Among the Heathen.

Friday, January 5th, l917—Families,

Schools, Colleges, and the Young.

Saturday. January 6th, 19l7—Missions at

the Home Base.
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WINTER CONFERENCES

Bangor, Me.—November 14-19

Executive—Miss McElroy

Personal Evangelism—Miss McElroy

Evening Talks—Miss Griffith

Bible and Mission—Miss Sage

Sunday afternoon vesper service—Miss

McElroy

EAST CENTRAL FIELD

Baltimore, Maryland—November 7-12

Executive—Miss Holmquist

Personal Evangelism—Miss Holmquist

Evening Talks—Miss Owers

Sunday afternoon vesper service—Miss

Holmquist

Classes—Miss Griffith

Wilkesbarre, Penn.—November 14-19

Executive—Miss Holmquist

Personal Evangelism—Miss Holmquist

Evening Talks—Miss Owers

Sunday afternoon vesper service—Miss

Holmquist

Classes—Miss Thomas

Germantown. Penn.-—November 21-26

Executive—Miss McElroy

Personal Evangelism—Miss McElroy

Evening Talks—Miss Owers

Sunday afternoon vesper service—Miss

McElroy

Classes—Miss Thomas

WEST CENTRAL FIELD

Denver—November 14-19

Executive—Mrs. Eddy

Personal Evangelism—Mrs. Eddy

Evening Talks—Field secretary

Fundamentals—Miss C. Adams

Sunday afternoon vesper service—Mrs.

Eddy

Bible Class——

NORTHWESTERN FIELD

Billings, Montana—November 19-24

Executive—Miss Rice

Personal Evangelism—Miss Rice

Evening Talks—Miss Burner

Sunday afternoon vesper service—Field

secretary

Bible Classes—Field secretary

Boise, Idaho—November 26-December 1

Executive—Miss Scott

Personal Evangelism—Miss Rice

Evening Talks—Miss Rice

Bible Classes—Field secretary

Sunday afternoon vesper service—

Field secretary

Bellingham, Wash—December 9-13

Executive—Miss J. Scott

Personal Evangelism—Miss Rice

Evening Talks—Miss Rice

Sunday afternoon vesper service—Field

secretary

Bible Classes—Miss Donovan, Miss Max

well

Portland, Ore.—December 14-18

Executive—Miss Scott

Personal Evangelism—Miss Rice

Evening Talks—Miss Rice

Sunday afternoon vesper service

Field secretary

Classes—Miss Donovan, Miss Max

well

NORTH CENTRAL FIELD

Minneapolis—November 21-26

Executive Miss Wilson

Personal Evangelism—Miss Wilson

Evening Talks—Miss McCulloch

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss W'ilson

Classes—Field secretary

 

Waterloo—December 5-10

Executive—Mrs. Eddy

Personal Evangelism—Mrs. Eddy

Evening Talks—Miss \Nilson

Sunday Vesper Service—Mrs. Eddy

Classes—Fi'eld secretary

SOUTH CENTRAL FIELD

St. Joseph, Mo.—November 14-19

Executive—Miss Spencer

Personal Evangelism—Miss Spencer

Evening Talks—Miss Wilson

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss Spencer

Classes—Miss Frances Smith

Nashville—November 21-26

Executive—Miss Spencer

Personal Evangelism—Miss Spencer

Evening Talks—Miss MacFarland

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss Spencer

Classes—Miss Mary Alice Finney

Washington—November 14-19

Executive—Miss Cratty

Personal Evangelism—Miss Cratty

Evening Talks—Miss Field

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss Field

Classes—Miss Thoburn

CENTRAL

Milwaukee—November 21-26

Executive—Miss Davis

Personal Evangelism—Miss Davis

Evening Talks—Field secretary

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss Ander

son

Classes—Miss Anderson
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OHIO AND WEST VIRGINIA FIELD

Toledo—November 7-12

Executive—Miss Butler

Personal Evangelism—Miss Butler

Evening Talks—Miss Hughes

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss Butler

Classes—Miss Cutler

Columbus—November 14-19

Executive—Miss Butler

Personal Evangelism—Miss Butler

Evening Talks—Miss Helen Taylor

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss Butler

Classes—Miss McCulloch

Wheeling, W. Va.—Decernber 5-10

Executive—Miss Hughes

Personal Evangelism—Miss Hughes

Evening Talks—Miss E. Stanton

Sunday Vesper Service—Miss Hughes

Classes—Miss E. Dean

NEW PUBLICATIONS

1. “Girls and Character,” Miss Mary

Moxcey's splendid study of girl life-—

its psychology and demands. We are

fortunate to have our own imprint edi

tion of this book with an introduction by

Miss Cratty which will prove invaluable

to all Association secretaries, leaders,

teachers and parents. Cloth, $1.50.

2. The Council for Organized Towns

in County Young Women’s Christian

Associations. Explains adaptation of col

lege “cabinet” plan of administration to

the individual branches of a country As—

sociation. 10 cents.

3. The new form of Membership Ap

plication Cards for Student Associations

with the “purpose clause" from the con

stitution printed on a perforated section

which can be detached and kept by the

member. Same price as before, 25 cents

per 100.

4. Our Field the World, by Esther

Anderson.

Covers organization of foreign com

mittee, how to get foreign support, etc.

All Associations have had interest in for

eign work quickened by the World Fel

lowship Week just observed, and this

new leaflet is meeting a most timely

need. 15 cents.

5. The Industrial Extension Com

mittee, by Florence Simms. Contains the

fundamentals of the work of this com

mittee in concise form, together with a

very extensive bibliography for the mem

bers of the committee and others who

are facing seriously our responsibility

to the community. 10 cents.

Order from Publication Department,

600 Lexington Avenue, New York.
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WATCH THE MERCURY !

From 5.200 subscribers last month the

mercury has now jumped to 6,352. At

this rate we should have our 10,000 by

April first!

Many Associations asked for an ex

tension of time for their campaign, and

this has been

grante d pro

vided it is not

after December

1, 1916. Many

in o r e a r e

“stirred up” to

b r i n g i n g in

clubs and indi

vidual subscrib

ers within the

next few weeks

as they can best

fit it in with their

winter activities

All clubs of

ten or more sub

scribers sent in

sin c e October

23rd are listed,

on the Honor

R 0 11 b e l 0 w

First mention

goes thus far to

Youngstown, O.

and the county

A s s o c i a t i on

made. and are

still at work on

making, their

predicted rec

0rd.

Thanks to you

a l l, g o o d

friends, we'll try

to live up to our

part and give

you some extra

strong numbers

of the magazine, starting 03 with this

birthday number and the Country Life

issue in January.

Your names are all recorded to receive

the Christmas Package, (when published

on December 1), or the extra number,

that you are entitled to. Who will be

on the Honor Roll for next month?
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“ASSOCIATION MONTHLY"

SUBSCRIPTIONS IN

NOVEMBER, 19:6.

The Honor Roll

The following Associations appear on

the Honor Roll for new subscriptions

for Tat: ASSOCIATION MONTHLY for last

month, most of them having sent in their

subscriptions during Campaign Week:

Purdue University, Indiana—Through

Ruth Heady. Subscriptions, 50.

Hardin College, Missouri—Through

Emily Boney, Subscriptions. 50.
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Minot and Ward County, North D_a

kota—Through Nancy Kilso. Subscrip

tions, 70.

State College for Teachers, N. Y.—

Through Lovisa Vedder. Subscriptions,

57.

(“We raised our number of subscribers

from two to fifty-seven this week”)

Kansas Wesleyan University, Kansas

—Through Gladys W. Mussar. Subscrip

tions, 12.

University of Nevada, Nev.—Through

Juanita Frey. Subscriptions, 14.

(“The first year in which we have

had over one student subscriberl").

Randolph-Macon Women's College,

Virginia—Through Isabelle L. Carroll.

Subscriptions, 55.

Youngstown, Ohio—Through Susan

M. Rebhan. Subscriptions, 72.

Greatest number of subscriptions

from April May Cartwright.

(A stafi contest was held.)

East St. Louis, Illinois—Through No

venis Lentz. Subscriptions, 11.

Ohio State Univers'ty, Ohio—Through

Winifred A. Tunell. Subscriptions, 55.

Gage County, Nebraska—Through

Hazel D. Butterfield. Subscriptions, 50.

Adams County, Nebraska—Through

Edith Goodenough. Subscriptions, 54.

(This Association, less than a year

old, raised its subscriptions from 5

to 54 in Campaign Week.)

Wilkesbarre, Pa.—Through Lucy P.

Carner. Subscriptions, 56.

South Bend, Indiana—Through Ger

trude F. Myers. Subscriptions, 10.

Binghamton, New York—Through Jan

nett M. Campbell. Subscriptions, 26.

Paterson, New Jersey—Through Mary

Emma McCarroll. Subscriptions, 28.

Wichita, Kansas—Through Amy G.

Bruce. Subscriptions, 26.

Cleveland, Ohio—Through Pauline Mar

shall. Subscriptions, 50.

Little Rock, Arkansas—Through Agnes

McDaniel. Subscriptions, 57

Granville, Ohio—Through Helen M.

Dickinson. Subscriptions, 12.

Wilmington, N. C.—Through Nancy A.

Anderson. Subscriptions, 61.

North Yakima, Wash—Through Anna V.

Amundsen. Subscriptions, 10.

Agnes Scott College, Georgia—Through

Agnes Donaldson. Subscriptions, 25.

Tarkio College. Mo.—Through Clarice

Lott. Subscriptions, 10.

Springfield, Ohio—Through Katherine

Folckemer. Subscriptions. 81.

HIGH SCHOOL STANDARDS

The Commission Report of the High

School Student Club Council at Camp

Nepahwin (1916) may be obtained from

Miss Catherine P. Emerson, Y. W. C. A.,

Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, at 5 cents

per copy, $1.00 per 25 copies; plus

postage.

BOOK REVIEWS

Vocational Psychology

Professor Hollingworth, in his recently

published Vocational Psychology, has made

a decidedly valuable contribution in a new

realm. Indeed this is the first compre

hensive study of psychology as applied

to vocation. Not only to the vocational

counsellor, but to the parent, to the per

son ready for scientific self-analysis, and

to the employer on the keen scent for

competent employees, is the message of

the book worth while.

We are told that the primitive voca

tional methods of magic and clairvoyance

are not wholly obsolete. The author

finds no warrant for the claims of phren

ology. His opinion of the study of

physiognomy or facial characteristics

may be gathered from the instance he

cites of the shipload of immigrants at

Ellis Island, when “easily the most

comely and attractive among the women

folk examined was the only one refused

admission to the country, being “certified

as an imbecile." Apparently we may no

longer take pride in our intellectual

“bumps.” Nor may others with impunity

judge us wholly by the marks discernible

on our most life-like photograph.

The main body of the book deals with

the analysis and the conclusions, valid

or otherwise, of a wide variety of voca

tional tests and studies by specialists of

work—graded scales of intelligence tests.

trying out in types of work, self-analysis,

and the judgment of assOciates. But

probably the most interesting chapter to

readers of the Monthly is that on voca

tional aptitudes of women by Leta Stel

ler Hollingworth. The common assump

tion that the vocation of a girl is deter

mined by sex alone is utterly disclaimed

by the writer as having no basis in the

“literature of fact." No data exists to

prove difierences in average intellect or

other dilference pointing to a “natural”

division of the fields of human endeavor

on the grounds of sex. “So far as is at

present known, women are as competent

intellectually as men are to undertake

any and all human vocations."

The book strikes an advance note in

the understanding and practice of sound
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methods by which girls and boys may

find their chosen work and be sought and

found by the vocation they would choose.

“The nineteenth century witnessed an

extraordinary increase in our knowledge

of the material world, and in our power

to make it subservient to our ends; the

twentieth century will probably witness a

corresponding increase in our knowledge

of human nature and our power to use

it for our welfare."—H. L. T.

Vocational Psychology, by Harry L. Holling

worth. Appleton, $2.00.

61713 and Character

This is a book which is bound to be

welcomed with more than ordinary in

terest since in treating the subject of

adolescence distinctly from the girl

standpoint, it is pioneering in a realm

which is comparatively unexplored. The

recognized authorities on the psychology

of adolescence have been for the most

part men, and the subject has been

treated largely from the masculine point

of view. Miss Moxcey has entered the

lists with a comprehensive, scholary

treatment of the subject from the femin

ine standpoint, and in so doing has made

an exceedingly valuable contribution.

The scientific value of the material used

is combined with an insight and under

standing of girl life which makes the

book a rare human document. The

searching and careful deductions which

the author presents reveal the fact that

she knows not only a great deal abaut

girls, but that she knows girls. Miss

Moxcey has most clearly explained the

complexities and seeming vagaries of the

growing girl as resulting from the many

and sometimes confusing influences

brought to bear upon her in this most

impressionable period of her develop

ment. The physiological and psycho

logical changes which are taking place

at this time are treated in something

more than the ordinary manner of scien

tific analysis. The girl-as-she-is-to-be is

the picture held constantly before the

reader. A girl to Miss Moxcey is some

thing more than a “problem” to be

studied. Among the topics treated are:

The problem of the adoreé; the self in

transition; the power of the social mo—

tive; the new self and authority; the new

self and religious ideals; problems of

personal standards; applying educational

principles; health and poise; romance

and life.

G. G.

Girls and Character, by Mary Moxcey, Abing

don Press, $1.50.
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Please keep your Year Book up 'to

date by noting therein all secretarial

changes.

HEADQUARTERS

Faith Foxcroft now othce secretary of

the secretarial department of the Na

tional Board.

Mary I. Bentley, formerly student

secretary, to be executive secretary of

the Pacific Coast Field Committee.

LOCAL

General Secretaries

CITY

Helen Frost to Hill Top Branch, Pitts

burgh, Pa.

Marie C. Smith to

Branch, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Roberta Robey from Dallas, Tex., to

Kansas Center, Kansas City, Kans.

Lawrenceville

P- s'runaur

Marian James to University of Indiana,

Bloomington, Ind.

Eleanor Tompkins to State Normal

School, L05 Angeles, Cal.

DEPARTMENTAL

Allocintional

M. Louise Hood, building fund secre

tary, Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. H. Z. McCurdy,

secretary, Detroit, Mich.

May Case Marsh, formerly social and

membership, now social secretary at De

troit, Mich.

Mary M. Myers, assistant extension

secretary, Detroit, Mich.

Edith A. Riggs, formerly office secre

tary, now membership at Detroit, Mich.

Marguerite M. Manzer, office secretary,

Jackson, Mich.

Muriel J. Shannon, business and girls'

work secretary, jackson, Mich.

Grace Farrell, commercial secretary,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Grace Lockton, religious work secre

tary, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Rosamond D. Holmes, girls' work see

retary, Worcester, Mass.

Mrs. R. L. Kirtland, educational secre

tary, Buffalo, N. Y.

Miss Phillips, girls’ work secretary,

Columbus, Ohio.

Florence D. Evans, industrial secre

tary, Cleveland, Ohio.

FlLillian Brown, ofiice secretary, Tampa,

a.

employment
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_ Mrs. Ashley Cabell, executive of cler

ical employment department, St. Louis,

Mo.

Miss Deyo, office and employment

secretary, El Paso, Texas.

Minnie Shaulker, ofiice secretary, Leav

enworth, Kans.

Ella Henry of W'aco, Tex., business

secretary, Oklahoma City, Okla.

Technical

Mrs. M. 5. Blake, formerly director of

boarding home, now house secretary at

Detroit, Mich.

Mrs. P. B. Thompson, formerly house

secretary. now homestead secretary at

Detroit, Mich.

Adelaide Grifi‘ith. travelers' aid secre

tary, Jackson, Mich.

Evelyn Spindler,

Jackson, Mich.

Gertrude Stokes of Cleveland, Ohio,

physical director, Easton, Pa.

Jane T. Cooper, formerly second as

sistant, now director of domestic science,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Grace P. Kendall of Wilmerding, Pa.,

domestic science director, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ethel H. Moore, domestic art director,

New Haven, Conn.

Minnie C. Van Gilder, house matron

of boarding home, Newark, N. J.

Mrs. Sara Barnes of Canada, house

secretary, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ethel Moorehousc. cafeteria director,

Tacoma, Wash.

Nell W. Stringfellow, physical direc

tor. Tacoma, Wash.

Kate A. Thomas of Chicago, Ill., night

matron, Dayton, Ohio.

Mrs. M. H. Bidez, house secretary,

Jacksonville, Fla.

Chessye Conwell,

Jacksonville, Fla.

Katisue Moore. physical director, At

lanta, Ga.

Emily M. Dibble, not Sarah Dibble,

cafeteria director, Louisville, Ky.

Miss Schwartzmann, assistant physical

director, Nashville, Tenn.

Edna C. George of Omaha, Neb., physi

cal director, Keokuk, Ia.

Mariorie Breckinridge,

tor, New Britain, Conn.

Bertha Schlicting. physical director,

Bangor, Me.

Mrs. Harriet Wells Hardy, cafeteria

director, Portland, Me.

Martha E. Lewis, physical director,

Buffalo, N. Y.

physical director,

physical director,

physical direc

Gertrude \Vhitney. 4th travelers' aid

worker, Buflalo, N. Y

Katherine Lawder, swimming instruc

tor, Central Branch, N. Y. C.

Marjorie C. Geary, physical director,

Utica, N. Y.

Cecile McKay, of Richmond, Va., physi

cal director, Canton, 0.

Harriet Stevenson, house and cafeteria

director, East Liverpool, 0.

Rhea E. Tracht, physical director, East

Liverpool, O.

Christine Leitzberger, physical direc

tor. Hamilton, O.

Eleanor Lindrooth, assistant physical

director, Springfield, O.

Roberta M. Bumgardner,

physical director, Toledo, O.

Mrs. C. L. \Vork, director of boarding

home, Toledo, O.

Mrs. Knippel, house secretary at Neil

son House, Youngstown, O.

Mercy Adams of San Francisco, Cal.,

cafeteria director, Bisbee, Ariz.

Lura Love, physical director, Pasa

dena, Cal.

Mrs. Simmons, travelers' aid director,

Sacramento, Cal.

Sunshine Cushman, swimming instruc

tor, San Jose, Cal.

Mrs. G. E. Shearer, house secretary,

San Jose, Cal.

Mrs. Rose Harrison, house secretary,

Wilmington, N. C

Evelyn Kendrick, physical

\Vilmington, N. C

Mrs. A. H. Fitzgerald, branch cafe

teria director, Richmond, Va.

Mrs. J. A. Holloway. travelers’

director, Montgomery, Ala.

Helen Damkohler, assistant physical

director, Kansas City, Mo.

Katherine Mather, assistant physical

director, Kansas City, Mo.

Elsa M. Pinkham, educational secre

tary and physical director, Salt Lake

City, Utah.

Wilda Long to be physical director at

Denver, Col.

assistant

director.

aid

Inez Beebe. now Mrs. Ellwood Chapelle

Perisho. At home at President's House,

State College, Brookings, S. D.

Alberta Cory, formerly physical direc

tor at Portland, Oregon, now Mrs. Alex

ander Crisman, 212 Baird Avenue, Bar

barton, Ohio.

Rachel Jones, formerly secretary of the

Associations in Aurora, Ill., \Vaterloo,

1a., and La Porte, Ind, died in Chicago.

September 2nd. Under her fifteen years

of service in Aurora. that Association

easily took the first place among Associa

tions in cities of similar size.
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Entry iflag is a iluhgment Bag

“Every Day is a Judgment Day.” It was a college president talking to

his students, and someway one could not forget what he said.

“Every day is a judgment day. When the last day, the great ‘day of

judgment,’ comes for each life and the decree goes out, ‘into joy’ or ‘into

punishment,’ that decree will be in no sense arbitrary. No judge will decide

for you. It will be the composite result of the way you yourself have chosen

to live your days, one at a time. When the book of your life is opened at

the end, the way you have lived this day and to—morrow and the next will

have decided already what you are fitted for going into. Every day is a

judgment day and you are your own judge.”

And just as truly is every day the beginning of a new year. Not only

on January 1 shall one start out with a fresh record and with a newly stiffened

set of resolutions. January 1 is not essentially different from December 31.

If a modern Rip Van Winkle were to awaken on the first day of the year

he could not tell by the quality of that day that it was any different from

any other winter day. There is no difference in quality of opportunity or

responsibility between one day and another.

But, on January 2, and 3, and 4, and 5, straight through February, March,

April, and December, every morning of every year life and character hang

in the balance. And every night the scales have gone down on one side or

the other according to the weight of one’s own choices, the set of one’s own

will.

Then mine be the task of choosing along the way the best thing to do,

and training my will to hold me to it until it is done! And since the standards

of the Great Judge swing on meeting the human needs of my brothers and

sisters in the world’s highway rather than centering always about my own

desires—that be my standard too! This day—"for their sakes.”

New Year’s day, and every new day of the new year, I am a new master

of my judgment. What shall that judgment be? No one but I, can say.

515



What is Our County Work?

Jessie

SECRETARY from another

Acountry, while in America for

a few months, was speaking at

a meeting in New York and telling

how important it is that we should be

up to date in order to be world

citizens.

“Why,” she said, “I find so many

things have happened since I went

away that I must learn about! For

one thing, I just can’t go back to China

until I have seen a county Associa

tion.”

Many people, interested in all that

girls and young women are doing, are

thinking as she did that they just can

not let many more days go by without

really seeing this new, growing, vital,

human form of Association work that

is taking such root in counties from

the Atlantic to the Pacific. An Asso—

ciation secretary in an eastern city

traveled almost two thousand miles to

see the work start in her home county

in Ohio, and as she watched the

throngs of these home folks of hers

rallying with united enthusiasm to this

new venture with the young woman—

hood of the county, she found it well

worth this long journey to see the

beginning of a county Association.

Most of us would not need to take

so long a journey as she did to see

a county Association, for they are

established in twenty-one counties,

located in fourteen States from east to

west and from north to south. But it

would take a long stretch of time in

a county really to see the Association

work there, so until the glad time

comes when you can go to a real

county Association, you are given the

chance in this article to see in imagina

tion a little of what it is like.

County Associations are of many

varieties, and each is like a mosaic

within itself. There is no typical sort.

But one thing you would surely see.

A county Association is not a building,

The people do not even think of it as

such. In a special way this kind of

Field ..

an Association centers around person

ality, from the personality of the local

leader of the girls out in some country

place to the personality of the county

secretary. Should you arrive in the

county seat and ask the station agent

to direct you to the Young Women's

Christian Association, he might send

you to their rooms up on the square,

but he would be more apt to say,

“Then you are wanting to see our

secretary and go around with her.

She took the train out to Bridgeville

this morning but is due back in a

few minutes. You can just wait here

for her."

In many county Associations there

are attractive rented rooms in the

business part of the headquarters town

that serve as an ofiice for the county

secretary and center for the activities

of the girls of the town and, to some

extent, for the county. In Van Wert

County, Ohio, there is a beautiful As

sociation building, the gift of a man

who saw the worth of the young

womanhood of his county and gave

this perfectly planned and equipped

center for them. Yet it is always

true that the Association is-scattered

out far beyond the walls of any rooms

or building. In Van W'ert County, the

county secretary spends half her time

away from the building, meeting and

planning with girls and leaders in little

towns and country neighborhoods

miles away.

The county Association is not a

building, nor is it equipment, nor does

its membership mean the securing of

privileges. Neither is it the county

secretary, though she represents it in

the minds of many of the people who

live there. It is not even the women

and young women and girls in towns

and along country roads who make up

its membership, varying in number in

different counties from three hundred

to seventeen hundred. It is the Spirit

of being united as one, that is bring

ing that friendliness and warmth that

516
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makes growth and that brings a vital

realization of the love of Christ to

every girl, until she forgets to count

the cost and looks around her where

she is, to find her chance for living

and giving.

So this very real, though in one way

unseen, Spirit of Love, which is the

county Association, is what you are

to look for especially, as you are

shown something of the expression it

finds in the large headquarters towns,

in the little towns in country neighbor

hoods, and through things that the

girls of the whole county find

together.

Most counties have one large town

of from three to ten thousand popula

tion, which is to a greater or less

extent the educational, business and

trading center of the county. Such

a town has many of the earmarks of

a city, especially in the hustle of Satur

day afternoons, when automobiles and

buggies throng the business section.

It has most of the comforts and mod

ern conveniences of a city. Yet in its

human friendliness and in its com

munity consciousness, it has something

which is the priceless possession of

country communities. This is the

basis from which the many com

munity-wide expressions of Associa

tion activities in the headquarters

town spring.

The people in the town know each

other. They have confidence ingthe

ability and unselfishness of their girls,

who represent the different churches

of the town on the Council; they be

lieve in the leadership of the women

of the Board, and having found that

the Association is alive and can be

depended on for service, the town

constantly calls upon them. So in

Grand Island, Hall County, Nebraska,

the Association for several years has

handled all the Christmas Cheer work

for the community. In Beatrice, Gage

County, Nebraska, and in Beaver

Dam, Dodge County, Wisconsin, the

Association has organized a com

munity chorus. In Tulare County,

California, the Association is holding

County Girls’ Markets on Saturdays.

The rooms at Cherokee, Iowa; Minot,

North Dakota; Westfield, New York,

and in other places serve as a com—

munity center for many organizations.

In almost every town where there is

an Association it is called upon to

take charge of the women’s and girls’

part when union evangelistic meetings

are held.

And, of course, the members of the

Association are quick to see ways of

service to the community. It was at

the Methodist Church in an Ohio town

that I happened to be with the county

secretary and heard her say as she

stopped to speak to the minister, “I

have an invitation for the Ministerial

Association from the Young Women’s

Christian Association, to come down

to their rooms to hold your meetings.

We thought it would be a pleasanter

place for you than the undertaking

parlors where you hold your meetings

now.” Needless to say the invitation

met with an enthusiastic response.

No one can measure the transform

ing influence on a large town'of this

united power of its Christian young

womanhood. In such a community,

the Association is an influence in the

life of every girl and through the girls

reaches the whole community. It

creates a quickened spiritual ower,

finding expression in glad, live eader

ship in churches and everywhere for

the sake of the Master who said, “I

have to tell the good news of the

Kingdom of God to the other towns

also, for for this purpose was I sent."

The growth in the understanding of

the Good News among girls and young

women in towns comes largely through

groups united by a common interest.

Here we find strong high school clubs,

groups of business and professional

young women, and often a group for

the seventh and eighth grade girls.

Where there are factories, industrial

clubs are often formed, as in the glove

and car-liner factories in Shelbyville,

Indiana, and the knitting mills in

Waupun, Wisconsin. And |besides

these groups there are educational,

recreational and social events which

bring all the girls together. The only
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limit to the transforming power of

the As50ciation in such a large town

depends upon the consecration and

number of volunteer leaders enlisted.

But interesting and strategic as is

the work in the headquarters town, it

is only a part of the county Associa

tion. Usually this town has in its

population only about a third of the

girls in the county. The county As

sociation works also in the little towns

and out in the country. Nowhere has

the uniting power of the Spirit of

Christ a greater piece of work to do

than in little towns, from the kind

where you can count the houses, up

to the town of a thousand inhabitants.

Here the Association work is usually

just one group of girls of all ages, with

some local person as a leader, meet

ing together for Bible study and good

times and service. In one unpainted

town out on the western plains, the

Association girls decided upon a town

flower and planted it everywhere, until

the gray-brown place was flooded

with their glorious color. The Asso

ciation in such places does something

like this in the lives of the girls. How

eagerly they look forward to the visits

of their secretary, so filled with light

and love, telling them about college,

and the county camp, and the county

conference, and even about the sum

mer conference to be held far away on

a beautiful lake with girls there from

everywhere! Their secretary—and

this is most wonderful of all—believes

in them and is sure they can have a

part in all this. She understands how

hard it is to do things and to stick

to them in little towns, but she has

faith in their leadership and she appre

ciates even the little things they do

and somehow, Something just shines

out of her face and in her life, such a

glowing love that all at once they know

they can do things they never had

thought possible before, and they find

in their own little town—not the little

ness, the gossip, the impure thoughts,

the unkind suspicions which they had

thought must always be there, but a

wonderful Open Door to the Great—

ness of Life in Jesus Christ.

Sometimes the groups of girls in

such little towns follow the Common—

weal Club plan. This is almost always

true out in the open country. This is

a plan based on the fourfold purpose

of the Young Women’s Christian As

sociation, which outlines quite defin

itely standards of achievements for the

group and for individuals. It is based

on an unselfish desire to help every

girl in the group to grow in an all

round way, and gives definite sugges

tions of things girls in the country

can do in everyday work, in study, in

service, in citizenship, in making and

saving money, in recreation, that they

may grow into a knowledge of Christ.

Page County, Iowa, had the first

Commonweal Club under the leader

ship of Mrs. Alfred Falk, assisted by

Mrs. Emory Strong, both farmers’

wives living in Nebraska township.

So successful was this first club in its

hold on the girls and its service to

their lives, that the idea has spread in

the county until there are a large num

ber of Commonweal Club's now and

the county board are expecting by the

end of another year to have one in

each of the sixteen townships in the

county. The girls themselves carry

the idea and desire for a club to other

groups of girls. Leaders spring up in

response to the expressed need, until

one can well believe that there are

leaders in every country community

if one only can point to a need for

their leadership near at hand and have

absolute faith in their power to meet

the need.

Eagerly the girls in the country As

sociations in four counties wait for the

sound of the secretary’s automobile

coming over the country road, and in

other counties they go in to meet her

at the nearest trolley or railroad Ista

tion and bring her out to the country

school house, home, church or hall

where they are meeting. How their

horizons widen as she tells them of

other girls—country girls all over the

United States, who are passing the

National Standard Athletic Badge

Test, or the National Girls’ Reading

Test. She tells them how a club over
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in the next township, not as large as

theirs, has two more girls than they,

who have Helen Gould Shepard Bibles.

Then there are the Township Girls'

Picnics, and the big county Federation

Girls’ Picnic, with the beautiful rain

bow ceremony to which each Com

monweal Club brings its gift for the

sake of all the girls in the county.

Sometimes the secretary brings with

her the county superintendent of

schools, the County Woman Agent or

the Boys’ and Girls’ Club leader, sent

out by the state, and when they have

heard from these county leaders the

things there are that girls can try to

do in school, in learning about home

things, in canning and gardening and

poultry raising and exhibits and con—

tests, they look into the faces of their

secretary and their club leader and of

the other girls, and know that however

hard the project may be, they can

undertake it and carry it through, for

someone will be caring about what

sort of a record they make. And

somehow, their Young Women’s

Christian AssociatiOn helps them all

along the way to understand the pur—

pose back of the work. One country

girl who had learned that there was

something more to it than just the

number of cans of tomatoes she had

counted,- said, “The purpose in grow—

ing and canning these tomatoes is to

improve myself, my home and my

community.” So the Association girl

learns that the purpose of all life is

to know Christ and to serve Him.

You will find a great love in the

heart of the county secretary for the

country. Most of our county secre

taries are themselves country folks,

understanding all the ways of the
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country and caring very much that the

Association should help each country

girl to realize the wonder and beauty

and the chance for a full and satisfy—

ing life that is hers in the country.

And always and always she is praying

and 'working and planning that the

Association out there in those country

places may bring to every girl a chance

to grow into her best self and that it

will unselfishly pile stone upon stone

in building the sure foundation of a

community spirit of united love of

God upon which alone a satisfying

country life can be established.

This, then, is a little glimpse of a

county Association, with its mosaic

of court house squares and country

roads; its school girls, its industrial

girls, its foreign girls, its business girls

and its country girls; its soft green

fields and its paved town streets; its

earnest, eager groups in local com

munities, bound together by the fire of

a common purpose and by the leader—

ship of the county secretary into the

larger county community.

May this glimpse show you a sort

of Association work that is so real,

so fundamental and so alluring that

some day you will surely go and visit

a county Association, or, if at present

that would mean too long a trip, will

you not put your gifts of insight and

leadership to work to have such an

Association in the county where you

live? There are twenty-four hundred

organizable counties in the United

States to-day, only waiting for some

one to show them that it is quite with

in their reach to have a Young

\Vomen’s Christian Association that

will be for all the girls and young

women of the county.



On Being a Pioneer

Nellie C. Speers

HAVE a little book of essays by Halford

Luccock which I greatly enjoy. One of them

is entitled “On the Line of Discovery.” He

bases this essay on the tribute that John Morley

rendered Gladstone: "He kept himself on the line

of discovery." This, Mr. Luccock says, was the

secret of Gladstone’s abounding vigor and of the

freshness of his ninety-year span of life.

In reading this essay I could not but apply it

to the volunteer service in Association work.

Many people jog along comfortably all through

life, living in the present. Our domestic animals

do that, too. But there are others who are

thrilled with the vision of the future-with the

joys of making discoveries for themselves. In

this, it seems to me, lies the lure of volunteer

work. H. G.- \Nells, in his latest book, says that

the reality of life is adventure: what isn't adven
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c°mmm°e Every volunteer is a pioneer indeed, if she

amounts to anything! It matters not what form of Association work she takes

up. She may be trained by the ablest secretary but she must hew out a path for

herself. She must be alert, and like Gladstone keep herself on the line of discovery.

If only the volunteer worker understood that she has something to bring to the

girl in the Association, in the community, in the Eight Week Club, some service

to render that she is specially fitted for, that because of her outside interests she

makes a strong appeal to the girl less favored, as yet, than herself!

I think as I write of a busy young school teacher in a small town who has

discovered a great field of opportunity for God and country right around her. She

has a club for boys as well as for girls. She has a Sunday school class for grand

fathers and in her home she has a collection of United States agricultural reports

which are studied by the farmers from far and near.

She is truly a pioneer in her town, and she counts nothing a sacrifice if she

is only helping folks. I don’t believe she ever thinks that there is any such thing

as self-sacrifice in her work! There is so much real satisfaction in it.

Kipling's "Pioneer" carries inspiration to every potential volunteer worker:

"There’s no use in going further, it’s the edge of cultivation.”

So they said, and I believed it: broke my ground and sowed my crop;

Built my barns and strung my fences in a little border station,

IIid away beneath the foothills where the trails run out and stop.

But a voice as clear as conscience rang interminable changes

On one everlasting whisper, day and night repeated, .90—

“Something out there, something hidden. G0 and 100k behind the ranges,

Something Ins! behind the ranges. Lost and waiting for you. Go!"
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Our Field County Secretaries

ROM one field county secretary in 1912 we have grown to seven in 1916,

with three more to be added this month. The very hardness of this

pioneer work has called out to its leadership the finest kind of able, fully

committed, creative, and Spirit-filled women for its field positions. The Young

Women’s Christian Association is fortunate to count in its ranks at this

stragetic time in the growth of its county work these women, who are going

out so courageously and with such invincible faith to bring the Good News

to the girls in towns and in the country.

Margaret O’Connell has the longest record

of service of any county secretary. For six years she

has been field secretary in the North Central Field,

having begun when Helen Barnes was National Secre

tary for this work.

Her home is in the country in Woodbury County,

Iowa, and she was a secretary in the Omaha Associa

tion before coming into county work. Through her

leadership this field holds the record with eight organ

ized counties and many more on the way. It is said

of Miss O’Connell that she can organize counties just

as fast as she can find secretaries for them.

With her quiet strength, her rare ability in organ

ization, her great love and understanding of girls and

women, her ability to write and to speak, and the

spirit of the Master Friend in all she says and does,

Miss O'Connell stands as the person, who, through her years of loyal steadfastness

and constructive leadership, has contributed more than any other person to the

growth of county work.

   

Anna Clark is a graduate from Teachers College

and a native New Englander, therefore she is entirely at

home as field county secretary in the Northeast. She be

came interested in country girls through a remarkable piece

of community work which she did in her home village

in Connecticut and through attendance at the Country

Life Conference at Amherst where she caught the call

of the country, from which, having once heard it, no

one can turn away. During her two years' work in this

field, it has opened up so rapidly that a second worker

is to be added to the staff this year.

Miss Clark has done much in developing the work

in her organized counties, in laying wisely the founda

tions for work in other counties and in an active, unselfish,

big-visioned co-operation with all work for country

people. Through her leadership members on the

County Committee in the Northeastern Field have contributed much to the work.

She has taught the Country Life Class at Silver Bay Student Conferences, written

the pamphlet, “Some Resources for Girls in Towns,” and a series of articles on

county work for “The Country Gentlemen,” and led the Large Town Councils

at Geneva.

In many ways Miss Clark's keen thinking and warm sympathy have helped

nationally in developing the highest ideals for county Association work.

  

Maude Trego first became interested in Association work through the Cherokee

County Association. As a successful young business woman in the county seat
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town there, she saw the great chance for Christian service which the Association

offered, and came to the National Training School to prepare for secretarial work.

Since her graduation from the Training School in 1915, she has been county secretary

for the Central Field, where the work has grown so rapidly that a second county

secretary is to be added to the staff this year.

Miss Trego is clear cut and wise in her judgments and statesmanlike in her

constructive development of the work. She has a special gift for seeing far, and

while making everything count for the present, is conscious of the goal that is

five and ten or a hundred years ahead. Everyone who works with her feels the

deepest kind of confidence in her leadership.

She is strong in organization and finance work, and fearless in facing conditions.

And through all this ability, one is conscious that the dynamic is a real understanding

of the truth as Christ taught it.

Caroline Foresman is a graduate from the State

College of Pennsylvania and the daughter of a country

preacher. She was president of her student Associa

tion, and led in developing student work in the country

communities near by. It was this and her successful

work as leader of an Eight \Veek Club in her home

neighborhood during the summer, that made the East

Central Field Committee sure that she was the one

they were needing as county secretary for Delaware,

Maryland and Pennsylvania.

Miss Foresman has accomplished much in her field

during the short time she has been there in spite of the

conservatism that exists in many of its country places

and the exceptional industrial and immigration prob

lems that add to the complexity of the problem. Her

influence has been felt throughout the field, as a speaker

in Country Life Conferences, as leader of the Country Life Class at the Eagles

Mere Student Conference; through an article on “The Country Girl and Her

Church," published by the Country Life Department of the Moravian Church,

and her deep interest in the lives of girls.

Miss Foresman has visited more Eight Week Clubs right at work during the

summer than any other person. She had charge of the recreation at the Town and

Country Conference this summer. Through her great love for girls and her over

flowing desire that they should all have the abundant life, she makes us all more

conscious of the Gift of Gifts which we long to have the Association bring to girls.

  

Abbie Graham hardly needs any description, for

doubtless Association members everywhere feel that

they know her through her rare gift of expressing the

spirit of things in words. But if by any chance you

have not read the wonderful things she writes, get and

read "The Gift of Leadership," in the Second Inch of

“The Inch Library."

Miss Graham is the daughter of a Methodist

minister, and her home is in a little town near the

Texas border. It was after her own experience as

an Association member at the Southwestern University

at Texas that she went out to be a high school

teacher in a Texas town, and could not rest until

the girls there should find the gift of Life that the

Association had brought to her. And from these girls she went to work with
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Ithe girls of that whole county and after being a special field worker for the National

Board for a few months, was called as county secretary in the Southwestern Field.

Miss Graham planned the score card, for measuring the results of Eight W'eek

Clubs; she wrote the Geneva County Conference song and led the class in Country

Leadership at Estes Park this summer. With her way of discovering folks, her

clear vision of the unseen realities and her capacity for true friendship, Miss Graham

has brought much to our country work and has given without counting the cost.

Sarah Oddie represents that fine combination of an Easterner who has adopted

the West. Her home is in New Jersey, but she counts the plains of Nevada and

the valleys of California as quite as much her own. Her interest in the country

began as a county librarian, and her desire to work with girls grew during her

work as a secretary for the Association at the Panama Pacific Exposition, doing

special duty with the Girls' Club on the Zone. ,

She brings to her work as county secretary for the Pacific Coast Field, charm

of personality, a loving understanding of the lives of all girls and young women;

a sense of commission that reaches to the girls who live even out on the farthermost

ranches; and an originality, initiative and absolute belief in the adaptability of the

Association to meet the needs in the lives of all girls.

Though she had only been on the field a few months, Miss Oddie led in holding

a camp for the girls of the San Joaquin Valley last summer, which meant much

to the girls and to the development of the work, and was helpful in furthering

the organization of the first county on the Pacific Coast, Tulare County, organized

in December, 1916, which has an area larger than the state of Connecticut.

Jane Skinner is the sort of a person one thinks of

as the finest type of Southern young womanhood. Her

home is in Alabama, where she has made a record as

an educational leader, in leadership in boys' and girls'

club work, and as a Sunday school worker. Miss Condé

and Miss Cutler met her in the South and, seeing the

fine sort of Christian leadership she was giving, recom

mended her for county secretary for the South Atlantic

Field, and she began her work in this position in

August.

Miss Skinner attended the Geneva Town and

County Conference this summer, and everyone there

was conscious of her helpful spirit and the vivacious

enthusiasm and faith and Christian strength that she

shared so gladly. She led the High School Girls’ Bible

Class at the Conference and it is significant that this

class had perfect attendance and many of the girls have been teaching the course

at home this fall.

Coming into a most interesting and strategic part of our country, where people

are leading the whole nation in the fire and the sacrificial spirit of their work in

country communities, Miss Skinner has just those qualities most needed, and

through her leadership, the country girls of the South will have much to contribute

to the movement of country girls nationally. '

  



How Can We Pictorialize Our Work?

Jessie Evans Benham

H

EAR me suz !” as grandmother

used to say when she was

greatly agitated. How can it

be that I of all women should have

been chosen to write upon such a sub

ject as this; I, whose chief desire is to

be' able to vizualize to a Field Com

mittee of city-bred women the allur

ing possibilities of country work?

My one consolation in starting this

article is the thought that a dear old

bishop of the Methodist Church put

into my head before I went up on the

platform on that never-to-be-for

gotten Commencement Day. “My

dear,” he whispered, “the girl whose

knees don’t shake will go up like a

stick and come down like a stick.”

And so, because my great desire is to

be able to do this very thing and do

it well, I will try to tell you some of

of the things I have thought of as I

have written my reports.

First of all, there is the method the

great Teacher of Men used to pic

torialize the work for which He 'was

responsible here upon earth. How

did He do it? He did it with parables.

How well He realized that in one

respect at least we never quite grow

up, for none of us ever gets beyond

the story age! So He told of his

work in stories, with words that were

simple and strong, so simple that a

little child could understand, so strong

that to this day every word beats

upon our hearts and stirs us to greater

endeavor. No dates, no statistics to

pictorialize his work, but wonderful

inimitable illustrations that will en

dure while time shall last.

Eugene Field says:

“I like the Anglo-Saxon speech

With its direct revealings.

It takes a hold and seems to reach

\Vay down into your feelings."

And it has always seemed to me

that if we tell of the vital part of

our work in simple Anglo-Saxon

words, that is what will appeal to the

hearts and remain in the minds of

those who listen.

A report full of dates and statistics

may be remembered by some people.

I wish I could say that it would be

remembered by me, but that analytical

mathematical portion was left out of

my brain. I have even been known to

inquire of my dear man: “Were we

married on the let or 26th of Sep

tember?” Yet the picture of that

wedding I can still see; and all the

essential features are indelibly written

on my memory.

As secretaries and committee chair

men we are witnessing more impor

tant events than weddings every day

of our lives. Some of these go un

chronicled. If the King of England

was to be at Mary Jones’ home to-day

how the country paper would tell of

it! How the country folks would

talk about it! How proud Mary

Jones would be! But we are trying

to take the King of kings to Mary

Jones’ home. What, the King of

kings? Aye, the King of kings and

Lord of lords. And does He go un

heralded? How proudly we ought to

tell of his works! The Ruler of the

universe has come and is coming to

the homes of country women and

country girls every day, every day.

\Vhy don’t we talk about it more?

And when we tell others about his

work and what He has done and is

doing, can’t we follow the rules of the

old song I heard the children singing

as I passed the little school-house

to—day?

“If you have a pleasant thought, sing

it, sing it,iAs the birds sing in their sport, sing it

from the heart."

For after all the only messages of

yours or mine that will be remembered

are those that we sing from our

hearts. And if we do sing about it

our reports will fairly write them

selves, and pictorialize his work for

ever more.
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“To the House of My Own People”

Adelia

AST Sunday the minister said

that Iowa was settled by home

missionaries. That sounds as if

at some time a lot of home mission

aries had “pilgrimaged” out to Iowa.

The daughter of a settler of 1850 told

me how her father and mother came

to Iowa from Massachusetts and

stopped at a little town, Springfield, to

see the land agent. This agent, who

must have been a home missionary,

because he loved this country, said,

“Are you buying land to speculate or

are you going to make your home and

help us build schools and churches and

make this State a good place in which

to live ?” When that settler said, “We

have come to live,” the agent led them

forth to see his best.

A lot of college people make a pil

grimage home in the summer, and

they have their possessions—friendli

ness, a look at parts of the world that

they never knew existed, and a sense

of what it means to be on a team.

The town or county to which they

are coming isn’t settled entirely and

they can speculate with their posses

sions, storing them up as some of

our fellow citizens are storing eggs

to bring them out when they can get

“the price.” A letter from a town

of four hundred people to a county

Young Women's Christian Associa

tion secretary said, “We have in our

village a group of girls very much

interested in the raising of a fund

toward erecting a building. At pres

ent there is no room of any kind in

our village that can be used for any

social gathering. We are most anxi

ous to start the notion, and if we

can get from you a few suggestions

on how to go about it, we may be

able to arouse interest in the com

munity and some day realize our am

bition. We wish this building could

be erected and used so the boys and

girls, men and women, might gather

for worth while good times."

Dodge

I wish I could tell you that we were

able to send her the name of a col

lege-trained girl, who, with an idea of

sharing, went in, not to erect a build

ing, but to connect the buildings al

ready there with the people. That is

what college girls all over the country

are doing through our Association

Eight Week Clubs and other forms

of summer service, connecting the

people with the resources they have

in themselves and within their com

munity.

Could any of you write like this

girl, of the part of the country you

live in ?—“The girls are greatly in

need of someone to start a club of

some kind. A great many of them

leave school at the third, fourth and

sixth grades. As they are nearly all

foreigners, they speak very little of

the American language. They work

at home until they marry and their

lot is often hard. Of course they

are not all like this, but something is

needed to bring us all together, to

know and help each other and get

interested in something and have

good times.”

Then, could you end the summer as

this same girl did with a letter like

this ?—“We had our last meeting the

last day of August. We had made

some little dresses to send to the

deaconesses in Minneapolis . . . .

Everyone seemed to enjoy the club.

We have all got acquainted and we

won’t be afraid of our voices now,

so we can plan out our program and

work next year. I know one girl

who said it is not so lonesome on

the farm because we get together

more. I know another who has a

little more courage to speak before

others.”

The Protestant churches of a

county in New York State have com

pleted a survey of their county. The

population is 43,000. TWenty-one

per cent claim no religious prefer
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ences. There is a prosperous valley

seven miles long by one to two and a

half .miles wide that for twenty years

did not have a single Christian be—

liever. People were found so ignorant

of the Christian religion that an

auditor at a funeral sermon innocently

asked the preacher “who this Christ

was,” of whom he was speaking.

This sharing of our goods or pay

ing the price for a share of some

other person’s is not just a matter of

having an Eight Week Club in the

summer vacation. A girl who was

teaching English in the high school

of a small town came to apply for

a position as an Association secretary.

A few questions disclosed these

things: “No, the church isn’t very

strong, but I have too much to do

to help there." “You know there is

very little Christian work that one

can do, teaching in a high school.” “I

really haven’t had time to take part in

the community life.”

A dean of education in a University

said that superintendents of schools

are writing to him after this manner:

“We want a woman from the Univer

sity who will teach these subjects, and

in addition, we want one who has

learned those things which will make

her able and willing to lead in the

religious and social life of our town.”

You say it is too much to expect

from any teacher or any student on

her summer vacation. Who sent you

to college? Why is there any obliga

tion attached to students? It is reck

oned that at Harvard University a

student pays thirty per cent of the

actual cost of his education. At the

State Colleges and Universities of the

middle west they pay from ten to fif

teen per cent. Who pays the rest?

The obliging public, and no doubt they

count it a good investment. If your

community has sent you to college, are

you going to store up your possessions

to speculate, or are you going to pay

in cash, not in promises, and live in

the land and help build the churches

and schools 'and people? To Ezekiel

God said, “Thou art not sent to a

people of a strange speech and a hard

language, but to the house of Israel."

If we go this summer or next year to

the house of our own people, we may

report as Ezekiel did, “The Spirit took

me up.”

The Home of the Countryside

Leonarda Goss"

NTIL we who are country life

| I workers shall relate every

phase of our endeavors to the

central unit of the home, I believe we

are building with utter futility to erect

a worthy rural civilization.

Until the country clergyman shall go

the rounds in his second-hand Ford,

six days of the week, on a many

pointed circuit that takes in every

home in his parishes; until the country

teacher makes herself a welcome

neighbor in every kitchen and parlor

 

*Based on a talk given at a Country

Life Conference by Miss Goss, editor of

“The Farmer's \Nife."

of her school district; until in addition

to the county agent for the farmer

there shall be a county agent who goes

into the home where the farmer’s wife

carries on her business; until the

leaders of the State Agricultural Col

leges and the Federal Department of

Agriculture agree to spend fifty per

cent of their thought, their endeavor

and their patrimony upon the complex

industries of that home; until the rural

press, originally evolved to meet the

urgent economic needs of the farmer,

shall know that this new day demands

for the farmer’s wife more than a

cursory page of polyglot fashions,

fancy-work and letters of distress
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from disgruntled persons; until the

farmer’s clubs shall become true co~

operative neighborhood clubs by in

cluding the women and children of

the home in an honorable part of their

program making and activities; until

there shall be an understanding among

pastors, teachers, editors, writers,

local club leaders and county secre

taries of the two Christian Associa

tions, that our multiple effort is but to

quicken the life of the home—we shall

work without avail.

\Vhen with sure intention we see,

as the goal of our every effort, the

home and the human life within it,

then shall we be building in this nation

such a rural civilization as the world

has never known. We shall have

found the stone that the builders so

far have rejected. We shall-build a

rural civilization that shall have im

mortal life.

Think of the home in terms of the

warm, breathing, human and divine

beings who live within it, and specifi

cally in terms of the woman, the farm

wife and mother, for she is the focal

unit of that home.

We must have as our objective

her and the family whom she holds

together. We are working to intensify

human values in country life. We are

not striving merely to increase the

farmer’s income, nor to educate his

children religiously and secularly; we

are striving to deepen human and

spiritual values; we are working not

for the land’s sake, nor the crop’s

sake, nor the stock’s sake, but through

and beyond those we are working for

life’s sake.

And when we work for life's sake

we dare not forget her who is the

very center of life—that quiet, un

obtrusive woman who holds together

the home and its members.

A. E., the Irish mystic, one of the

Dublin group which is “making Ire

land over,” has been very closely asso

ciated with Sir Horace Plunket in his

labors in rural Ireland. Substituting

“America” for “Ireland” one might

read A. E.’s essay, The Ideals of

'Rural Society, almost assured that

one was reading the prophetic utter—

ances of a writer who was dreaming

America’s future, for he declares:

"We cannot build up a rural civili

zation in Ireland without the aid of

Irish women. . A great writer

said, ‘Woman is the last thing man

will civilize.’ If a woman had

written on that subject she would

have said, ‘Woman is the last thing

man thinks about when he is building

his empires.’ We should not

want to see women separated from

the activities and ideals and aspira

tions of men. We should want to see

them working together and in har—

mony. . I believe they will

never get to the Delectable City if

they journey apart from each other

and do not share each other’s

burdens.”

Again, after commenting on the

present school of Irish dramatists,

who, in holding up the mirror to Irish

peasant nature, reflect nothing but de

cadence, A. E. adds:

“Well, it is good to be chastened

in spirit, but it is a thousand times

better to be invigorated in spirit. To

be positive is always better than to be

negative. The younger genera

tion should hear nothing about

failures. It should not be hypnotized

into self—contempt.”

I would have you emphasize these

two points: we here in America need

the help of American women in build

ing up our rural civilization; and we

no longer need to be chastened in

spirit by hearing the old, old woe of

the unhappy farmer’s wife. We have

heard too much of the failures. I

admit frankly and fully that there is

a shadow-side of human nature and

that the shadow lurks in country

homes as well as in city homes. But

among our country women are splen

didly potential forces now neglected

by our workers. Search out those

women and enlist their leadership in

every country community. I chal

lenge you who care about the country,

to place your accent on the positive,

constructive strength of strong coun

try women.
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THE GIRLS’ STANDARD ATHLETIC

BADGE TEST

The Athletic Badge Test

set by the Playground and

Recreation Society of Amer

ica is being tried in our

County Associations, many

.of whose members have

won badges by passing the
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Business Women and the Young Womens’

Christian Association

Margaret E. O’Connell

zation meetings there come

very vividly to my memory the

faces of large numbers of young

women in those audiences who listened

with the keenest interest to all that

was said. Their eagerness to know

and to share had made the Associa

tion possible. Men had subscribed

their money and women had consented

to serve on board or committee

because they believed that these young

women wanted the Association. It is

difficult for me, in thinking of our

organizations in towns, to discuss

business women and the Association,

for, to a great extent, they are the

Association, and the Association is

what they are.

The girl of leisure is practically

extinct these days, for it is a rare

thing to find in a town of ten thousand

as many as a dozen young women

who are unemployed. Whether as

teachers, clerks, oflice helpers or con

ducting a business of their own, they

are actively engaged outside of the

home most of the day and often part

of the night.

We are accustomed to think of the

teachers as exerting perhaps a greater

influence upon Community life than

any other group of workers. Have

we given enough consideration to the

part the young women down-town

have in creating the atmosphere of the

town? For the most part they are

residents of the place; they are at

work the year around and are perma

nent in their interest. By their daily

contact in their work with men they

become familiar with the rules which

govern in business to—day. Often the

efficient office woman who is earnest

in her work and conscientious in her

thinking influences, more than either

he or she knows, the decisions of her

employer regarding civic as well as

ALWAYS when I think of organi personal transactions. A stranger

coming into a town frequently

measures the cordiality of that place

by the courtesy shown by the clerk in

the store where information is asked

or purchases made.

The signs of the times indicate that

the hosts of earnest, efiicient business

women are about to come into their

own. Their entrance into civic life

in other than its commercial phases

is going to mean a very wholesome

stimulus. For the past few years the

programs of women’s clubs through

out the country have shown a decided

trend away from topics purely cul

tural toward those that inform

women and prepare them for more

intelligent citizenship. Mothers are

facing the vital issues before our

nation to-day. The daughters out in

the busy work-a-day world are think

ing, too. Nothing is more needful in

our social life to-day than that

mothers and daughters should to

gether think on these things.

The Young Women’s Christian

Association is for many a business

girl the only organization which brings

her into friendly acquaintance with a

large number of other girls. It offers

her many privileges, educational and

otherwise. Just lately there has been

a rapid growth of Business Women’s

Clubs within the Association. A study

of their programs reveals the same

tendency which I said above is shown

in the programs of many women’s

clubs—a getting away from things

thought of as purely cultural and a

strong emphasis on social responsi—

bility and the need of preparation for

more helpful and intelligent living.

The membership privilege which the

business woman values most—the one

which makes her most proud to be a

member—is the privilege of studying

with other girls some very practical
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questions that are important to

womanhood right now, in her own

town or city, and doing her part to

find an answer that squares with the

social principles of Jesus. The ques

tion may be one of Saturday night

closing, of appropriate dressing so that

her extravagance shall not be a temp

tation to others, or of making true

thinking contagious wherever girls are

together; but whatever it be, she wants

to do her share if only some one will

help her to see that her thinking and

acting are vital to that particular Asso—

ciation, and that it takes a number of

girls thinking and working together to

bring about any important change.

Business women are asking to be

allowed to have a real share in the

responsibility of the Association's

work, They are not afraid of big

undertakings. They glory in a

challenge big enough to tax all their

powers. Their strength is the big un

used resource in many an Association

to-day. Why is it that a larger number

of them are not doing service? One

or other of two answers is usually

given: the membership is so large we

cannot use them all; or we are afraid

of frightening them away if we urge

them too much, for they are so busy.

It is true that they are busy, yet mem

bership will never mean what it should

to them unless we give them their

share in the burden bearing and the

joy of accomplishment.

Where the Membership Council or

the Council of Young Women is being

The Purpose of

tried in Associations the girls are

demonstrating their ability to think

clearly and decide wisely on important

issues, and are growing rapidly in

their understanding and. appreciation

of the whole Association movement.

Of course only a small part of the

membership can be on the Council at

one time, but many more will be on

the committees, and all will take a

keen interest, not only in helping

choose the Council members, but in

watching the progress of the work the

Council is undertaking.

In a tOWn of about twenty thousand

there was to be a campaign for a

Y. W. C. A. building. The Council

of Young Women and the Business

Women’s Club were thinking and plan

ning right along with the Board of

Directors. When it came to the open

ing of the campaign a big booster

meeting of girls was held, cards were

passed, and the girls subscribed $2,126

then and there toward the building

fund. They cOuld scarcely have taken

greater interest in planning for homes

of their own. There was a spirit of

unselfish sacrifice in the meeting,

which became contagious in the town

while the campaign was on.

So it will be always where the fine

young business women of a town have

accepted their share of responsibility,

and realize that in the Association

they have their chance to prove how

women working together can build on

sure foundations for the womanhood

of tomorrow. '

the County Young

ll/omcn’s Christian Association shall be

to unite the young women of the county in

personal loyalty to Jesus Christ, as Saviour

and Lord, and to help them grow like Him,

strong and true and unselfish, with a genu

ine appreciation of everything good and

beautiful around them; that they may be

truly friendly. serving their community,

entering gladly into the life of their

church, sharing with others, near and far,

the joy of Christ Himself.



 

  
 

THE CAMPUS LIFE -

SERIES
 

IV. “ Making Friends”

Oolooah Burner

“ O, my child,” said the senior

N‘Big Sister’, looking firmly in

to the wide eyes of a fresh

man curled up opposite her in the

window seat. “If that’s your idea of

friendship, you must get over it. I’m

not to be concentrated upon! Just

because you happened to be ‘my fresh

man’ for helping ypu get started this

fall is no reason why I should mon

opolize your landscape. College

means something more than that.”

Her voice did not hurt, the frank

ness of her eyes prevented that. But

she undoubtedly meant what she said.

For a minute they sat silent, looking

out over the gray and white campus

where snow was beginning to drift

down through the stillness of the late

afternoon sky. Suddenly the senior

started up: "There goes Elizabeth

James. Now, she’s what I mean. If

everybody were like her, college would

be—oh, wonderful! She doesn’t go

round and round in a skimpy little

circle of friendships—she goes out ad—

venturing. I don’t mean that she does

it for the sake of thrills, it’s not that.

She has what some one calls ‘the

friendly heart.’ \Vhere do you sup

pose she’s been now? Out to see the

janitor’s daughter! I happened to

go into the door of the administration

building this morning just in time to

hear her say as she stopped to stamp

the snow off her feet, “Good morn

ing, Mr. Prescott!” (I didn’t even

know he had a name!) “Aren’t you

happy this fine snowy morning?” And

he said, “I would be, Miss James, but

my little girl’s pretty sick and I keep

worrying about her.” “Oh, I’m

sorry,” Elizabeth said, and she meant

it. “I’ll stop in and see her if I can,

this afternoon when I’m out for my

walk.” And sure enough I saw her

starting out about four o’clock with

a little basket on her arm with a ridic

ulous woolly-headed dog sticking out

from under the lid. I’d give a

lot to know what else was in that

basket. . .

“\Vhen she joined a club she made

it clear that she wasn’t going to con

fine her friendships to that one group

of girls. And I’ll venture there are

lots of students on the campus to-day

who don’t even suspect she’s a mem

ber. She never wears her pin around

where there are folks who don’t be

long. And you never see her obvious

ly waiting to get into or out of classes

with her own ‘crowd’. She walks

with anybody who happens to be near

est—you never can tell whom she will

be going across the campus with next.

Did you ever see her come into the

rest room over at college? She doesn’t

make a dash for any ‘best friends’

and attach herself to them as if there

were nobody else in the universe-—

not at all. She comes in with her

eyes open and her heart open. She

goes and sits down by a girl who looks

lonely or shy or wistful or bitter, be

cause she's not ‘in things.’ And she

isn’t one bit more afraid of some girls

who are ridiculously rich, and self

sufficient, and clever. She meets them

all on their ground, and they love it.

She ‘suns them out.’ No wonder she

has friends everywhere—not jusr

people who feel friendly toward her,

but people who would fight for her

if she needed it, from the ‘Stu. G.’

president to the ancient and honorable

vender of shoe strings on the corner.
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“When her society holds ‘open

house' and students come who would

never be invited on a limited list, what

does she do? Goes poking round into

the comers to find the girls and men

who are awkward and shy and ill at

ease—and gives them the time of their

lives, and she doesn’t do all of the talk

ing herself, either She draws them out

until they forget all about themselves

and talk away as if they’d known her

always. Grubs and butterflies, grinds

and athletes—she gets them all! I’ve

heard her come in after the last caller

has gone, and say to some girl whose

friendships are ‘exclusive,’ ‘Why do

you always talk to the same people?

Why don’t you come exploring? It’s

much more fun. Do you know, I've

found out this afternoon that that big

awkward man people always laugh at

because he wears funny ties does more

interesting thinking to the square inch

than ten of the average ‘society men’

put together. He’s great. And that new

Senior in South Hall, who looks so

“exclusive” and so unutterably pride

ful that nobody’s ventured within call

ing distance, why, she had tears in her

eyes when she was talking about her

baby brother at home! She’s just

plain lonely, and she’s tried to keep

her pride on top so nobody’d know.

We've been snobs, every one of us!

And that Miss Yates. We’ve all gone

gingerly around her because she

looked so sour, and she told me not

ten minutes ago that her mother's sick

and her father’s too old to work much

and she goes home from college at

nights to cook and bake and clean the

house and take care of her mother

and sew on her commencement

clothes, besides keeping up her college

work—and she’s making Phi Beta

Kappa, too! She hasn’t been getting

more’n three or four hours sleep a

night since her mother’s been sick.

Oh. she makes me so ashamed! That

girl needs a friend. She’s going to

have one, too!’ ” The Senior's eyes

had to be “batted hard” for a moment,

and then she went on valiantly.

“Who do you suppose is on Eliza

beth James’ Christmas list? She

stayed here at college one Christmas

time and I went with her to deliver

her presents. There was a little red

haired washerwoman who speaks to

her in the street as if she ‘belonged’;

and the cadaverous old ‘superannu

ated’ cobbler down the street who used

to fix her shoes. Of course there were

the little girls in her sewing class at

the mission; and there was this same

janitor’s little girl; and the two wee

kiddies of the policeman down at the

comer—she seems to know everybody,

and everybody knows her. Even the

faculty, the high and mighty faculty—

she’s the same with them that she

is with the students, and they swear

by her. And what’s still more un

usual, she’s just as good friends with

her family as she is with everybody

else." (The freshman squirmed at

that.)

Silence for a moment, then she

asked in a small voice, “How do you

suppose she does it ?"

“Well, I’ve watched her a long

time, and I believe I’ve found out.

I think it’s just because she’s learned

how from studying the great Friend

of Folks so much. He didn’t classify

people according to their clothes, or

their social standing, or their bril

liancy, or their outsides, you know.

He went adventuring into their hearts,

believing in them. And they came out

of themselves and ”

The door burst open and in flew

Elizabeth James, eyes shining, snow

sticking to her little fur cap. “Oh,

such fun!” she exclaimed. “Mr.

Reilly—he's the furnace man, you

know—says his daughter’s going to

come to college if——”

The Senior looked at the Freshman,

and they both smiled.

 



“Emigration—We Call it in Japan“

Ruth Emerson

T is well usually to tell only of the

things that are accomplished facts

—with statistics attached, but you

surely want to hear of a great inter

national piece of work which the As

sociation is undertaking. It is not

yet fully launched here in Japan, but

it is already christened. It will soon

be steaming on its way to join the

work now being done in San Fran

cisco, and soon to be done in Hono

lulu and Seattle, it is hoped. This is

the work for the Japanese girls going

to America—Emigration Work, we

call it here; Immigration Work, you

call it there—but it is the very same

thing as far as the girls see and know

it.

Every year the number of girls who

go to San Francisco, Seattle, and

Honolulu is increasing. In 1915 about

2,000 entered at each of these cities.

The vast majority of these girls go

to be married and are known as

“Picture Brides." Through a mis

understanding, this name and the

girls to whom it was given, are held

in opprobrium in America. It is in—

deed hard for an American to under

stand sympathetically the Japanese

idea of marriage. Practically never

is it arranged by the participants,

but by “go-betweens”—a married

couple, friends of both families.

These go-betweens manage the whole

affair, consulting first one family and

then the other, till everything is satis

*This article is (with the exception of

the conclusion added by Mrs. Bremer to

account for the American end of this

plan) "lifted" from Miss Emerson’s book,

“Japan To-day," which is just from the

press. Written at the request of our

city secretaries, and accompanied by

abundant illustrations and other teach

ing material, it will prove a delightful

study course for six weeks' use among

club girls or any other group who want

an intensely modern study of women’s

life in a neighboring country. Order

from the Publication Department for 25

cents.

factory. Even if living in Japan the

two to be married may not see each

other before the ceremony, or per

haps they may be allowed to see each

other once, with the go-betweens and

members of the family present. The

real marriage consists in changing the

birth registration of the girl from her

own family over to that of the man’s.

This is all that is done in many cases,

though there is an age-old wine

diinking ceremony, and to-day there

is a fad for going to the shrines for

this ceremony, in imitation of the

Christians, who always have a church

wedding. With this idea of mar

riage, then, it is as easy for arrange

ments to be made for a girl to marry

a man in Honolulu, San Francisco,

or Chicago, as in Tokyo, or Osaka.

In the eyes of all concerned, the two

are lawfully married before the girl

leaves Japan, upon the official chang

ing of her registration from her

father’s name to that of her hus

band’s family. Thus, what seems to

us in America a most questionable

proceeding, is to the Japanese noth

ing at all unusual.

However, there is a distressing side

to it all, and it is in an effort to

relieve the situation that the Young .

Women’s Christian Associations of

America and Japan are co-operating

in this work for Japanese girls. The

majority of these so-called “Picture

Brides” come from the small villages

and towns in the interior of Japan,

where not even Tokyo ways of living

are known, and most certainly not

American ways. In their utter igno

rance of any manners and customs

other than those observed in their na

tive towns, after a few days in Yoko

hama, spent in unwinding the neces—

sary red tape to permit their de—

parture, they are shipped to some

American city, where they are ex

pected immediately to adopt, and

gracefully use, American conventions
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and etiquette. Of course they cannot

do it, and they fail completely in the

eyes of the community, and, doubt

less, their husband’s as well. Except

where they go on fruit ranches, or

something similar, the husband is

away at work all day, and the poor

wife is left at home alone, unable to

speak English or to understand much

that is going on about her. She does

not know how to dress herself prop

erly in foreign clothes, she knows

nothing about the care of a foreign

house, not even the correct way to

make a bed, and she cannot cook the

foreign food. It is small wonder

she grows unhappy, becomes dissatis

fied, or discouraged, or that her

neighbor accuses her of being a care

less, slovenly housekeeper.

Now, through the co-operation of

the Association in America and Japan,

a system is being introduced whereby

these girls are to be offered a course

of training in Yokohama before they

sail, and then are to be met, be

friended, and aided in any way pos

sible upon reaching Honolulu or San

Francisco.

In order to do its share in this

work, the Association in Yokohama

is fittting up a building where, in ad

dition to general city Association

work, there will be rooms where a

few girls can live, and many others

can come for study—learning how

' to cook, to make and select suitable

foreign clothes, to arrange and care

for a foreign house. There will also be

lessons in English, and in foreign

manners, customs, and ideals. The

girls will be taught about everything

connected with the coming journey

to America, which should do much

to relieve their anxiety as they start

to the foreign land. It is hoped also

that the entire course of training will

go far toward obviating the misun- '

derstandings between these Japanese

and the Americans with whom they

should be friends. Wherever pos

sible, introductions will be given to

the people in the places to which they

are going.

To start them out, however, with

eyes open to the topsy-turvy condi

tions to be expected is to meet their

necessity only halfway. The Asso

ciations on the American side are also

making ready. Last summer the

Pacific Coast Field Committee took

the lead by calling Miss Chickering

to the position of Field Secretary for

immigrant and foreign community

work. As her title suggests, her work

will cover many nationalities of for

eign people, and she will be planning

how we can help foreign girls and

women in the difficult process of get

ting into this country both from the

east and from the west, and also how

American and foreign people can be

come better acquainted in the com

munities where foreign people make

their homes. A few weeks later Miss

Sarah Ellis (Iowa State College), who

has lived and taught for many years

in Japan, was called to be the secre

tary to work on Angel Island where

she can greet the girls as they come

off the ships and can be the first evi

dence of Christian America which

Japanese girls see. The service which

Miss Ellis in her quiet way is day

by day rendering at this difficult place

is indeed proof of the love for

people which dwells in the hearts of

those who are trying to pattern their

lives after that of Jesus Christ.

The first line was thrown from the

far shores of Japan and caught by

the workers on the coast of America

when the first girl gave to Miss Ellis

at Angel Island the letter put into her

hands by the secretary of Yokohama

before she left. It is expected that

very soon the same kind of work

which Miss Ellis is doing will be

started at Honolulu. While Miss

Ellis is working away at Ellis Island,

Miss Chickering is busy finding the

right people who will go a-calling in

a friendly way on the new brides in

the places where their homes are

started. We call this follow-up work.

When you realize that it means not

only following up to-day, but to-mor

row and next week and next month

and through the years to come, you
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will believe it is well named. And at the

same time some splendid Japanese

women working together with Ameri—

can friends under the leadership of

Miss Topping, who represents both

America and Japan, and Miss Hashi

date, who also knows both countries,

are busy with Association work for

Japanese women in both San Fran

cisco and Los Angeles. All this is

but a beginning, but promises much

by and by.

And so by such close co-operation

with Honolulu, San Francisco, and
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Seattle, we hope and believe that

through the processes of friendliness,

a great change can gradually be

brought about in the understanding,

and therefore relations, of American

and Japanese women on the whole

coast. Let no one think it doesn't

matter what kind of a home this

young bride is going to make in

America! It matters tremendously,

for it is in the homes of these girls

that the deepest foundations for in

ternational friendship will be laid or

lost.

Your College and Mission Study

Margaret Burton

“ HE girls 'ask me,” said a

little Chinese friend of mine,

“whether there is a moon in

China, and if we have trees, and they

want to know whether I ever ate an

egg before I came to America, or

sat on a chair."

Of course, the girls in your college

are too intelligent to ask any such

foolish questions as these! But are

any such remarks as these ever heard

on your campus? “I’m not going to

the Association meeting to-day.

Someone from India is speaking, and

I’m not interested in missions.” “No,

I’m not going to give anything to our

college missionary gift. There is so

much need right at home.” Or, “I

don’t believe in missions anyway. I

believe that the religion a nation has

is the best one for its people.”

\Vhat lies back of all those remarks

and others like them? Narrowness of

interest? Yes. Provincialism? Yes,

of course. Lack of the spirit of world

fellowship? Most certainly. But

what underlies all those things?

Fundamentally, both such amazing

questions as startled the Chinese col

lege girl to an extent she was too

courteous to show, and such remarks

as are the despair of every true “world

citizen”, are both due to lack of un

derstanding, aren’t they? And lack

of understanding is usually a result of

lack of knowledge. Who could airily

announce that she was “not interested

in missions” if every time she heard

that little two syllabled word her

imagination painted for her vivid pic

tures of sunny, airy hospitals in the

midst of such squalor and ignorance

as she has never seen, where strong

faced, gentle—handed doctors and

nurses are making the lame walk and

the blind see and the deaf hear?

Suppose every time she heard that

word there went sturdily marching

before her mind’s eye the hosts of

keen—eyed, bright-faced girls of every

race and color, from kindergarten tots

t0 eager, able college women like her—

self, who but for “missions” might still

be “making their marks" as their

grandmothers did, because not till the

missionaries came could the lords of

creation be convinced that brains had

not been left out when women were

made. Suppose that word always made

her see glowing faces, in which joy and

hope and courage had driven away

sorrow and despair and fear, because

the good news of a God who is a

Father and a Friend had brought a

new heaven and a new earth. Sup

pose! One might go on supposing
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indefinitely. But would all our sup

poses come true if she knew? If she

knew what missions really meant

could she help being interested with

the kind of interest that does some

thing?

Or take the girl who says she isn’t

going to make any missionary gift

because there is so much to be done

at home. It is impossible not to see

that there is need at home. A girl

would have to go around blindfolded

if she didn’t know at least a little of

the need in her own land. But sup—

pose, she knew, too, something of

the desperate poverty of Oriental

lands beyond anything her eyes had

ever seen; of the awful suffering of

body, mind and spirit which ignorance

and evil custom are bringing to thou

sands upon thousands of girls in whom

are bound up as great possibilities

as are in her; of the despair of those

who in grief and fear find no hope

and no help beyond themselves.

Would she believe that chan'ty ought

not only to begin, but to end, at home?

Can any girl sincerely believe that

the non-Christian religions are the best

ones for people of far away lands,

if she really studies those religions

and their results, and compares both

their teachings and their fruits with

the Good Tidings which have been

given to her? Suppose she studies

the place they have given to women,

to little children, to the sick and

weak? Suppose she studies the kind

of home life they have produced?

Suppose she reads such stories as that

of Chundra Lela of India, or Yu

Kuliang of China, and sees how even

those who have hungered and thirsted

after truth, and been willing to sacri

fice all to gain that one pearl of great

price, have failed to find it in any

religion but one. Can she be content

to let eager, hungry-hearted folk

know only the dim light of partial

and imperfect truth, when her own

life is lived in the radiance of the

perfect light of the truth that makes

men free?

What are you going to do in your

college this next semester to help

make all these supposes come true?

How are you going to help the girls

on your campus so to understand the

need and the challenge of a great

open-doored world, that everyone of

them shall be aglow with the spirit

of world fellowship and world ser

vice? To no students of any nation

in any age has there ever come such

a call to world service and leadership

as is ringing out to the Christian stu

dents of our country to-day. On the

one side are the unsatisfied, hungry

hearted people of non-Christian lands,

open and responsive. as never before

to the Good Tidings of abundant life.

On the other side are the stricken,

broken-hearted hosts in countries

shadowed by the greatest war in his

tory. Unparalleled and challenging

opportunities, unprecedented and des

perate needs, are alike sounding a call

to a spirit of living, flowing world

fellowship, to which the students of

the United States must be responsive,

or lose the greatest privileges and

opportunities which have ever been

offered any generation of students

since the world began. There could

be no greater tragedy than to live in

an age like this, with eyes that see

not, and ears that bear not. What

are you going to do this next sem

ester to help the folks on your campus

to know, for if they know they can

not but respond.

A book that will help them to know

other students who are well worth

knowing is “Students of Asia” by

Sherwood Eddy, who has lived and

worked among the students of prac

tically every country of Asia, and

who has written a thrilling story of

their challenge to the students of

Christian lands. Another subject

which many students will be studying

this winter is Latin America and our

interesting neighbors in South Amer

ica and Mexico. “Mexico To-day” by

George B. Winton, “South American

Problems” by Robert E. Speer, and

the most recent book on South Amer

ica, “South American Neighbors” by

Bishop Stuntz, are all good text books.

If your Association library will add
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to its shelves the Report of the Pana

ma Congress held last winter, you will

have a wealth of up-to-date, exceed

ingly valuable supplementary reading

for your classes on Latin America.

Then there are the text books in

mission and social study issued by

the Voluntary Study Committee. The

freshmen who have been studying

“Student Standards of Action” will

probably want to go on with the sec—

ond semester book, “Christian Stand—

ards in Life," which is a series of

biographical sketches. And, by the

way, nothing is more sure to awaken

peoples’ interest and make them eager

to know more about other folks than

the study of the lives of people who

were worth knowing. The Missionary

Education Movement has issued sev

eral books of life stories. Then for

the SophOmore year, there is the

splendid book “A Challenge to Life

Service.” The third year book of this

series is not yet out, but the senior

book, “Christianizing Community

Life,” by Dr. Harry Ward and Mr.

Richard Edwards, will be off the press

by February, and will be eagerly wel

comed by the classes which are just

completing the study of Dr. Rausch—

enbusch’s “The Social Principles of

Jesus.”

This second semester book brings a

vivid realization of the fact that the

world is growing smaller every day,

and not only gives us glimpses of baf

fling social problems the world over,

which only social Christianity can

solve, but also makes it unmistakably

clear to us that what we do or fail to

do in the community, big or little, in

which we are living to-day will affect

the ends of the earth. All of these

Voluntary Study Books, as you know,

are 50 cents each and may be ordered

through our National Publication

Department.

There are many other equally thrill

ing and important missionary text

books, and if you have some classes

which none of the books mentioned

seem to fit, write to the Student

Volunteer Movement for its pros

pectus.

The pamphlets listed below will

furnish you with suggestions for

methods of interesting people in this

most fascinating and up to date of

studies and for the organization and

conduct of the classes, far more fully

than would be possible in the limits

of an article. But whatever methods

you use in presenting your classes on

world fellowship, let them not be

apologetic! You are offering people

an opportunity to gain an amazingly

large enrichment of life for a com

paratively small investment of time.

Make them feel your enthusiasm, and

share your conviction that there’s

nothing so great as to have the world

for your hobby.

PAMPHLETS

World Fellowship. (For the Missionary

Committee of a college Association). By

Margaret Burton. 10 cents.

*Benefits Derived from Mission Study.

Compiled by J. Lovell Murray. 2 cents.

*Bibliography of Missionary Literature.

With supplement (1914). Compiled by J.

Lovell Murray. 35 cents.

‘General Suggestions for Leaders of

Mission Study Classes. By T. H. P. Sailer.

5 cents.

" Hints on Mission Study Class Methods.

By Dorothea Day. 3 cents.

1'15 Mission Study Worth While? By

I. Lovell Murray. 3 cents.

* Mission Study Class Method. By Doro

thea Day. 5 cents.

*Missionary Meetings. By I. Lovell

Murray. 5 cents.

Missionary Study Principles. By G.

T. Manley. 50 cents.

*The Missionary Committee. By Bertha

Condé. 5 cents.

*The Organization of Mission Study

Among Students. By J. Lovell Murray.

5 cents. 3

The Value of Mission Study to the Nor

mal School Student. By Edmund D.

Soper. 3 cents.

‘What is Involved in Mission Study?

By James L. Barton. 5 cents.

I"Why Promote the Study of Missions?

By Fennell P. Turner. 5 cents per dozen.

_ Religions of the World. A set of descrip

tive charts. 30 cents.

I'A packet containing pamphlets thus marked

320111 be mailed to any address upon receipt of

cents.
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An Anniversary Resume of Our National

Work, 1906-1916'

Annie M.

S a corporate body we are

witnesses of Jesus Christ, and

the truest service we can

render is to show Him in every detail

of work." So runs the dedication of

one of the early publications of the

present National Board, and we who

meet here to-day would whole

heartedly and reverently endorse and

repeat that declaration of the source

and inspiration of our purpose and

work.

Very many of us look back as a

personal experience upon the entire

work of the National Board during

the decade of which we commemorate

the passing to-day, and perhaps for

nearly all that is but a small part of

our intimate connection with the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion. Ten years in anticipation sug

gests the realization of many a gallant

ideal, the achievement of many a

noble plan. In retrospect does it spell

progress or retreat, enlargement or

superficiality?

We can perhaps best answer such

questions in looking through the

frame-work of certain facts and

figures.

In my country home, in a quiet New

England village, I have come to know

and love the elms and maples and

oaks of the village green as I have

seen the clear outlines of their strong,

bare trunks and gracefully spreading

branches against a winter sunset more

than as I looked upon them in the

bravery of rich summer or glowing

autumn foliage. Stripped of their

leaves, I can tell where are the holes

and the scars of broken limbs, yet

enjoy the full symmetry of their entire

growth and gain. May we take a

 

‘Given at the Anniversary Service at

headquarters, on the tenth birthday of the

National Board, December 6, 1916.

Reynolds

swift review of this decade, 1906

1916, drawn in the etching of statistics

presented at our four national con

ventions—St. Paul, April, 1909; In

dianapolis, April, 1911; Richmond,

April, 1913; Los Angeles, May, 1915

—and see the growth and direction of

trunk and branch in bare outline of

figures and devoid of the fascinating

foliage of anecdote and personality.

We must necessarily take those com—

piled up to the beginning of 1916.

The outline of the trunk is drawn

in the membership and finance figures.

The total city membership of 1906 is

reported as 103,353, college, 41,688;

total, 145,041. Those of 1916 are:

city, 292,191; college, 61,569, and

country, 7,215; total, 360,865. From

the finances our national budget in

1907 was $82,200; for 1917, $265,549,

including foreign (in 1907, $22,868,

and in 1917, $67,715).

The analogy of those well-poised,

spreading branches of elm and maple

may be continued in our departments.

At St. Paul, in 1909, the National

Board’s first recommendation to the

convention read: “That the following

departments of administration be con

ducted for the extension of both home

and foreign work: Publication, Secre

tarial, Territorial, Conventions and

Conferences, Finance and Office—six

in all. That the efforts of these

departments be carried on in such

direct relation to the two co—ordinate

departments of Home and Foreign as

shall secure an application of their

principles and methods."

It is hard to resist the temptation to

linger tenderly over the recollections

called up by the phraseology of these

resolutions, which sound almost quaint

to—day. The Territorial Department

of St. Paul reported seven Territorial

and fourteen State Committees. How

many and involved were the personal
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interviews “for correction and instruc

tion in righteousness” with the

cautious, perplexed delegates, to whom

the term Territorial Department was

almost as a trumpet blast of destruc—

tion of the family State organization.

To-day eleven field committees,

carrying each, in continually growing

completeness, city, student, foreign and

extension work, under a fine body of

intelligent, capable women, facing

their own financial problems, attests

the far-sighted wisdom of Miss Grace

Dodge and Miss Francis E. Field, who

originated this plan.

Almost as the reading of a palimp

sest manuscript sounds the expression,

“Such direct relation of the two co

ordinate departments of Home and

Foreign as shall secure an application

of their principles and methods.” We

who had striven ardently—even, must

I recall, to our own confusion—with

the co—ordinate recognition of the

Foreign Department rejoice to find it

to-day as one of those strong spread

ing central branches among the nine

departments to which the six of St.

Paul have grown rather than rending

the hardy trunk into a threatening

opposite of home work.

May I outline here some of the

spreading shoots of this foreign

branch which show how uplifting is

its sky-line? In 1906 thirteen foreign

secretaries in the three countries of

India, China and Japan formed the

beginning of sympathetic, Christian.

sisterhood among our members. To

day fortyrfour secretaries from India,

China, Japan, South America and

Turkey look to the American Asso

ciation for support, co-operation

and ideals in_ our noble world’s

Association.

What shall be the report of that

next branch, which interweaves such

close tendrils with all the others, the

Secretarial Department? Its lines are

distinct against the horizon in the

Associations in our own country and

even out into the lands beyond. The

National Training School, beginning

in limited quarters at 3 Gramercy

Park, and at present occupying its own
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spacious section of this building, with

fifty enrolled students who are to go

out through the country, shows clearly

against a golden future in faith and

encouragement.

We have about us to—day many

evidences of that healthy, vigorous

Publication shoot which pushes on

ever outward in direct connection with

the tap-roots of enterprise and

efficiency.

Of the Finance Department it is

difficult to say anything without an

enlargement of detail, which time does

not permit. I have mentioned the

$82,200 headquarters budget of 1907,

and you will place beside it the one

which we have passed this morning,

$519,900 for headquarters, in addition

to $268,750 for the Field Committees

and our foreign work. Yet here again

for full appreciation must we turn to

St. Paul, where the Finance Depart

ment recommended that “The National

Board plan for a general Finance

Campaign, comprehensive in its appli

cation to the various parts of the

country, etc.” Later another recom

mendation adds, “That a committee be

appointed to report to the next con

vention as to the basis of support of

the Territorial, State, National and

World’s work.” This last recom

mendation bore fruit at Indianapolis

in 1911 in the adoption of the pro

gressive 4 per cent basis, unto which

we have not yet attained, but to which

we are coming nearer year by year.

Of the work of the Office Depart

ment, truly the dynamo, conserver

and transmitter of so much service,

only those who view the demands

from within may speak justly. Those

who so capany and faithfully admin

ister its work and the local Associa

tions throughout our entire land, yes,

even the world, who receive the results

of their labors, realize most fully how,

“moment by moment, let down from

heaven, time, opportunity and guid

ance are given.”

In '1907 the Department of Conven

tions and Conferences had charge of

eight summer conferences, with a total

enrollment of 4,600; in 1916 of fif—
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teen conferences and five field camps,

registering 6,500; and meager as is the

suitable expresson of values which

this presents, we all understand the

vast patience and far-reaching tact

demanded for this work.

To very many to whom the varied

forms of the work of the National

Board is perplexing, that of the

Department of Method must seem an

entity of itself. We who have grown

gradually in the work come to its

various forms at times as those who,

in labyrinthine ways, have dropped

the thread and must be guided step by

step! Let the St. Paul Convention

speak again: “It shall ‘be the province

of the Home Department to seek so

to develop the Association as an

organization that it may be an effective

agency in its purpose to bring in the

kingdom of God among the young

women of the United States. The pro—

gram for its efforts shall include in

vestigation, study, experiment, adapta

tion, constructive planning." 'At In

dianapolis this department had already

received the name of Department of

Method, which it bears to-day. To

this constructive planning and adapta

tion is due the fact, in large measure,

that we number eighteen county Asso

ciations against none in 1907; not

to mention the higher standards,

better methods, clearer understanding

throughout our entire body politic.

These are the nine spreading

branches of the main trunk, but how

many of their lesser growths have I

ignored, not consciously or w'ilfully,

but, alas, deliberately, for time com

mands me to halt?

The maples and elms of our village

green are, to the children who play

beneath them, but vexatious traps to

catch their kites and balloons, while to

us who enjoy their shade and are in

spired by their beauty of form and

color they are continual reminders of

the presence of the Most High—the

Creator. To a work as complex as

that of the National Board of the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tions of the United States of America

there come inevitably many com

plaints as to red tape, over-organiza

tion and kindred declarations, but we

gladly and firmly believe, as we look

back and as we look forward, that it

is being honored and magnified by

“Jesus Christ, whose witnesses we

are.” In the words of Miss Dodge, as

she closed the St. Paul convention:

“We realized it would require a

wonderful deal of faith and courage

and patience to work out these great

plans, but let us work with patience

and courage and try to make them

successful and helpful.”

A GIRLS’ READING STANDARD FOR

USE IN COUNTY ASSOCIATIONS

In this day of many kinds of books,

it is hard for a girl to know how to

choose those that will mean the most

to her, and there are so many worth

while things to do that no girl has time

to spend in reading trash. But “yellow

back" novels no longer have yellow

backs! How then shall a girl know

which books do have the kind of stand

ards and ideals that will help her life to

grow, and which are worth the reading?

The girls in the classes on Country

Leadership in our student conferences,'

and the girls in the Councils at the

Geneva Town and Country Conference

thought of this, and started work on a

national reading standard for girls in

counties. This list has now been com

pleted and sent out to all the counties as

a minimum standard list of books to be

read and poems to be memorized during

a year. To this first year's list it is

expected that a second and third year

list will be added.

This Standard Reading List for Girls

is being used in all the county Associa

tions. Already county librarians, teach

ers and editors of county newspapers are

helping to promote the plan among all

the girls. It is hoped that by the end

of the year hundreds of girls will have

completed this first year’s standard. A

national plan for the recognition of all

girls completing the standard is being

talked about, including an attractive book

plate which can be purchased at slight

expense by girls who have finished the

first year’s lists, to use in building up

their libraries.

As you grow read for it, somewhere

or other, you will fin 'what is needful for

you in a b00k.—GEORGE MACDONALD.



  

 

"WE'RE FROM NEBRASKA. Yes, We ARE! "

The Council of the Beatrice Association

N towns in county Associations,

one of the mOst successful plans

of administration is through a

young women’s Council of from ten

to fifteen in number, who share with

the local board the executive respon—

sibility of the Association. ' The mem—

bers of the Council serve as chair

men of the standing committees for

the activities of the girls of'the town.

Everywhere this carefully chosen,

representative group serves as a

united force in leadership in bringing

to the town that spirit of love through

which the Association is able to be

of service.

One of the livest Councils in the

United States is the one at Beatrice,

Nebraska. They attempt great things

and always carry them through. Their

Council motto, “By love, serve one

another,” shines out in all they do.

The following is a part of the policy

of the Beatrice Council for this year:

In trying to extend the Kingdom of

God. we wish 'to concentrate on the

following program. It shall be our aim:

1. To assist every single girl to feel

that this is her organization.

To assist in keeping Bible Study a

big part of our Association.

3. To assist in organizing a mission

study course.

4. To pledge active co-operation with

the churches in their work with girls.

5. To assist in securing 750 paid-up

members in 1916.

6. To assist in raising our sustaining

membership to 100.

7. To make our Association rooms

a social, a. restful and a religious center.

8. To have at least eight Council girls

at the Lake Geneva Conference.

9. To assist in organizing something

definite in athletics throughout the year.

10. To be responsible for organizing

at least one branch Association during

the year.

11. To make our work so interesting

and helpful that girls in unorganized ter

ritory will desire organization.

12. To acquaint ourselves with the

work of the Association through

(a) The Handbook of the Young

Women’s Christian Association.

(b) “Fifty Years of Association \Vork

Among Young \Nomen," by Eliza

beth Wilson.

(c) The Association Monthly.

(d) The work of nearby Associa

tions.

13. To attend every Council meeting,

every social meeting and every vesper

service.

14. To give loyal support to our Asso

ciation secretary, Miss Butterfield, and

assist her in every way possible.

Realizing that in our own strength

we can do nothing, we will pray daily

(a) That we, ourselves, and all those

who have positions of leadership,

may have wisdom, courage and

consecration to direct the work

aright.

(b) That the membership as a whole

may be true to the Association's

ideals of the “life more abundant."

A new technical pamphlet on “The

Council” can be secured by sending

ten cents to the Publication Depart

ment, at 600 Lexington Avenue, New

York, and should be in the hands of

every Council member.
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Our Old-Country Landsmen

Edith Terry Bremer

wonderful lure America ever

has held for country people im

migration seems a queer thing. Immi

gration has produced the peculiar con

dition wherein land people are called

away from their ancient homes by the

hope of possessing new land of their

own in the big, free country over-seas,

and wherein thereafter they are forced

to live in great cities.

For a generation this country has

seen its farm people giving up land to

move into the towns and cities. There

has been no less such a movement

away from the country in the Old

World. But there this same world—

movement has impelled the people off

their land and over into the Americas!

American cities are full of Russians

and Poles and Italians and Hungarians

who remain unwilling captives while

their souls long for the smell of the

good brown earth and the freedom of

the unobstructed sky. What a tragedy

settles down round the Old World

countryman, loving the land as he does

with a passion only few Americans

know anything about, if he never finds

his way back to it!

“Why do immigrants stay in our

cities ?" is a question often put. The

answer is that they must go there in

the beginning for a number of most

natural reasons. Friends can be

found in cities. They may live with

people of their own race and language,

and there is a great protection in that.

Jobs can be found more easily which

pay cash money. The manner of dress,

of language, of customs generally in

this new country can be more quickly

discovered and better learned. And

where the best farm lands exist, and

what the real values are, can be ascer

tained only from “neutral” ground.

Some are caught in the sheer struggle

against overtopping handicaps and

never manage to hoard enough savings

even to attempt to carry out their

UNLESS one realizes what a dream. Others are compelled to wait

too long, and find their children grown

up to city ways and city excitements

and with no love of their own for the

country. Still others try and try again

and find an opening, or else seize one

which is urged upon them and come

out cheated and utterly discouraged.

But thousands upon thousands do

achieve success and find their perma

nent homes on the farm land of

America.

“How can this be true when every

body knows how impossible it is to

get workmen out on the farms?

Farmers are besieging the federal

bureaus and immigration distribution

service for help and simply cannot get

enough.” Ah, but there is a difference!

The American farmer wants “hands,”

and he mostly wants them for only

four months out of the year. Your

immigrant landsman wants land of his

own! And there is no connection be

tween the farmer’s need and the immi

grant’s ambition. Wherever there is

the slightest chance of it American

farmers have no trouble to find

workers. The foreign farmer will hire

out for season after season if by so

doing he can win a bit of land for

himself. Then he will move his family

out on that land and somehow they

will manage to put up a shelter. He

will continue to hire out to work other

men’s land to earn more money to

improve his own. And while other

men are resting or going to town he

will be working away on his “place”

—up early before he goes out to work,

keeping at it till late, when he comes

home. Sundays and holidays are

happy times especially, because he can

work all day for himself. And his

wife helps him and loves it. It is hard,

head work. It is the kind of work our

pioneers drove through. But it is no

drudgery, because there is the glorious

future and the dream of years slowly
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SUGGESTIONS FOR THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE

taking shape beneath their steady

devotion.

Just as there is a movement from

the country of the Old World to the

cities or industries of the new, there

fore there is an almost equal move

ment in the New World of the old

country peoples from those same in

dustries out to the land once more.

Throughout New England and New

York and New Jersey, in the Caro

linas, in Ohio and Indiana, in Michi

gan, Wisconsin and Illinois, in Minne—

sota, in Iowa, in the Dakotas, in Neb

raska, in Washington, Oregon and

California, in New Mexico and Texas,

the present-day immigrant peoples are

already settled. Their movement into

the country is slow, but steady and

widespread. It is made family by

545

family, or often half a dozen families

go out together. No old-country

people are accustomed to the isolation

which our American rural conditions

have created. None know better than

they the truth of the assertion of the

United States Immigrant Commission

that “in almost every instance isolated

families fail unless the social hunger

is provided for.” They must have

both land and neighbors. Strange it is

that i‘; should be our immigrant

farmers who feel most keenly the truth

of the social gospel of the country.

We have been taught much by our

immigrant farmers of an earlier day—

perhaps we are going to be taught

again by these new people. Who

knows? They have come down from

generations and centuries of landsmen.

Suggestions for the Social Committee“

Oolooah Burner

6

‘ ELL us how to have an in

teresting party.” “Give us

some ideas for stunts.” Head

quarters mail is flooded month after

month and year after year with S.

O. S. calls such as these. How to

have Association parties more inter

esting than any others racks the brain

of many a conscientious social chair—

man. And many a less conscientious

leader who will not pay the price of

caring enough after invitations,

decorations and refreshments have

been provided lets the whole question

drop. People receive invitations,

come with a straggling hope that

maybe this time there will be some

thing worth while, look at the decora

tions, are bored, yawn, eat the re

freshments, and hurry back to work,

relieved to escape. Yet the Social

Committee has in its hands the win

ning or losing of many an “impos

 

*Written for a college Association, this

will be equally helpful to the Social Com

mittee in cities and counties.

sible” fun-loving girl to follow the

Jesus Christ who said He came “that

they may have life and have it

abundantly” !

How to get ideas for entertaining,

whether to wait until the time is upon

one, then fall back upon one’s brain

for brilliant suggestions and fall upon

a void, or to make a systematic collec

tion of plans ere the fatal day arrives

—that is the question. Here are some

suggestions from a secretary’s note

book:

SCRAP Boox

Keep a social stunts’, loose-leaf

scrap book.

Have one person on the Social

Committee responsible for the growth

of this book as her main duty in life!

Do not collect souvenirs, etc., from

parties past, but clippings and ideas

for parties to come. Every women’s

magazine has at least a page of sug

gestions for entertainments and some

times more, and THE ASSOCIATION

MONTHLY’s Student News Items often
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give reports of clever doings in cities

or clubs. Get your friends’ or

family’s permission to clip such pages

from the magazines, and paste them

in your scrap book from month to

month, under proper headings.

Hold the Good Times Committee or

some similar group responsible for

bringing to each committee meeting

a definite number of suggestions in

such form as can be pasted into the

book, either written legibly or type

written or clipped from magazines.

This will insure a steadily increasing

5 urce of ideas, and when it comes

time for a party one need only dive

into the scrap book and come up smil—

ing with an armful of adaptable

plans.

SHORT, SNAPPY,- Goon TIMES IN

TABLOID FORM

(For the campus that needs democ

ratizing, the college that is over

worked, the school where the faculty

objects to the Association parties as

taking “too much time and energy,”

the place where Association parties

have been boring, etc.)

Try having short group parties in

stead of always attempting to have

the whole school entertained by the

whole committee for a whole evening.

Send out clever, original invita—

tions to come, for instance, at 700

and go home at 7:30! Assure them

that if any guest misses any minute of

the thirty she will be sorry. Then

make good your word.

Begin the “larks” exactly on the

stroke of the hour set to begin, even

if there are no more than two present.

Fill every minute full of clever,

original, interesting things.

Have every detail planned for care

fully and a definite person responsible

for carrying it through.

Send everybody home exactly on

the stroke of the half hour indicated,

even if they are in the midst of a game

or a discussion or a stunt and beg to

stay. It is better to have them go

wanting to stay than stay wanting to

o.g Get up a reputation for such affairs

so that no invited guest will ever want

to refuse an invitation.

Cover the whole college with such

groups. Take them alphabetically or

by dormitory halls, by classes, or

weights, or complexions, or heights,

or anything to mix the students and

break down artificial social barriers.

A difierent group each week should

not be too great a burden upon any

one.

Each group frolic can be put into

the hands of a different girl, who can

associate with her two others, and be

held responsible for that particular

half hour, deciding how the thirty

minutes shall be spent, shaping invita

tions, and carrying it through from

start to hilarious finish. In this way

the burden does not fall upon the

same girl or group of girls either to

provide the entertainment or to attend.

The element of competition enters in

wholesomely when a different girl is

responsible for each group frolic.

If such little well-planned splashes

of fun came as often as once a week

through the year no one would be

likely to object, for they do not in

volve all the students all the time, or

all of the Social Committee, or all of

any one evening, or much expense.

The more fun a handful of girls are

having to each minute, the less they

care about mere refreshments and

decorations.

One accepts such an invitation

gladly because it is guaranteed from

past experience to be good fun, goes

promptly in order not to miss any

thing, plays there with girls one needs

to know, and goes away at the end

of the play-time better fitted for work.



The Other Side of the Sorority Question

(\Ve gladly print this spontaneous

response to an article in one of our recent

issues, not as bearing our endorsement

of its argument, for this is a question

which in the long run can be settled only

by undergraduate Opinion, but because

as a non-partisan magazine for college

women we are ready to extend the hos

pitality of our pages to both sides of this

problem, which is of tremendous signifi

cance to the Christian student movement

of this country—EDITOR.)

To THE EDITOR:

HAVE read the letter about sor

I orities in THE Assocmrron

MONTHLY, and gladly accept the

accompanying invitation to write upon

the subject.

A few years ago I studied at a uni

versity where there are twelve hun—

dred women students, and had an op

portunity to observe the superficiality

of the basis upon which eligibility to

the sororities rested. In nearly every

case the expensively dressed girl was

a sorority member, and the more

cheaply dressed girl was not. Many

times, for the sake of being sure that

I knew whereof I spoke in making this

statement, I would view a girl whom

I happened to see in the library, in

a class room, or elsewhere, from her

side or from behind, her, and on this

basis alone make my guess as to

whether I should find that she wore a

sorority pin. Almost invariably the

result of my little experiment was as I

had expected; I had “guessed right.”

It is possible frankly to admit that

money is the chief qualification for

admission to most sororities, and yet

sincerely to defend them. I once read

in a sor0rity paper a letter by a woman

who seemed to be honestly facing the

charges made against them. I can—

not quote her exactly. What she said,

however, was in substance as follows:

“It is true that sororities generally

choose the more well-to-do girls. But

ought they not to choose congenial

members? And are girls who lack

similarity of background, who come

both from fairly well-to-do circles and

from poor circles, likely to find each

other companionable ?”

This argument for a time eased my

dissatisfaction. Then I attended one

of the best known of the Eastern

colleges for women. Here, although

there are some exclusive student so

cieties, there are no sororities. Con

ditions in this college made it evident

that the pro—sorority argument, which

had seemed a good one, was in reality

weak. I found that it is not true

that differences in means usually pre

vent congeniality. Although there

are many wealthy students in this col

lege, a most democratic spirit prevails,

a spirit in striking contrast with that

to be found at many of our American

universities. Those who are working

their way through college are often

among the most popular, and have

frequently been elected to the highest

offices that their fellow students have

to offer. Moreover, many of the most

intimate friendships are between girls

whose fathers’ bank accounts differ

remarkably, if we are to judge by the

clothes the girls wear and the amount

of spending money which they have.

Just now I leaned back in my chair

aid, to assure myself that I am telling

the truth, recalled in a few moments

fifteen cases of such friendships which

have come under my personal obser

\ation. If I had thought a little longer

I could, I am sure, have remembered

many other cases of the sort. If these

same girls had been in the university

which I first attended, one of them

would have been in a sorority and

the other would not, and there would

have been no friendship between them.

Others have said so much of how

unfortunate seems the existence of

sororities for that large body of col

lege women who are non-sorority

members that I need not discuss this

subject. I simply want to call atten~

tion to the fact that some of the effects

of sororities upon the lives of their

owa members are most unfortunate.

Because it is customary for sorority
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girls to find their friends in the sor

ority to which they belong (although

they may have hastily entered it dur

ing the first days of their freshman

year and may secretly feel that the

girls who belong to it are less con—

genial than many outside) many a

deep friendship which they might have

had, in a college without sororities, is

never found.

Moreover, not only the college days

of sorority girls, but their after days

as well, may be made poorer by the

snobbish attitude which they are in

danger of cultivating. For they are

likely to take with them into after

life something of the false standards

of values which they have applied in

judging college girls.

Some time after leaving the uni

versity in question I read an unfor

gettable letter in a paper published by

a sorority which has a chapter at this

university. It was the regular report

ing letter from the chapter I had

known. The girl who wrote the letter

deplored the fact that so few additions

had been made to this chapter during

the last rushing season, and said by

way of explanation that there were

hardly any worth-zerhile girls in the

last entering class. (The italics are

mine.) Before closing the letter she

again spoke of the lack of “worth

while girls," thus making it plain that

her use of the expression was no slip.

How did she and the sorority which

she represented know, I wondered,

that there were only a few worth

while girls in that class? I knew that

in a large group of entering girls—

about five hundred—there were many

with whom they had not so much as

spoken before sending out the sorority

invitations. They only branded them

“not worth while” because they had

not been attracted by their external

appearance. Yet I know that in that

entering class, unless it was strangely

unlike the classes with which I had

been acquainted, there were shabby

girls who would never be noticed by

sorority girls and yet who, in pluck

and other desirable qualities of char

acter, in scholarship, yes, and in some

cases in untried executive ability,

deserved to be ranked among the finest

girls in college.

It may be said that the snobbish

ness manifested by these girls is ex

ceptional. It is indeed true that there

is many a sorority girl who has a

genuine respect and liking for her non

sorority acquaintances. Nevertheless,

the way in which this group of girls

passed judgment is not unrepresenta

tive of a large number of sorority

groups. This particular sorority,

moreover, is an especially good one,

and the girls who had composed the

chapter in the university of which I

speak had seemed rather unusually

fine ones.

Even granting that these girls may

have been more correct in their judg

ment than I have given them credit

for being, even granting that if there

is such a creature as the girl who is

“not worth-while,” the girls in the

entering class were pre-eminently of

that variety, it still remains true that

many sorority girls take into life with

them narrow and unworthy standards

for judging others.

What should be done? There are

those who think that a reforma

tion establishing intellectual and other

gifts, and character, as the basis of

eligibility, is the only reformation that

is necessary. But some wonder if it

would not be better to give up alto

gether the attempt to divide college

girls into two classes. Human char—

acter and human ability are not so

easily weighed that it would be pos

sible to decide justly in each case as

to who is inferior and who is superior.

And even if it were thought possible,

would it be desirable? Would such

a basis of judgment do away with

the very evil which persons must often

lay to the charge of sororities, namely,

the heartaches which they cause

among those who are not accounted

worthy to join? Surely not. Indeed,

in proportion as intellect and char

acter were considered the mark of

the sorority girl, the pain of the girls

who were excluded, if they had a true

sense of values, would be so much the



COUNTY WORK INVADES NEW ENGLAND

keener. Sorority girls, more than

ever, would be paying for any advan

tages they gained through their ex

clusiveness with the welfare of non

sorority girls.

I feel that the sorority ought to

go. The hope that it will may seem

fanastic, indeed it is one that I have

more than once despaired of ever see

ing fulfilled. Nevertheless, when I re—

call how some of the large women’s

colleges of the East have abolished all

societies resembling sororities I am

again encouraged. Being in this hope

ful mood to-day I write this letter,

thinking that if it were printed some

sorority women might possibly be in

fluenced by it.

County Work

Invades New England

Anna M. Clark

CGROFWTY in his charming

i poem on California describes

her flowers and sunshine, her

people and resource, then bounds her

on the west by the ocean, on the east

by the desert, and sings exultantly,

“California, unrolled like a scroll

down the middle of the world l”

I sing of Maine flung out like a

banner in the northland, bounded on

the west by the mountains of New

Hampshire, on the north and east by

Canada, and along her 300 miles of

coast by the Atlantic.

Maine is a great playground

because of her rock-bound coast,

her climate, her miles of unbroken

forests, and her lakes that fairly

crowd upon each other among

her towering pines. She is a great

rural State, with few large cities.

If Association work is to help Maine

girls it must be through the country

form of organization.

The Young Men’s Christian Asso

ciation has carried on large and suc

cessful conferences for years, and for
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some time the girls of every town

and little village had been clamoring,

“Why do [the boys have conferences

and the girls have none?” The North

eastern Field, with the co—operation

and inspiration of the Portland As

sociation, planned a conference for

the girls of the State. Notices were

sent out to all colleges, academies and

Sunday schools, and 1,142 girls re

sponded. The “teen-age” Sunday

school leader had a place on the pro

gram. ivIany well-known leaders

made this conference a very unusual

one, and its enthusiasm and conse

cration will long be remembered.

During the meetings a letter was

sent to the pastor of every church

and to the principal of every school

from which a delegation had come,

asking him to conserve and use the

enthusiasm and spiritual power that

had been aroused. To every girl was

given a folder in which were practical

suggestions as to ways in which she

could help her church, give her best

to her home and serve her neighbor

hood. -

The echoes of this conference are

still ringing in Maine. Before the

Portland Conference the county field

secretary had been making a study

of the State by interviewing many

State leaders, heads of church boards,

representatives of women’s organiza

tions and at the State capitol, political

leaders, the State librarian, superin—

tendent of schools, Board of Health

and other officials who knew the con

ditions in the State. It seemed wise

to have'a small conference of these

leaders rather than a second large

girls’ conference, and twenty out of

the thirty organizations invited re

ported at the meeting held in Port

land on the work they were doing for

girls in the State. Miss Field

gave a talk on co-operation as she

had seen it at work throughout the

United States. The field secretary

then laid before the meeting the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion plan for the State:

1. To put special emphasis on the

Eight Week Clubs.
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2. To organize a county.

3. To establish a Northeastern

Field camp in Maine.

4. To hold a county conference.

The spirit of co-operation in the

conference was very fine. Not only

were all the organizations ready to

co-operate with the Young Women’s

Christian Association, but out of their

common knowledge and interest came

plans by which the Sunday schools

used the State canning clubs in their

mid-week activities of the organized

Sunday school classes. Another out

growth of this meeting was the com

bining of the State Sunday School

Conference and the Association

County Conference. To this confer—

ence the Association sent two Field

Committee members and five secre

taries.

The county committee of the Field

Committee is fortunate in having

one of its members from York

County who has worked enthu

siastically toward the organization

which was accomplished on December

6. This is the first county in New

England, with a *remarkable group

of women on the county board. They

have large vision and love of girls

and a deep desire for co-operative

service. They will suit the work of

the county to New England’s special

needs and among the many funda

mental principles of county work

will carry out co-operation rather

than competition.

That August Body,

The Advisory Board

Lillian Moore Coflin

State University of Iowa

T appeals to one’s sense of humor

1 to be asked in one’s official capacity

as an Advisory Board member to

express one's "rating of the value"

of that board. It is a bit like St.

Peter’s requesting a housewife to set

a valuation on her cooking. Modesty

might embarrass the applicant, but

desperate need for a recommendation

of her hausfrau capacities might for—

bid her rivalling the shrinking violet.

To state what the value of Advisory

Board work is to the members of the

Advisory Board will be a gladsome

task for me, however. As is so often

the case with altruistic endeavor of

any kind, the subjective good is even

greater than the objective.

University and college advisory

committees, as a rule, I believe,

are largely made up of somewhat

sheltered, somewhat un-independent,

quite home-happily settled women. To

that type or women a finance cam

paign is, to put it quite mildly, a most

excellent thing. After my first effort

to convince a business man that it was

an inestimable privilege to support the

Young Women’s Christian Associa

tion my consequent hail-storm hysteria

was turned to “still whiteness" by my

husband’s illuminating comment: “Yet

you want equal suffrage.” And out

of my subsequent self-analysis came

a less careless, taking-forgranted atti

tude toward the woman movement.

My experience has been more or less

typical in the various fields, I under

stand.

The value of close association and

constructive work with girls who

belong to the generation just younger

than ours is great. I always want to

smile when I recall those words of the

local Association constitution which

rather invest the advisory committee

with superior, austere, and much-to-be

followed wisdom. It seems to me a

fine privilege to have our ofttimes

fettered ideas come in contact with

the free enthusiasm of youth.

And the relationship within the

committee itself is a very beautiful

thing. Together we work, plan, aspire;

together we recognize our opportuni

ties, our possibilities, and our pleasure,

as friends within “the august body of

the Advisory Board"!



BUSINESS WOMEN'S CLUB PROGRAMS

Business WOmen’s

Club Programs

HERE is no subject on which

I Business \Vomen’s Clubs are

more eager to have suggestions

than in the matter of programs. At the

conferences last summer the neces

sity for well thought out programs,

planned in advance for the whole

year, was clearly emphasized.

The programs given here represent

three different types that are being

used this year by clubs in different

parts of the United States.

The first program is that of a club

that has been organized for a number

of years and has a large membership.

Of particular interest in this case is

the large number of discussion meet

ings. This gives an opportunity for

many of the members to be active

participants rather than passive lis

teners, and diffuses the responsibility

for the success of the meetings

among the whole membership. The

use made of Dr. Rauschenbusch's

prayers is also worthy of note.

PROGRAM FOR 1916-17

October—Annual meeting with the

election of officers, followed by discussion

on “The Meaning of the Club to the

Association."

November—Meeting opened with the

use of Dr. Rauschenbusch's prayers

"Against War” and “For Women Who

Toil," followed by a discussion of “The

Effects of the World War on Business

Women,” the discussion to be opened

by the president of the Association.

December—Meeting opened with Psalm

96. Subject of the meeting, “Music of

America,” illustrated: this also to be

followed by a discussion.

January—Quarterly meeting of the

club, followed by a discussion on “Some

Things About Law Every Woman

Should Know." Discussion opened by

a woman lawyer.

February—A devotional meeting, the

subject, “Self Giving, The Life of Grace

H. Dodge," followed by a discussion.

March—Meeting opened with selec

tions from "Hamlet." Followed by a

discussion meeting on “The Business

Woman’s Dress."

April—A social gathering for the club,

a banquet followed by motion pictures

and gymnastic games.
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May—An address by the mayor of the

city on “Our City Government." At this

meeting Dr. Rauschenbusch’s prayer,

“For Our City," is to be used. '

June—Address on “Late Books Worth

Reading," given by the city librarian.

The second program is called

“Know Your City," and takes up six

very important points related to the

city community. Each meeting is ad

dressed by a specialist. Each includes

in its program some form of enter

tainment, either music or reading.

KNOW YOUR CITY

October—The City's Wealth.

November—How the City is Governed.

December—Housing.

anuary—Social Morality.

ebruary—School Extension.

March—Juvenile Delinquency.

The third program differs materi

ally from either of the others. The

meetings are commonly social in

form. In addition to the monthly

program meeting there is also a

monthly business meeting. Advan

tage is taken in this program of all

possible occasions for celebrations.

Each meeting is admirably suited to

the time of the year at which it comes.

PROGRAM FOR 1916-17

November—A pilgrim party at which

all members were asked to come dressed

either as pilgrims or Indians.

December—A Christmas party to

which everyone is asked to bring small

gifts for children to be given to a settle

ment house later.

January—The annual meeting and elec

tion of officers followed by a New Year's

resolution meeting.

February—A patriotic meeting, each

member requested to bring a guest and

to wear a flag.

March—A meeting in. honor of St. Pat

rick. A musical program. Everyone

asked to come ready to tell an Irish joke.

April—An address is to be given on

the work of the Juvenile Court.

May—A week-end house party at camp.

June—A picnic.

All of these programs are very

different in type, and meet different

needs. No one of them would prob

ably fit any other city, but they are

full of interesting suggestions which'

may be adapted to different places.

MARY S. SIMS.
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The National

Consumers’ League

This is the first of a series of brief

articles, prepared by Miss Mary Sims of

our City COmmittee, on those kindred

organizations with which we, as members

of the Young Women's Christian Asso

ciation, should most obviously and em

phatically be connected—Editor.

R more than twenty-five years

the Consumers’ League of New

York City has been working at

the task of interesting the shopping

public in the welfare of the women

and children who make and distribute

the goods we buy. At first the League

appealed to individual men and women

to shop early in the day and week and,

especially at Christmas, early in the

month. It also appealed to individual

merchants to improve the working

conditions in their stores. After a

few years other leagues were formed,

and finally, in 1899, the National Con

sumers’ League was organized, em

bracing all the local leagues. At

present there are eighty—nine local

leagues.

The first task of the National Con

sumers’ League was to establish a

label for use on underwear. This label

guarantees that the garments that

carry it are made in establishments in

which no child under the age of six

teen is employed, no goods are sent

out to tenement houses to be worked

on, night work never occurs, and the

labor law of the State is obeyed in all

its particulars. Every one can help

by taking the trouble to insist on hav

ing label goods. Do not be discouraged

if you do not get label goods the first

time. Keep on asking! If the shop

ping public demands goods bearing

the label the merchants will get it, but

they won’t bother about it unless the

public insists.

During the years that the label has

been promoted the influence of the

Consumers’ League has been manifest

in improved State laws and such

.bettered conditions in factories that

this year (beginning January 1, 1917)

the requirements of the label have

been increased by more specific fire

safety standards and also a provision

that the label is automatically with

drawn if strikes occur in the estab

lishment and the employer refuses to

arbitrate.

But after all this only guarantees

the last processes. Behind these

factories are the cotton mills, the

bleacheries and the cotton fields. Laws

regulating hours, child labor, sanitary

conditions are necessary to protect

these workers. And so, from year to

year, the activities of the League have

broadened and much work has been

done in getting and enforcing labor

laws protecting women and children.

During this year the emphasis is to be

placed on getting an eight-hour law

for women. The National Child

Labor Committee is a direct out

growth of the work of the League.

What can we as Association people

do to help? We can join the Con

sumers’ League and so increase its

numbers, and numbers are of impor

tance in negotiating with manu

facturers and merchants. We can in

sist on having the label of the Con

sumers’ League on all the under

garments we buy. We can interest

our friends in doing these things.

The general secretary of the

National Consumers’ League is Mrs.

Florence Kelley, 105 East 22nd Street,

New York City.

So many times I think I will write you

of my Y. W. C. A. calendar which Miss

Erickson gave me one year ago when

we were at Lake Geneva. I am a buyer

at the Columbus Dry Goods Company.

I buy for infants' wear, muslins and cor—

sets, so I am home so little. I brought

my calendar down and put it in one of

my fitting rooms, and every morning I

go in and see what it has for me each

day. Some days it just seems the words

are written for me, and it braces me up

other days. I read it and try to live it

just what it says. It has been a great

help to me, and then my customers com

ment on it so much. The reason I have

written this letter is because I was telling

our general secretary and she said some

time write to headquarters.



What Our Government Has For Girls

HERE isn't much use in a well of good water unless some one pumps it out

and uses it. Our government is like a well filled to the brim, these days,

with resources of very real and practical helpfulness to all country people, but

all these resources count for nothing unless we send for them and use them. So here

are some of the things our government has for its girls, especially for those out in

the country. Most of them are free, all for the asking. For some there is a very

small charge. In case there is a small amount charged do not send stamps. Send

the money in a little coincard of some kind, or think of several things you want

at a time and pay with a money-order. In each case the address to which to send

is given. Unless otherwise stated, the bulletins are free.

An up-to-date way of canning fruit and vegetables is recommended strongly by

our government. Every girl ought to know how to do this, and full and very

explicit directions for this “Cold Pack Method" of canning are furnished free,

telling all about canners, recipes, etc. Many country girls are not only making

money through knowing this method and marketing the products of their gardens;

they are also saving things that would otherwise go to waste and helping their

homes to have more fruit and vegetables to eat during the winter and so pre

venting sickness. It’s a fine thing to know, and it is yours for the asking. Just

drop a postal card to O. H. Benson, if you live in the North or West, or to Brad

ford Knapp, if you live in the South, addressed to the Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D. C., and ask for all their bulletins in regard to Home Canning,

including recipes and plans for marketing products.

Some more things that country girls can do are suggested by our government

in the bulletin on “How to Pop Corn, with Recipes for Making Pop Corn Confec

tions.” Another is on “What to Save and What Not to Save,” which tells of the

great opportunity there is to make money by saving all old rags and paper. These

are very valuable to paper mills, since the war has prevented the importing of

paper-making materials from Europe. Perhaps this bulletin would tell you just the

way to make the money for your Geneva delegate next summer.

And surely every girl would be greatly interested in a bulletin that is published

by our government, giving directions for making a fireless cooker at little or no

expense. Why not send for the directions and try making and using one of these

magic things?

Any of these four bulletins can be secured for the asking from the Department

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

There are a few further bulletins that cost something, but the cost is really

very low. Two very helpful ones for girls who ever sell things from the farm are:

“Marketing by Parcels Post” and “Shipping by Parcels Post." These can be secured

for two cents each from the Post Office Department, Washington, D. C. They

would also be glad to send you free a list of people in your nearest city interested

in buying farm products by parcels post.

Many of our Association clubs are interested in birds. They will be glad to

know about a booklet that can be secured for fifteen cents, through the Department

of Agriculture, Washington, D. C., that contains colored pictures of fifty birds and

a brief description of each. I wonder how many country girls know all of these

fifty common birds. It's worth knowing and makes our world far more beautiful.

By sending ten cents to the Bureau of Education, Washington, D. C., you can

get a book containing more than a hundred indoor and outdoor games and marches.

Doesn’t that sound like good times? Eight Week Club leaders will be interested

in it. And if you are writing to the Bureau of Education, you might ask them

also to send you information about their reading course for girls and their “America

First" Campaign for interesting every one in helping foreign people in our country
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to learn the English language. There may be some immigrant girls in your com

munity whom this information would help. It is free.

These are just a very few of the things that our government has for its girls.

You should ask the Department of Agriculture to be put on its mailing list, and it

would be a help, too, to write to the Extension Department of your own State

University or College of Agriculture to see just what they have for you. Let’s

do our part to make real use of the things that are ready for us.

NEWS FROM OUR COUNTIES

The most popular form of “community

co-operation" in Greene County, New

York, has been the four community

sings, conducted by C. W. Whitney of

the Cornell Extension Department, un

der the auspices of the Association. To

preserve the Standards of Conduct in

spired by Dr. Brown during her visit

to Greene County, the high school girls

of Tannersville have organized a club

to study “community needs" and to co

operate with every effort made for com

munity betterment. The girls’ clubs of

East Jewett are studying home eco

nomics, and at the conclusion of the

course will serve a four course dinner

to their entire families at the community

buildings. They are also studying sani

tation and sewing. Hunter will conduct

a Farmers' Institute, and at the same

time a lecture on forestry will be given

at each of the organized centers.

Through the kindness of New York

friends, the girls of each center made

Christmas wreaths from the “ground

pine" that grows so profusely on the

mountain side. They were able in this

way to earn some Christmas money for

their clubs and the Christmas baskets.

Three nests of Blue Birds, averaging

fifteen girls in each, and three Camp

Fires, averaging twelve members, is the

record of Goodhue County, Minnesota,

for girls' work this fall. The Camp Fire

girls win their torch bearer’s degree by

working with the Blue Birds, two girls

acting as guardians for each nest. The

Candy Class of Goodhue County is sell

ing candy to earn money for a victrola.

The Van Wert, Ohio, Association en

tertained for the day “The Home Making

Clubs" of the County of Van Wert. One

‘ hundred and twenty girls and their

leaders were present. Miss Coffman, club

leader from Ohio State University, was

the speaker. This was a great opportu

nity for the secretary to become ac

quainted with many girls who had never

been in the Association before. Definite

co-operation is being planned between

the Homemaking Clubs and the Associa

tion. A branch is being organized at

Delphos, a promising small town of 5.000

where the unanimous expression seems

to be “nothing is being done for the

girls." There are some splendid wide

awake women ready to help in having

“something done for the girls." The

Sunday School Institute was held at

the Association rooms and' was truly a

“Community affair."

Ninety-nine girls registered for the

County Girls' Conference in December,

at the Greene County, Ohio, Associa

tion, in Jamestown. The conference

opened with a field meet in a big hall.

A grand march made everyone feel at

home before the events and games. Four

girls passed the first year test for the

standard athletic badge. A friendship

supper was the occasion of much sing

ing and good comradeship. The program

gave the girls an opportunity to express

themselves on the deeper things of life.

Miss Mabel Ward won the thoughtful

attention of all by the way in which she

made prayer 2. very real thing in life.

The conference meant new friends, new

enthusiasm and new purposes.

Dodge County, Wisconsin, had its first

county congress on November 4 and 5.

Sixty girls and women attended the

Saturday meetings and banquet, and 200

attended the Sunday afternoon meeting.

This conference brought girls together

from all over the county, not only repre

sentatives from Association groups, but

also from Sunday school classes and

other groups.

As time goes on. a county Association

either grows or decreases in its power

for helpfulness in a community. More

forcibly than ever before has come to

the Association of Mower County, Min

nesota, the longing to make the Asso

ciation a power in the lives of individ

uals, especially those who are not finding

in their church organizations the under

standing and help they need. Perhaps

the Council with its ideas has done more

than all else: the plan is to make the

Council the prayer circle of the Associa

tion. When one sees that the schools

care for the physical and the mental side

of a girl, then one knows that the Asso

ciation must round out the whole and

give that girl the spiritual food that she

craves.
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Such a fascinatingly illustrated account

of its Travelers' Aid work was sent in

by Minot and Ward County, North

Dakota, for this issue, that we reluctantly

decided to hold it over till a less crowded

issue so we can get it all in. Watch for

it! The pictures are as good as a

movie. . . As a result of an inspiring

visit from Miss Cara May Adams, plans

have culminated for Minot to have a

second secretary, and to install a tea

room. Such a flourishing state of af—

fairs! . . The story of Ingeborg Hal

vorsen, a Minot member, is of interest.

Having started as an Association mem

ber in Ulefcs, Norway, in 1894, then

affiliating with the Association in Glas

gow, she came to this country and over

heard the words “Y .W. C. A." when the

Minot secretary was passing through her

place of business. She is now a most

active member of this county Associa

tion. During the World's Week of Pray

er, Mrs. Erenfeld, who was born and

reared in Vienna, talked upon the condi

tions of young women in the warring

countries. Pictures were shown of the

men and women at work in a Vienna fac

tory.

At a box social held at Oak Hall,

Center County, Pennsylvania, the Com

monweal Club raised enough money to

pay for a much needed sign to be placed

at a cross-roads. while the juniors cleared

enough from their candy booth to pay

for the hospital scrapbooks they are mak

ing. The county Association was

brought to the attention of the teachers

at County Institute, and ways of co

operation between the schools and the

Association suggested. The teachers as

a whole are interested and standing for

this work. A grange consisting largely

of students has been started at the

Pennsylvania State College. It is ex

pected that the results of such a move

ment will be felt throughout the coun

try places when the students return to

their homes or enter rural districts.

Woodford County, Illinois, is wide

awake even if it is without a secretary

to carry on the work. They had a big

party inviting all the girls of the town

and community of high school age and

over, and nearly all came. Never before

has Eureka seen such a crowd of “just

girls." The club members are much en

couraged by the prospects of getting

many more girls interested.

The Cherokee County, Iowa, grade

clubs have done great work in the way of

service. One club dressed dolls for

Christmas boxes, another made gifts for

the girls in an orphan home, and still

another has earned enough money to

purchase new Fellowship Hymnals for

the Association. About twenty Thanks~

giving boxes were given away by‘ the

Association girls. The Commercial Club

and some of the lodges co-operated with

the Association in the Christmas Cheer

work. The clubs furnished the money

and gave the privilege of buying and

distributing gifts to the Association. The

Association rooms are coming to be more

and more appreciated by the people of

Cherokee County and those who are

stopping off between trains. The ap

proximate number usi'ng the rest-rooms

for nine months of 1916 is 11,842, against

4.5100! for the same period of time in

19 4

At Lake Forest, Illinois, the Sunday

Vesper Service for girls living in families

is a popular part of the Association pro

gram. Monthly parties are also well

attended. The Junior Club which meets

weekly for story hour is also having a

junior course in home economics. The

Mothers' Club, which meets weekly with

an average attendance of ninety, has

earned $10 by sewing rags for rugs. This

money will be used by the Association

to help complete the furnishings of the

new rooms.

Three hundred and fifty attended the

banquet and conference for the North

Central Field, held at Beatrice, Gage

County, Nebraska. The number of out

of-town delegates was not so large as

had been hoped, but the Beatrice mem

bership turned out in large numbers for

every meeting. The High School Girls'

Council led by Miss Adelia Dodge was

especially good. Over one hundred girls

were present at each of the two hours.

The conference theme was “Service the

Fruitage of Love. By Love Serve, Gal.

5:13. I am among you as he that serv

eth, Luke 22:27."

THE GIRLS’ STANDARD ATHLETIC

BADGE TEST

The Athletic Test illustrated on page 528

has been used at County Association camps,

congresses and field meets, and in each

case a few girls have passed the first year

tests. Another year we will hope to work

up to the second and third year tests

whereby a double-star or triple-star badge

15 won.

The test is of interest to all country life

leaders, and its requirements may be

secured from the Town and Country Com

mittee of the National Board of Young

Women’s Christian Associations.

The badge is copyrighted (1915) by

Joseph Lee, Trustee for the Playground

and Recreation Association of America,

through whose courtesy it is here repro

duced.
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THE WAY We LIVE AT CAMP

COUNTY GIRLS' CAMPS

College Girls Attention!

Twelve counties had camps last sum

mer, all the way from Camp Field far

up in the Sierra Nevada Mountains,

where girls had to follow the trail to

get in, to the successful camp of the

Lakewood and Ocean Coupty Associa

tion on the Atlantic Ocean. Camp Ched

wel, on Lake Chautauqua, had its fourth

session with a larger attendance than

ever. This is our county camp that has

been longest established, and through

the co-operation of the entire county,

the interest of Dr. Charles Edgar \Velch,

for whom it is named, and the leader

ship of the volunteer workers and Miss

Eloise Phillips and Miss Mary Turner as

county secretaries who have taken charge

of it, at its different stages, it has set a

pace in plan of organization for other

County camps.

In no other way is there such a chance

for bringing to many girls in a county

the living understanding of “Each for

all and all for each"; of discovering and

developing leadership; of bringing about

many county-wide friendships, a better

knowledge of how to do every day things

and an all-round growth through the

transforming power of Christ.

The camp program includes Bible

study; lessons in canning, home eco

nomics, first aid, basketry, etc.; athletics,

good times, stunts, talks around the camp

fire; a camp newspaper with the girls as

its editors; and all sorts of unexpected

adventures thought up by girls and lead

ers. No girl goes home without know

ing more, having a stronger body, a

wider circle of friends, and a greater

strength within.

The awarding of Camp Honors has

added much impetus for the past two

summers. Arm bands are given out

when girls have been on time to meals

and have conformed to other camp plans

for two days. After this, additional

honors for individual and tent records

are awarded and triangular symbols are

added to the arm band when a certain

number of such honors are earned. This

plan originated at Camp Chedwel. The

honor that is greatest of all is awarded

by the leaders at the close of camp to

the girl who has shown the most camp

spirit. It is often hard to select the one

who is to have this outstanding honor.

There is a need for the very best lead

ers for these camps, to act as councillors,

as directors of athletics, as leaders of

music, as nurses and for Bible study

teachers. Here is a chance for service

for college girls, who do not find it pos

sible to lead Eight Week Clubs but want

to give some of their summer in helping

other girls.
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A COUNTY SECRETARY AT CAMP. MARY TURNER,

CHAUTAUQUA Counrv

TRAINING SCHOOL NOTES

According to our usual custom, the

class members have written Christmas

letters to all our alumnae in foreign

lands, assuring them of our constant

remembrance. Such splendid news of

these far-away friends reaches us that

we feel all alumnae should share in it.

Letters can rarely reach us from

Jeanne Liotard, 1913, whose home is in

Burg-en-Bresse, France, but she has writ

ten recently that she and her sisters were

forced to go into Switzerland. Although

obliged to give up her cherished plan of

traveling for the Association in France,

she has organized Bible classes for the

women and girls of the Swiss commun

ity. Miss Liotard speaks hopefully of

the spiritual renaissance in France and

its probable effect upon her work after

the war is over.

Baroness Olga Meyendorff of Russia,

of the class of 1915, has also been obliged

by the war to give up her plans for

traveling for the World's Committee in

Europe. She is living on her ancestral

estate on the Baltic, and is devoting her

efforts to the care of destitute women

and children.

Helen Salisbury, 1910, has been sent by

the Pacific Coast Field Committee to

Hawaii, to act as general secretary for

the Young \Nomen’s Christian Associa

tion of Honolulu.

From Japan comes word that the three

secretaries sent out from the class of

1916, Elsie Greene, Clara Hard and Mamie

Gunter, have entered upon their new

work. Miss Greene has a class of twenty

two seniors in Miss Tsuda's school, half

of whom are non-Christian.

Ruth Emerson, 1914, has written a de

lightful, informational book on Japanese

women, “Japan Today," at the request

of the City Committee of the Department

of Method. Once a week Miss Emerson

conducts a class in Christian thought

and action for university men.

Michi Kawai, 1916, has resumed her

duties as National Secretary for Japan.

Those who are familiar with her tireless

efiorts for the women and girls of Japan

will know the truth of a quotation from

the letter of an American secretary in

that country: “Miss Kawai is the in

spiration of all our work in Japan."

Katharine Halsey, 1912, and Katharine

Williams, 1916, have arrived in China and

are studying in the language school.

Miss Halsey writes that she is living in

the “home-like national secretaries' build

ing, and is hanging curtains, making gar

dens and forgetting she is a professional."

She was plunged into work almost as

soon as she arrived. She is now the

co-editor of the Association Quarterly.

We had the pleasure in December of

welcoming home Elisa Cortez, 1911, who

has been secretary for the Argentine girls

in Buenos Aires for five years. Miss

Cortez has developed that work from the

beginning and is being rewarded by its

steady growth. She will be in the United

States eighteen months, studying, resting

and working.

Among the other guests of the school

have been Dr. and Mrs. G. E. White of

Marsovan, Turkey, parents of Margaret

\Vhite, president of the class, Miss Mary

Forbes of London, and Mr. Paul Danner,

one of the American secretaries for the

Young Men's Christian Association in

India. Dr. White spoke on Mohamme

dan religious life. Miss Forbes, who is

on her way to the mission field in the

Orient, spoke on the new movement

among the women of the Established

Church in England known as the Pil

grimage of Prayer, an itinerant order

which has as its purpose the deepening

of the spiritual life of the women in

England.

A new course in Social Evangelism

was given in November by Mr. Harry

F. Ward, General Secretary of the Meth

odist Federation for Social Service. Mr.

Ward is best known as the author of

“Social Evangelism."
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CONCERNING THE STUDENT MEM

BERSHIP BASIS

A group of members and friends of

the Association who are concerned

over the possible results of the Los

Angeles amendment, should it be rati

fied at the next convention, met in

conference in Chicago at the Hotel La

Salle on November 23 and 24, and

asked the National Board to appoint

a time when they might meet the

members of the Board to discuss the

amendment in all its aspects. The

Board at its meeting on December 6

extended a cordial invitation to these

friends to meet with it early in Jan

uary.

This announcement affords an ex

cellent opportunity for the National

Board again to urge the widest con—

sideration and the most thoughtful

discussion of this all-important mat

ter. There are no two opinions as

to the purpose of a student test for

membership. Our aim is to lead the

young women in our schools and col—

leges into a vital relation to Jesus

Christ as God and Saviour. There

may be different ways of accomplish

ing this aim. The purpose of our

constitution in providing that two con

ventions shall ratify any membership

test was that we might give repeated

consideration and years of prayerful

study to such a vital matter, and face

it at its second hearing with new vis

ion and open mind.

The burden of this decision will

rest, in 1918, not on any one group

of women, at headquarters or else

where, but on every member of every

Association throughout the country.

We can understand the will of God in

this matter only as we are held in the

love of God, feeling his love one for

another and filled with his yearning

passion for souls.

EMMA BAILEY SPEER.

THE SHORTAGE OF SECRETARIES

When people complain, as complain

they do, that “there are not enough

good secretaries to go around,” they

really mean that “there are not enough

good secretaries to stay by their jobs,”

hence they are made to “go around"

in a blank effort to pay Paul by rob

bing Peter.

The National Board, acting through

the Secretarial Department, is reor

ganizing its whole system of training,

including the methods of recruiting,

in a new and bolder attempt than it

has been able to make previously to

remedy this condition.

It will be remembered that in 1908

the present training system was in

augurated; i.e., preparatory training

centers for city positions under the

state and field committees and the

graduate course for all kinds of posi

tions, at number Three Gramercy

Park, New York City. Later the

summer school was instituted, offering

a preparatory course for student sec

retaries called to local positions, and

for secretaries for colored branches,

as well as the graduate departmental

courses. But many people entering

this profession honored the prepara

tory training center and the subse

quent salaried experience more by the

breach than by the observance, and

in consequence stood in need of more

practical experience than the eight

months at the National Training

School could effect.

A further element calling for recog

nition is the great importance of sec

retaryships for girls’ work, the indus—

trial and religious education depart

ments; also the station plan of the

foreign department and the vernacular

positions opening up, which make

earlier appointments to the foreign

field very desirable. The county sec

retary’s heels are being trod upon by

her sister in large towns. More

people are needed, and people of more

varied preliminary preparation—this,

as well as a greater range of academic
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and Association subjects and variety

of treatment in the training system

itself. '

Hence, the new plan, a Two Year

Course, of which the first year shall

usually be taken on the field, and con

sist chiefly of practical work in local

Associations with academic work at

field headquarters or at the summer

school at national headquarters. This

first year may consist of three months

to one year of volunteer work or a

full year on ‘_‘cadet allowance” de

pendent upon whether the candidale

has been out of college ten years or

three months, and whether her appli

cation is made long enough in ad

vance for her field committee to se

cure for her an advantageous practice

ground in an approved Association.

The second year will always be

taken in residence at the National

Training School in New York City

and will consist of a nine months’

academic year of study with accom

panying observation and visitation.

No practical work is included. The

four curriculum divisions— Bible,

Religious Education, Sociology and

Missions, and the Young Women’s

Christian Association, will be admin

istered in two sections, one for college

graduates with bachelors’ degrees

recognized by the State of New York,

the other for efficient employed officers

lacking such degrees.

The basic Association course will be

offered in the first year lectures of

the field committees and the summer

school (where other first year courses

may be taken). Every available

means will be used to relate all [ver

sonally qualified young women who

enter Association positions to these

first year studies, so that supervised

experience and comprehensive aca

demic lectures shall be secured to each

candidate and a more efiicient service

be rendered by each staff to their em

ploying Associations.

There may be instances, however,

where it seems best for a reasonably

mature volunteer worker to come

directly to the second year course at

the National Training School. As the
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certificate of this school will stand for

both study and experience of a high

grade, such a student will not receive

her certificate upon graduation, but

will first complete a year of success

ful professional salaried work in a

responsible position.

July 6, 1917, will see the introduc—

tion of the new system, concerning

which questionnaires and conferences

and consultations have been in pro

gress during many months, and files

of suggestions still await weaving into

the structure and administration of

the curriculum. The 1917 summer

school program is constructed on the

elements of these basic courses, ex

cept for the graduate technical sub

jects taken by the physical directors,

cafeteria directors, etc.

Because of the elasticity of the new

system and the possibility of first year

students beginning at different times

in the year, it has been likened to a

railroad train making local stops to

pick up passengers, who could then

have their choice of two express trains

to bring them to their destinations.

It is hoped that after a few years of

“co-operative patience” the shortage

of secretaries may be relieved.

ELIZABETH. WILSON.

A BRAND NEW CONFERENCE SITE

Next summer the conferences, both

city and student, which have been held

for the last four years at Estes Park,

Colorado, are to be moved from

the Rockies to the Ozark Mountains.

This change’has been made in order

to locate the conferences more central

ly in the district which they are sup—

posed to cover. All who have been

to Estes Park and have felt the in

spiration of its mighty mountains

will be loath to make the change, but

the Department of Conventions and

Conferences considers itself most

fortunate in having found another

place which, although very different

from Estes Park, will, we believe,

bring to the delegates a like inspiration
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from its natural beauty. These confer

ences, then, will meet on the Pres—

byterian Chautauqua Grounds at Hol

lister, Missouri, in the famous White

River Country. This means that the

delegates from Missouri, Arkansas,

Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, New

Mexico, Colorado, and Kansas will

meet at Hollister for the student con

ference, from June 22 to July 2, and

for the city conference, from july 10

to 20.*

These grounds command a pano

rama view of unsurpassed beauty; a

view of river, forests, mountains, val

leys, and fields. They cover one hun

dred and sixty-five acres of wooded

hill, at the foot of which flows the

White River which at I-llollister wid

ens out into Lake Taneycomo. The

whole Ozark country is known as

one big playground. The country

around Hollister offers the widest

range of vacation fun; all the de

lights of mountain and lake are there

to be enjoyed by everyone who will

come. _ There are short hikes and long

mountain tramps for those who like

to walk and climb. There are many

places of romantic interest to which

one can go on horseback or by car

riage. Lake Taneycomo offers every

opportunity for all kinds of water

sports, swimming, boating and fishing.

Tennis courts and baseball field make

possible these two popular sports as

well.

The opportunity of spending ten

days in this marvelous country teem

ing with mountain beauty and ro

mance is coming to our Association

members in the Southwest this year.

It is none too early now to begin to

make your plans. On to Hollister!

 

HEADQUARTERS NEWS

The Foreign Department reports that

the use of the term World Fellowship

 

‘The delegates from Nebraska and

South Dakota who have attended the stu

dent conference at Estes Park, will this

year go to the student conference at

Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, August 21 to

31, 1917.

Week for what has been called the Week

of Prayer, lent a new significance and

depth to the observance of these Novem

ber days of prayer and study which are

for the binding together of our world

wide Association membership. The de

partment asks that we may all carry with

us through all the weeks of 1917 the fresh

consciousness we came to, of our fellow

members in lands especially needing our

thought and help.

The winter conferences on religious

work in city Associations are still in

process. Most of the headquarters stafi

are still out on the field in attendance at

these conferences. Fuller reports will be

given later, but the prevailing comment

thus far seems to be: “A small begin

ning of a great thing, but the plan works.

It is what the whole country wants, a

‘spiritual return .

Another timely piece of work still in

process is the campaign now being con

ducted among men and women students

all over the country for the American

Student Friendship Fund for work in the

prison camps of Europe. Articles in our

December issue and in the current issue

of the North American Student give

thrilling reports of this wave of sacri

ficial giving which is taking our colleges

by storm. As we go to press the amount

subscribed to date is over $100,000.

The work on the Mexican border is

still sending emergency calls for addi

tional secretaries. Lack of space in this

issue crowds out a splendid account of

the El Paso work, which we hope to

print later. The 36th Street Cafeteria

conducted under National Board auspices

is now feeding an average of 2,700 a day

and is increasingly popular. . . . Our

own building hums with life. No longer

can the casual visitor comment on the

emptiness of the first floor. The Wo

man’s Book Shop occupies the reception

room and Quantities of purchasers occupy

the Woman's Book Shopl The newly

established kitchenette on this floor has

made possible the serving of many

luncheons for special groups. All space

in the building is now in use, the Smith

College Club having taken the last va

cant room.

In addition to the Country Life Con

ference announced in a previous issue,

and the open meeting of the Department

of Method at which our work among

Indian girls was strongly presented by

Miss Dabb. Mr. Henry Cloud and others.

the Assembly Room was the scene of

our tenth anniversary commemoration

service on December 6, following the

first meeting of the National Board

which the headquarters staff have ever

attended. These two meetings, followed

by luncheon together, brought Board and
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staff very close together in their re

consecration to a new decade. The anni

versary season closed with a dinner at

the Astor Hotel, given jointly by the

Metropolitan Committee of New York,

the Northeastern Field Committee, and

the National Board, an occasion made

memorable t0 headquarters especially by

the announcement of Mrs. Morris, chair

man of our Finance Department, of a

gift of $500,000 made to the Memorial

Endowment Fund by Mr. Rockefeller,

whose letter was received by Mrs. Morris

only a few minutes before starting for

the dinner. Following shortly upon the

courageous adoption by the Board of a

1917 budget of $786,000 (including field,

foreign and the new cafeteria budgets),

this came as a tremendous reassurance

of faith in the irresistible growth of the

Association movementi This gift leaves

a remainder of $142,000 to be secured

by January first, 1918, when the Grace

H. Dodge Memorial Endowment of

$1,000,000 will be completed. This will

bring our entire endowment to $1,691,000,

the income from which will provide for

the upkeep of the headquarters building

and administrative purposes. It is hoped

that endowment will also be provided in

the future for the support of some of the

more specialized departmental work_

The next event of great interest is the

Annual Conference of the National

Board, which will bring to headquarters

as many representatives as possible of

the Board and its eleven field committees,

from February 7 to 12. This will be

immediately followed by a week’s Insti

tute on Religious Work, attended by as

many of the delegates as can remain.

Changes in the stafl’ which have not

as yet been announced are the appoint

ment of Mrs. Angus MacKay Porter of

Short Hills, New Jersey, to the position

of social secretary, of Miss Faith Fox

croft of Boston, Mount Holyoke, 1901,

and formerly with the Woman’s Educa

tional and Industrial Union of Boston,

to the position of office secretary in the

Secretarial Department; the appointment

of Miss Gladys Esten of Brooklyn, Vas

sar 1912, and formerly with the Personal

Service Department of Wanamaker's, to

the position of manager of our Woman's

Book Shop, and the appointment of Miss

Blanchard as office executive for the

Student Committee.

A remarkable conference of Employed

and Volunteer Workers Among Colored

\Vomen in City Associations was held at

Richmond by the National Board in De—

cember, just too late to get an account of

it into this issue. Watch for it in February.

The conference was epoch-making.

PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENTS

Snow and Christmas rush so blocked

deliveries in December that packages sent

from one New York City address to

another took four days to arrive! We

keenly regret the congestion which cm

barrassed all alike, and made it so difficult

to fill our Christmas orders promptly.

1. Country Life People Notice!

You will want extra copies of this

Country Life issue at 10 cents each, or

at the bundle rate of 6 cents each, if _10

or more copies are sent for publicity

purposes.

Follow up reading this issue by order

ing our publications on county work:

The Council for Organized Towns in

County Associations, 10 cents: The

County Young Women’s Christian Asso

ciation, 5 cents; Wanted, Women with

Open Heart: (for board members) 10

cents; Some Resources for Club Work

Among Girls and Young Women in

Small Towns, 15 cents, etc.

II. Students Notice!

Are you planning your Eight Week

Club Work for the second semester?

Send for Eight Week Club Packet, 40

cents, including all the necessary pub

lications for conducting your Prepara

tion Class for Leaders. Are you plan

ning your second semester Bible study?

If you are using the Voluntary Study

series you will want "Christian Standard:

in Life,” Murray and Harris, for fresh

men; “A Challenge to Life Service,”

Harris and Robbins, for sophomores;

and the new text "Christianizin Com

munity Life,” Ward and Edwar s (pub

lished Feb. I, 1917) for upper classmen.

All the texts are 50 cents.

If you want simpler courses, don't fail

to send for "The Girls' Yearbook,”

equally usable for daily devotional use

or for simple Bible study. Its various

sections cover the life of Christ, a study

of Acts and of the Psalms, and the sub

jects of Prayer, Work and Play, Friend

ship, etc., with Bible interpretation.

Cloth, 50 cents.

III. Everybody Notice!

We rushed through the press, just in

time for Christmas, but not in time for

announcement in our Christmas issue,

the new six weeks’ course on the women

of Japan, “Japan Today,” by Miss Ruth

Emerson, our representative in Tokyo.

This most readable little brown book is

written from the standpoint of city girls.

Try it with your industrial clubs! It will

appeal to all kinds of girls, though.

Twelve illustrations: suggestions to

teacher enclosed. Price 25 cents.
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Correction: The title of Miss Mox

cey's new book, originally announced as

“Girls and Character," was changed in

process of publishing to “Girlhood and

Character,” and should now be ordered

under that name. All leaders of girls

should have the book, which is listed

by the literary critics as one of the

“hundred outstanding books of the cur

rent year." Price $1.50.

Order from Publication Department,

National Board Young Women’s

Christian Associations, 600 Lexing

ton Avenue, New York City.

 

THE HONOR ROLL

T h e t o t a l

n u m b e r o f

subscri p t i o n 5

recorded 1 a st

m o n t h should

have read 6,052

instead of 6,352.

So the mercury

stands practic

ally as before,

and the total

number to date

i 5 6,500. T h e

stimulus fr 0 m

t h e campaign

still continues.

Can't we get up

to 7,000 by next

month?

The following

Associations

appear on the

Honor Roll for

c l u b subscrip

tions sent in for

T a s Assocm

TION MONTHLY

during the last

month.

Western Col

le g e, Oxford,

Ohio— Through

Lucile S m i t h.

Subscript i o n s,

25

 

 

 

  

 

"ASSOCIATION MONTHLY "

SUBSCRIPTIONS IN

NOVEMBER. 1916.

Clinton, Iowa

-~Through Mrs.

C a r r i e A d at

Campbell. Sub

scriptions, 27.

Pittsburgh, Penna—Through Helen W.

Pomeroy. Subscriptions, 13.

Scranton, Penna.-—Through Anna Lou

ise Salmon. Subscriptions, 50.

Rochester, N. Y.—Through M. E. At

wood. Subscriptions, 50.

Schenectady, N. Y.—Thr0ugh Letitia

Bishop. Subscriptions, 65.

Sioux City, Iowa—Through Harriet

Younglove. Subscriptions, 55.

State Normal School, Va.~Through

Irving Blanton. Subscriptions, 25.

Joint Associations of Kansas City, Mo.

and Kans.—Through Blanche Edwards.

Subscriptions, 74.

Lincoln, Nebraska—Through Aimee J.

Fagundus. Subscriptions, 72.

Newark, N. J.—Through Elizabeth W.

Crane. Subscriptions, 25.

Laurel, Miss—Through Mrs. T. G.

McCallum. Subscriptions, 26.

University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

-—Through Dorothy Wheeler. Subscrip

tions, 14.

Mason City, Iowa—Through Mary T.

Robe. Subscriptions, 10.

Tacoma, Washington—Through M.

Belle Jefi'ery. Subscriptions, 10.

North Central Field Committee——

Through Harriet A. Cunningham. Sub

scriptions, 50.

Lawrence, Mass—Through Grace H.

Colby. Subscriptions, 13.

Germantown, Pa.—-Through Ruth Kirt

land, Subscriptions, 5].

Milledgeville, Ga.—Through Freda Britt.

Subscriptions, 25.

Del.—Through Grace L.

Subscriptions, 26.

\Vilmington,

Osborn.

Syracuse (city), N. Y.—-Through Mrs.

Donald Dey. Subscriptions, 37.

THE ANNUAL REPORT BLANKS

Each Association will soon receive its

yearly visitor—the annual report blank.

On January 1 these blanks will be sent

to the city and countv Associations, and

it is hoped that they will be returned by

February 1. The city blanks this year

include a blank for the finance figures,

in addition to those sent last year.

The student blanks will be sent out

the latter part of February.

In this year's Year Book statistical

figures will be printed for each Associa

tion. The plan that is now being tried

calls for the printing of these local sta

tistics in the year preceding the Na—

tional Triennial Convention. This year

is the yearl
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SECRETARIAL CHANGES

Keep your. year book up to date by

noting therein all secretarial changes.

FIELD

Beulah Bowen, part time secretary,

Northeastern Field, substituting for Miss

Kyle Adams.

Martha A. Chickering, special worker

(immigration secretary), Pacific Coast

Field.

Sarah Ellis, special worker at Angel

Island, Pacific Coast Field.

Helen Fulton of the National Train

ing School, 1916, student secretary, Pa

cific Coast Field. '

LOCAL

General

Mrs. Gertrude L. Myers, formerly of

fice secretary, now acting general at

South Bend, Ind.

Shime Hashidate, acting general of

Japanese Association, Los Angeles, Cal.

Lela A. Gregory from Rest and Re

creation Rooms, Denver, Col., to San

Bernardino, Cal.

Harriet E. Northrop from Brockton,

Mass, to Savannah, Ga.

Carolyn B. Chandler from Honolulu

to Galveston, Tex.

Lydia Ransen to Scandinavian Branch,

Denver, Col.

DEPARTMENTAL

Auociltionel

Miss Retz, extension secretary, Battle

Creek, Mich.

Helen Bryan, educational secretary, In

ternational Institute, New York City,

Mercie P. Adams, formerly cafeteria

director, now girls' work secretary, Bis

bee, Arizona.

Edith Brewster, business and member

ship secretary, Rest and Recreation

Rooms, Denver, Col.

Technical

Ruth Rigler, formerly assistant mana

ger of Association Cafeteria in New York

City (Summer Course, 1916), to be lunch

room director at Lancaster, Pa.

Mary E. Smith, house secretary, Lan

caster, Pa.

Rachel L. Kelley, physical director,

Pawtucket-Central Falls, Rhode Island.

Sarah Johnson, house secretary,

Youngstown, Ohio.

Jane Twist, cafeteria director, Oak

land, Cal.

Ellen S. Robbins, cafeteria director,

Rest and Recreation Rooms, Denver, Col.

—not house secretary at Denver Asso

ciation as printed.
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LOCATION AND DATES FOR 1917

CONFERENCES

Colored Student Conference—Latter part

of May. Place to be announced later.

Southern Student—June 1-11, Blue Ridge,

N. .

Eastern Student—June 22-July 2, Silver

Bay, N. Y.

East Central School Girls—Date to be

announced later. Camp Nepahwin,

Canton, Pa.

Eastern School Girls—Date to be an

nounced later. Makonikey Camp, Vine

yard Haven, Mass.

Northwestern—June ZZ-July 2.

\Vash.

\Vestern Student—June 22-July 2, Pres—

lliiiyterian Assembly Grounds, Hollister,

o.

Seabeck,

East Central Student—June 26-July 6,

Eagles Mere, Pa.

Western City—July 10-20, Presbyterian

Assembly Grounds, Hollister, Mo.

Eastern City—July 17-27, Silver Bay,

N. Y.

Solsthérn City—July 20-30, Blue Ridge,

Central City—August 10-20,

Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

Pacific Coast Student—August 11,21, Asil

omar, Cal.

Central Student—August 21-31, College

Camp, on Lake Geneva, Wis.

College

Town and Country—Date to be an

nounced later. Conference Point, on

Lake Geneva, Wis.

Pacific Coast City—August 21-31, Asilo

mar, Cal.
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Printer

82-65 BIBLE HOUSE

NEW YORK

Telephone, Stuyvesant ,

 

  

Needlework Shop

, CHILDREN‘S SPRING DRESSES

‘ MADE to ORDER and In STOCK

Purrles Exchanged

Linens Embroidered

Y. W. C. A.

14 West 45th Street N.Y. City

 



 

   

Playground

  

GYmnastic I Apparatus

Apparatus M h .

Lockers t ropometl'lc

Apparatus

Write for Catalogs

Narragansett Machine Co.

Providence, R. I., U. S. A.

 

 

 

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL

OF THE

YOUNG WOIENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TENTH YEAR OPENS SEPTEMBER. I9I7

In the National Trnining School Building,

135 East 52d Street, New York City

SUMMER SCHOOL, 1917

Graduate Course for Physical Directors. Advanced Theoretical and Practical

Courses. July 6th—August 17th.

First Year Courses for Student Secretaries and for Secretaries of Colored

Branches. July 6th—August 17th.

Short Courses for House Secretaries, Business Secretaries and Lunchroom

Direc.ors. july 6th—August 3d.

 
 

 

hr catalogue, elrellnn. application blanks and all information pertaining to the above. address

Secretarial Department

NATIONAL BOARD OF THE YOUNG WOMENS CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS

600 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

Please mention The Association Monthly when writing to advertisers
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